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Surgery looks
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Cutting edge surgery
Japanese-style management may take some in the halls of academic medicine
by surprise. So. too, might Ron Merrell. Yale’s new chairman of surgery, an
endocrinologist with a passion for education and the promises of technology.
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With health-care delivery—and reform—
under scrutiny, physician associates have
become major players in the primary-care arena.
Yale has been training PAs for two decades,
almost since the birth of this thriving profession.
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An ethicist from way back
Children from Worthington Hooker School sang America the Beautiful
as a portrait of their namesake was rededicated at Yale this summer.
Just who was this early authority on medical ethics?
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From Plagues and People to the Biological Mechanisms of
Reactions to Injury, any number of topics inspire medical faculty
to teach undergraduates across campus. As one professor sees it,
many of them are pre-med: all are pre-patient.
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Now Hail Us by E-mail

s
First ‘second-year show ’
a fourth-year production

Readers who may confuse the

To the editor:

Internet with the intercilium or

I would like to clear up a misunder¬

bandwidth with Ladd’s band,

standing that dates to the Fall/Winter

take heart: You are not alone!

1993-94 issue of Yale

To the editor:
I am writing in response to the
comment on page 43 of the Spring

To make it easier for you

1994 issue, that “for more than 50

(Reunion Reports, Page 35), in which

to contact us at

years, second-year medical students at

I was quoted in error as saying

we now have an electronic

the Yale University School of Medi¬

oxygen lack is the most significant

mail address. Write us at

cine have written, produced and

etiological factor in retrolental

ymm@yale.edu to send letters

directed an annual show.” To the best

fibroplasia of premature newborns.

to the editor, news items or

of my knowledge, the first annual

The opposite is true.

other correspondence. We look

show of the modern era was produced

In my opinion, what Jonathan

forward to hearing from you.

Medicine

Yale Medicine,

in 1949, 45 years ago, by the fourth-

Trumbull Lanman did is as important as

year class, after part two of the

Yale’s part in the first penicillin success¬

National Boards and before gradua¬

fully used in America—the Anne Miller

tion. As a junior fellow at the College

story. What Lanman proved saved

knee—which became internationally

of Physicians and Surgeons of

thousands of children worldwide from

known and praised. He stayed in

Columbia University in 1946-47, I

going blind. The children’s hospital

Ennis, despite a lot of interest in him

had greatly enjoyed the show that was

should be named after him to let the

from various parts of the world.

performed by the graduating class at

world know. In a few more years the
United States Postal Service will
reconsider a stamp commemorating

Nick Lyons
Lyons & Burford, Publishers
New York, N.Y.

this important event.

R.M. Fasanella, M.D. ’43M
Orange, Conn.

Recollections
of a mountain doctor
To the editor:
Dr. R.E. Losee, whose book,

that institution, and revived the
concept at Yale when I returned for
my clinical years.
The 1949 Yale production was a

Editors note: Dr. Losee’s reminis¬
cences of his life as a general practi¬

class act in every sense of the word.
Curiously, one of the 1949 songs, a

tioner in Montana should be required

lament about the then newly intro¬

reading for every Yale medical student.

duced internship matching program,

It show’s how dedication to the

also included a reference to Johns

patient’s well being combined with

Hopkins as did the 1994 show, but in

carefiil observation and some plain

a different context. I recall these

common sense can lead to the discov¬

words sung by a quartet that included

ery of a treatment for a common

Peter Cunningham:

ailment that eluded the most illustrious

DOC: Then and Now With a Montana

of academic orthopaedists. The

Physician, we published this fall,

importance of knowing your patients

graduated from Yale University

and viewing them as individuals with a

School of Medicine in 1944. Soon

problem attached to a body is clearly

thereafter he drove from Red Hook,

evident. This is the experience of a Yale

N.Y., to Montana, found by odd

Is good enough for me.

medical graduate who counters limited

chance a G.P. job open in Ennis and

My name isn’t Harvey Cushing,

medical resources (secondhand

stayed for more than 45 years. DOC

operating equipment, etc.) with his

So turn down me mother;

is his medical life out there—which

education at Yale and McGill, his own

Me sister, and me brother.

has a lot of the special problems of all

charm and a great deal of courage.

But for God’s sake

small-town doctoring. But in mid¬

A great tribute to the primary care

Please take me.

career he studied orthopaedics and

practitioner.

before long developed a convincing
new procedure for use on the trick

FallAVinter 1994-95

Michael Kashgarian
M.D. ’58, HS ’59-63
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I don’t want to go to Hopkins,
No Mass General for me!
Any little place
Where they treat the human race,

Homans, Blalock or Dand-y

N. Joel Ehrenkranz, M.D. ’49
South Miami, Fla.
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John A. Persing, M.D., chief of plastic surgery, and John C. Chaloupka, M.D., director of interventional
neuroradiology, worked together to remove a disfiguring lesion from the face of a teen-age girl. Recent
advances made possible the operation, which would not have been attempted a few years ago for fear of
massive, uncontrolled bleeding. “If we didn't work together on this, we would never have had this kind of
outcome, ” says Dr. Chaloupka. “Some problems are too complicated for one set of skills. ”

2
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Minimal pain,
minimal cost,
As surgery becomes less invasive and more preventive,
will its practitioners gradually fade from view?
Ron Merrell has seen the future and the answer, he says, is no.
By Michael Fitzsousa

Max Aguilera-Hellweg

The patient is a 76-year-old woman, a
cigarette smoker with high blood pressure
and, more recently, a worsening failure of the
left kidney. She has had two heart attacks in
the past 17 years and an accumulation of
other health problems. Now, after vascular
surgery to address her hypertension and
kidney failure, she lies in the intensive care
unit of Yale-New Haven Hospital.
“She is generally not doing well,” Colin
Bethel, M.D.. a fifth-year chief resident in
surgery, tells his colleagues from the center
of Fitkin amphitheater.
For the patient and for her physicians,
this is a problem.
Forty Yale surgeons—residents, commu¬
nity physicians, professors and the
department’s chairman—have gathered this
mid-September morning, as they do each
Saturday at 8, to hear about problems. The

Michael Fitzsousa is publications editor in the
medical school’s Office of Public Information.
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woman in intensive care is one of eight
patients on the vascular service in August
whose surgery resulted in a complication.
Out of 54 cases for the month, eight is not
too bad a number. Chairman Ronald C.
Merrell, M.D., tells the assembled sur¬
geons. Still, he asks, what questions does
the case raise? What lines of inquiry could
help this patient, or the next?
You might call this gathering a
seminar, a departmental meeting or a
teaching conference. Dr. Merrell calls it
his kaizen conference, after the principle
that has traveled from Tokyo to some
quality-conscious American businesses
over the past decade. “In Japanese, kaizen
means steady improvement,” he says. “We
are there to find things that are wrong or
things that cry for improvement, and to
look for possibilities to improve upon
what we are doing as surgeons.”
The kaizen label puts a new spin on an
old concept, that of the teaching confer¬
ence, says Richard J. Gusberg, M.D.,
professor and chief of vascular surgery.
"The format is to scrutinize what we do

3

new initiatives since his arrival
in July 1993, Dr. Merrell views
his role as chairman and profes¬
sor of surgery as that of a team
leader—and member—rather
than an omnipresent arbiter.
“People will solve their own
problems,” he says. “It is
remarkable how they will do
that. I can’t give every lecture,
but I can set a standard for
excellence and accountability.”
His interest in education is
reflected throughout the depart¬
ment, from a new residency
program planned for the
department’s emergency medi¬
cine section to the recruitment
Michael Fitzsousa

Colin Bethel M.D., a fifth-year chief resident in surgery, presents a case to colleagues
during the Saturday-morning kaizen conference in Fitkin amphitheater.

of new faculty noted especially
for their teaching skills, along
with the weekly kaizen confer¬
ence. He calls medical students
“a precious resource that should

and get as much educational value
from it as we can. The message of this
kind of conference is to create an
environment that stimulates, induces
and rewards inquisitiveness, and for
us all to ask what we can do better for
our patients.”
Japanese-style management may
take some in the halls of academic
medicine by surprise. So, too, might
Ron Merrell. Born in 1946 and edu¬
cated in Alabama and St. Louis, he
came to Yale a year ago from Houston,
where he was vice dean and professor

“The message of this
kind of con ference is

them regularly. “I believe the depart¬
ment that stays close to its educational
mission will not become jaded. And it

to create an

will never suffer for a lack of young

environment that

minds that want to pursue the same
questions as we.”

stimulates,
induces and rewards
inquisitiveness.

never be undervalued" and meets with

”

Richard J. Gusberg, M.D.
chief of vascular surgery

of surgery at the University of Texas

§§§

If any two words sum up the state
of surgery as the profession nears a
new millennium, they are minimally
invasive. Surgery has changed
dramatically in the span of 20 years,

Medical School. An authority on

and the pace of change is not likely to

endocrinologic surgery and pancreatic

with surgery certainly at the time of

slow. “We are going to teach the next

transplantation, Dr. Merrell speaks with

his own education. "Rather than the

generation of surgeons by virtual

zeal both on the technological advances

surgeon being some sort of deity that

reality,” says Dr. Merrell, who lectures

that are fundamentally changing the

works magic with the hands, the

on the high-tech aspects of surgery

way surgeons work and on the human

surgeon is being seen increasingly by

and has worked with the National

issues that surround the department’s

the patient as a therapeutic partner,

Aeronautics and Space Administration

125 full-time faculty and their patients.

someone whose job it is to fully

on telemedicine projects to deliver

He also radiates an obvious pride in his

inform patients, then become the

long-distance medical consultation,

colleagues and their work. “Surgery is a

director of the team,” he says. Asked

and some treatment, electronically.

vibrant department here. It’s doing very,

for names of faculty to interview. Dr.

very well.”

Merrell produces a cross-section of

Dr. Merrell’s approach to patients
and to the management of his depart¬
ment are noticeably lacking in
authoritarianism, a quality associated

4

The potential educational value of
a virtual computer simulation—where

the department, rather than a list of

students will be able to operate again

section chiefs.

and again electronically on a case they

Despite his insistence on achieve¬
ment and the charting of dozens of

Yale Medicine

might have seen only once in a
lifetime—is just one dividend of

FallAVinter 1994-95

advances in technology during the past

dozens of other procedures. Not only is

decade. Laparoscopic surgery, by

there less risk but also less injury to the

and so forth,” he says. "Now the

which gall-bladder removal and other

body during surgery. “Many of the

energy may be an argon beam, it may

were scissors and knives and pincers

procedures are now routinely per¬

(advances in epilepsy treatment)—in

be a focused gamma ray, it may be

formed using tiny incisions, a miniatur¬

our understanding, classification,

electrical current. It may be tiny,

ized video camera and modified

evaluation and treatment—are directly

whirring blades on the end of a

instruments, has dramatically reduced

attributable to neuroimaging,” Dennis

catheter. We have a lot of bladed

the suffering of patients and the length

D. Spencer, M.D., chief and Nixdorff-

techniques that are almost invisible.

of their hospital stays. Rapid advances

German Professor of Neurosurgery,

They are microscopic and yet they are

in molecular biology and genetics

and Susan Spencer, M.D., professor of

doing what we always wanted with

promise to provide less-invasive

neurology, write in a recent newsletter.

our prior efforts, which were crude

alternatives to surgery in the near

The benefits of imaging, they add,

and very intrusive and very invasive.”

future. Current research in the surgery

“may alter our basic understanding of

department is expected to lead to

some kinds of epilepsy.” And as

autonomous and freestanding, are

clinical gene therapy trials for

imaging permits surgeons a detailed

building bridges to their colleagues in

Parkinson’s disease at Yale within the

view inside the body, new instruments

internal medicine and the other

next two years, followed by similar

are allowing them to operate with

specialties. Much of the research by

trials for Alzheimer’s disease, epilepsy

unprecedented precision.

and diabetes.
New precision in imaging and in

Surgeons, long regarded as

Yale surgeons shares the common

“What is so very new,” Dr.

goal of addressing illness earlier and,

Merrell says, “is the use of things

in some cases, avoiding surgery

cutting have reduced risks to patients

other than just sharpness to destroy

altogether. An expert in gastrointesti¬

in the treatment of epilepsy, abdominal

unwanted tissue.”

diseases, open-heart surgery and

nal disease is using biopsies to catalog

“Our only devices in the past

cell states seen in the tissue of
surgical patients, in the hopes of
providing clues to family doctors to
begin medical therapy earlier. The
intended result is to preclude gas¬
trointestinal surgery by early treat¬
ment with drugs.
Gene therapy and biotechnology
may reduce other surgeries. And the
trend toward laparoscopic surgery is
gradually eroding the practice of
conventional, open surgery in certain
areas. Cholecystectomy, or removal of
the gall bladder, has been turned over
to endoscopic practice to the extent
that educators are beginning to worry
that the new generation of surgeons
may lack some of the basic surgical
skills taught to everyone just a decade
ago. As surgery becomes less and less
invasive, a troubling question arises:
Will surgeons someday perfect their
craft right out of existence?

§§§

Nine a.m. Monday morning.
Michael Marsland

A 9-year-old girl lies on the operating
table unconscious, waiting for a new

Ronald C. Merrell, M.D., chairman of surgery, discusses problems of the thyroid

mitral valve to repair her failing heart.

during a seminar with medical students in September. “I believe the department that
stays close to its educational mission will not become jaded, ” says Dr. Merrell.

The severity of her condition, an acute

FallAVinter 1994-95
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presentation of rheumatic fever.

5

She is home now and she’s fine.

manifested itself with an attack of
severe congestive heart failure

Is the central step—stitching in

and her medical team has worried

the new valve—as simple as it

through the weekend that she

looked? “It is straightforward

might not survive until Monday.

once you get to that point,” says

She has found her way, via a

Dr. Elefteriades. “If it appeared

pediatric cardiologist, to the

simple, that must mean we did a

cardiothoracic operating suite in

good job. But there’s a lot of

Yale-New Haven Hospital, where

danger in getting there.”
Open-heart surgery, pio¬

John Elefteriades, M.D., is

neered in the 1950s, is about the

opening her chest with a scalpel

least likely candidate for

and cautery device.

endoscopic techniques. The

To see how simple this
procedure is, one has to ignore the

cutting is too complicated and

heart-lung machine, the cell-saver,

the space needed to maneuver

the array of electronic monitors

too great to consider the proce¬

and anesthesia devices, the

dure without an open incision.

specialized instruments and

It’s unlikely even that smaller

lighting. Forget about the three

organs will be transplanted

surgeons, two nurses, two anes¬

endoscopically anytime soon,

thesiologists, the perfusionist and

says Dr. Merrell. But surgeons

his assistant. When the girl’s body

talk of even bypasses being done

Nancy Gentile-Ferreri

by scope someday. “I see the

is cooled and the heart stopped,
when the heart-lung machine has
taken over her circulation, and the
surgeons have opened the right
chamber of the organ, then and only
then is the problem straightforward.
Her heart is massively dilated, twice
its normal size. The original valve
tissue is in tatters.
A small, prosthetic device called a
St. Jude’s valve makes its way down a

The goal is “not just to
be a lone ranger but
to get an entire posse,
an entire crew of
Jedi knights, ready
for the battles
of the 21st century. ”

laparoscopic and the minimally
invasive work replacing surgery step
by step. I don’t know how far we
will get.”
To continue on that journey. Dr.
Merrell recruited James C. Rosser Jr.,
M.D., to head endoscopic and
laparoscopic surgery last summer. A
6-foot-4 linebacker of a guy who
goes by the nickname Butch, Dr.

web of 14 sutures and into position

Rosser has traveled the world

where the remains of the diseased

teaching advanced laparoscopic

valve have been cut away. The prosthe¬
sis bears an odd resemblance to the

James C. Rosser Jr., M.D.
director of endoscopic
and laparoscopic surgery

technique—a level of dexterity Dr.
Merrell likens to “teaching a mari¬

landing capsule of an Apollo space¬

onette to dance the tarantella.” Dr.

craft, until Dr. Elefteriades removes the

Rosser’s first charge is to quickly

white plastic cone used to position the
new valve. The sutures are tied and

refine and advance the surgical
Dr. Elefteriades, professor of

faculty’s laparoscopic skills. Later,

trimmed, the chamber sewn up, then the

surgery and acting chief of the

the professors will pass that knowl¬

pericardium is replaced and stitched.

cardiothoracic section, performs five

edge on to residents here and to

open-heart procedures a week. He

surgeons from afar, who will spend

rises, her heart begins to beat

also teaches, conducts research and

up to six weeks honing their skills at

prematurely. The temperature is

runs the section, which handles 100

a new Yale training center in the

lowered to allow time to finish the

open-heart cases a month, mostly

Temple Street medical complex

As the girl’s body temperature

suturing and negotiate the complex

coronary artery bypasses. Ten days

recently purchased by Yale-New

changeover from heart-lung machine

after the girl’s mitral-valve replace¬

Haven Hospital’s parent corporation.

to natural circulation. This accom¬

ment, the surgeon pauses in his office

With Dr. Rosser’s arrival as an

plished, a pacing jolt of current is

across Davenport Avenue in the

assistant professor, Yale will lengthen

applied and the young heart begins

medical school’s Farnam building.

its list of endoscopic procedures. In

thumping again. It is beating ro¬

The girl is doing well; in fact, she ate

addition to laparoscopic

bustly. It looks healthy.

dinner the evening of her surgery.

cholecystectomies and resection of

6
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large intestines that have become

head and neck, spinal cord and brain.

therapy to cure disease. In surgery, as

common here, he says, Yale physi¬

Without piercing the skull, he can

well as other departments, researchers

cians soon will be able to remove the

treat vascular lesions inside the brain

are pursuing genetic interventions that

spleen and lymph nodes and perform

by blocking blood flow or, in some

may render some existing surgical

ulcer and hiatal hernia surgery. They

cases, by increasing blood flow. One

procedures obsolete.

also will have greater capability for

of his tools is a liquid polymer, he

performing pediatric laparoscopy. Dr.

says, “a substance close to Krazy

Rosser’s goal? “Not just to be a lone

Glue.”

ranger but to get an entire posse, an

Matthew J. During, M.D.,
associate professor in the
neurosurgery section, predicts that

For the 16-year-old patient, who

clinical gene therapy trials to treat

entire crew of Jedi knights, ready for

had become withdrawn from others as

the battles of the 21st century.”

a result of her disfigurement, Drs.

within a year or two. Dr. During’s

Persing and Chaloupka worked as a

basic research in the lab has been

beyond laparoscopy, the term that

team to first block the blood flow to

applied to animal models and will

describes small-incision procedures in

the lesion, then remove it. Twelve

soon be ready for humans. By

the abdominal region. Cardiologists

hours of surgery one day was fol¬

inserting therapeutic genes into the

use scopes to find and scrape plaque

lowed by a four-hour session the next.

cells of the brain, surgeons will be

Minimally invasive surgery goes

Parkinson's disease will begin at Yale

from the vasculature of the heart.

Because of the advances in both

able to restore the ability of a certain

Orthopaedists, once a part of surgery

endovascular and reconstructive

region to produce dopamine, the

but now in their own, free-standing

surgery, says Dr. Chaloupka, “we can

neurotransmitter that is depleted in

department, perform microsurgery on

approach these cases in a more

Parkinson's disease.

torn ligaments and battered knees and

aggressive fashion.” In this case, the

Gene therapy for certain forms of

shoulders. Even within the realm of

results were excellent, and during the

cancer, for epilepsy, diabetes and

surgery proper, other low-impact

girl’s next visit he noticed a change in

Alzheimer’s disease are all on the

procedures are evolving along with

her attitude. “She was looking me in

horizon at Yale, with projects under

laparoscopy.

the eye and even being a little sassy.

way. “We hope to be the country’s

As a 16-year-old, she was actually

first gene therapy clinic for neurologi¬

giving me a hard time.”

cal disorders,” he says.

For example, John A. Persing,
M.D., professor and chief of plastic
surgery, teamed in June with John C.
Chaloupka, M.D., director of

Then there is the expanding field
of genetics and the promise of gene

To introduce genes. Dr. During’s
lab has devised a new vector system

interventional neuroradiology

based on AAV, or adeno-associ-

and assistant professor of

ated virus. To deliver the new

radiology and neurosurgery, to

genes precisely to the correct

attempt an operation that

area of the brain, researchers use

would not have been consid¬

stereotactic technology, which

ered five years ago. A 16-

now can pinpoint delivery

year-old girl, disfigured from

accurately within a few millime¬

birth by a large vascular lesion

ters. Stereotactic neurosurgery is

on her lip and face, had been

already used at Yale and a few

left worse off by earlier

other centers to evaluate severe

attempts at correcting her

cases of epilepsy. Surgeons who

congenital defect. Because of

treat cancer use another stereo¬

the intricacies of blood flow

tactic device to perform needle

to such lesions, plastic

biopsies, less invasive to the

surgeons have been hampered

patient than conventional biopsy.

in their efforts to remove them

Stereotactic frames image

simply by cutting.

the structures of the brain along a

Until the development of

set of coordinates, then use that

interventional neuroradiol¬

data and a computer to direct the

ogy, patients risked massive

surgical intervention. Because of
Max Aguilera-Hellweg

external bleeding or cerebral

the need for precision, the patient

hemorrhage. Using miniatur¬

The hands of John Elefteriades, M.D., acting chief of

is fastened to the frame, immo¬

ized catheters and mechanical

bile. A team that originated at

devices. Dr. Chaloupka can

cardiothoracic surgery, deftly manipulate the tissues and
vessels of the heart during a coronary artery bypass

enter the blood vessels of the

procedure at Yale-New Haven Hospital.

frameless stereotactic device that

Fall/Winter 1994-95
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Yale is now working on a

7

will compensate for patient movement
and increase their comfort.
Michael S. Conte, M.D., who
arrived this summer as an assistant
professor of vascular surgery, was
recruited to conduct research in gene
therapy for vascular disease. Dr.
Conte studies endothelial cells lining
the blood vessels for clues to why
arteries close dow n again after
angioplasty, a technique used to clear
them of life-threatening plaque. He is
experimenting in rabbits with a
procedure in which endothelial cells

see the laparoscopic
and the minimally
invasive work
replacing surgery? step
by step.
I don > know how far
we will get. ”

“/

Ronald C. Merrell, M.D.
chairman of surgery

skin replacement, is now the standard
treatment for severely burned patients.
Craig D. Friedman, M.D.,
assistant professor of surgery, has
pursued similar goals in his research
of an artificial bone material in putty
form. When this composite is mixed,
the plastic surgeon or orthopaedist has
the ability to apply and shape the
material, which hardens to the
consistency of natural bone. Before,
surgeons have grafted bone from the
hip to fill gaps in the skull, for
example. Because the natural bone
rarely fits perfectly, an uneven surface

are removed, genetically altered, then
John Geibel, M.D., the re¬

bond forms as the graft heals. With

angioplasty. The technique shows

searcher developing the catalog of

the new material, the bond is nearly

promise as a way to repair the lining

cell states, has manufactured his own

seamless. What’s more, it is gradually

of the artery and curtail the smooth-

pipettes for dissecting gastric glands.

replaced by natural bone as it grows

muscle grow th that occurs w hen the

He also is developing a software

across the area of injury.

lining is left to heal on its own. It also

product that will allow surgeons a

shows that retroviruses can be used to

real-time, endoscopic look at the

cations is the research pursued by

introduce therapeutic agents to the

stomach and intestines. The data can

cardiothoracic surgeons at Yale to

endothelium.

also be configured to reconstruct a

create new hearts. Since the limita¬

three-dimensional picture of the

tions of the Jarvik mechanical heart

practical innovations and the

intestinal tract for later study. It

became apparent a decade ago,

manufacture of products for use in

could be the basis for virtual imaging

research at Yale and elsewhere has
been directed at mechanical-assist

used to quickly reline the artery after

Surgical research has led to

Even more dramatic in its impli¬

Yale labs and beyond. Dr. During

and teaching in the future. Mean¬

and Dr. Spencer, the chief of

while, Dr. Rosser, in conjunction

devices that augment or replace the

neurosurgery, developed a depth

with a Virginia software developer,

capacity of a failing left ventricle.

electrode that measures both brain

has turned his laparoscopic teaching

Clinical trials at Yale began five years

chemistry and electrical activity. Its

methods into an interactive CD-ROM

ago for the NOVAcore, a device that

program for his students. The next

has an external pump and power

development carried the measure¬
ment of brain function a step further

step, he says, will be virtual simula¬

supply connected to the heart through

and the probe is used to diagnose

tions that show the operating envi¬

the chest wall. A more advanced

epilepsy patients at Yale.

ronment in three dimensions.

model, its power module supported by

Bauer E. Sumpio, M.D., Ph.D.,

Yale faculty are engineering

a shoulder strap, was put into use at

professor of vascular surgery, in¬

replacements for skin, bone and even

vented a laboratory device that helps

hearts. Charles B. Cuono, M.D.,

sustain critically ill patients awaiting

elucidate the process of hypertension

Ph.D., professor and director of the

heart transplants.

and its toll on the heart. Using a

Yale Skin Bank, has spent years

vacuum chamber and flexible mem¬

refining his work on artificial skin.

Yale this fall. Both are intended to

branes, Dr. Sumpio has been able to

His most recent project builds on the

show how physical forces affect the

knowledge that the skin component

blood vessels—in particular, the

most affected by immune rejection is

endothelial cells lining the blood¬

the epidermis, or outer layer. Dermis

vessel walls. These cells react to

from a donor generally is not rejected.

that promises a method of gene therapy

stretching and changes in pressure by

By combining an epidermal layer

for Parkinson’s disease and other

signaling chemically to adjacent

cultured from the patient’s own skin

maladies. "We hope to be the country's

smooth muscle cells, which in turn

with donor dermis from a cadaver. Dr.

first gene therapy clinic for

replicate in higher numbers. Dr.

Cuono can create a graft that is

neurological disorders, ” he says. Here

Sumpio’s research is exploring the

biologically permanent. This innova¬

link between those processes and

tion, developed at Yale by Dr. Cuono

he holds part of a stereotactic frame,
the device used to pinpoint the area of

hypertension and arterial blockage.

and known as composite auto-allo

the brain to receive therapeutic genes.

Yale Medicine
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Matthew J. During, M.D., associate
professor of surgery, conducts research
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On the horizon
Recent initiatives by surgeons
at Yale include new programs in
liver and pancreas transplanta¬
tion, a regional effort to prevent
injuries, and a new pediatric
emergency service.
John R. Gosche, M.D., Ph.D.,
a pediatric surgeon, was recruited
to revive the department’s ECMO
center. Extracorporeal membrane
oxygenation, a form of heart-lung
bypass, is used to support
newborn children with severe
respiratory problems. Unlike the
heart-lung machine, which
typically is used for a few hours at
a time, the ECMO device will
sustain newborns for a week,
allowing them to recover fully in
many cases.
The department has added a
new training program in pediatric
surgery and a new subspeciality,
pediatric otolaryngology. It also was
awarded Level I trauma designa¬
tion, the highest accreditation given
by the American College of
Surgeons, and emergency physi¬
cians are teaming with local and
regional government to prevent
injuries. A new, multidisciplinary
center for pancreatic disease is
being created, adding to existing
centers for the treatment of
vascular and cerebrovascular
disease, and of craniofacial
deformities.
In basic research, Yale scien¬
tists are delving into the mysteries
of hearing loss, osteoporosis and
dementia, among many other
fields of inquiry. Joseph SantosSacchi, Ph.D., is exploring how
the hair cells of the organ of corti
are damaged by noise and how
hearing may be restored. Michael
Centrella, Ph.D., andThomas L.
McCarthy, Ph.D., are studying
how two growth factors might be
manipulated to stimulate bone
growth in patients with
osteoporosis, bone fractures and,
ultimately, cranial deformities.
Neuropathologists are seeking a
link between Alzheimer’s and
Creutzfeldt-Jakob diseases and
certain viral mechanisms.
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Harry Bishop

Ghada Afifi, a chief resident in general surgery, performs a laparoscopic
cholecystectomy—removal of the gall bladder—using an endoscope and two video
monitors to follow the movements of her instruments.

At the same time, researchers

gastroenterologists—and between

hope to create an artificial heart from

doctors and technicians in imaging

the patient’s own muscle. The first

and instrumentation.

successes in this effort came with an

"We're seeing a true merger of

animal study that wrapped skeletal

physicians and surgeons at the end of

muscle from the back around the heart

this century,” says Dr. Merrell.

and implanted a pacemaker to stimu¬

“Surgery is changing because our

late contractions. In this model, the

relationship to the remainder of

outer muscle envelops the failing

medicine is changing. Surgery for a

heart and gives it the extra force

long while was freestanding. But

needed for circulation. Now working

more commonly it is done in the

with small laboratory animals, Yale

context of partners in diagnostic

researchers are shaping muscle into a

imaging, partners in clinical laborato¬

new pumping chamber that provides

ries and so forth, such that we come

its own force.

up with exquisite diagnoses and know

"There's been good early success

really what we are treating.”

in the lab,” says Dr. Elefteriades. "The

As Dr. Chaloupka sees it, in the

potential is there to create a whole new

context of his case with Dr. Persing,

heart out of skeletal muscle.”

the plastic surgeon: “If we didn’t

All of these initiatives require

work together on this, we would never

collaboration—between cardio-

have had this kind of outcome. This

thoracic surgeons and their counter¬

patient needed the combined skills we

parts in cardiology, between Ph.D.s

offered to bring off this dramatic

and M.D.s, basic scientists and

story. Some problems are too compli¬

clinical scholars, GI surgeons and

cated for one set of skills.”

Yale Medicine
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The message is repeated often.

or 5,000? Especially if a patient

“We are crossing over these traditional

far away needs the rare skills of

accounts. He prefers to call it com¬

boundaries, into radiology or

a specialist.

plex. “Surgeons are tenacious in

the job, a difficult one by many

endoscopy, to accomplish what we

“As we improve our human-

seeking their individual goals and

need to accomplish for the patient,”

machine interface, there is no reason

what they believe is best for their

says Dana Andersen. M.D.. who

why I would need to go to

particular part of surgery," he says. “I

recently arrived from the University of

Saskatchewan, say, to do some

want to see a robust clinical program

Chicago as professor and chief of

procedure. I could sit in New Haven

and the hospitals full, the residents

surgical gastroenterology. "The patient

and work through telepresence and

happy, the students stimulated, and

is only going to get the best treatment

virtual reality and perform the

still see if we can't publish between

if we’re all working together.”

operation from here,” he says. This

600 and 800 papers a year.”

kind of thinking brought Dr. Merrell
§§§

to the attention of NASA officials,

He rattles off the department's
numbers, just published in a thick

who asked him to organize a

annual report: 664 publications last

telemedicine consultation network to

year, 65 grants, 15 sections, 125 full¬

office, talking about the future. A

respond to the Armenia earthquake in

time faculty. And extramural fund¬

computer to his left links him to

1988. The network, called the Space

ing—essentially the money that comes

the Yale-New Haven Hospital

Bridge, used NASA resources to link

from the National Institutes of

clinical network. One on his right

more than 500 physicians in the

Health—is up by 12 percent when

connects him to the medical school

United States and Armenia over a

many expected it to fall. "To do that,

and university; on his desk before

period of six months.

we increased our grant applications by

Ron Merrell is sitting in his

him is a laptop, his computer.

Will all this technology dehuman¬

Occasionally frustrated by technol¬

ize medicine? No, says Dr. Merrell,

a third. If you push the system hard
enough, you get back what you need.”

ogy (the medical school system has

who chairs the Aerospace Medicine

just eaten his E-mail), he is not

and Occupational Medicine Advisory

department is similar to that of the

afraid of it. Quite the opposite.

Committee to NASA and is working

teaching conference. “If you want

on a future telemedicine project with

something to be excellent and to

Telemedicine, he says, is not

His approach to managing the

so far-fetched. The video aspect

Moscow: “I think it is permitting us to

steadily improve, you cannot start

of endoscopy has already removed

minimize the ugly mechanics and be

off by saying, ‘Aren't we good?’

the surgeon a step from his or her

more human.”

You start off by saying, ‘What's

patient. If the cable is five feet
now, why can't it be 50 miles.

The conversation turns to his
leadership style and the demands of

Continued on Page 14

Michael Marsland

Ronald C. Merrell,
M.D., talks with
medical students
during a seminar.
“The teaching part is
that which will always
sustain you and never
lose its freshness, ” he
says, “because the
students come back
on an annual basis.
They are not asking
the same old
questions. They are
asking new things. ”
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A new generation of women in surgery
It is 10:30 on a Wednesday

school, the class was 10 percent

evening in September when the call

women, a figure that was pretty

comes. Barbara Ward. M.D., listens as

liberal for those days,” she says.

a resident updates her on the case of a

"And now, for the first time, this year

Yale College freshman who is show¬

we have more women than men in

ing all the signs of acute appendicitis.

the entering class.” Fifty-six mem¬

The young woman’s physicians have

bers of the Class of 1998 are women;

followed her symptoms throughout

44 are men.

the day and now agree it is time to

Despite this trend in medicine as
a whole, surgery has been seen by

act.
The operating room is booked for

many as the last holdout, a world with

11 and by 11:30, Dr. Ward is making

male traditions and little desire to

the incision that begins the procedure

accept or accommodate women. At

to remove the inflamed appendix. The

Yale, which began admitting female

patient fares well. Her surgeon, after a

medical students in 1916, only 12

few hours sleep, is back at work by 8

women are on record as completing

the next morning.

the surgical residency.

For Dr. Ward, an associate profes¬

Dr. Kinder and Elizabeth Morgan,

sor who is eight months pregnant as

M.D., began the surgical residency

these events unfold, the long day is a

program in 1971, according to Dr.

normal part of a surgeon’s week. “You

Ward, who researched the history of

need to keep going all out,” she says, a

women in surgery for a lecture last

bit bleary eyed, in her office the next

year. Dr. Morgan, author of The

afternoon. “Am I tired today? Sure. I

Making of a Woman Surgeon, finished

probably would have been tired,

her training at Tufts, and a second

Barbara Ward, M.D., with LPGA golfer
Carolyn Keggi. An LPGA Celebrity

though, even if I wasn't pregnant.” Her

woman, Mary Alice Helikson, M.D.,

baby was due in early October, and Dr.

took her place here and completed the

Pro-Am tournament at Yale Golf
Course next July 24 will support

Ward planned to be back on the job in

program with Dr. Kinder in 1976.

Tom Urtz

women's health programs at Yale.

December.

In the 1982-83 academic year,

A generation ago, it was unusual
for women to practice surgery at Yale

again available, only two women

and its affiliated hospitals. Today, it is

were enrolled in Yale’s general

not exactly commonplace but is

surgery residency program. The

becoming so. The number of female

number grew slowly, fluctuating

general surgeons in the United States

around five until 1993-94, when nine

is close to 3,000, nearly 10 times the

women matched at Yale. This year’s

level of 1970, according to the

contingent of eight is almost as large.

American Medical Association.

Nationally, too, the number is small

“In the last 20 years, we’ve seen a

but rising. According to the Associa¬

big change in medicine as a whole,”

tion of American Medical Colleges,

says Barbara Kinder, M.D. ’71, Yale

30 percent of all residents were

professor and chief of surgery at the

women in 1991. Only 15 percent of

Department of Veterans Affairs

general surgical residents that year

Medical Center in West Haven. Dr.

were women but the numbers in both

Kinder began her surgical residency

categories have been rising steadily.

here in 1971.
“When I went to Yale medical

12

the first year for which records are
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Behind this trend, say faculty and
administrators, is the belief that the
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reasons women were discouraged
from entering this high-pressure field
are no longer valid.
“Surgery has changed and women
have changed,” says Dr. Kinder. “And
these days a lot of men aren’t willing
to work the kinds of hours we worked
in training.”
According to Ronald C. Merrell,
M.D., professor and chairman of
surgery, making Yale appealing to
women surgeons, residents and
faculty is a priority of the department.
“Every place is not the same, and I
am very pleased that we have an
atmosphere at Yale that attracts
women in surgery,” he says. Among
new women faculty are Ronnie
Rosenthal, M.D., a specialist in
geriatric surgery; Amy Friedman,
Harry Bishop

M.D., recruited to head a new livertransplant program; and Melissa
Perkal, M.D., a part-time faculty
member who serves on the operating

Melissa Perkal, M.D., left, operates with chief resident Ghada Afifi, M.D., and a
female medical student and nurse work together to remove the gallbladder of a
patient at Yale-New Haven Hospital.

room and surgical education care
committees.
one few would voice these days—that

women are interested in surgery, and

prevailing, that women have an

it is incompatible with a young

they’re seeing some of the people in

increasing role in surgery,” says Dr.

family’s child-rearing years. “I think

front of them making major contribu¬

Merrell. “Surgery is not a gender-

that still makes some sense.”

tions, women like Barbara Kinder and

“Common sense is finally

specific role; I would prefer that our
specialty be gender-blind.”
Dr. Ward, despite her uncompli¬
cated devotion to surgery, says that
balancing work and family life is not

“This is in a way an experiment,”
she says, “to see if women ultimately

Barbara Ward.
“And I think the surgical faculty at

will stay in surgery and remain

Yale—many of them men—have been

prominent. I think they will.”

very, very welcoming to women,” she

As Dr. Merrell sees it, the accep¬

adds. “They’re not saying what used to

without conflicts. She points out that

tance of women has more to do with

be said 20 years ago, ‘A woman like

she has had an easy pregnancy, which

age than gender, as young physicians

you should be in pediatrics.’ They’re

has allowed her to cut and suture until

bring with them the attitudes of their

saying, 'We’re doing wonderful things.

2 a.m. when necessary. Her husband,

own era. “It’s really a changing of the

Come join us.’ ”

working out of their home in East

guard. It’s more generational than a

Haven, had a flexible schedule that

clash of cultures.”

complemented the demands of her

Merle Waxman, M.A., associate

Perhaps the greatest indication
that women have become accepted on
equal footing is that a female surgeon

profession, until recently. Now a new

dean for academic development and

job will require them to juggle work

director of the Office for Women in

Dr. Kinder, “It’s not really that much

and child care. Dr. Ward says she can

Medicine, has watched as a second

of an issue. People don't comment on

understand the argument once

generation of women in surgery has

it any more.”

directed against women in surgery—

entered practice. “More and more

FallAVinter 1994-95
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is in no way a novelty in 1994. Says

Michael Fitzsousa
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Continued from Page 11

wrong with it?’ Improvement may
not be a technical improvement, it
may be the identification of some¬
thing we need to do at a molecular
level or maybe it is a system error, or
maybe it is management issue, a
personnel issue or a human issue.
But all promulgating excellence by
looking at what we are doing with
very clear eyes under a very bright
light, with all the non-threatening
candor we can summon.”

§§§

What is a futurist’s view of the
future of surgery? Dr. Merrell sees the
distinctions between surgery and
medicine gradually becoming less
important. Procedures will continue to
become less invasive, and less
expensive. “I believe that, instead of
making surgery irrelevant, we are
going to be able to bring a new kind
of surgery, a minimal surgery with
minimal injury, minimal pain, and
lesser costs.”
Though the work of surgery is
spreading to other disciplines, and
some procedures will disappear
altogether, no one really believes that

Max Aguilera-Hellweg

surgeons will fade from view. While
laparoscopic surgery does reduce

John Elefteriades, M.D., and others in the section of cardiothoracic surgery’ are

disturbance to the patient during and

working on an artificial heart made from the patient's own muscle.

after surgery, it also requires a higher
level of skill among surgeons. Like
other minimally invasive advances, it

minute, we don't have enough

demands more training for surgeons.

surgeons. We better stop emphasizing

the part that you always come back to

It also takes more time in the operat¬

primary care and get some more

and find refreshing; you never find it

ing room.

people to go into surgery.’ ”

And, despite the advances, an

To attract those new surgeons, Dr.

“I find the education part to be

boring.” Dr. Merrell adds. “The
teaching part is that which will always

aging America is going to increase the

Merrell believes it is essential to keep

sustain you and never lose its fresh¬

demand for highly trained specialists.

a strong focus on the educational

ness, because the students come back

mission of the department, along with

on an annual basis. They are not

grows older, we’re seeing more and

“As the country’s population

research and clinical care. Noted for

asking the same old questions. They

more surgical disease. We're fixing

his interest in teaching. Dr. Merrell

are asking new things.” YM

more hernias now than they ever did

says he is advocating nothing new at

in 1900. You have to have more

Yale. “I think that I bring a sense of

surgeons to do it,” says Dr. Andersen.

organization to a group that was

“It is predictable in five to 10 years,

already quite committed to teaching,”

someone is going to say, ‘Wait a

he says.
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Physician associate Heidi Weisner Nolan talks with a patient about
signing a living will while on duty at a nursing facility in Hamden, Conn.

By Colleen Collins

Physician associates, as they are
called here at Yale, and physician

A decade ago, medical school

The Yale School
of Medicine has
been training
physician associates
for 20 years,
almost since
the birth
of this thriving
profession.
Now, the debate over
health-care reform—
all politics aside
—has put PAs
in the spotlight

Fall/Winter 1994-95

assistants both work under the title of

might have been the obvious track

PA. Assistant is the more common

for Christian Perry, who graduated

term, though some would like to

from Wake Forest University with

change that.

honors and an interest in medicine.

While assistant is likely to remain

But Mr. Perry comes from a small

the standard term, Yale continues to

town in Vermont where a physician

call PAs physician associates because

associate served as his health-care

it better reflects the collegial relation¬

provider. The profession seemed

ship between these professionals and

attractive to Mr. Perry, who will

their supervising physicians, says

graduate from Yale’s Physician

Elaine Grant, PA. ’74, M.P.H. '92,

Associate program next August.
“I liked the idea of being able to
go to school another two years and

who is assistant dean and director of
Yale’s PA program.
It is a profession that is thriving.

make a fairly immediate impact on

As most health-care providers

someone’s life,” Mr. Perry says.

anxiously followed competing

Though he will earn less than a

proposals for reform, PAs could rest

doctor, he will avoid the hectic life of

easy. They fared well in the Clinton

an intern and resident and the

plan and would probably not be hurt

malpractice worries of a physician,

by any of the other bills that floated

he says. And he’s not worried about

around the Capitol during the first

money: “No one in health care is

round of the debate. Perhaps more

going to starve.”

importantly, market forces are
expected to increase demand for
mid-level providers—PAs and nurse

Colleen Collins is a free-lance writer

practitioners—even if reform is

in Hamden, Conn.

never passed.
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Graduates of the Yale Physician Associate Program, Class of 1994. Nationally, PAs receive an average of
six job offers upon completion of their training. Yale enrolls about 30 PA students each year.

the next room. Or the relationship

attracts 17 percent of the PAs, with

Nationally, new graduates receive an

may be somewhat more distant, like

the remainder divided between

average of six job offers. That competi¬

that of a Coast Guard PA in Antarc¬

orthopaedics, occupational health

tion for a relatively small pool of

tica whose supervising physician

and other specialties.

professionals means that PAs can enjoy

practices in Washington, D.C. Their

increased status and compensation. An

consultations are accomplished by

more likely to go into surgery than the

average PA will earn more than

telecommunication links. There must

typical PA, according to Assistant

$50,000. The range is about $40,000 to

be an ongoing review of the PA’s

Dean Grant, a graduate of the Yale PA

$85,000, with some PAs falling on the

work, in person or via telephone.

And demand is already high.

outside of both the high and low ends.

State laws govern the rules under

Yale graduates are somewhat

program. Slightly more than 20
percent of those Yale graduates in

which PAs work. Every state except

clinical practice specialize in surgery.

Mississippi allows PA to practice.

But more than half of the program’s

as an afterthought. Eugene Stead Jr.,

Regulations vary. In Connecticut, for

graduates enter primary care. In 1993,

M.D., of Duke University wanted to

example, a physician can supervise a

the most recent year for which figures

train clinical nurses to work in

maximum of two PAs. The number is

are available, 12 of 26 graduates went

specialty units as a means to increase

higher in some states. Regulations

into primary care and another three

access to health care. But the National

about prescribing medication also vary.

into emergency medicine. But she

League for Nursing opposed the idea.

Currently 37 states, the District of

cautions that there is no typical class.

So Dr. Stead turned to ex-military

Columbia and Guam allow PAs to write

Back when Bruce Fichandler,

corpsmen and educated them along a

prescriptions. In Connecticut, PAs have

P.A. ’73, was entering the profession,

model similar to the fast-track training

been able to prescribe since 1993.

he did come pretty close to being the

Ironically, this thriving profession
started only three decades ago, almost

“typical” PA. Mr. Fichandler had

of physicians in World War II. Yale-

PAs are trained as primary

New Haven Hospital began training

caregivers, and that continues to be

worked as a field corpsman in

PAs six years later, in 1971.

their most common practice setting.

Vietnam. Like many returning

According to 1993 figures from the

medics, he took his love of medicine,

PAs are educated to perform many
of the tasks commonly done by

American Academy of Physician

his knowledge and life experience to

physicians—physical exams, suturing,

Assistants (AAPA), 33 percent work

the new profession.

assisting in surgery—to increase

in family medicine; 9 percent in

Mr. Fichandler liked patient

access to health care. One of the

internal medicine; 3 percent in

contact and planned to go into primary

principal differences between PAs and

obstetrics and gynecology; 2 percent

care. But his last clinical rotation as a

other non-physician providers is that

in pediatrics and 1 percent in geriat¬

student was in the plastic surgery

PAs practice only with the supervision

rics. Another 9 percent work in

section at Yale. Working with bum

of a physician. That doctor may be in

emergency medicine. Surgery

patients, who typically have long stays,
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Mr. Fichandler found the level of
patient involvement he was looking for
and stayed on. In the ensuing years, he
has served in an expanded capacity as
a lecturer in surgery. He also served as
president of the AAPA and helped
develop a skin bank at YNHH.
His job includes evaluating burn
victims in the emergency room to see
if they require admission. He also
provides day-to-day care, such as
dressing changes, and assists in surgery.
Wearing a white coat, wielding a
scalpel, writing prescriptions, Mr.
Fichandler looks like a physician to the
casual observer. But, like all of the PAs
interviewed for this article, he says that
he makes a point of letting patients
know that he is not a physician. A few
can’t get over the white coat and
Michael Marsland

persist in calling him "Doctor.” But
many address Mr. Fichandler by his

Physical! associate Gary Spinner, a graduate of the Yale program who practices at

first name, which they would rarely do

the Hill Health Center in New Haven, looks over the chart of Aurea Rivera, who
came to the center complaining of hot feet and hands. Below, he gets a hug from

with a physician, he says.
His relationship with patients is

FallAVinter 1994-95

Jane Grabek, who was in to have her ears examined.
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different from a physician's, Mr.
Fichandler says. His involvement
with day-to-day care allows a greater
degree of familiarity. And it gener¬
ally falls to him to explain what is
happening medically to the patient.
The burn patients he sees have

“A nursing home is a
great place for a PA.
I think we make the
patients' lives
much better."

suffered traumatic injuries that inflict
tremendous pain and change body
image. Having consistent contact

Heidi Wiesner Nolan
physician associate

Ms. Nolan became interested in
geriatric care as a result of her college
summer job, working as a home
health aide for a nursing agency. She
“fell in love with” the elderly, Ms.
Nolan says.
Though it is unusual for a PA to
work in a nursing home—less than 2
percent nationally do—Ms. Nolan
suspects this is due to poor reimburse¬

with a professional who has more

ment rates that discourage physicians

time to talk than a physician makes a

from following their patients into
nursing homes. When one physician

difference for these patients and their
families, says Mr. Fichandler.
Mr. Fichandler is one of three
PAs in plastic surgery at Yale. He

physician making rounds that she has

has a large proportion of a home’s

written a new order.

patients, it becomes practical for her or

Next, Ms. Nolan is paged to the

him to employ a PA on site. The

room of a stroke victim whose heart

presence of the PA can be positive

J. Jeffrey Heinrich, who has similar

rate is rapid. She examines the patient

factor in hiring nursing staff.

clinical duties and also lectures at the

and talks with the family. After review¬

medical school. Mr. Heinrich, who

ing the woman's chart, she prescribes

the nursing home prevent unneces¬

trained as a PA at Duke and has a

medication to regulate the heartbeat.

sary hospital admissions by provid¬

doctorate in education, serves as

Under Connecticut law, the woman is

ing rapid evaluation and treatment,

medical director for the Connecticut

able to get her medicine immediately—

along with daily follow-up. On site,

Burns Care Foundation Summer

no waiting to reach her physician.

they can monitor whether the appro¬

works with Salvatore Barese and with

Camp. Located in the Berkshires, the

But Ms. Nolan is looking beyond

Ms. Nolan says that the PAs at

priate medication has been selected
for the patient.

camp gives severely burned 6- to 19-

the immediate medical problem. The

year-olds a chance to hike, swim and

patient is nourished via a feeding

enjoy the activities commonly

tube, unable to care for herself or

heavily on a staff of mid-level provid¬

associated with summer camp. “Our

communicate, generally without

ers helps the Hill Health Center in

whole focus is just to let them have

quality of life. The tearful grand¬

New Haven stay afloat. Gary Spinner,

fun,” says Mr. Heinrich.

daughter talks about what a tremen¬

P.A. ’83, M.P.H., came to the center

dously proper and proud woman her

to help provide primary care for low-

Heidi Wiesner Nolan, P.A. '90, also
has chosen to work with a special kind

Keeping costs down by relying

grandmother had always been. She

income city residents. The center has

of patient—elderly men and women.

would never have dreamed of leaving

offices in the Hill and Newhallville

Ms. Nolan works for Charles Rethy,

the house without makeup, and now

sections of the city, as well as school-

M.D., who is medical director for

she is lying in a convalescent home,

based clinics, an outreach project that

Arden House, a skilled nursing facility

with a feeding tube, unable to speak.

provides care in soup kitchens and

Ms. Nolan explains the patient’s

shelters, and an AIDS care project.

in Hamden, Conn. She makes some
house calls for his geriatric patients but

condition and gently tells the grand¬

spends most of her time at Arden

daughter about the choices the family

between administrative and clinical

House, where she is one of two PAs

will have in front of them about what

work, says that nurse practitioners

working under Dr. Rethy’s direction.

means they want taken to prolong life.

and physician assistants fill a gap for

This is not an easy part of the job, but

the underserved population that

for a PA,” says Ms. Nolan, just before

one for which Ms. Nolan feels PAs

comes to the center.

beginning her rounds on a recent

are especially suited.

"A nursing home is a great place

afternoon. "I think we make the
patients’ lives much better.”

“It’s good that we can sit down

Mr. Spinner, who splits his time

There are just not enough people
who are willing to provide primary

with a family, and we can go over the

care,” he says. “We have difficulty

pros and cons,” she says. Ms. Nolan’s

recruiting caregivers because society

Ms. Nolan examines Heidi's List,

ability to spend time that a physician

does not value our patients as a rule.”

patients whose conditions had caused

might not be able to spare pays off for

the nursing staff concern in the past

patients as well as families. “We know

with Mr. Spinner demonstrates the

24 hours. She orders a change in

these people. So when we go in for a

importance of a primary care relation¬

medication for one of those patients

visit, we know Mrs. Jones and we know

ship. A middle-aged man with a

and flags the chart, a signal to the

if something isn’t right,” she says.

history of hypertension arrives

Walking up to a nurse’s station,
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An afternoon spent in the clinic
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complaining of pain in his feet. His
blood pressure is up, probably
because he forgot to take his medicine
that day, he tells Mr. Spinner.
“You’re not exercising?” Mr.
Spinner asks his overweight patient.
“No,” he replies. “My feet,” he
adds, pointing and wincing.
“If you’re less physically active,
you’ve got to be sure you're eating
less,” Mr. Spinner says.
He orders blood work and a urine
test and tells the patient to come back
in a week for another blood pressure
check. Mr. Spinner writes a prescription
to reduce the patient’s leg swelling.
"How many pounds is it reason¬
able for you to lose in six weeks?”
Mr. Spinner asks.
“Ten.”
“I’ll accept eight,” the PA replies.
Nothing remarkable, just the sort
of conversation primary caregivers
have with their patients every day. But
for most of the Hill Health Center’s
clients, such discussions of health and
lifestyle probably would not take
place without the center.
“People without health insurance
typically don't have a regular source
of primary care. They are more likely
to use the emergency room for
primary care,” says Mr. Spinner.
“Then we end up at tremendous cost
treating the problems we could have
treated early on,” he adds.
Resources are not the only barrier
to good primary care. Regardless of
means, citizens in rural areas have
trouble finding and keeping health¬
care providers.
The task is not an easy one, says
Harvey Estes, M.D. Dr. Estes is the
former vice chairman of the American
Medical Society’s Council on Scien¬
tific Affairs, which examined the PA
profession, and the retired chairman
of community and family medicine at
Duke. He is also director of a North
Carolina Medical Society program
aimed at recruiting providers to rural
areas. Economics are an impediment,
he says. A rural doctor in North
Carolina makes $75,000 to $80,000.
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Max Aguilera-Hellweg

Elaine Grant, assistant dean for the Physician Associate Program, believes Yale
should award students a master’s degree for their two years of study and training.

For that salary, he or she works a very
stressful six-day week.
The medical society is trying to
bring more care to rural areas by setting
up central group practices to care for
10.000 to 20.000 residents. Satellite
offices serving outlying areas would be
staffed by PAs or nurse practitioners.
The North Carolina program offers loan
repayment to attract PAs.
"In many cases, they’re the
solutions to the problem of rural
communities,” says Dr. Estes.
That’s been the case in Dexter,
Maine, a community of 4,800. A
number of physicians were recruited to
the small town, only to leave within a
few years. But one physician/PA team
has stayed 14 years, doing general
medicine, pediatrics and obstetrics.
The practice is feasible because of the
cost savings of using a PA, according
to Karen Marlin, PA. ’74.
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Ms. Marlin's practice in Dexter
recently had to stop taking new
patients. A second PA would be
helpful, but recruiting is not easy, Ms.
Marlin says. With only about 25,000
PAs in the country, demand far
exceeds supply and salaries are rising.
As Dr. Estes observes, a cardiac
surgeon making $500,000 in a major
city can afford to pay a PA $ 100,000
for working a five-day week. In rural
North Carolina primary care, that
same PA would make $40,000 for
working a six-day week.
"That choice is pretty overwhelm¬
ing,” says Dr. Estes.
That being said, the majority of
PAs still go into primary care.
"They go there because they love
it and they started there,” says Rich¬
ard $.K. Young, M.D. ’73, medical
director of the Yale PA program and
associate clinical professor of pediat-
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Michael Marsland

Heidi Weisner Nolan speaks with a patient at Arden House. “We know these people, ” she says. “So when we go in for a visit, we
know Mrs. Jones and we know if something isn't right. ”

rics and neurology. He sees the PAs
he trains embodying the ideal that was
common among old general practitio¬
ners: “To take care of a family was
seen as a very noble and challenging
way of life.”
He believes that the biggest
demand for PAs in the coming years
will be from health maintenance
organizations, such as Community
Health Care Plan (CHCP). The
Connecticut-based HMO employs
seven PAs.
PAs are essential to CHCP, says
Charles Hollander, M.D., CHCP
medical director. He employs PAs to
see same-day appointments, conduct
physical examinations and work on
soft-tissue trauma. Generally, one or
two PAs will work in a team with
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three to five physicians. Dr. Hollander
praises these providers for their
empathy and willingness to take time
with their patients.
"They really seem to have a way
of engaging patients that is in some
ways better than physicians,” Dr.
Hollander says. He attributes that to
the tendency of PAs to come to their
profession after other work experi¬
ence, rather than being tracked into
high-pressure science studies immedi¬
ately out of high school. Interestingly,
Yale PA students tend to be older and
have more work experience than the
typical PA in training, according to
Assistant Dean Grant. At graduation,
the average age of the 1994 Yale class
was 33 years.
CHCP members rated non¬
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physician providers extremely well in
a survey done by The HMO Group, a
New Jersey-based trade association.
Ninety-six percent rated the skill and
experience of PAs and nurse practitio¬
ners as good, very good or excellent.
Physician acceptance of PAs is
harder to measure.
“That acceptance will take time,”
says Dr. Young. The pool of PAs is
still relatively small, he notes. But as
that grows and more doctors come in
contact with PAs, regard for the
profession will grow, he predicts. Dr.
Young, who is also chairman of
pediatrics at the Hospital of St.
Raphael in New Haven, notes his own
reliance on PAs to run the hospital’s
Mothercare van and to assist in the
emergency room.
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Dr. Young got his first exposure to
PAs as a student when he trained along
with them as a Yale medical student.
What impressed him about them then,
and continues to impress him as an
educator, was their dedication.
“They’re very dedicated. They’re
very, very eager to learn,” he says. Dr.
Young sees that partly as a reflection
of their compressed training. “If I
don’t learn it now, this is the last
chance I'll get to see it,” PA students
tell themselves. His admiration for
PAs as students and practitioners
convinced him to take the post of
medical director for the Yale program
two years ago.
Assistant Dean Grant says that
“overall, it’s certainly become more
widely recognized that a physician’s,
and even a resident’s job is easier when
there is a PA around." To strengthen that
relationship, PAs frequently state,
individually and through the American
Academy of Physician Assistants, their
desire to work with physicians. There
is never a butting of heads between
physician and PA, according to
Assistant Dean Grant.
“If there’s a real controversy,
which seldom happens, it's the doc’s
way,” she says. “PAs are team-practice
people. No clinician can do it all.”
Medical school Dean Gerard N.
Burrow, M.D. ’58, is a proponent of
team care.
“As much as 75 percent of the
tasks done by physicians can be done
by non-physician providers,” says Dr.
Burrow. It does not make sense to
educate someone for eight to 10 years
to do what someone educated for two
to six years can accomplish, he says.
“What’s important is that it be a
team. If it’s to be a team, the individu¬
als have to be socialized from the
beginning,” he says.
Yale PA and medical students
already take some classes together,
and a number of PAs serve on the
medical school faculty. Dr. Burrow
says that Yale will continue to look for
ways to bring future team members
together during their student years.
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But most medical school students
still don’t have a great deal of expo¬
sure to PAs, according to Ann
Elderkin, PA. ’80, immediate past
president of the national AAPA. Ms.
Elderkin, who has been vocal in the
health-care reform debate, says that
this introduction must occur for
effective health-care teams to emerge.
And she agrees that teams offer hope
for quality, affordable health care.
President Clinton’s health-care
reform proposal encouraged the use of
PAs in a team approach. It also called for a
number of regulatory changes endorsed
by the AAPA. The Clinton plan
provided coverage of PA services
under fee-for-service health plans.
Currently, private insurers vary on the
issue. Medicare would have been
amended to cover PA services uni¬
formly in all practice settings. Medi¬
care now does not cover outpatient PA
services.
The bill also directed the U.S.
Secretary of Health and Human
Services to develop model state

Richard S.K.
Young, M.D. '67,
Ph.D. '69, the
program's
medical director,
says the majority
of PAs still enter
primary care
“because they
love it and they
started there. ”

professional practice statutes for PAs
and encourage their adoption. The
AAPA would prefer that uniformity,
though it does not endorse a national
override of state law.
Finally, the Clinton plan provided
various incentives to PAs who work
with underserved populations,
including a monthly tax break for
those who serve rural communities.
Perhaps the greatest impact health
reform could ultimately have on the
profession will come from an expected
decrease in residencies, particularly in
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the specialties. PAs already have a
history of closing gaps in care created
when residencies are lost.
When Bridgeport Hospital lost its
general surgery residency in 1986, it
turned to PAs to function as house
staff and assist the attending surgeons.
The hospital regained some residen¬
cies two years later but continued to
need PA coverage. Now the house
staff in general surgery is composed
equally of PAs and surgeons-intraining, according to Christine Haley,
PA. '86, the hospital’s senior admin¬
istrative PA. Cardiothoracic surgery
and orthopaedics at Bridgeport
Hospital have house staffs that are
exclusively PA.
In the traditionally physiciandominated field of surgery, Ms. Haley
finds a high degree of patient accep¬
tance and satisfaction. “Surgical
residents tend to be very, very busy
and operating room time is certainly a
priority with them,” says Ms. Haley.
PAs are likely to spend more time
talking with their patients, she says.
Norwalk Hospital started includ¬
ing PAs in surgery in 1976 after a
government cutback of residencies hit
community hospitals. “(The hospitals)
still needed to provide quality care,”
says Linda Brandt, administrative
director of the Norwalk/Yale PA
Surgical Residency program.
Now PAs function essentially as
house staff in surgery. They take
histories, conduct physicals and
perform some surgical procedures
under supervision. Surgery has 15
staff PAs, plus PA residents in the
Norwalk/Yale program. Many hospi¬
tals come to observe the PA operation,
but few decide to start their own, says
Ms. Brandt. “They want to do it quick
and cheap,” she says. “It’s expensive
to do if you do it... correctly.”
Yale’s PA program began in 1971
with the aim of training people to
assist in surgery as well. Jack Cole,
M.D., then chairman of the Depart¬
ment of Surgery, thought PAs would
be helpful in treating trauma cases.
According to Dr. Cole, now living in
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Camden, Maine, training physician
associates was one facet of a broad
program in trauma funded by a $2
million grant from the Common¬
wealth Fund to the surgery depart¬
ment. But the program soon shifted to
a more general focus. When the first
five PAs graduated in January of
1973, two were heading off to
primary care assignments.
In 1975, the PA program was
accepted into the medical school.
Today students complete an intensive
two-year sequence that includes nine
months of courses in basic and clinical
sciences and 15 months of clinical
experience. Each student completes 12
five-week clerkships in various
medical areas to acquire broad
experience in primary and acute care.
In the course-work phase, students
spend 40 hours a week in the class¬
room, says Assistant Dean Grant. That
intensity allows instructors to cover the
academic material more quickly and
get students working with patients
sooner than most programs, she says.
The compression of a PA pro¬
gram is what attracts many students.
When Patrick George retired from the
Navy after 20 years of service, he
wanted the same kind of patient
contact and diversity he'd enjoyed as
a medical technician. But becoming a
doctor involved a greater time invest¬

ment than he was willing to make.
Mr. George will be 43 when he
graduates from the program in 1995.
But the schedule is demanding to
say the least. "Most of the other
aspects of my life had to take a rain
check,” says Mr. George.
Daunting as the schedule might
sound, students are eager to take on the
load. In 1993, 443 applied. Places were
offered to 42, 32 of whom enrolled.
Yale does not anticipate making any
major expansions to accommodate the
demand for PA training, says Assistant
Dean Grant. She wants to preserve the
quality of instruction, she says.
She and Dr. Young are asking Yale
to award a master’s degree to PA
graduates, who now receive a profes¬
sional certificate for their two years of
study and training. Programs with
which Yale competes, Duke and
Northeastern for example, do offer
master's degrees and, according to
Assistant Dean Grant, the caliber of
study is already at the master’s level.
Before awarding a PA master’s degree,
Yale would add to the curriculum in
the areas of public health, biostatistics
and possibly research techniques.
The demand for PA educators, like
the demand for PAs themselves, should
increase in the coming years. Physi¬
cian assistant programs are multiply¬
ing. There are currently 59 programs

Two models of care
Though nurse practitioners and physician associates and assistants are
often employed interchangeably in clinical settings, important differ¬
ences in education and philosophy distinguish the professions:
Physician associate

Nurse practitioner

Mid-level provider/
physician extender
Always practices with
a supervising physician
Educated in a medical model
Medical orientation
Operates under medical
practice acts
Prescribes medication in 37 states

Mid-level provider/
physician extender
Espouses collaborative practice;
independently licensed
Educated in a nursing model
Wellness/holistic orientation
Operates under nursing
practice acts
Prescribes medication in 34 states

recognized by the Commission on
Accreditation of Allied Health Educa¬
tion Programs. More have begun
admitting students with plans to apply
for accreditation before the first class
graduates. And approximately 30 more
programs are in the planning stage,
according to the Association of
Physician Assistant Programs. Assis¬
tant Dean Grant serves on the advisory
board of Connecticut's second PA
program, which started in September
with a class of 20 at Quinnipiac
College in Hamden.
The U.S. Department of Labor
estimated in 1992 that the number of
PAs would increase 36 percent by
2002, compared to overall job growth
of 22 percent.
Even so, the numbers are such
that PAs cannot be a cure-all for the
primary care crunch, says Dr. Young,
but an important piece of the solution.
PAs often cite their strength as the
extra time they take with patients,
which can serve to make people feel
more comfortable and more in control
of their own health care. That per¬
sonal touch is the most important part
of any medical education, according
to Bernie Siegel, M.D. Dr. Siegel
drove that point home when he
addressed the Class of 1994 at its
commencement in August in Mary S.
Harkness Auditorium.
Dr. Siegel told the story of a boy
weary from the endless tests that
hospital personnel seemed to be
performing at all hours of the day.
Finally, the boy put a “Do Not
Disturb” sign on his door. The child’s
doctor disregarded the sign and
walked right in. The frustrated patient
shot the physician—with a water gun.
Dr. Siegel’s advice: Give all your
patients water guns, and give them
permission to use them if you fail to
treat them with consideration.
“If you’re wet at the end of the
day,” says Dr. Siegel, “you’ll know
what kind of PA you’ve been.” YM
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Michael Marsland

Jean Carbone,
R.N., decided
that becoming a
physician
associate would
ser\’e her goal of
providing
superior medical
care to prison
inmates. She is
in the second
year of Yale’s
two-year PA
program.

For one aspiring PA, a chance to right the past
Nurse Jean Carbone is in the
clinic at the New York county jail
where she works when the news
comes: a prisoner in his cell has
stopped breathing. She runs through
the cellblock, doors locking behind
her, and begins to work. Crowded in
with 10 correctional officers and one
barely alive prisoner, she focuses on
her patient, gets him breathing again,
and rides with him to a hospital where
he will get further treatment and
eventually recover from what was
probably a drug overdose.
Later, one of the officers will stop
to think about Ms. Carbone’s attitude
during the crisis, and tell her what he
noticed in her actions: “It didn’t
matter that he was an inmate.”
Her sense of urgency and com¬
passion on this day are for a man
whose memory continues to shape her
life, her brother, Danny, who commit¬
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ted suicide in jail 11 years ago at the
age of 31. It is Danny who is on her
mind as she struggles to get that
inmate to respond, and as she trains at
Yale to become a physician associate.
Ms. Carbone feels empathy for the
men she treats because of her brother,
and because of herself. She was once
a runaway, a street kid, and by the age
of 14, in jail.
“There but for the grace of God
go I,” she tells herself as she cares
for inmates.
After a week in jail, Ms. Carbone
was placed in a new school that
stimulated her desire to learn. There,
she warmed to mathematics and began
to shine academically. She also thought
about the direction of her life. She had
believed that running away made her
free, but she soon came to see differ¬
ently. “You’re not free if you’re living
on the streets,” she told herself.
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She went on to earn an associate’s
degree in nursing from Essex Com¬
munity College in Massachusetts.
Later, she graduated summa cum
laude with a bachelor's degree in
mathematics from Tufts University,
where she was chosen as a member of
Phi Beta Kappa. "The math was just
for pleasure,” she says.
In 1991, when the New York State
prison system was recruiting nurses to
work with drug-resistant tuberculosis
cases, Ms. Carbone took the job,
despite the risk of contracting TB. She
was motivated by her own jail experi¬
ence and a desire to improve condi¬
tions in memory of her brother. She
will continue to work in the prison
system as a PA after she receives her
certificate from Yale next summer.
In her weekend job as a nurse,
Ms. Carbone provides standard
care—giving medications, assisting
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doctors in the clinic—and responds to
emergencies such as slashings,
suicide attempts and seizures. Though
she is witness to a tremendous amount
of suffering, Ms. Carbone speaks
glowingly of her career.
"1 think I make a difference every
day in a very small way,” she says.
Now 39, Ms. Carbone decided to
become a PA so that she would be
able to do more for the inmates. The
prison system badly needs mid-level
providers, she says. Ms. Carbone
chose to become a physician’s
associate rather than a nurse practitio¬
ner because she wanted training in the
medical model, focusing on diagnos¬
ing and treating illness.
Ms. Carbone is attending Yale
under a New York State Health
Department Service Scholarship. The
state contributes $15,000 annually
toward her tuition and living ex¬
penses. In exchange, she agrees to
work in the prison as a PA for at least
three years.
The scholarship might have
covered tuition and living expenses at
some schools but was not enough to
get her through the two-year program
at Yale, where she believes the quality
of education is superior. So Ms.
Carbone works one or two 12-hour
nursing shifts at the jail on weekends
to finance her education. It is impor¬
tant to Ms. Carbone to go to Yale
because she feels she owes it to the
inmates. “I wanted to go to the best
possible school because they rely on
me for their health care,” she says.
Ms. Carbone has used her clinical
rotations to acquire skills and knowl¬
edge she believes will especially
benefit her patients. For example, she
completed a rotation in the Prison
AIDS Project. An estimated 18
percent of the inmates in the New
York state system are HIV positive.
AIDS is only one of the societal
problems that Ms. Carbone sees in
prison. Racism, violence and mi¬
sogyny are also evident, she says.
When inmates come to her wearing Tshirts bearing sexist messages, Ms.
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Carbone insists that they change
clothes or turn the shirts inside out
before she will see them. That
frequently leads to conversations
about respect, and, she hopes, some
changed attitudes.
Ms. Carbone also tries to get drug
users to see their addictions as a form
of oppression. “Somebody’s getting
rich off the destruction of your body,”
she will say. New inmates frequently
challenge her no-swearing-in-theclinic rule or exhibit some other kind
of disrespect. But Ms. Carbone finds
that over time, she can build a relation¬
ship. The inmates she has been treating
for some time will tell others, “Don’t
dis my nurse,” insisting on respect.
The prisoners whom she helps fall
into three categories: the mentally ill,
small-time drug users who commit
crimes to support their habits, and
violent criminals. She says frankly that
she hopes the more violent inmates
never get out but feels that prison fails
the others. “Certainly jail doesn't teach
them any different,” she says.
Despite her positive attitude, Ms.
Carbone does have days when her job
depresses her. “There are time when
it's really brutal in there, dishearten¬
ing,” she says. One shift particularly
sticks in her mind. An inmate, raped
by another, suffered a breakdown as a
result of the trauma. The same day,
another prisoner was stabbed 17
times. Ms. Carbone was horrified that
people could commit “that much
violence in that short a time.”
Terrible as that day was, it only
reinforced how much Ms. Carbone is
needed. In prison, tragedies leave stab
wounds to be cleaned and stitched
and arms to be splinted. “Good,
quality medical care is really impor¬
tant to me,” Ms. Carbone says. And
that sustains her motivation for
becoming a PA and taking that
training right back to the prison.
“I feel,” she says, “that I can
bridge that gap between Yale and jail.”
Colleen Collins
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An early
Worthington Hooker, M.D., taught
at the Yale School of Medicine in the
mid-19th century. Educated at Yale
College and Harvard Medical School
he returned to Connecticut to practice
medicine in Norwich, Conn.
For David Musto, M.D., professor
of the history of medicine and in the
Child Study Center, Dr. Hooker was
an influential voice in the debate over
professional ethics. Concerned that
the proliferation of patent cures,
unscientific practice and outright
quackery was damaging the credibil¬
ity of physicians, Dr. Hooker sup¬
ported efforts to organize and watch
over American medical practice. His

Physician and Patient, published in
1849, was the first comprehensive
view of professional ethics by an
American presented in book form,
according to the Encyclopedia of

Bioethics.
Dr. Hooker is- portrait, a small oil
by Lizzie Kellogg, was restored and
rededicated in a June ceremony
planned by Dr. Musto at the Harvey
Cushing/John Hay Whitney Medical
Library. A chorus of children from
Worthington Hooker School in New
Haven sang while a small crowd filled
the room outside the library’s main
door. The portrait now hangs in the
rotunda at Sterling Hall of Medicine.
Robert J. Levine, M.D., professor
of medicine, paid homage to Dr.
Hooker and to the institution of the
library just before the unveiling. His
remarks follow:

Dr. Worthington Hooker, in a very
important sense, remains alive. He is
very much with us—as a valuable
colleague and an inspirational teacher
of Yale medical students even now in
the closing decade of the 20th century.
He continues to be a vital presence as
an instructor of the current generation
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advocate of medical ethics
of Yale medical students. His influence

From left:
Dean Gerard N.
Burrow, M.D.,

continues to be felt as a wise and
experienced colleague in the field of
medical ethics.

Professor Robert
Levine, M.D.,
Worthington
Hooker School

Worthington Hooker’s presence
here in the late 20th century—as a
teacher and as a colleague—is exactly

Principal Joseph
Angeletti and
Professor David

what the University is all about. His
presence is, I believe, an affirmation
of the idea that we call the university.

Musto, M.D., at
the unveiling of
the Worthington

Jaroslav Pelikan, professor of
history here at Yale, has written an
excellent book called The Idea of the

H ooke r po rtra i t.

University. In this book, he under¬
Michael Marsland

scores the central role of the library in
accomplishing most of the important

For the purpose of illustration, 1

functions of the university. The library

is described by its author as a conver¬

is, according to Pelikan, a place

sation with John Henry Cardinal

want to give you an example of how

where the dead genius of our tradition

Newman who had written a book

one of our students used Hooker as a

may be found embalmed. This is not

having the identical title about 150

consultant on the tradition of the

to say that the library is a lifeless

year earlier.

doctor-patient relationship. To do this,

place. It is a place where modern

Quite a few Yale medical students

I will read an excerpt from the thesis
of Dr. Nancy Angoff, Class of 1990.

scholars may go to learn from their

find it interesting to study the ethics

predecessors. As Pelikan sees it, in

of medicine. On the average, one or

Her thesis is entitled. Do doctors have

the library the living may engage

two each year choose to write their

an ethical obligation to care for

members of past generations in

M.D. theses on some topic in the field

patients with AIDS? She quotes

conversation.

of medical ethics. The study of ethics

Hooker as follows:

Pelikan illustrates his point by

necessarily entails an examination of

[The physician] enters the dwell¬

asking this question: Who was the

our tradition about what is considered

ing of the sick as if he were one of the

most important thinker of the 13th

right and what is considered wrong. It

family, and the very office that he is to

century? Now to this question Pelikan

attempts to respond to such questions

perform disarms all formality, and

replies that it was not Thomas

as What should I do? What should I

pre-supposes intercourse of the most

Aquinas, it was Augustine. How can

try to be?

familiar character. The patient is to

that be? By the 13th century Augustine

Our medical-student ethicists

speak to him not of a foreign subject,

had been dead for hundreds of years.

naturally go to the library to gain

nor of someone else, but of himself, of

And to this Pelikan replies: Augustine

access to this tradition. And in recent

his own body, of its pains and ail¬

was the scholar to whom all of the

years, many of them have found

ments, and that too with sufficient

other leading thinkers of the 13th

Worthington Hooker there as a

minuteness to communicate an

century were responding. Other

valuable consultant. He presents for

adequate knowledge of his case. In

thinkers such as Aquinas, Bonaventure,

them a very attractive alternative to

doing so, he calls into exercise not

Duns Scotus, Dante and others. And

the modern preoccupation with rights

only the scientific acumen of the

this is what made Augustine the

and with duties and with all of their

physician, but mingled with this, the

leading thinker of this century in

adversarial implications. Hooker

sympathy of the confidential friend.

which he technically did not live.

presents, in a most persuasive voice,

Robert J. Levine, M.D.

an argument for an intimate relation¬

professor of medicine

Pelikan’s most eloquent statement
on this point is, perhaps, his book,

ship between doctor and patient, a

The Idea of the University, which is

relationship that is grounded in

subtitled, A Reexamination. This book

mutual trust.
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A dose
of medicine
at Yale College
In the corridors of medicine, the life of Yale College
can at times seem a world away. Increasingly, the
medical school faculty is changing that.

By Carolyn Battista

the Human Investigation Committee,
the institutional review board that

In the early 1980s, Robert J.
Levine, M.D., came to a Yale
College biology class to lecture on

considers and acts on all studies that
involve humans at Yale.
Dr. Christakis says that Dr.

bioethical issues. Afterward he

Levine has helped him greatly. “For a

stayed to talk with an interested

dozen years. I've counted on Bob

student—about what, neither

Levine as a friend and mentor,” says

remembers exactly.

Dr. Christakis, who is pursuing his

But today, they're still talking.

Ph.D. degree at the University of

They even work together. The essence

Pennsylvania. With Dr. Levine’s

of the story, says Dr. Levine, professor

encouragement. Dr. Christakis has

of medicine at the Yale School of

written on bioethical issues and is

Medicine, is this: “Here was this

studying what he says might be called

young man, sitting in a classroom

“applied bioethics—clinical decision¬

range of issues, from the workings of

to which a stranger was invited to

making with ethical overtones.” One

cancer cells to controversies over

talk. Now, we're colleagues.’’

area of focus is exactly when and how

cancer studies.

The young man, Nicholas
Christakis, now holds M.D. and

physicians withdraw life-support,

One faculty group has developed

after the decision has been made.

an innovative biology course; another

M.P.H. degrees from Harvard, and he

Other medical faculty members

and Dr. Levine have just co-authored

besides Dr. Levine venture regularly

an article for the Encyclopedia of

across town to teach Yale undergradu¬

faculty members teach undergraduate

Bioethics, soon to be published by

ates. Although they may not influence

courses in the History of Medicine

Macmillan. Dr. Levine is chairman of

has put together a wide-ranging lecture
series on women’s health. Several

these students’ careers—or co-author

section, covering topics from science

encyclopedia articles with them—as

in ancient Greece to AIDS in the

physicians and scientists, they provide

1990s. Dr. Levine talks with under¬

Carolyn Battista is a free-lance writer

specialized knowledge and expertise

graduates about such matters as the

in Waterford, Conn.

to help undergraduates grasp a wide

ethics of research on human subjects.
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William C. Summers, M.D., professor at
the medical school and Yale College,
smiles during a discussion with
undergraduates attending his seminar

Plagues and People at one of the 12
residential colleges at Yale.
Inset: Robert J. Levine, M.D.,
professor of medicine.

Michael Marsland

Joseph W. Gordon, Ph.D.,
associate dean of Yale College, credits
these faculty members with opening
new pathways for undergraduates.
“They extend the range of opportuni¬
ties that are open to undergraduates,
and give them access to a professional
school’s resources,” he says.
Biological Mechanisms of
Reactions to Injury, first offered last

spring, gives biology majors access to
important biological and medical
concepts. Often, what undergraduate
biology students learn about such
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subjects as cells and metabolism
“doesn’t come together in any unified
way. It’s abstract,” says Jon S.
Morrow, M.D. ’76, Ph.D., H.S. ’76’80, chairman of the medical school's
pathology department. So he and
several colleagues—including
Michael Kashgarian, M.D. ’58,
Vincent T. Marchesi, M.D. ’63, Ph.D.,
Archibald S. Perkins, M.D., Ph.D.,
and A. Brian West, M.D.—developed
a course to help students see that—as
Dr. Morrow puts it—“these things
turn out to be real.”

Yale Medicine

The course, says Dr. Kashgarian,
professor of pathology and biology,
addresses these questions: “How does
a cell live, and what causes it to break
down? How do we maintain our
internal environment, and what
happens if we don’t maintain it? What
normal physiology is disrupted? And
finally, what are the mechanisms that
result in abnormal growth, in cancer?”
Adds Dr. Marchesi, director of
the Boyer Center for Molecular
Medicine and the Anthony N. Brady
Professor of Pathology, Cell Biology
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and Biology: "We wanted to give
students a conceptual view of the
major disease processes."
"We took four topics and went
into them in a very detailed way,” says
Dr. Kashgarian. He and his colleagues
showed students the workings of the
kidneys, the cardiovascular system, the
gastrointestinal system and cancer.
They realized, he says, that "today,
undergraduates get a lot of basic
biology and genetics. They also get a
great deal of ecology—how organisms
relate together on the earth. What they
don't get is the physiology of the
organism as a whole.”
"The object was to fill the gap,”
says Dr. West, associate professor of
pathology, by developing a course
where undergraduates could “inte¬
grate cellular functions and see how
they relate to the functioning of the
whole organism.”
Mark Mooseker, M.D., professor
of biology at Yale College and
professor of cell biology and pathol¬
ogy at the medical school, calls the
course a valuable addition to the
education of undergraduates consider¬
ing careers in medical science.
“Human biology is the hook; it's a
way to capture the students’ interest
in basic biology. We want to convince
them that you need to know this basic
biology if you're interested in human
disease,” Dr. Mooseker says.
Dr. West says the course “was an
interesting challenge" for its teachers,
all of them more accustomed to
teaching medical students who
already share certain knowledge.
Their students say they met that
challenge. "They were just good
teachers,” recalls Jeffrey Reynolds,
Yale College '82. He took Biological
Mechanisms—and other science
courses—to prepare for medical
school at Yale this year, after working
for a decade in the business world.
Having no standard text that
exactly fit the course, the medical
faculty assembled a wealth of mate¬
rial for the students. "They gave us
very well-prepared, detailed notes
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they'd put together for each lecture,
with essential diagrams, illustrations
and slides,” says Mr. Reynolds.
He also found his teachers to be
excellent role models. "They were
consummate scientists who had
concern for patients. And if people
had questions after class, they didn't
seem to be in a hurry,” he says.
"What was interesting about the
course was that it really applied to
medicine,” says Sunmi Kim, Yale
College '95, who is majoring in
biology and plans to attend medical
school. She and Mr. Reynolds were
both especially impressed by what Dr.
Morrow brought to class—preserved
kidneys and other organs showing the
effects of disease. "We looked at
them, felt them,” recalls Mr.
Reynolds. "That was really interest¬
ing,” says Ms. Kim.
Dr. Morrow says, “When you open
your briefcase and pull these things
out—for undergraduates, it can be very
memorable. I hope it drove home what
this is all about.” The organizers will
offer the course again and hope to
produce a text incorporating the many
materials they’ve assembled.
Like other medical faculty, the
organizers of Biological Mechanisms
often act as mentors to undergradu¬
ates working in their laboratories,
including senior biology majors doing
research projects for credit. The
faculty members aim to provide—and
the students are eager to gain—
experience that goes beyond class¬
room learning.
In the medical school labs, says
Dr. Marchesi, undergraduates “get a
look at what scientific research is
really like. They see what happens,
and they get a feeling for the com¬
plexity of living systems.”
Faculty members focus on what
the undergraduates need to know.
"One can't assume that they know as
much (as medical students) about
technique or background. You need to
train them, and to make the whole
field comprehensible,” says Dr. West,
who enjoys the experience. “Under-
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Max Aguilera-Hellweg

Janet B. Henrich, M.D., left, and Linda
M. Bartoshuk, Ph.D., taught a new
course, Women's Health, with
other medical faculty’ last spring
to undergraduates at Yale College.

graduates are not so channeled as
medical students. They do a lot of
questioning, and that’s exciting.”
Mr. Reynolds worked in Dr.
West’s lab last summer. He says the
experience made him even more
appreciative of those who developed
Biological Mechanisms, because he
could see that they’d created a course
meeting "the needs that I had, and
that others had,” to prepare for the
work ahead of them.
Since the summer of 1993, Ms.
Kim has been working in Dr.
Kashgarian’s lab and seeing Dr.
Kashgarian at regular Friday lab
meetings. "I learn from him every
chance I have to talk with him,” says
Ms. Kim. She performs ATP (adenos¬
ine triphosphate) analyses and gel
retardation assays, seeking the thresh¬
old at which heat shock elements are
induced in stressed cells. Her tasks,
she says, fill “just a small comer” of
laboratory efforts “to find ways to heal
cells faster after they’re hurt.”
Working with medical school
faculty shows her that the detailed
work of the lab matters. “I see the
doctors working in clinics where what
I’m doing actually applies. I see
patients who really need what I may
be contributing,” she says.
During this school year, Heather
Wolf, Yale College ’95, is doing
research involving taste perception in
the lab of Linda M. Bartoshuk, Ph.D.,
professor of surgery (otolaryngology)
and psychology at the medical school.
“I’ve taken lab courses, but we were
regurgitating procedures done many
times before. A medical school lab is
in the real world; people don’t know
the results they’ll get. I want to see
what it’s like to be surrounded by
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unanswered questions,” says Ms.
Wolf, a history major who plans to
attend medical school after working
for a year. She joined Professor
Bartoshuk’s lab after talking with her
at a forum on women’s issues.
It was Professor Bartoshuk who
came up with the idea for the under¬
graduate course Women's Health.
Janet B. Henrich, M.D., contributed
valuable expertise.
Dr. Henrich, associate professor of
medicine, was on leave from the
medical school, working at the
National Institutes of Health to develop

“We scientists don't
make enough effort to
meet non-scientists
halffray. We live in such
a scientific age;
everyone needs to be
scientifically literate. If
we don't make an effort,
we 're shortchanging
our students."

guidelines for including women’s

William C. Summers, M.D.

students and physicians-in-training,

professor of therapeutic radiology,

idea. She was eager to help plan an

molecular biophysics
and biochemistry, and genetics

undergraduate course. “It's important

public health, covered topics including
his specialty, eating disorders. He also
discussed "the collision of science and
politics" that resulted over the current
Women’s Health Trial, an NIH-funded
project to test whether lower fat intake
could reduce rates of breast cancer in
women at risk. Professor Brownell,
who served on a review committee for
the trial, wanted students to see the
issues involved. Support for the
a congressional women's caucus,
grass-roots groups focusing on breast
cancer, and women’s organizations.
Together they exerted “a lot of pressure
to go ahead with the trial,” he says, but

to have people interested in women's
health regardless of their career plans.

Professor Brownell, professor of
psychology and of epidemiology and

research came from the White House,

health care in the training of medical
when she learned of Dr. Bartoshuk’s

students’ attention to clinical drug
trials that excluded women.

some scientists felt that certain as¬
lectures by medical faculty, the course

sumptions on which the research is

There are social, ethical and legal

provided important information and

based may not be correct.

issues; it’s good to spark young

emphasized that women’s health is

people's interest and really engage

not something marginal.

their minds,” says Dr. Henrich.
Aided by medical school col¬

"There is basic health information

One of Professor Bartoshuk’s
lectures focused on the safety and
efficacy of artificial sweeteners and

that young people, especially women,

fat substitutes; one of Dr. Henrich's

should be aware of,” says Dr.

dealt with the hormonal changes that

Jeannette R. Ickovics, Ph.D., Dr.

Henrich, who in planning the course

occur in menopause. “The focus was

Henrich and Professor Bartoshuk

felt “a primary obligation—that

on the effect of estrogen deficiency on

organized a series of lectures on

students walk away with specific

the aging process and on body

topics ranging from medical findings

information about their health.”

systems,” says Dr. Henrich, “and on

on gender-specific diseases to broad

Medical faculty focused on such

the risks and benefits of hormone

issues like world population prob¬

topics as breast cancer, lung cancer,

replacement therapy. There are some

lems. They covered “not just informa¬

heart disease and reproductive issues,

controversies around those treatments;

leagues Kelly D. Brownell, Ph.D., and

tion and skills, but attitudes and

including those raised by new repro¬

I aimed to give a balanced view of

behaviors,” says Dr. Henrich.

ductive technologies.

what happens.”

Offered last spring. Women's

Professor Ickovics, assistant

Health featured faculty lecturers from

professor of medicine and of psy¬

It takes an interdisciplinary
approach to deal with many of the

the medical school (including the

chology at Yale University, finds that

topics—like drug use in America—

course organizers) and Yale College.

today’s media coverage of health

covered in courses that the medical

Most of the 150 students who enrolled

issues is sometimes stronger on

school’s history of medicine section

were women, many of them majoring

sound bytes than on sound informa¬

offers to undergraduates.

in psychology or women’s studies.

tion. “I hope that the information

There were also a few men planning

presented in Women’s Health will

Each year, a half-dozen or more
undergraduates decide to major in the

medical careers. Dr. Henrich says

help students to review more criti¬

history of medicine, and some

those men "are becoming sensitized

cally both popular and professional

continue on to medical school, says

and informed—and when that happens

reports on health,” she says. She

section chairman Frederic L. Holmes,

early, it becomes ingrained.”

opened the course with a lecture

Ph.D., Avalon Professor of the

The Yale course may be a first in

faulting the lack of attention paid,

History of Medicine. “Those students
come to see science in a different

undergraduate education, "in its medical

until recently, to women's health.

emphasis and in the values it expresses,”

“Especially in research,” says

way, as a product of long historical

says Professor Bartoshuk. With so many

Professor Ickovics, who called

development,” says Professor Holmes,
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Michael Marsland

From left:
Vmcent T. Marchesi,
M.D., Ph.D., Jon
Morrow, M.D., Ph.D.,
and Michael
Kashgarian, M.D.,
taught the
undergraduate course

Biological
Mechanisms of
Reactions to Injury
last spring. “We
wanted to give
students a conceptual
view of the major
disease processes, ”
says Dr. Marchesi.

who teaches Historic Investigations in
the Life Sciences.

Professor Holmes and his col¬
leagues within the section—Professor
John H. Warner, Ph.D., and Assistant
Professor Maria J. Trumpler, Ph.D.—
serve as advisers to the two dozen
undergraduates now majoring in the
history of medicine and guide them in
the research of their senior theses.
Recent thesis topics have included the
New Haven cholera epidemic of
1832, the acceptance of African
Americans into the medical profes¬
sion, and profiles of women surgeons
from each of the last three centuries.
In researching their topics, under¬
graduates make special use of the
Medical Historical Library.
“It’s a wonderful resource,” says
Professor Trumpler, who teaches the
undergraduate course Women in
Science. “The big advantage for the
undergraduates are the sources—books
and medical journals from the last 500
years. It’s really one of the world’s
great medical historical libraries.”
Professor Warner, who directs the
undergraduate major, teaches Intro¬
duction to the History of Medicine at
Yale College as well as a junior
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seminar, The Culture of Medicine in
America. The latter draws students
with a wide variety of majors; the
former typically has a large concen¬
tration of undergraduates who plan to
become physicians.
“Perhaps half of them are premed. All of them are pre-patient,”
says Professor Warner. “I think
history gives them perspective on the
experience of being ill and its mean¬
ing—and the variety of ways in which
illness is managed.”
The history of medicine section also
offers courses for Yale undergraduates
taught by faculty with joint appoint¬
ments or appointments in other
medical school departments.
In Drugs and Alcohol in Ameri¬
can Culture, undergraduates learn of
19th-century advertisements for
heroin-laced cough syrup and current
research on substance abuse. David F.
Musto, M.D., professor of the history
of medicine and at the Child Study
Center, and a lecturer in history and
American studies at Yale College, has
structured the course to give students
perspective on past attitudes and
policies toward drug and alcohol use.
The level of tolerance has varied
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considerably over the years, the
students learn.
“We also discuss the real effects of
drugs,” says Dr. Musto, whose guest
lecturers have included Thomas R.
Kosten, M.D., associate professor of
psychiatry and director of the Division
of Substance Abuse, and Richard S.
Schottenfeld, M.D. ’76, associate
professor of psychiatry and the director
of the Substance Abuse Treatment Unit
at the Connecticut Mental Health
Center. “For students on the other side
of the campus, it’s a rare opportunity to
hear people who are daily involved in
research on, and treatment of, sub¬
stance abuse,” Dr. Musto says.
Bringing other opportunities to
the “other side” is William C. Sum¬
mers, M.D. He teaches History of
Chinese Science, Landmark Experi¬
ments in Biology, and Plagues and
People—courses in which science
majors and others can explore the
writings of Chinese naturalists,
replicate William Harvey’s investiga¬
tions of blood circulation, and look at
epidemics and public responses to
them, from the Black Death in 1349
to AIDS today.
Dr. Summers, who served as
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medical committee chairman for the
Yale-China Association, is a professor
of therapeutic radiology, molecular
biophysics and biochemistry, and
genetics at the medical school. His
research includes work on the ways
by which cells sense damage to DNA,
the structure and function of certain
enzymes that may be good targets for
antiviral drugs, and the history of
medicine. "We scientists don’t make
enough effort to meet non-scientists
halfway," he says. “We live in such a
scientific age; everyone needs to be
scientifically literate. If we don’t
make an effort, we're shortchanging
our students.”
Medical ethicist Levine regularly
makes the effort to reach undergradu¬
ates and others, says his co-author and
former student. Dr. Christakis. "He
votes with his feet,” says Dr. Christa¬
kis, of Dr. Levine and his steady work.
Dr. Levine visits classrooms at
Yale College and at the medical and
divinity schools—"whenever some¬
one asks”—to talk about bioethics.
He focuses particularly on the ethical
considerations involved in scientific
research on human subjects, on the
relationships of doctors with patients
who are near death, and on patientconfidentiality issues.
In addition to teaching and
chairing the Human Investigation
Committee, Dr. Levine edits the
journal IRB: A Review of Human
Subject Research. He wants students
to understand what goes into ethical
decision-making in scientific
research and medical practice.
Clearly, many members of the
medical faculty are glad to help
undergraduates—to assist with papers
and lab work, to develop needed
courses, to carry reams of research data
across Frontage Road. After all, says
Dr. Kashgarian, “the medical school is
part of the university; it contributes to
the whole cloth of the school. We don’t
function independently, and we’re not
just taking from the university. We give
back; we give of our knowledge and
expertise—we share.” YM
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A master among friends:
Bernard Lytton, M.D.
Bernard Lytton, M.D., eyes a
well-stuffed chair in his living room.
"The Dalai Lama sat right there. He
blessed the students—and giggled
with them,” he recalls.
The genial Dr. Lytton often
entertains distinguished guests and
lots of students—Yale undergradu¬
ates—in his living room. He also
dines regularly with undergraduates,
advises them on their senior papers,
and cheers them on at their inner-tube
water polo matches.
For besides being the Donald
Guthrie Professor of Surgery (Urol¬
ogy) at the Yale School of Medicine,
and having a busy clinical practice.
Dr. Lytton is master, or chief adminis¬
trator, of Jonathan Edwards College,
one of Yale University’s 12 residential
colleges, modeled after the British
university system.
Dr. Lytton, who earned his
undergraduate and medical degrees
from the University of London, says
that a residential college “is meant to
be an experience in living and learn¬
ing, and to provide a small-college
atmosphere in the bigger university.”
Each master is a senior faculty
member, active in his or her own
discipline and also devoted to the
intellectual, artistic, athletic and
communal life of the college. Other
medical school faculty have occasion¬
ally served as masters, and Kelly D.
Brownell, Ph.D., professor of psy¬
chology and of epidemiology and
public health at the school, was
recently named master of Silliman
College. But, says Dr. Lytton, “I think
I’m the first surgeon to do this.”
He shares the job with his wife,
Norma. “She’s an essential part; it’s a
team effort,” he says. “I’ve always
enjoyed young people. The associa¬
tion is marvelous.” Dr. Lytton was a
fellow of Yale’s Branford College for
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20 years, filling in there as acting
master in 1986. That worked out so
well that Benno C. Schmidt Jr., then
president of the university, asked him
to serve as master of Jonathan
Edwards the following year.
“I’ve been here ever since,” says
Dr. Lytton. He adds that he and Mrs.
Lytton have four children, “and when
the last one left for college, we took
on 400 more.” The college, built
around 1930 in the Collegiate Gothic
style, is home to sophomores, juniors
and seniors.
Each residential college has its
own master, dean and common
facilities, including a dining hall,
library and seminar room. The
colleges field their own athletic teams,
put on concerts and plays, and offer
special courses for academic credit.
The Lyttons live in the master's house
at Jonathan Edwards and join the
students for many a meal. “We have
dinner with them most evenings, and
brunch on weekends. We sit and talk,”
says Dr. Lytton.
He and his wife regularly give
teas at which the students meet and
talk with such visitors as the actor
Christopher Plummer and the writer
Richard Rhodes. They’re also hosts to
the Tetelman Fellows, including
Phillip Sharp (who shared the 1993
Nobel Prize in medicine) in April and
the Dalai Lama in 1991. The
Tetelman Fellowship, endowed by
Damon Wells, Yale College ’58,
brings noted scientists and others to
the college for two- or three-day stays
that include scheduled lectures and
informal conversation with students
and faculty.
The college has about 30 en¬
dowed fellowships for summer study
and travel abroad, and the master
serves on the committee that selects
recipients. Each fall, the college has a
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now under way—even
though it made Jonathan
Edwards a mass of heavy
equipment, wires and
boards for most of the
summer. His current
project is “trying to get a
theater built here, out of a
squash court.”
All of this is quite
different from Dr. Lytton’s
career in medicine. He took
his training in England,
served as a medical officer in
the Royal Air Force, con¬
ducted research under a
British Empire Cancer
Fellowship, and headed the
urology section of the
surgery department at Yale
for 20 years, until he began
Michael Marsland

Bernard Lytton, M.D., master of Jonathan Edwards College, walks with the Dalai Lama
during the Tibetian religious leader's visit to Yale several years ago.

as master in 1987. Dr. Lytton
continues to teach medical
students and residents
regularly, and practices his
specialty of treating urologic
cancer and reconstructing

dinner at which the students report

college library, and oversees the

bladders. Being a college master “is

their experiences, which in the past

college print shop. “We do all our

involvement in a totally different

have included the study of lemurs in

own printing—invitations, graduation

sphere of the university, and I find it a

Madagascar and interviews with

certificates. The students do many

nice balance,” he says.

members of Basque terrorist organiza¬

creative things,” he says. He also

tions. “This summer a young woman

contributes to the efforts of Jonathan

from medicine. “I talk to lots of
students about going into medicine,”

Actually, it’s not entirely removed

was in Kiev, helping at a birth control

Edwards teams in intramural athletic

clinic,” says Dr. Lytton, who is an

contests. “I'm a loud supporter; I

he says. He advises them on where

interested listener when the returned

exhort. We're pretty good at inner-

they might go to medical school, and

travelers tell their tales.

tube water polo,” says Dr. Lytton.

he tells them that despite grumblings

The college also offers an annual

Often he works to get large

they hear about changes in the

seminar—a series of semi-weekly

projects going. A few years ago he,

medical profession, “There’s a bright

dinner meetings—where those work¬

the college dean, and the College

future for physicians. I’m very

ing on their senior papers discuss their

Council (made up of elected represen¬

positive. I say that if you just want to

work with one another and with

tatives from each year) led efforts to

make money, it’s the wrong profes¬

faculty. “It’s a forum for the students.

redesign and renovate the Jonathan

sion, but if you want to be a doctor,

The (college) dean and I go along; we

Edwards courtyard. They got financial

you’ll manage.”

ask questions and make suggestions,”

support from the Parents Fund and

says Dr. Lytton, adding that one recent

design ideas from undergraduates in

people in the house, “there are often

paper analyzed the economic impact of

an architecture course taught by

advantages to being a doctor. You can

non-profit environmental organiza¬

Diana Balmori, also a fellow at the

give medical advice, deal with minor

tions. He calls the variety and quality

college, who made the final design.

medical problems, give first aid, guide

of the students’ work “amazing.”
The master has the job of “mak¬

Having long called attention to
the need for major repairs and

ing the college go,” he says. He

renovations in the 1930s buildings

selects resident fellows, supports the

of the residential colleges. Dr.

college orchestra, orders books for the

Lytton is pleased that such work is
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He adds that with 400 young

them through the emergency room.”
That’s just what he does.

Carolyn Battista
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ab^mjkictioned as
‘Ir^us^^other’ to
Company C, attempting
in vain to bring spit and
polishjfo the outfit. “I’ll
never make soldiers out
—of you, he told the men.
\ f
&
He was right

Harry Bishop

Above: Nicholas PR. Spinelli, M.D. '44, talks with
his sister, Viola J. Spinelli, M.P.H. '65, and
Jean Bolognia, M.D. '80, right, during
Alumni Reunion Weekend in June.
Right: Dr Spinelli, seated, and the late Paul E.
Molumphy, M.D. ’44, relax before afternoon
formation. Dr Molumphy would later open his office
across the street from this spot on Howard Avenue.
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Left: The medical students of Company C
in formation in front of their barracks
on Howard Avenue before a march in 1943.

Yale’s Company C
As World War II raged on overseas,
a tightly knit group of 40 medical students
in New Haven was learning how to heal

Nicholas P.R. Spinelli,
M.D.. a 1944 graduate of the
School of Medicine, directed its
alumni affairs office from 1984
to 1990. Dr. Spinelli trained in
internal medicine at Yale and
sensed as a neuropsychiatrist in
the Army before entering
private practice in Stratford,
Conn., in 1950. He was
director of medical education
at Bridgeport Hospital from
1960 to 1985 and, at Yale, remains an active volun¬
teer in the alumni office.

Harry Bishop

Dr. Spinelli wrote and produced Company C and
Friends: Yale Medical School During World War II, a

Members and friends of the medical school Class of 1944

video chronicling the school, its campus and students

watch Company C and Friends in a dimmed lecture hall

during the war era. Rosalind D 'Eugenio spoke with Dr.

of the Hope Building in June during Reunion Weekend.

Spinelli about the changes he has seen during the more
than 50 years he has been affiliated with the school.
Q: What was Yale like when you were a medical
student?
A: In 1941, when I was a freshman, there were
only about 40 students in each class and we were
entering World War II. The school itself was small in
terms of its campus. The Sterling Hall of Medicine
was our preclinical environment, where we took our

basic science courses. Grace-New Haven Hospital
was our clinical laboratory, and our patients were
derived largely from the community. I think one
must step back in time to realize that while this was
a poor neighborhood, we were entering a period of
prosperity. The war ignited the activity of all of our
industries in New Haven and other Connecticut
cities which were related to war, whether they were
steel companies, brass companies or other thriving
factories. Everyone had a job and the community

Rosalind D’Eugenio is the media specialist

was very alive.

for the school's Office of Public Information.
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Q: What are the greatest differ¬
ences you see in Yale’s community?

even though class numbers have more

the esprit of the Yale school. A

than doubled, the intimacy and

generation and a half later, 1 brought

closeness of the students and faculty

three medical students from behind

terms of its purpose. It seems to me

remain. More importantly, the connec¬

the Iron Curtain, who were training in

that the cities in the ’20s, '30s, and

tion between students and faculty has

my community hospital, to a Yale tea.

’40s had a social purpose, which,

remained a much more vital element

These young men from a communist

through the years, has slowly van¬

than is true at many other medical

dictatorship atmosphere were intro¬

ished with our population moving to

schools, at least from the experience of

duced to the idea that a student could

suburban areas and leaving the city to

other doctors I've known.

have such easy conversation and

A: The city is in such disarray in

A major change that has hap¬

molder and decay.

relationship with world famous

pened in all medical schools has been

faculty people. It absolutely blew

quite unsophisticated. I would say

the proliferation in the number of

their minds to meet and chat with a

As students in our day, we were
that the current student is in many

faculty. But, I think through the Yale

Nobel laureate at Yale who had

ways more mature than we were. But,

system of research requirements of its

lectured as one of their professors in

we were very happy to be in medicine

students, there is still the opportunity

Prague decades before.

at Yale and to connect with the other

for an individual student to have a

students. I’ve never been with a group

close connection with an individual

of people with whom I felt less

faculty person. This was a lot easier

competitive than the 38 men and six

for us to do back then because the

women who were my classmates and

faculty were so few. They all knew us,

who, 50 years later, are my alumni

and we all knew them.

friends and still kind of a family.

regret that any old alumnus from my
generation has, it is remembering the

School of Medicine?

daily teas we had. As an institutional

A: I was an undergraduate at

exercise, they allowed everybody at

Yale. As a pre-med major, my role

four o'clock, Monday through Friday,

model was my biology professor,

to just communicate democratically,

J. Edgar Boell, and although I had
been flirting with the idea of being a

whether you were a student or Nobel
Prize professor, in a very pleasant,

journalist, he slowly, steadily and
effectively pointed me toward medi¬

remain so involved with the school.
Why is that?
A: Well, I think I have found in
my aging process, as I look back, Yale

I think if there is a nostalgic

Q: What attracted you to Yale

Q: You retired as director of
alumni affairs in 1990, yet you

social way. This kind of symbolized

medical school has been a constant in
my life. I was to practice internal
medicine in the beginning but,
unfortunately, I was unable to pursue
it beyond 1968 due to my health. I
practiced just 20 miles away so I was
always close to New Haven and, in
my early years, I taught medical
students as a practitioner in the Yale
ambulatory services. Then, when I

cine, which he thought I had

could no longer practice medi¬

the proper motivation to

cine, I went into education at my

pursue. He was a great friend.

community hospital in Bridge¬

As I remember it, I made very

port. This was a wonderful period

few applications to medical

in the 1960s when community

schools. And after my unfortu¬

teaching hospitals were integrated

nate Harvard interview, I was

with their academic center. Ours

absolutely certain that I did not

of course was Yale School of

want to attend that school. I

Medicine.

had an interview at Yale and

So, I made a circle back to

within 24 hours had telephone

Yale and was able to develop

confirmation of my admission.

quality teaching programs in

There were a dozen of us Yale

Bridgeport that had not existed

undergrads who were selected,

prior to affiliation. We started a

so we went in a group, which

pediatrics residency, which

made it less of a frightening

allowed Yale to send its residents

experience.

and students to a community
Harry Bishop

Q: What are the changes,

hospital outside of New Haven,

good and bad, that you see in

Dr. Zimmerman with Edith Jurka, M.D. '44, veteran

which was bilaterally advanta¬

the school today?

class secretary. After the reunion, many of the '44

geous. This was very exciting and

A: The unique thing about
Yale which has endured is that
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class members returned with Dr. Jurka to her home

interestingly, in the early 1970s,

in Croton, N.Y., to continue reminiscing.

the issue of primary care was

Yale Medicine
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very much on the front
burner, as it is today. The
irony is that today this is
viewed as a big crisis. We
started a primary-care
program at Bridgeport with
the help of the Yale School
of Medicine, which pro¬
duces superb models of
primary care physicians,
people who have their
boards both in pediatrics
and adult medicine, provid¬
ing the best of both worlds.
I had always been active
in alumni activities in New
Haven, in part because I was
so close to New Haven.
Because I had been president
of the alumni association, the
incoming dean. Dr. Leon
Rosenberg, asked me to be
the director of the alumni
office. I did that and enjoyed
it immensely for six years.
Q: You created a video
of your class this year for

Harry Bishop

Harry M. Zimmerman, M.D. ’27, spoke to the Class of ’44—to whom he taught pathology a half
century> ago—about his World War II experiences and research in the Pacific after leaving Yale.
Dr. Zimmerman, still teaching at 93 at the Albert Einstein College of Medicine, was a friend of
Professor Einstein and of Harvey Cushing, M.D., the legendary surgeon who helped found the Yale
medical library. Dr. Zimmerman was the pathologist who peiformed postmortems on both men.

your 50th reunion. What
was the motive behind
making the video?

A: I was cleaning out a desk and
found 15 pictures of my class, and I
thought, for purposes of sentimental
recall, it would be wonderful if I could
extend my dozen pictures. I asked my
classmates if they had old photographs
and, when I collected 100 of them and
put them all together, I found that they
told a story of a school that had
completely changed physically as a
campus. We won’t go into the changes
in medicine that have occurred because
they have been simply staggering. I
think that all of modem medicine
evolved in the 50 years since I gradu¬
ated. My motive was purely to create a
reunion Valentine for my classmates
and my school, so we could laugh with
one another at how we looked 50 years
ago in our private-first-class uniforms
and remember the ridiculous things
that the Army made us do to earn our
private’s income every month. Of

Fall/Winter 1994-95

course, they paid all our medical
education costs. I have since not been
able to look at medical students
without feeling horror at the cost they
bear to become doctors. For us who
were in the service, it was free. I
thought that as an archival record, this
fact should be recorded as it happened.
Q: When you showed the video at
your class reunion, what did you hope
your classmates would see in it?

A: It was obviously just our own,
sentimental journey, but in putting it
together I found that there were many
different groups who took an interest in
it. Our dean for student affairs thought it
would make a remarkable motivational
element to show to student applicants,
because it ends up making statements
about the process of this unique, Yale
System of education. So, it’s good for
students who are wondering if they want
to come to Yale.

Yale Medicine

Making this video also allowed
me to look back at my class and
realize what a fantastic group of
people they were. Though I hadn't
planned to, I ended up creating a
profile of my class, what they have
done and become, and what in the end
was Yale’s product in 1944, what it
gave to America. They were, in the
beginning and the end, exceptional
doctors, from GPs to chancellors of
medical schools. But, in 1941, we
were one little band of scared kids
who found one another in New Haven
and began those wonderful months of
studying to be doctors—and became
very creditable ones, thanks to Mama
Yale.
In structuring the video tape of
my own student time, what surprised
me—and I was unprepared for it until
I could put it together and see what
was on tape—was the very superior
product in education that Yale was
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Association of Yale
Alumni in Medicine
Laurence G. Roth,
M.D. '44, and his

Officers

bride, Catherine,
descend the steps of

Marie-Louise T. Johnson,
M.D., Ph.D. ’56

the church at their
Long Island

President

Lycurgus M. Davey, M.D. ’43

wedding in 1943.

Vice President

John H. Doherty,
M.D. '44, bottom,

Gilbert F. Hogan, M.D. ’57
Secretary

was one of several

Muriel D. Wolf, M.D. ’59

classmates who

Past President

served as ushers.

Executive Committee
David I. Astrachan, M.D. ’84
Jean L. Bolognia, M.D. ’80
Leo M. Cooney Jr., M.D. ’69
Joseph F.J. Curi, M.D. ’64
Lee Goldman, M.D.,
M.P.H. ’73
Peter N. Herbert, M.D. ’67
Ellen B. Milstone, M.D. ’69
Donald E. Moore,
M.D. ’81, M.P.H.
Lynn W. Reiser, M.D. ’70
Arne S. Youngberg, M.D. ’66
producing 50 years ago, on a dime. Of
course, the volume of research was so
much less and the numbers and costs
of faculty were so much less. They
were not being provided by the
government through NIH grants then.
That trend would produce the vast
breakthroughs in knowledge that have
made American medicine so outstand¬
ing. With our current efforts to reform
health care, we are going to have to be
certain that those elements that make
Yale superior are maintained.
Q: What is next for you?
A: It seems to me an alumnus is
like a child who asks his parent, “Is
there any way I can be of help?” I
don’t mean that in just the monetary
sense. We have in the regional
network many retired people who
have the time and who are honored to
help the school. One frustration that I
38

had as director of the alumni office
was that I couldn’t ignite this kind of
activity regularly across the country.
There are graduate alumni on the
West Coast and in the Midwest who
are just as passionately asking “How
can I help?” but because of the
distance it’s difficult. I think the
alumni office is beginning activities
to help this regional networking
happen and become alive. We can’t
ever quite capture that wonderful
feeling of the time when you are a
student, but alumni activities and
reunions attempt to do that. We just
had a wonderful 50th reunion which
was attended by a surprising number
of surviving members of our class. I
think the Alumni Association has
become my kind of career hobby, if
you will. At 73, one doesn’t have
energy for much more than that. YM
Yale Medicine

Ex-officio

Gerard N. Burrow, M.D. ’58
Dean

Arthur C. Crovatto, M.D. ’54
Director, Alumni Affairs

John W. Foster Jr., M.D. ’71
Chair, YSM Alumni Fund

Representatives to the
Association of Yaie Alumni
Alfredo L. Axtmayer, M.D. ’76
Harold D. Bomstein Jr., M.D. ’53
Robert L. Fisher, M.D. ’59
John N. German, M.D. ’62
Robert M. Rosa, M.D. ’70
Donald H. Schultz, M.D. ’52
AYAM Representative,
Medical School Council
Dorothea R. Peck, M.D. ’43M
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Gallery

National Archives

An American Army doctor operates in an underground surgery room behind the front lines on the island of Bougainville
in Papua, New Guinea, during World War II. The patient, a U.S. soldier, was wounded by Japanese sniper fire.

“The doctor’s vision is
focused downwards on
immobile, sanguinous objects
lying beneath his hands while
only his ears range over the
battlefield. ... He can do

Physicians on the Front Lines
Military Medicine
during World War II

little or nothing to influence
events, cannot resort to
violent action to relieve his
feelings and must submit
utterly to the discipline of his
profession, allowing himself
to serve as a one-way chan¬
nel through which succor and
healing may be brought to the
wounded, without counting
the cost to himself or consid¬
ering his own position. ”

Stuart R. Mawson, M.D.,
from Arnhem Doctor
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On Dec. 7, 1941 the number of
wounded soldiers brought into Tripler
General Hospital at Fort Shatter in Hawaii
was so great that civilian doctors were
called to assist military surgeons, and
anesthesia was being administered by
nurses. By 1943, nearly one third of
practicing physicians in the United States
had joined the armed forces, and many of
those who enlisted had not yet been in an
operating room. These physicians on the
front lines assisted in the development of
new medical techniques.
Plastic and chest surgery were the two

Yale Medicine

specialities to undergo the greatest
changes during this period. Burn treatment
and the repair and reconstruction of limbs
progressed tremendously as the innova¬
tions of wartime surgeons led to an
improved understanding of structure and
function of human limbs. For the first
time, many thoracic surgeons operated on
the lung itself, excising diseased portions
and removing shrapnel and bullets.
One of the most important advances
was the new use of antibiotics to suppress
and cure infectious diseases. The refinement
of penicillin led to the most effective
antibacterial wound agent ever used by
military physicians and completely changed
civilian medicine after the war.

Rosalind D’Eugenio
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Scope

Yale AIDS drug
hits market

characteristics, monitoring the tick’s
ability to thrive in each setting.
Dr. Wilson will concentrate on
defining the existing distribution and

Two School of Medicine pharma¬

abundance of the tick throughout

cology faculty members had devel¬

Connecticut and Massachusetts. By

oped the compound d4T as a new anti¬

sampling hunter-killed deer at State

retroviral agent for treating people

Department of Environmental

with advanced HIV disease, and Yale

Protection check stations, he can

licensed this concept to a pharmaceuti¬

pinpoint ticks to specific areas by

cal company. This summer, the

recording where the deer were found:

company received U.S. Food and

"Basically, we are asking the question

Drug Administration (FDA) clearance

Yale researchers are studying

to market the medication for patients

environmental factors that affect
Lyme disease-carrying ticks.

who are intolerant to or are not helped

‘Why isn't this tick everywhere?’”

by other approved therapies.
The scientists—William H.
Prusoff. Ph.D., and Tai-Shun Lin,

conducted preclinical and clinical

Ph.D.—have worked together for

development programs. The company

more than 30 years, first as professor

filed a new drug application for the

of pharmacology and postdoctoral

drug it named stavudine in December

fellow, and later as professor and

1993, and this new use for an existing

senior research scientist, respectively.

drug was reviewed under the FDA’s

They have conducted research on the

accelerated approval regulations.

development of anti-cancer and anti¬

The compound d4T offers advan¬

viral compounds and co-authored

tages over AZT and other AIDS

some 50 scientific articles.

medications, the Yale scientists say.

“The key to this research is

The compound d4T is less toxic, and

persistence,” says Dr. Lin. After

therefore a person’s body can more

selecting and screening 20 com¬

readily tolerate it. Dr. Prusoff, now

pounds for anti-viral activity and

emeritus, concludes: “Although d4T is

toxicity, using cell culture studies,

not a cure, we hope that it can be taken

d4T happened to work most effec¬

for a longer period of time and that it

tively against the AIDS virus.

can prolong life.”

The compound d4T was first

dates to 1975, when the scientific duo
synthesized it in their lab for other
purposes. By 1985, when the number

An international team of 13
physicians and scientists lead by
researchers at the School of Medicine
and the Howard Hughes Medical
Institute has identified a gene that causes
a severe form of hypertension, called
Liddle’s syndrome. The abnormal gene
causes the kidney to retain excessive
amounts of salt and water, which leads
to high blood pressure in childhood and
frequently results in early death from
cardiovascular disease.
The new finding also provides
the basis for a new genetic test which
permits people with this disorder to
be identified at early ages and treated

developed elsewhere as an anti-cancer
agent in the 1950s. Its history at Yale

Gene for severe form
of hypertension found

Ticks’ environment
under scrutiny

with specific medications. Individuals
with a history of unexplained hyper¬
tension dating from childhood will
benefit the most from this testing.

Mark L. Wilson, Sc.D., assistant

“These findings are useful to

of AIDS cases had significantly

professor of epidemiology, has been

families with this rare disorder. In

increased, the researchers investigated

awarded a five-year grant from the

addition, they raise the possibility that

whether d4T would inhibit growth of

National Institute of Allergy and

more subtle mutations in this same gene

the virus that causes AIDS. “We were

Infectious Diseases to study the

may contribute to more common forms

the first to think about d4T being anti-

environmental determinants of the

of high blood pressure,” says Richard P.

AIDS,” Dr. Lin notes.

Lyme disease-causing tick, Ixodes

Lifton, M.D., Ph.D., associate professor

In 1986, their concept was

scapularis. With the funding. Dr.

of medicine (nephrology) and genetics

licensed to Bristol-Myers Squibb Co.,

Wilson will establish a laboratory to

and an investigator of the Howard

which replicated the Yale work and

simulate several environmental

Hughes Medical Institute. He lead the
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A new source of news

children’s health in Saudi Arabia offers
our faculty medical research challenges
unavailable in the United States. With
the international interchange, we hope
to enhance medical care for women and
children throughout the world.”
Since 40 percent of the Saudi

Could Your Child Have a
Inside

is an enormous need to develop further

Growth Problem?

services for women and children,

Current

according to Joseph B. Warshaw,
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pediatrics, and Frederick Naftolin,
M.D., D.Phil., professor and chairman/

their children wl" ® ,yes our society has to.offer-

crc; GROWING;

M.D., leader of the Yale team and
professor and chairman/chief of

base of the brain secrete

g

ssrt

CondnuedonPage2

Parents searching for guidance to detect and prevent illness, injury and other

chief of obstetrics and gynecology.
Dr. Warshaw says, “We are
learning about issues in women’s health
and the mother-child relationship in a
population that has a far different social
structure than exists in North America.
“Our agreement presents a

common problems of childhood will find answers in the Yale Children's Health

unique opportunity to enhance our

Letter, a nationally circulated newsletter launched by the School of Medicine in

academic programs. Saudi women

October. The monthly publication provides parents, grandparents and child care
professionals with current information on children's health, development and

and children suffer from infectious

emotional well being. Subscriptions cost $24 a year: call 1-800-829-0417.

and certain neurological disorders.”

team which reported its findings in the
Nov. 4 issue of Ceil.
“Finally, these findings demonstrate

health in Saudi Arabia.
Approximately 20 faculty
physicians and scientists will work

diseases, liver diseases and hepatitis,

Brain imaging used
for anxiety disorders
Researchers at the Department of

the existence of a previously unrecog¬

with Saudi colleagues to develop and

Veteran’s Affairs Medical Center in

nized mechanism by which the kidney

strengthen cooperative biomedical

West Haven and at the Anxiety

regulates the volume of blood and

research programs and to enrich

Disorders Center at the Connecticut

plasma in blood vessels,” Dr. Lifton

physician training in clinical areas

Mental Health Center have begun

says. “Further studies to understand

that relate to maternal and child

using computerized imaging methods

this pathway will provide new insights

health, including genetic diseases

to help unfold the brain’s anxiety

into the regulation of blood pressure.”

and inherited metabolic disorders.

processes.

The research was supported by
grants from the National Heart Lung
and Blood Institute and the National

They also will provide advice on
clinical matters.
Yale physicians will work initially

Using magnetic resonance
imaging, single photon emission
computerized tomography, and

Institute of Diabetes, Digestive and

at the King Faisal Specialist Hospital

Kidney Diseases.

and later, when developed, at the 270-

are able to tag and view microscopic

bed Saudi Medical System Hospital

receptor sites associated with anxiety

(SMSH) in the city of Riyadh.

disorders. By pinpointing the location

Saudi project expands
teaching research

,

“This new endeavor provides an

radioactive tracers, the researchers

and number of benzodiazapine

opportunity for our school to expand

receptors that accept tranquilizing

the scope of research and training as

drugs more readily, the researchers

the medical profession takes a more

hope to define the role these receptors

obstetrics and gynecology, and

global approach to health care,” says

play in causing anxiety disorders.

genetics have undertaken a major

Dean Gerard N. Burrow, M.D. ’58.

initiative on women’s and children’s

“The concentration on women’s and

The departments of pediatrics,
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“Because benzodiazapines help
calm the panic of people with anxiety

41

disorders, an abnormality in the

roborated in other large studies of

number or action of those receptors

very elderly populations, with and

may be the root cause of certain

without prior manifestations of

disorders,” says Andrew W. Goddard,

coronary artery disease.”

M.D., chief of the Yale Anxiety
Disorders Clinic and assistant profes¬
sor of psychiatry.
Dennis S. Charney, M.D.. chief of

The study consisted of a total of
997 subjects who were interviewed in
1988 as part of the New Haven cohort
Epidemiologic Study of the Elderly

professor of psychiatry at Yale, says

and consented to have blood drawn.

that people with anxiety disorders may
benzodiazapine receptors, which are
the key to natural tranquility. If there
aren't enough receptors, the brain is
apt to be overly active. Dr. Charney
says the study may take several years
but could answer questions about how
the complex interplay of chemical
messengers and brain cells translate
into anxiety and fear.

Cholesterol not high risk
factor for heart disease
in the elderly
Hypercholesterolemia or low

News

of the Established Population for the

the psychiatry service at the VA and

have an unusually low number of

Faculty

Injury prevention
program under way
The School of Medicine’s
sections of emergency medicine, and
trauma and surgical critical care,
collaborating with Yale-New Haven
Hospital’s emergency services and
social work departments, seek to
participate in New Haven’s injury and

Medical school
announces promotions,
new appointments
The Office of the Dean at the
School of Medicine has announced the
following appointments or promotions
to senior ranks. All were effective July
1. In recognition of their excellence in
teaching, research and patient care,
these faculty serve on the Board of

violence prevention efforts by

Permanent Officers, the school’s

establishing a comprehensive re¬

governing board, which is responsible

gional program.

for all major academic decisions.

The New Haven Regional Injury

Fourteen faculty members were

Prevention Program is developing a

appointed or promoted to professorial

multidisciplinary community effort in

rank. They are: Issam A. Awad, M.D.,

injury prevention for the citizens of

surgery; Michele Barry, M.D..

cholesterol (HDL-C) appear not to be

New Haven to reduce the mortality

medicine; David L. Coleman, M.D.,

important risk factors for coronary

and morbidity associated with injury.

medicine; Daniel C. DiMaio, M.D.,

heart disease in people over 70 years

This includes establishing a steering

Ph.D., genetics; Charles C. Duncan,

old, according to research, conducted

group with representatives from

M.D., surgery and pediatrics; Fred S.

by a Yale professor and colleagues,

community, city, government and

Gorelick, M.D., medicine and cell

which was published in a November

youth organizations to target needs,

biology; Susan Hockfield, Ph.D.,

issue of the Journal of the American

identify resources, evaluate methods

neurobiology; Shirley M. McCarthy,

Medical Association.

and assist in a cooperative effort.

M.D., Ph.D., diagnostic radiology;

levels of high-density lipoprotein

Harlan M. Krumholz, M.D.,

The program is co-directed by

David A. McCormick, Ph.D., neuro¬

assistant professor of medicine (cardi¬

Alyssa R. French, M.D., M.P.H.,

biology; Eric J. Nestler, M.D.,

ology) and epidemiology, and col¬

assistant professor of emergency

psychiatry and pharmacology; Bruce

leagues, conducted a study to determine

medicine, and Linda C. Degutis,

Ransom, M.D., Ph.D., neurology and

whether elevated serum cholesterol

Dr.PH., lecturer in surgery at the

physiology; Joseph Santos-Sacchi,

level and low levels of HDL-C are

school and trauma program coordina¬

Ph.D., surgery; Bauer E. Sumpio,

associated with certain cardiac condi¬

tor at the hospital.

tions among elderly patients.
The researchers conclude: “In

“We are developing a database
with the chart information from

M.D., Ph.D., surgery; and John T.
Stitt, Ph.D., epidemiology and
cellular and molecular physiology.

summary, our findings do not

patients with injuries seen in the

Four faculty members were

support cholesterol as a risk factor

emergency department,” explains

promoted to associate professor with

with graded and continuous associa¬

Dr. Degutis. “From this database we

tenure: Joseph E. Craft, M.D., medi¬

tion with all-cause mortality, coro¬

hope to see specific patterns of

cine; Robert B. Innis, M.D., psychia¬

nary heart disease mortality, or

injuries which will help us deter¬

try; Kathleen R. Merikangas, Ph.D.,

hospitalization for an acute ischemic

mine the problem areas in the

psychiatry and epidemiology; and

event among very elderly subjects.

community to which we can target

Ognen A.C. Petroff, M.D., neurology.

Our findings will need to be cor¬

prevention programs.”
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Two new surgeons have joined

professor of pediatrics, neurology and

the YNHH organ transplant program:

in the Child Study Center, and Sally

Giacomo P. Basadonna. M.D.,

E. Shaywitz, M.D.. professor of

associate professor of surgery, has

pediatrics and in the Child Study

been named director of pancreatic

Center, spoke at a March 11 forum on

transplantation services, and Amy L.

Understanding and Healing the

Friedman, M.D., assistant professor

Human Brain: Neuroscience and

of surgery, has been named director

Behavior Research for Improving the

of liver transplantation services.

Public Health at the U.S. Capitol.

Modeling the AIDS Epidemic:

They discussed disorders of brain

Planning, Policy and Prediction, edited

associate clinical professor of medi¬

function and childhood learning

by Edward H. Kaplan. Ph.D.. professor

cine, received a President’s Award

disabilities at the forum, co-spon¬

of management sciences, Yale Univer¬

from the American College of

sored by the National Institutes of

sity School of Organization and

Occupational and Environmental

Health and U.S. Sens. Edward M.

Management: professor of medicine,

Medicine for his development of the

Kennedy and Henry A. Waxman.

Yale University School of Medicine.

Jonathan B. Borak, M.D.,

Core Curriculum in Environmental

Abigail L. Smith, Ph D., profes¬

Medicine continuing medical educa¬

sor of comparative medicine and

tion course, introduced last fall.

epidemiology, was named an honor¬

The Society of Nuclear Medicine
awarded a gold medal to Eugene A.

of Laboratory Animal Medicine at the

Cornelius, M.D.,

annual meeting of the American

Ph.D., associate

Veterinary Medical Association in

director of

July in San Francisco. Dr. Smith was

nuclear medicine

honored for her research accomplish¬

and associate

ments on the epizootiology and

professor of

pathogenesis of viral diseases of

diagnostic

laboratory animals.

radiology, and A.

Dr. Cornelius

ary member of the American College

Frederick J. Suchy, M.D.,

Brian West, M.D..

professor of pediatrics and chief of the

associate profes¬

pediatric gastroenterology/hepatology

New
Books

Raven Press (New York) 1994.
Choices: Realistic Alternatives
in Cancer Treatment, by Marion
Morra, director of Cancer Informa¬
tion Service, associate director of the
Yale Cancer Center and associate
research scientist in epidemiology
and public health. Avon Books
(New York) 1994.
Understanding Health Care
Reform, by Theodore R. Marmor,
professor of politics and public
policy. Yale University Press 1994.

sor of pathology

section, has been named the recipient

and medicine, in

of the Excellence in Pediatric Re¬

Petraea, by Elias J. Marsh, M.D. '44,

The Sands of Yesteryear: Arabia

June, for their exhibit. The Lymph

search Award from the American

Connecticut Academy of Arts and

Node: Immunologic Functions

Academy of Pediatrics (AAP). The

Relevant to Radioimmuno-diagnosis

Sciences (New Haven) 1994.

award, recognizing his contributions to

and Radioimmuno-guided Surgery.

Robert Heimer, Ph.D., assistant
professor of medicine, spoke at the
Community Focus Group on Drug
Abuse and HIV in July in Washing¬
ton. He was selected to participate in
the roundtable discussion by Kristine
M. Gebbie, National AIDS Policy
Coordinator, as a result of his work
with the New Haven Needle Ex¬
change Program.

the field of pediatric liver research,

House Officer Guide to ICU Care:

was presented in October at the AAP

Fundamentals of Management of the

annual meeting in Dallas.

Heart and Lungs, by John A.

The American Diabetes Associa¬
tion (ADA) this summer awarded the

Elefteriades, M.D. ‘76, HS ’76-83,
Lawrence S. Cohen, M.D., HS '58-60,

Diabetes Control and Complications

"64-65, and Alexander S. Geha. M.D.

Trial Study Group its Charles H. Best

Raven Press (New York) Second

Medal for Distinguished Service in the

Edition, 1994.

Cause of Diabetes. Yale was one of the
29 clinical centers for this major study.

William V. Tamborlane Jr., M.D.,

§§§

Mark Russi, M.D., assistant

professor of pediatrics and chief of

professor of medicine (occupational

pediatric endocrinology, is principal

medicine), has been appointed

investigator. The ADA’s Fairfield

medical director of Personnel Health

County chapter recognized Dr.

National Book Award in the nonfiction

Services at Yale-New Haven Hospital.

Tamborlane and his accomplishments

category for How We Die: Reflections

in diabetes at a June event in Stamford.

on Life s Final Chapter.

Bennett A. Shaywitz, M.D.,
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Sherwin B. Nuland, M.D. '55,
clinical professor of surgery, has won the
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The Class of 1998:
their personal story
The following are excerpts
from the student profde written by M.
Lynne Wootton, director of admissions.
Before coming to Yale, the class
of 1998's families journeyed from
Turkey, South Africa, Korea, Israel,
India, China, South America, Ethio¬
pia, Taiwan, the West Indies. Puerto
Rico and Haiti. From more than 35
colleges, these students have majored
in such diverse areas of study as
zoology, computer science, biochem¬
istry, religious studies, Spanish
literature, the history of medicine,
government, Russian studies, music.

U

DENT

N

women’s studies, archeology, and the
biological basis for behavior.
Above and beyond their academic
accomplishments, they have collected
more than 300 awards, honors and
various distinctions. They are National
Merit and Regents scholars, and one
student achieved a class rank of 1 out
of 5,800 students—and that was in the
student’s junior year.
Seventy-four percent of the class
has been involved in some form of
research. One student worked on
translating Sanskrit literature into
English, another on substance and
alcohol abuse at our own Connecticut
Mental Health Center. The titles of
some of their work: Interactional
Synchrony, Rapport, and Patient
Satisfaction in the Physician-Patient

E

W

S

Relationship and The Cause and
Early Consequences of the Migrant
Labour System in South Africa. Others
include A Reconsideration of the
Metaphorical Relationship between
Women and China in Selected Works
by Ding Ling, Mao Dun, and Yang Mo,
and The Effect of Educational Debt on
Medical Graduates' Specialty Choice
and Physicians ’ Provision of Care to
Uninsured Patients.
Members of the class have
worked as bank tellers, operating
room assistants, cooks, hospital
orderlies, and computer program¬
mers. One student was a stevedore in
the Everglades, another a lawyer.
They have been congressional
interns, science reporters, camp
directors, research associates.

Michael Fitzsousa

Helen P. Langner,
M.D. '22,
now 102, is
congratulated by
Dean Gerard N.
Burrow, M.D.
'58, and firstyear student Lisa
S. Lipschitz at the
White Jacket
Ceremony in
September. Dr.
Burrow named
Dr. Langner an
honorary member
of the Class of
1998. This fall,
the school
enrolled a record
number of
women—56 out
of 100, up from
45 a year ago.
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secretaries, postdoctoral fellows
and EMTs. One student worked in
a rehabilitation institute in India,
another participated in an agricul¬
tural study in Kenya while
another assisted an ob/gyn
oncologist in Bolivia.
Our students have been
members of synchronized swim
teams, varsity diving, track,
tennis, wrestling and crew teams.
They cycle, scuba dive, teach
aerobics, windsurf, bowl, and
achieve black belts in karate.
They are rock climbers and body
builders. And they are talented
poets, ballet dancers, writers,
photographers, news broadcasters,
and disk jockeys. They play the
Michael Fitzsousa

saxophone, harpsichord, violin
and clarinet. They sing rock,

Sydney Butts, right, a first-year medical student at Yale, pauses with her sisters and

gospel, Broadway, and in chamber

parents, Dr. Hugh and Clementine Butts, after the White Jacket Ceremony. Samantha,
second from right, is a first-year medical student at Harvard this year; Heather, center,

choirs. One student played bass
guitar and was a songwriter in a
professional band, another studied

entered law school at St. John’s. The sisters, who are triplets, were undergraduates at
Yale, Harvard and Princeton. Ms. Butts is one of two triplets in Yale’s entering class.

at Julliard and a music school in
France. One student was editor-inchief of the nation's oldest collegiate

pediatric emergency rooms and for

humor magazine.

the Special Olympics and Big Broth¬

lifesaver pulled us out one at a time

ers and Big Sisters. One student

and handed us to a team of medical

I have saved the very best for

beamed into the once black cave. A

last—the commitment, dedication and

helped construct a home for home¬

professionals. He then smiled at our

concern these students have shown

less boys in Peru, another volun¬

exhausted mother and exclaimed,

when it involves community service

teered in a juvenile correction

‘Congratulations! Triplets!’ ”

and helping others. They have

facility. One student mentored

volunteered thousands of hours to

Native American high school

homeless shelters, safe-houses and

students and others tutored Vietnam¬

halfway houses for adults with

ese and Cambodian children.

chronic mental illness, Planned

The author, Todd Atkinson, is one
of two triplets in the first-year class.

§§§

I would like to end the story of

Parenthood clinics, for Amnesty

this extraordinary class by describing

International and Hospice, in rape

one student's journey to Yale. The

Association (AMSA) has named the

crisis centers, and in hospital emer¬

words are the student’s own:

following second-year students local

gency and operating rooms. They

“The cavity was nearly 100

The American Medical Student

chapter officers: Andrew T. Kroger,

read and record for the blind and are

degrees F and so confining that our

chapter president, and Paul L.

literacy volunteers. They have given

heads were forced to rest just inches

Leong, coordinator.

their time to geriatric and AIDS

above our knees. Any available

patients. One student constructed and

oxygen and food had to be shared

the Student American Medical

repaired homes in the Appalachian

among the three of us. Suddenly, we

Association, is the oldest and largest

Mountain region, another spent three

felt a series of powerful forces on the

independent national organization

years in the Peace Corps, attained the

back wall. Instinctively, we pushed

developed and governed by medical

highest score on the Foreign Service

on the front and side boundaries.

students for medical students. Focal

The AMSA, founded in 1950 as

Institute Fijian language examination

With our adrenaline pumping, we felt

chapter officers play a critical role in

and was awarded the largest U.S. AID

no pain as the scalpel sliced through

the association’s communication with

grant in Fiji to develop demonstration

the skin and tissue. Soon, an opening

its constituent members and are a

fish farms. They have volunteered in

miraculously appeared and light

direct link to chapter members.
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Richard N. Collins, M.D. ’62,

Alumni

would limit his ability to treat patients

medicine practice in Sharon, Conn.,

and conduct research.

and joined the Foreign Service. He is

News
Sidney S. Feuerstein, M.D. ’45,
retired in July from the practice of
otorhinolaryngology, head and neck
surgery, and facial plastic surgery in
New York City. He will continue to
present lectures on facial cosmetic

Brevard, N.C., is working in Asheville
three days a week in a clinic for patients

Gerri L. Goodman, M.D. ’83,

posted in New Delhi as a regional

was elected president of the Maryland

medical officer assigned to the

Society of Eye Physicians and

American Embassy with quarterly

Surgeons and chairman of the Balti¬

visits to medical units in Pakistan,

more City Medical Society’s Young

Nepal, Bangladesh and Sri Lanka.

Physicians Committee. Dr. Goodman

Rev. Robert L. Young, M.P.H. ’69,

also is a member of the Media

has moved to Antigua, Guatemala,

Information Unit of the American

where he bought and reforested land

Academy of Ophthalmology.

and plans to open a free clinic for
natural health care.

Nathan D. Wong, M.P.H. '85,
Ph.D. ’87, associate professor of

and reconstructive surgery.

Don F. Kimmerling, M.D. ’47, of

ship or any comparable position that

HS ’62-66, has closed his internal

Christopher Meyer, D.O.,

cardiology and director of preventive

former executive director of the

cardiology at the University of

Consortium of Osteopathic Graduate

California, Irvine, has been awarded a

Medical Education and Training in

$470,000 grant to examine the effects

Michigan, has been appointed

of calcium channel blocker therapy on

associate dean for academic and

atherosclerosis utilizing ultrafast

Petersdorf, M.D. ’52, HS ’52-54, of

clinical education at the Ohio Univer¬

computed tomography, a new non-

the Association of American Medical

sity College of Osteopathic Medicine.

invasive coronary imaging modality.

with alcohol and drug addictions.
President emeritus Robert G.

Colleges received the American

His postdoctoral training included a

Medical Association’s Special Award

gastroenterology fellowship at Yale

M.P.H. ’87, has been appointed a

for Meritorious Service at the

from 1977 to 1979.

White House Fellow by President

organization’s annual meeting in June.
He was recognized for his years of
dedicated service, leadership and
contributions to professional medicine.

Irving H. Goldberg, M.D. ’53,

Stuart Hauser, M.D. ’66,

Raul P. Erea-Henze, M.D.,

Clinton, and assigned for 1993-94 to

professor of psychiatry at Harvard

the Office of the U.S. Trade Repre¬

Medical School, has been named

sentative in Washington, D.C.

director of Jude Baker Children’s

John F. Keaney, M.D. ’87, HS

Center in Boston. Dr. Hauser has

’87-89, instructor in medicine at Boston

Ph.D., Otto Krayer Professor of Biologi¬

been based at

University, has been awarded a

cal Chemistry and Molecular Pharma¬

the Massachu¬

postdoctoral fellowship worth $120,000

cology, and professor of medicine at

setts Mental

from Pfizer Inc. Dr. Keaney’s study.

Harvard Medical School, received the

Health Center

Antioxidants in EDRF Action and

Otto Krayer Award from the American

for more than

Metabolism, will investigate the role of

Society for Pharmacology and Experi¬

20 years as a

antioxidants in preserving the normal

mental Therapeutics in August at the

senior re¬

function of blood vessels in disease

11th International Congress of Pharma¬

searcher and a

states such as hypercholesterolemia or

cology meeting in Montreal.

clinician treating

atherosclerosis.

Gordon Beem, M.P.H. ’61, and
his wife, Jeanne, of Walland, Tenn.,

children, adults
Dr. Hauser

and families.

Alan M. Harvey, M.D.,
postdoctoral fellow '88, has been

are volunteers with the International

Barton Kamen, M.D., HS ’78,

Executive Service Corps, an organi¬

professor of pediatrics and pharma¬

delegates and to the board of trustees

zation of retired executives, public

cology at the University of Texas

of the Massachusetts Medical Society,

administrators, technical experts and

Southwestern Medical Center in

which publishes The New England

academicians who contribute their

Dallas, is the first faculty member to

Journal of Medicine. He also has

experience and skills to aid the

receive an American Cancer Society

completed his M.B.A. degree in

economies of foreign countries. Dr.

clinical research professorship. A

health systems management from the

and Mrs. Beem recently completed

condition of the professorship, which

University of Connecticut and is the

two projects in Hungary totaling six

is a lifetime award of approximately

director of the Pain Management

weeks. Dr. Beem is a retired U.S. Air

$60,000 per year, is that Dr. Kamen

Center at Baystate Medical Center in

Force major.

not assume a departmental chairman¬

Springfield, Mass.
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William O. Minturn
William O. Minturn, M.D., a
resident of Paradise Valley, Ariz., died
May 3, 1993, at Healthwest Regional
Medical Center in Phoenix. He was 66.
Dr. Minturn, a veteran of the
U.S. Naval Reserve, received a
medical degree from Yale in 1952.
He became chief of thoracic surgery
at Phoenix Veteran’s Administration
Hospital in 1959. From 1961 to
1970, he was chief of surgery at
Glendale Northwest Hospital in
Glendale, Ariz. In 1961, Dr.
Minturn opened a private practice in
Sun City, where he specialized in
general and chest surgery until his
retirement in 1991. He founded the
Sun City Medical Clinic and was a
founding member of Walter Boswell

I
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name. The fundamental aspects of
this operation remain the basis for
current surgical treatment. Dr.
Stansel was professor of surgery
emeritus at Yale.
He is survived by his wife, Doris;
two sons, David and Matthew; and two
daughters, Pamela and Carolyn.

Enid R. Peschel
Aug. 11 at his summer home in
Westbrook, Conn., at the age of 92.
Dr. Matteis, a resident of West
Hartford, lived in New Britain most
of his life. He graduated from Yale
University in 1923 and received his
medical degree from Yale in 1926.
Dr. Matteis was in general practice

grandchildren.

fellow of the American College of
Surgeons and the American College

Horace Cary Stansel Jr., M.D.,
Hospital after a long struggle with
chronic hepatitis. He was 67.
Dr. Stansel graduated from the
Washington University School of
Medicine in St. Louis and completed
his general surgical residency at the
University of Illinois Research and
Educational Hospitals in Chicago.
He continued his training in cardio¬
vascular surgery for two years at
Rush-Presbyterian-St. Luke’s
Medical Center in Chicago. Dr.
Stansel joined the surgery faculty at
Yale in 1962 and was assigned to
research the problem of transposition
of the great vessels which contrib¬
uted to the operation that bears his

FallAVinter 1994-95

and environmental medicine.
He is survived by his wife, Judith;
a son, Robert; a daughter. Holly; and
three grandchildren.
Memorial contributions may be
made to the Windham Community
Memorial Hospital, Medical Educa¬
tion Fund, 112 Mansfield Ave.,
Willimantic, CT 06226.

Joseph T. Matteis, M.D., died

for 10 years, then in limited practice
in obstetrics and gynecology and
served on the OB/GYN staff of New
Britain General Hospital. He was a

died on May 7 at Yale-New Haven

S

Joseph T. Matteis

Memorial Hospital in Phoenix.
He is survived by his wife,
Shirley; two daughters, Sarah and
Laura; a son, David; and three

Horace C. Stansel Jr.

E

of Obstetricians and Gynecologists.
He retired in 1972.
He leaves two sons, Richard and
Joseph; a daughter Joyce; and three
grandchildren.

Robert S. Gillcash
Robert S. Gillcash, M.D., a
resident of Windham Center, Conn,
for 30 years, died Aug. 12 of diabetes
at Windham Community Memorial
Hospital at the age of 57.
Dr. Gillcash graduated from Yale
School of Medicine in 1961. He
served his internship at Hartford
Hospital and his residency in ear, nose
and throat surgery at Yale-New Haven
Hospital before opening a practice in
Windham. In his final years of
practice, he specialized in allergies

Yale Medicine

Enid R. Peschel, Ph.D., of
Woodbridge, Conn., died Aug. 15 of a
heart attack. She was 51.
Mrs. Peschel was an adjunct
assistant professor of medicine and co¬
director of the Program for Humanities
in Medicine at Yale School of Medi¬
cine. She received a B.A. degree from
Brown University and her Ph.D. degree
from Harvard University.
Mrs. Peschel was co-editor of
Neurobiological Disorders in Chil¬
dren and Adolescents and co-author,
with her husband, of When a Doctor
Hates a Patient and Other Chapters
in a Young Physician's Life.
In November, the Program for
Humanities in Medicine held the first
Enid Peschel Memorial Lecture in
Neurobiology.
She is survived by her husband.
Dr. Richard E. Peschel; and a
daughter, Colette.
Memorial contributions may be
made to the Enid Peschel Memorial
Fund, c/o John Woods, Business
Manager, Therapeutic Radiology, Yale
University School of Medicine, 333
Cedar St., P.O. Box 208040, New
Haven, CT 06520-8040

Hildegarde Arnold
Hildegarde Arnold, M.D., a
resident of Avon, Conn., since 1975,
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died of pneumonia Aug. 17 at John
Dempsey Hospital in Farmington.
She was 87.
Born in Berlin. Germany, Dr.
Arnold received her medical degree
from the University of Berlin. In 1939,
she emigrated to the United States and
joined the faculty of the department of
pathology at the Yale School of

Medicine as a neuropathologist. She
contributed to early research on braintumor formation.
Dr. Arnold became chief of
pathology at Bristol Hospital in 1949

Arthur B. Robins

and remained there until her retirement
in 1971.

Calif., where he lived. He was 86.
A native New Yorker, Dr. Robins

She is survived by her daughter,
Anne-Luise.

Arthur B. Robins, M.D., Dr.P.H.,
died Sept. 3, of renal failure at the
Park Vista Nursing Home in Fullerton,

received a medical degree from Columbia
in 1931 and a doctorate in public health
from Yale in 1942. He was a medical
officer in the Navy from 1942 to 1946.
Dr. Robins was director of New
York City’s Department of Health
Bureau of Tuberculosis Control from
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1947 to 1965. During that time, he
was among the first in the country to
establish a system of outpatient
antibiotic treatment for patients
leaving sanitariums. He promoted
preventive treatment of tuberculosis-

Lillian D. Anderson, M.P.H. ’59

Raymond W. Leonard, M.P.H. ’47

infected children with isoniazid—the

July 19, 1994

February 10, 1993

first highly effective oral tuberculosis

Alice S. Baldwin. M.P.H. 'll

Eugene S. Leso, M.P.H. ’75

drug, which became available in 1952

July 7, 1994

June 21, 1992

—years before the effectiveness of
that treatment was widely recognized.

Frederick Beck, M.D. '34

John B. Lewis, M.D. '58

June 27, 1993

July 1, 1994

Dr. Robins wrote many scientific
articles, was a consultant to the United

Frederick F. Boyce, M.D. ’30

Sawyer E. Medbury, M.D. '43

Nations and taught at New York

December 19, 1993

May 2, 1994

University.

Arthur L. Chandler, HS '41-42

Charles A. Phillips, M.D. ’59

April 23, 1991

June 18, 1994

He is survived by three daughters,
Sally, Lola, and Catherine; a son,
James; and seven grandchildren.

David Cornfeld, HS ’49-50

John D. Preece, M.D. ’35

February 22, 1993

July 27, 1994

Phyllis Hurwitz Duvdevani, M.D. '65

Norman P. Rindge, M.D. ’35

May 4, 1994

April 21, 1994

William S. Elliott, M.D. ’55

Robert Rosnagle, HS ’65-66

his home in Burlington, Vt., on June

May 3, 1994

June 11, 1993

18 after a long battle with Parkinson’s
disease. He was 61.

J. Edward Flynn, M.D. ’30

Moses Rothberg, M.D. ’27

November 14, 1988

August 14, 1993

Charles A. Phillips
Charles A. Phillips, M.D., died at

A 1959 graduate of Yale medical

Daniel X. Freedman, M.D. ’51

Daniel Rudman, M.D. ’49

school. Dr. Phillips was a member of
the faculty at the University of Vermont

June 2, 1993

April 17, 1994

College of Medicine until his retire¬

Calvin P. Hatcher, M.P.H. ’54

Matilda Rudnick, M.P.H. '49

ment in 1980. Dr. Phillips was a

July 9, 1994

August 9, 1993

respected clinician and researcher and
had been selected as teacher of the year

Ernest M. Izumi, HS '50-51

Warren C. Sawyer, M.D. ’33

December 25, 1992

September 26, 1993

Eleanor H. Kerby, M.P.H. ’41

Edgar B. Taft, M.D. ’42

October 13, 1990

October 3, 1993

William W. Klatchko, M.D. ’52

William J. Taylor, M.P.H. ’76

August 21, 1993

May 9, 1994

Willard A. Krehl, M.D. ’57

Theo E. Tetreault, M.D. ’43

George and Francis Phillips Memorial
Scholarship at the University of

May 11, 1991

March 31, 1994

Vermont College of Medicine.
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on several occasions.
He is survived by his wife, Carol
Lee Fenton, M.D. ’58; a son, Michael;
three daughters, Cynthia, Catherine
and Lynn; and seven grandchildren.
Donations may be made to the
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Jim Anderson

Gifts to Yale will
enhance medical
uses of the Internet

Lynn Williams,
second from right,
and his sister, Gail
Munder, longtime
friends of Yale, are
pictured with

The Albert L. Williams Professor¬
ship and the Ruth B. Williams En¬
dowed Research Fund in Medical

medical school
Deputy Dean
Lawrence S.
Cohen, M.D., left,

Informatics were established this year
by Lynn Williams, Yale College '57,
and his sister, Gail Munder, in honor
of their parents. Their action is an
example of forward-looking generos¬
ity that is helping the School of
Medicine in two ways. First, it
contributes to the overall endowment,
a key goal of the campaign; second, it
helps pave the Information Superhigh¬
way for medicine at Yale.
Medical informatics is a revolution
under way in comunications technol¬
ogy that is enhancing biomedical
research and improving clinical care. At
Yale, medical informatics is creating an
almost unlimited network of bridges
linking the laboratory bench and the
bedside, the medical library and the
researcher, the medical center and the
physician’s office far away.
Computer workstations already in
place at Yale connect people with vast
information to facilitate teaching,
research, diagnosis and consultation.
Soon, digitized images of endoscopies
and magnetic resonance scans will be
easily transmitted electronically from
Yale-New Haven Hospital to small
community hospitals, 30 or 3,000
miles away.
“The technology is changing
faster than the ability of humans to
respond to it,” Mr. Williams said of
the revolutionary changes occurring in
medicine. “Mapping these frontiers of
knowledge is the difficulty. It requires
a new way of seeing, demanding
greater vision.”
The late Albert Williams was a
pioneer in the history of the develop¬
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Report

and Terry M.
Holcombe, Yale's
vice president for
development and
alumni affairs.

ment of IBM Corp., where he rose
eventually from the position of
salesman to president of the company
in 1961. Linking the family’s name in
perpetuity with the emerging technol¬
ogy of computers in medicine proved
to be a natural opportunity.
The Albert L. Williams Professor¬
ship and the Ruth B. Williams En¬
dowed Research Fund in Medical
Informatics were developed after
thoughtful discussions among the
family, the Office of the Dean, and the
Development Office.
The generosity and foresight of
Lynn Williams and Gail Munder
exemplify the progress being made in
the School of Medicine’s $285 million
campaign. In The Yale Campaign, a
naming opportunity for an endowed
professorship is at the $2 million and
above level, and a departmental
research fund is at the $750,000 and
above level.
The network of bridges created
through medical informatics reflects the
underlying theme of the campaign at the
School of Medicine. A new research
building, the Center for the Study of
Human Disease, will be a unique
environment fostering collaborative,
interdisciplinary research that opens up

Yale Medicine

exciting vistas for the future of medi¬
cine. This new era for biomedical
research will depend heavily on medical
informatics. In the center, researchers
will move—intellectually and physi¬
cally—from the laboratory bench to the
patient’s bedside to pursue new research
leads and apply new ideas.
The fund-raising campaign for the
Center for the Study of Human
Disease includes a variety of naming
opportunities for donors to consider.
Director of Development Robert
Feldman and his campaign staff are
very experienced at working with
donors to help them achieve their
objectives. When a donor decides to
work with Yale to plan a gift, a
partnership is begun that takes into
consideration the needs of both the
individual and the school.
To obtain additional information
on any aspect of Yale’s giving pro¬
gram, call or write:

The Yale Campaign
Office of Development
Yale School of Medicine
100 Church Street South, Suite 211
New Haven, Connecticut
06519-1714
(203)785-6524
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1934
60th Reunion
By Dr. John Ogilvie
The 60th reunion of the Class of
1934 of the Yale School of Medicine
was held on June 3 and 4, 1994.
Three members of our class were
present out of the eight who are known
to be alive. They were: Knowles
“Larry” Lawrence, Joseph “Chick”
Budnitz and John “Jack” Ogilvie. At
the business meeting on June 4, Dean
Burrow presented one of the first two
Peter Parker Medals to Jack Ogilvie in
recognition of his work, generosity and
interest in the school. Larry and Chick
attended the Friends of the 50th dinner
Harry Bishop

Saturday evening, where the class
photo was taken.

Ernest L. Sarason, M.D., and John P. Ferguson Jr., M.D., members of the Class
of ’39, catch up with each other during Alumni Reunion Weekend in June.

1939
55th Reunion
By Dr. John Forman
Of our original graduating class,
20 members or 50 percent continue to
grace our earth. Of these, 40 percent
returned for our 55th reunion. We had
our own conference room in which to
convene before the actual scheduled
weekend activities. Anecdotes and
tales of our classmates during our
“school days” at YSM abounded,
followed by picture-taking.
The afternoon was filled with
visiting the reunion program of a
“younger” class and the pleasure of
meeting the captivating new dean,
Gerard N. Burrow, M.D. ’58. That
evening we repaired to a private,
intimate dinner at the Woodbridge
Country Club.
Saturday morning was given to
rounds and seminars of choice, before
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the bountiful buffet luncheon in concert
with all the medical reunion classes at
the Harkness medical dormitory. An
afternoon tour of Yale followed.
The grand finale was enacted at
the Graduate Club with dinner hosted
by the Class of ’44. We had 14 at our
own ’39 table, where camaraderie was
the main course.
Attending the reunion were
Harold and Estelle Coppersmith, Bill
and Louise Druckemiller with son
William Jr. (Yale ’72), John and Pat
Ferguson, Joe and Livia Forman,
Jerry and Phoebe Greenfield, Peter
Murphy and son Brian, M.D., and
John and Barbara Tobin. A letter of
regret from Doug Walker was read.
Others who declined by phone due to
ill health were Bryce Smith, Becky
Solomon and Mai White. Members of
our class are always welcome annually
at reunions, as guests of YSM alumni.
We would delight in the return of some
of our ’39 classmates next year and on.

Yale Medicine

1944
50th Reunion
By Dr. Edith Jurka
A remarkable and enjoyable 50th
reunion was enjoyed by the 22 of us
(along with the 15 spouses/guests)
who were among the 35 surviving
class members who convened for the
long weekend. It was a congenial
occasion to reminisce and catch up in
our senior citizen phase of life. Present
were: the Bob Cookes; the Frank
Countrymans; the Larry Crowleys;
the Bob Frelicks; the Carol

Goldenthals; Howie Hamilton; the
Don Holdens; the Ray Jameses;
Ward Jenkins; Edith Jurka; the
Harvey Kausels; the Jerry Kayes;
the John Kings; Tex MacKenzie;
Kay Martin and daughter; the Joe
Massaros; Reese Matteson; Russ
Monroe and Diana Blake; the Larry
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Picketts; the Larry Roths; the
Haynes Sheppards; and Nick
Spinelli. This includes several who
had never been to a reunion before.
Paul Molumphy’s wife, Ann, and son
Paul Jr. joined us. The Jack Dohertys,

Ron Losees, Eli Marshes, Priscilla
Dienes Taft and the Fred Krauskopfs
had registered but had to cancel at the
last minute.
One of the many outstanding events
of this particular 50th reunion included
our hugely successful class seminar on
Friday afternoon. Attendance was so
great that many reunion guests were
turned away. Bob Cooke, Russ Monroe
and Howie Hamilton gave presentations
describing some of their life’s work. The
star of our seminar was our beloved old
pathology professor, Harry Zimmerman,
who entertained a record audience with
tales of his WWII experiences and
research in the Pacific after leaving Yale;
and of his vital role in founding the
Albert Einstein School of Medicine after
the war, where he still teaches at age 93.
He was as vibrant and alive a teacher in
1994 as when we remember him. He has
trained dozens of fellows in
neuropathology throughout the world,
72 in Japan alone. Also present as our
guest was our faculty-friend Dr. Dorothy
Horstmann. The seminar ended with the
40-minute video made by Nick Spinelli
from the dozens of photographs he
received from us all, and titled Company
C and Friends: Yale Medical School
During World War II. Through the
pictures of the young “us,” it recreated
the old medical campus we knew then,
now largely vanished.
Friday evening we had an intimate
dinner among ourselves at our Holi¬
day Inn. Under Larry Pickett’s expert
direction, most of us participated in a
bull session which concerned chiefly
the distress and confusions concerning
national health reform which we are
now enduring. We toasted ourselves in

was presented to Dean Burrow by
Chairmen Frank Countryman and
Larry Crowley.
Nine years ago, Nick Spinelli had
begun what has since become tradi¬
tional, the Friends of the 50th dinner
hosted by the dean and honoring the
50th reunion class. This convivial
occasion at the Graduate Club is
attended by the first reunion class
(five years out), as well as all alums at
and past their 50th reunion (you are
henceforth eligible to attend “on the
house” ever after). Our dinner was
attended by over 100 people and Larry
Crowley acted as our emcee, introduc¬
ing each of us present and presenting
briefly our professional profile. It was
a glorious ending to a spectacular
reunion weekend.
On Sunday morning, 13 of our
class members and spouses followed
me in my car home to Croton-onHudson, through what Don Holden
said was lovely country with small
tree-lined roads. We all had a good
time in the house and garden. I felt sad
seeing people leave, meaning the end
of a special and memorable reunion
weekend. I hope we can reconvene in
New Haven any reunion year hence¬
forth. We shall be in touch.

1949

but her book is still unfinished. Connie
Eng came to greet old friends and Paul
and Becky Goldstein were there as the
remaining New Haven anchor.
Messages were received from Jack

Ehrenkranz. Jackson and Gene Harris.
Ted Gray, Julian and Cece Pichel, O.J.
and Sandy Miller, Dick and Mary Otis,
and Vern and Margaret Watley.
Bill Anlyan concluded the event

45th Reunion
By Dr. Paul Goldstein
The 45th reunion Class of 1949

1954

spent two bright sunny days reminiscing

40th Reunion

about our past, detailing our present,
and silently being hopeful of our future.

By Dr. John K. Rose

We took in all of the general
medical school festivities, including
explorations of the new Children’s

mercial, and excellent time in Ameri¬
can health delivery.

At the Saturday night live
dinner at the Graduate Club, the

Medicine, the growing and record

group first observed a moment of
silence for those classmates who
died since our last reunion: Rex

achievement of our Class of 1944 50th
Reunion scholarship endowment fund

Dannebaum, Walt Gustafson, Bill
Sewell, Gunnar Eng, and just a
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related her interest in medical wartime
history. Dan and Maxine Halvorsen
are doing financial counseling in Essex,

in the next five years.

having functioned in a happy, uncom¬

At the Saturday morning meeting

Pat Rennell from San Jose, Calif., Dick
and Mary Otis, retired to the Cape at
West Falmouth, Mass.; David
Sudarsky, our man in New York City.
Martha Vaughan confirmed great
things at the NIH. Nora Gordon

with thoughts about our financial
support to the Alumni Fund in the past
and stimulus to our 50th reunion gift

Hospital at Yale-New Haven as well
as the changed venues of the city and
the University.

of the Association of Yale Alumni in

few months before, Dan Rudman.
Dan and Becky Elliott, our "glue
keepers,” sent their regrets because
an orthopaedic mishap landed Dan in
the hospital.
On the bright side, the attendees
filled us in with all their personal
activities: Bill Anlvan, chancellor
emeritus Duke University, Jean, his
lovely wife, and Bill's aunt Rose
Solakean: Bill and Dottie Bevis, now
of Hancock. N.H.; Larry and Reni
Shulman, still at the NIH; Charles and

Yale Medicine

The last of the small Yale classes
(61 graduated, 52 survive and 27
members attended) launched its 40th
reunion with great enthusiasm. The
perfect weather helped immensely and
the high turnout provided a sense of
uplift. It was the kind of reunion
where smiles, roars of laughter and
hugs were the rule. On the opening
day, the Beaumont Room was the
headquarters; a 20-foot display of
photographs, greeting notes and letters
from those who could not attend was
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and Tony Piccirillo and Janet
and Arthur Crovatto were
grand supporters and did
almost all of the planning for
the weekend. Old Harvard
buddies Bill Paule (Minne¬
apolis) and Herb Hurwitz
(with Erika from Scarsdale)
were re-united.
Myra and George
Bowers (Hartford), Jeanne
and Michael De Nicola
(Middlebury) and Barbara
and Richard Pullen (West
Swanzey, N.H.) came from
nearby. Jacques Quen and

Don Kornfeld deserted New
York City to join in and

George Bostwick left his
beloved Bangor, Maine, for
the weekend. Cleone and

Richard Bouchard
Harry Bishop

Attending the Class of '54 reunion, from left: Edward J. Gerety, M.D., John K. Rose, M.D.,
Arthur C. Crovatto, M.D., director of alumni affairs, Audrey Nora and James J. Nora, M.D.

(Timonium, Md.), on their
first return visit to Yale,
were enchanted. Cynthia
and sleek John Cole (Lex¬
ington, Ky.) and Tom and

the centerpiece. There were brilliant
photographs from Lee Hilburg,

Ralph Campbell, Elihu Schimmel,
Bill Palmer, Dean Ashworth, Or¬
lando Gabriele, Bob Hatch, Nick
Halasz, Bob Keith, Dick Lamb and
Walter Freeman. Letters (or tran¬

Large circular tables covered
with white cloths and decorated with
blue napkins, white candles and tall,

Lexington, Mass., added great
lustre. Joy and Bob Hustead

slender vases sprouting wildflowers
and cascades of ivy made the site

(Wichita) appeared, he with a copy
of his new book on ophthalmic

festive indeed. The band played
suave music so the party did not

anaesthesia. Kari and Harry Miller
(he left his department in the care of
others) and Audrey and Jim Nora

scripts of telephone calls) had come
from Frank Berg, Bill Cone, Alan

disturb the neighbors too much and
by midnight the exodus was almost

Covey, Jack Gariepy, Bob Joy,
Lowell Kristensen, Len Silverman
and Bob Smith; there was a note from
Martin Vita.

complete.
On Saturday the start was brisk

After a short class meeting where
future gatherings were discussed, they
adjourned to the association meeting
in the Hope Building and afterward
were quickly revived by drinks at the
dean’s party and by Sam Hunter at
the grand piano in Harkness Lounge.
For almost an hour he captivated all of
the alumni present and concentrated
upon the music of the 1950s. A few
hours later they arrived at Art

Crovatto’s house in Branford. There a
tent had been erected, a dancing Boor
laid out and a bar set up on the lawns.
Dr. Arthur Ebbert, an honorary class
member, joined in and eventually
about 50 sat down to dinner.

52

Kitty Halloran from the original

(also leaving their jobs behind for a
day) came up from Washington.
Dorothy and surgeon-husband Paul

and some who had not been able to
arrive on Friday joined in. Eva
Henriksen, Bob Stein and Ed

Neufeld came back to Yale from

Gerety should have won a prize for

at dinner at the Graduate Club; there
was a pause to remember those no
longer with us: Nick Como, Bruce

long-distance running (the 3,000
miles from California and New
Mexico) but they were pipped by
Walter Freeman who flew in from San
Francisco to spend Friday and then
promptly went on to San Diego to
give a talk on Saturday! John Rose
came only 2,800 miles from East
Anglia and others from a distance
were Lynn and Sam Hunter (Atlanta),
Sylvia and Walker Heap
(Watertown, N.Y.), and Jeanne & Don
Davis from Pittsburgh. Local resi¬

Detroit for the first time as well.
Saturday evening found everyone

Draper, Buzz Lind, Jim Meinhart,
Sheelagh O’Connor, Ed
Ranzenhofer, Doug Rees, David
Robinson and Bill Soderstrom and
then each member entertained the
group with a short after-dinner speech;
perhaps the theme was Alzheimer’s
jokes but there was more than one
remark about fascicles, something that

dents Barbara and Lowell Olson,

everyone had come to see and which
did not appear. Despite this disap¬
pointment, the reunion was a spec¬

Bette and Frank Gruskay, Jeanne

tacular one and vastly enjoyed by all.

Yale Medicine
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1959
35th Reunion
By Dr. Asa Barnes
The 35th reunion of the Class of
’59 was a blast! Once again we set
records of many kinds for the Alumni
Association: largest number of attend¬
ees, most lobsters consumed, worst
golf score (name withheld under threat)
and largest Class Reunion Gift ever,
$265,184! The latter was collected and
presented to Dean Burrow by Bob
Fisher, whose expertise with money
was previously thought to be entirely
confined to spending it. The class
unanimously voted to reward Bob the
position of class agent for the Reunion
Gift in perpetuity. Considering how
medical economics are changing, our
gift may be a record that will stand for

Board of Directors. Sherry and lunch at
Harkness gave us opportunity to greet
many friends now retired from the
faculty, including Dean Art Ebbert and
Mrs. Tom Forbes.
Nick arranged another elegant
Saturday evening of dining and
dancing at the Quinnipiack Club. A
sudden local shortage of Hiphias
Gladius (swordfish), precipitated by
concerns about cholesterol levels
among certain attendees, necessitated
a review of Nick’s records. The
problem was eliminated when a free
lobster at the next reunion was offered
to all those who were willing to give
up their swordfish.
The band played till midnight
while couples tripped the light fantastic
or chatted. The music stopped and the
tables were cleared, but the talk
continued. We were reluctant to say
goodnight. Finally, the manager gently

shooed us out into the warm spring
evening with sweet memories re¬
freshed. See you next time.
Attendees were: “Jock of the
Year” Mai (Senior Grand Master
Surfing Champ) and Audrey Ing, Bob
and Carol Aniick, Ace and Jean
Barnes, Jack Bowers, Bill and Elbe
Butterfield, Ed and Franny Clayton,
Sid and Phyllis Cohen, Lyall and
Phyllis Crary, Ron and Louise
DeConti (recently moved to Tampa,
Fla.), Bob and Susie Fisher, Bob and
Lori Gonyea, Gerry and Lois Gor¬
don, Rod and Nancy Hartmann, Len
and Judy Inker, Bill Jablonski, John
and Mary Ann Jasaitis, Ed
Kaminskas, Herb and Nancy
Kaufmann, Kris and Julie Keggi,
Mike and Peggy Lee, Ray and Sally
Mark, John and Carol Marsh, Brian
and Judy McGrath, Peter and Joy
Molloy, Ron and Pat Morris, Jim and

a long time. The Class of ’59 Scholar¬
ship, started years ago by Nick and
Lisa, was completely funded out of our
contributions. So, if you receive
another plea from Nick, chalk it up to
Post Office inefficiency. (The same
government that spun off the Post
Office as an independent corporation
wants to nationalize our health care!)
The festivities began Friday
evening with an informal lobster pigout
at the New Haven Lawn Club. For
those who recalled the flaming Ba¬
nanas Foster in 120-degree heat 10
years ago, the new air conditioning was
a pleasant change. The feasting started
with a huge round table of antipasto,
enough to feed the Russian army for a
month. There were seconds on both
lobsters and flame-broiled chicken. The
evening concluded late amid animated
conversation and contented burps.
Saturday morning we heard Dean
Burrow, Class of ’58 and a personal

Harry Bishop

Above: John C. Marsh, M.D.,
N. Ronald Morris, M.D., and

friend of most of us, declare the State
of the School to be excellent while
coping with the massive changes
imposed by Biliary. Then the Associa¬
tion of Yale Alumni in Medicine
awarded to Mimi DuBrow Wolf the
Distinguished Alumni Service Award
for her contributions to pediatric
medicine and to Yale through her
service on the Alumni Association
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Robert B. Whitney Jr, M.D.,
all members of the Class of
'59, share a joke during the
Saturday-afternoon reception.
Left: Dean Burrow
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M.D., on the class gift, the
total of which rose to $265,184
in the weeks following reunion.
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real estate developer. Roger
Cooke and his wife, Judy,
traveled from Spokane, Wash.,

Susan O’Neill, Nick and Mary Lou
Passarelli, Jack Poglineo, Jim and
Bunny Prokop, Dave and Joan Reed,
Joe and Susan Saccio. Marc and Ann
Schwartz, Dick Senfield, Dave and
Ellie Skinner, Carl and Molly Smith,
Jim Stagnone, Bob and Helen
Whitney, and Mimi and Dick Wolf.

where Roger practices neurol¬
ogy. Charles Dinarello is
professor of medicine and
pediatrics at Tufts, where he has
become an international expert
on interleukins.
Ralph Falkenstein and
his wife, Judy, celebrated
their 29th wedding anniver¬
sary at the dinner. Ralph

1964
30th Reunion

heads an eight-member
ophthalmology practice in
Danbury, Conn. Gary
Farnham is the director of a

By Dr. Joseph F.J. Curi
Thirteen loyalists returned to the
center of the medical universe to
celebrate our festive 30th. The group

emergency department in
Northern California. Graeme

Fincke directs the program in

as a whole was physically fit, bliss¬
fully nostalgic, and unfortunately,

general internal medicine at
the Boston VA Hospital. Bill

professionally frustrated.
Lou and Jill (a practicing lawyer)
Landsberg were in from Northwestern

Debbie Putnam, M.D. '69, came from

and report that their son, a second-year
student, is thrilled with the Yale System.

Honolulu with her 4-month-old daughter
Christine.

Harry Bishop

Peter and Reggie Gross enjoy emptynesting in New Jersey. Also represent¬
ing Beeson’s disciples were Tom and
Claire Cardella from Washington, Bob
and Virginia Lyons (also an M.D.)
from Hartford, completed the internal
medicine representation.
For some reason, the event was
top-heavy with psychiatrists. John and

It was a long Yale weekend for the

Curi family. Susannah and I also
attended Yale-Harvard Regatta where
my son, Michael, rowed for Eli Fresh¬
men Heavyweight Crew. After the gala
reunion we headed to Boston where my
oldest, Anne (Yale ’89) was graduated
from Harvard Law. See you at the 35th!

Lynn Haney, along with Tony and

Frazier, who practices plastic
surgery in Vero Beach, Fla.,
did a phenomenal job raising
money for the 25th reunion
gift for the class. Royal Gay

continues to practice cardiology in
Albany, N.Y. Sandy Genser contin¬
ues his research and teaching in
psychiatry at the National Institutes
of Mental Health in Bethesda, Md.
Steve Herzberg and his wife,
Wendy, are the parents of two young
children. Steve continues to practice
dermatology in New Jersey. Lee
Jampol has now been chairman of

Anita Ferrante visited from northeast¬
ern Connecticut. Diane Shrier attended
with her lovely and charming daughter,
Lydia, who was completing a pediatric

1969

ophthalmology at Northwestern for
almost 10 years. Paul Kelker contin¬
ues in the practice of pediatric hema¬

residency at Yale and then heading to
Harvard for a fellowship in adolescent

25th Reunion

tology and oncology in Billings,

By Dr. Leo Cooney

Mont. His wife, Kathy, is busy
running for political office.
John Kelly is now chairman of

medicine. Mary DiGangi from The
Big Apple announced her intentions to
become a glazier because of managed
care. As usual, our New Haven hosts,

David Upton did an outstanding
job organizing the Class of 1969
Reunion. Thirty-two members re¬

Remo and Ellen Fabbri arranged a

turned for the weekend, highlighted

spectacular class dinner at Bagdon’s.

by the dinner at the Quinnipiack Club.
Attendees included David Barry,

Bill and Diana Pratt, looking

neurology at the George Washington
University School of Medicine. Steve
Krant practices plastic and recon¬
structive surgery in LaJolla, Calif.

Michigan. Only two surgeons felt

president of Wellcome Research
Laboratories, and his wife, Gracia.

Mike Liebowitz is on the faculty in
psychiatry at Columbia.
Arnie Mazur continues as director

secure out of the operating room. Jack
(urology) and Celia Rice are still

David is a member of the Dean’s
Council of the School of Medicine.

of University Health Services at Boston
College. He is a colonel in the Army

Texans. Jack’s oldest son is a radiolo¬
gist. Bob and Chris Briggs still do
plastics and aerobics in New Jersey.
Their oldest daughter is in OB/GYN.

Jonelle Carey Rowe is director of the

Reserve and served in Saudi Arabia
during Operation Desert Storm. Ellen

younger than ever, flew in from
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Division of Neonatology at the
University of Connecticut, while Seth
Charney continues as a semi-retired

Yale Medicine

Block Milstone continues to practice
dermatology in Hamden, Conn., and
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serves on the executive committee of
the Association of Yale Alumni in
Medicine. Bruce Nagle practices
pediatrics in a multi-specialty group in
Janesville, Wise.

Lionel Nelson practices ENT and
head and neck surgery in San Jose,
Calif. Lionel has had some interest¬
ing experiences working with hu¬
manitarian efforts in Asia with the
Army Reserve. Timothy Pedley is
professor and vice chairman of
neurology at Columbia.
Debbie Putnam practices
emergency medicine in Honolulu.
She and her husband, Robert, re¬
cently adopted a 4-month-old child,
who was the highlight of the reunion
dinner. Jody Robinson continues to
practice internal medicine in Wash¬
ington, D.C. Dennis Rudzinski is

Harry Bishop

director of anesthesiology at a
Richmond, Va., hospital.
Sam Schnall practices internal
medicine and endocrinology in

Jonelle C. Rowe, M.D., and Sander G. Genser, M.D., members of the Class of '69.

1979

Conn., is a pediatrician by training

Cleveland. Sam has done outstanding
work over the past 25 years as a fund¬
raiser for the class. David Schulak
practices orthopaedic surgery in

15th Reunion

sor of her family’s new home. She

By Dr. Cynthia Anne Sherman

has a son, age 3, and daughter, age 6.
Cindy Sherman, class agent, flew in

Our 15th reunion was attended
by a small but dedicated group. Our

from Pittsburgh, where she is a
gastroenterologist in private practice.

New Haven host was Lloyd
Friedman, a pulmonologist at YNHH

She has two sons, ages 7 and 9. We

and ICU director at Milford Hospital.

20th reunion!
We were delighted to surpass our

Tampa, Fla. Jerry Smallberg contin¬
ues in the practice of neurology in
New York City. He and his wife,
Diane, are the parents of 2-year-old
twins. Stephen Webb practices
pediatrics in Rochester, N.Y. He and
his wife. Dotty, are the parents of four
children ages 10 through 18.

Caroline Wells continues as a re¬
search associate in the Clinical
Epidemiology Program at Yale.

but is also acting as building supervi¬

He was joined by wife, Kai, and 20month-old David. Mike Lindsay
flew in from Atlanta where he is a
high-risk OB specialist at Emory

hope to see a bigger turnout at the

15th reunion goal of $20,000; currently
we have pledges of approximately
$26,000.

University Medical Center. He is the
father of two sons, ages 7 and 11.

Brief jottings: Mike Lindsay
passes on the news that Atlanta is also

Lynn Rudich, who lives in Cheshire,

the home of Dan Pollock (CSCtrauma prevention and epidemiology).

Norm Elliott (Gl-private practice),
and Louise Tashjian (ID-private
practice). Cindy Sherman reports that
Harry Bishop

Dave Ness has recently moved to
Pittsburgh, where he is a psychiatrist

Marie T.
Kelly, M.D.

at Allegheny General Hospital/
Medical College of Pennsylvania. He

and Harry

has two children, a son age 4 and

Shamoon,
M.D.,

daughter age 2.
New Haven is the home of Shirley
McCarthy (radiology, YNHH), Isabel
Servici Rathbone (psychiatry, YNHH),
Richard Rathbone (pathology,
YNHH), Nancy Berliner (hematology,
YNHH), Kerry Cooper (nephrology,
private practice), Woody Lee (cardiol-

members of
the Class
of '74.
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ogy, YNHH) and Laurie Smaldone
(internal medicine, YNHH).
Also on the East Coast: Heather
Johnson (OB/GYN in Washington),
Helen Kay (OB, Duke), Eddie Reed
(oncology, NCI), Jonathan Kolitz
(oncology, N.Y.), Candace Thurston
(OB. Washington) and Gus Birkhead
(epidemiology, New York State). Gary
Zeevi is a cardiologist in Richmond, Va.
Gary Vitale is a surgeon in Louisville,
Ky. Jose Ferrer is an orthopaedist in
Daytona Beach, Fla. Gershwin Blyden
is a hem/onc in Miami.
In the Midwest, Lu-Jean Feng is
a plastic surgeon in the Cleveland
area. Pam Smith is an OB/GYN in
Chicago and Gary Schaer is a
cardiologist in Chicago.
On the West Coast, John Woo is an
internist with Kaiser in Linn. Oreg.
Stuart Bursten is in the Department of
Bio/Medicine (tell us more, Stuart) at
the University of Washington in Seattle.
Barb Peters is an OB/GYN in Palo
Alto, Calif. Marc Hellerstein is an
endocrinologist at San Francisco
General and Berkeley. S, Kwame
Ofori-Kwakye is a neurosurgeon in
private practice in San Diego.
The above alone is only a partial
listing. Please send news of your
whereabouts and accomplishments to
our new class secretary, Lloyd
Friedman, 42 Oak Ridge Drive,
Bethany, CT 06524.

1984
10th Reunion
By Dr. John Gwin Jr.
Members of the Class of 1984
enjoyed their 10th reunion. Some
members of the class arrived Friday
afternoon for the dean's reception at
Harkness Lounge. Following this, we
gathered at Yorkside for pizza,
grinders, and reminiscing. Saturday
morning many attended surgical grand
rounds or the several seminars which
were offered, followed by sherry and
luncheon again at Harkness. Saturday
night we had our class dinner at
Mory’s where all had a chance to catch
up over cocktails and dinner.
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Emilio Jimcosa, M.D. '84, and Susan Davila, M.D., attended and report
that they are happily delivering babies in Fort Lauderdale.

Those attending included David
Astrachan and his wife, Karen.
David is in the practice of
otolaryngology in New Haven and
we extend our special thanks to him
for making the local arrangements.
Michael Caplan and JoAnn Burger
(’85) were also present, as were Peter
Glaser and Susan Baserga. In
addition to Peter, Bruce Haffty
represented Yale’s Department of
Radiation Oncology at the dinner. Lest
you think all of our class still lives in
New Haven, John and Brenda Gwin

Snyder and Mary Beth came down
from Concord, N.H., to enjoy the
warm weather. Paul seems to be
handling all the cold-related urologic
problems well. Andy Sternlict, his
wife, Ann, and child came from
Boston, where Andy is practicing
anesthesiology. Diana Traquina has
remained in New Haven in pediatric
ENT at Yale but is on to Cleveland
with her husband. Aron Wahrman
came from Philadelphia were he is
practicing plastic surgery at most

traveled from Knoxville, Tenn., where

Philadelphia area hospitals. Bob
Winchell made the longest trip in

he practices surgical oncology at the

coming from San Diego with his

University of Tennessee. Sabra Jones
came from Washington and reported
that after finishing her fellowship in

wife, Lori, and child. Bob is practicing
trauma surgery at the University of

interventional radiology she will be
rafting to determine her future. Emilio

Juncosa and Susan Davila attended
and report that they are happily
delivering babies in Fort Lauderdale.
Jeff Katz is practicing rheumatology
and performing epidemiological
research at the Brigham and Women’s
Hospital in Boston. John Krystal is
enjoying the newly refurbished West
Haven VA, where he is in the Depart¬
ment of Psychiatry. Paul Rothman
came from New York, where he is
doing research at Columbia. Paul

Yale Medicine

California, San Diego.
Bob Havlik, who has reportedly
moved to Indianapolis, did not attend
the reunion June 3 and 4 but unfortu¬
nately attended on June 10 and 11
(“Havlik time”). Additionally, Rich
“Rocket” Rossin is thought to have
taken off into an unknown orbit level.
On a serious note, our prayers and
concerns are expressed to Ronnie
Rosenburg and her family.
The class is certainly looking
forward to an even more successful
15th reunion. We will also try to
arrange a get-together before then.
Fall/Winter 1994-95
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Dorothea R. Peck, M.D., ’43M
Your unselfish and devoted service
to our Medical School began with the
March Class of 1943, to whom you were
an inspiration with your scholarly
attainments. You graduated at the very
top of the class. After a period of
postgraduate training, you returned to
join the clinical faculty in 1949 and
have taught a generation of medical
students and house staff in diagnostic
radiology.
With the rank of Associate Clinical

Dr. Peck, above, and
Dr. Wolf received their
awards in June at the annual
meeting of the Association
of Yale Alumni in Medicine.
The text of their citations is
reprinted at right.

Professor you continue, even to this day,
your untiring interest in teaching. In
1965, at the Radiology Department in
the Memorial Unit of the Yale-New
Haven Hospital, you introduced and
developed the diagnostic value of
mammography. With courage and
vision, you recognized mammography
as an important and practical screening
technique for cancer of the breast
despite the elementary and crude
methods with which you had to start.

Muriel D. Wolf, M.D., ’59
Your career as a pediatrician in
Washington, D.C., is highlighted by
deep concerns for the physical and
social health of the children under your
care. You have been a teacher of
students and resident physicians,
sharing with them your expertise in
cardiology and in the treatment and
prevention of lead poisoning. Your
concerns for and knowledge of the
problem of lead poisoning led to your
appointment as Chairperson of the
Health Task Force for Lead Elimination.

Fall/Winter
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Awards

For more than thirty years, you have
served as class agent and secretary. Your
kind and literary acknowledgments over
this period can explain the generosity
and the consistently high response of
donors to the Alumni Fund from your
class. You have spearheaded many of
your class reunions so successfully that
attendance has been high and absence a
real disappointment to those unable to
attend. That your interest is not confined
to the specialty of radiology is
distinguished by membership in the
Beaumont Club which you have also
served as secretary.
Finally, your sendee to the
Association of Yale Alumni in Medicine
has covered multiple terms on the
Executive Committee, serving for the
past six years as the Alumni
Representative to the Medical School
Council. Those who have had the
privilege of hearing your informative
and conscientious reports will concur in
your selection as recipient of the
Distinguished Alumna Service Award.

in 1985-86 and Delegate to the AYA
from 1987-90.
Your service to the Association of
Yale Alumni in Medicine includes two
terms on the Executive Committee
leading to election as Secretary and Vice
President.
As President from 1991 to 1993 you
placed high priority upon and attention
to the well-being of Yale medical
students. Happy students make happy
alumni was the watchword of your
administration.
It is not for your material

Despite your busy career you have
always found time to serve Yale in many
capacities both in Washington and New
Haven. The Yale Club of Washington,

accomplishments but rather the love for
your school and loyal sendee to it that
you are honored today.
As a distinguished physician,
devoted teacher, mother, wife and loyal

D.C., elected you to serve as President

alumna we salute you.
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From the chairman
of the Medical
Alumni Fund

U

M

N

John W
Foster,
M.D., 71

I am pleased to announce that

From the dean
of the School
of Medicine
During this period of intense
change in health care, we at the Yale

gifts to the Yale School Of Medicine

University School of Medicine

from Alumni , former house staff and

remain heartened by an ever-

parents totaled $2,749,081. All of us

increasing number of applicants

should be proud and congratulated

interested in entering medicine, as

for this incredible accomplishment.

well as by the advances in biomedi¬

Alumni participation remained

cal research and clinical treatment

constant at 47 percent. Some notable

1989, Lisa Ragen Ide. The

achievements of 1993-94 include:

names of all who gave so

that our faculty are making.
We particularly value the support

generously in honor of their

which you alumni/ae have shown to

the Annual Appeal raised over $1

reunions this year, as well as the

Yale. We greatly appreciate your

million with a total of $1,325,077

total of each class, may be

annual contributions that are desig¬

found in the class listings. The

nated for student financial aid.

gifts honoring reunions. This year a

reunion gift program is under

Equally important are contributions of

total of $1,249,250 was raised.

the direction of Andrew

time and service to your alma mater.

■ For the third consecutive year

■ Above the annual appeal are

■ Three reunion classes were

McGowan, M.D. ’58, a member

Your special gifts to the medical

able to raise over $200,000: 35th

of the Yale School of Medicine

school portion of Yale University’s

Reunion, Class of 1959- $265,184;

Alumni Fund board.

capital campaign, “...and for Yale,”

50th Reunion, Class of 1944-

Annual fund gifts from alumni,

are helping us raise $285 million

$264,889; 25th Reunion, Class of

former house staff and parents

needed for improvements to campus

1969-$208,356.

continue to be a vital source of

facilities, endowment for faculty,

current use funding for the School

student financial aid and program¬

dedication of the reunion gift chair¬

of Medicine. Thanks to the assis¬

matic priorities. To date, $187

man this is a wonderful show of

tance of more than 100 class agents

million has been given. Your efforts

support and dedication to the school.

and other volunteers, the school is

toward this goal are vitally impor¬

Thanks to the leadership and

able to be in touch with its alumni

tant to help us maintain Yale’s

1944 had the highest level of

each year to sustain this support. A

excellence and expand the school’s

participation, 99 percent, of any

growing participation in the

comprehensive programs as we

reunion class this year.

Alumni Fund sends a clear mes¬

prepare for the 21st century.

■ The 50th reunion Class of

I would like to recognize all

sage of support to the school. I am

I am especially thankful to the

of the reunion gift chairs who

most grateful for this year’s strong

Classes of 1944, 1959 and 1969 for

gave so much of their time and

participation and am looking

the significant contributions that

energy for the school this past

forward to building on this year’s

they made at reunion weekend. It

year: 1934, John Ogilvie; 1943/

success. The leaders in giving for

takes a tremendous amount of effort

December, Thomas Bucky; 1944,

1993-94 are recognized through the

by alumni, staff and volunteers to

Frank Countryman and Larry

Sterling Association, which is listed

generate such support.

Crowley; 1949, William Anlyan;

in this edition of Yale Medicine.

1954, John Rose; 1959, Robert

As always, my special thanks

The School of Medicine’s faculty,
students and staff join me in thanking

Fisher; 1964, Tony Ferrante;

go to all those volunteers who

you for the meaningful contributions

1969, William Frazier; 1974,

worked for the fund and to all those

that you have made and continue to

Marie Kelly; 1979, Michael

who gave so generously this year.

make to your alma mater.

Lindsay; 1984, Hingee Hsu; and
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John W. Foster, M.D. ’71
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Gerard N. Burrow, M.D. ’58
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The names and data
included on the following
pages reflect contributions
made and endowment
income accumulated
between July 1, 1993 and
June 30, 1994. If we
have inadvertently omitted
your name, please accept
our sincere apologies.
Posthumous donations,
denoted by an asterisk*,
and endowments are not
reflected in the partici¬
pation percent.

Class of 1921
and prior
Oscar Brenner*
George Frederick
Converse*
Maurice Grozin*
Chester E. Hurwitz*
Willys M. Monroe*
Michael A. Parlato*
Ernest Russell*
Max R. Smirnow*
Ralph Emerson Taylor*
Walter Clark Tilden*

Class of 1922
Gift: $180
Participation: 100%

Eli Hyman Rubin*
Alice A.S. Whittier
Howard Asa Wood*

Newell Raymond
Washburn*
Julius G. Weiner*

Class of 1926

Class of 1930

Gift: $732
Participation: 50%
Agent:
Maxwell Bogin

Gift: $11.45 7
Participation: 50%
Agent:
J. Roswell Gallagher

Stanton T. Allison*
Maxwell Bogin
William H. Hahn*
Joseph L. Hetzel*
Joseph T. Matteis*

Daniel N. Beers*
Charles A. Breck*
Lewis Dickar*
Vincent A. Doroszka*
Knox H. Finley
J. Roswell Gallagher
Amy H. Hunter Wilson*
Paul Harold Lavietes*
Moses D. Lischner*
James Merriman Lynch*
John W. Maroney
John C. Mendillo
Paul Watson*
Charles L. Wood*

Class of 1927
Gift: $1,453
Participation: 25%
Agent:
Harry M. Zimmerman
Wallace Robert
Bostwick*
Henry Irwin Fineberg*
John Martin Freiheit*
Donald F. Gibson*
Ernesto Icaza*
Albert Jablonsky*
Nathan Levy*
William C. Meredith
Theodore H. Sills
Harry M. Zimmerman

Class of 1928
Helen R Langner

Gift: $3,412
Participation: 50%

Class of 1923
Gift: $744
William Cohen*
Julius Anthony Olean*
Hyman W. Weinstein*

Class of 1924
Gift: $14,938
Participation: 33%
Agent:
David M. Raskind
Donato Anthony D’Esopo*
David M. Raskind
Myron A. Sallick*
Jacques Diamond Soifer*

Class of 1925
Gift: $714
Participation: 66%
Agent:
Alice A. S. Whittier
Waldo F. Desmond*
Samuel Reback

Fall/Winter
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Max Alpert*
Sheldon A. Jacobson*
Edward P.J. Kearney
Ralph E. Knutti
Edward W. Ludwig*
Nathan E. Ross
Robert I. Rubinstein*
John M. Russell*
Alvin A. Schaye*

Class of 1929
Gift: $1,503
Participation: 44%
James Rae Arneill Jr.*
John M. Bailey*
John W. Cass Jr.*
Olive Gates
George S. Goldman
John A. Hangen
Tony Liebman
Rakieten*
William Frederick
Roth Jr.*
Russell B. Scobie
Robert Tennant

Class of 1931
Gift: $1,144
Participation: 40%
Agent:
Thomas C. Jaleski
Henry H. Briggs Jr.*
Benjamin Castleman*
Michael D'Amico*
Paul A. Harper
Morris Heller*
Thomas C. Jaleski
Rhoda M. Mickey
Max Taffel

Class of 1932
Gift: $1,762
Participation: 23%
Agent:
Lee E. Farr
Reginald V. Berry*
Henry Brill*
Frank Carroll
Joseph P. Donnelly*
Lee E. Farr
Thomas E. Farthing*
Myron E. Wegman
Roland T. Wehger*

Class of 1933
Gift: $3,121
Participation: 50%
Agent:
Fred W. Buse
Myron J. Adams*
Fred W. Buse
Warren P. Cordes

Yale Medicine

Daniel Foster Harvey*
Robert W.
Huntington Jr.*
John G. Martin
Raymond Everett Miller*
Ashley Pond III*
Edwin B. Seelye*
Francis M. Woods

Class of 1934
Gift: $104,887
Participation: 50%
Agent:
John B. Ogilvie
Joseph Budnitz
Francis P. Guida*
Derick Algernon January*
Knowles B. Lawrence
Herbert C. Miller
Edward Thomas
O'Donnell*
John B. Ogilvie
Lucien M. Pascucci
Harry Sherman
George Zalkan*

Frederick A. Post*
Jerome Ritter
Margaret Sommers
Morris Tager*

Class of 1937
Gift: $2,258
Participation: 50%
Agent:
Wilbur D. Johnston
Edmund R. Blower
William G. Cooper Jr.
Guido A. Deblasio
David A. Dolowitz
Robert B. Jamieson Jr.*
Wilbur D. Johnston
Alfred E. King
Dunham Kirkham
Julia Mehlman
James P. Morrill
Morgan Sargent
Albert D. Spicer
John M. Thomas
Jean Wells

Class of 1938
Class of 1935
Gift: $7,701
Participation: 60%
Agent:
James Quintin
Haralambie
Walter E. Barney*
H. Hoffman Groskloss
James Quintin
Haralambie
W. Howard Horner*
Mildred Hartshorn
January
Samuel D. Kushlan
Donald P. Morris*
Norman E. Peatfield
John D. Preece*
Norman P. Rindge*
Milton Rose*
Clark P. Searle
Walter A.L. Thompson

Class of 1936
Gift: $2,790
Participation: 30%
Agent:
Nicholas D. D 'Esopo
Daniel Bergsma
Lester W. Burket*
Albert W. Diddle
Harold Genvert
Margaret C.L. Gildea
George A. Hahn*
Louise G. Hutchins
Philip M. LeCompte
Stephen F. Nagyfy

Gift: $7,237
Participation: 60%
Agent:
Nelson K. Ordway
Roy N. Barnett*
Henry L. Carideo
Benjamin E. Lyons
John J. McGillicuddy
Nelson K. Ordway
Edward W. Pinkham Jr.
James Radcliffe Jr.
George E. Roberge
Theodore W. Steege
Lester J. Wallman

Class of 1939
Gift: $22,310
Participation: 43%
Agent:
Rebecca Z. Solomon
Stephen W. Collins Jr.*
William H. Druckemiller
Robert Goodfellow Ernst*
John P. Ferguson Jr.
Joseph B. Forman
S. Jerome Greenfield
Nathaniel Kenigsberg*
Ward J. McFarland*
Russell Nahigian*
Ernest L. Sarason
Rebecca Z. Solomon
John D. Tobin
Arthur S. Tucker*
Darrell G. Voorhees
Douglass W. Walker
Malvin F. White
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Class of 1940
Gift: $7,781
Participation: 61%
Agent:
James F. Ferguson Jr.
Theodore E. Allen
Joseph V. Baldwin
Ronald S. Beckett
Jack S. Blaisdell
Philip S. Brezina
David Crocker*
Richard E. Dormont
James F. Ferguson Jr.
Eugene J. Fitzpatrick Jr.
Henry D. Humphrey
H. Stuart Irons*
Donald G. Johnson
Ira D. LeFevre Jr.
John D. MacAllister
Paul D. MacLean
Edward Martin
Maurice Ross*
W. Norman Sears*
Joseph E. Sokal*
J. Champneys Taylor*
Patricia E. Wanning
Helen H. Woods

Class of 1941
Gift: $4,083
Participation: 82%
Agent:
Charles B. Cheney
Sophia H. Alway
Robert H. Areson*
W. Randal Bell
Knute E. Berger*
William A. Carey
Charles B. Cheney
Herbert W. Diefendorf
Robert F. Dine*
Peter A. Duncan
John E. Fenton
Lloyd D. Flint
Robert L. Gilbert
Frederick P. Glike
William Edmund
Kenney
Sidney L. Lasell
William Lee
Bjorn Lih
John R. McDermott*
Willys M. Monroe
Malcolm C. Murfitt
Edward B. O'Connell
Robert W. Ollayos
Alfred T. Parrella
Gioacchino S. Parrella*
Edwin D. Rogers

Class of 1942
Gift: $6,983
Participation: 64%
Agent:
Walter J. Burdette
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William E. Bloomer
James M. Bunce
Walter J. Burdette
Robert E. Carroll
Donald S. Childs Jr.
Vincent J. Collins
Eugene M. de Hostos
David G. Decker*
Hendrik DeKruif
Davitt Felder
Elihu Friedmann*
Allan V.N. Goodyer*
Wilson E. Hughes*
Leo Kellerman
John R. Lincoln
Patrick S. Mullins*
Samuel Ritvo
Lois Knight Rogers
Charles F. Scholhamer
Richmond W. Smith Jr.
Carter Stilson
Edgar B. Taft
Maurice Tulin
Francis P. Vose*
Irving Norman Wolfson

David G. Borden
James L. Bradley*
Robert F. Bradley
S. Brownlee Brinkley
Henry B. Bruyn Jr.
Jane B. Cadbury
Philip B. Chase
Hunter H. Comly
Norman I. Condit
Thomas D. Cook
Ronald W. Cooke
Joseph 1. Epstein
Robert H. Furman
Victor C. Hackney
Frank R. Hurlbutt Jr.
Henry H. Jones
Joseph F. Kell
Sawyer E. Medbury*
Hoyt B. Miles Jr.
B. Allen Richardson*
Benjamin R. Robinson Jr.
Donald W. Seldin
Francis A. Spellman*
Stanley J. Weigel*
W. Keasley Welch

Class of 1943M

Class of 1944

Gift: $4,851
Participation: 62%
Agent:
Dorothea R. Peck

Gift: $264,889
Participation: 99%
Agent:
Nicholas PR. Spinelli

Ralph D. Alley
John R. Brobeck
Edward S. Brown
Lycurgus M. Davey
R.M. Fasanella
Edward Douglas Homing*
R. Leonard Kemler
Joseph P. Kriss*
Jonathan Trumbull
Lanman*
J. Philip Loge
Henry E. Markley
Dorothea R. Peck
Edward F. Rabe
Earl J. Rhoades
Henry A. Riedel
Bernard R. Rowen
Marcus E. Sanford
Robert A. Sears*
Edward Hersey Soule
Hilliard Spitz
Nicholas M. Stahl
Sophie Trent Stevens
Oliver G. Stonington
Frederick A. Waldron*
Morris A. Wessel
Robert H. Wyatt

Carl E. Andrews
Edward J. Conway
Robert E. Cooke
John C. Coolidge
George B. Corcoran Jr.
Frank W. Countryman
Lawrence S. Crispell*
Charles H. Crothers
Lawrence G. Crowley
Sanford R. Dietrich
John H. Doherty
Robert W. Frelick
Carol Goldenthal
Charles A. Hall*
Howard B. Hamilton
Robert I. Hinkley
Donald H. Holden
W. Raymond James
Ward S. Jenkins
Edith M. Jurka
Harvey W. Kausel
Jerome J. Kaye
John Weaver King
Frederick F. Krauskopf
Edwin F. Lang Jr.
Ronald E. Losee
Ellen P. MacKenzie
Elias J. Marsh
Katharine Hawley
Martin
Nora Hamden Mason
Joseph Massaro
A. Reese Matteson
Paul E. Molumphy*
Russell R. Monroe
Lawrence K. Pickett
Laurence G. Roth

Class of 1943D
Gift: $113,310
Participation: 71%
Agent:
S. Brownlee Brinkley
Richard N. Abbott
John R. Almklov
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Haynes W. Sheppard
Sarah P. Sherwood
Eugene Smith
Nicholas P.R. Spinelli
Anthony J. Stone
Priscilla Dienes Taft
Anthony Varjabedian
Calvin Watts Woodruff*
Reuben Zucker*

Class of 1945
Gift: $7,085
Participation: 58%
Agent:
Richard W. Breck
George Howard Allison
Albert S. Atwood
Frederic M. Blodgett*
Richard W. Breck
Louise H. Burr
Alice Shepard Cary
Thomas P. Cotter
Richard R. Dyer
Robert S. Easton
Alice Dershimer
Friedman
Raymond A. Gagliardi
James D. Gardam
Philip S. Good
Herbert S. Harned Jr.
Isao Hirata Jr.
Paul W. Hoffert
O. Roger Hollan
Hans R. Huessy
William L. Jenney
Michael W. Lau
William E. Laupus
Mark McD Lindsey
James R. Mason
Charles E. McLean
George W. Naumburg Jr.
Richard M. Peters
Charles E. Sherwood
Joseph R. Stanton

Class of 1946
Gift: $13,257
Participation: 66%
Agents:
Franklin C. Belirle
Joe D. Morris
Margaret J. Albrink
William G. Banfield Jr.
Aaron T. Beck
Franklin C. Behrle
Sanfurd G. Bluestein
Linus W. Cave
Thomas J. Coleman
James F. Cooney*
George C. Cusick
Thomas A. Doe
Edward F. Edinger
H. Lambert Filer Jr.
Martin E. Gordon
Charles Sheldon
Judd Jr.*

Benjamin F. Kitchen Jr.
James A. Kleeman
Vincent J. Longo
Ted A. Loomis
Richard Hess Mann*
Thomas J. Mathieu
Hugh J. McLane
Joe D. Morris
John H. Morton
John F. Neville Jr.
Laura W. Neville
Vincent Pepe
Francis G. Reilly*
David H. Riege
Phillips E. Roth
Julian A. Sachs
Donald P. Shedd
Richard G. Sisson
Robert R. Wagner
William J.
Wedemeyer Jr.
Thomas J. Whelan Jr.
Hugh R. Williams*

Class of 1947
Gift: $8,266
Participation: 70%
Agents:
George R. Barnes Jr.
W. Roy Breg Jr.
George R. Bames Jr.
Henry N. Blansfield
John E. Bowers
W. Roy Breg Jr.
Richard G. Britton*
John L. Cannon
M. Richard Carlin
John C. Carpenter
Charles R. Cavanagh Jr.
Roland G. Chambers
Robert A. Chase
Amoz I. Chemoff
William F. Collins Jr.
Robert P. Darrow
Archie L. Dean Jr.
Jean H. Dougherty
Owen W. Doyle
Franklin Harold Epstein
Edward Foord*
Richard K. Friedlander
Frank H. Horton
Robert J. Kerin
Don F. Kimmerling
Brock Lynch
Victor A. Machcinski
Charles L. Mache Jr.*
William K. McClelland
Robert F. Newton
Myron K. Nobil
Lawrence C. Perry*
Philip H. Philbin
Olive E. Pitkin
Irving Rudman
Lawrence P. Shea*
Alvin Somberg
Igor Tamm
Patricia B. Tudbury
M. Henry Williams Jr.
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Class of 1948
Gift: $7,555
Participation: 62%
Agent:
Anne Godley
Russell J. Barrnett*
George F. Batten
Jonathan S. Bishop
Allyn G. Bridge
Richard Steele Buker Jr.
Richard H. Cote
G. Robert Downie
Victor A. Drill*
Elizabeth Fuller Eisner
Albert A. Fisk
Boy Frame*
Emil Frei III
Julian Frieden
Anne Godley
Paul S. Goldstein
Allan Green*
B. Herold Griffith
Sylvia Preston Griffiths
Richard M. Hannah
Halsted R. Holman
Paul B. Koehler
Robert E. Lempke
C. Arden Miller
John P. Morris
John B. Morrison
David E. Morton
Richard C. Peterson
George P. Rostel
Lewis P. Rowland
Benjamin F. Rush Jr.
Gabriel A. Saviano*
Jerome H. Shapiro
William A. Sibley
Jessie Parkinson Spear
Wallace W. Turner
Paul Woodbury Weld

Class of 1949
Gift: $21,056
Participation: 56%
Agent:
Daniel W. Elliott
George R. Anderson
William G. Anlyan
William D. Bevis
Jonathan S. Bishop
Mary Pucci Couchman
Phillip G. Couchman
N. Joel Ehrenkranz
Daniel W. Elliott
Albert A. Fisk
Eleanora C. Gordon
Frederic W. Gray
Jackson Harris
Frederick R. Hines
Benjamin A. Johnson
Orlando J. Miller
Timothy F. Nolan Jr.
Julian I. Pichel
Charles L. Rennell Jr.
Murray Z. Rosenberg
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R. David Sudarsky
Martha Vaughan
Vernon T. Watley

Class of 1950
Gift: $15,097
Participation: 64%
Agent:
Jane B. Shumway
Russell N. Anderson*
Lyal D. Asay
Sylvia L. Axelrod
Malcolm A. Bagshaw
John E. Borowy
William H. Bucher
Alvin Davis
Claude W. Delia
Marie C. Duncan
Kent Ellis
Thomas J. Ferraro Jr.
Daniel Fine
Yvette F. Francis
Lawrence R. Freedman
David A. Frucht
Carl A. Gagliardi
Archie James Golden*
Melvin H. Kaplan
Lucian S. Lapinski
Sidney S. Lee*
Janus C. Lindner
Margaret S. Lyman
Harold March
Harry L. McClelland
John H. Meyers
Marina P. Meyers*
Orlando J. Miller
Charles A. Nugent Jr.
Robert Edward Quinn*
Robert T. Sceery
Cynia B. Shimm
Jane B. Shumway
Martin E. Smith*
John S. Strauss
Robert H. Sturman
B. Lionel Truscott*
Myra D. Tyler
Frederick Edward Vultee*

Class of 1951
Gift: $44,998
Participation: 53%
Agent:
Lowell 1. Goodman
W. Robert Adams
Thomas T. Amatruda Jr.
Stanley D. Ardell
John W. Berg
Eleanor Clay Bigley
Paul R. Bruch
John J. Egan
Sidney S. Furst
Joseph M. Garland
Lowell I. Goodman
Robert N. Hamburger
John V. Haxo
Carrold K. Iverson

Robert D. King
Jocelyn S. Malkin
Francis L. Merritt
Paul D. Millikin
Walter S. Morgan
Albert R. Mowlem
Richard S. Munford
Ismail Nik Nevin
Gerard B. Odell
Arthur A. Pava
Majic S. Potsaid*
Harold M. Sterling
William A. Taylor*
Andrew S. Wong

Class of 1952
Gift: $5,593
Participation: 51%
Agent:
Sidney Nathan Paly
Karel Bedrich Absolon
Siegried A. Centerwall*
Frank R. Coughlin Jr.
Richard N. deNiord Jr.
Robert P. Gerety
Arthur P. Hustead
William Joseph Johnson
James Kent Luce
Joseph Anthony
Montimurro
N. Karle Mottet
Robert L. Nolan
Robert F. Owen
Sidney Nathan Paly
Robert G. Petersdorf
Leon A. Phillips
John Macklin Roberts
Elizabeth M. Rush
Leonard Rush
Donald H. Schultz
Robert B. Schultz
John H. Wagner Jr.
Doris L. Wethers
Harvey L. Young*

Class of 1953
Gift: $8,200
Participation: 41%
Agent:
Vincent Lynn Gott
Jonathan Barry*
Claude Bloch
Harold D. Bornstein Jr.
Allen Chetrick
Rex B. Conn
John Leo Doppman
James P. Dunn
A. Daniel Hauser
George L. Hoffmann
David Purdy Holman
Richard Robert
Knowles III
John Dutch Lord
Robert N. Melnick
Paul G. Quie
Jose Ramirez-Rivera
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Barbara F. Rosenberg
Irwin K. Rosenberg
Virginia C. Saft
Richard Andrew
Sinnott Jr.
Howard Willis Smith
Ora K. Smith
Lynn Cortland Stoker
William Junior
Vandervort

Class of 1954
Gift: $86,188
Participation: 86%
Agent:
John Keith Rose
Frank P. Berg
George W. Bostwick
Richard J. Bouchard
George N. Bowers Jr.
Ralph K. Campbell
John R. Cole
William D. Cone
Alan H. Covey
Arthur C. Crovatto
Donald D. Davis
Michael DeNicola Jr.
Frederick J. Fiederlein
Walter J. Freeman
John A. Gariepy
Edward J. Gerety
Frank L. Gruskay
Katherine H. Halloran
Robert P. Hatch
Walker R. Heap Jr.
Eva H. Henriksen
Leland E. Hilburg
Samuel J. Hunter
Herbert S. Hurwitz
Robert F. Hustead
Robert J.T. Joy
Robert M. Keith
Donald S. Kornfeld
Lowell A. Kristensen
Richard Lamb
Harry C. Miller Jr.
Paul N. Neufeld
James J. Nora
Lowell E. Olson
William S. Palmer
William J. Paule
Anthony V. Piccirillo
Richard D. Pullen
Jacques M. Quen
Earl D. Rees*
John Keith Rose
Elihu M. Schimmel
Leonard M. Silverman
Robert L. Stein
Martin B. Vita
John W. Vosskuhler

Class of 1955
Gift: $8,865
Participation: 53%
Agent:
Robert A. Kramer

John C. Bailar III
George E. Becker
Douglas G. Boyden
Irwin M. Braverman
Padraic Burns
Leo R. Cardillo
Nicholas A. Coassin
Edward D. Coppola*
Milton Corn
Pasquale James Costa
Robert G. Crounse
John G. Daley
Fred Wendell Doyle
Leroy Engel
F. Robert Fekety Jr.
Edwin G. Fernand
Mahlon V.R. Freeman
James Conway Garlington
Paul Gonick
John H. Hodge
D. Franklin Johnson Jr.
Harry O. Kendall
David R. Kessler
Robert A. Kramer
Edward A. Krull
William E. Lattanzi*
Roger Lester
Alexander Maitland 111
Joseph S. McGuire Jr.
James P. Nolan Jr.
Sherwin B. Nuland
Gloria C. Onque
Edward J. Ottenheimer Jr.
Robert H. Peters Jr.
Clement B. Sledge
Phillip W. Smith"
Alan A. Stone
Paul R. Stowell

Class of 1956
Gift: $15,112
Participation: 56%
Agents:
Donald J. Dalessio
John H. Gardner 111
Levon Z. Boyajian
Thomas M. Brown
Rosalie A. Burns
Joseph C. Cerny
Edwin L. Child
James C. Collias
Donald J. Dalessio
Chandler Dawson
S. Evans Downing
Mitchell Edson
Gilbert M. Eisner
Thomas F. Ferris
John B. Fine*
John H. Gardner III
Sumner Gochberg
Arne G. Haavik*
Joan Marasco Hardenbergh
John Herd Hart
William H. Hindle
Marie-Louise T. Johnson
George T. Kammerer
Jerome O. Klein
William V. Lewit
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Preston C. Manning
Dwight F. Miller
ElmerT. Mitchell Jr.
Norman F. Moon
Donald J. Nalebuff
William M. Narva
A. Frederick North Jr.
David A. Page
James Richard Patrick
George W. Paulson
Stewart E. Pursel
Robert Lee Scheig
Edward C. Senay
Benjamin A. Shaver Jr.
Donald William Sherrick
Daniel R. Silbert

Class of 1957
Gift: $9,780
Participation: 63%
Agents:
Harry C. Briggs
Howard A. Minners
Donald Agostinelli
Joseph S. Amenta
Jack Norman Blechner
Richard I. Breuer
Harry C. Briggs
Carl A. Brinkman
John P. Carey
Albert K. Chun-Hoon
Louis Z. Cooper
Harold Dick Cross
James R. Dorr
Harold J. Fallon Jr.
Robert E. Fishbein
Ronald H. Fishbein
James R. Fitzgerald
Anthony L. Fons III
Elizabeth H. Forsyth
Robert H. Glass
Anne H. Good
Jack Peter Green
Gilbert F. Hogan
Warren R. Johnson
Richard Lee Kahler
Stanley E. Kilty
William L. Kissick
Edgar H. Levin
Jack Levin
Bennett F. Markel
Mark D. Marshall
Howard A. Minners
Robert K. Modlin
Hugh Lamson Moffet
George Albert Nelson Jr.
Herbert A. Newman
Thomas Francis O’Brien Jr.
Joseph S. Pagano
Raymond E. Phillips
Clifford B. Reifler
Melville P. Roberts Jr.
Arnold Schoolman
Gilbert B. Solitare
Donald C. Stahl
Arthur Taub
William J. Waskowitz
James G. Zimmer
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Class of 1958
Gift: $14,212
Participation: 56%
Agents:
Andrew J. McGowan Jr.
Paul A. Rudnick
George K. Aghajanian
Don P. Amren
Joseph E. Angelo
John P. Arnot
Frederick Baekeland
Peter Alfred Benson
William C. Branscome
A. Russell Brenneman
Gerard N. Burrow
Benjamin Bursten
David A. Carlson
John A. Carlston
John A. Creatura
Robert V. Diserens
Robert J. Donohue Jr.
Lawrence Dubin
Donald A. Duncan
Joel C. Eberlin
Philip R. Fazzone
Michael E. Fishman
Raymond A. Gaito
John Currier Gallagher*
Marcia Kraft Goin
William M. Gould
James Greenwald
Charles A. Hall Jr.
Stanley Harris
Roger C. Herdman
Michael Kashgarian
Haskins K. Kashima
Jay Ward Kislak
Theodore W. Lieberman
Myron Lotz
Thomas J. Mauro Jr.
Andrew Joseph
McGowan Jr.
John A. Merritt Jr.
Richard Charles Miller
Robert S. Neuwirth
Carol F. Phillips
Chtules A. Phillips
David M. Pugh
William B. Radcliffe
Paul A. Rudnick
Bruce H. Sklarew
Edward Lloyd Socolow
Gene W. Spector
Arlene Sweedler
Raymond W. Turner
Margaret Smith Wenzel
Joseph P. Wierzbinski III
John Patrick Wood
Pauline B. Wood
Robert W. Wroblewski

Class of 1959
Gift: $265,184
Participation: 81%
Agents:
Asa Barnes Jr.
Muriel D. Wolf

Scott Ingram Allen
Carol J. Amick
Robert M. Amick
Asa Barnes Jr.
Jack F. Bowers
William C. Butterfield
Edwin M. Clayton
Sidney M. Cohen
Martin Colodzin
Lyall S. Crary Jr.
Ronald C. de Conti
William L. Donegan
Martin L. Fackler Jr.
Gerald Fenichel
Robert L. Fisher
Paul Jay Friedman
Eric Gillett
Gerald B. Gordon
David Gowing
W. Keith Hadley
James H. Halsey Jr.
H. Rodney Hartmann
William H. Heydorn
C. Richard Hinckley
Leonard Inker
William J.A. Jablonski
John J. Jasaitis
Edvardas Kaminskas
Herbert J. Kaufmann
Kristaps J. Keggi
David W. Kingsbury
Parry B. Larsen
Myron S.S. Lee
Kathryn Huxtable Lewis
John C. Marsh
Peter M. Molloy
N. Ronald Morris
James A. O’Neill Jr.
Robert H. Ostberg*
Nicholas M. Passarelli
Charles A. Phillips*
James D. Prokop
James R. Ralph
David Pardee Reed
Joseph D. Saccio
Constantine J. Sakles
Marc D. Schwartz
Owen A. Shteir
David B. Skinner
Carl Hugh Smith
Sanford P. Solomon
James J. Stagnone
Lisa A. Steiner
John S. Strauss
Lois W. Tice*
Leo H. Von Euler
Robert B. Whitney Jr.
Muriel D. Wolf

Class of 1960
Gift: $6,859
Participation: 53%
Agents:
Eugene C. Gaenslen Jr.
Thomas P. Kugelman
Victor A. Altshul
Alan W. Ames
Stuart P. Bowne

Yale Medicine

Donald P. Buebendorf
Stanley M.K. Chung
Gerald N. Cimmino
Francis D. Cogliano
Neil R. Cooper
David Paul Dunn*
Caldwell Esselstyn Jr.
Warren H. Fisher
Alvin E. Friedman-Kien
Eugene C. Gaenslen Jr.
Gary Earl Gathman
James I. Gilman
Roland H. Ingram Jr.
Daniel M. Jones
William S. Kaden
Eric P. Kindwall
Susan T. Kleenran
Thomas P. Kugelman
Edward R. Lang
Thomas Lau
Thomas L. Lincoln
Donald L. Miller
Allan W. Newcomb
Buford L. Nichols Jr.
Jerrold M. Post
Albert Matthew Ross
Daniel J. Rubin
John J. Schrogie
Ross L. Snyder Jr.
Fred Stargardter
Robert C. Wallach
May Yung-Fun Woo Wang
Ronald A. Yankee

Class of 1961
Gift: $9,214
Participation: 55%
Agent:
Robert S. Briggs
Kenneth A. Arndt
Earl L. Baker
Albert A. Bechtoldt Jr.
Robert S. Briggs
Orson R. Dee
Paul David Deiter
Ronald A. Dierwechter
T. Wayne Downey
Christopher F. Durham
John E. Fenn
Charles F. Gibbs
Edward C. Gilbert
Louis D. Hunt
Richard L. Keefe
Marguerite S. Lederberg
George M. Lordi
Hugh James Lurie
Sally Lockwood
Marchesi
Vincent T. Marchesi
David B. Matloff
Joseph W. McDaniel
Anoush Miridjanian
Richard Allen Moore
Norman I. Moss
John Curtis Parker
Elaine Pitt
Bruce C. Robinson
William M. Rogoway

Roy E. Ronke Jr.
Stanley G. Schade
Robert N. Taub
Hugh C. Thompson III
Franklin H. Top Jr.
David E. Weaver
Warren D. Widmann
Murray Wittner
John R. Woodward

Class of 1962
Gift: $9,755
Participation: 54%
Agents:
Fredric K. Cantor
A. Richard Pschirrer
Michael H. Alderman
Charles B. Anderson
Frederic P. Anderson
Spencer J. Brody
Dean E. Burget Jr.
Fredric K. Cantor
Ray Allen Carlsen
Thomas Newell Chase
Richard N. Collins
Oliver Townsend Dann
I. Bruce Elfenbein
Joseph D. Ferrone Jr.
John W. Foreman
Leroy A. Forstrom
Stephen John Fricker
Anthony V. Furano
John N. German
John T. Harrington
Patricia C. Hassakis
Walter Watson Karney
Glenn L. Kelly
David E. Knoop
Bernard Kosto
John P. Lynch
Allan L. Mattern
Stanley E. Matyszewski
David J. McConnell
William G. Meffert
William A. Miller
Malcolm S. Mitchell
David D. Nicholas
A. Richard Pschirrer
Joseph Ross
James A.E. Spencer
Nancy Ann Staley
Larry Lee Stewart
Seth Thaler
Sherwood Waldron Jr.
William Farnsworth
Weber
Stewart R. Wright

Class of 1963
Gift: $8,011
Participation: 30%
Agent:
Craig H. Llewellyn
Barbara Rosenthal
Almond
Miguel R. Alonso

Fall/Winter

1994-95

V. Richard Back
Charles W. Carl Jr.
Theodore J. Chu
Gordon S. Cohen
John E. Conte Jr.
James S. Dalsimer
Dudley Seth Danoff
Andrew Edin
John P. Eliopoulos
Jon Michael Fessel
Alan L. Folsom
David H. Fram
William T. Friedewald
David H. Fulmer
Vincent F. Geremia Jr.
Lee D. Goldberg
Peter B. Gregory
Benjamin Keith Harris
Stephen Joseph
Harold P. Kaplan
Constantine D. Kyropoulos
Edward C. Larkin
William B. Lehmann
Peter B. Livingston*
Craig H. Llewellyn
Edward G. Lund Jr.
John L. Mahoney
Robert H. Margulis
Herbert Meltzer
Robert E. Mueller
Sheldon R. Pinnell
Jay M. Pomerantz
William F. Porter Jr.
Berkeley L. Rich
Gaylord Rockwell
Thomas A. Savignano
Marvin R. Skolnick
Lee Bland Talner
Richard M. Thompson
Thomas W. Tillack
Lawrence Tremonti
Gary Van Galder
Peter G. Weiner
Seth M. Weingarten
James G. Wepsic
Charles S. Wilson
Edward F. Wilson
Jerome Allen Winer

Class of 1964
Gift: $109,428
Participation: 76%
Agents:
Berton W. Ashman
Robert W. Lyons
William A. Alonso
Berton W. Ashman
Leland S. Berger*
Anthony J. Bravo
Robert M. Briggs
William Virgil Brown
Thomas A. Cardella
Joseph F.J. Curi
Mary V. Digangi
Paul F. Dodd
Alfonso Esguerra
Anthony Ferrante
Norman C. Fost

Fall/Winter

1994-95

Peter A. Gross
John F.B. Haney
Richard Hockman
Lawrence Horwitz
William J. Houghton
David P. Johnson
Sue Kimm
William E. Knight
Lewis Landsberg
Richard V. Lee
Thomas L. Lentz
David B. Leof
James S. Levine
Paul R. Lightfoot Jr.
Richard Murray Linburg
Robert W. Lyons
Andrew E. MacMahon
William F. Matchett
Robert L. Mitchell
James J. Murphy
Donald A. O'Kieffe Jr.
William B. Pratt
Jack S. Rice Jr.
Stanley J. Rosenberg
Jonathan J. Russ
Richard P. Saik
Stephen A. Schacher
Saul M. Schanberg
Norman Scher
Robert L. Shelton
Diane Shrier
Donald G. Skinner
A. Thomas Snoke
Diane Shrier
Sigrid L. Tishler
Lee Van Lenten
Charles Vogel
Stephen Waltman
Oscar Wand

Class of 1965
Gift: $17,908
Participation: 56%
Agent:
David A. Hill
Susan A. Aoki
Thomas T. Aoki
John H.M. Austin
Hector R. Bird
Victor J. Burner
Thomas B. Caldwell III
Dewey A. Christmas Jr.
Robert M. Cohn
John M. Coyle
Michael J. Cummings
Carl Ellenberger Jr.
David S. Fedson
Robert I. Finkel
Richard I. Frankel
Frank J. Grady
Robert Andre Gryboski
James K. Gude
Reid R. Heffner Jr.
David A. Hill
Carl E. Hunt
Virginia Burnham
Johnson
Ronald J. Karpick

Mohandas M. Kini
Sandra Chook Levine
Mark W. Lischner
Michael B. Mayor
Walter W. Noll
A. Lawrence Ossias
Robert L. Pickens
William A. Renert
George B. Rowland
John F. Schilke
John H. Seashore
MargrettaA. Seashore
Charles J. Semonsky
David M. Shames
David P. Simmons
Robert T. Solis
Harlan Spitz
Alan William Stone
Robert G. Weiner
Bert Yuan-Shu Wong

Class of 1966
Gift: $6,770
Participation: 49%
Agents:
Mary’ Alice Houghton
Gary L. Townsend
Benjamin F. Balme
John D. Baxter
Patricia Bazemore
Robert P. Bazemore
Philip Bernstein
James Edward Brown
Eugene Patrick Cassidy
Donald J. Cohen
Thoburn Aaron
Dadisman Jr.
Joseph A. Donadio
Peter D. Gibbons
Stanley I. Greenspan
J. McLeod Griffiss
Robert A. Gunn
Jay G. Hayden
Mary Alice Houghton
John B. Howard
Richard J. Howard
Stuart M. Kotler
Wilbur L. Kukes
Lynne L. Levitsky
David B. Melchinger
Eli H. Newberger
Edward J. O’Keefe
Neil J. Peterson
William D. Peterson
James D. Slavin Jr.
Parker J. Staples
Lawrence J. Toder
Gary L. Townsend
Joan T. Wayland
Jon S. Wayland
Arne S. Youngberg

Class of 1967
Gift: $16,118
Participation: 48%
Agent:
Richard B. Swett

Yale Medicine

Daniel L. Arons
Arthur L. Beaudet
Richard S. Bockman
Arthur Walker Boddie Jr.
Daniel J. Booser
Gary C. Burget
William T. Cave Jr.
Kenneth F. Crumley
Cynthia Rapp Curry
Marian C. Davidson
James Lucius Davis III
James J. Dineen
Timothy J. Dondero Jr.
Alexander F. Dora
James M. Dowaliby II
John A. Drews
Peter R. Egbert
Dennis Grant Egnatz
Herbert W. Felsenfeld
Richard J. Hart Jr.
Richard L. Heppner
Peter N. Herbert
George P. Herr
David L. Ingram
Mary Jurbala
J. Robert Kirkwood
Carl E. Lane
Anthony P. Lovell
Carl K. Marling
Stephen W. Miller
Joseph L. Morris
John O. Pastore
William E. Perkins
Brian F. Rigney
Robert I. Roy*
Jonathan L. Saveli
Alfred Q. Scheuer
Stephen C. Schimpff
Sidney C. Smith Jr.
Helen L. Smits
Lewis S. Solomon
Robert S. Steinberg
M. David Tilson III
Karen H. Toker
Robert A. Vogel
Robert A. Vollero
Joseph F. Walter
Martin Wand
Robert J. Winer
Robert S.K. Young
Ihor George Zachary
Peter M. Zeman

Class of 1968
Gift: $7,306
Participation: 36%
Agents:
Rutledge W. Currie
Donald O. Lyman
Philip L. Barry
Daniel I. Becker
Grace Jordison Boxer
Donald R. Coustan
Rutledge W. Currie
Robert G. Dillard
Barbara Mayer Egbert
Alan G. Finesilver
Richard A. Getnick

Leonard Grauer
Kevin N. Hennessey
John R. Hill II
Harry S. Holcomb III
Peter Jokl
Jeffrey S. Lee
Frank E. Lucente
Donald O. Lyman
Stephen I. Marglin
Rodrigo Martinez
John Allen McCutchan
Harmon Michelson
David P. Millett
Richard P. Mills
Richard M. Morehead Jr.
James B. Morris
John A. Ogden
Margot Onek
Jackson B.E. Pickett III
Charles T. Post Jr.
Ralph Jerome Rauch
Joseph L. Renda
Gordon H. Sasaki
Bruce Stuart Schoenberg*
Frederick C. Sherman
Elizabeth M. Short
Howard W. Siegel
Gerald L. Springer
Lee H. Strohl
Edmund C. Tortolani Jr.
James L. Weiss
Per Henrik Wickstrom
Creed W. Wood

Class of 1969
Gift: $208,356
Participation: 66%
Agent:
Adrian M. Schnall
Charles S. Angell
David W. Barry
Robert E. Belliveau
David A. Berkowitz
Joseph P. Cleary
N. Roger Cooke
Leo M. Cooney Jr.
Richard J. Daly
Charles A. Dinarello
Douglass T. Domoto
Ralph J. Falkenstein
Gary S. Farnham
Lesley Forman
Fishelman
William H. Frazier
Anna S. Gail
Royal J. Gay
Sander G.Genser
Robert O. Gordon
Steven M. Herzberg
John Frederick Hiatt
Thomas C. Howard
Lee M. Jampol
Joel Mark Kaufman
Paul H. Kelker
John J. Kelly Jr.
Rowena Korobkin
Michael R. Liebowitz
C.E. Long III
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Robert L. Marier
Arnold F. Mazur
Ellen B. Milstone
Thomas F. Minehan
Bruce K. Nagle
Lionel M. Nelson
Nancy Olmsted
Timothy A. Pedley
Deborah A. Putnam
N. Burgess Record Jr.
Joseph D. Robinson
Joseph M. Rochford
Jonelle Carey Rowe
Dennis J. Rudzinski
David J. Sahn
Lutz H. Schlicke
Adrian M. Schnall
David J. Schulak
Andrew Schwartz
Gerald J. Smallberg
Michael S. Toren
David L. Upton
Robert J. Walat
Stephen R. Webb
Steven C. White

Class of 1970
Gift: $7,970
Participation: 50%
Agent:
James R. Missett
Elissa B. Arons
Richard A. Charlat
Henry Chessin
Michael J. Chusid
Thomas E. Ciesielski
C. Norman Coleman
Anne McB Curtis
Michael Cynamon
James E. de Lano Jr.
Daniel Frizell Dedrick
Margaret W. DeLano
Jonathan Ecker
Richard L. Edelson
Robert Alan Epstein
Bruce A. Fabric
H. Theodore Freeland
Robert D. Gilbert
Thomas H. Gouge
Paul C. Hessler
Jay H. Hoofnagle
Jonathan D. Katz
Gerard T. Kennealey
Mark A. Korsten
Thomas L. Lewis
Anne W. Lucky
Roger A. Mason
Leonard M. Milstone
James R. Missett
William K. Mueller
James J. O'Donnell
Bruce A. Reitz
Robert M. Rosa
Dennis E. Shield
Stuart S. Shorr
Don H. Smith
Daniel A. Symonds
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Ray W. Tripp 111
C. Bruce Wenger
Joellen Werne
Daniel Wuensch
Karl O. Wustrack

Class of 1971
Gift: $12,447
Participation: 52%
Agents:
John L. Cieply
Barbara K. Kinder
Judith L. Bader
Gregory W. Bartha
John L. Cieply
Frederick L. Cohn
Andrew D. Cook
Leonard I. Eisenfeld
Daniel E. Feldman
Harvey Fernbach
Fred Finkelman
Peggy A. Finston
John W. Foster Jr.
Jared J. Gardner
Richard Gloor
Allan W. Graham
Jerold Alan Haber
William W. Hay Jr.
Richard Katzman
Richard E. Kaufman
Robert M. Kessler
Barbara K. Kinder
William L. Krinsky
Sherry W.H. Loo
William J. Mangione
Wallace J. Matthews Jr.
Patrick T. Minihan
Steven H. Moffic
Richard Albert Moggio
Martin Paris
John A. Patti
Barry Bruce Perlman
Michael C. Piercey
Anthony V. Proto
Barry S. Rand
David M. Rinzler
Douglas R. Schmidt
John Smiarowski
James P. Southwick
Jonathan W. Stewart
Daniel R. Synkowski
Richard D. Travers
Yvonne E. Vaucher
Paul A. Vignola
Robert B. Vranian
Ray C. Walker
Albert Carl Weihl
Jerold C. Woodhead
Burns Woodward
Daniel G. Wright

Class of 1972
Gift: $4,887
Participation: 43%
Agent:
Harry L. Malech

Robert D. Arbeit
R. Michael Buckley Jr.
Philip L. Cohen
Gloria Cummings*
Norman M. Dinerman
William H. Druckemiller Jr.
William F. Duke
M. Felix Freshwater
John P. Fulkerson
Dorothy M. Gohdes
Andrew H. Greenhill
Bruce B. Haak
Andrew E. Hoover
Thomas L. Horn
Vernon H. Humbert Jr.
Anthony H.Jackson
Jesse B. Jupiter
Roy A. Kaplan
Michael A. Kaufman
Theodore M. Levin
Paul A. Lucky
Harry L. Malech
Jeffrey S. Menkes
David B. Moyer Jr.
John P. O’Grady
William L. Risser
David H. Romond
Philip M. Rothfeld
Charles Scholhamer
Frederick D. Stockwell
Lawrence P. Temkin
Philip J. Weyman
Michael W. Yogman
Steven M. Zeldis

Class of 1973
Gift: $5,893
Participation: 43%
Agents:
Lee Goldman
John McQuade
Jerrold Rosenbaum
David A. Adler
David Nelson Bailey
Clement R. Boland
Richard P. Bozof
M. Brunstetter-Shafer
Robert W. Bucholz
James N. Campbell
F. Sessions Cole III
David L. Coulter
Christopher M. Doran
Jane H. Ferguson
Richard J. Fingeroth
Robert A. Florin
Gary V. Gordon
Frederick M. Henretig
Jorge L. Hernandez
Eileen O’Brien Jennings
Andrew G. Kadar
Michael S. Kramer
George Lister Jr.
John A. McDowell
Jerry Nagler
John Frederick Neil*
Claes M. Nilsson
David E. Peach
David Pickar

Yale Medicine

Robert Joseph
Polackwich*
John W. Popp Jr.
Charles F. Reynolds III
Thomas J. Romano
Harry S. Romanowitz
Jerrold F. Rosenbaum
Robert A. Sirota
John R. Stratton
James F. Sullivan
Robert J. Ursano
Christine A. Walsh
Marc A. Weinberg
Richard S.K. Young

Class of 1974
Gift: $21,540
Participation: 50%
Agents:
Robert J. Schechter
Amy S. Starr
Stephen B. Arnold
Irving M. Asher
Leonard I. Banco
Douglas A. Berv
Bruce David Blumberg
Neil Blumberg
Ronald C. Brown
Peter J. Buchin
Robert A. Caine
Bert D. Collier Jr.
Paul David
Vincent A. Di Maria
Irl L. Extein
Allan B. Friedland
Michael A. Gerber
David Grant
Robert F. Hempton
Edward O. Janosko II
Robert C. Jimerson
Marie T. Kelly
Saul Lande
Olusegun O. Lawoyin
Edward L. Marut
James R. McMonagle
Thomas P. Munyer
Ronald D. Neumann
Richard C. Pasternak
A.L.C. Pottash
Andrew L. Ries
David Z. Ritvo
Robert J. Schechter
John D. Schrumpf
Harry Shamoon
Barry S. Solof
Amy S. Starr
James A. Strom
George H. Talbot
Carol C. Teitz
James A. Valone Jr.

Class of 1975
Gift: $3,661
Participation: 25%
Agent:
Mary Jane Minkin

J. Edwin Atwood
Ralph E. Binder
Sharon L. Bonney
William S. Bush
Stanley W. Gale
Kevin Kane
Bernhard H. Lisker*
Hyman J. Milstein
Mary Jane Minkin
Robert G. Nankin
Andrew B. Newman
Kwaku
Ohene-Frempong
Edwin G. Olson
George J. Pardos
Mary Lake Polan
Vivian Reznik
Philip J. Rich
James F. Robertson III
Salvatore V. Romano Jr.
Robert S. Sandler
Steven A. Schwartz
Barbara J. Stoll
Henry S. Willner
David W. Wiltse
Douglas R. Zusman

Class of 1976
Gift: $20,530
Participation: 37%
Agent:
William K. Levy
Sarah S. Auchincloss
Alfredo L. Axtmayer
John C. Bartlett
Peter B. Bitterman
Alan B. Bloch
Pauline Y. Chao
Richard S. Childs Jr.
Joseph Ciabattoni
Ellen C. Cooper
Mark R. Cullen
Todd Wilk Estroff
Geoffrey Etherington
Leonard Firestone
Susan H. Gaynon
Ira H. Gewolb
Rose Hannah Goldman
Joel Kabak
Richard D. Kayne
Norman V. Kohn
William J. Lederer
William K. Levy
Douglas G. Mann
Richard L. Neubauer
Wilmer J. Petite Jr.
Daniel W. Rahn
Paul R. Ramirez
Mark C. Ruchman
Lawrence E. Samelson
Charles R. Swenson
Peter M. Ting
John C. Wiles
Jerome B. Zeldis
Carol M. Ziminski

Fall/Winter

1994-95

Class of 1977
Gift: $6,287
Participation: 37%
Agents:
Marybeth Ezaki
Ronald J. Vender
Phyllis August
John J. Boronow
Richard D. Bucholz
Stuart Brian Dubin
Marybeth Ezaki
Susan Firestone
Anne H. Flitcraft
Julia B. Frank
Robert W. Hand
Bruce F. Innis
Howard K. Koh
Wilhelmina C. Korevaar
David J. Kreis Jr.*
Don A. Marshall Jr.
Margaret S. McKenna
Robert J. Mitchell
Alan S. Penziner
Richard E. Peschel
Jordan S. Pober
Steven J. Scheinman
Ricky M. Schneider
Susan Bromberg
Schneider
Simeon A. Schwartz
Ronald J. Vender
Steven L. Warsof
Sharon R. Weinstein
John E. Whitcomb
J. Douglas White
Daniel Wohlgelernter

Class of 1978
Gift: $4,600
Participation: 38%
Agents:
Michael J. Anderson
Duke E. Cameron
Seth M. Powsner
Kathy L. Ales
Richard J. Baron
Duke E. Cameron
David F. Cawthon
Paul M. Copeland
Julius Dean
James N. Dreyfus
Eric B. Einstein
James T. Elder
Emily A. Fine
Stuart M. Forman
Robert A. Gelfand
George M. Golenwsky
Linda J. Hall
Jeffrey Neal Hausfeld
Alexandra N. Helper
Elizabeth S. Hodgson
Anne A. Knowlton
Robert L. Kraft
Cynthia S. Kretschmar
Robert P. Lamberton
Jose Luis Martinez

Fall/Winter

1994- 95

Robert K. McLellan
Michael J. Mitchell
Barbara H. Pober
Seth M. Powsner
Noreen F. Rossi
Sally Rudicel
Steven M. Shoum
Donald C. Simonson
Carol O. Tacket
Caroline R. Taylor
Marcia J. Wade
Jonathan D. Weinberg
Susan Wong

Class of 1979
Gift: $23,965
Participation: 42%
Agent:
Cynthia Anne Sherman
Nancy Berliner
Richard D. Bey
Guthrie S. Birkhead
Gershwin T. Blyden
David A. Brenner
J. Kenneth Burkus
Stuart L. Bursten
Roy D. Carlson
Sarah E. Carpenter
Kerry Cooper
Isabel Cunningham
Jeffrey Neil Dornbusch
Jose L. Ferrer Jr.
John Jay Gargus
David E. Golan
Edward C. Halperin
Jonathan H. Holt
Helen H. Kay
Shannon C. Kenney
Jonathan Kolitz
Forrester A. Lee Jr.
Michael K. Lindsay
Shirley McCarthy
Timothy W. McKeithan
Elizabeth H. Moore
David E. Ness
S. Kwame Ofori-Kwakye
Eddie Reed
Jean Rosenthal
Gary L. Schaer
Cynthia Anne Sherman
Candace S. Thurston
Duane C. Tucker
Gary Vitale
John T. Woo
Jeffrey Work

Class of 1980
Gift: $6,068
Participation: 48%
Agents:
Eduardo Alfonso
Steven I. Rosenfeld
David E. Adelberg
Eduardo Alfonso
Seth Leo Alper
Frederick R. Aronson

Alan B. Astrow
David Allen August
Patricia Church Brown
Daryl F. Browne
Michael W. Champeau
Michael M. Chang
Jean Bolognia Cooper
Thomas F. Deering
Deborah Dyett Desir
Gary Vincent Desir
Judy E. Garber
Todd J. Garvin
Marc F. Glickstein
David Jay Goldberg
Nancy S. Goldman
Jon W. Gordon
Gary I. Greenwald
Maria White Greenwald
George B. Holmes Jr.
Jonathan L. Jacobs
Barry M. Kacinski
David Kass
Mary C. Kornei
Theodore W. Marcy
Mary Polly McKinstry
Cesar R. Molina
Eric J. Nestler
Mark J. Ratain
Neal L. Rosen*
Steven I. Rosenfeld
Gerri A. Schulman
John A. Selling
Jeffrey N. Siegel
Hillel D. Skoff
Leslie W. Sojka
Kim R. Swartz
Marcia R. Taylor
Walter H. Williams
Mary Hill Wise
Lawrence H. Young
Raphael Zahler

Class of 1981
Gift: $3,335
Participation: 32%
Agent:
Anthony M. Urbano
Adaora A. Adimora
Peter R. Arvan
Cynthia B. Aten
Alicia Barela
R. Joffree Barrnett
Sherri L. Brown
Steven M. Brown
Patricia A. Burke
Colleen Bursten
Chee C. Chow
Marc D. Coltrera
Jonathan M. Fine
Paula M. Fracasso
Ramona Q. Fung
Robert S. Goldman
Laurie J. Gordon
Donald Ingber
Elliot Lach
David E. Lebwohl
David Y.C. Lu
Juanita L. Merchant

Yale Medicine

Barton N. Milestone
Robert M. Milstein
Dean T. Noritake
David A. Paly
Robert B. Portney
Susan Burdette Radoux
Barbara A. Roach
Dovelet Shashou
Anthony M. Urbano
David S. Weiss
Stephen Burgos Wilson
John C. Wong

Frederic R. Martin
Lois A. Morton
David P. Norton
Dan A. Oren
Harlan A. Pinto
Daniel Paul Sabbeth
Leonard B. Saltz
Maria E. Schmidt
Philip M. Spiro
Abby S. Van Voorhees
Eric P. Winer
Pamela Leslie Zeitlin

Class of 1982

Class of 1984

Gift: $3,030
Participation: 31%
Agents:
Muriel Cyrus
Stephanie WolfRosenblum

Gift: $5,285
Participation: 24%
Agents:
Hingge Hsu
Jay R. Kostman

Katherine Ann AlbertHemmings
Sylvia R. Beck
Paula K. Braverman
Thomas J. Brennan
Muriel Cyrus
Fred Miller Drennan
Jed B. Gorlin
Jessica Herzstein
Daphne Hsu
Risa Maura Jampel
Laurie B. Komreich Katz
Michael E. Katz
Teresa L. Massagli
Joyce A. O’Shaughnessy
Dan B. Odenheimer
Robert Pierattini
Carrie A. Redlich
Steven D. Resnick
Robert J. Rizzo
William M. Sikov
Yuen Tat So
Henry J. Stern
Lynn T. Tanoue
Patrick Toth
Albert L. Ungricht
Stephanie WolfRosenblum

Class of 1983
Gift: $2,621
Participation: 26%
Agents:
David E. Schwartz
Michael B. Tom
John Taylor Adams*
Michael Brines
Elena Citkowitz
Nancy Kraemer Crocker
Tammy C. Harris
William Kadish
Robert M. Kotloff
Ana Maria Lamas
David Lindgren
Laurie Margolies
Edouard R. Martin

Geoffrey Ahem
Martha Ray Arden
David I. Astrachan
Troyen A. Brennan
Joseph William Chambers
Terence L. Chen
Barbara Ann Coda
David J. Fillmore
David A. Frank
Peter M. Glazer
Hingge Hsu
Emilio J. Juncosa
Jeffrey N. Katz
Daniel M. Kolansky
James G. Linakis
Alison C. LindsayBeltzer
Dominic D. Pennachio
Jill S. Ratain
Ana M. Salazar
David A. Shrier
PaulM. Snyder
Mark Stein
Susan P. Tredwell

Class of 1985
Gift: $3,554
Participation: 42%
Agent:
Fred Santoro
Barry D. Bergquist
Robert L. Berkowitz
J. Alexander Bodkin
Elizabeth Ann Charney
Alice S.Y. Chi
Bryan DeSouza
Carol F. Farver
Guy Fish
Guy Fried
Richard Bruce Garber
Barbara Guillette
Marie Hobart
Stuart Neal Isaacs
Ellen Rieur Kolarik
Susan Korrick
Shirley J. Lee
Brian P. Lombardo
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Ted W. Love
Jeffrey A. Lowell
Gail Mattson-Gates
Elizabeth G. Moy
Mary C. Nakamura
Robert D. Needlman
Richard George Parker
Leslye C. Pennypacker
Samuel Richard Pesin
Anne Regenstein
Stephen J. Roth
Richard A. Ruiz
Greg A. Sachs
Reginald J. Sanders
Fred Santoro
Gary L. Shapira
Joshua David Sparrow
Louis J. Tesoro
Yonina C. Weiss
Kimball Woodward

Class of 1986
Gift: $1,160
Participation: 18%
Agents:
Eric F. Bernstein
Clinton Lindo
Eric P. Suan
Catharine Ann Arnold
W. Lee Bailey
Eric F. Bernstein
Samir M. Bhatt
Andrew Randall Conn
Raymund S. Cuevo
John A. Detre
Michael Grossbard
Gary Hirshfield
Clinton L. Lindo
Manuel B. Litchman
Stacey Mandelbaum
Julia Whiteside Michel
Steven M. Peterec
D. Bradford Reich
Eric P. Suan
Alan Yamada

Class of 1987
Gift: $4,464
Participation: 23%
Agents:
Subba R. Gollamudi
Mindy G. Schuster
Barry Weinstock
Andrew Bazos
Amita Bhatt
Steve M. Gaskin
Laurence Adam
Greenbaum
Hugh C. Hemmings Jr.
Amy Caroline Justice
Rebecca E. Kadish
John F. Keaney Jr.
Mark Horst Kiessling
Joseph Thomas King Jr.
Kenneth E. Newhouse
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Nancy D. Olson
Patricia M. Powell
Lauri R. Robertson
Seth A. Rosenthal
Patrick A. Ruwe
Mindy G. Schuster
Michael H. Solon
Lynn Street
Richard P. Tierney
Leslie Vogel
David H. Weingold
Barry Weinstock

Class of 1988
Gift: $2,102
Participation: 32%
Agents:
Michael Emeric
Mockovak
Susan Valley
Hedayatollah Zaghi
Sibel Akyol
Joi Barrett
Martha Brochin
Kathleen Carney-Godley
David P. Chelmow
Martin Louis Chenevert
Charisse
Deutch-Litchman
Jonathan Samuel Friedes
Rhonda L. Karol
Dean Kedes
Robert Kim
Laura Kuckes*
Frederick F. Lang Jr.
Lisa Conrad Larkin
Lance Arlen Markbreiter
Peter Alexander Merkel
Theodore Miclau
Michael Emeric
Mockovak
Vivian Orey
Jacqueline G. Pachon
Donna Richman
Michael O. Rigsby
Michael A. Rothschild
Jonathan A.S. Sherman
Mitchell J. Sklar
Philip Adam Stull
Susan Valley
Hedayatollah Zaghi

Class of 1989
Gift: $2,862
Participation: 39%
Agents:
Stephen Bharucha
Lewis Lipsey
Melissa Terry Myers
Roger F. Widmann
Stephen Bharucha
Jennifer Franklin Bock
Maura Jo Brennan
Susan R. Carter
Don H. Chin

William S. Curtis
James M. Ford
Yvonne Frei
Susan Garetz
Virginia Jordan
Greenbaum
Adam L. Greene
Colin Grissom
Joni H. Hansson
Jennifer Lee Hirsh
Kraig E. Humbaugh
Michael A. Hunter
Lisa Ide
Howard Kesselman
Gregory M. Koshkarian
Anita Licata
Melissa Terry Myers
Viviann Mattson Rubin
Jonathan D. Shifren
Robert Spiera
David M. Stier
Sanjoy Sundaresan
Amy A. Tyson
Andrew Thomas Walker
Dora-Linda Wang
Marjorie S. Webster
John Thomas Whalen
Roger F. Widmann
Phillip Chung-Ming Yang

Class of 1990
Gift: $1,760
Participation: 19%
Agents:
Ercem S. Atillasoy
Thomas J. Christopher
Jonathan Todd Foster
Betty Kim
Tracy Nelson
Chander N. Sarny
Roberto Soto
Daniel Stryer
Susan G. Anderson
Nancy R. Angoff
Ercem S. Atillasoy
Thomas J. Christopher
Mark A. Dettelbach
Jonathan Todd Foster
Douglas Marc Freedman
Randi Hutter-Epstein
Betty Shin Wun Kim
Kathleen Alexia Kline
Mark A. Miller
Jane E. Rasmussen
Chander N. Sarny
Susie K. Sharpe
Daniel Stryer
Karl G. Wagner Jr.
Marko Yakovlevitch

Class of 1991
Gift: $950
Participation: 21%
Agents:
Stephen Bell
Carl Henningson

Yale Medicine

Richard G. Ihnat
Francis Lobo
Karen Shieh Lu
Funda Meric
Andrew Phillips
John Phillips
Jeanne B. Ackman
William T. Andrews
Jorge G. Arroyo II
Steven B. Care
Vivek David
Sarah A. Davidson
Jean L. Fraser
Bernice K. Glover
Gwendolyn Grant
Lawrence J. Hirsch
Bruce H. Horwitz
Richard G. Ihnat
Francis Lobo
Charles Lu
Karen Shieh Lu
Funda Meric
John L. Phillips
Eleanor S. Poliak
Michael F. Romanelli
Robert M. Spillane
James E. Stanislaw

Class of 1992
Gift: $355
Participation: 8%
Agents:
Karen Antell
Edward Gunther
J. Mathieu Massicotte
Robin Perlmutter
Mary Beth Christensen
Nancy L. Harthun
Robert B. Johnson
Julie S. Lund
Joseph Mathieu
Massicotte
Robin A. Perlmutter
Andrew F. Phillips
Kenneth E. Rosenzweig
John L. Walsh

Class of 1993
Gift: $225
Participation: 8%
Agents:
Juan Bartolomei
Ann Dolinski
Stephanie Falcone
Robert Iannone
Julie Miner
William D. Dockery
Ann Dolinsky
Lawrence B. Gardner
Errol O. Grannum
Richard Kang
Elizabeth D. Le
Matthew L. Lemer

Samer Najjar
Antonio F. Vinals

Former House
Officers
Phillip R. Aaron
Neville Alleyne
Richard Bass
Claudia Thomas Carty
Richard Allen Chase
Edward J. Collins Jr.
Donald W. Cooper
Dana Wasson Dunne
Dale James Federico
Jeffrey C. Fernyhough
Stephen V. Flagg
Barr H. Forman
David Alexander
Garfunkel
Phillip H. Gates*
John S. Goetcheus
Andrew J. Graham
Willard F. Greenwald
John M. Grobman
William N. Hait
Judith Hochstadt
Scott Andrew Hoffinger
Michael H. Huo
Moreson H. Kaplan
Donald R. Kelly
Alexander Sandor
Koleszar
Sheri J. Lagin
W. Clark Lambert
Randi Leavitt
Donald T. McAllister
John P. McGovern
Hirotsugu Munechika
Jeffrey M. Nakamura*
Raymond L. Osborne Jr.
Jane E. Rasmussen
David D. Roberts
Jean F. Rogier
Herbert S. Sacks
Jonathan Schreiber
Thomas E. Shaffer
John M. Sherwin
Robert E. Silverman
Richard S. Stahl
Robert A. Stanton
Carol Touloukian
James S. Touloukian
John Tumolo
David M. Van Ess
Franklin Todd Wetzel
Mark D. Widmann
Alison E. Wondriska
Douglas Gregory Wright

Parents
and Friends
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph A.
Abate
Leslie Aday
Cypra Alaimo
Joan Alterman

Fall/Winter

1994-95

Toni Angotti
Michael R.
Baumgaertner
Edwin Beall
Frank Behrendt
William Benter
Nicole S. Berk
Can Best
Mrs. Bieggi*
David F. Bindelglass
Sally Bohling
Charles Brenner
Bernard Bright
Robert B. Brooks
Harriet Farnsworth
Brown*
Lauren L. Buday
Frances A. Calzetta
Nancy L. Capasso
Charles M. Caravati Jr.
Betty Carlin
Mary Carpentieri
Barbara Carr
Alice Cavallo
William Chudnovsky
Joanne Chvisuk
Joseph Ciola*
David Cohen
Mrs. Henry Cohen
Linda Coleman
C. Barrie Cook
Mrs. Lawrence S. Crispell
Donald W. Crocker
Laurie Crouse
Robert Daly
Nina R. Daniel
Elihu Davis
Jane I. Davison
Robert V. Dawe
Carolina Anca De Host*
Joseph P. Defrancesco
Anthony Deluca*
Edward Henry Diamond
Mr. & Mrs. Kenneth T.
Doran
Mrs. Vincent A. Doroszka
Sue Ehrens
Rita Elliot
Sandra L. Epstein
Michael V. Fasano
Philip Arthur Fey
Lori-Ann Fickie
Roslyn U. Fishman
Stephen Fleck
Harry I. Freund
Harvey K. Ganot
Patricia F. Gendemalik
William J. German*
Patricia A. Giardi
Richard G. Gieser
John Glasson
Gideon Goldstein
Hans Graichen*
Barbara Greenwald
Alexander O. Haff*
Vivian Haime
Earl Hellerstein
Roxanne P. Hennemuth

Fall/Winter

1994-95

Herbert Hermele
Edna M. Hilley
Elizabeth Hird
Leonard S. Hirsch
Patricia W. Hitchcock
Gloria F. Holmes
Sarah M. Horwitz
Judith Isaacs
Edith E. Janesky
Fred Janesky
Rollin M. Johnson
Anne Kahn
Alma D. Kamberg
Lynn Kamzan
Mami Kamzan
S. Charles Kasdon
Frank Kavitsky
John E. Kilbum
Kenneth P. Kinney
Lucille S. Kirsch
Lee Paul Klingenstein
Dan Kortchmar
Muriel A. Lambert
Chem Hsiung Lee
William T. Leith
Joan Lesley
Eleanor M. Leventhal
Eugenie Magana
Natesh Magge
Christopher L. Maher
Edyth W. Maibrunn
Virginia G. Mannick
James S. Marcus
Michael Mastrianni
Shizuo Matsui
Lacy Mayse
Chris Mester
Arthur P. Miller
Karyn A. Miller
Mary Elizabeth Mintum
Vermelle Miro
Charles R. Mitchell*
Marjorie Morris
Murray A. Morrison
Margaret Mullins
Gail Munder
C. David Munich
Wolffe Nadoolman
Frances Nakamura
Mr. & Mrs. Lewis Nankin
Mr. & Mrs. Victor M.
Newman
Manh H. Nguyen
Dean Nichols*
Marie N. Norment
Harry F. Noyes
Daniel O'Brien
Mrs. Edward T.
O'Donnell
Paula A. Olson
Aaron Oster
Ida V. Parrella
Lina R. Parrella
Geraldine Pelegano
James Penniman
Mrs. William S. Perlroth
Enid Peschel*
Roger Tory Peterson

Memorials
Deceased medical alumni/ae and friends may be
memorialized by a gift at any time to the School of
Medicine Alumni Fund endowment in the name and
class of the person so honored. The next-of-kin of a
deceased medical alumnus/a is advised about this In
Memoriam Program by a mailing from New Haven
some weeks after the School of Medicine receives
notification of the death. The letter of information
includes a copy of the Testament of Remembrance in
which the names of all persons so memorialized are
listed in the medical section by class, thus establishing a
lasting memorial. Donors receive a personally penned
note of appreciation from the In Memoriam program
director. Your inquiries and interest are welcome.

Yale University
Office of the Alumni Fund-Memorials
P.O. Box 1890
New Haven, CT 06508-1890
(203) 432-5853
Deceased alumni and friends
so honored in 1993-1994 were
Max R. Smirnow '06

Lawrence Crispell ’44

Jacques Diamond Soifer '24

Richard H. Mann '46

Gioacchino S. Parrella '41

Earl D. Rees ’54

David Decker '42

John Currier Gallagher "58

Edsar B. Taft ’42

Jeffrey M. Nakamura HS ’76

In Memoriam Program
Rev. James R. Blanning. Director
Rev. William E. Bliss. Director
Rev. Richard G. Jordan. Director Emeritus

Britta S. Petrillo
Henri Peyre*
Harry M. Pugh
Samuel Rader
Michael Reiss
Elizabeth C. Ricci
Dana A. Ricker
Philip T. Rodilosso
William J. Roos Jr.
Mrs. Leo Rosenberger
Jonathan Roth
Robert L. Rowley*
Mr. & Mrs. Jack Saltz
Harold & Frances
Sampson
Nat Sandler

Yale Medicine

Henry S. Saneamtsu
Mrs. Ludwig Schnog
Mrs. Duangduen Schulick
Michael W. Schwartz
Arthur M. Seigel
Martha K. Selig
Maurice Hyman Shaw
Bernard Shectman
Ann E. Sheffer
Miriam Sivkin
Leon G. Smith
Ann Seacrest Southwick
Marcia Southwick
Wayne O. Southwick
Allen Spencer
Gertrude Spinelli*

Howard M. Spiro
L Edwin Sproul
Deborah J. Steeves
Robert D. Stern
Charles Strauss
Sidney Stringer*
Marguerite Strong*
Professor & Mrs. Lubert
Stryer
Evelyn Tagrossi
T. Beers Townsend *
Lori S. Unger
Arthur A. Wachtel
Jack Weingold
James Wells*
Frances Youngleib
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Sterling
Benefactor
Lawrence G. Crowley ’44
Harvey W. Kausel '44
Kristaps J. Keggi ’59
Nancy Olmsted ’69
Lisa A. Steiner '59

Parents
and Friends

Ass o c i a t

The School of Medicine Alumni Fund’s
Sterling Association recognizes donors who
have made gifts at the following levels:
Benefactor
Sponsor
Patron
Fellow
Associate
Member

$50,000 and above
25,000 - 49,999
10,000 - 24,999
5,000 - 9,999
1,000 - 4,999
200 - 999

William Benter
Jane I. Davison
Marcia Southwick

Sponsor
William H. Frazier '69
Robert H. Furman '43
Robert N. Hamburger ’51
John B. Ogilvie '34
Lutz H. Schlicke '69
Nicholas RR. Spinelli ’44

Parents
and Friends
Ann Seacrest Southwick

Patron
John R. Almklov ’43
John R. Cole '54
Arthur C. Crovatto ’54
Martin L. Fackler Jr. '59
Robert L. Fisher '59
Paul Jay Friedman '59
Richard Murray
Linburg '64
A. Reese Matteson ’44
Myron A. Sallick '24*
Lyall C. Stilp II '64
Anthony J. Stone '44
Robert B. Whitney Jr. ’59

Former House
Officers
Neville Alleyne
Edward J. Collins Jr.
Jeffrey C. Fernyhough
John S. Goetcheus
Donald R. Kelly
Donald T. McAllister
Thomas Rock
Douglas Gregory Wright
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Parents
and Friends

Former House
Officers

Harry I. Freund
Leonard S. Hirsch

Claudia Thomas Carty
Michael H. Huo
John V. Mangieri

Fellow
Robert M. Amick '59
William G. Anlyan '49
Asa Barnes Jr. ’59
Sidney M. Cohen '59
Leo M. Cooney Jr. ’69
Michael J. Cummings ’65
Richard J. Daly ’69
Ralph J. Falkenstein ’69
Robert W. Frelick '44
Anna S. Gail '69
Carol Goldenthal '44
Peter A. Gross '64
Victor C. Hackney '43
William H. Heydorn '59
Donald H. Holden '44
Thomas C. Howard '69
Amy Hunter Wilson ’30*
John J. Jasaitis ’59
Mohandas M. Kini ’65
Lewis Landsberg '64
Michael R. Liebowitz '69
Robert W. Lyons ’64
John C. Marsh ’59
Hoyt B. Miles Jr. ’43
Paul N. Neufeld ’54
Lowell E. Olson '54
Lawrence K. Pickett ’44
James D. Prokop ’59
Richard D. Pullen ’54
Charles L. Rennell Jr. ’49
Benjamin R.
Robinson Jr. '43
Dennis J. Rudzinski '69
Ernest L. Sarason ’39
David B. Skinner "59
Robert L. Stein '54
Stephen Waltman "64

Parents
and Friends
Rollin M. Johnson
Alma D. Kamberg
Mrs. S. Charles Kasdon
Frank Kavitsky
Lee Paul Klingenstein
Gail Munder

Associate
Theodore E. Allen ’40
Carol J. Amick ’59
Carl E. Andrews '44
Charles S. Angell '69
Berton W. Ashman '64
David W. Barry '69
Arthur L. Beaudet '67
Franklin C. Behrle '46
Frank P. Berg ’54
Sanfurd G. Bluestein ’46
Bruce David Blumberg '74
David G. Borden '43
Harold D. Bomstein Jr. '53
John E. Borowy ’50
Richard J. Bouchard ’54
George N. Bowers Jr. ’54
Jack F. Bowers ’59
Robert M. Briggs ’64
S. Brownlee Brinkley '43
William Virgil Brown ’64
Rosalie A. Burns. ’56
Gerard N. Burrow ’58
William C. Butterfield ’59
Ralph K. Campbell '54
Thomas A. Cardella ’64
John A. Carlston ’58

Yale Medicine

Albert K. Chun-Hoon '57
Edwin M. Clayton '59
Thomas J. Coleman '46
Martin Colodzin '59
Edward J. Conway '44
N. Roger Cooke '69
Robert E. Cooke '44
Ronald W. Cooke ’43
Frank W. Countryman '44
Alan H. Covey '54
Lyall S. Crary Jr. '59
Kenneth F. Crumley '67
Anne McB Curtis ’70
Ronald C. de Conti ’59
Claude W. Delia ’50
Charles A. Dinarello '69
Paul F. Dodd '64
John H. Doherty '44
Douglass T. Domoto '69
Robert J. Donohue Jr. '58
Owen W. Doyle '47
William H.
Druckemiller ’39
William Druckemiller
Jr. ’72
Mitchell Edson '56
N. Joel Ehrenkranz '49
Leroy Engel '55
Alfonso Esguerra '64
Gary S. Farnham ’69
Gerald Fenichel ’59
Anthony Ferrante ’64
Lesley Forman
Fishelman '69
Joseph B. Forman '39
Norman C. Fost '64
John W. Foster, Jr. ’71
David H. Fulmer '63
J. Roswell Gallagher '30
John A. Gariepy '54
James Conway
Garlington '55
Anne Godley '48
Lowell I. Goodman ’51
Eleanora C. Gordon '49
Gerald B. Gordon '59
Martin E. Gordon '46
Peter B. Gregory '63
Frank L. Gruskay '54
Katherine H. Halloran '54
Howard B. Hamilton '44
John F.B. Haney '64
Jackson Harris '49
Richard J. Hart Jr. '67
H. Rodney Hartmann '59
Jay G. Hayden '66
Eva H. Henriksen ’54
C. Richard Hinckley '59
William H. Hindle ’56
Herbert S. Hurwitz ’54
Robert F. Hustead ’54

i
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Leonard Inker '59
William J.A. Jablonski '59
Marie-Louise T.
Johnson '56
Robert J.T. Joy '54
Edvardas Kaminskas '59
Joel Mark Kaufman '69
Herbert J. Kaufmann '59
John J. Kelly Jr. '69
Sue Kimm '64
Alfred E. King '37
David W. Kingsbury ’59
Ralph E. Knutti '28*
Donald S. Kornfeld ’54
Frederick F. Krauskopf '44
Parry B. Larsen '59
Myron S.S. Lee '59
David B. Leof '64
James S. Levine '64
Margaret S. Lyman '50
Brock Lynch '47
Elias J. Marsh ’44
William F. Matchett '64
Harr/ L. McClelland '50
Harry C. Miller Jr. '54
Ellen B. Milstone ’69
Thomas F. Minehan ’69
Patrick T. Minihan ’71
Anoush Miridjanian '61
Robert L. Mitchell '64
Richard Albert Moggio '71
Peter M. Molloy ’59
Russell R. Monroe '44
Donald P. Morris ’35*
James J. Murphy '64
Lionel M. Nelson ’69
Timothy F. Nolan Jr. '49
James J. Nora ’54
Donald A. O’Kieffe Jr. ’64
James A. O'Neill Jr. '59
William S. Palmer '54
Nicholas M. Passarelli '59
William J. Paule '54
Timothy A. Pedley ’69
Robert G. Petersdorf '52
Julian I. Pichel '49
Charles T. Post Jr. '68
William B. Pratt ’64
Deborah A. Putnam '69
James R. Ralph '59
David Pardee Reed '59
Jack S. Rice Jr. '64
Lois Knight Rogers ’42
John Keith Rose ’54
Nathan E. Ross ’28
Laurence G. Roth ’44
Joseph D. Saccio ’59
Adrian M. Schnall '69
Robert L. Shelton ’64
Harry Sherman '34
Charles E. Sherwood ’45

Fall/Winter

1994-95

Sarah P. Sherwood ’44
Leonard M. Silverman ‘54
Donald G. Skinner ’64
Carl Hugh Smith ’59
Ora K. Smith ’53
A. Thomas Snoke ’64
Rebecca Z. Solomon '39
Sanford P. Solomon '59
James J. Stagnone ’59
Donald C. Stahl ’57
Nicholas M. Stahl ’43
Robert S. Steinberg ’67
Priscilla Dienes Taft '44
Seth Thaler ’62
Walter Clark Tilden ' 12*
Sigrid L. Tishler '64
Gary L. Townsend '66
Raymond W. Turner ’58
Anthony Varjabedian '44
Robert A. Vogel '67
Leo H. Von Euler ’59
Joseph F. Walter '67
Oscar Wand ’64
Marc A. Weinberg ’73
W. Keasley Welch '43
Warren D. Widmann '61
Hugh R. Williams '46*
Muriel D. Wolf ’59

Former House
Officers
Dale James Federico
Scott Andrew Hoffinger
John P. McGovern
Herbert S. Sacks
John M. Sherwin
Robert A. Stanton
Franklin Todd Wetzel

Parents
and Friends
Michael R Baumgaertner
David F. Bindelglass
Nancy L. Capasso
Mrs. Henry Cohen
Donald W. Crocker
Robert V. Dawe
Mrs. Vincent A. Doroszka
Gideon Goldstein
Herbert Hermele
Eleanor M. Leventhal
Lucille S. Kirsch
James S. Marcus
Marjorie Morris
Murray A. Morrison
Manh H. Nguyen
Daniel O’Brien
James Penniman
Samuel Rader
Robert L. Rowley*
Arthur M. Seigel
Martha K. Selig
Bernard Shectman
Ann E. Sheffer

Fall/Winter

1994-95

Member
George K. Aghajanian '58
Donald Agostinelli ’57
Margaret J. Albrink '46
Michael H. Alderman .'62
George Howard
Allison ’45
Richard J. Almond ’63
Miguel R. Alonso ’63
Victor A. Altshul '60
Thomas T.
Amatruda Jr. ’51
Charles B. Anderson ’62
Joseph E. Angelo ’58
Stanley D. Ardell ’51
Daniel L. Arons ’67
Elissa B. Arons ’70
Irving M. Asher '74
Albert S. Atwood ’45
Judith L. Bader '71
Malcolm A. Bagshaw '50
John C. Bailar III ’55
David Nelson Bailey ’73
Earl L. Baker '61
George R. Barnes Jr. ’47
Philip L. Barry '68
Gregory W. Bartha '71
Albert A. Bechtoldt Jr. ’61
Aaron T. Beck ’46
Daniel I. Becker '68
Robert E. Belliveau ’69
Daniel Bergsma ’36
Philip Bernstein ’66
Reginald V. Berry ’32*
Douglas A. Berv ’74
Eleanor Clay Bigley ’51
Hector R. Bird ’65
Jonathan S. Bishop ’49
Henry N. Blansfield '47
Claude Bloch '53
Neil Blumberg '74
Maxwell Bogin '26
Stuart P. Bowne ’60
Levon Z. Boyajian '56
Douglas G. Boyden ’55
Richard P. Bozof ’73
Robert F. Bradley ’43
W. Roy Breg Jr. '47
Richard I. Breuer ’57
Allyn G. Bridge '48
Robert S. Briggs ’61
Spencer J. Brody ’62
James Edward Brown ’66
Thomas M. Brown '56
Ronald C. Brown ’74
William H. Bucher '50
Robert W. Bucholz ’73
Richard Steele
Buker Jr. ’48
Padraic Bums '55
John L. Cannon ’47
Fredric K. Cantor ’62
Leo R. Cardillo ’55
Ray Allen Carlsen ’62
Robert E. Carroll ’42
Alice Shepard Cary ’45

Eugene Patrick
Cassidy '66
Charles R.
Cavanagh Jr. ’47
Linus W. Cave ’46
Joseph C. Cemy '56
Roland G. Chambers ’47
Robert A. Chase ’47
Thomas Newell Chase '62
John L. Cieply ’71
Joseph P. Cleary '69
Donald J. Cohen ’66
Frederick L. Cohn ’71
Robert M. Cohn '65
C. Norman Coleman ’70
James C. Collias ’56
Stephen W. Collins Jr. ’39*
William F. Collins Jr. '47
Hunter H. Comly ’43
Norman I. Condit '43
John C. Coolidge ’44
Louis Z. Cooper ’57

Mary V. Digangi ’64
James J. Dineen ’67
David A. Dolowitz ’37
William L. Donegan ’59
Joseph P. Donnelly ’32*
John Leo Doppman '53
Richard E. Dormont ’40
Vincent A. Doroszka ’30*
James R. Dorr ’57
James M. Dowaliby II ’67
T. Wayne Downey '61
G. Robert Downie ’48
William F. Duke ’72
Peter A. Duncan ’41
Christopher F. Durham ’61
Richard R. Dyer ’45
Robert S. Easton ’45
Jonathan Ecker ’70
Andrew Edin ’63
I. Bruce Elfenbein ’62
John P. Eliopoulos '63
Carl Ellenberger Jr. ’65

Knox H. Finley ’30
Ronald H. Fishbein ’57
Alan L. Folsom ’63
John W. Foreman '62
Yvette F. Francis ’50
Lawrence R. Freedman ’50
Walter J. Freeman '54
Emil Frei III ’48
John Martin Freiheit ’27 *
M. Felix Freshwater '72
William T. Friedewald ’63
Richard K. Friedlander ’47
Alice Dershimer
Friedman '45
Alvin E.
Friedman-Kien '60
Anthony V. Furano ’62
Sidney S. Furst '51
Eugene C. Gaenslen Jr. ’60
John Currier
Gallagher ’58*
Joseph M. Garland ’51

Harry Bishop

Dean Gerard N. Burrow, M.D. ’58, with Mrs. Thomas Forbes and MarieLouise T. Johnson, M.D., Ph.D. '56.
Edward D. Coppola ’55*
Pasquale James Costa ’55
Richard H. Cote ’48
Thomas P. Cotter ’45
David L. Coulter ’73
Joseph F J. Curi '64
Rutledge W. Currie ’68
Oliver Townsend Dann '62
Robert P. Darrow ’47
Donald D. Davis ’54
Alvin Davis ’50
James Lucius Davis IH '67
Chandler Dawson '56
Orson R. Dee ’61
Paul David Deiter '61
Hendrik Dekruif ’42
Herbert W. Diefendorf ’41
Ronald A. Dierwechter ’61
Sanford R. Dietrich ’44
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Daniel W. Elliott ’49
Kent Ellis '50
Elizabeth Fuller
Eisner ’48
Franklin Harold
Epstein '47
Harold J. Fallon Jr. ’57
Lee E. Farr ’32
Davitt Felder ’42
John E. Fenn '61
John E. Fenton ’41
John P. Ferguson Jr. ’39
Thomas J. Ferraro Jr. '50
Thomas F. Ferris '56
Frederick J. Fiederlein ’54
Henry Irwin Fineberg ’27*
Alan G. Finesilver ’68
Richard J. Fingeroth '73
Fred Finkelman ’71

Royal J. Gay ’69
Sander G. Genser ’69
Edward J. Gerety ’54
John N. German '62
Peter D. Gibbons ’66
Edward C. Gilbert ’61
Margaret C. L. Gildea ’36
Sumner Gochberg '56
Dorothy M. Gohdes ’72
Paul Gonick '55
Anne H. Good ’57
Thomas H. Gouge '70
S. Jerome Greenfield ’39
Peter B. Gregory ’63
J. McLeod Griffiss '66
B. Herold Griffith ’48
James K. Gude '65
Bruce B. Haak '12
W. Keith Hadley '59
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James H. Halsey Jr. ’59
James Quintin
Haralambie ’35
Joan Marasco
Hardenbergh '56
Paul A. Harper ’31
John T. Harrington ’62
John Herd Hart ’56
Patricia C. Hassakis ’62
A. Daniel Hauser '53
William W. Hay Jr. ’71
Kevin N. Hennessey ’68
Peter N. Herbert '67
David A. Hill ’65
Frederick R. Hines ’49
Robert I. Hinkley ’44
John H. Hodge ’55
Paul W. Hoffert '45
Gilbert F. Hogan ’57
O. Roger Hollan ’45
Jay H. Hoofnagle ’70
W. Howard Horner ’35*
Lawrence Horwitz ’64
William J. Houghton ’64
Hans R. Huessy ’45
Vernon H. Humbert Jr. ’72
Henry D. Humphrey ’40
Carl E. Hunt '65
Samuel J. Hunter '54
Arthur P. Hustead ’52
Roland H. Ingram Jr. ’60
H. Stuart Irons ’40*
Carrold K. Iverson ’51
Thomas C. Jaleski ’31
Lee M. Jampol ’69
Ward S. Jenkins '44
Benjamin A. Johnson ’49
David P. Johnson ’64
Virginia Burnham
Johnson ’65
Daniel M. Jones '60
Henry H. Jones '43
Edith M. Jurka ’44
Andrew G. Kadar ’73
Ronald J. Karpick ’65
Michael Kashgarian ’58
Jonathan D. Katz ’70
Richard E. Kaufman ’71
Richard L. Keefe ’61
Robert M. Keith ’54
Leo Kellerman '42
R. Leonard Kemler ’43
Gerard T. Kennealey ’70
William Edmund
Kenney ’41
David R. Kessler ’55
Barbara K. Kinder ’71
John Weaver King ’44
Jay Ward Kislak ’58
William L. Kissick ’57
Benjamin F. Kitchen Jr. '46
Jerome O. Klein ’56
David E. Knoop ’62
Richard R. Knowles III ’53
Paul B. Koehler ’48
Rowena Korobkin ’69
Robert A. Kramer '55
Lowell A. Kristensen ’54
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Edward A. Krull ’55
Thomas P. Kugelman ’60
Samuel D. Kushlan '35
Constantine D.
Kyropoulos ’63
Edward R. Lang '60
Jonathan Trumbull
Lanman ’43*
Sidney L. Lasell '41
Knowles B. Lawrence ’34
Philip M. Lecompte ’36
Jeffrey S. Lee ’68
Sidney S. Lee '50*
Thomas L. Lentz ’64
Jack Levin ’57
Sandra Chook Levine '65
Lynne L. Levitsky ’66
William V. Lewit ’56
Paul R. Lightfoot Jr. '64
Thomas L. Lincoln ’60
Janus C. Lindner'50
Mark W. Lischner ’65
George Lister Jr. ’73
Peter B. Livingston ’63*
J. Philip Loge ’43
Sherry W.H. Loo ’71
Ted A. Loomis ’46
John Dutch Lord '53
George M. Lordi ’61
Anthony P. Lovell ’67
James Kent Luce ’52
Anne W. Lucky '70
John P. Lynch ’62
Benjamin E. Lyons ’38
Ellen P. MacKenzie '44
Andrew E. MacMahon ’64
Alexander
Maitland III ’55
Jocelyn S. Malkin '51
William J. Mangione '71
Preston C. Manning '56
Harold March ’50
Bennett F. Markel '57
Edward Martin ’40
Katharine Hawley
Martin '44
Roger A. Mason ’70
Joseph Massaro ’44
Thomas J. Mathieu ’46
David B. Matloff ’61
Allan L. Mattern ’62
Wallace J. Matthews Jr. ’71
Stanley E.
Matyszewski ’62
Thomas J. Mauro Jr. ’58
Arnold F. Mazur ’69
William K.
McClelland '47
John J.
McGillicuddy ’38
Andrew J.
McGowan Jr. ’58
Joseph S. McGuire Jr. ’55
Sawyer E. Medbury '43*
William G. Meffert ’62
John C. Mendillo ’30
Donald L. Miller '60
Dwight F. Miller ’56

Orlando J. Miller '49
Raymond Everett
Miller ’33*
Richard Charles
Miller ’58
William A. Miller ’62
Paul D. Millikin ’51
Richard P. Mills ’68
Robert K. Modlin ’57
Hugh Lamson Moffet ’57
Joe D. Morris ’46
Albert R. Mowlem ’51
William K. Mueller ’70
Bruce K. Nagle '69
Jerry Nagler '73
Russell Nahigian ’39*
Donald J. Nalebuff '56
William M. Narva ’56
George W.
Naumburg Jr. '45
George Albert
Nelson Jr. ’57
Ismail Nik Nevin '51
Allan W. Newcomb '60
Myron K. Nobil ’47
James P. Nolan Jr. ’55
Walter W. Noll ’65
James J. O’Donnell ’70
Gerard B. Odell ’51
John A. Ogden ’68
Julius Anthony Olean ’23*
Robert W. Ollayos ’41
Margot Onek '68
Gloria C. Onque ’55
A. Lawrence Ossias ’65
Sidney Nathan Paly '52
Martin Paris ’71
John Curtis Parker ’61*
Michael A. Parlato '08*
Alfred T. Parrella ’4!
John O. Pastore ’67
John A. Patti '71
George W. Paulson '56
Arthur A. Pava ’51
Norman E. Peatfield ’35
Richard M. Peters ’45
Robert H. Peters Jr. '55
Richard C. Peterson '48
Leon A. Phillips ’52
Anthony V. Piccirillo ’54
David Pickar '73
Robert L. Pickens ’65
Michael C. Piercey ’71
Edward W.
Pinkham Jr. ’38
Sheldon R. Pinnell '63
Olive E. Pitkin ’47
Ashley Pond III ’33*
John W. Popp Jr. ’73
Frederick A. Post '36*
Jerrold M. Post ’60
Majic S. Potsaid ’51*
David M. Pugh '58
Stewart E. Pursel '56
Jacques M. Quen ’54
Paul G. Quie ’53
James Radcliffe Jr. ’38
William B. Radcliffe ’58
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Tony Liebman
Rakieten ’29*
Barry S. Rand '71
David M. Raskind '24
Clifford B. Reitler ’57
Bruce A. Reitz ’70
William A. Renert ’65
Henry A. Riedel '43
Samuel Ritvo ’42
John MacKlin Roberts '52
Joseph D. Robinson ’69
Joseph M. Rochford ’69
Thomas J. Romano '73
Harry S. Romanowitz '73
Robert M. Rosa ’70
Barbara F. Rosenberg '53
Irwin K. Rosenberg '53
Albeit Matthew Ross ’60
Jonelle Carey Rowe ’69
Daniel J. Rubin '60
Paul A. Rudnick ’58
Benjamin F. Rush Jr. '48
Jonathan J. Russ ’64
Virginia C. Saft '53
David J. Sahn ’69
Richard P. Saik '64
Stephen A. Schacher '64
Stanley G. Schade '61
Norman Scher ’64
Stephen C. Schimpff ’67
Douglas R. Schmidt ’71
Charles F. Scholhamer ’42
Charles Scholhamer ’72
John J. Schrogie ’60
David J. Schulak ’69
Marc D. Schwartz ’59
John H. Seashore '65
Margretta A. Seashore ’65
Donald W. Seldin ’43
Charles J. Semonsky ’65
David M. Shames ’65
Jerome H. Shapiro ’48
Donald William
Sherrick ’56
Dennis E. Shield ’70
Cynia B. Shimm '50
Jane B. Shumway ’50
Richard A. Sinnott Jr. ’53
Clement B. Sledge ’55
Gerald J. Smallberg ’69
John Smiarowski ’71
Eugene Smith ’44
Phillip W. Smith ’55
Helen L. Smits ’67
Edward Lloyd Socolow ’58
Joseph E. Sokal '40*
Robert T. Solis ’65
Margaret Sommers ’36
Edward Hersey Soule '43
James P. Southwick ’71
James A.E. Spencer '62
Hilliard Spitz ’43
Nancy Ann Staley '62
Fred Stargardter ’60
Harold M. Sterling ’51
Alan A. Stone ’55
John R. Stratton ’73
Richard B. Swett '67

Daniel R. Synkowski '71
Morris Tager ’36*
Lee Bland Talner ’63
Igor Tamm ’47
Lawrence P. Temkin ’72
Robert Tennant ’29*
Hugh C. Thompson III ’61
M. David Tilson III '67
Franklin H. Top Jr. ’61
Michael S. Toren ’69
Richard D. Travers ’71
Patricia B. Tudbury '47
Maurice Tulin '42
Yvonne E. Vaucher ’71
Martha Vaughan ’49
Paul A. Vignola ’71
Martin B. Vita ’54
Charles Vogel ’64
John W. Vosskuhler ’54
Robert B. Vranian ’71
John H. Wagner Jr. '52
Robert R. Wagner ’46
Robert C. Wallach ’60
Martin Wand ’67
May Yung-Fun Woo
Wang ’60
Patricia E. Watson. ’40
Stephen R. Webb ’69
William J.
Wedemeyer Jr. '46
Myron E. Wegman ’32
Albert Carl Weihl ’71
Peter G. Weiner ’63
Robert G. Weiner '65
Joellen Werne '70
Doris L. Wethers ’52
Philip J. Weyman ’72
Thomas J. Whelan Jr. ’46
Malvin F. White ’39
Steven C. White ’69
Alice A. S. Whittier ’25
Per Henrik Wickstrom ’68
Joseph P.
Wierzbinski HI ’58
Irving Norman Wolfson '42
Andrew S. Wong ’51
Howard Asa Wood ’25*
John R. Woodward ’61
Stewart R. Wright ’62
Daniel Wuensch ’70
Karl O. Wustrack ’70
Robert H. Wyatt ’43
Ronald A. Yankee ’60
Richard S.K. Young ’73
Arne S. Youngberg ’66
Harry M. Zimmerman ’27
Reuben Zucker’44*

Former House
Officers
Christine Brahney
David Braun
Ronald W. Braun
Richard Allen Chase
Leonard Davis
Alexander Deutsch
Lawrence B. Eisenberg

Fall/Winter
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Richard Webster Firmer
Barr H. Forman
John W. Goldkrand
Willard F. Greenwald
Merlin L. Flamer
Douglas P. Hobson
Robert J. Holmes
Eric A. Hyson
Karen Marie Kabat
F. Dana Law
Hirotsugu Munechika
Gwendolyn B. Nichols
Robert R. Rickert
Daniel W. Shapiro
Richard S. Stahl
Jeffrey Sussman
Carol Touloukian
James S. Touloukian
David M. Van Ess
Kalman Lewis Watsky

A tradition begins

Parents
and Friends
Leslie Aday
Nicole S. Berk
Lauren L. Buday
Barbara Carr
Joanne Chvisuk
Mrs. Lawrence S. Crispell
Laurie Crouse
Sue Ehrens
Rita Elliot
Sandra L. Epstein
Lori-Ann Fickie
Vivian Haime
Elizabeth Hird
Dan Kortchmar
Chern Hsiung Lee
Joan Lesley
Eugenie Magana
Chris Mester
Karyn A. Miller
Vermelle Miro
Charles R. Mitchell*
Wolffe Nadoolman
Dean Nichols*
Aaron Oster
Harry M. Pugh
Michael Reiss
Elizabeth C. Ricci
Dana A. Ricker
Jonathan Roth
Henry S. Saneamtsu
Michael W. Schwartz
Miriam Sivkin
Leon G. Smith
Robert D. Stern
Charles Strauss
Sidney Stringer*
Professor & Mrs. Lubert
Stryer
Lori S. Unger
Arthur A. Wachtel
Frances Youngleib

Harry Bishop

John B. Ogilvie, M.D. ’34, and Nicholas P.R. Spinelli, M.D. '44, are the first
recipients of the Peter Parker Medal, named after the Rev. Peter Parker, M.D., an
1834 graduate of the medical school. "It seemed appropriate to name the prize after
a very special person who made very special contributions to the world on behalf of
Yale, ” Dean Gerard N. Burrow, M.D. '58, said of Dr. Parker, a missionary to China
who established that country’s first Western hospital. "Bart Giamatti used to refer to
Yale as ‘this place, "’ said Dr. Burrow. "Jack and Nick have helped make the medical
school ‘this place’as well. ” The award, presented in June during Alumni Reunion
Weekend, will be given periodically by the dean.

* Deceased

Fall/Winter

1994-95
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EPH

The names and data
included on the following
pages reflect contributions
made and endowment
income accumulated
between July 1, 1993 and
June 30, 1994. If we
have inadvertently omitted
your name, please accept
our sincere apologies.
Posthumous donations,
denoted by an asterisk*,
and endowments are not
reflected in the participa¬
tion percent.

Class of 1943
and prior
Alice S. Baldwin
Leona Baumgartner*
Willard H. Boynton
Miriam M. Campbell
Henry F. Canby
Richard F. Clapp
George Feldman
Leonard Greenburg*
Ruth E. Grout
Ira V. Hiscock*
Alrneda King
Carolyn S. Koffler
Roslyn L. MacNish
Eric W. Mood
Margaret Hyde Moore
Iwao M. Moriyama
Leonard Parente
Meyer J. Plishner*
Miriam H. Rohde
Adele P. Schlosser
Charles D. Spangler
Eunice Nickerson Tyler
Howard West
Muriel Bliss Wilbur*
Amy H. Hunter Wilson*
Alexander Witkow*
Andrew S. Wong

Class of 1944
Gift: $288
Participation: 66%
Agent:
Eric W. Mood
Massimo Calabresi*
Paul E. Gagnon
Jean F. Heston
Gloria C. Lempke
Einar H. Raysor
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Alumni

Class of 1945
Gift: $200
Participation: 66%
Agent:
Eric W. Mood
Roslyn R. Bilford
Naomi Barer Golden
Joe Bales Graber
Lois M. Jund
Lawrence E. Shulman
Hazel M. Whitesel

Class of 1946
Gift: $160
Participation: 57%
Agent:
Eric W. Mood
Nicholas W. Fenney
Dorothy B. Hamilton
Burnice F. Hubbard
D.P. Nelson

Edgar L. Geibel
Edmund R. Mattos
Rosario A. Ordiz
Christine R. Owre
William B. Parsons
Joyce L. Reiss
Elizabeth D. Robinton
Ernest M. Sable
Mary C. Springer

Class of 1950
Gift: $540
Participation: 43%
Agent:
Eric W. Mood
Dorothy Reese Bloomfield
Henry G. Brickman*
Ida M. Bucher
Helen P. Cleary
Austin J. Evans
Jerome M. Glassman
Eugene K. Harris
Frances K. Reynolds

Class of 1947

Class of 1951

Gift: $335
Participation: 50%
Agent:
Eric W. Mood

Gift: $537
Participation: 37%
Agent:
Robert L. Johnson

Sidney S. Chipman
Edna Miller Finberg
Anne E. Fulton
Lillian L. Konick
Jean M. Pinder
Cecil G. Sheps
Samuel Zibit

Joseph Axelrod*
Norton G. Chaucer
Joanne E. Finley
Homer Hopkins
Robert L. Johnson
James M.A. Weiss
Walter Wenkert

Class of 1948
Gift: $760
Participation: 42%
Agent:
Samuel S. Herman
Mary L. Ellis
Samuel S. Herman
Barbara L. Holman
Beatrice H. Kaasch
Dorothea S. LaBelle
Hiram Sibley

Class of 1949
Gift: $820
Participation: 50%
Agent:
Edgar L. Geibel

Class of 1952
Gift: $985
Participation: 47%
Agent:
Yolande F. Lyon
Mary M. Del Piero
Howard Dunphy
Malcolm C. Hope
Charles Holway Lawrance
Helen Kardys Loria
Yolande F. Lyon
Hannah Eileen MacHenry
Richard B. Ogrean
Brena B. Wolff

Fu

Anne M. Anzola
Lee De Cady Jr.
William A. Clermont
Edward R. DeLouise
Sheldon Selig King
Edna May Klutas
Shirley T. Steidel
Paul W. Sternlof
Patricia A. Viscosi

Class of 1954

Class of 1958

Gift: $175

Gift: $715
Participation: 47%
Agent:
Joseph A. Scorpion

Participation: 55%
Agent:
Eric W. Mood
Jo Ann G. Graves
Alvin Hamburg
Calvin P. Hatcher*
William A. Markey
Ruth M. Taber

Class of 1955
Gift: $220
Participation: 50%
Agent:
Frances R. Ogasawara
Amy L. Cawley
Evelyn S. Farnsworth
Morris London
Mary Me C. Mogan
Frances R. Ogasawara
Gerald Rosenblatt

Class of 1956
Gift: $580
Participation: 56%
Agent:
David D. Boyd
David D. Boyd
Marvin H. Burton
Lois Blatchford Fuller
Kathleen H. Howe
John E.Ives
Paul I. Kaufman
John F. Mullett
Julia R. Nole
Mary K. Ochiai

Class of 1957

Class of 1953
Gift: $515
Participation:

Agent:
Edward R. DeLouise
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D

Cecilia Frances Di Cicco
Barbara J. Lee
John Maclver
Payom Netravisesh
Laurence K. Rainsford
Milton H. Sisselman
Constance B. Thomas
Geoffrey B. Torney
Donald N. Zehl

Gift: $1,155
Participation:

64%

N

60%

Eduardo Anzola
Josephine Blanchett
Helen H. Davenport
Normand E. Girard
Patricia P. Grimaila
E. Field Horine Jr.
Edward H. Noroian
Joseph A. Scorpion
Mary K. Spiker
Irene N. Sweeny
Robert Kenneth Wood

Class of 1959
Gift: $980
Participation: 61%
Agent:
Dorothy M. Wilson
Kay Richards Broschart
Joshua I. Cohen
William L. Kissick
Marvin A. Lavenhar
Hugh J. Maher
Feme G. Moore
Lee J. Podolin
John S. Pullman
Ellwyn D. Spiker
Mattie Lee D. Wade
Kenneth J. Williams

Class of 1960
Gift: $400
Participation: 44%
Agent:
Gyla E. Brooks
Kathryn L. D’Amico
Wouter Ekker
Maxine Geeslin
Rose A. Iannotta
John J. Kwasnowski

Fall/Winter
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R. John C. Pearson
Hannah Clark Russell
Else Niebuhr Schulze

Class of 1961
Gift: $360
Participation: 57%
Agent:
Joseph T. Prekup
Gordon R. Beem
Martin Donabedian
Alfred E. Fletcher
Yoh Ok Lee
Helen M. O'Connell
Margaret P. Parker
Angela M. Russo
William R. Slivka

Class of 1962
Gift: $200
Participation: 11%
Agent:
Thomas R. Mayhugh
Thomas R. Mayhugh

Class of 1963
Gift: $875
Participation:

53%

Jordan Braverman
Hamp Coley
Raul R. Cuadrado
David Dolins
Edward M. Kenney
Jean M. Maynard
Rosemary W. Stevens
Samuel B. Webb Jr.

Class of 1964
Gift: $775
Participation:

Class of 1965

Fall/Winter

Class of 1966
Gift: $140
Participation: 16%
Agent:
Allen Cohen
Allen Cohen
Richard H. Ferraro
Robert C. Lowrie Jr.
Nancy Alfred Persily

Class of 1967
Gift: $940
Participation: 41%
Agent:
James M. Malloy
Caroline Fong-Cheng
Ann Gomez
Joel Kavet
Dennis J. Magid
Patricia D. Mail
James M. Malloy
Nancy Ruth Phillips
Allen L. Stanley
Bruce J. Steinhardt
Irma Willner
Robert L. Woodward
Peter T. Wotton

38%

James J. Culhane
Katherine Maria Detre
Carter L. Marshall
Neal L. Maslan
Estelle Siker
Monroe W. Spero
Claudewell Sidney
Thomas

Gift: $955
Participation:

Robert M. Edwards
Edgar W. Francisco III
Monte Nelson Frazier
James F. Jekel
Michael E. Kove
Peter J. Levin
Charlotte Miller
Francia M. Pagano
Elliot A. Segal
Karl A. Smith
Viola J. Spinelli
Alice J. Turek
Sarah L. Turner
David S. Weiner

51%

1994-95

Class of 1968
Gift: $1,693
Participation: 54%
Agent:
Francis J. Greaney
Sonia M. Colon
Joseph L. Dorsey
Elizabeth Schwartz
Elliot
Robert R. Everett
L. Carol Fernow
Carl R. Fischer

From the
chairman of the
Public Health
Alumni Fund
For all practical purposes,
the giving by graduates to the
Yale Public Health Fund for
the 1993-94 academic year
was a great success even
though we fell $872 short of
our designated goal of
$50,000. A greater percent¬
age of graduates from the
Department of Epidemiology
and Public Health made a
contribution this year as
compared with prior years.
Also, the size of the average
gift increased from $64.36 to
$70.38, an increase of almost
10 percent.
This increased level of
giving will be appreciated by
the presently enrolled students
who will benefit from these
gifts in the form of needsbased and academic scholar¬
ships. In September 1994, 87
new candidates for degrees in
public health were enrolled.
Seventy-six are candidates for
the Master of Public Health
degree and the others are
candidates for a doctoral
degree. These new students
are highly qualified academi¬
cally, and many need financial
assistance. Therefore, gifts to
the Yale Public Alumni Fund
help alleviate the financial
need of these highly qualified
young men and women.
From the academic
standpoint, these are exciting

Yale Medicine

times in the Department of
Epidemiology and Public
Health. Not only does the
teaching, research and
community involvement
concern the candidates for
degrees from within the
Department of Epidemiology
and Public Health, but 70
students are enrolled in one or
more courses in EPH but are
registered in another depart¬
ment or school of the Univer¬
sity, e.g. School of Nursing or
the School of Forestry and
Environmental Studies.
As chairman of the Yale
Public Health Alumni Fund, I
wish to acknowledge the
dedication and efforts of our
class agents in stimulating
giving of gifts from graduates
to the Yale Public Health
Alumni Fund. These persons
have been and are performing
great service for their Univer¬
sity in general and for the
Department of Epidemiology
and Public Health in particular.
Publicly, I want to thank them
for the loyal service and support.

Eric W. Mood, M.P.H. '43
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Michael J. Geaney Jr.
Francis J. Greaney
William D. Harkins
Susan F. Klein
R. Elizabeth Leif
Margaret J. Lindsay
Jean C. MacCorison
Norma E. Mettler
Richard L. Petrelli
Kenneth W. Price
Arnold R. Saslow
Cornell Scott
Doreen P. Sharabati
Martha F. Steel

Class of 1969
Gift: $2,135
Participation:

37%

Susan S. Addiss
Janet A. Albrecht
Victor Crown
James M. Dawson Jr.
Sylvia N. Holtzberg
Samuel P. Korper
Phyllis J. Pallett-Hehn
John N. Parker
Samuel D. Rowley
Marva Serotkin
Edward Tantorski
Wanda Vierthaler
Carolyn K. Wells
Robert L. Young
Chester W. Zarnoch Jr.

Class of 1970
Gift: $1,635
Participation: 25%
Agent:
Susan W. Balter
Robert G. Alexander
Susan W. Balter
Arthur A. Berarducci
Michael B. Bracken
Robert S. Gureasko
Shirley O. Labrum
Scott W. Lite
C.P Noel McCarthy
Anthony M. Orlando
Nancy Norton Reitz
Joseph A. Zaccagnino

Class of 1971
Gift: $2,219
Participation: 50%
Agent:
John Bihldorff
J. David Amundson
John Bihldorff
Evelyn J. Bromet
Willard Cates Jr.
Katrina H. Clark
Karen S. Cohen
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Dale A. Culp
John A. Daeley
Harvey Fernbach
Sara P. Hartman
Wanda J. Hatmaker
Mohamed Ismail Johnson
William P. Koughan
Mark J. Magenheim
Joan L. Martinez
Eugene S. Mayer
Joseph S. McManus
Nancy P. Mogielnicki
Wan Hin Ooi
Carol L. Paul
Marcia Russell
John M. Ryan
Anna Caroline
Schildroth
Jane Silver
Robert E. Steele
Claudia J. Svara

Class of 1972
Gift: $695
Participation: 33%
Agent:
Dorothy N. Lewis
David P. Barone
Catherine A. Connolly
John A. Drew
Daphne deJ. Gemmill
Selby Campbell Jacobs
Dorothy N. Lewis
Steven M. Lipsius
Jo Ann K. Silverstein
Laurence A. Tanner
Joyce R. Waksman
Owen L. Wood

Class of 1973
Gift: $1,995
Participation: 44%
Agent:
Gary Dean Sax
Emily M. Barclay
Judith G. Beatrice
Eva Danielsson Cohen
Bernice E. Coleman
Ellen B. Doft
Marilyn S. Halper
Schula Russell Hobbs
James L. Mason
Dennis P. May
Marjorie E. Nelson
Jacqueline M. Rosenthal
Gary Dean Sax
Janet B. Schoenberg
Alice S. Stark
Thomas J. Stranova
Irene Trowell-Harris
Jerri N. Udelson
Larry S. Webber
Bonnie C. Yankaskas
Carl J. Zack

Class of 1974
Gift: $837
Participation: 31%
Agent:
Thomas A. Benoit
I. Willard Abrahams
Gregory Belok
Thomas A. Benoit
Ian B. Berger
Olga Brown-Vanderpool
Beth G. Crocker
J. Breckenridge Eagle
Elizabeth M. Helming
Roberta Lawrence
Richard F. McElligott
Edward J. Mullen
Abigail L. Smith
J. Lawrence Tanenbaum
Myma Weissman
Bienvenido G. Yangco

Class of 1975
Gift: $2,067
Participation: 32%
Agent:
Linda K. Broker
Mary P. Attanasio
Edith N. Baum
Ralph E. Binder
Gerald E. Bisbee Jr.
Linda K. Broker
Wendy C. Brown
Ann C. Cunningham
Linda K. Demlo
Jack A. Eiferman
Gerard R. Goulet
William J. Grego Jr.
Anne H. Hall
Kenneth G. Hill
Barbara R. Unterman
Jones
James E. Knoben
Stuart L. Lefkowich
John T. Lynch
Hillary Demby Malafronte
Laurence F. McMahon Jr.
Dale P. Sandler
Edward V. Sargent
Audrey Weiner Solomon
Nancy E. Stroup
Raymond
Chiu-Ping Tang
Thomas J. Trudell
Vera B. Walline

Class of 1976
Gift: $1,798
Participation: 35%
Agent:
Elaine P. Anderson
Elaine P. Anderson
Rochelle Arcus-Ting

Yale Medicine

Frances L. de Peyster
Paul H. Etkind
Robert H. Frazier
Berton D. Freedman
Wendy Corn Friedman
Annette B. Garofalo
Karen A. Gordon
Cleve Lee Killingsworth
Robert A. Knauf
Janina Levy
Robert C. Marquardt
Karen E. McClelland
Ruth Fitch Quah
James B. Rokos
Robert Risdon Schwarz
Mary Jo Shepard
Gladys A. Williams
Thomas S.
Wingardner Jr.

Class of 1977
Gift: $1,211
Participation:

28%

Jerry L. Ainsworth
Richard B. Burford Jr.
Patrick F. Carone
Steven R. Cohen
Bruce D. Cummings
Marsha E. Dunn
Gerard J. Foley
Henry C. Gift
Travis K. Hedrick
Ellen D. Jaslow
Rhona Kantor Kershnar
Ronald F. Lapensee
Polly W. Marvin
Kristin K. O'Connor
Veronica C. Oestreicher
Harris Pastides
Linda Mendelsohn
Pottern
Lynne E. Rosenwald
Abby Rothschild
Carroll Schilling
Gail M. Sullivan
Virginia R. Towle
Leon F. Vinci

Class of 1978
Gift: $1,811
Participation: 38%
Agent:
Ann T. Freedman
Vijaya V. Bapat
Kathleen M. Berman
Alan B. Bloch
Bradford A. Buxton
Robert J. Fensterheim
Ann T. Freedman
Janice F. Gold
Cynthia R. Gross
Jane E. Hill
David W. Houck

Jean Crum Jones
Margaret Long Karis
Rosalyn I. Liss
Christopher M. Maylahn
Marguerite Nelligan
Patricia Lynn Noeker
David W. Osborne
Elizabeth L. Pantelick
Ellen J. Reifler
Ellen D. Rothberg
Karen C. Schneider
Michelle D.
Schoenberger
Robert E. Schwartz
Roberta Jo Shapiro
Alan J. Siniscalchi
Marie Stoeckel
Bernadette S. Vissani
Lucy Ellen Weiger

Class of 1979
Gift: $1,793
Participation: 40%
Agents:
Catherine Norton
Ralph Tartaglione Jr.
Bruce S. Anderson
Rosemary C. Baggish
Virginia P. Bainbridge
Gertrud S. Berkowitz
Marianne Berwick
Joann N. Bodurtha
Maria A. Buatti
Christopher M. Cannon
Ralph J. Cobum
Susan De Renzo
Terry Edelstein
Nurit Erger
Elizabeth Feuer
Lynn Fielden-Smith
Judith B. Gancher
Karen G. Hellenbrand
Joseph D.
Henn-DeMayo
Lucinda H. Hogarty
Phillip S. Katz
Karen Kmetzo
Benjamin Krevsky
Renee S. Leary
Mary Elisabeth Lorenzi
Osvaldo Marrero
Patricia J.
Moore-Pastides
Helen O'Brien
S. Kwame
Ofori-Kwakye
Marcia C. Richardson
Lisa Klar Rosenfeld
George B. Rowland
William E. Schweizer
Audrey P. Silvey
Elizabeth Tedder
Ilene B. Wachs
Jonas Zucker

Fall/Winter

1994-95

Susan S. Addiss, M.P.H. '69, Connecticut commissioner of public health and addiction services, talks with Elaine P.
Anderson, M.P.H. '76, left, when public health alumni/ae honored Ms. Addiss as a distinguished alumna in June at
the Graduate Club in New Haven.

Antoinette M. Brooke

Kristina Obom
Maldarelli
James S. Marks
Jane Ungate O’Connor
Sharon I. Ort
Ann L. Prestipino
Jeri Ann Rose
Beth F. Schaier
Lydia A. Selling
Marsha L. Silverman
R. Blake Whitaker Jr.

Richard L. Buck

Tal Ben-Dashan Widdes

Katherine M.

Class of 1981

William J. McLaughlin

Class of 1980
Gift: $1,810
Participation:

34%

Phillip R. Aaron
Gary J. Aboff
Frederick R. Aronson
Diane Denis Aye
Curtis S. Breslin

Gary L. Busack

Patricia J. Checko
Rollin C. Chew
Angelo J. Devita
Peggy A. Gallup
Marie F. Gavula
Joan Urquhart Goodman
Gerlinde B. Kehlenbach
Cindy F. Kleiman
Thomas J. Krause
McCormack

Martha G. Dale
Anne Morrison Danaher
Richard J. Frankosky
Ellen B. Greif
Irwin J. Halperin
Samuel S. Hamilton
James P. Harisiades
Virginia S. Humphrey
Helen E. Kelly

Gift: $2,255
Participation: 34%
Agents:
Angelo J. Devita
Barbara Gaugler
Pennebaker

Robert V. Levine
Paul A, Locke
LeRoy F. Ludwig

1994-95

Blackford Middleton
Marlee D. Mooney
Mary E. Papke
Barbara Gaugler
Pennebaker
Frederick V. Peterson Jr.
Kimberly Chauncey

Nancy R. Angoff
Christopher J. Bevan
Heidi Boerstler
Elizabeth M. Bosler
Janet L. Brandsma

Yee-Lean Lee

Fall/Winter

Harold J. Burdo Jr.
Lionel K. Chadwick

Shadur
Elizabeth N. Shapiro
Karin Swanson
Keith D. Tait
Kathleen R. Yager
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Class of 1982

Class of 1983

Gift: $948
Participation: 22%
Agent:
Jean L. Milton

Gift: $1,438
Participation: 23%
Agents:
Jeffrey B. Hughes
Marybeth McNerney

Jamie L. Amaral
Gretchen D. Biemesderfer
Martha Livingston Bruce
Doris Gordon
Denise Heinemann
Nancy Pitt Hopkins
Susan Eberle Levy
Louis O. Massari
Linda F. McCaig
William F. McKeon
David L. Mork
Mercedes H. Primer
Christopher J. Rogers
Lisa E. Stone
Dennis E. Strand
Scott David Stratton
Sandra Michaelson
Warren
Alvin C. White
Theodore J. Witek Jr.
Jill Okrent Zaheer

Barbara W. Abraham
Gail Alexander
Lorraine DeNicola
Mark L. Dembert
Robert A. Duncan
Susan Faris
James N. Gaito
Ellen M. Ginzler
Daniel A. Graybill
Virginia C. Hiland
Wendy L. McGill
Judith F. Nelson
Jeannee Parker-Martin
Barbra G. Rabson
Alison Ross
Nano G. Rush
Julie A. Russem
William Sabella*
Paul M. Schur

75

Russell W. Scott
Claudia Smith
Nancy K. Wright

Class of 1984
Gift: $918
Participation: 22%
Agents:
Anthony John Alberg
Leslie A. Balch
Rhonda L. Bohn
Timothy J. Callahan
Jean L. Freeman
Carolyn GranthamMillman
Penny H. Hausser
Marcia Lipkind Hirsch
Suzanne S. Horn
Mehrdad Jalali
Georgia Jennings
J. Kutcher-Henchel
Andrea McCrenskyKremer
Marta E. Moret
Lloyd M. Mueller
Cathy Nager
Jessica L. Richer
Robin Kupfer Spencer
Pamela Parise Suan
Marie Ann Tobin
Carey Vames

Class of 1985
Gift: $740
Participation: 12%
Agents:
Joan M. Cleary
Katherine Santella
Fitzpatrick
Lisa R. Anthony
Grace P. Erickson
Katherine S. Fitzpatrick
Elizabeth Hale Frayne
P. Douglas McConatha
Rona Janis Mogil
Mara Natkins
Donna Therese Perla
Marcia Shapiro
Anne Hannon Sweeney
Terry Martin Zingman

Class of 1986

A. Richard Dooley Jr.
Joe Tom Easley
Nancy E. Fithian
Stephen B. Gruber
Michael S. Huncharek
Roxanne Kapikian
Li-Hwa Koo
David C. Lowy
Karen C.P Milliken
Bernadette M. Mosellie
Monica Ann O’Neill
Elizabeth G. Pelz
Philip O. Renzullo
Denise Amy Riedel
Allen Arthur Ries
Carrie Shepard
Eric Triffin
Marie Irene Tsivitis
Katherine Burdick
Wilson
Lynn D. Wilson

Class of 1987
Gift: $1,415
Participation: 20%
Agents:
Hilda C. Chaski
Elizabeth A. Wennar
Caryl A. Beison
Hilda C. Chaski
Margaret D. Corbae
Barbara L. Decesare
Meg B. Domino
Bridgid M. Garrison
Carol Guardiano
Priscilla Ann Halloran
Charlotte Hitchcock
Sara A. Holdcroft
Michael T. Koff Jr.
Richard A. Lavely
Catherine A. Leda
Peter James Malloy
John C. McLaughlin
Barbara J. Moggio
Maureen Brady Moran
Joseph J. Napolitano
Anita A. Roth
Judith Natale Sabino
Robert A. Scholle
Joel A. Wasserman

Class of 1988
Gift: $710
Participation: 15%
Agent:
Joseph Della Puca

Gift: $1,675
Participation:
Agent:

25%

Aric T. Wilt
Andrea Lee Boissevain
Lewis P. Bower Jr.
Marijane L. Carey
Reid M. Davis

76

Barbara Ellen Andrews
Robert Joseph Anthony
Ellen S. Bass
Elaine P. Berger
Giselle Charlotte
Bleecker
Sylvia Blackburn
Farrell

Lydia Jeanne Landis
Cary Suzanne Lea
Mark William Legnini
Paul Alan Lindia
Susan S. Merrill
Virginia A.
Pittman-Waller
Carrie A. Redlich
Darlene Uten
Zimmermann

Class of 1989
Gift: $910
Participation: 18%
Agent:
Joy Misako
St. Germain
Christine Appel
Judy Gardner Audette
Perry David Cohn
Marybeth Durkin
Elizabeth Harrison
Hadley
Jessica Herzstein
Lisa A. Incalcaterra
Marcella Perez Jones
Chia-Jean Lee
Clifton Ping Lee
Angela S. Mattie
Joanne Susan Mosca
Deena Beth Myers
Marie V. Roberto
Nipon Sermpanich
Joy Misako St. Germain
Beth Ann Tutunjian
Sophie Helene
Tworkowski
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Class of 1990
Gift: $635
Participation: 20%
Agent:
Jennifer Jennings Miller
Linda V. Bergonzi
Andrew K. Bhak
Michael Anthony Carrozza
Tina Chung
Donna Mae Gruskay
Jennifer W. Hincks
Barbara A. Leonard
Susan Patricia Lustig
Cheryl Fattibene
MacDonald
Barbara Ann Martin
Jennifer Jennings Miller
Janet Amy Munroe
Karyn J. Nair
Rochelle Enid Oberwetter
Nina L. Paul
Deborah Stuart Price
Al-Karim F. Rehemtula
Julie Ann Utroska

Beth S. Finkelstein
Katie B. Horton
Timothy A. Jacobs
Kathryn S. Katz
Thomas J. Lentz
Carla M. McGregor
Jill M. Quinn
Louise P. Roumagoux
Jennifer S. Schmidt
Mitchell S. Tepper
Charles W. Tornatore
James Tsai
Lucie L. Wilkins

Class of 1992
Gift: $410
Participation: 10%
Donald G. Cofrancesco
Suzanne V. Connaughton
Elaine E. Grant
Nancy A. Malone
Linda Geralde Marc
Steave Hon-Shen Su
William Robert White

Class of 1991

Class of 1993

Gift: $856
Participation: 19%
Agent:
Patricia J. DeFelice

Gift: $0
Participation:

Benjamin O. Adetola
Linda C. Aliberti
Lisa A. Amerino
Jennifer B. Bonney
Pamela L. Carter
Barbara A. Casey

0%

None listed

Friends
U. Robert Merikangas*
Marc A. Triebwasser*
Arthur J. Viseltear*
Muriel Bliss Wilbur

Fall/Winter

1994-95

Continuing Medical
Education at Yale
Friday
Jan. 27,1995

Yale Visiting Lecture Series
in Clinical Ophthalmology: Ocular Oncology
Course Director: Peter Liggett, M.D.
Acquaints participants with work of visiting lecturer,
Evan Gragoudas, M.D.
Yale University School of Medicine
Boardman Building, Room 307
A

Friday-Saturday
March 24 25,
1995

Alumni
Reunion
Weekend

Yale Visiting Lecture Series
in Clinical Ophthalmology:
Survey of Ocular Pathology
Yale University School of Medicine
Boardman Building, Room 307

Thursday-Saturday
April 6-8, 1995

B

International Symposium
on Advanced Laparoendoscopic Surgery
Course Director: C. Elton Cahow, M.D.
Promotes the exchange of ideas and opinions between
world specialists. Focuses on current status and the
future prospects of laparo endoscopic surgery.
Athens, Greece

Wednesday
May 3,1995

Friday
May 26,1995

Friday
May 26,1995

Medical
and Public
Health

C

Pediatric Surgery Update
Course Director: Robert J. Touloukian, M.D.
Topic to be announced
Location to be announced
D

Friday and Saturday
June 2 and 3,1995
Association
of Yale Alumni
in Medicine
PO. Box 3333
New Haven, CT
06510-8055
(203) 785-4674
Association
of Yale Alumni
in Public Health
60 College Street
New Haven, CT
06511
(203)785-2827

Controversies in Abdominal Trauma
Course Director: Stephen Cohn, M.D.
Yale University School of Medicine
Mary S. Harkness Auditorium

E

Yale Visiting Lecture Series in Clinical
Ophthalmology: Topics in Refractive Suigery
Yale University School of Medicine
Boardman Building, Room 307

F

Circle the
appropriate letter(s)
on the attached
postcard to obtain
more information on
conferences
discussed in this
issue. Please be
sure to include your
name and address.
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The beginning of the end of cancer
The outlook for patients diagnosed with cancer has never been better:
half will survive, in large part due to the $28 billion national invest¬
ment made over the last 25 years. At Yale, a world leader in basic
cancer research and drug development, a new director is speeding the
advances of science to the bedside.

16

Alternative cures
A third of America places stock in at least one form of alternative medi¬
cine—and spends $13 billion a year looking for a cure. Joseph J. Jacobs,
M.D. '77, M.B.A., spent two years evaluating the claims of unconventional
healing as the first director of the nation’s Office of Alternative Medicine.

A physician*s memoir

20

Passing through a liberated France into
Germany 50 years ago, David H.
Clement, M.D., watched joy turn to
blackness. His mission: helping to
contain the typhus epidemic at Dachau
days after the fall of the Nazis.

26

Medical graduate, renaissance man
A.C. Gilbert is best known as a maker of chemistry sets, microscopes and other
educational toys. He also earned a gold medal at the 1908 Olympics
and a medical degree at Yale.
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On the cover: Now in his second year as director of the Yale Cancer Center, Vincent T. DeVitci Jr., M.D.,
is building bridges between basic scientists and clinicians in combating cancer. Photograph by Robert A. Lisak.
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Letters

Thanks for the memories
To the editor:
It is a great pleasure each time
we receive the latest issue of Yale
Medicine. Although we left Yale in
1979, we still are enthusiastic read¬
ers. Many articles are most informa¬
tive in a scientific sense but it is also
nice to see Professor William Sum¬
mers in a discussion with students
(A dose of medicine at Yale College,
Fall/Winter 1994-95). We were in

his lab from 1977 to 1979 and we
really enjoyed seeing him in a recent
photograph. Thanks to you and the
makers of Yale Medicine.
Walter Bodemer, Ph.D.
Germany

Boyer Center research
strikes a chord
To the editor:
It still seems that the more
things change the more they re¬
semble themselves. Over 30 years
ago, two Yalies—Dr. Thomas
Dougherty, who had taught anatomy
at the Yale School of Medicine, and
myself, a 1937 graduate—studied
the interaction between blood clot¬
ting and the immune system during
an inflammatory response. We also
noted that macrophages had the
ability to cross through cells without
causing them damage. We used
phase microscopy and cinematogra¬
phy to illustrate this. It was very
interesting to me to see the article by
Michael Fitzsousa about efforts to
attack the same problem with other,
more modern methods (Down to
Basics, Summer 1994).

We did find a use for our work,
for I was able to save two of three
children with cavernous sinus
thrombosis by using heparin in addi¬
tion to surgery. The one that failed I
believe was due to my shifting to
Warfarin too early in an effort to

Spring 1995

Now Hail Us by E-mail
Readers who may confuse the
Internet with the intercilium or
bandwidth with Ladd's band,
take heart: You are not alone!
To make it easier for you
to contact us at Yale Medicine,
we now have an electronic
mail address. Write us at

ymm@yale.edu to send letters

Hollingsworth, who was a member of
the medical faculty at Yale from 1954
to 1968 and who has remained a close
friend of Dr. Beeson. The paperback
book can be ordered from: Medical
Education and Research Foundation,
PO. Box 81344, San Diego, CA.
92138 at $ 16 per copy.
Arthur Ebbert Jr., M.D.
Professor Emeritus of Medicine
Yale School of Medicine
New Haven, Conn.

to the editor, news items or
other correspondence. We look
forward to hearing from you.

make the anticoagulation easier on
the patient. We found that it had no
anti-inflammatory action, unlike
heparin.
Yale Medicine supplies one of
the few remaining pleasures of the
so-called Golden Age. It is fun to
read about the progress underway
after all these years. Thank you.
David A. Dolowitz, M.D. ’37
Toqaerville, Utah

Dr. Beeson’s legacy
To the editor:
A recently published book en¬
titled Taking Care: The Legacy of
Soma Weiss, Eugene Stead, and Paul
Beeson should be of interest to many

readers of Yale Medicine. It de¬
scribes the remarkable careers of
three legendary American physi¬
cians. One of the three, Paul
Beeson, was the Ensign Professor of
Medicine and chairman of the De¬
partment of Internal Medicine at Yale
from 1952 to 1965. He was greatly
admired, beloved, and respected by
colleagues, house staff, and students.
The author of this interesting and
informative book is Dr. William

Yale Medicine

Fond recollections
of the old curriculum
To the editor:
I liked the Summer issue of
Yale Medicine. My compliments to
Mary Kathleen Figaro on her obser¬
vations and writing (A Student's
Second Year).

Last August, I had a great visit
with Harry Zimmerman (Yale’s Com¬
pany C, Fall/Winter). It is difficult
for me to remember why I have such
fond memories of my pathology
courses. I think it was the first course
taught by people who were interested
in processes of disease, rather than
the research items of most of the
preclinical staff. Also, Winternitz and
Zimmerman were such unusual
teachers that they drew many of us
into thinking and studying in a way
we had not done up until that mo¬
ment. I hope that the pathology
teaching will maintain a foothold, at
least, in the new curriculum!
Morris A. Wessel, M.D. ’43
New Haven, Conn.

Correction
Jeffrey Reynolds, Class of 1998, re¬
ceived his B.A. degree from Denison
University. The school was reported
incorrectly in the F'all/Winter issue.
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Led by the man who wrote the book on cancer,
Yale is building new bridges of understanding
between basic scientists and cancer physicians.
The result: a quick transfer of laboratory successes
to those who need help the most, cancer patients.

Yale Medicine
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‘The

beginning
of the end

F

of cancer

By Pat Janowski

Vincent T. DeVita Jr., M.D.,
director of the Yale Cancer
Center, listens as physicians
and scientists talk during

riday the 13th: A grim day
for some, but for Gregory
Georgalas, quite the oppo¬
site. A six-foot-one, 230pound mechanical engineer
who, until now, never had a
serious health problem in his life, Mr.
Georgalas lies in his hospital bed, elated
at the first signs that his cancer therapy
is working. “I got lucky today,” he says.
At the unusually young age of 38,
Mr. Georgalas last year found himself
diagnosed with multiple myeloma, a
type of cancer that begins in the cells of
the immune system and ends up destroy¬
ing the bone marrow. A few months
later, he was taking part in a new pro¬
gram that uses the body’s stem cells to
reconstitute the immune system, which
is destroyed by extremely high doses of
chemotherapy. Stem cells are the bloodproducing cells that give rise to all of the
mature elements of the bone marrow.

a meeting of basic
researchers and
clinicians in February’.
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Pat Janowski is a science writer
based in Connecticut.

Yale Medicine

Mr. Georgalas received the treat¬
ment just after Christmas; his stem cells
were replenished around the first of the
year. On Friday, January 13th, his medi¬
cal team saw his white cell counts inch¬
ing up—a sign that Mr. Georgalas is
getting better.
The accessibility to effective, up-tothe-minute treatments such as these is
not new at Yale. The only comprehen¬
sive cancer center designated by the
National Cancer Institute (NCI) be¬
tween New York and Boston, the Yale
Cancer Center is one of only 26 such
centers in the United States. More than
230 Yale faculty in 24 departments
make up its teams of experts. Since the
Cancer Center was established in 1974,
combining the resources of the Yale
School of Medicine and Yale-New Ha¬
ven Hospital, these teams have worked
together to develop therapies in the
laboratory and direct them toward the
care of patients.
In this effort, Yale’s cancer special¬
ists have found themselves strengthened
under the guidance of new Cancer Cen¬
ter Director Vincent T. DeVita Jr., M.D.,
HS ’66. Since his arrival at Yale in July

3

1993, Dr. DeVita has made it his
priority to strengthen the link be¬
tween basic scientific research and
the clinical treatment of cancer. His
credentials are impeccable. After
serving as director of the National
Cancer Institute from 1980 to 1988,
Dr. DeVita joined Memorial SloanKettering Cancer Center in New York
as physician-in-chief. It was during
his two decades at the NCI that Dr.
DeVita developed the four-drug com¬
bination MOPP. which increased the
cure rate for patients with advanced
Hodgkin’s disease from near zero to
80 percent.
In returning to Yale—Dr. DeVita
trained in residency here in the mid1960s—he continues the university's
tradition of innovation in cancer
research and treatment. Yale was a
leader in the development of anti¬
cancer drugs in the 1940s, and is
known as the place where chemo¬
therapy was discovered and first

administered. The university estab¬
lished the nation’s first medical
oncology program in the early
1960s, so that patients could benefit
from the newly designed treatments.
During the 1970s and '80s, the
Yale Cancer Center gained recogni¬
tion for building one of the strongest
drug development programs in the
world. By 1988, Yale researchers had
developed 18 anti-cancer drugs that
went on to clinical trials in patients.
Vincent DeVita is well placed to
continue this tradition. In addition to
developing life-saving treatments and
leading the nation’s war on cancer
for close to a decade. Dr. DeVita
wrote the book on cancer—literally.
He is an editor of the "DeVita text,”
which is shorthand for Cancer: Prin¬
ciples and Practice of Oncology, a
comprehensive textbook in the field
of cancer medicine, and standard
reading for any student, doctor or
scientist involved in cancer research

and treatment.
Dr. DeVita was involved in
cancer research even before 1971,
when the National Cancer Act
launched the nation’s $28 billion
investment against cancer. His first
experience at the National Insti¬
tutes of Health was in the early
1960s, when he worked for two
years in a pharmacology labora¬
tory. Originally interested in heart
medications. Dr. DeVita quickly
found himself seduced into cancer
pharmacology. When he returned to
NCI in 1966 after completing his
residency at Yale, it became evident
that he was hooked. He would
spend the next 20-plus years there
immersed in the effort to cure can¬
cer, from doing laboratory work to
treating patients to making deci¬
sions about future directions of
cancer research.
Dr. DeVita credits the people he
has worked with, as well as the excit¬
ing nature of his research over the
years, for motivating his continuing
deep involvement in the war on can¬
cer. “I’ve had the good fortune of
being around programs that have
turned out to be very productive,” he
says. “Once you’re bitten by that
bug, you want to keep doing things.”
The next challenge that Dr.

Corey Lowenstein

Dr. DeVita chats with a colleague after a February meeting uniting basic
researchers and physicians. The collaboration, he says, allows the group to focus
on clinical problems that can be addressed in the laboratory.
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DeVita is taking on is the applica¬
tion of gene therapy—the technique
of inserting genes into cells to cure
disease—to the treatment of cancer.
In this effort, he is working closely
with Albert B. Deisseroth, M.D.,
Ph.D., of the M.D. Anderson Cancer
Center in Houston. They propose
that by examining and deciphering
the life cycle of a cell, scientists may
be able to pinpoint where to interfere
with that cycle.
This intervention could take
many forms. Gene therapy may be
used soon to replace defective genes
or insert new, healing genes into
cells. It may be possible to shortcircuit the uncontrolled growth of
tumor cells, or to give healthy cells
protective armor against the toxicity
of chemotherapy.
Since returning to New Haven,
Dr. DeVita has devoted much of his
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Corey Lowenstein

Laura Horvath, M.D., left, and colleagues at the Cancer Center's weekly breast conference study the mammograms of a
patient whose case is being discussed. Cancer Center physicians from many disciplines meet to coordinate treatment.

energy to setting up lines of commu¬
nication between basic scientific re¬
searchers and those who treat pa¬
tients. He is accomplishing this with
aggressive programs that meld a
growing clinical research program—
including advanced areas such as
stem cell replacement and gene
therapy—with Yale’s traditionally
strong basic science research depart¬
ments to help translate scientific re¬
search from the bench to the bedside.
"He wants to clear out the bu¬
reaucracy and hurdles and allow the
studies to proceed so we can [help
patients],” says Dennis L. Cooper,
M.D., HS ’79-82, associate professor
of medicine and one of the develop¬
ers of the Cancer Center’s stem-cell
program. Dr. DeVita could be relax¬
ing at this point in his career but is
not, observes Dr. Cooper. "He really
wants to cure cancer. If he thinks you
have an idea, he’ll find a way that it
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can be done. ... He’s aggressive and
genuinely interested.”
To this end. Dr. DeVita is ener¬
getically advancing clinical pro¬
grams aimed at specific cancers,
including cancers of the prostate
and pancreas, and Hodgkin's and
non-Hodgkin’s lymphomas. Charac¬
teristic of these programs is the Yale
Breast Center, a treatment hub
bringing together many types of
expertise in one location. Surgeons,
medical oncologists, radiation thera¬
pists, diagnostic radiologists and
pathologists work in cooperation
with geneticists, psychiatrists, nutri¬
tionists and social workers. “A pa¬
tient could come to the Breast Cen¬
ter and see any number of these
specialists,” says Barbara A. Ward,
M.D., assistant professor of surgery
and the center’s new director.
Dr. Ward pulls out a folder to
provide an example. The patient is a
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71-year-old woman, from whom Dr.
Ward had removed a cancerous le¬
sion. When a few days ago Dr. Ward
saw that the patient would need ra¬
diation therapy to protect her from
recurrence, the immediate availabil¬
ity of Bruce G. Haffty, M.D. '84, HS
’84-88, associate professor of thera¬
peutic radiology, was invaluable.
"Bruce came right over, saw the
patient, and got her hooked up for
treatment right away,” says Dr. Ward.
The tumor was estrogen-receptor
positive, so Dr. Ward made the tenta¬
tive decision to start the patient on
the anti-estrogen drug tamoxifen.
John C. Marsh, M.D. '59, professor
of medicine, was available the same
day to agree with the tamoxifen rec¬
ommendation. and the breast cancer
patient's treatment plan was settled.
While many cancer centers are
multidisciplinary. Yale goes beyond
the norm. "When I see a patient

5

Less pain,
more gain
Stem-cell program provides
a less invasive, less-costly
way to replace bone marrow
One of today’s most quickly advancing

fields in clinical research involves stem-cell
transplantation—essentially a novel blood
transfusion method that may ultimately
replace the difficult and painful bone mar¬
row donation many cancer patients need.
Michael Fitzsousa
“For some types of tumors, the higher
dose of chemotherapy we give, the better
Nurse Shirley M. Gamble Cordes, R.N., poses with Gregory
response we get,” says Dennis L. Cooper,
Georgalas in his room at Yale-New Haven Hospital. Mr. Georgalas
M.D., associate professor of medicine and
was glad to be close to home—and his two young sons—during
one of the developers of the Cancer
stem-cell treatment for multiple myeloma.
Center’s stem-cell program. However, high
doses of chemotherapy also can kill sensitive
simple procedure where Mr. Georgalas’ blood
organs, such as the bone marrow, which produces
was passed through a machine that separates
essential elements of the body’s immune system.
the red cells, mature white cells and platelets
Some of the more severe cancers that respond
from the fraction containing the stem cells.
to chemotherapy but are difficult to cure are:
Following a final dose of extremely highmetastatic breast cancer, where cancer from the
dose chemotherapy and the re-infusion of his
breast has spread to other organs; recurrent
stem cells, Mr. Georgalas is doing well. He
lymphoma and Hodgkin’s lymphoma; and ovarian
says that he has benefited from Yale’s ability
cancer. “It's known that if the bone marrow can
to perform this procedure, as opposed to trav¬
be rescued,” says Dr. Cooper, “we can give higheling to another state from his home in Hun¬
dose chemotherapy and increase the cure rates for
tington, Conn. He was able to visit with his
these diseases.”
two boys during his stay in the hospital: “I
Stem cells are the blood-producing cells that
would never have been able to see them if I
give rise to all of the mature elements of the bone
was out of town.”
marrow, such as neutrophils, platelets and red
The first stem-cell therapy patients were
blood cells. Infusing a patient with stem cells
treated because they weren’t good candidates
after aggressive chemotherapy allows the patient
for bone marrow transplants—the new therapy
to recover from the high doses of drugs, which
was used as a last-ditch effort. “Now that the
would otherwise cause the white blood cell and
therapy is safe enough and cheap enough, we
platelet counts to remain low for a dangerously
don’t have to reserve it for the worst-off pa¬
long time, making the patient susceptible to se¬
tients. For most patients, stem-cell transplants
vere infections and bleeding.
have replaced bone marrow transplants,” says
After Gregory Georgalas was diagnosed last
Dr. Cooper.
July with multiple myeloma, he underwent four
“Our current plan is to incorporate highcourses of chemotherapy, and then an intense
dose chemotherapy and stem-cell transplant as
course designed to boost the concentration of
part of the initial therapy for patients with che¬
stem cells in his blood. “As patients recover from
motherapy-sensitive but, ultimately, poor-prog¬
chemotherapy, there are often more stem cells
nosis cancers,” he adds. Current trials involve
than you can shake a stick at," says Dr. Cooper.
using the therapy to treat non-Hodgkin’s
“In fact, there are more stem cells in the blood¬
lymphoma, breast and ovarian cancer.
stream than there are in the bone marrow.” Sev¬
eral days later, the stem cells were collected in a
Pat Janowski

Research to improve the treat¬
about a breast biopsy,” says Dr.
country is at the University of Vir¬
Ward, “I also give her information
ment is under way. In addition, re¬
ginia. We will do some joint studies
searchers in the cutaneous T-cell
on prostate cancer.”
on research protocols in which she
might want to participate.” In one
lymphoma program are looking at
Dr. DeVita’s ideas have the ef¬
such clinical trial. Dr. Ward is evalu¬ the interaction of the immune system
fect of mobilizing those on the front
ating equipment that measures the
and damaged cells. A related clinical
lines of cancer research and treat¬
electrical differentials between can¬
trial uses purified proteins from tu¬
ment. “He’s already demonstrated an
cerous and benign tissue using sen¬
innovative mind for attacking clinical
mor cells to try to boost the body’s
sors on the skin—a way of screen¬
problems,” says Dr. Ward. “That
immune response to the disease.
ing breast tumors in a non-invasive
Within the next few months, Yale
makes me want to listen when he
way. In another, she is working with
will serve as the principal center in a
talks about other innovative ways of
the Department of Epidemiology
multicenter trial looking at
addressing cancer.”
and Public Health to help determine
photoimmune therapy against tumorwhether higher levels of
stage, cutaneous T-cell lymphoma.
Much of Dr. DeVita’s career has
been devoted to elucidat¬
organochloride compounds
(which come from pesti¬
ing the mechanisms by
cides) are found in patients
which the normal pro¬
with cancer.
cesses of cell differentia¬
In addition to contribut¬
tion and growth go out of
ing to the future of cancer
control, turning a healthy
treatment, patients enrolled
cell into a dangerous
in clinical trials can be sure
tumor. This understand¬
they are receiving the latest,
ing soon may be useful
most effective therapies
in clinical gene therapy
available. “Often, people
trials, possibly at Yale.
come to Yale because they
Normal cells have a
want to participate in re¬
definitive lifetime, and are
search, or want to know that
programmed to die at the
their treatment is on the lead¬
end of that lifetime
ing edge,” says Dr. Ward.
through a process called
One of Yale’s bestapoptosis. This cell-sui¬
known clinical research pro¬
cide system goes awry in
grams targets cutaneous Tcancer cells, which con¬
cell lymphoma, a slowly pro¬
tinue to cycle indefinitely,
gressive, chronic malignancy
resulting eventually in the
that appears on the skin. Pe¬
growth of tumor masses.
ter W. Heald, M.D., associate
In their recent work, Drs.
professor of dermatology, di¬
DeVita and Deisseroth
rects the program. “While
describe a new way of
Dennis L. Cooper, M.D.: “Now that the therapy is safe
cutaneous T-cell lymphoma
looking at aberrant cell
enough and cheap enough, we don't have to reserve it for
is relatively rare, we see a lot
behavior. They propose
the worst-off patients. For most patients, stem-cell
of it here,” says Dr. Heald.
that the essential transfor¬
One or two new patients per transplants have replaced bone marrow transplants. ”
mation of cancer cells
happens when the regula¬
week come to Yale with this
disease, many from such far-away
Dr. DeVita has encouraged col¬
tion of the delicate checkpoint con¬
places as Greece and Brazil. Accord¬ laborative research beyond Yale,
trol system that governs the cell
ing to Dr. DeVita, “This is the biggest acknowledging that the Cancer Cen¬
cycle is disrupted.
patient referral program in the world ter can benefit from the expertise of
A gene called p53, the most
for this disease.”
other institutions. “Our choices are
important of a class of genes called
Photopheresis, an important
that we will do what we do best and
tumor suppressors, is critically in¬
treatment for this type of lymphoma,
where we find someone else doing
volved in triggering about half of all
was developed by members of the
the best, we will join in.” In this way,
lethal cancers. For several years,
Yale dermatology department during
he adds, “we wind up doing the best
scientists have known that mutated
the 1980s. A small portion of a
work in every disease. Some will be
forms of the p53 gene are implicated
patient’s white blood cell population
our own, some of it will be a joint
in many common cancers, including
is treated by photopheresis and the
breast, lung and colon. “In the last
effort.” For example, he says, “I
cells are returned to the patient,
year or so, the discovery of the func¬
think the best therapeutic research
where they act as a vaccine.
tion of the suppressor genes in the
going on in prostate cancer in the
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Historically, practicing physi¬
cians have rarely mixed with basic
scientists, even at academic medical
centers. Things have been some¬
what different at Yale. While direc¬
tor of the Cancer Center in the late
1980s, Alan C. Sartorelli, Ph.D., the
Alfred Gilman Professor of Phar¬
macology, established a new pro¬
gram of collaborative research
awards to encourage faculty mem¬
bers in basic science and clinical
research to work together.

When Barbara
Ward, M.D.,
opposite page, saw
that a 71-year-old
breast cancer
patient would need
radiation therapy
to protect her from
recurrence, the
immediate
availability of
Bruce G. Haffty,
M.D., right, was
invaluable.

One of Dr. DeVita’s recent
Corey Lowenstein

control of the cell cycle has allowed
us to get involved in this whole area
of what controls the cell cycle and
how we might use that information
to attack the dividing cancer cell,”
says Dr. DeVita.
The p53 gene acts as the pause
button in the cell cycle machine, tem¬
porarily stopping a cell from dividing
long enough for the DNA to repair
mistakes that typically occur when
cells reproduce. The gene is also in¬
volved in the programmed cell death
process. An inherited damaged p53
gene, or a gene that has been dam¬
aged in the cell by an environmental
agent, could disrupt either one of
these steps, and so help trigger the
malignant transformations that lead to
cancer. Other tumor suppressor genes

such as the retinoblastoma gene are
also involved in a cell’s checkpoint
control system.
“I think embedded in this cell
cycle control is a new understanding
of why cells become resistant [to
chemotherapy drugs],” adds Dr.
DeVita. “We are going to be able to
focus on a major roadblock to chemo¬
therapy by sensitizing cells to chemo¬
therapy by manipulating these genes.”
To help translate such findings
from the laboratory to the clinic. Dr.
DeVita has been busy pulling to¬
gether researchers in basic and clini¬
cal areas so that each can profit from
the other’s findings. “He’s in an ideal
position to provide the format for
communication between basic and
clinical researchers,” says Dr. Ward.

initiatives is a multidisciplinary
breast-cancer research group. A
loose coalition uniting virtually ev¬
eryone at Yale concerned with breast
cancer research, the group includes
physicians performing clinical re¬
search and treating patients in the
Breast Center, as well as the basic
scientists who analyze the mecha¬
nisms of cancer on the molecular
level. During regular meetings, says
Dr. DeVita, basic researchers can
work with physicians so that every¬
one hears what everyone else is do¬
ing. This way, he adds, we can
“sharpen our focus on what problems
we’re facing in the clinic that we can
address in the laboratory.”
Dr. Ward describes a meeting in
late December where the discussion
turned toward the genetic alterations
that cause breast cancer, some of
which are more evident in males than

Milestones in cancer research and treatment at Yale
Early 1900s Ross
G. Harrison, M.D.,
Ph.D., left, devel¬
ops the first method
for growing tumor
cells in flasks on
nutrient media, an
advance that helped
scientists under¬
stand how tumors
develop and grow.
1921 Francesc Duran-Reynals, M.D.,
succeeds in producing sarcomas in animal
model studies by overcoming the species
barriers of certain oncologic viruses.

1926 Yale
physicians
conduct a
survey,
leading to
establish¬
ment in
1941 of the
Connecti¬
cut Tumor
Registry,
the oldest
definedpopulation
cancer
database.

1943 Yale gives birth to the field of
chemotherapy with the work of Louis
S. Goodman, M.D., Alfred Gilman,
M.D., and Gustaf E. Lindskog, M.D.,
right, when they use nitrogen mus¬
tard—a chemical related to the war
gas—in the treatment of a patient
with lymphosarcoma.

Yale Medicine

1953-67 Arnold D. Welch,
M.D., Ph.D., left, provides
important leadership in chemo¬
therapy while serving as chair¬
man of pharmacology at Yale.
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in females. This reminded her of a
male patient who had a rare condi¬
tion: breast cancer in the right breast,
and intraductal cancer in the left
breast (it is unusual to find the two
different types of cancer in one per¬
son). Because Dr. Ward, a clinical
researcher and surgeon, was present
at the meeting, she was able to intro¬
duce that patient’s case. Stored tissue
from the patient was available
through the pathology department so
that the basic scientist could look
into genetic abnormalities.
“Without my input, she [the
scientist] could never have known
that this patient existed,” says Dr.
Ward. “Without a clinician talking to
the researcher, there would have
been no way for that synergism to
occur.” This is the kind of interdisci¬
plinary cooperation that is allowing
Yale to support the advances in basic
and clinical research that will ulti¬
mately help more cancer patients
survive. “Both of us working to¬
gether blindly in no way has as great
an impact as when we work to¬
gether,” says Dr. Ward.
IS THIS SORT OF INTEGRATION OF

scientists and doctors unusual? “It’s
uncommon,” says David Stern,
Ph.D., associate professor of pathol¬
ogy and a basic researcher. “This is
the most important kind of thing for
the Cancer Center to be doing.” Ac¬
cording to Dr. Stern, the real purpose

960s Yale estabishes the first medi¬
cal oncology depart¬
ment at a university,
.inder Paul Calabresi,
VI.D„ Ph.D.

Dr Ward on
the value of
collaboration
between basic
and clinical
researchers:
“Both of us
working
together
blindly in no
way has as
great an
impact as
when we work
together ”
Corey Lowenstein

of the Cancer Center is to synthesize
all these different areas of inquiry.
Essential to this mix is a re¬
source called the Critical Technolo¬
gies Program for Molecular Medi¬
cine, the latest addition to the host of
shared facilities established at the
university in the 1980s. These in¬
clude a cell-sorting laboratory, tissue
culture facilities, and a clinical re¬
search office to coordinate data man¬
agement among all departments.
The Critical Technologies Pro¬
gram essentially combines two re¬
sources. The first is a tissue-storage
bank in Brady Memorial Laboratory,
where more than 2,000 samples
snap-frozen over the past three years
are stored in hulking six-foot freez¬
ers; the tissue is conserved in such a

1986 Yale receives

1975 Cancer Informa¬
tion Service is estab¬
lished by NCI at Yale
and a network of other
U.S. cancer centers.

cancer prevention
research unit grant
from NCI, and be¬
comes one of only
two cancer preven¬
tion units in the U.S,

1970s and ’80s Yale
.974 Yale Compreher
ive Cancer Center is
established by the
lational Cancer Instiute under provisions
'f the 1971 National
dancer Act, beginning
per od of intense
esearch at Yale and
icross the U.S.
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Cancer Center emerges
as an international
leader in basic cancer
research and drug
development under the
leadership of directors
Joseph R. Bertino,
M.D., Jack W. Cole,
M.D. and Alan C.
Sartoreili, Ph.D.

way that scientists can obtain thin
slices or samples of extracted DNA
for very sophisticated analysis.
Down the hall is the second
element of the program, active
working laboratories for cell and
molecular biology as well as re¬
search-level histology. These labs
foster the interchange between basic
and clinical research. According to
facility supervisor Christine L.
Howe, Ph.D., the core provides the
interface between clinicians, who
recognize problems as they appear
in humans, and researchers, who
have the basic techniques to under¬
stand and analyze things on the
molecular level. “Hopefully, we get
these two camps talking to each
other,” says Dr. Howe, associate

1978 Dr. Sartoreili
and Sara C. Rockwell,
Ph.D., publish on the
ability of mitomycin C
to selectively attack
hypoxic tumor cells,
leading to major ad¬
vance in treating
solid tumors.

Yale Medicine

1987 Yale establishes
first mobile mammog¬
raphy van at a Compre¬
hensive Cancer Center
in the U.S.
1986 Rapid Case
Ascertainment system is
developed by Yale in

cooperation with
Connecticut hospi¬
tals and state
agencies.

1993 Critical Tech¬
nologies Program
established, allow¬
ing researchers to
build more effec¬
tively on each
other’s work and to
develop new diag¬
nostic tests to
more precisely
gauge the effect of
cancer treatment.
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Critical tests
for diagnosis
The Critical Technologies
Program is an important re¬
source for scientists develop¬
ing new diagnostic tests for
cancerous lesions. Pinpointing
a tumor’s characteristics
helps a patient’s medical
team make treatment deci¬
sions. “We can no longer just
look at cells in the micro¬
scope,” says Cancer Center
Director Vincent T. DeVita Jr.
“We have to be able to tell
what they do as well as what
they look like. That requires
probing molecularly for the
function of various genes and
for what determines whether
they respond.”
Assistant Professor of
Pathology Paul Crotty, M.B.,
B.Ch., co-directs the molecu¬
lar diagnostics lab with assis¬
tant professor Giovanni
Tallini, M.D. In addition to
performing standard tests to
determine the exact state of
cancerous tissue, Dr. Crotty
is devising new tests in the
Critical Technologies lab. The
cause of most human cancers
is now known to be based on
mutations in genes that con¬
trol the growth and develop¬
ment of cells. Dr. Crotty is
refining a way to analyze the
components of the p53
checkpoint control system in
clinical specimens.
“Critical Technologies
aids in the development of
tests,” says Dr. Crotty.
“When the tests are at a
stage at which they can be
applied, they can move to
the molecular diagnostics
lab, where they would be
available as something that
a clinician could request.
“Detection of certain gene
re-arrangements in lymphoma
has already made the transi¬
tion to routine molecular diag¬
nostics,” he adds. “Mutational
analysis of ras and p53 genes
will likely soon follow.”

research scientist in pathology.
Professor of Pathology Jose
Costa. M.D., who is in charge of the
core program and is the new deputy
director of the Cancer Center, agrees
“It’s designed to act as a bridge be¬
tween basic science and clinical
investigation and to take advances in
basic research and discoveries in
clinical problems and translate these
advances to the bedside,” he says.
The storage and organization of
the tissue is equally important.
“When we get a brilliant idea down
the road,” says Dr. DeVita, "we can
pull it out, and we can study it again
with another technique, because we
haven’t just thrown the tissue away.”
Adds Dr. Howe: "The whole
program is one of coordination, all
the way from the collection of tis¬

want to treat that patient more ag¬
gressively. In order to develop anti¬
bodies that recognize the activated
receptors—a very specific, rational
therapeutic element that has come
out of his research on oncogenes—
Dr. Stern needed tissue, which he got
through Critical Technologies.
“It would be impossible for us to
do these experiments without this
facility,” says Dr. Stern. Now he is
testing the possible impact of his
basic science research on patients.
“He’s now to the point of screening
cases as they come through,” says
Dr. Howe.
While various components of this
university-wide resource program
have sprung up at many institutions,
Yale's Critical Technologies Program
is the most comprehensive of its kind,
says Dr. Costa. “It’s
conceptually the most
developed, both in am¬
plitude and in mission.”
Dr. DeVita agrees: “I
don’t know of another
center in the country
that has it. That is one of
the things that attracted
me here.”
This core program
and Yale’s reputation
for excellence in basic
research cemented Dr.
DeVita’s decision to
Steffen Cretella
settle in New Haven.
He saw here all the
Jose Costa, M.D., deputy director of the Cancer
elements necessary to
Center, and Christine Howe, Ph.D., oversee the
make his vision of a
Critical Technologies Program, a shared resource
synergism of basic and
that facilitates collaboration between basic scientists
clinical research a real¬
and clinicians.
ity. “These things are
all here,” says Dr.
sues in an orderly fashion to analy¬
DeVita. “You don’t have to build
sis of that tissue, with a database of
from scratch—you just have to as¬
results, both from experiments that
semble the parts.”
we do and assays performed by
independent investigators in other
While bolstering the clinical
laboratories.”
program at Yale, Dr. DeVita has
Dr. Stern is one of those investi¬
maintained strong support for the
basic research program. “He’s a
gators. He works on a growth recep¬
tor gene that is important in the ma¬
very visible, vigorous leader,” says
lignant transformation of breast and
Daniel C. DiMaio, M.D., Ph.D.,
ovarian cancer. It turns out that pa¬
director of molecular virology at the
tients whose tumors contain more of
Cancer Center, and professor of
these activated receptors have a
genetics. Researchers from the de¬
poorer prognosis; a physician would
partments of Genetics, Cell Biology,
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The Cancer Information Service
‘One phone call can save a life’
When the Yale unit of the Cancer Informa¬

began two decades ago, its re¬
sources were modest: one employee and a tele¬
phone. The year was 1975 and Yale’s Compre¬
hensive Cancer Center was only a year old.
Today, the unit answers 2,000 inquiries a
month, providing detailed information to call¬
ers from across New England. Its founding
staff member, Marion Morra, has grown with
the service to become its director and associate
director of the Yale Cancer Center.
Don Cousey
The Cancer Information Service (CIS) was
established by the National Cancer Institute
CIS Director Marion Morra: “A lot of the work ... is
(NCI) as a way of conveying important infor¬
assessing where the person is—and not giving more
mation to cancer patients and others interested
information than the person is asking for. ”
in understanding the disease and learning of the
latest treatments. It has saved lives by getting
Morra, is organized to tell “where you go to find
crucial information to both patients and physicians
the answer, rather than what is the answer, be¬
who would otherwise not have access to up-to-date,
cause the information we have changes.”
accurate information. Nationally, 19 CIS regional
The service is funded and administered by
offices respond to more than 500,000 calls a year.
NCI, which standardizes many of the CIS opera¬
The service has logged more than 5 million calls
tions to achieve that consistency. Twice a day,
since it began.
NCI updates each unit on cancer news by elec¬
Most callers are patients who have recently
tronic mail. And PDQ, the NCI’s Physician Data
been diagnosed with cancer and are anxious to
Query service, is one of the main tools informa¬
learn what their options are. Frequently, the expla¬
tion specialists use to find information for call¬
nation and advice given by their physician has not
ers. This database—established by Yale Cancer
yet been fully grasped.
Director Vincent T. DeVita Jr., M.D., while he
“The person’s appointment ends and [the infor¬
was director of NCI—provides the latest details
mation] is all gone because it’s such a traumatic
on treatment options and clinical trials.
experience,” says Ms. Morra. “They don't hear what
The CIS also serves as an outreach tool,
the doctor is telling them.”
delivering information to groups at risk for cer¬
When a caller in any of the six New England
tain cancers and groups that may not receive
states dials 1-800-4CANCER, a telephone rings in a
proper screening for cancers.
ground-floor office at the Laboratory for Epidemiol¬
Information specialists do not offer progno¬
ogy and Public Health on College Street. There, a
sis information or survival rates, a policy that
half-dozen information specialists field questions on
underscores support for the relationship between
all types of cancer, new protocols and clinical trials,
physicians and patients. The information service
where to go for help, and a thousand other topics.
is intended as a supplement to the advice of
“A lot of the work of the information specialists is
physicians,
not a replacement.
assessing where the person is—and not giving more
“Usually,
the physician has a limited amount
information than the person is asking for,” says Ms.
of time to help the patient understand, and many
Morra, who was honored in 1991 with the NCI’s first
times the patient doesn’t know what questions to
Marion Morra Award, presented by Marilyn Quayle.
ask,” says Ms. Morra. For 20 years now, the
The award, named in Ms. Morra’s honor, will be given
Cancer Information Service and Yale have
each year to recognize contributions to the CIS.
helped bridge that information gap.
At the CIS, a carefully scripted procedure en¬
sures that answers given to callers are accurate, and
Michael Fitzsousa
consistent from unit to unit. The system, says Ms.
tion Service

1935 Born March 7
in Bronx, N.Y.

1961 M.D. degree,
George Washington
School of Medicine.

1965-66 Senior resi¬

Vincent T.
DeVita Jr.
Director, Yale Can¬
cer Center; profes¬
sor of medicine, Yale
School of Medicine;
an attending physi¬
cian, Yale-New
Haven Hospital

dency in medicine at
Yale-New Haven Medi¬
cal Center.

1970s Dr. DeVita and
colleagues at the
National Cancer Insti¬
tute develop the fourdrug combination
MOPP, raising the cure
rate for Hodgkin’s
disease from near zero
to 80 percent.

and Molecular Biophysics and Bio¬
chemistry work in close contact
with the Cancer Center and its clini¬
cal programs. Dr. DiMaio’s research
focuses on viruses and their impact
on cancer.
“A major fraction of cancers
worldwide are strongly associated
with viruses,” says Dr. DiMaio. “So
it’s a matter of interest how these
viruses work.” The two broad areas
of research focus on viral transfor¬
mation, or how tumor viruses such
as papilloma and Epstein-Barr make
cells grow abnormally, and normal
viral growth—an area of fundamen¬
tal importance for all viruses.
Historically, studies of viruses
have generated many approaches
toward ways of looking at biologi¬
cal organisms in general. For ex¬
ample, work focused on finding out
how a single viral gene can take a
normal cell and make it into a tu¬
mor cell has helped illuminate how
oncogenes give rise to cancers, and
how normal cells grow. “The rea¬
son we understand cell cycles now
in ways we didn't before was be¬
cause of cancer viruses,” says Dr.
DeVita. Tumor suppressor proteins
such as p53 were also discovered
through studies of viruses. With
basic studies in virology, says Dr.
DiMaio, “you can't predict what
you’re going to learn about.”
For example, procedures that
were developed in studying tumor

12

In 1975, he reports a
similar cure rate for
another common type
of lymphoma, diffuse
large cell lymphoma.

1980 Dr. DeVita
named director of the
National Cancer
Institute.

1988 Dr. DeVita
named physician-inchief at MemorialSloan Kettering Can¬
cer Center, New York.

1993 Dr. DeVita
becomes the Yale
Cancer Center’s
fourth director.

cancer is a failure. I think the main
problem is that they have not lived
long enough to have seen what
went before. 1 am old enough to
have seen both then and now—yet
now is still only the beginning,
because the returns from the great
investment in basic research, to
discover what cancer is all about,
have just started to hit the clinics.”
By the time 1995’s results are
measured, he adds during an inter¬
view in his office facing Yale-New
Haven Hospital, we will know more.
"By the year 2000. we may see a
decline in breast cancer mortality of
30 percent; colon, 50 percent.”

As RECENTLY AS FIVE YEARS AGO,
gene therapy seemed like science
fiction, a fantasy of physicians hav¬
viruses have allowed scientists to
ing the ability to alter or correct de¬
learn more about HIV than any
fective,
cancer-causing genes. Now,
other virus in history in a very short
combined
elements of basic and
time. President Nixon could not
clinical
research
are transforming
have foreseen this when he declared
fiction
into
fact.
According
to Dr.
war on cancer in the early 1970s,
DeVita,
the
gene
therapy
trials
that
says Dr. DiMaio. As for the war on
are now beginning in the cancer field
cancer. Dr. DeVita tends to speak of
may help us figure out whether the
it in the past tense; “[It] was a huge
cell
cycle control points can be ma¬
success. Scientifically, it has given
nipulated
to our advantage.
us all the things we dreamed of but
The
possibilities
for using the
didn't dare hope for.”
tool
of
gene
therapy
for
treating can¬
In an interview that appeared in
cer
are
almost
endless,
from
putting
the Journal of the American Medi¬
genes
in
cancer
cells
to
make
them
cal Association (JAMA) in Febru¬
better
targets
for
the
immune
system,
ary, he said: “It annoys me when I
to modifying a patient's bone mar¬
hear people say that the war on
row cells to make them resistant to
chemotherapy. For in¬
stance, researchers might
try to replace defective
p53 with a working ver¬
sion to halt or reverse
tumor growth: it has al¬
ready been shown that
introducing a functional
p53 gene into tumor cells
increases the cells’ sensi¬
These images from the laboratory of Daniel C.
tivity to chemotherapy.
DiMaio, M.D., Ph.D., demonstrate how
Another way to sensitize
healthy cells can turn cancerous after
cancer cells may be to
exposure to a viral oncogene. The left panel
deprive them of the
shows normal mouse cells growing on a petri
growth factor signal that
plate. On the right: the same cell type after
might normally prevent
introduction of papillomavirus DNA. The viral
the cancer cells from com¬
oncogenes induce the formation of darkmitting suicide.
While serious road¬
staining foci of transformed cells, which can
blocks to effective gene
form tumors in animals.
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As science progresses,
so does the ability
to prevent cancers
Susan T. Mayne, Ph.D., assistant professor of
epidemiology and public health, is interested in
pinpointing lifestyle factors that can lead to can¬
cer. “To try and prevent cancer, first we need to
know what causes it,” says Dr. Mayne.
Recently appointed associate director for cancer
prevention at the Cancer Center, Dr. Mayne performs
interventional studies to help identify possible causes
of cancers and to try and help
inhibit the progression of cancer in people
with precancerous changes. “Cancer is a
very survivable disease,” says Dr. Mayne.
“More than half of people diagnosed with
cancer will survive.” To carry out the
studies, Dr. Mayne uses the Rapid Case
Ascertainment system (RCA), which
was set up by Judith Fine at Yale in
1986. Developed in collaboration
with all the hospitals in Connecticut,
with the support of the State Depart¬
ment of Public Health and Addic¬
tion Services, the Connecticut Tu¬
mor Registry, and the Connecticut
Hospital Association, RCA helps
researchers quickly identify Con¬
necticut residents with specific
cancers. This is an important
task when cancers are swiftly fatal, as
can be esophageal cancer, and when the re¬
searcher needs to gain valuable knowledge from the
cancer patients early in their treatments.
The RCA system is becoming even more
important in prevention studies. “For a lot of
cancers we’re developing preventive interven¬
tions,” says Dr. Mayne. “We’re developing
screening tests, and as these tests become avail¬
able we’ll be able to use RCA in a very different
way than it has been used in the past.” For ex¬
ample, ovarian cancer has a very strong family
tie. Researchers might be able to identify sisters
of patients and get them into preventive interven¬
tions, such as frequent screening to identify can¬
cer earlier, when it is more treatable. One current
study is looking at whether beta carotene might
be useful in preventing new or recurrent mouth
and throat cancers.

This is just one of the latest cancer prevention
studies to spring from Yale’s sound program in can¬
cer prevention and control, which was launched
nearly a decade ago. In 1986 the Cancer Center
received a cancer prevention research unit grant
from the National Cancer Institute, and “became
one of two cancer prevention units in the United
States,” says Alan C. Sartorelli, Ph.D., the Alfred
Gilman Professor of Pharmacology and professor of
epidemiology. Dr. Sartorelli was director of the
Cancer Center from 1983 to 1993.
Nowadays, Dr. Mayne sees genetic screening as
an important part of future cancer prevention ef¬
forts. “As more genetic tests for cancer become
available, people are going to be clamoring for
them,” she says. “Genetic screening has so much
potential. Yale would be the place to come if people
want to find out [if they are at risk], and then
be offered an individualized pre¬
vention program.”
“The Department of
Genetics here at Yale is ex¬
tremely strong,” adds Cancer
Center Director Vincent T.
DeVita Jr. “They have seven
genetic counselors, which is
very unusual. Most places can't
find one.”
The problem such counselors
will face is that our ability to
identify genetic predisposition for
many cancers has outstripped our
ability to prevent and treat the dis¬
eases. “The real ethical problem we
are facing in cancer now is this,” says
Dr. DeVita. “For the next 20 years,
you might be able to take the cord
blood of a newborn infant and tell that mother
that her baby is likely to have, say, colon cancer
before the age of 40. She says, ‘Oh I'm glad you
found it—what are you going to do about it?’ We
have some ideas, but we have no specific way of
saying that we can prevent that from happening.”
But, he adds, science is catching up and the
ability to identify those at risk is invaluable: “It’s a
nice problem to have.”
Pat Janowski

Carrot seeds, above, from the Cancer Center's new Seeds of
Prevention program, which informs elementary school
children of the role of good nutrition in cancer prevention.

therapy remain, including problems
with controlling inserted genes and
with delivering them to the proper
locations, Yale’s strengths in molecu¬
lar biology, immunology, virology
and genetics should help advance the
field. "It’s not a trivial undertaking,”
warns Dr. DiMaio. "However, a lot
of the basic science is in place here.”
And Dr. DeVita emphasizes that the
framework is already set up to
quickly adapt any advances in basic
research to the clinic. He is in the
process of recruiting a new chief of
medical oncology who has extensive
experience in gene therapy.
"Whether or not gene therapy in
the near run will have a major im¬
pact,” says Dr. DiMaio, “a lot of the
approaches will be useful in many
areas.” For example, he says, tech¬
niques that were developed to closely
inspect genes have already led to an
ability to screen patients for possible
susceptibility to certain cancers.
Meanwhile, Yale has taken the

lead in establishing a network of
institutions in Connecticut to facili¬
tate future efforts, including clinical
trials. According to Susan T. Mayne,
Ph.D., the Cancer Center's new asso¬
ciate director for prevention and
control, such a network will be “of
great benefit to the citizens of Con¬
necticut. and the whole effort has
been spearheaded by Yale.”
“Pretty soon,” adds Dr. DeVita,
"we will have the whole state net¬
worked one way or another with all
these programs, which is really what
Connecticut needs. For the state that
has the highest per capita income in
the country and the highest level of
insurance of many, many states, the
ability to get access to this kind of
thing here has been somewhat limited.
People had been going out of state to
get the treatment they needed.”
It is now becoming apparent,
however, that Yale’s ability to benefit
from the synergism of basic and
clinical research is leading to better
treatments for people with cancer.
"People are starting to come here
now because they know we have the
Yale Cancer Center,” says Dr.
DeVita. “With Critical Technologies,
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Don Cousey

Dr. DeVita in his office: “We'll never see a world free of cancer because cancer
is inherent in the human genome. But we will be able to prevent many from
occurring and effectively treat others in far less morbid ways. ”
Rapid Case Ascertainment and our
clinical trials network, the power of
this institution to impact on the state
of Connecticut is going to be ampli¬
fied about 100-fold,” he adds. He is
doing his part to increase the center’s
visibility, from giving talks around
the state to publishing a newsletter
and a directory of physicians on staff
at the center as a referral resource.
The center this spring is launching
The Seeds of Prevention, a statewide
program to distribute vegetable seed
packets as a way of teaching about
the benefits of healthy eating and
cancer prevention. The Cancer Cen¬
ter will occupy 20,000 square feet on
two floors of the planned Center for
the Study of Human Diseases, for
which funds now are being raised.
The building's design, with an open
floor plan and a bridge spanning
Congress Avenue to the Brady build¬
ing, is intended to encourage col¬
laboration between basic scientists
and clinicians.
The final impact of the synergism

of all these programs is felt by those
served by the Cancer Center. Gre¬
gory Georgalas says the coordina¬
tion of the services he needed
helped him noticeably. “There has
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been a true effort towards collabora¬
tion,” says clinical nurse specialist
Constance Donovan, R.N., “where
doctors and nurses work together to
arrive at decisions involving treat¬
ment and care.”
Mr. Georgalas credits the qual¬
ity of care, combined with the ef¬
fectiveness of the innovative treat¬
ment he received, for giving him
hope. “There’s no cure for my dis¬
ease,” he says. “What they’re hop¬
ing is that this will buy me time—
three to five years until science
catches up.”
According to Dr. DeVita, sig¬
nificant advances are possible in
that timeframe. “I think right now
we are facing the most exciting 10
years in the history of medicine,” he
told JAMA.
"It is not so wild to think that
we might begin to see the begin¬
ning of the end of cancer—that we
will be able to control it suffi¬
ciently,” he said. “We’ll never see a
world free of cancer because can¬
cer is inherent in the human ge¬
nome. But we will be able to pre¬
vent many from occurring and ef¬
fectively treat others in far less
morbid ways.” YM
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World War II legacy
now fuels the battle
against cancer

Rarely photographed, Carl Gustave Swebilius posed for
this picture in his factory during World War II.

A CENTURY AGO, A 17-YEAR-OLD BOY
from rural Sweden landed in New
Haven, ready to start his working life
in the burgeoning industrial land¬
scape of New England. Within two
decades, Carl Gustave Swebilius—
Gus to his workers and friends—had
used his inventive genius to help his
adopted country win World War I.
He would later play a decisive role in
helping the British fight Hitler’s
army in World War II.
Today, the fortune brought by his
success as an inventor and manufac¬
turer of firearms pays for cancer and
epilepsy research at Yale. For the last
20 years, since the death of Mr.
Swebilius’ widow, Hulga, The
Swebilius Trust has made regular
gifts to support work by young inves¬
tigators at the Yale Cancer Center
and the Department of Neurology.
In the context of the School of
Medicine’s $400 million annual bud¬
get, the two gifts of about $190,000
this year might not seem monumen¬
tal. But as a source of independent
funding, the trust has made a signifi¬
cant difference in the course of can¬
cer research here and beyond by
encouraging the work of junior fac¬
ulty and providing initial funds for
ideas that were not yet mature
enough to attract federal support.

Among those supported by past
Swebilius grants is Douglas E.
Brash, Ph.D., associate professor of
therapeutic radiology and genetics.
His 1991 proposal to study p53 Mu¬
tations in Human Skin Cancer re¬
sulted in a $20,000 award and led to
new evidence of two ways in which
sunburn may act to cause a poten¬
tially serious form of cancer called
squamous cell carcinoma. The find¬
ings were reported in the Dec. 22
issue of the British journal Nature.
When Mr. Swebilius died in
1948 at the age of 69, he left assets
of nearly $3.4 million. His estate was
left in separate trusts for Mrs.
Swebilius and their sons, Earl and
Gordon, with the income eventually
going to research. Mr. Swebilius had
nine grandchildren and one great¬
grandchild at the time of his death.
He started his career as a gunbarrel driller at the Marlin Firearms
Co., then on Willow Street in New
Haven. At the start of World War I,
after several promotions, he was put
in charge of experimental work and
developed a lightweight aircraft gun
that was the first to fire syncronously
through propeller blades. It was the
only fixed aircraft gun developed
during the war that was placed in
production, according to Mr.

Swebilius’ obituary in the New Ha¬
ven Register. He was a colleague of
John Browning, inventor of the
Browning gun, and Fred B. Olin.
In 1926, he and partners
founded the High Standard Manu¬
facturing Co. in Hamden. During
World War II, while London was
being pounded by German bombs,
the British asked for U.S. help in
acquiring guns. The government
called on High Standard to expand
and fill the first order of 12,000 .50caliber guns, financed by an advance
of $6 million from the British.
By the end of the war, Mr.
Swebilius’ health was failing, and he
willed that his estate eventually be
used to finance “the research or
study of the causes, prevention, treat¬
ment or cure” of cancer and epilepsy.
“He was a rather brilliant gun
designer and extremely well thought
of,” says Frank Kenna, chairman and
CEO of the Marlin Firearms Co.
today. “He was one of the giants of
solving the problems of the Second
World War. His guns helped us win
it.” Now his legacy is helping win the
war on cancer.
Michael Fitzsousa
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Joseph J. Jacobs
Evaluating the claims of unorthodox practitioners
is a matter of asking the right clinical questions, says the first
director of the nations Office of Alternative Medicine

M

y first encounter with alter¬
native medicine came in the
late 1970s, when I was an
intern at DartmouthHitchcock Medical Center.
A 13-year-old girl was admitted to the pediat¬
ric ward for workup and initial treatment of
acute lymphocytic leukemia. The family was
clearly distraught over the news that their
daughter had cancer.
The discussion that followed centered
on her admission to the ward versus the
mother’s desire to have her treated by her
chiropractor. The mother was so adamant
that, despite our pleas and arguments to the
contrary, she signed the child out of the
hospital against medical advice. She was
convinced that the best course of action
was to have the leukemia treated by spinal
manipulation.
Several weeks later, the family brought
the girl back to the hospital. The mother had
been told by the chiropractor that he could do
nothing because the daughter was not
brought to him soon enough. The situation
was appalling. A practitioner who claimed to

Joseph J. Jacobs, M.D. ’77,
a member
of the St. Regis Mohawk Tribe in upstate New
York and past president of the Association of
American Indian Physicians, was the first
director of the NIH Office of Alternative
Medicine, from October 1992 to October 1994.
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have a cure for this life-threatening disease—
without scientific evidence—was placing
failure and guilt on the shoulders of this dis¬
traught mother.
Many times since this episode, I have
watched the advocates of unorthodox medi¬
cine clash with conventional American prac¬
tice. The confrontation was not always as
ugly as this one during my training as a pe¬
diatrician, and often the person challenging
traditional practice was honest and wellintentioned. But many of the conflicts I have
witnessed have shared a central fallacy: the
myth that alternative medicine cannot be
evaluated through conventional research
methodologies.
Nothing could be further from the truth.
Bridging this gap in understanding is the
greatest challenge facing the Office Alterna¬
tive Medicine (OAM) today. The political
forces that established the office would see
their goals realized more quickly if they bet¬
ter understood the scientific process and the
standards of proof required for physicians to
accept a treatment as beneficial—or more to
the point, not harmful—to their patients.
It goes without saying that this process is
starkly different from that of politics or the
news media. There, for an idea to fly, it need
only be engaging and expedient. But patients
themselves, while frustrated with our health¬
care system, still desire the reassurance of
conventional medicine and its basis in science.
Regardless of the medicinal value of
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shark cartilage, miatake mushrooms
or a shiatsu massage, there is definite
value in evaluating interventions that
are strongly believed to be therapeu¬
tic. During my tenure as director, the
Office of Alternative Medicine took
the approach that there was a definite
role for anecdotal data.
A good example lies in the events
that led to the discovery of Lyme
disease by Yale researchers in the
1970s. Two mothers in the small town
of Lyme, Conn., noting arthritis in
their children and others in the neigh¬
borhood, unknowingly stumbled
upon a new clinical entity. Their dis¬
covery was not made through labora¬
tory analysis, but through empirical
observation of something happening
in their community. The anecdotal
reports, initially brushed off by local
practitioners, were later found to
reflect a real clinical phenomenon.
The initial observations of the
mothers did not establish a definitive
discovery of Lyme disease but cer¬
tainly did help to establish a clinical
direction for further study, once they
were heeded. This illustrates the
maxim that clinical information lies
along a spectrum, starting at one end
with anecdotal reports, and progress¬
ing at the other end to good, prospec¬
tive clinical trials.
Alternative medicine per se is
only alternative until it is proven to
work. Then it is conventional. Many
now-conventional medical practices
began with anecdotal evidence—the
seed of an idea. In this country, the
success of these ideas has depended
on the ability of clinicians and re¬
searchers to convince the Food and
Drug Administration and others that
the treatment is safe and effective.
These criteria remain valid for
the alternative therapies of today: Is
it effective? Is it safe? To harvest the
potential value of these new ideas,
the right clinical questions must be
posed, then scrupulously examined
in clinical trials.
I HAVE NEVER LIKED THE TERM

alternative medicine. It implies an
either/or decision point of clinical
options for patients. Complemen¬
tary medicine is a better term be¬

cause it allows the possibility that
the unorthodox treatment, proven or
not. may have a beneficial role in
tandem with traditional medicine.
Most of the news stories written
about the office during my tenure as
director made two facts prominent:
my Yale medical education and my
background as an American Indian.
My mother, who was a full-blooded
Mohawk, and a native speaker, used
traditional herbal treatments for our
family when the need arose. I also
spent three years on the Navajo reser¬
vation in New Mexico as a pediatri¬
cian, working with non-Indian health¬
care professionals who gave what I
considered to be superb care.
What was striking about that
professional experience was that Na¬
vajo people were and still are very
much in touch with their own sense of
spirituality and cultural identity. As
such, they too make use of traditional

Alternative medicine
per se is only
alternative until it is
proven to work.

healers, just as my mother did during
my childhood years, in conjunction
with conventional "Western” medi¬
cine. The use of traditional healers
establishes that sense of “connect¬
iveness” to one’s ancestral past,
thereby supporting a sense of identity
and tribal belonging.
What the news stories mentioned
above did not address was a seeming
contradiction between my ethnicity
and my Ivy League education. As a
conventionally trained physician. I
might have expected to see a conflict
between two seemingly different
cultures and paradigms. Navajo
people avoid conflict by not forcing
a situation where a choice would
have to be made. Instead, Navajos,
as do other Native people, use the
two different paradigms in a comple¬
mentary fashion.
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The Office of Alternative Medi¬

was the brainchild of U.S. Sen.
Tom Harkin of Iowa. Sen. Harkin
co-chaired the National Institutes of
Health (NIH) Appropriations Sub¬
committee. He was in a powerful
position to influence research direc¬
tions of the NIH through the appro¬
priations process. During delibera¬
tions for the 1992 budget, language
was inserted directing the NIH to
establish an office to evaluate un¬
conventional medical practices.
(The belief in complementary medi¬
cine was evidenced by the homeo¬
pathic level of the initial funding at
$2 million.)
When the NIH was faced with
the Congressional imperative to cre¬
ate this office, several challenges
appeared. A large organization like
the NIH, even with its $10 billion
budget, requires a significant amount
of bureaucratic effort to initiate a
new program direction. Important
issues such as determining the mag¬
nitude of the assignment and deter¬
mining the magnitude of the solu¬
tions need to be addressed prior to
initiating a major campaign.
cine

The first challenge facing the

NIH was to define alternative medi¬
cine. A classification system of alter¬
native medicine was established to
facilitate the creation of a research
program. A prevailing myth is that
alternative or complementary medi¬
cine cannot be evaluated through
conventional research methodologies.
I have found this assertion to be ex¬
tremely naive or dishonest. Conven¬
tional research methodologies are
characterized as solely being “double¬
blind, randomized, placebo-con¬
trolled, multicentered clinical trials.”
When doing clinical research,
often the clinical question being asked
may not necessarily conform to an
investigation designed in the manner
just described. A double-blind study
where the patient and provider do not
know whether the patient is getting
the treatment drug or a placebo, is
done to eliminate bias toward a par¬
ticular treatment. This bias is felt to
affect the conduct of a study either
through influencing the patient’s be-
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havior during the study or the
patient’s belief in the treatment.
This methodological approach is
clearly effective in testing pharmaceu¬
ticals but has clear limitations for
other treatment interventions in con¬
ventional medicine. For example,
when testing therapeutic interven¬
tions for coronary artery disease, it
is impossible to “blind” the patient
and provider in testing coronary
angioplasty versus medical manage¬
ment versus surgery. However, one
could do a double-blind, placebocontrolled study in testing the use of
chelation therapy to reverse coro¬
nary artery disease by using an “in¬
ert” intravenous substance instead
of EDTA, the usual chemical for
chelation therapy.
The methodological approach is
dictated by the clinical question being
asked and how the therapy is being
delivered, and not necessarily whether
it is an alternative clinical practice.
The special character of the
“unevaluability” of alternative medi¬
cine as attributed by its proponents is
not unique to alternative medicine. The
varieties of therapeutic interventions in
conventional medicine possess their
own unique problems for evaluation.
This was manifestly clear when I gave
internal medicine grand rounds re¬
cently at the Royal Victoria Hospital at
the McGill University School of Medi¬
cine in Montreal. Part of the visitation
included a discussion on hospice re¬
search in the palliative care unit.
Most mainstream clinicians
would agree that there are a myriad of
problems in trying to assess the clini¬
cal effect that a particular intervention
has on dying patients. As one would
expect, there are many types of ques¬
tions that could be asked, such as:
Does a particular intervention reduce
the size of a tumor? Does another
intervention facilitate a patient’s abil¬
ity to ambulate or perform the func¬
tions of daily living? Does a particular
intervention enhance a dying patient’s
feeling of “well-being”?
Each of these questions becomes
increasingly more difficult to answer,
making the clinical trial more difficult
to construct, but not necessarily impos¬
sible. The difficulty in performing the
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As a conventionally
trained physician, I
might have expected to
see a conflict. Navajo

the AHCPR, it realized the need to
critically test conventional medical
wisdom. Yet, when it created the
OAM, Congress gave insufficient
thought to the critical clinical ques¬
tions that would have to be asked in
testing alternative medicine.

people avoid conflict
by not forcing a
situation where a
choice would have to
be made.

evaluation has nothing to do with the
intervention, but more to do with the
type of clinical question being asked.
What challenges the alternative

medicine community now is the im¬
perative to be precise in defining the
questions that must be asked in order
to clearly assess the clinical efficacy
of their proposed intervention. Con¬
ventional medicine is being chal¬
lenged in the same way. This I learned
when I worked for the Aetna Life
Insurance Co. as a medical director in
research and program development.
Much of the work we did was to fol¬
low the medical literature on studies
that were beginning to challenge con¬
ventional medical wisdom.
Managed care is predicated on
the idea that there is imprecision in
the decisions doctors make in deter¬
mining clinical interventions and that
their decision-making can be “nor¬
malized.” For example. Jack
Wennberg. M.D., at Dartmouth Medi¬
cal School in his landmark study
published in 1973, noted that there
was significant differences in the rate
of performance of surgical procedures
by surgeons in Boston and New Ha¬
ven, communities separated by only
150 miles. The research done by Dr.
Wennberg and others prompted Con¬
gress to create the Agency for Health
Care Policy and Research (AHCPR)
to focus on clinical-decision making
in the context of health care delivery.
When Congress wisely created
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The work of Harvard professor

David Eisenberg, M.D., published in
the January 28, 1993, New England
Journal of Medicine, showed that 34
percent of the American public was
using some form of alternative medi¬
cine, with an out-of-pocket expendi¬
ture of approximately $13 billion.
This is not an insignificant percentage
of the population nor is it an insignifi¬
cant amount of money.
Ann Moore, M.D., a breast can¬
cer oncologist at New York Hospital,
conducted a survey among patients
in her clinic on their use of alterna¬
tive therapies in helping them cope
with their disease. Of 55 women
responding to her questionnaire:
■ 80 percent changed their diets,
switching to a low-fat, high-fiber diet
with the hope that this would mitigate
the disease in some positive way.
■ 85 percent started taking multivi¬
tamins.
■ 25 percent took some form of
“alternative” medication, from vita¬
min injections to Chinese herbs and
mistletoe.
■ 30 percent were seeing some form
of alternative therapist—a nutritionist,
acupuncturist. Gestalt therapist,
Shiatsu masseuse or naturopath.
■ 50 percent were using some form
of alternative healing: support groups,
positive thinking, yoga, psychic heal¬
ing, cold water swimming or prayer.
This response to a disease like
breast cancer puts a human face on
Dr. Eisenberg’s statistics. All of us
may not approve of each of these
practices, but the right of choice is
being exercised by these patients.
Part of our job is to try to be sup¬
portive of our patients without com¬
promising our principles by having to
agree with their use. If it does no
harm, it may do some good. YM
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Pediatrician David H. Clement, M.D., in the 1980s, left,
and during World War II.

As a young physician entering the
infamous Nazi concentration camp
50 years ago, David H. Clement, M.D.,
was among those charged with
containing an epidemic of typhus
that threatened all of Europe.
“It was like going from bright
sunshine into blackness. ”

m

A hospital ward at the German
concentration camp at Dachau, where an
estimated 4,000 cases of typhus awaited
the Allied liberators in May 1945.
Tuberculosis, scabies and typhoid also
were rampant at the camp.
U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum
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Editor’s note: David Hale
Clement, M.D., was born July
22, 1909, in Buffalo, N.Y. A
member of the Yale College
Class of 1931 and Harvard
Medical School Class of 1935,
Dr. Clement was well known as
a New Haven pediatrician dur¬
ing four decades of practice
here. He taught pediatric hema¬
tology and oncology to several
generations of medical stu¬
dents as a clinical professor of
pediatrics at Yale from 1946
until 1989.
This article is adapted from
a talk he gave at New Haven’s
Jewish Community Center in
1979. Dr. Clement died in
March 1991 at the age of 81.
Dr. Clement was 35 when
he arrived at Dachau. Physi¬
cians Jack Snyder and Andrew
Yeomans, mentioned below,
were Harvard classmates of his
who served on the U.S. Army
Typhus Commission. When Dr.
Clement arrived in Dachau, he
found an epidemic in full force,
and 100 or more inmates dying
each day—though not all from
typhus. Applying a quarantine
and recently developed treat¬
ments, the medical team was
able to slow the rate of death
and infection.
Inmates at Dachau were
perplexed by their extended
captivity, imposed for publichealth reasons. “The unrest in
the camp has become great, for
the ‘Liberating’ Armies have
not yet liberated them after 10
days,” Dr. Clement wrote in a
letter home dated May 13,
1945. “They are still under
armed guard and are shot when
they try to escape. But it must
be that way in order to avoid
the dissemination of typhus
throughout all Europe.”
Halting the disease pre¬
sented “an enormous challenge
and I am intensely interested in
it and eager to do a real job,”
he wrote in the same letter. “Of
course the opportunities for
saving lives are myriad.” It was
an experience that stayed with
him for the rest of his life as a
physician. His account follows.
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V

'.E. or Victory in Europe

occurred on May 8,
1945. The Dachau camp
had fallen April 29 and, as
an Army Medical Corps officer, 1
was sent there on May 10 when the
camp was very much in operation.
Dachau had been placed in strict
quarantine because of an estimated
4,000 cases of typhus fever among
its inmates. The U.S. Army Typhus
Commission had its headquarters in
Paris. Its chief. Col. Jack Snyder, is¬
sued orders for Dr. Andrew Yeomans
and me to go to the Dachau camp to
set up a research ward, in order to
treat patients and evaluate two thera¬
peutic agents that we had at that
time. Dr. Yeomans flew up from the
typhus station in Cairo. I was dis¬
patched from Vittel, near Nancy in
eastern France, where I was working
in a general hospital.
That was a memorable day for
me. My trip on May 10 went
through a victorious France, through
little towns with children dancing in
the streets, waving the tri-color,
cheering any American vehicle that
Day

A poster heralding the Allied victoiy in
Europe greeted David Clement as he
crossed through France on his way to
Dachau in early May 1945. Opposite:
Dr. Clement in a photo taken at the
23rd Hospital Unit in Vittel, near
Nancy in eastern France.
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passed. When I crossed the Rhine at
Strasbourg into Germany, the
houses were all shuttered and few
people remained on the streets. If a
man saw an approaching American
vehicle, he would avert his gaze. It
was like going from bright sunshine
into blackness.
Dachau is a little town about 12
miles northwest of Munich. In the
19th century, this little Bavarian
town was an artist colony. During
World War I, it was the site of an ex¬
plosives factory. It was also the first
Nazi concentration camp. In March
1933, the police commissioner of
Munich announced the establishment
of a concentration camp at Dachau.
This Munich police commissioner
was Heinrich Himmler, a violent rac¬
ist. He was head of the German
Schutzstaffel, or SS, and when that
later merged with the Gestapo, he
oversaw the entire Nazi police sys¬
tem. In 1944, after an attempt on
Hitler's life, he became the virtual
dictator of German domestic policy.
The Dachau camp was used to
imprison those identified as enemies
of National Socialism. The total
number of prisoners who were pro¬
cessed through Dachau has been esti¬
mated at 250,000. Perhaps 40,000 or
50,000 of them died. Dachau was not
regarded as an extermination center,
although in 1942 a small gas cham¬
ber and crematorium were built
there. Medical experimentation in¬
volving immersion of prisoners in
iced water and deliberate induction
of soft tissue infections was carried
on at Dachau.
The Jewish population at Dachau
was never large. Hitler was deter¬
mined to imprison and destroy any¬
one who stood in his way. The prison
population at Dachau was made up
mainly of political prisoners, profes¬
sional criminals, anti-socials, resis¬
tance fighters from occupied coun¬
tries, and Polish Catholic priests.
There were a few distinguished pris¬
oners, including Protestant minister
Martin Niemuller, the Austrian chan¬
cellor, the French premier, and
Garibaldi, the Italian general.
Dachau was also a training acad¬
emy where some concentration camp
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administrators served what amounted
to an internship. The commandant of
the notorious camp of Auschwitz had
his basic training at Dachau.
The prisoners were mainly
Poles, Prussians and Hungarians;
also there in numbers were Germans,
French, Italians and Lithuanians.
Few women were imprisoned at
Dachau. The reasons for imprison¬
ment were often relatively minor of¬
fenses. The ones that I heard about
personally included listening to an
enemy broadcast, helping to publish
an underground newspaper or failing
to salute a Nazi officer.
Camp conditions as we found
them were almost indescribable.
Dachau had been built to house
10,000 people, jam-packed. Various
estimates have placed figures for oc¬
cupancy as high as 50,000. At the
end of April 1945, there were 32,600
prisoners, well over three times ca¬
pacity. A huge rail convoy arrived
from the concentration camp at
Buchenwald in the last few days of
the war, transporting 10,000 people,
many of them already dead, in the
freight cars.
In the blocks or barracks, men
lay on tiered bunks, often reaching
right up against a very low ceiling.
The bunks were slats covered with
burlap. There was not enough space
for all of the prisoners to lie down,
nor even be indoors at one time, so
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they slept in shifts, day and night.
You can imagine the circumstances
that occurred in the last days of a
prisoner’s life if he was uncon¬
scious and no longer in control of
his sphincters. People in the bunks
below were in a very sad state in¬
deed! The stench of Dachau was
something that I shall never forget.
It is something that does not show
in photographs.
The prisoner's ration at breakfast
was meager, consisting of a liter of
ersatz coffee. At lunch, there was
black sour bread and a liter of a very
thin soup, which kept getting thinner
with passing time. Originally, four

Dr. Clement stands outside a barracks at Dachau shortly after arriving at the
camp to help control the ty phus epidemic. Above: A German poster from the war
era warning of the lethal threat of typhus carried by lice.
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men were given a small loaf of bread
but, ultimately, it became seven men
to a loaf. Every other day there was
no supper, but on alternate days sup¬
per was again a liter of the very thin
soup and, very occasionally, an
ounce of sausage. The men who died
rapidly were usually big, strong
burly men whose metabolic needs
were relatively high.
Of the many diseases at Dachau,
scabies was very prevalent, with a
great epidemic in January and Febru¬
ary of 1941. The treatment favored
by the Nazis was to reduce the al¬
ready meager food ration and to
open the windows of the unheated
buildings. Many of the prisoners de¬
veloped pneumonia and diarrhea; in
already weakened patients, these of¬
ten caused death.
Tuberculosis was probably the
biggest killer at Dachau and the other
concentration camps because of its
opportunistic nature, especially in a
milieu of starvation and malnutrition.
Typhoid, spread by fecal con¬
tamination of water and food, raged
in Dachau from December of 1942 to
February 1943. Most of the prisoners
had been vaccinated against typhoid,
but not typhus fever, which thrives in
situations of overcrowding.
There were 4,000 cases of ty¬
phus fever when I arrived. Typhus
fever is spread by the body louse.
The disease has no animal reservoir.
It is a disease of filth, starvation and
malnutrition. The men at Dachau
had been infested with lice for
months. The SS troops running the
camp had feared the coming of ty¬
phus, and it is something of a
miracle that it didn't come sooner.
The prisoners had not been vac¬
cinated against typhus because the
Germans did not have enough typhus
vaccine. It first appeared at Dachau
in December 1944, reportedly car¬
ried in by Hungarian prisoners.
Thereafter it was a problem and con¬
tinued in epidemic proportions until
April 1945, at the end of the war.
Diarrhea often followed typhus and
further increased mortality.
In May 1945, the U.S. Army
program for freeing the camp of ty¬
phus was a logical one that was car
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ried out well by hundreds
of people. It consisted of a
weekly dusting of DDT
powder. I believe DDT
saved my life at Dachau or
at least kept me from get¬
ting typhus fever. I had fre¬
quent liberal dustings be¬
fore going on those in¬
fested wards. In recent
years, it has made me an¬
gry to follow a car with a
bumper sticker that says To
hell with DDT. DDT was a
great lifesaver at Dachau,
though it has turned out to
be detrimental to the envi¬
ronment of the developed
world.
A strict quarantine was
set up. The men were deloused. put into sterilized
clothing and isolated for 14
days before being allowed
to return to their home countries. The
second part of the program was to
give the prisoners an injection of Cox
vaccine, a typhus vaccine. Of course,
if the prisoners were already incubat¬
ing the disease, immunization would
be too late.
We set up a ward of 60 beds,
preferentially treating early cases,
before the rash of typhus developed
which usually appears on the fourth
to sixth day of the disease. For the
treatment of typhus, we had two
agents. One was para-aminobenzoic
acid (PABA), usually given orally or,
in some instances, by vein. We were
able to show that PABA shortened
the usual 14-day fever of typhus to
about 10 days and probably in¬
creased survival. The other therapeu¬
tic agent used was hyperimmune rab¬
bit serum, made by immunizing rab¬
bits with injections of rickettsia or¬
ganisms. Rabbit serum was then con¬
centrated into gammaglobulin to pro¬
duce the hyperimmune serum. We
gave parenteral fluids as well, since
dehydration is common in typhus.
It is difficult for me to fully de¬
scribe this extraordinary experience.
At Dachau we found thousands of
men resigned to an inevitable death.
They were depressed and with¬
drawn; they were skin and bones.
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U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum

A typhus test is
administered to survivors
in a hospital in Dachau
after the camp's liberation,
above. Left: A photograph
of Dr. Clement and
Harvard classmate Andrew
Yeomans, M.D., taken in
1935. The two would meet
again at Dachau and work
together to control the
outbreak of typhus
at the camp.

and they were filthy dirty. Suddenly,
their world was turned around. There
was a chance and a hope of survival.
There was food. Suddenly they were
going to live, “not for just a day, not
for just a year, but always,” as Irving
Berlin once wrote.
To be able to minister to them and
to see the expressions of excitement,
joy and thanks in their faces was a
privilege. We could not save all of
them; some were too far gone. During
the six weeks I was at Dachau the
newly freed prisoners died at a rate of
100 a day. We physicians saved liter¬
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ally thousands of men with only food
and simple medications. The tragic
prisoners identified us as the agents
of their survival. They seemed in
some way to confuse us with mis¬
sionaries from God. It was unlike
anything that could ever be experi¬
enced in civilian medicine. YM
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Is there a toymaker
in the house?
A.C. Gilbert earned his medical degree at Yale
and a gold medal in the 1908 Olympics before deciding on a career
as a maker of magic kits and microscopes. For the next 50 years,
he worked wonders as an inventor of scientific toys

I

By Carolyn Battista
n his singular way, Alfred
Carlton Gilbert, M.D. '09,
was one of Yale’s most un¬
usual—and influential—
medical graduates.
He never intended to practice
medicine or conduct medical re¬
search; as a young man, he planned
to devote his career to athletics, and
attended medical school to learn
about anatomy and physiology. But
that unusual route took a few more
turns, and it was as an inventor and
manufacturer of toys that A.C. Gil¬
bert made his mark on the world.
Mr. Gilbert—he did not use the
honorific Dr earned at Yale—eventu¬
ally held more than 150 patents, and
his A.C. Gilbert Co. in New Haven
produced electric trains, magic kits,
and dozens of scientific toys. His
Erector and chemistry sets, radio
kits, microscopes and other New
Haven-made products encouraged
learning through play in generations
of American children.
Mr. Gilbert died in 1961 and his
company shut its doors a few years

Carolyn Battista, a frequent contribu¬
tor to Yale Medicine, is a free-lance
who lives in Waterford, Conn.
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Historical photographs from the Eli Whitney Museum
and A.C. Gilbert Papers, Manuscripts and Archives, Yale University Library

later. The empty factory, now called
Erector Square, has been converted to
artists' lofts and a gallery. What has
lasted is the impact that his test tubes
and miniature girders had on children
who are now the nation’s leading
physicians, scientists and engineers.
Efforts to preserve Mr. Gilbert’s
legacy and promote his philosophy
of learning by doing are evident
more than a century after his birth.
A national society of Gilbert enthu¬
siasts keeps the memory of his work
alive, and an exhibit on Gilbert and
the Radio has just opened in
Hamden, Conn., a few miles from
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the classrooms and laboratories
where Mr. Gilbert studied medicine.
Gerard N. Burrow, M.D. ’58,
dean of the Yale School of Medicine,
remembers that he and his friends
first learned about chemistry by
mixing Gilbert chemicals and ob¬
serving the reactions. “The medium
was the message,” Dr. Burrow says.
Gilbert chemistry sets were “prob¬
ably the introduction to chemistry
for most people of my generation.”
Gilbert products encouraged
youngsters “to do, to learn, to be cre¬
ative, to think,” says Marvin S. Arons,
M.D., clinical professor of plastic and
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reconstructive surgery at the medi¬
cal school. He recalls a Gilbert
microscope that made him feel like
a young Anton van Leeuwenhoek.
Mr. Gilbert even managed to
influence medical research at Yale
three decades after his own gradua¬
tion in 1909. An Erector set was
used to construct one of the first
artificial heart pumps, developed as
a thesis project by the late William
H. Sewell Jr., M.D. '49. Dr.
Sewell’s father had given him the
toy building set as a child, accord¬
ing to William W.L. Glenn, M.D.,
the Charles W. Ohse Professor
Emeritus of Surgery and Dr.
Sewell’s instructor at Yale in the
late 1940s.
As a student in Dr. Glenn's
laboratory. Dr. Sewell used the
Erector parts to build a pneumatic
pump that was a milestone in de¬
veloping the artificial heart. Today,
the original Sewell pump belongs
to the Smithsonian Institution in
Washington. Its Erector compo¬
nents are easily recognized in a
photograph in an exhibit on the
artificial heart organized by Dr.
Glenn at the Harvey Cushing/John
Hay Whitney Medical Library in
Yale’s Sterling Hall of Medicine.
Born in 1884. Mr. Gilbert grew
up in Idaho and Oregon, perfecting
magic tricks, playing sports and
earning his bachelor’s degree at
Pacific University in Forest Grove,
Ore. He excelled in athletics, from
boxing to pole vaulting, and decided
to become a director of physical
education. It was at a summer pro¬
gram at the School of Physical Edu¬
cation in Chautauqua, N.Y., that he
met faculty members from Yale.
"They recommended that I should
have an M.D. if I wanted to be the
best possible physical education
director,” he wrote in his 1954 auto¬
biography, The Man Who Lives in

A.C. Gilbert in a photograph taken in
1908, the year he won the gold medal
in pole vaulting at the Olympic Games
in London. Opposite: a Gilbert
Erector set.
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Paradise. “Naturally, I should get that

degree at Yale.”
During his first years in New
Haven, Mr. Gilbert starred in gym¬
nastics, wrestling and pole vaulting.
He was the first vaulter to use the
spikeless bamboo pole, and he
shared a gold medal at the 1908
Olympics in London with compatriot
E.F. Cooke. Mr. Gilbert continued
his close association with Yale athlet¬
ics after graduation as a coach, and
he assisted American Olympic teams.
This summer, his adopted city of
New Haven will host the Special
Olympics World Games in early July.
Mr. Gilbert's professors at Yale
urged him to pursue a medical career
and his father hoped very much that
he would. But magic intervened. Mr.
Gilbert had paid some of his Yale
expenses by giving magic shows,
teaching magic tricks, and by pro¬
ducing and selling magic parapher¬
nalia. The last effort proved so suc¬
cessful that he plunged into the
magic business full-time after finish¬
ing medical school.
His autobiography notes his
father's disappointment: “Here I was,
a young man with a fine medical
education, spending my time and
efforts on gadgets for magical
tricks!” Still, the elder Gilbert loaned
him $5,000 to build larger quarters
for the Mysto Manufacturing Co.,
which he had opened with John

One of A. C. Gilbert's chemistry sets.

Petrie, a New Haven mechanic inter¬
ested in magic.
Soon the young Gilbert was
overseeing Mysto's operations in
New Haven and its store in New
York City. Commuting between the
two, he noticed the heavy steel gird¬
ers rising along the New York. New
Haven and Hartford tracks, as the
railroad converted to electric power.
Mr. Gilbert—who always consid¬
ered himself a boy at heart—
thought "how fascinated boys might
be in building things out of girders.”
“I went right home and got some
cardboard to cut out girders,” he
wrote. His Mysto partners—Mr.
Petrie and a salesman, Clyde Pow¬

ers—weren’t interested.
"They were both magic
men and were happy to
remain magic men. 1 was a
magic man, too, but I was
interested in many other
things.” He parted amicably
from his two associates and
began producing Erector
sets of tiny metal panels,
girders, screws, wheels and
motors. Introduced in 1913,
they were an immediate hit.
After the A.C. Gilbert
Co. opened its new factory
in New Haven in 1917, its
list of patents and products
grew steadily. By the
1940s, after acquiring
American Flyer trains, the company
had some 2,500 employees. A giant
of the toy industry, it was also a pro¬
ducer of small appliances such as
electric fans and mixers.
Millions of American families
heeded Gilbert advertisements that
stressed doing and learning. “You
can train his mind while he plays,”
one ad told parents. Others spoke
directly to youngsters. "Hello boys!
Make lots of toys!” said one. While
another urged, "Learn wireless teleg¬
raphy with real radio outfits!”
The Toy Manufacturers of
America Inc.—which Mr. Gilbert
helped to found—displays at its New
York City headquarters a plaque

Gilbert conceived
the Erector set
while commuting
between New
Haven and New
York. The steel
girders he saw
from his rail car
suggested a new
kind of toy.
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calling him “one of this country’s toy
pioneers.” Recent years have seen
the formation of the Gilbert Heritage
Society, in Marion, Mass., to link
Gilbert fans around the country, and
the opening of the Gilbert House
Children’s Museum in Mr. Gilbert's
hometown of Salem, Ore. The mu¬
seum occupies what was once the
home of Mr. Gilbert's uncle, and like
the Eli Whitney Museum in Hamden,
Conn., it features Gilbert materials
and interactive learning.
For William Brown, director of

the Eli Whitney Museum, inventions
like the Sewell heart pump illustrate
the importance of educational toys.
“It’s one of the most dramatic ex¬
amples of the power of play. Play is
real-life learning, and you can’t get
any more real-life than this,” he says,
demonstrating a working model of
the pump constructed by the mu¬
seum staff.
In February, the museum un¬
veiled Gilbert and the Radio, an
exploration of the inventor's role in
the development of radio. Later this
year, it plans to open a permanent
Gilbert Gallery. Herbert H. Pearce of
New Haven, who worked for Mr.
Gilbert for 22 years, helped to raise
funds for the gallery, and Mr. Brown
is seeking donations of Gilbert mate¬
rials. The gallery will feature Erector
set models with which visitors can
play, magic tricks like Mr. Gilbert’s,
and photos and text that tell the story
of an extraordinary life.
“It’s our mission to teach the
way Mr. Gilbert did,” says Stephen
Ebinger, curator of The Gilbert
Project, through which the museum
preserves and continues Mr. Gilbert’s
work. The museum—located on the
site where Eli Whitney, the inventor
of the cotton gin and a 1792 graduate
of Yale College, operated America’s
first modern factory—has a collec¬
tion of vintage Erector and chemistry
sets, along with old newspaper clip¬
pings of Gilbert advertisements and
other papers.
The Gilbert Co. was hurt by
industry changes and especially, Mr.
Brown says, by television, which
demanded youngsters’ time and got
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Helaine Patterson

Director William Brown, left, and Curator Steve Ebinger of the Eli Whitney
Museum in Hamden, Conn., where Gilbert and the Radio continues through
mid-June. Below: Mr. Gilbert's entry in the medical school yearbook.

ALFRED CARLTON GILBERT.
“Gil” and “Skully.”

Alfred Carlton Gilbert of Portland,
Oregon, was bom in Salem, Oregon,
February 15, 1882. His father is Frank
Gilbert and was a banker but has retired
from business. He prepared for college
at University of Oregon Academy and
in his freshman and sophomore years
roomed at 146 York street with Charles
Tillotson, and his junior and senior years
at 120 York street with R. H. Cary. He
was voted as having done the most for
Yale of his class.
"Numeral" and “Y” man, track and
gymnasium; Holder world’s record pole
vault, 1906; Inter-collegiate champion
Indian-club sivinger, 1906; Inter-colleg¬
iate champion middle weight wrestler,
1905-06; Champion Gymnast, Yale Uni¬
versity, 1906; Yale "Gym” Team; Yale
Track Team; Yale Wrestling Team.

A.E.I., N.S.N
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them interested in other kinds of
toys. Some of the Gilbert product
lines were taken over by other
manufacturers. Today, Meccano Inc.
of France produces an Erector set,
and other construction and scientific
toys trace their roots to Gilbert.
However, no single manufacturer
seems to have the influence that Mr.
Gilbert did, and few products offer
such dramatic, real-life learning as
did his motors and little glass con¬
tainers of chemicals.
Mr. Brown thinks that today Mr.
Gilbert “might be perplexed by cir¬
cumstances" that often don't give
youngsters the time—or toys—with
which to
learn how
things work.
But it is quite
possible that
he would
enjoy the
work of the
Eli Whitney
Museum,
from its an¬
Gilbert's toy for the
nual engi¬
budding nuclear
neering com¬
scientist.
petition for
teen-agers to the current exhibit link¬
ing radio with new wonders.
Gilbert ami the Radio, at the
museum through June 21, highlights
Mr. Gilbert's participation in the
early days of radio. He was the sixth
American to hold a commercial li¬
cense, and he outfitted a railroad car
that traveled around the country,
promoted his products, and broad¬
cast to youngsters to involve them in
new technology.
Part of the exhibit is a scale
model of that car, where visitors can
speak into a 1920s-style micro¬
phone. They also become involved
in new technology as a computer
digitizes their voices and converts
the message to text, to be posted on
the worldwide computer network
known as the Internet. Mr. Gilbert
would want to be involved, says Mr.
Brown. “He’d find the powers of
computers incredibly seductive.”
How he would adapt them for play
and learning, however, will always
be a matter of speculation. YM
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A lifelong affair with Gilbert:
It was chemistry
One group that preserves Mr. Gilbert's work is the A.C. Gilbert
Heritage Society, based in Marion, Mass.
“A.C. Gilbert was probably responsible for encouraging more
children to be scientists and engineers than any other single man,”
says William S. Harrison III, who organized the society in 1991 “to
honor the achievements of A.C. Gilbert, and to keep his achieve¬
ments in front of people.”
Mr. Harrison, a retired professional engineer, has also started a
business, Marion Designs, that restores Erector sets and other Gil¬
bert toys.
The society distributes information about Gilbert toys and prod¬
ucts, except for American Flyer trains. S. Gaugian, a magazine
published in Illinois, deals with the trains, and the Southern Califor¬
nia Meccano & Erector Club has a newsletter for fans of construc¬
tion toys, including the original English Meccano sets and vintage
Erector sets.
Started by a core group of 35, the society now has more than
360 members in seven regional chapters around the United States,
including a New England chapter and a Mid-Atlantic and Eastern
one. Most members, including a few physicians, are collectors of
original Gilbert products.
Robert Sterling, M.D., of Winston-Salem, N.C., began collect¬
ing Gilbert chemistry sets because of a fascination with their size
and intricacy. A pathologist, he corresponds with other collectors
and especially likes one letter he received. It reads, in part, “I trea¬
sured my A.C. Gilbert toys. I can't help but feel that A.C. Gilbert
influenced my life direction.”
Heading the New England chapter is Julian Spector, a retired
engineer who also collects chemistry sets. He volunteers at the Eli
Whitney Museum, researching A.C. Gilbert’s patents. There are more
than 150 of these, for tiny girders, motors and coupling devices for
electric trains, and for appliances like fans and milkshake mixers.
The society publishes a quarterly newsletter with information
on Gilbert products and regional get-togethers. A national meeting
takes place each July; this year, it is expected to be held in the Chi¬
cago area. The society’s annual membership fee is $8, which in¬
cludes the newsletter.
Carolyn Battista
To join the society or to obtain more information, contact:
William S. Harrison III
594 Front Street
Marion, MA 02738
Telephone 508.748.2540
Interested New England readers may also contact:
Julian Spector
43 Brookwood Drive
Woodbridge, CT 06525
Telephone 203.387.4575
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Plants that heal

A

lthough botanicals are
seen by some as a mod¬
em alternative to tradi¬
tional medicine, their role
in healing dates to an¬
cient times. The standard reference for
the medical application of plants was
was written in 60 a.d. by the Greek
physician and naturalist Dioscorides,
who traveled throughout Europe
sharing the medical uses he found
for herbs.
The therapeutic use of plants
reached a peak in England during
the 16th century, when apothecaries
were the link between horticulture
and medicine. While their use by
physicians and traditional country
herbalists continued, botanicals de¬
clined in importance over the centu¬
ries, according to A History of
Herbal Plants by Richard
LeStrange.
Their place in modern-day medi¬
cine, though lessened, remains obvi¬
ous to anyone strolling into the cor¬
ner drugstore—still known as the
apothecary in some towns and vil¬
lages. Perhaps the most recognizable
botanical is aloe vera. Originally
prescribed as a purgative, the juice
from the aloe plant is used primarily
to heal burns. Extract from wild
cherry bark, which suppress a reflex
in the central nervous system, is
found in most cough syrups.
The woolly foxglove contains
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63 steroidal glycosides, including the
heart medication digoxin. Buckwheat
and hawthorne are given for hyperten¬
sion, and dandelion is recommended to
stimulate the liver’s bile production.
Hops are still used to treat indigestion
by some American Indian people.
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Medical school,
university to help
Career High School
develop curricula
Because Yale University and the
School of Medicine are committed to
identifying opportunities that can
enhance ways to share their educa¬
tional resources with the citizens of
New Haven, Yale is joining with the
effort of the New Haven public
schools to plan for the new Career
High School. Yale's efforts will assist
in developing the science and math
curricula and identifying ways in
which the University can contribute
to the new school.
To implement this initiative, J.G.
Collins, Ph.D., associate professor of
anesthesiology, has been named
director of science and math educa¬
tional outreach programs focused at
Career High School.
Yale Secretary Linda Koch
Lorimer and medical school Dean
Gerard N. Burrow, M.D. '58, point
out that this project comes at a sig¬
nificant time as the New Haven
school system plans a new, invigorated
high school neighboring the medical
school and adjoining the planned
biotechnology park on Route 34.
“This new medical school initia¬
tive represents a promising beginning
in response to the New Haven public
school system's request for assis¬
tance in enhancing science curricula
in the city schools,” Dr. Burrow
states. “We look forward to working
productively with New Haven school
leaders to develop Career High
School into a model of medical
school and community collaboration
in science education.”
In appointing Dr. Collins to this
new position. Dr. Burrow explains
that Dr. Collins will coordinate a
University-wide effort to improve
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J.G. Collins, Ph.D.,
far left, will help New

|

Haven’s Career High
School develop new
math and science
curricula. The work
of Stephanie S.
O'Malley, Ph.D., left,
and colleagues on
naltrexone preceded
FDA approval of the
medication to help
alcoholics abstain
from drinking.

curricula at Career. “Beyond our
primary missions of research, patient
care and education of health-care
professionals, we believe that we can
make our greatest community contri¬
bution in enhancing public educa¬
tion, and this endeavor will become
our major effort,” the dean states.
“To this initiative, we are giving both
financial and intellectual support,
just as the medical school, over the
years, has donated to a number of
worthy causes.”
Superintendent of New Haven
Public Schools Reginald Mayo wel¬
comes Dr. Collins’ appointment. “In
a time of diminishing resources, it is
essential that institutions, such as
Yale University, step into the breach
so that New Haven students will be
equipped with the skills that will
make them competitive in today's
world," Dr. Mayo says.
Dr. Mayo says that he is espe¬
cially pleased that this model of
medical school and community
collaboration has grown from the
innovative human anatomy course
offered at the medical school since
1993 by Shirley Neighbors, a Ca¬
reer biology teacher, and William B.
Stewart, Ph.D., a Yale anatomy pro¬
fessor. This program illustrates that
even in times of cutbacks exciting
programs can be delivered by a
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community committed to children.
Dr. Collins says that it is hoped
that Yale resources will assist Career
teachers in beginning to implement
curriculum revisions this fall. In
addition, the new initiative will in¬
clude a mentoring program sug¬
gested by New Haven school offi¬
cials. University faculty and staff
members will share their educational
experiences relevant to the allied
health curriculum at Career.
“I am excited about the opportu¬
nity to direct efforts to identify educa¬
tional resources within Yale that will
assist teachers at Career High School
as they prepare the next generation of
health-care professionals and scien¬
tists,” Dr. Collins states.
Dr. Collins, who previously
taught junior high school science in
his native Pittsburgh, has served as a
Yale faculty member since 1978.

FDA approves medication
for treating alcoholism
The U.S. Food and Drug Admin¬
istration (FDA) has approved the
opiate-receptor antagonist naltrexone
for the treatment of alcohol depen¬
dence, and a major pharmaceutical
company has introduced a product
for this purpose.
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Studies at Yale and other institu¬
tions have shown that naltrexone
enhances abstinence rates and re¬
duces the risk of relapse during the
initial period of recovery.
Stephanie S. O’Malley, Ph.D.,
associate professor of psychiatry at
the School of Medicine, was the
co-principal investigator with
Bruce J. Rounsaville, M.D., profes¬

sor of psychiatry, of a double¬
blind. placebo-controlled study of
97 alcohol-dependent persons to
test the effects of naltrexone in
conjunction with therapy.
“Our findings suggest that the
probability of relapse using this
medication is reduced significantly
with a combination of behavioral
and pharmacological treatments,”

A magnetic
resonance
imaging scan of
the brain reveals
the location of a
small stroke,
represented by the
white spot
to the right of
center. A lacuna
infarct occurred
here when blood
flow to the tissue
was cut off.

Treatment for small stroke appears promising
New research discoveries about
the mechanism in the brain that
causes “small strokes” in the white
matter show promising leads into
first treatments for this condition.
The brain’s white matter con¬
tains areas with a high density of
axons which are frequently
wrapped in a myelin protective
sheath. While both axons and cell
bodies are necessary for the brain
to function properly, most stroke
research up to this point has con¬
centrated on the neuron’s cell bod¬
ies and not the axons. However,
Yale researchers have found that
axons are more resistant to stroke
than are cell bodies. Stephen G.
Waxman, M.D., Ph.D., chairman of
neurology and professor of neurol¬
ogy and pharmacology; Bruce R.
Ransom, M.D., Ph.D., associate
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professor of neurology, cellular
and molecular physiology; and
Robert Fern, Ph.D., a postdoctoral
fellow in neurology, found that
when they blocked oxygen, special
molecules—gamma aminobutyeric
acid (GABA) and adenosine—were
released and actually improved the
recovery of axons.
“Both GABA and adenosine
contact recognition sites, probably on
axons, to activate complex signaling
mechanisms which influence cell
behavior,” says Dr. Ransom. “One of
the consequences is that more axons
recover after oxygen deprivation,
meaning that white matter has the
capacity to partially protect itself
under adverse circumstances.” This
research may lead to new treatments
not only for stroke but also for head
and spinal cord trauma.
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says Dr. O’Malley, associate director
of the Substance Abuse Treatment
Unit at the Connecticut Mental
Health Center.
During the 12-week study, pa¬
tients who took naltrexone were
approximately twice as successful in
their clinical outcomes as patients
who received a placebo. The study
findings were reported in the Nov.
15. 1992, issue of Archives of Gen¬
eral Psychiatry, and were pivotal in
the FDA's approval of naltrexone,
already in use for the treatment of
opiate addiction. Dr. O'Malley cur¬
rently leads studies comparing the
benefits of short-term and long-term
treatment with naltrexone and studies
on the effects of naltrexone on differ¬
ent aspects of drinking behavior.
Collaborators on the original
study included Adam J. Jaffe, Ph.D.,
associate research scientist in psy¬
chiatry; Grace Chang, M.D., De¬
partment of Psychiatry, Harvard
University; Richard S. Schottenfeld,
M.D., associate professor of psy¬
chiatry; and Roger E. Meyer, M.D.
formerly with the Department of
Psychiatry, University of Connecti¬
cut Health Center.

Genetic clues yield
sunburn-cancer link
Yale researchers have discov¬
ered that sunburn may combine
with specific genetic injury to cause
an early stage of a potentially seri¬
ous form of skin cancer called squa¬
mous cell carcinoma.
Douglas E. Brash, Ph.D., asso¬
ciate professor of therapeutic radi¬
ology and genetics, and his col¬
leagues have identified a critical
relationship between injury to a
known cancer gene and the cellular
effect of sunburn. They believe that
sunlight appears to act twice: once
in mutating the p53 gene and re-
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moving its ability to kill abnormal
cells, and again in killing normal
epidermal cells and thereby helping
select a clone of cells that have a
greater chance of becoming cancer¬
ous. The findings were published in
the Dec. 22 issue of Nature.
The Yale scientists studied the
genetic makeup of the most common
skin cancer precursor lesions, called
actinic keratoses, which usually
develop on the sun-exposed areas of
fair-skinned individuals. Some
growths will evolve into squamous
cell carcinoma. “We focused on this
type of growth because we hoped
that it would provide clues to the
earliest developments in the growth
of a cancer,” Dr. Brash states.
Twenty-four New England pa¬
tients with actinic keratoses were
studied; the small, gritty growths
were removed, and the DNA studied.
More than 60 percent of the growths
had mutations that prevented the
proper functioning of a gene known
to suppress transformation into can¬
cer. The so-called p53 tumor sup¬
pressor gene was specifically inacti¬
vated by genetic injuries due to the
sun’s ultraviolet (UV) radiation.
Sun-damaged cells with normally
functioning p53 genes turn into sun¬
burn cells and die, while those in
which the p53 gene had been injured
by UV radiation may survive with
the abnormally functioning gene.
These cells may then develop into a
clone of abnormal cells recognized
clinically as keratoses, and even
squamous cell carcinoma.
This model, the first to propose a
relationship between ultraviolet ra¬
diation, sunburn, and the transition
from cancer genes to cancerous cells,
intrigues physicians who care for
skin cancer patients.
David J. Leffell, M.D., chief of
dermatologic surgery and a col¬
laborator, comments, “This study
clearly shows that sun plays an
early role in inducing skin cancer.
In some ways, sunburn is both the
body’s warning that something bad
has happened, and at the same
time, a ‘guardian mechanism’ by
which the skin tries to prevent ab¬
normally altered cells from grow¬
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ing into a cancer. If we can con¬
trol the death of cells due to sun¬
burn,” the dermatologic surgeon
adds, “we may be able to control
skin cancer at an early stage.”
Funds for this study were
provided by the American Can¬
cer Society and the National
Cancer Institute.

Mammogram readings
are found to vary
Joanne G. Elmore, M.D.,
M.P.H., assistant professor of medi¬
cine, led the investigation into the
range of variability there is among
radiologists’ interpretations of
mammograms. Her findings were
published in the Dec. 1 issue of The
New England Journal of Medicine.

In the study, 10 radiologists
from Connecticut and New York
each interpreted 150 mammograms
and compared their readings
against their colleagues. All 10
radiologists, certified by the
American Board of Radiology,
agreed on interpretation details in
only seven percent. The radiolo¬
gists varied widely in their recom¬
mendations for managing these
cases which were considered to be
more difficult than routine screen¬
ing mammograms.
A major clinical disagreement
in management recommendations
occurred in 25 percent of the pa¬
tients and in three percent of the
total possible comparisons be¬
tween radiologists. “Even when
the radiologists agreed that a
woman should have a biopsy,”
explains Dr. Elmore, “they dis¬
agreed on the side for the biopsy
in nine percent of the patients.”
Co-authors include Carolyn
K. Wells, M.P.H., lecturer in
medicine, and Alvan R. Feinstein,
M.D., Sterling Professor of Medi¬
cine and Epidemiology; Debra H.
Howard, M.D., a 1994 Yale medi¬
cal school graduate who is intern¬
ing at New York Hospital-Cornell
Medical Center; and Carol H.
Lee, M.D., associate professor of
diagnostic radiology.
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Michael Merson,
global AIDS authority,
appointed dean
for public health
Michael H. Merson, M.D., a
World Health Organization (WHO)
leader who has broad public health
experience in cholera, respiratory
disease and AIDS, has been named
dean for public health in the School
of Medicine and chairman of the
Department of Epidemiology and
Public Health.
Founded in 1915, epidemiology
and public health at Yale is one of the
oldest of the United States’ 26 na¬
tionally accredited schools of public
health and one of two that is a de¬
partment within a medical school.
Medical school Dean Gerard N.
Burrow, M.D., who announced Dr.
Merson’s appointment, states: “After an
extensive search, we recruited a public
health expert who possesses leadership
skills and a strong academic back¬
ground. Dr. Merson has conducted
leading research in infectious diseases
that will help advance Yale's already
stellar programs. We look forward to
the contributions that he will make to
our school and to public health locally,
nationally and internationally.”
Dr. Merson, who served as execu¬
tive director of WHO’s Global
Programme on AIDS, has relocated
from Geneva, Switzerland, to New
Haven to assume his new position this
spring. In his WHO position, he has
for the past four and a half years led
the worldwide effort to control the
AIDS epidemic. The WHO Global
Programme on AIDS, with its annual
budget of $80 million, supports con¬
trol efforts in more than 150 countries
and more than 100 research projects.
A native of Brooklyn, N.Y., Dr.
Merson received an A.B. degree,
cum laude, in 1966 from Amherst
College and an M.D. degree, summa
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Michael H. Merson,
M.D., is the School of
Medicine’s new dean
for public health and
chairman of the
Department of
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Public Health. Before
arriving at Yale. Dr.
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on AIDS.
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cum laude, in 1970 from the Downstate Medical Center at State Univer¬
sity of New York. He completed an
internship, residency and fellowship
at the Johns Hopkins University. In
1974, he undertook a one-year resi¬
dency in preventive medicine at the
U.S. Centers for Disease Control and
then completed a fellowship in infec¬
tious diseases at Beth-Israel
Children’s Hospital in Boston.
During Dr. Merson's international
career, he has conducted extensive
research in infectious diseases and has
published more than 100 articles.
They have focused on such topics as
cholera, infantile diarrhea, antibiotic
resistance, oral rehydration therapy,
and global travelers’ health.
Prior to 1990, Dr. Merson di¬
rected the WHO acute respiratory
infections control program for three
years and previously started and
directed WHO’s Diarrheal Diseases
Control Program. Both of these
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programs have saved the lives of
millions of infants and young chil¬
dren in developing countries.
Dr. Merson has traveled to work
in northeast Brazil, supervising the
medical ward of the hospital ship SS
Hope, and to Bangladesh, serving as
chief medical epidemiologist at the
Cholera Research Laboratory. He,
too, has spent time in Atlanta, Ga.,
working in the U.S. Centers for Dis¬
ease Control and Prevention’s bacte¬
rial diseases division, where he super¬
vised epidemiological surveillance
and studies on intestinal diseases.
For his efforts, he has been
awarded U.S. Public Health Service
commendation medals in 1975 and
1986; the Arthur S. Flemming
Award, and the Surgeon General’s
Exemplary Service Medal.
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Four endowed professors named
Four School of Medicine faculty
members have been awarded endowed
professorships in recognition of their
outstanding teaching and research.
Arthur C. Broadus, M.D., Ph.D., be¬
came the Ensign Professor of Medi¬
cine. Ronald C. Merrell. M.D., profes¬
sor and chairman of the Department of
Surgery, has been named the first
Lampman Professor of Surgery. Rob¬
ert Shulman. M.D. professor of chem¬
istry. has been named Sterling Profes¬
sor of Molecular Biology and Bio¬
chemistry. Thomas A. Steitz, Ph.D., an
investigator at the Howard Hughes
Medical Institute, became the Eugene
Higgins Professor of Molecular Bio¬
physics and Biochemistry.
Dr. Broadus came to Yale to de¬
velop a program in clinical mineral
metabolism. He became chief of the
endocrine section and professor of medi¬
cine and of cellular and molecular physi¬
ology. In 1994, he became associate
chairman for research of the Department
of Internal Medicine. His career has
concentrated on human physiology and
the mechanisms of disease.
Dr. Merrell, who joined the Yale
medical faculty in 1993, is an endocrinologic surgeon and an authority on
pancreatic transplantation. He has intro¬
duced new initiatives in telemedicine
and laparoscopic surgery and is known
for curricular and clinical innovation.
Dr. Shulman has been a member of
the Yale faculty since 1979 and served
as the director of biological sciences.
He has pioneered many studies using
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
spectroscopy and is internationally
known for his use of NMR in the stud¬
ies of physics, chemistry and contribu¬
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tion to human physiology with studies
of the brain, liver, kidney and muscle.
Dr. Steitz is internationally
known for his work in X-ray crystal¬
lography, which he uses to study the
three-dimensional molecular struc¬
ture of proteins and nucleic acids.
§§§

The National Institutes of Health
Division of Research Grants has
selected Karen S. Anderson, M.D.,
associate professor of pharmacology,
to serve as a member of the Bio¬
chemistry Study Section and John
K. Rose, M.D. ’54, professor of
pathology, cell biology and biology,
as a member of the AIDS and Related
Research Study Section 1. Their
terms will continue through 1998.
Peter S. Aronson, M.D., profes¬
sor of medicine and physiology and
section chief of nephrology, received
the Homer Smith Award from the
American Society of Nephrology.
Linda M. Bartoshuk, Ph D.,
professor of surgery (otolaryngology),
epidemiology and psychology, and
Myron Genel, M.D., associate dean for
government and community affairs and
professor of pediatrics, attended the
National Academy of Sciences National
Forum on Meeting the Challenge:
Health. Safety and Food for America

in November at the White House.
Michael B. Bracken, Ph.D.,
M.P.H., professor of epidemiology and
public health, has been invited to join
the American Council on Science and
Health’s Board of Scientific Advisors.
Gerard N. Burrow, M.D. ’58,
dean of the medical school, presented
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a major academic address last fall to
open the University of Dublin’s Trinity
Centre for Health Sciences, a teaching
center on the site of its major teaching
hospital, St. James Hospital. The
following day, he addressed students
at a collegium at the medical school,
which dates from the 17th century.
Donald J. Cohen, M.D. ’66, di¬
rector of the Child Study Center and
Irving B. Harris Professor of Child
Psychiatry, was elected president for
a four-year term of the International
Association of Child and Adolescent
Psychiatry and Allied Professions.
Richard L. Edelson, M.D. ’70,
professor of dermatology and chief
and chairman of the Department of
Dermatology at the School of Medi¬
cine and Yale-New Haven Hospital
(YNHH), has been elected to the
Board of Trustees of YNHH. He also
is a research associate with the Na¬
tional Institutes of Health and has an
appointment at the Yale Cancer Center.
Jan Ehrenwerth. M.D., professor
of anesthesiology, has been elected
president of the Connecticut Society of
Anesthesiologists, a position he will
hold through May 1996.
John A. Elefteriades, M.D.
’76, HS ’76-83, professor of sur¬
gery at the medical school and an
attending surgeon at YNHH, has
been named chief of cardiothoracic
surgery, succeeding
John C. Baldwin,
M.D. Dr. Elefteriades
has served on the fac¬
ulty since 1983. His
special interests center
on aneurysms of the
aorta and the heart,
arrhythmias of the heart, cardiac
revascularization, ventricular support
and pacing of the diaphragm.
Michael D. Ezekowitz, M.D.,
Ph.D., professor of medicine, ad¬
dressed the American College of
Cardiology’s 22nd Annual
Williamsburg Conference on Heart
Disease in December. His topic was
Preventing Cerebral Emboli and
Treating After the Event.

Susan S. Ferro-Novick, Ph D.,
associate professor of cell biology,
has been selected through a national
competition as one of 44 new inves-
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tigators at the Howard Hughes
Medical Institute.
Patricia Goldman-Rakic,
Ph.D., professor of neuroscience, has
been elected to the Institute of Medi¬
cine. She is one of 50 new members
recognized for major contributions to
health and medicine or to such re¬
lated fields as social and behavioral
sciences, law and economics.
At the 58th National Scientific
Meeting of the American College of
Rheumatology (ACR) held in Min¬
neapolis in October, Stephen E.
Malawista, M.D., HS ’58-63, pro¬
fessor of medicine, was presented the
ACR Distinguished Investigator
Award, given annually to a senior
scientist who makes significant
contributions to rheumatology. Dr.
Malawista’s research has centered
on the cell biology of
white blood cells in the
context of the inflam¬
matory response, the
pathogenesis of gout,
the mechanism of ac¬
tion of the drug,
colchicine, and the
discovery, elucidation, cause and
treatment of Lyme disease. He also
served as president of the American
College of Rheumatology in 1991-92.
Lawrence E. Marks, Ph D.,
professor of epidemiology and psy¬
chology at Yale and a fellow of the
John B. Pierce Laboratory, received a
Doctor of Philosophy honoris causa
from Stockholm University at a cer¬
emony in September in Stockholm.
Richard H. Mattson, M.D.,
professor and director of medical
studies of neurology,
received the William G.
Lennox Award, which
is given annually by
the American Epilepsy
Society. Dr. Mattson is
also director of the
Yale Neurology Epi¬
lepsy Program Project and founder of
the Yale/VA Epilepsy Center.
Department of Veterans Affairs
Medical Center in West Haven dedi¬
cated its medical service conference
room in September in honor of
Asghar Rastegar, M.D., associate
chairman for education in internal
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medicine and professor of medicine
at Yale, for his contributions to medi¬
cal education as chief of the VA
medical service from 1985 to 1993.
The medical service has also estab¬
lished the Asghar Rastegar Teaching
Award to be given annually by the
Yale medical house staff to the mem¬
ber of the VA-based faculty who
contributes most to their education.
The first award was presented to
John S. Hughes. M.D., HS ’76-77,
acting co-chief of the general inter¬
nal medicine section of the medical
service at the VA and associate clini¬
cal professor of medicine at Yale.
At the annual meeting of Con¬
necticut United for Research Excel¬
lence (CURE) in October, Sara C.
Rockwell, Ph.D., professor of
therapeutic radiology and with an
appointment in the Cancer Center,
was presented the CURE Award for
her consistent support and service
to CURE'S public education mis¬
sion. In addition, J.G. Collins,
Ph.D., associate professor of anes¬
thesiology, was elected chairman of
CURE’S board of directors. He suc¬
ceeds Myron Genel, M.D., associ¬
ate dean for government and com¬
munity affairs, who was instrumen¬
tal in establishing CURE in 1990.
Dr. Genel also was honored for his
vast contributions to CURE, a state¬
wide coalition of colleges, universi¬
ties, hospitals, health-related corpo¬
rations, voluntary health organiza¬
tions and professional societies.
The American Academy of
Ophthalmology has named Mark
C. Ruehman, M.D. '76, lecturer in
ophthalmology and visual science, a
1994 Honor Award recipient recog¬
nizing his significant contribution to
ophthalmology through presenta¬
tions at the academy and for many
years service on academy educa¬
tional committees.
David G. Schatz, Ph D ., assis¬
tant professor of immunobiology,
was named one of this year’s Presi¬
dential Faculty Fellows. These
awards recognize young faculty
members who demonstrate excel¬
lence and promise in scientific or
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Medical school’s
remembrance of
Martin Luther King
ir. holds hope for
the future and a
prayer for

An end to urban violence

Photos by Harry Bishop

Members of the Niantic Women's Correction
Facility Gospel Choir, top, sing during the
medical school ceremony marking Dr. King’s
birth. Students talk with panelist Joseph E.
Marshall Jr., above right, who works to prevent
gang violence in San Francisco and Los Angeles.
Left: the student award winners.

Medical students honored
at ceremony remembering
Martin Luther King Jr.
The School of Medicine pre¬
sented I 1 Distinguished Community
Service Awards to students in January,
recognizing their outstanding service
in the city of New Haven.
In announcing the fourth annual
awards, Robert H. Gifford, M.D., asso¬
ciate dean for education and student
affairs, commented: “It is difficult to
recognize just a few of our students
when so many give to our surrounding
community. These student leaders.
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recognized today, have set a new stan¬
dard for community service and have
made it an integral and essential part
of student life at the Yale School of
Medicine.” Dr. Gifford presented the
awards during the school’s Martin
Luther King Jr. observance Jan. 16.
The fight against urban violence
was the theme for this year’s speakers,
who highlighted the precursors and
consequences of violence and inter¬
vention programs. Among the speakers
were Joseph E. Marshall Jr., director
of the Omega Boys Club of San Fran¬
cisco and the recipient of a MacArthur
Foundation Award for his work in
preventing gang violence; and the Rev.
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Wyatt Tee Walker, former director of
the Southern Christian Leadership
Conference who worked closely with
Dr. King during the 1960s.
The outstanding students and
their community service projects are:
Class of 1996
Chris Bositis, of Milford, Mass.,
has been a volunteer for the Adolescent
Substance Abuse Prevention project
(ASAP) and the Downtown Evening
Soup Kitchen for the past two years. He
also helped organize the annual Hunger
and Homeless Benefit Auction and food
and clothing drives for the Yale Health
Professionals Christian Fellowship.
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The Rev. Wyatt Tee Walker, left, with
Minority Affairs Director Maxine
Whitehead and Deputy Dean
Lawrence S. Cohen, M.D.

Class of 1997
Tony Aizer of New York, N.Y., is
one of this year’s student coordinators
overseeing volunteer activities. He
helped organize the second annual
Hunger and Homeless Benefit Auction.
Henry Chen, of Schaumberg,
Ill., a founding member of the Home¬
less Outreach Program for Enrich¬
ment (HOPE) which provides health
care for the local homeless, also es¬
tablished the homeless lecture series
and is the leader for Douglass House,
New Haven’s adolescent shelter.
Kristina Crothers of Northford,
Conn., has served as a volunteer for the
prenatal care project. Buddies Just For
Kids and ASAP. She volunteers in the
Anatomy Teaching Program (ATP).
Nataki Douglas of Leawood, Kan.,
serves as an ASAP project leader and
also helped establish and raise funds for
the Peter A.T. Grannum Scholarship,
given to local high school students.
Eric Frehm of Fayetteville,
N.Y., has volunteered for the Prena¬
tal Care Project, the Buddies Just for
Kids Program and the ATP project.
Heather Lynch of Grafton, Va.,
is one of this year’s student coordina¬
tors overseeing volunteer activities.
She helped organize the second an¬
nual Hunger and Homeless Benefit
Auction. She is student leader for
ATP, and has been involved with
HOPE, Students Teaching AIDS to
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Students (STATS), and the Prenatal
Care Project.
Rachel Rapaport, from Scarsdale,
N.Y., is one of the leaders of Buddies
Just for Kids in New Haven and is
working on making it a national pro¬
gram. She also volunteers for ASAP.
Patricia Stanford, from Plano,
Texas, is a project leader for Buddies
Just for Kids, volunteers at the
Downtown Evening Soup Kitchen,
and helped organize the Hunger and
Homeless Benefit Auction.

1 o give away
money is an easy
matter and in any
man ’s power.
But to decide to
whom to give it, and
how large and when,
and for what purpose
and how, is neither in
every man’s power
nor an easy matter. ”
Aristotle

Epidemiology and Public Health,
Class of 1997
Rebecca Hart of St. Paul, Minn.,
is involved with Corazones Valientes,
a group of women artists who live in
rural Costa Rica. As a result of her
Peace Coips work, she organized
traveling exhibits of the artwork to
raise funds for the artists and raise
public awareness of their problems.
Azin Shahryarinejad of Northridge, Calif., one of the founding mem¬
bers of HOPE, has been a student
leader of AIDS activities, working with
the AIDS Resource and Counseling
Center, the New Haven Mayor’s Task
Force on AIDS Education, and STATS.

Downs fellows return to Yale
with research from abroad
Seventeen medical, nursing and
public health students who conducted
research throughout the world as the
1994 Wilbur G. Downs International
Health Travel Fellows presented their
projects at the School of Medicine in
October. The Downs fellows traveled
to 13 countries, ranging from Argentina
and South Africa to India and Nigeria.
Among their topics were a study of the
pattern of usage of donated supplies
from Yale-New Haven Hospital at the
Heodra Hospital in Leon, Nicaragua;
examination of the epidemiology and
impact of malaria in an established
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community in Brazil's southern Ama¬
zon region; and an epidemiological
survey of a population in western
Sierra Leone to determine the preva¬
lence and distribution of Lassa virus.
The students who participated
were Makunda Abdul, Maryam
Asgari, Tamara Dildy, Benjamin
Doolittle, Mauricio Garrido, Julia
MacRae, Lisa Price and Amy Taylor
of the medical school Class of 1997;
Rebecca Hart, Unni Karunakara,
Leena Mangrulkar, James Ransom,
Katherine Wolski and Bryan Spencer,
M.P.H. Class of 1995; Celia Flores
M.D./Ph.D. student; and Christine
London and Hosefina Pereira
Marques, Nursing Class of 1995.
The fellowships are named in honor
of the late Wilbur G. Downs, who de¬
veloped the international health program
in the Department of Epidemiology
and Public Health at Yale and directed
the Yale Arbovirus Research Unit.
§§§

The committee for the 1994
Hunger and Homeless Benefit Auc¬
tion, headed by second-year medical
students Tony Aizer and Heather
Lynch, raised more than $7,000.
The funds were donated to the fol¬
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engineering research and in teaching.
George A. Silver, M.D., M.P.H.,
professor emeritus of public health
(international health), has been ap¬
pointed associate editor of the Ameri¬
can Journal of Public Health and
columnist for the Public Citizen
Health Letter. He also was elected to
the Johns Hopkins Society of Scholars
and honored with an annual George A.
Silver lecture in social medicine at the
University of Miami Medical School.
Howard M, Spiro, M.D., direc¬
tor of the Program for Humanities in
Medicine and professor of medicine,
was presented the 1994 Clinical
Achievement Award by the Ameri-
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lowing organizations: Columbus
House, Connecticut Food Bank,
Douglass House/Youth Continuum
Inc., Downtown Evening Soup
Kitchen, Fair Haven Soup Kitchen,
Grant Street Partnership, Habitat for
Humanity of New Haven. Hill
Health Center, Loaf and Fish, Home¬
less Health-care Van project. New
Haven Cares, St. Luke’s and St. Tho¬
mas Moore's soup kitchens.
The Connecticut Chapter of the
American College of Surgeons
awarded Juan Bartolomei, M.D. '94,
a $500 prize for excellence in surgical
sciences. The award is given annually
to two students in an effort to encour¬
age interest in surgery. Dr. Bartolomei
is a resident in neurosurgery at YaleNew Haven Hospital.
Fourth-year medical student Dara
Thomas was presented the William and
Charlotte Cadbury Award by the direc¬
tors of National Medical Fellowships
Inc. at the annual meeting of the Asso¬
ciation of American Medical Colleges
in Boston. This award is presented
annually to a fourth-year minority
medical student to recognize outstand¬
ing academic achievement, leader¬
ship and community service.

can College of Gastroenterology in
October in San Francisco.
Raymond Yesner, M.D., profes¬
sor emeritus of pathology and senior
research scientist in pathology, re¬
ceived the Capitol Dome Award from
the American Cancer Society at the
annual meeting of its Connecticut
Division in September for serving as
a member and chairman of the Public
Issues Committee to encourage both
the state and federal legislatures to
pass smoking-control ordinances
Barry L. Zaret, M.D., the Robert
W. Berliner Professor of Medicine
and professor of diagnostic radiol¬
ogy, was the keynote speaker at the
46th Annual Meeting of the
Cardiological Society of India in
December in Jaipur. His topics were
Perfusion Imaging in the 1990s and

New

Books

Basic Mechanisms of Physi¬
ologic and Aberrant Lymphoproliferation in the Skin, edited by

W. Clark Lambert, M.D.. Ph.D.,
HS '72-76. Plenum Press (New
York) 1994.
Principles of Pharmacology:
Basic Concepts and Clinical Appli¬
cations. edited by Paul L. Munson,

A

Ph.D., Chapman and Hall, Inc.
(New York) 1994.
'C
The Psychoanalytic Study of
the Child, edited by Albert J. Solnit,

M.D. '43, HS '48-52, et al. Yale
University Press 1994.
The Many Meanings of Play:
A Psychoanalytic Perspective.

edited by Albert J. Solnit, M.D.
'43, HS '48-52, Donald J. Cohen,
M.D. '66 and Peter B. Neubauer,
M.D. Yale University Press 1993.
Intervention: Guides and
Perils, by Leonard W. Doob,

Sterling Professor Emeritus
of Psychology. Yale University
Press 1993.
Memory in Mind and Brain:
What Dream Imagery Reveals, by

Morton F. Reiser, M.D., the Albert
E. Kent Professor Emeritus of
Psychiatry at Yale School of Medi¬
cine. Yale University Press 1994.
Forgotten Children of the
AIDS Epidemic, edited by Shelley

Geballe, J.D. ’76 and in the
M.P.H./Ph.D. program at the Yale
School of Medicine, Janice
Gruendel, Ph.D. ’80, and Warren
Andiman, M.D., HS ’76, professor
of pediatrics and epidemiology
and director of the Yale-New Ha¬
ven Hospital Pediatric AIDS pro¬
gram. Yale University Press 1995.
Does Stress Cause Psychiatric
Illness? edited by Carolyn M.

Mazure, Ph.D., associate professor
of psychiatry, American Psychiat¬
ric Press, (Washington), 1995.

Evaluation of Myocardial Viability.
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Albert W. Diddle, M.D. 36,
chairman emeritus and clinical pro¬
fessor of obstetrics and gynecology
at Memorial Research Center and
Hospital at the University of Tennes¬
see in Knoxville, was honored in
1990 by the establishment of the
Albert W. Diddle Obstetric and Gy¬
necology Resident Learning Center
by his former residents. He also re¬
ceived the humanitarian award from
Memorial Research Center and Hos¬
pital in 1981 and the Distinguished
Physician Award from the state of
Tennessee in 1978.

The first Morris Wessel Prize
was presented to the New Haven
chapter of The Natural Guard, an
organization that engages school-age
youth often untouched by the envi¬
ronmental movement in projects
both educational and empowering,
by the Morris Wessel Fund. This
fund was established in 1993 to
honor Morris A, Wessel, M.D. ’43,
HS ’48-51, clinical professor of
pediatrics, for 42 years of dedicated
care and nurturing of greater New
Haven’s children.
Lawrence G. Crowley, M.D.
’44, has been appointed to the
board of directors of Rancho San
Antonio Retirement Services Inc.
and Forum Cupertino Lifecare Inc.
The two boards manage the hous¬
ing and residential services and
operate the health-care center at
the Forum at Rancho San Antonio
in Cupertino, Calif.
Martin E. Gordon, M.D. ’46,
received an award of special
achievement from the New England
Chapter of the American Medical
Writers Association for the Global
Disease Guide, an aid in disease
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prevention and post-travel diagnosis
that includes arboviral information
on diseases from more than 170
countries, published by Medical
Films Inc. in 1992.
David Geddes, M.D., HS '48-49,
clinical professor of psychiatry at the
University of California, Irvine, was
named Physician of the Year in 1993
in Orange County, Calif.

The American Academy of Fam¬
ily Physicians presented Robert G.
Petersdorf, M.D. ’52, HS ’52-54,
president emeritus of the Association
of American Medical Colleges
(AAMC) and professor of medicine
at the University of Washington,
Seattle, with the John G. Walsh
Award for his distinguished medical
career and contributions to the medi¬
cal profession. Also the first Robert
C. Petersdorf Lecture, established in
1993, was presented at the AAMC
annual meeting in Boston.
Milnor B. Morrison Jr., M.D.
’52, is still active in family practice
in Pawling, N.Y.
Psychiatrist Leo H. Berman.
M.D., HS ’52-53, of Westport, Conn.,
has been elected a fellow of the
American College of Psychoanalysis.
Donnell D. Etzwiler, M.D.’53,
HS ’53-54, pediatrician and presi¬
dent of the International Diabetes
Center (IDC) in Min¬
neapolis, was pre¬
sented the Russian
Piece Prize, a piece of
the last SS-20 Inter¬
continental Ballistic
Missile destroyed at
Kapustin Yar. The
award was given at the Russian
Academy for Advanced Medical
Studies (RAAMS) in Moscow in
January to honor the center on be¬
half of the 15 million individuals
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with diabetes throughout Russia and
the former Soviet republics. Initiat¬
ing a grassroots peace effort in
1988, the IDC and RAAMS have
established diabetes diagnostic
treatment and educational centers in
30 sites in the region.
Stevenson Flanigan, M.D., HS
’53-59, retired chairman and pro¬
fessor of neurological surgery at
University of Arkansas for Medical
Sciences (UAMS) in Little Rock,
served as medical director of the
Legislative Approval Arkansas State
Spinal Commission and established
and served as chairman of the de¬
partment of neurological surgery at
UAMS in 1975. He was also pro¬
fessor of neurological surgery at
UAMS in 1967.
Leon G. Smith Sr., M.D. ’56,
HS ’59-62, director of medicine and
chief of infectious diseases at Saint
Michael’s Medical
Center in Newark,
N.J., has been named
president of the board
of directors of the
National Foundation
of Infectious Dis¬
eases. Dr. Smith also
is professor and chairman of the
department of internal medicine at
Seton Hall University School of
Graduate Medical Education, and
professor of medicine and preven¬
tive medicine/community health at
the University of Medicine and
Dentistry of New Jersey.

John T. Harrington. M.D. ’62,
professor of medicine
at Tufts University
School of Medicine
since 1979, has been
appointed dean for
academic affairs. Dr.
Harrington received a
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Distinguished Faculty Award from
Tufts in 1993 and has been cited for
teaching excellence by seven gradu¬
ating classes.
Robert A. Ralph. M.D., HS
'65-67. practices ophthalmology in
Rockville, Md., specializing in cor¬
neal and external ocular disease. For
the past 15 years. Dr. Ralph has
worked with a unique art form called
cluster constructions, three-dimen¬
sional assemblages of photos and
wood and has been exhibited in gal¬
leries, featured in the Washington
Post, American Artist magazine and
Harvard magazine.
Reynold Spector, M.D. '66, has
been promoted to senior vice presi¬
dent at Merck Research Laboratories
in Rahway, N.J.
W. Clark Lambert, M.D.,
Ph.D. '69, HS '74-76, professor of
dermatology and pathology at Uni¬
versity of Medicine
and Dentistry of New
Jersey, was awarded
the Memorial Medal
by the University of
Yokohama School of
Medicine in June in
Japan, for discovering
and defining a new lymphomatous
disease among the Japanese.

Bruce Goldman, M.P.H. '73,
executive director of Harlem Hospi¬
tal Center, has been named senior
vice president of the New York City
Health and Hospitals Corp., North¬
ern Manhattan Network. The net¬
work encompasses Harlem Hospital
Center and the Renaissance Health
Care Network com¬
prising the Polo
Grounds, Drew
Hamilton, Grant,
Lenox and Sydenham
Neighborhood Family
Care Centers. It is the
nation's largest net¬
work of public health-care facilities.
Edward J. Mullen, M.P.H. 74,
president and chief executive officer
of the managed care division of
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UniHealth. based in Burbank, Ca¬
lif., has been appointed the chair¬
man of the board and president of
the Alliance for Children’s Rights
for Los Angeles. The organization
is Los Angeles County's only public
interest law office devoted to pro¬
viding pro bono legal services ex¬
clusively for children.
Thomas J. Smith, M.D. ’78,
assistant professor of medicine and
health administration at the Medical
College of Virginia-Virginia Com¬
monwealth University (MCV-VCU)
and 1995 chair of the Health Ser¬
vice Research Committee of the
American Society of Clinical
Oncology, is a participant in the
American Medical Teams for Af¬
rica. Last year, he and his wife
spent two months in Tanzania and
Zanzibar helping to control the
cancer pain of patients. His wife,
Joann N. Bodurtha, M.D. ’79,
M.P.H. ’79, associate professor of
human genetics, pediatrics and OB/
GYN at MCV-VCU, is involved
with the Indian Health Service and
works with the American Academy
of Pediatrics’ Indian Health Service
Project Injury Prevention Program.
Debra W. Haffner, M.P.H. '79,
executive director of the Sexuality
Information and Education Council
of the U.S. (SIECUS), was presented
the International Public Service
Award of the Society for the Scien¬
tific Study of Sexuality at its 37th
International Conference and Annual
Meeting held in December in Miami.
SIECUS is a 30-year-old agency that
affirms that sexuality is a natural and
healthy part of living and advocates
the right of individuals to make re¬
sponsible sexual choices.

Robert V. Levine, M.P.H. 80,
was appointed to the American Col¬
lege of Healthcare Executives
Regent’s Advisory Council of New
York in December.
Thomas S. Kupper, M.D. ’81,
was promoted to full professor at
Harvard Medical School, where he is
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the Thomas B. Fitzpatrick Professor
of Dermatology. He also was named
chief of the Division of Dermatology
at Brigham and Women's Hospital,
where he is director of the Harvard
Skin Disease Research Center.
Francis S. Collins, M.D., Ph.D.,
postdoctoral fellow '82-84, director
of the National Center for Human
Genome Research at the National
Institutes of Health, was presented
the Baxter Award for Distinguished
Research in the Biomedical Sciences
at the Association of American
Medical Colleges’ annual meeting
in Boston.
Elizabeth Noland, M.D. ’83,
Ph.D., of Coronado, Calif., has de¬
veloped a game on CD-ROM, 911
Emergency Doctor, with Legacy Soft¬
ware that will be available this year.
Mark C. Raymond, postdoctoral
fellow’88-90, HS'90-93, has
opened a new ophthalmology practice
in Exmore. Va., specializing in medi¬
cal and surgical treatment of the eye.
Mark D. DeLacure, M.D., HS
’88-91, joined the
staff of Roswell Park
Cancer Institute’s
Department of Head
and Neck Surgery and
Oncology in October.
Dr. DeLacure was
chief resident in
otolaryngology (head and neck
surgery) at Yale.
Maureen M. Whitehurst,
M.P.H. '89, earned a Ph.D. degree in
microbiology and immunology from
the Medical University of South
Carolina in Charleston in 1994.

Stacy Susman, M.P.H. ’91, of
New York City is the manager of
cost containment of providers rela¬
tions for New York Life Sanus health
maintenance organization.
Erie Nixon, M.P.H. '94, is a new
administrative fellow at Yale-New
Haven Hospital. A native of North
Carolina, Mr. Nixon received his
bachelor's degree in business man¬
agement from Hampton University.
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Obituaries

Robert H. Sturman

Alice A. Whittier

Robert H. Sturman, M.D., died
on Sept. 26, 1994, at Bon Secours
Hospital in Grosse Pointe City,
Mich., after a heart attack and a
stroke. He was 71.
Dr. Sturman was a 1943 gradu¬
ate of Colgate University and a
1950 graduate of Yale medical
school. He served in the Pacific as a
navy lieutenant during World War
II. He practiced neurosurgery in
Waterbury, Conn., for 30 years
beginning in 1950 and at Waterbury
and St. Mary’s hospitals. From
1970 to 1971, he was the chairman
of the section of neurosurgery for
the Connecticut State Medical Soci¬
ety. Dr. Sturman was a clinical in¬
structor of neurosurgery at the Uni¬
versity of Connecticut Health Cen¬
ter and at Yale in the 1970s. He was
a consultant in neurosurgery and
neurology in the Detroit area from
1980 until his death.
Memorial contributions may
be made to Newington Children’s
Hospital, 181 E. Cedar St.,
Newington, CT 06111.

Alice A. Skolfield Whittier,
M.D.. died of chronic congestive
heart failure on Oct. 9, 1994, in a
nursing home in Portland. Maine.
She was 96.
Dr. Whittier, who was born and
raised in Maine, received her medi¬
cal degree from Yale in 1925. After
serving her internship out of state,
she returned to Portland to set up a
pediatric clinic at the India Street
Dispensary.
Dr. Whittier was the first female
pediatrician in Maine. Her father,
Frank Whittier, was the first forensic
pathologist in the country. During the
1950s, she served as chief of pediat¬
rics at the Maine Medical Center. Dr.
Whittier was still active at the dis¬
pensary until her retirement in the
late 1970s when she became a world
traveler. She received a doctor of
science degree from Bowdoin Col¬
lege in 1978 and was a recipient of
the Deborah Morten Award from
Westbrook College in 1983.
Dr. Whittier was an active mem¬
ber in the Pejepscot Historical Soci¬

ety and donated her family home,
the Skolfield-Whittier House and its
contents to the society. It is now
open as a house museum.
Memorial contributions may
be made to the Pejepscot Historical
Society. 159 Park Row. Brunswick.
ME 04011.

Louis J. Hampton
Louis J. Hampton, M.D., died of
a heart attack on Oct. 27, 1994, in
Elliottsburg, Pa. He was 85.
Dr. Hampton came to Yale in
1946 as an instructor in anesthesiol¬
ogy, which was then a section in the
Department of Surgery, and became
assistant professor of anesthesiology
in 1949. He was named associate
professor in 1951, and in 1954 he
organized the first physician-directed
anesthesiology department at Yale. In
1955. he joined Jefferson Medical
College and Hospital in Philadelphia
where he also established and headed
the department of anesthesiology.

George F. Thornton
George F. Thornton. M.D., died
from complications of pancreatic
cancer on Oct. 28, 1994. at his home
in Woodbridge, Conn. He was 61.
A magna cum laude graduate of
Boston University School of Medi¬
cine. Dr. Thornton completed his
internship and residency at Yale-New
Haven Hospital from 1959 to 1962,
and a fellowship in infectious dis¬
eases at the Johns Hopkins Univer¬
sity School of Medicine. He also was
a senior investigator for the Hopkins
Meningitis Research Project in
Calcutta, India, where his research
indicated the value of steroids in the
treatment of tuberculous meningitis.
In 1967, Dr. Thornton joined the
faculty at Yale as a clinician and

Light filters
through the star¬
shaped, stained
glass window
over the rotunda
at the Han’ey
Cushing/John
Hay Whitney
Medical Library’.

Don Cousey
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Rafael L. Montalvo
In

Memoriam

Edward J. Bassen, HS "23
September 10, 1994

Edward M. Cohart, M.D. HS ’48
November 17, 1994

Eugene M. de Hostos, M.D. ’42
October 24, 1994

Charles V.E. Dowling, M.D. ’43
November 29, 1994

Gunnar O. Eng, M.D. ’49
February’ 11, 1992

Harold Genvert, M.D. ’36
November 13, 1994

Rafael Luis Montalvo, M.D., of
Tujunga, Calif., died Nov. 11, 1994,
at the age of 45. He was killed when
the helicopter he was piloting
crashed in Santa Clarita, Calif.
A graduate of Princeton Univer¬
sity, Dr. Montalvo received his medi¬
cal degree in 1979 from Yale. Dr.
Montalvo was a board-certified anes¬
thesiologist who had practiced in
New York and Florida. In 1987, he
moved to California and for five years
was a member of the team at CIGNA
Hospital of Los Angeles. He was
training for his pilot’s license in an¬
ticipation of starting his own medical
helicopter transport service.

Robert Sterling Gilleash, M.D. ’61
August 12, 1994

Dr. Morris was born in Shang¬
hai, China, and educated at
Haverford College and St. John’s
University in Shanghai. He received
his medical degree from Tufts Uni¬
versity, and during World War II
spent four years as a medical liaison
officer with the Chinese army in
Kunming, China. After the war. Dr.
Morris studied psychiatry at Yale and
Johns Hopkins universities, and
worked in pediatrics and child psy¬
chiatry at the University of Texas
Medical School in Galveston. In
1967, he moved to Philadelphia
where he was affiliated with the
Philadelphia Psychiatric Center,
worked with Family Court, and from
1991 until 1994, served as a consult¬
ant to the Horizon House, a city
social service agency.

Edward M. Cohart

Joseph T. Matteis. M.D. ’26
August 11, 1994

Eugene S. Mayer, M.RH. ’71
November 2, 1994

Edward Nichols, M.D. ’38
November 30, 1994

Gerard B. Odell, M.D. '51
June 6, 1994

John C. Pace Jr., M.D. '55
January’ 29, 1993

Haynes W. Sheppard, M.D. ’44
August 25, 1994

teacher, while he also served as chief
of infectious diseases at the Depart¬
ment of Veterans Affairs Medical
Center in West Haven. In 1971, he
was appointed director of the Depart¬
ment of Internal Medicine and the
Division of Infectious Diseases at
Waterbury Hospital, positions which
he held until the time of his death.
Dr. Thornton received many
awards, including the Clinician’s
Award of the Infectious Diseases
Society of America and the Laure¬
ate Award of the American College
of Physicians. He was the first clini¬
cal scholar to be elected to the
council of the Infectious Diseases
Society of America.
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Edward M. Cohart, M.D., of
New Haven, died from complica¬
tions of heart disease and pneumonia
on Nov. 17, 1994, at Yale-New Ha¬
ven Hospital. He was 84.
Dr. Cohart received his medical
degree from Columbia University
College of Physicians and Surgeons
in 1933. During World War II, he
served in the Army’s preventive medi¬
cine branch from 1942 to 1946 and in
1947 received a master’s degree in
public health from the Columbia
University School of Public Health.
In 1948, Dr. Cohart was appointed
associate professor of public health at
Yale. In 1955, he served as deputy
commissioner of public health in New
York City. Returning to Yale in 1956,
Dr. Cohart was appointed professor
and four years later was named the
C.E.-A.Winslow Professor of Public
Health. He was chairman of the De¬
partment of Epidemiology and Public
Health from 1966 to 1968. Dr. Cohart
was a consultant to numerous govern¬
ment and voluntary health agencies.

C. Christopher Morris II
C. Christopher Morris II, M.D.,
of Philadelphia, died of colon can¬
cer on Dec. 28, 1994 at Graduate
Hospital. He was 80.
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A. Earl Walker
A. Earl Walker, M.D., died from
a massive heart attack while driving
through Arizona en route to Southern
California on Jan. 1. He was 87.
Dr. Walker, professor emeritus
at the University of New Mexico,
was born in Winnipeg, Manitoba,
and received his medical degree in
1930 from the University of
Alberta. He interned at Toronto
Western Hospital and in 1931 came
to the United States for a residency
in neurology and neurosurgery at
the University of Chicago.
From 1935 to 1936, he was a
Rockefeller fellow in neurophysiol¬
ogy research at Yale School of Medi¬
cine, and in 1937 he returned to the
University of Chicago to teach. Dr.
Walker’s 1938 study. The Primate
Thalamus, was an important work of
the midcentury for understanding the
function of the human brain. He
became a U.S. citizen in 1940, and
during World War II was chief of
neurological services at Cushing
General Hospital in Framingham,
Mass. Dr. Walker was professor of
neurological surgery from 1947 to
1972 at the Johns Hopkins Univer¬
sity School of Medicine.
Dr. Walker helped identify the
Dandy-Walker Syndrome which
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triggers hydrocephalus in infants.
He was an honorary member of
nearly every neuroscience organiza¬
tion throughout the world. Research
laboratories and patient care areas
in Argentina, Peru, Brazil and
Maryland are named in his honor.

Willard F. Greenwald Jr.
Willard F. Greenwald Jr., M.D.,
died after being stricken by an ap¬
parent heart attack on Jan. 10 at the
Hospital of St. Raphael in New
Haven. He was 68.
Born in New York City, Dr.
Greenwald received his medical
degree from the Johns Hopkins Uni¬
versity School of Medicine in 1950.
He was assistant resident in general
surgery and chief resident in
orthopaedic surgery at Yale-New
Haven Hospital and chief resident in
orthopaedic surgery at Newington
Children’s Hospital during the
1950s. He maintained a private prac¬
tice from 195 8 to 1971. Dr.
Greenwald's appointments included
assistant professor in orthopaedic
surgery at Yale School of Medicine
and attending orthopaedic surgeon at
both Yale-New Haven and St.
Raphael’s hospitals. He was a found¬
ing partner of New Haven Orthope¬
dic Surgeons in 1971, where he
worked until his death.
Memorial contributions may be
made to the Department of
Orthopaedics and Rehabilitation,
P.O. Box 208071, Yale University
School of Medicine, New Haven, CT
06520 or to the Hospital of St.
Raphael Foundation, 1450 Chapel
St., New Haven, CT 06511.

pediatrics at Yale-New Haven Hospi¬
tal from 1981 to 1983 and practiced
with the Bristol Pediatric Center
before returning to New Haven as a
pediatrician at the Hill Health Center.
An active member of the New
Haven Ad Hoc Adolescent AIDS
Task Force, Dr. Miller also chaired
the Mayor’s Ad Hoc Committee on
Lead Paint and was head consultant
of the New Haven Head Start. She
was a diplomate of the American
Board of Pediatrics and the National
Board of Medical Examiners.
Memorial contributions may be
made to the Dr. Tammis Sholin
Miller Scholarship Fund, c/o Com¬
munity Foundation for Greater
New Haven, 70 Audubon St., New
Haven, CT 06510.

John C. Mendillo
John C. Mendillo, M.D., died
Jan. 18 at his home in Fort Lauder¬
dale, Fla. He was 90.

Dr. Mendillo graduated from
Yale College in 1926 and from the
School of Medicine in 1930.
He completed his residency
training and served as chief resident
in surgery from 1930 to 1936 at
Yale-New Haven Hospital. In 1935,
he was awarded the Davis and Geek
Fellowship in Surgery and named
instructor in surgery at Yale. Dr.
Mendillo was a clinical professor of
surgery from 1936 to 1944.
He lived and practiced in New
Haven. Dr. Mendillo was chief of
surgery at Griffin Hospital in Derby
and on the staff of the Hospital of St.
Raphael and Yale-New Haven Hospi¬
tal until 1962, when he moved to Foil
Lauderdale. Dr. Mendillo continued
practicing in the field of general sur¬
gery and was on the staff of Broward
General, Holy Cross and Beach hos¬
pitals until his retirement in 1975.
Memorial contributions may
be made to Connecticut Hospice
Inc., 61 Burban Drive, Branford,
CT 06405.
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Tammis S. Miller
Tammis S. Miller, M.D., of New
Haven, died of cancer Jan. 14, 1995,
at Connecticut Hospice, in Branford,
Conn. She was 39.
Dr. Miller received a bachelor’s
degree in biochemistry from Brown
University in 1976 and her medical
degree in 1980 from Albert Einstein
College of Medicine. She interned in
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The words of the Rev. George Stewart, carved in stone over the fireplace of the
Medical Historical Library, pay homage to the achievements of scholars of
generations past. Rev. Stewart, a friend of Harvey Cushing, M.D., presided over
the blessing of the books at the library’s dedication June 15, 1941.
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1994-95
Association of Yale
Alumni in Medicine
Officers
Marie-Louise T. Johnson,
M.D., Ph.D. '56
President

Alumni

Affairs

A new building, a new
opportunity for Yale

Lycurgus M. Davey, M.D. '43
Vice President

Gilbert F. Hogan, M.D. '57
Secretary

Muriel D. Wolf, M.D. '59
Past President

Executive Committee
David I. Astrachan, M.D. '84
Jean L. Bolognia, M.D. '80
Leo M. Cooney Jr., M.D. '69
Joseph F.J. Curi, M.D. ’64
Lee Goldman, M.D.,
M.P.H. ’73
Peter N. Herbert, M.D. '67
Ellen B. Milstone, M.D. ’69
Donald E. Moore,
M.D. '81, M.P.H.
Lynn W. Reiser, M.D. '70
Arne S. Youngberg, M.D. '66
Ex-officio

Gerard N. Burrow, M.D. ’58
Dean

Arthur C. Crovatto, M.D. '54
Director, Alumni Affairs

John W. Foster Jr., M.D. ’71
Chair, YSM Alumni Fund

Representatives to the
Association of Yale Alumni
Alfredo L. Axtmayer, M.D. ’76
Harold D. Bomstein Jr., M.D. ’53
Robert L. Fisher, M.D. ’59
John N. German, M.D. '62
Robert M. Rosa, M.D. ’70
Donald H. Schultz, M.D. '52
AYAM Representative,
Medical School Council

What makes an alumni organi¬
zation strong and effective?
Why do graduates of a school
become active members who contrib¬
ute time, energy and money to these
organizations and to their schools?
What motivates the alumni/ae of the
Yale School of Medicine to partici¬
pate as members of our association?
As proud graduates, we want our
school to maintain the excellence that
was the foundation of our medical
education, providing the bricks and
mortar to build successful lives as
practicing physicians, research scien¬
tists, medical educators and medical
social scientists. Our medical degrees
from Yale provided an easier intro¬
duction to opportunity because of the
reputation for excellence in research
and teaching that Yale has attained
and maintained throughout its history.
The Yale System continues to be the
strength of our education.
Dean Gerard N. Burrow, M.D.
'58, is committed to maintaining this
investment in excellence and to train¬
ing the leaders in medicine into the
21st century. But he needs our help.
Laboratory facilities are in great
demand and short supply. Success¬
ful research depends upon the avail¬
ability of modern and adequate labo¬
ratory space. Top-flight faculty can¬
not be recruited as readily without a
commitment of state-of-the-art space
to support their research.

Reconfiguration of some of our older
laboratories, economically and practi¬
cally, is not an adequate solution to the
problem of space.
The dean has proposed the con¬
struction of the Center for the Study
of Human Diseases at the corner of
Congress and Howard avenues. The
projected cost of this undertaking is
$65 million. Major fund-raising
efforts are under way and the support
of all the school's graduates will help
make this vision a reality.
We can further demonstrate our
support for the Association of Yale
Alumni in Medicine by returning to
enjoy our annual Alumni Reunion
Weekend June 2-3 in New Haven.
This occasion offers one the oppor¬
tunity to see old friends, classmates
and faculty, and to observe for your¬
self that the Rotunda is still stand¬
ing at 333 Cedar Street. Plans for
the weekend are detailed on the
next page.
The weekend is a time to renew
old acquaintances and make new
ones. Hope you'll be there!
Arthur C. Crovatto, M.D. ’54
Director of Alumni Affairs

Dorothea R. Peck, M.D. ’43M
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Friday, June 2
1 p.m. Class Reunion Seminars
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class

of
of
of
of
of

1945,
1955,
1960,
1965,
1970,

50th
40th
35th
30th
25th

Reunion
Reunion
Reunion
Reunion
Reunion

Seminars will run concurrently;
locations to be announced.

4 p.m. Welcome to Reunion
Greetings and remarks,
Marie-Louise T. Johnson, M.D.,
Ph.D. ’56, president. Association
of Yale Alumni in Medicine;
Gerard N. Burrow, M.D. '58,
dean of the School of Medicine.
Special presentation, Direct¬
ing the Department of Medicine
into the 21st Century, Ralph I.

Horwitz, M.D., chairman of
internal medicine.
Dean's Reception, Edward S.
Harkness Hall, 367 Cedar
Street. All alumni/ae, faculty,
students and guests invited.

Saturday, June 3
8:30 a.m. Alumni Fund
Class Agents Meeting

UNION

WEEKEN d

June

2-3

Lifton. M.D., associate professor
of medicine and genetics, Howard
Hughes Medical Institute; Fall

10:30 a.m. Annual Meeting of the
Association of Yale Alumni
in Medicine

Injuries Among Elderly Persons:
from Predictors to Prevention,

Welcome and Remarks:
Marie-Louise T. Johnson, M.D.,
Ph.D. '56, president of the associa¬
tion; and Richard C. Levin, Ph.D.,
president of Yale University.
State of the School Address:
Gerard N. Burrow, M.D. '58, dean
of the School of Medicine
Alumni in Medicine
Distinguished Service Award
Presentation

Mary Tinetti. M.D. associate pro¬
fessor of medicine (geriatrics)
II. Department of Surgery
Introduction:
Ronald C. Merrell, M.D.,
Lampman Professor of Surgery;
chairman, surgery.
Topics and Participants:
What's New in Bladder Cancer,

David Esrig, M.D., assistant pro¬
fessor of surgery (urology); Sur¬
gery in the 21st Century, Dana
Andersen. M.D., professor of sur¬
gery; chief, surgical gastroenterol¬
ogy, Endocrine Imaging, Barbara
Kinder, M.D. ’71, HS '71-76,
professor of surgery.

2:45 p.m. Guided Tours

III. Students and
Community Service

For additional information contact:

Introduction:
Robert H. Gifford, M.D., profes¬
sor of medicine; associate dean,
education and student affairs
Participants:
Anthony Aizer, Heather Lynch
and Julia Mac Rae, Class of 1997

Connie Q. Tolliver
Assistant to the Director
Office of Alumni Affairs
Yale University School of Medicine
P.0. Box 7613, New Haven, CT
06519-0613
Telephone 203.785.4674
Fax 203.785.4327

Yale Center for British Art. historic
sections of New Haven, Children’s
Hospital at Yale-New Haven,
Cushing/Whitney Medical Library

Sterling Hall of Medicine,
Steiner Room.
9:15 a.m. Faculty Seminars
I. Department of Internal
Medicine
Introduction: Ralph I.
Horwitz, M.D., professor of
medicine and epidemiology;
chairman of internal medicine.
Topics and Participants: Par¬
athyroid Hormone-Related Pep¬
tide: a Yale Tale, Arthur E.

Broadus, M.D., Ph.D., professor
of medicine and cellular and
molecular physiology; Finding
Genes that Cause Human Car¬
diovascular Disease, Richard P.
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Yale Psychiatric Alumni
Asssociation Second Annual
Meeting Friday, June 2
The Efficacies of Treatment:
Integrating Pharmacotherapy
and Psychotherapy
Redlich Distinguished Alumni Lec¬
ture, Myrna M. Weissman, Ph.D. ’74
Effectiveness of Integrated
Treatment, William H. Sledge, M.D.
’71, HS '72-75
Developments in the Provision of
Mental Health Services, Jerry M.
Wiener, M.D., President, American

Yale Medicine

Psychiatric Association; invited
guest: Connecticut Gov. John G.
Rowland.
Clinical and Research Develop¬
ments, Dennis Charney. M.D., HS
'77-81, and Eric J. Nestler, M.D,
Ph.D.'83
Pre-paid advanced registration
required. For detailed information
and registration materials, contact
Office of Postgraduate and Con¬
tinuing Medical Education, Yale
University School of Medicine,
333 Cedar Street, New Haven, CT
06510. Telephone 203.784.4578.
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Assessing gifts
of property

if . JP

^ TV

Many years ago,
Harvey Cushing, M.D.,
the legendary Yale
neurosurgeon, bought a

When a volunteer donates
hours of personal time, energy and
wisdom to a cause—whether
church, soup kitchen or alma
mater—that is a charitable act but
not a deductible gift. To put it
another way, the Inter¬
nal Revenue Service
only allows volunteers
to reduce their tax bur¬
den by deducting the
actual out-of-pocket
expenses that they in¬
cur, and not the value
of their services.
But what about
gifts of property such
as real estate, artwork
or equipment? When it comes to
this type of support, the IRS now al¬
lows all donors to take deductions
equal to the full value of the prop¬
erty for all gifts of real property, and
for gifts of tangible personal prop¬
erty such as artwork, so long as the
use of the property is related to the
activities of the recipient. If the
property has been held by the donor
for at least a year, it is possible to
avoid capital gains tax.
Universities often receive gifts
of real property and tangible per¬
sonal property; some schools have
interesting stories to tell. For ex¬
ample, a recent article in the New
York Times described the life-sized,
animated—but malfunctioning—
triceratops donated to Rhodes Col¬
lege in Tennessee. Lehigh Univer¬

sity is still looking for a buyer for
the eight Philadelphia cemetery
plots given by a donor.
During the last few years, Yale
School of Medicine alumni and
others have donated a variety of
assets that have bene-

What s the net fited the University
and generated substan¬
effect when
tial tax benefits. Re¬
cent gifts include:
the gift is
residential real estate,
a polo pony
developable real es¬
tate, a jet plane, archi¬
or a letter
val material on DNA
from Darwin ? research, potted
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plants, polo ponies,
and a case of wine (for
use at official functions only).
To make a gift of property and
obtain an income tax deduction for
a charitable contribution, a donor
must obtain an appraisal of the
property if it has value in excess of
$5,000. A copy of the appraisal
will entitle a donor to full credit
towards the Yale School of Medi¬
cine Campaign goal of $285 mil¬
lion. The staff at the Office of
Medical Development is always
available to discuss potential con¬
tributions of property. For more
information contact:

first edition copy of
Charles Darwin’s Origin
of the Species at auc¬
tion. It became part of
his prodigious collection
of medical and scientific
texts, which he donated
eventually to the School
of Medicine. The book
now resides in the stacks
of the Cushing/Whitney
Medical Library. Only a
few weeks ago, a librar¬
ian opened the book by
chance and stumbled
upon a handwritten letter
by Darwin to a friend, the
original owner of the
book. Darwin was a
prolific correspondent, so
this is not a document of
exceptional monetary
worth. It is, however, an
artifact of history with
great intrinsic value. It
provided a thrill to the
person who discovered it

Robert Feldman, Director
Office of Medical Development
Telephone 203.785.6458
Fax 203.785.1319
Electronic mail

inside a gift of tangible
personal property to Yale
School of Medicine.

Medical_Development@QM.Yale.Edu
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Continuing Medical
Education at Yale
April 6-9
June 22-25
Thurs-Sun

April 22
Saturday

The Yale Supercourse: Laparoscopic Skill Acquisition,
Suturing and Anti-Reflux Procedures
Course Director: James C. Rosser Jr., M.D.
Focus on increasing proficiency of nondominant hand, exposure to drills that enhance
bimanual dexterity, as well as a full range of laparoscopic suturing techniques.

Comparison of Treatment Options for the Diabetic Patient with ESRD
Course Director: Margaret J. Bia, M.D.
Addresses issues in renal transplantation, the benefit of pancreatic transplantation,
as well as the optimal type of dialysis for the diabetic patient with ESRD.

May 3
Wednesday

A

B

Comprehensive Care of the Pediatric Patient: An Overview of the Modern
Management of Benign and Malignant Childhood Tumors
Course Director: Robert J. Touloukian, M.D.
Update on common benign and malignant tumors with current standards of evaluation
and treatment.

May 4-6
Thurs-Sat

C

Second Annual International Symposium on Advanced Laparo-endoscopic Surgery
Guest President: Ronald C. Merrell, M.D.
Course Director: Spyros Condos, Ph.D.
The world’s most recognized leaders and pioneers in laparo-endoscopic surgery will
exchange ideas. Focus will be on status and future prospects of laparo-endoscopic surgery.

D

Location: Athens, Greece

May 19
Friday

Alternatives to Estrogen for Osteoporosis
Course Director: Karl Insogna, M.D.
Provides health practitioners in the fields of internal medicine, family practice,
orthopaedics and gynecology with a state-of-the-art review of available alternatives
to estrogen for the management of osteoporosis.

May 26
Friday

E

Yale Visiting Lecture Series in Clinical Ophthalmology: Topics in Refractive Surgery
Course Director: Peter Haffner, M.D.
Visiting professor Marguerite McDonald, M.D., will conduct a comprehensive review
in refractive surgery.

Circle the appropriate letter(s) on the attached postcard to obtain more information on conferences
discussed in this issue. Please be sure to include your name and address. All programs to be held in
New Haven unless otherwise noted.
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Life as a third-year
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Letters

Beating cancer:
a matter of attitude

A few years later, during the
Vietnam War, when I found myself
talking to some army recruits, I
remember being asked how I felt
at the prospect of facing enemy
fire. The answer came immedi¬
ately. I said, “Tense.”

To the editor:

Beating cancer and curing can¬
cer are two separate items.
Your article (The beginning of
the end of cancer. Spring 1995) uses
the word cure. Your cover is in error.
Beating cancer has to do with
one's life and attitude. The article is
about medical therapies. Please un¬
derstand I enjoyed and agree with
the article. The cover is the problem.

John Barchilon, M.D. ’65
Sherman Oaks, Calif.

To the editor:

Bernie Siegal, M.D., HS ’57-61
Woodbridge, Conn.

Remembering
David Clement
To the editor:

That was a great piece by the
late David Clement (Liberating
Dachau, Spring 1995). It took me
back to my medical school days in
1963 when Steve Schacher and I
wandered into his clinical hematol¬
ogy elective. When we shuffled into
the classroom at Brady, we had no
idea what to expect.
David Clement breezed into the
room with a big smile, wearing a
well-fitted tweed jacket, buttondown collar, regimental tie and gray
flannels. He called us by name, told
us about Jimmy, his pediatric patient,
and put Jimmy’s peripheral slide
under the microscope. Wow, sud¬
denly hematology came alive. I liked
him the minute I saw him.
After a few sessions, we knew
quite a lot about the morphology of
the blood elements, but even more,
he taught us how the disordered
shapes hurt his little patients, and
what to do about it. We looked for¬
ward to those Wednesday afternoons
in Brady more and more.
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Sunlight casts long shadows next to
the iron railing outside Sterling Hall
of Medicine.

One day. World War II entered
the discussion. David Clement said
something like, “No, it wasn’t like
that.” Suddenly we knew our af¬
fable, perfectly tailored teacher had
been in the Big One. We pumped
him hard for details and when he
saw we wouldn’t let go. he an¬
swered our questions.
“Did you actually hit the
beaches in Normandy?”
“Yes, Schacher.”
“What was it like?”
“What was what like, Barchilon?”
“The landing craft. Being there.
The machine guns.”
“It was tense. I recall that pretty
clearly. It was tense.”
We didn’t ask him anything
about Dachau, not knowing about
his work there, and he told us noth¬
ing. David Clement wasn’t the sort
of person who would trumpet his
achievements.
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The article on David Clement’s
war end experiences at Dachau
brought to mind some thoughts
about Dr. Clement as a teacher and
practitioner that might interest
your readers.
I took his very good course in
pediatric hematology in senior year.
He and his gracious wife invited
five or six students who took the
course and their spouses to their
house for dinner. While there, I
noticed a beer mug on the shelf that
had an abnormal looking EKG
gilded on it. He told us that when he
was on the swimming team at Yale,
someone decided that all of the
swimmers should have electrocar¬
diograms. His was abnormal in an
unusual way and was sent to Paul
Dudley White in Boston.
It seemed that it was like some
other cardiograms that he and other
cardiologists had seen. They pooled
their data and published it: that was
the first recognition of what came to
be the Wolff-Parkinson-White syn¬
drome. The beer mugs were given to
the original patients at a dinner to
celebrate the 25th anniversary of the
publication. (They knew how to do
things well in those days.)
When I returned to Yale as a
fellow five years later, my wife and
I asked Dr. Clement to be our
children’s physician. We will al¬
ways remember his dashing out to
our house in Woodbridge when our

1

1995-96
Association of Yale
Alumni in Medicine
Officers

son had chicken pox and a tem¬
perature of 105. Of course there
was not a great deal to do medi¬
cally but his concerned presence
helped immeasurably.
He was the model of a gentle¬
manly teacher-practitioner and will
always be remembered fondly.

contacts thereafter were less frequent
but equally warm and stimulating.
Bill Willard’s remarkable career in
medical education, particularly in
pushing preventive medicine, was a
tribute to his Yale preparation and to
his own sterling capabilities.

Herbert J. Kaufmann, M.D. ’59

Myron E. Wegman, M.D. ’32,
HS ’32-36, M.P.H.
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Oysters and better health
To the editor:

The warm and appreciative
piece on Bill Willard (Pioneer of
Primary Care: William R. Willard,
M.D., Spring 1994), moves me to

add some personal reminiscences.
Bill was two years after me in
medical school. Years later, when I
had left New Haven for Baltimore
and was working in the state health
department. Bill, a new Dr.P.H. as
well as M.D., was appointed
Worcester County Health Officer on
the Eastern Shore of Maryland. His
office in Pocomoke City, the state’s
most southeasterly county seat, just
happened to be 11 miles from
George’s Island Landing, a center for
shipping Chincoteague oysters, con¬
sidered by many the finest in the
world. My duties included a monthly
visit to the southern Eastern Shore
and I usually ended in the county
just northeast of Worcester. But Bill
and I, after much study of relevant
maps, decided that, although not
obvious to a casual observer, my
shortest route back to Baltimore was
by way of Pocomoke City and
George’s Island Landing.
Our regular reviews of how our
Yale teachers might have handled
problem situations surely helped the
health of the population of Mary¬
land; at the same time, my Hopkins
students (I taught child health parttime) and other visitors to our home
surely benefited nutritionally and
gustatorily from the sack of oysters I
brought back with me each month.
Bill was transferred to
Hagerstown about the time I left
Maryland for Puerto Rico and our
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Hail us by email
To contact Yale Medicine,
drop us a line in the
conventional sense or use our
electronic mail address. Send
letters to the editor, alumni
news and other news items to
ymm@yale.edu, or to our
postal address: Yale
Medicine, P.O. Box 7612,
New Haven, CT 06519-0612.
We look forward to hearing
from you.

The missing year
To the editor:

I am very appreciative of the
mention in Yale Medicine (Alumni
news, Spring 1995). However, I
would like to make two minor cor¬
rections: I was on the house staff not
only from 1952-54, but also from
1957-58, the year that I was chief
resident in Medicine. In fact, some
say that my career peaked during my
year as chief resident! Also, my
middle initial is G, not C.
On a more serious note, the maga¬
zine continues to be interesting and
informative and I enjoy reading it.
Robert G. Petersdorf, M.D.
’52, HS ’52-54, ’57-58
Seattle
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The Special Olympics
and the
Child Study Center
Shared visions of the potentials
of individuals with mental retardation
By Donald J. Cohen, M.D. ’66,
and Candler M. Gibson

T

he path leading to Yale University’s
participation in the Special Olympics
World Games in New Haven this
summer began in 1918. In that year,
Arnold Gesell, M.D., Ph.D., a pioneer in
early childhood development and the founder
of Yale’s Child Study Center, wrote a report
for the state of Connecticut that delineated
the first statewide plan for programs to meet
the long-term educational and social needs of
individuals with mental retardation and the
importance of keeping these children in
school. Dr. Gesell’s paper included headings
such as A one-month course in the training of
teachers of backward and deficit children in
New Haven, Connecticut, 1919. He empha¬

sized that “no child should be out of school.”
While the terminology regarding individu¬
als with mental retardation has certainly

Donald J. Cohen, M.D., a 1966 graduate of the
Yale School of Medicine, is director of the Child
Study Center and the In’ing B. Harris Professor
of Child Psychiatry, Pediatrics and Psychology.
Candler M. Gibson, a 1987 graduate of Yale
College with a major in English, writes on
issues of the humanities and social policy.
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changed, the Yale Child Study Center’s com¬
mitment to the understanding and the healthy
development of children with mental retarda¬
tion has remained constant. As a world leader
in the study of the development of a child’s
brain and the genetic and environmental
causes of mental retardation, the Child Study
Center continues to reach out to individuals
and families affected by mental retardation
through its biomedical research, clinical care
and social policy efforts.
Indeed, the University’s belief in en¬
abling the full inclusion and mainstreaming
of individuals with mental retardation has a
long history, leading up to the World Games
from July 1 to 9, and represents a natural
synthesis of interests culminating in this
competition, which will bring together
7,200 athletes from 140 nations. The Yale
School of Medicine takes great pride in its
contributions to the field of mental retarda¬
tion and joins with millions of people
throughout the world in celebrating the
achievements and adaptive skills of indi¬
viduals with mental retardation at the 1995
Summer Games.
At the turn of this century, child advo¬
cates called this The Century of the Child
and envisioned great advances for the care
and education of the world’s children. At the
end of the century, we can see how far his-
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tory has deviated from this ideal.
Yet. in one area, the optimism has
proven justified. Dr. Gesell’s vi¬
sion—that children with mental
retardation have the potential to join
the mainstream of society and
should be given the opportunity
progressively—has been fulfilled.
Special Olympics International
(SOI) highlights the revolution in our
understanding of individuals with
mental retardation over the past de¬
cades. SOI celebrates the achieve¬
ments of people with retardation—
their potentials and gifts. SOI athletes
have trained for years and have
reached high levels of skill and
accomplishment. They bring pride to
their parents and communities, share
in the successes and failures of com¬
petition and of life. They demonstrate
their capacities for sustained, mean¬
ingful work and for being members
of teams, as well as part of a social
movement. SOI also brings together
families from all over the world, from
every social class and ethnic and
religious background. Along with
professionals, advocates and leaders
of government, these families share
concerns for facilitating the develop¬
ment of all children and adults.
This philosophy has evolved
within the Yale School of Medicine
on the foundations of science and
social policy laid down in the work of
Dr. Gesell; Grover F. Powers, M.D., a
visionary professor of pediatrics;
Milton J.E. Senn, M.D., the Child
Study Center's second director; and
other international advocates for chil¬
dren during the 1940s and 1950s. SOI
is a movement that emphasizes the
strength and competency of individu¬
als with mental retardation and has
also been the international spearhead
for the implementation of this phi¬
losophy. The Special Olympics has
carried this message around the world
where parents and communities may
come together to take pride in the
achievements of individuals with
mental retardation and where these
athletes, in turn, can contribute to
their community.
This view represents a long-term
approach from within the Child Study
Center that is consistent with the no-
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Child Study Center
founder Arnold
Gesell s vision—that
children with mental
retardation have the
potential to join the
mainstream of
society and should be
given the opportunity
progressively—has
been fulfilled.

tion of retarded individuals as whole
people, an emphasis on social, emo¬
tional and adaptive development. This
perspective has been the tradition in
the Child Study Center from the turn
of the century and was embodied by
Edward Zigler, Ph.D., Sterling Profes¬
sor of Psychology and in the Child
Study Center and director of Yale’s
Bush Center in Child Development
and Social Policy, in the organization
of the Child Study Center’s program
of research on mental retardation. This
program has been continuously sup¬
ported by the National Institute of
Child Health and Human Develop¬
ment since the 1960s, the longest such
funded project.
Mental retardation affects 7.5
million people in the United States.
Around the world, 156 million indi¬
viduals are mentally retarded, ac¬
cording to the World Health Organi¬
zation. The American Association of
Mental Deficiency states that “men¬
tal retardation refers to significantly
subaverage general intellectual func¬
tioning existing concurrently with
deficits in adaptive behavior and
manifested during the developmental
period.” According to Fred R.
Volkmar, M.D., the Harris Associate
Professor of Child Psychiatry, Psy¬
chology and Pediatrics and an expert
on autism, mental retardation is de¬
fined on the basis of intellectual
functioning (IQ less than 75) with
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concurrent deficits in adaptive func¬
tioning. Mental retardation has been
recognized since antiquity and be¬
came an important area of study in
the late 19th and early 20th centu¬
ries. Genetic and environmental
factors figure heavily in determining
levels of mental retardation; the term
itself, however, is unfortunately
vague and masks the diversity
among individuals with mental retar¬
dation and their range of specific
clinical conditions. "Mental retarda¬
tion is at once a clinical, educational
and social phenomenon,” empha¬
sizes Robert A. King, M.D., associ¬
ate professor of child psychiatry,
"and should be viewed and treated in
the broadest perspective.”
Traditionally, clinicians and
researchers have referred to two
broad categories of retardation: the
biological or organic varieties, re¬
lated to dysfunctions in the matura¬
tion of the brain, and those that have
been attributed to a combination of
complex factors related to
psychosocial adversity and constitu¬
tional vulnerabilities. However, ad¬
vances in understanding the multiple
types of interactions between bio¬
logical factors and psychological and
social experiences for all individuals
has tended to blur these traditional
categories and to emphasize the
interweaving of biology and experi¬
ence in the course of human devel¬
opment, from birth onwards. Organic
retardation is basically caused by
genetic and chromosomal abnormali¬
ties, but the many ways in which
these factors lead to retardation is
not known precisely.
More than 1,000 disorders and
causes are associated with mental
retardation, yet organic etiologies
are found in only 40 to 50 percent
of individuals with retardation.
These biological causes include
genetic and metabolic disorders
that impede brain development, as

Right: Donald J. Cohen, M.D., the Irving
B. Harris Professor of Child Psychiatry,
Pediatrics and Psychology and director
of the Yale Child Study Center
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well as preventable causes, including central ner¬
vous system infections, toxins (including lead),
alcohol abuse and malnutrition. In addition to these
medical varieties, mental retardation may be found
in individuals with no known physical dysfunction.
Their slow development is probably related to se¬
vere environmental adversity, the natural distribu¬
tion of intellectual abilities or some combination of
factors that are the object of both debate and in¬
tense scientific research. The Child Study Center is
actively engaged in research on the many biological
and environmental trajectories that may lead to
retardation and other interferences in the develop¬
ment of children and adults.
In the 1960s, a new generation of faculty within
the Child Study Center converged in their pursuit of
understanding the many factors—maturational, psy¬
chological, familial, educational, social—that influ¬
ence the normal and atypical development of chil¬
dren, including the origins of mental retardation and
the growth of children with “subnormal intelli¬
gence.” Dr. Zigler, the federal official responsible for
the Head Start program in the early 1970s, devel¬

Fred R. Volkmar, M.D., the Harris Associate Professor
of Child Psychiatry, Psychology and Pediatrics
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oped a special model for retardation which asserts that
an individual with retardation follows the same core
developmental stages as an individual with average
intelligence. This scientific model, based on advanced
theories of development, supported the work of parents
and advocates in their humanistic goals of correcting
the stigma that went along with treating individuals
with mental retardation as if they had a unique psychol¬
ogy and did not share the same type of human experi¬
ences and needs as other people.
Because these individuals are not “totally other” in
their feelings, thoughts and needs, although their cogni¬
tive and adaptive development may be slowed, the same
developmental principles (such as their needs for famil¬
ial warmth, continuity of human relations and experi¬
ences of achievement) apply as for individuals with
normal intelligence. In addition, a large part of the
adaptive functioning of children and adults with mental
retardation occurs as a natural result of their experi¬
ences in life, in the same way as for others with average
IQ. Supportive families and communities are critical to
helping individuals with mental retardation achieve
maximum adaptive functioning. Dr. Zigler’s develop¬
mental approach stressed the importance of social and
psychological factors in facilitating development, and
the understanding of the retarded person as having a
personality and a social and emotional development that
is similar to the average person.
At the same time, James P. Comer, M.D., M.P.H., the
Maurice Falk Professor of Child Psychiatry, became
immersed in issues of inner-city children and their spe¬
cial risks for low achievement. By studying the general
environment of schools and what schools should be do¬
ing about children’s social and emotional development.
Dr. Comer showed that the low academic performance of
inner-city children could be remediated by helping
schools meet their social and emotional, as well as aca¬
demic, needs. Dr. Comer’s insights in this area led to the
creation of the Child Study Center’s School Develop¬
ment Program, a national model that unites parents and
teachers in a child-focused educational process that has
dramatically increased children’s preparation for and
success in school.
During this period, Albert J. Solnit, M.D., Sterling
Professor Emeritus of Pediatrics and Psychiatry and direc¬
tor of the Child Study Center from 1966 to 1983, brought
the insights of child psychoanalysis to understanding chil¬
dren with developmental problems and their families, as
well as new ways of providing early, effective intervention
for children at risk. (Today, as Connecticut’s commissioner
of mental health, he continues this process of applying
developmental principles to broad social systems.) This
work was deeply influenced by the observations of Sally
Provence, M.D., who studied young children in institu¬
tions and other vulnerable infants and founded the Child
Study Center’s unit on early child development (now
named the Provence-Harris Child Development Unit in
tribute to her and her close friend, Irving B. Harris).
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Bringing the Special Olympics
to New Haven and Yale
The opportunity for Connecticut to host

the Special Olympics World Summer Games
was based on a special confluence of inter¬
ests and personnel.
Lowell P. Weicker Jr., Connecticut’s
governor from 1990 to 1994 and a member
of the Yale College Class of 1950, was one
of the nation’s leading advocates for the
handicapped during his years in the U.S.
Senate. As the father of a son with Down
syndrome who is a Special Olympics ath¬
lete, Gov. Weicker recognized the important
role of the Special Olympics and the chance
to use the 1995 games to teach the world
about what individuals with retardation can
achieve when provided with resources and
belief in their future. His achievements were
recognized by an honorary degree from Yale
at this year’s commencement exercises.
Timothy Shriver—son of Special Olym¬
pics International founders Sargent Shriver,
’38, LL.B. ’41, and Eunice Kennedy Shriv¬
er—led the program on social and emotional
development of inner-city children in the
New Haven schools and served on the fac¬
ulty of the Child Study Center. Gov. Weicker
and Timothy Shriver generated the initial
enthusiasm and resources for writing the
proposal that brought the World Games to
Connecticut. They were soon joined by
Donald J. Cohen, M.D. ’66, director of the
Child Study Center and a researcher and
clinician working in the field of mental retar¬
dation and developmental disabilities. The
strong support of many individuals, business
leaders and academic institutions through¬
out the state convinced SOI that Connecti¬
cut would be an ideal site for the summer
games, for which Gov. Weicker serves as
chairman and Timothy Shriver as president.
During the years leading up to the 1995
World Games, SOI has fostered new collab¬
orations between the public and private sec¬
tors, among universities, and across aca¬
demic disciplines and departments. The SOI
Committee on Science, Law and Social Poli¬
cy, chaired by Dr. Cohen, has coordinated
academic involvement with the Special
Olympics and has mounted research and
policy activities that will have enduring im¬
pact on the field of mental retardation.
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Elisabeth M. Dykens, Ph.D., assistant professor in the
Child Study Center and director of the Special Olympics
International Office of Science, Law and Social Policy

Drs. Provence and Solnit were among the first to
consider seriously the emotional climate created by
the birth and special problems of children with devel¬
opmental disorders. Their careful clinical research
charted the process of a family’s reactions to a developmentally impaired child—their initial grief, their
slow recognition of the child’s and their own needs,
and their increasing ability to adapt and take pride in
the child. They emphasized the importance of consid¬
ering the ways in which the family’s emotional re¬
sponse also affected the child’s functioning. "Part of
parenting is recognizing that the reality of the child in
front of you is not the fantasy child you may have
dreamt of,” says Dr. Solnit. “If a child has a develop¬
mental disorder, adapting parents' fantasies to the
reality is a significant, and harder, burden.”
The convergence between the work of Dr. Zigler
in psychology. Dr. Comer in child psychiatry and
education. Dr. Provence in early child development,
and Dr. Solnit in child psychoanalysis and clinical
care, strengthened the emerging view among advo¬
cates and clinicians that parents had the right to de¬
mand that their children have the opportunity to de¬
velop whatever assets they have. The results of the
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Albert J. Solnit, M.D., the Sterling Professor Emeritus of Pediatrics and
Psychiatry, and Connecticut’s commissioner of mental health

interventions mounted by these clini¬
cal investigators and their colleagues
in the Child Study Center showed
that the future of a child should not
be constrained by any preconceived
sense of his or her “intrinsic” limita¬
tions and that, as Dr. Solnit has
noted, “the life of a family is not
over with the birth of a mentally
retarded child.” Yale research pro¬
vided scientific support for legal
challenges to the institutional system
of care of individuals with retarda¬
tion. Increasingly, there was a dis¬
trust of what large institutions could
provide and an awareness of what
children with retardation could gain
from growing up within their fami¬
lies, and what they could contribute
to family life.
Thus, from several different

perspectives during the 1960s, the
Child Study Center stimulated
great interest in the social and
emotional factors that influence the
development of children, including
children with mental retardation,
and the importance of providing
them with facilitating environ¬
ments, homes and families that are
supportive and engaged.
With these insights, together
with the dramatic advances in bio¬
medical research and molecular ge¬
netics, Yale School of Medicine
faculty from multiple disciplines
have engaged in the prevention and
treatment of mental retardation, em¬
phasizing not only intellectual abili¬
ties but also adaptive, social, emo¬
tional and cognitive skills. Concur¬
rent with the elaboration of Dr.
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Zigler’s developmental model of
mental retardation were tremendous
advances in biomedical research that
increased scientists' knowledge
about genetics and brain function. In
several departments within the
School of Medicine, including the
Child Study Center, clinicians and
researchers became immersed in
elucidating the biological causes of
mental retardation.
A signal event in Yale’s contri¬
bution to the history of research was
the discovery in 1969 by Herbert A.
Lubs, M.D., of fragile X syndrome.
His observation that a small break in
the X chromosome could lead to a
specific form of mental retardation
and a range of physical signs was a
significant scientific advance. Also,
Dr. Lubs' genetic findings have
proven of great clinical importance
as the fragile X syndrome is the most
common inherited form of mental
retardation and the second most
common genetic cause (after Down
syndrome).
This focus led to the Child
Study Center’s decision to expand
its research in the biological bases
of normal development and the
utilization of neurobiological meth¬
ods for studying children with de¬
velopmental disorders, including
mental retardation and autism. From
the 1970s on, the center has had a
distinctive program of research and
clinical work that brings together
the traditions of psychosocial and
biological approaches to under¬
standing individuals with mental
retardation. In the Children’s Clini¬
cal Research Center (a collaboration
between the School of Medicine
and Yale-New Haven Hospital),
new methods were developed for
exploring the neurochemical and
genetic bases of the full range of
serious developmental disorders,
including conditions in which men¬
tal retardation is also associated
with disorders of social functioning.
According to Dr. Volkmar, who
heads the Child Study Center’s pro¬
gram in developmental disorders and
led the international research pro¬
gram on developing a new classifica¬
tion system for developmental disor-
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Nicholas Fondulas, a member of the
Connecticut equestrian team to the
Special Olympics, practices at High
Hopes in Old Lyme, Conn., the venue
for equestrian competition.

ders, the “most challenging condi¬
tions—both for science and for the
child and family—are those that
have a pervasive influence on all
domains of functioning and, espe¬
cially, those that touch the core of
social relations.” The Child Study
Center is one of the international
leaders in this area of work.
Today, the center’s faculty is
engaged in research utilizing
neuroimaging, molecular biology,
neuropharmacology, and psychologi¬
cal methods to understand the ways
in which genetic and neurobiological
factors interact with a child’s experi¬
ences in the emergence and natural
history of mental retardation and
associated syndromes. As director of
the center’s Laboratory for Molecu¬
lar Biology in Child Psychiatry,
James F. Leckman, M.D., heads a
team of basic and clinical research¬
ers looking for the genes that control
the maturation of the brain. “As we
discover the genetic, evolutionary
basis for the formation and function¬
ing of the brain,” he notes, “we will
also open new avenues for under¬
standing the deep, neurobiological
basis for mental retardation as well
as for what we consider the most
human of functions, such as using
language and falling in love.”
The significant investment of
financial resources into understanding
the causes of mental retardation and
its preventable forms has yielded
tremendous insights into the develop¬
ment of the human brain, the
fundamental issues of human devel¬
opment and the adaptive capacities of
all people. In addition, educational
resources help mentally retarded
individuals achieve their full potential
and promote independent lives.
Yale School of Medicine re¬
mains at the forefront of basic bio¬
medical research on the causes of
mental retardation and continues to
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generate new knowledge to improve
the lives of children with develop¬
mental disabilities. This recognition
of the strengths inherent in diversity
and the importance of a person’s
individuality is good for our society.
The continuum of scientific inquiry
at the School of Medicine—from
biomedical research to clinical care
to social policy—represents the plas¬
ticity of knowledge and has serious
implications for our ability to make a
difference in people's lives.
Sara S. Sparrow, Ph.D., profes¬
sor of psychology in the Child Study
Center who devised the current ver¬
sion of the Vineland Adaptive Be¬
havior Scales, the internationally
accepted method for measuring so¬
cial, language and other adaptive
abilities of individuals with retarda¬
tion, has been at the forefront of
showing how social experiences can
tremendously improve functioning
in the most important areas of daily
life. For her, “SOI, in addition to
what it provides for individuals, is
also an enormous, natural experi¬
ment on how adaptation can be
shaped by opportunities.”

In chronological and historical
terms, the work of the Child Study
Center has evolved along with Spe¬
cial Olympics International. When it
became possible for the state of Con¬
necticut and the city of New Haven
to apply to be the host of the 1995
Special Olympics World Summer
Games, it was natural that the Child
Study Center would play a major
role. The faculty’s 75 years of expe¬
rience in viewing retarded individu¬
als as people, as well as its path¬
breaking scientific and psychologi¬
cal advances, was consistent with the
goals of the Special Olympics move¬
ment. The University’s enthusiasm
to host the Games, its support for the
rights of handicapped individuals,
and its years of research, clinical and
social policy experience proved
central to Connecticut’s winning bid
for the World Games.
Yale served as a focal point for
bringing together for the first time a
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consortium of universities from
throughout Connecticut to participate
in thinking about the implications of
the Special Olympics and as the con¬
vener of the SOI Committee on Sci¬
ence, Law and Social Policy. This
committee addresses the intersections
of these three disciplines and seeks
concrete ways to relate the Child
Study Center’s development of social
policy, and its long commitment to
research and clinical care for indi¬
viduals with mental retardation, to
legal issues and obstacles to full ac¬
ceptance of the mentally retarded in
society. Just as the law influences
social policy (and vice versa), ques¬
tions of social policy raise research
issues: What is the most optimal set¬
ting for the education of individuals
with retardation? How can they best
be integrated into the mainstream of
school and work? What is the impact
of SOI on the athletes who compete
in the games?
To provide a framework for
research and policy, the Office of
Science, Law and Social Policy was
created within SOI and was headed
by Elisabeth M. Dykens, Ph.D.,
assistant professor in the Child
Study Center. Under her leadership,
SOI has conducted the first system¬
atic studies on the impact of partici¬
pation in the Special Olympics on
the athletes and their families.
By careful assessment of the
intellectual and adaptive functioning
of athletes, she and her colleagues
have shown that sustained, active
participation in the Special Olympics
is associated with remarkable im¬
provement in social competencies,
such as the ability to form friend¬
ships, communicate with others and
participate more fully in the commu¬
nity. Indeed, the participants’ levels
of work and friendship may far out¬
pace their tested intellectual level
and approach that of individuals
with normal intelligence. Thus, ac¬
cording to Dr. Dykens, “the opportu¬
nity for engagement in Special
Olympics not only strengthens ath¬
letic skills and motivation but it also
helps enhance the adaptive skills
necessary for participation in the
workplace and full, responsible shar¬
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ing in family and community life.”
In another study with great policy
implications. Dr. Dykens and the
Quinnipiac College Polling Institute
conducted a systematic survey of
attitudes about mental retardation.
Their survey revealed widespread
public support for the goals and ac¬
tivities of the Special Olympics. But
they also found that many adults still
harbor stereotyped and even stigma¬
tized views of mental retardation. For
example, there is still a reservoir of
doubt about how well children with
retardation can function in regular
classrooms or how adults perform in
regular jobs. Thus, in spite of years of
public education and the demonstra¬
tion of the abilities of individuals
with retardation to function well—
when given the opportunity—there is
still a need for public education and
dissemination of what has been
learned about the positive roles of
individuals with mental retardation in
school and in the workplace.
“There is more work to do in
this regard,” says Dr. Dykens. “The
chance to witness the superb
achievements of Special Olympics
athletes from throughout the world
should help all of us learn about our
neighbors with mental retardation.”
A third area of work has focused
on the attitudes of schoolchildren.
Connecticut’s schools have been
provided with a curriculum about
mental retardation and the Special
Olympics in preparation for the
World Summer Games. Timothy
Shriver, a 1981 graduate of Yale
College and the president of the
World Summer Games, working
with Carol Ripple, Ph.D., a Child
Study Center psychologist, and Dr.
Dykens, are studying the impact of
this curriculum and the actual games
on how children view other children
with mental retardation as potential
friends, playmates and schoolmates.
The studies of the impact of SOI
on athletes, adults, children and
communities will provide hard data
to guide social policy. The field of
social policy and mental retardation
was explored this spring at two ma¬
jor symposia, organized in collabora¬
tion with the Committee on Science,
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Michael Fitzsousa

James F. Leckman, M.D., the Neison Harris Professor of Child Psychiatry and Pediatrics and director of the Child Study
Center’s Laboratory’for Molecular Biology in Child Psychiatry, left, and Paul J. Lombroso, M.D., associate professor and
director of the Child Study Center’s Laboratory of Molecular and Developmental Neurobiology.

Law and Social Policy, held by the
Yale Law School and the Yale Divin¬
ity School. The symposia examined
legal issues from an international
perspective and the spiritual issues
surrounding mental retardation. The
findings from these symposia were
described at an international sympo¬
sium June 30 at the United Nations
in New York. This symposium, orga¬
nized by the committee and chaired
by Duane Alexander, M.D., director
of the National Institute of Child
Health and Human Development,
brought together leaders in the field
of mental retardation with leaders
from government to discuss what is
known about retardation and the
legal and social policy implications
of scientific advances.
For decades, the School of Medi¬
cine has demonstrated remarkable
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facility in bridging research and
policy. While contributing to the
understanding of the causes of mental
retardation, researchers and clinicians
have been at the forefront of advocat¬
ing for the developmental needs of
children and adults with mental retar¬
dation, and their families.
This developmental perspective
also helps assure that each child and
family receives individual consider¬
ation and a range of options that
change during the course of a life¬
time, including meeting the
individual's need for suitable educa¬
tion, living situation and vocational
planning. No single solution or for¬
mula can provide the support that
different people need. Indeed, one of
the major conceptual achievements of
the last decades has been to recognize
the diversity among individuals with
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retardation and their families, and that
one approach is not best for all.
Mental retardation is an interna¬
tional concern. The Yale School of
Medicine is committed to advancing
research on all fronts about human
development and the many factors
that can impede children and adults
from reaching their potentials. After
the tents of the Special Olympics are
folded, work at Yale on all aspects of
mental retardation will continue to
lead the way, reinvigorated by the
collaboration between athletes, fami¬
lies and communities. Since the
world is coming to New Haven this
summer, Yale University intends to
make the most of this historic oppor¬
tunity to share its years of experi¬
ence in understanding mental retar¬
dation and responding to the needs
of individuals and their families. YM
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Yale Sports Medicine Center
Director Peter Jokl, M.D.,
second from right, is medical
commissioner for the Special
Olympics World Games in New
Haven July 1 to 9. With him,
from left, are colleagues John
P. Daigneault, M.D., Patrick
A. Ruwe, M.D., and Marc
Galloway, M.D.
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How do you keep 7,200 Special Olympians
healthy in New Haven? With an army of
volunteer physicians, nurses and other health
professionals, and a general: sports medicine
Director Peter Jokl, the medical commissioner
for the 1995 World Games.

A

By Michael Fitzsousa
Tuesday afternoon in April: Peter Jokl,
Bob Fodero, Linda Tafuto, Jessie Moore
and Phil Brewer circle a conference table,
papers strewn before them, planning the
task of providing medical care to 7,200
» athletes bound for New Haven in early
July. After two years, medical coverage for the Special
Olympics World Games is nearly complete; all that re¬
mains is to make sure that what works on paper will work
in real life. That and scheduling more than 1,000 medical
volunteers to fill 3,500 work shifts during the games.
Organizers say the competition will be the largest
sporting event on Earth this year. Peter Jokl, M.D. ’68,
HS '69-73, chief of sports medicine at the medical
school and medical commissioner for the World Games,
is the person responsible for the health of the partici¬
pants, athletes with mental retardation from 140 na¬
tions. In this conference room at the Yale Sports Medi¬
cine Center, in an industrial building behind the Long
Wharf Theatre and near New Haven’s waterfront, the
medical committee’s executive group has met each
week since mid-1993.
A volunteer firefighter from neighboring Hamden
joins the discussion, offering to provide trained medics
at key locations during the 10 days of competition. The
conversation turns to equipment—radios, cots, first-aid
kits—and the logistics of having ambulances at each of
the two dozen venues and six residential medical sta¬
tions. What if a row of bleachers or a bank of amplifiers
should collapse? What if a bomb threat forces the evacu¬
ation of the Yale Bowl? For every contingency, a plan is
discussed. The fruit of this work is the thick draft of a
policy manual compiled and edited by Phillip A. Brewer,
M.D., assistant professor of surgery and an emergency
room physician at Yale-New Haven Hospital (YNHH).
Among the problems yet to be worked out, there
are bright spots: The logistical demands of the games

Michael Fitzsousa is publications editor in the
School of Medicine’s Office of Public Information.
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have produced a new medicalrecord system—available instantly
by scanning an athlete’s identifica¬
tion badge into a computer—devel¬
oped by programmers at YNHH.
And a grounds we 11 of support for
the games in New Haven has
brought a large turnout of volun¬
teers. The pool seems especially
large this afternoon in early spring:
“We're now supporting bowling,”
Dr. Jokl says laughing, “with the 20
or so medical personnel who will be
there.” His colleagues laugh be¬
cause only a few are needed. The
discussion turns to how best to real¬
locate the extra volunteers.
During the games, Smilow Field
House next to the Yale Bowl will be
transformed into an eight-bed field
hospital, staffed by volunteer physi¬
cians and supported by military re¬
serve personnel. “The idea is to keep
the athletes out of the hospital and to
give them very rapid care,” says Dr.
Jokl, who is professor of ortho¬
paedics and rehabilitation and an
attending physician at YNHH. “We
want them to be able to get back in
the game as soon as they can.”
Guided by the experience of the

Athletic trainer O. William Dayton
works with Inbal Megiddo, a Yale
music student who developed
tendonitis while performing in
Portugal.
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summer World Games in Minneapolis-St. Paul four years ago. Dr. Jokl
expects most treatment to be for
dehydration, nausea and diarrhea.
Unless an athlete is gravely injured,
it is unlikely that he or she will even
see a hospital while in New Haven.
Peter Jokl was a natural choice
for the job of medical commissioner.
“He’s had a similar association with
the Volvo (International] tennis tour¬
nament and handled that event very
ably,” says James F. Neale III, direc¬
tor of games operations for the
World Games. Educated at Yale Col¬
lege, the School of Medicine and as
a resident at Yale-New Haven Hospi¬
tal, Dr. Jokl has been on the medical
faculty here since the early 1970s.
He founded the athletic medicine
clinic at the Yale Health Plan in 1972
and ran it for 10 years.
In 1987, under a newly chartered
Department of Orthopaedics and
Rehabilitation, Dr. Jokl became the
first section chief for sports medi¬
cine—and director of the Yale Sports
Medicine Center on Sargent Drive in
New Haven. As a Yale undergradu¬
ate, he excelled as a runner on the
mile relay teams of 1961-63 that
broke records indoors and out; he
earned letters in each of his four
years. As a result, colleagues say, he
understands how competitive ath¬
letes train and think.
“It’s a huge task,” Mr. Neale
says of the medical commissioner’s
job. “Peter Jokl is the kind of selfassured guy who will make this
game plan really work. He’s very
determined to see that it does.”
Affable and upbeat. Dr. Jokl
attributes much of his early interest
in the field to his father, Ernst Jokl,
M.D., a physician who trained and
treated athletes in Germany and
South Africa from the 1920s to the
’50s, and in Lexington, Ky., since
1955. Peter Jokl’s mother. Erica
Lestmann Jokl, was one of
Germany’s champion athletes of the
1920s. She won a gold medal as a
member of its gymnastics team in
the 1928 Olympic Games in
Amsterdam, where Ernst Jokl was an
alternate on the German track team.
(See A/? Olympic legacy. Page 17.)
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On this gray Thursday morning in

early spring, the Yale Sports Medi¬
cine Center is buzzing. In one room.
Dr. Jokl is examining a police officer
who has revived an old knee injury
by chasing a suspect down an em¬
bankment in nearby Branford.
Inbal Megiddo, a Yale freshman
and cellist, waits in another room.
She was on tour in Portugal with the
Yale Symphony Orchestra in March
when she developed tendonitis.
Today, she works with trainer
O. William Dayton on exercises to
strengthen the muscles in her arm.
Next door, Mr. Dayton has been
helping Patricia Morrison, a New
Haven teacher who cracked the meta¬
tarsal bones of her right foot while
Scottish country dancing one evening
nine years ago. About once every 12
months, she comes to the Yale center
for a tuneup—refitting of an orthotic
device made of moldable plastic that
supports her arch and has made danc¬
ing close to painless again. “It’s been
wonderful,” she says.
“We treat everyone from worldclass professionals to people who
garden fairly vigorously—who push
100- to 200-pound wheelbarrows
around all day and get injuries simi¬
lar to weightlifters,” says Dr. Jokl.
“If someone thinks they’re an ath¬
lete, they probably are.”
The Yale Sports Medicine Cen¬
ter cares for high school athletes in
New Haven and surrounding towns,
along with top-ranked tennis players
who pass through New Haven for
the Volvo and SNET Classic tourna¬
ments each summer. More than
1,000 Yale athletes on 33 varsity
teams enjoy a close association with
the center, which has four full-time
faculty members on staff along with
a sports medicine fellow, two com¬
munity-based physicians, three
nurses and regular rotations of
orthopaedic residents.
“It’s an enormous plus that we
have that expertise right next
door,” says Tom Beckett, the
former San Francisco Giants in¬
fielder and Stanford University
associate athletic director who
became Yale’s athletic director last
July. “Yale does everything with
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Mr Dayton fits an orthotic device for patient Patricia Morrison, who fractured metatarsal bones while dancing.

the concept of being a leader.
Sports medicine is no exception.”
The claim to leadership is
grounded in its academic program.
Supported by excellent bioengineer¬
ing and basic science resources in
the Department of Orthopaedics and
Rehabilitation. Dr. Jokl says, the
sports medicine section is pursuing
innovative lines of research while
training new physicians in some of
the most complex knee- and shoul¬
der-repair procedures attempted
anywhere. The section offers a fel¬
lowship, certified by the Accredita¬
tion Council for Graduate Medical
Education, to one promising
orthopaedist each year. Past recipi¬
ents have gone on to academic ca¬
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reers and into private practice. Mark
Connell, M.D., the section’s fellow
two years ago, now works in a
Washington, D.C., group that covers
that city’s professional hockey and
basketball teams.
With four full-time faculty at
the center, Yale is able to advance
the science of orthopaedic sports
medicine while training the next
generation of athletic physicians.
Research projects under way prom¬
ise to shed light on the mechanics
of muscle injury, test new ways of
anesthetizing arthroscopic patients,
and improve the chances of repair¬
ing a torn meniscus, the cartilage
that cushions the bones of the knee.
Researchers are conducting studies
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on the biomechanics of knee liga¬
ments, and the immune problems of
transplanted ligaments and carti¬
lage. Each year several Yale medi¬
cal students, required to complete a
thesis during their four years of
study, conduct their research in a
sports medicine topic.
Dr. Jokl has developed innova¬
tive solutions to sports medicine
problems and applied these lessons
beyond the scope of traditional
athletics, says Gary Friedlaender,
M.D., chairman and professor of
orthopaedics and rehabilitation. An
example is the seminar on the pre¬
vention and rehabilitation of inju¬
ries in musicians and dancers that
Dr. Jokl and Yale colleagues Kyle
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Pruett, M.D., and Martin Sklaire,
M.D., will present Aug. 6 at Yale’s
Norfolk Music Festival in north¬
western Connecticut.
"He's working very hard and
successfully to make sports medicine
an intellectual pursuit as well as
something that’s challenging and
fun,” says Dr. Friedlaender. “And
he's an incredible role model.”

On a weekday morning at the

Yale Health Plan on Hillhouse Av¬
enue, plaid-shirted undergraduates
mix with middle-aged, arthritis
sufferers in the specialty clinic
waiting room. A few rooms down
the hall, Patrick A. Ruwe, M.D. '87,
HS '87-92, snaps a stack of X-rays
onto a viewer and telephones a col¬
league. The images show the hand
bones of a 55-year-old woman with
plantar warts. Nothing indicates an
orthopaedic problem. Dr. Ruwe says
into the phone. He listens. After a

pause, he says, “OK. I'm sending it
to rheumatology,” and hangs up.
Debbie Yaeger, one of Yale’s
athletic trainers, comes in with the
chart of a Yale hockey player who is
recovering poorly from a knee in¬
jury. The player tore the medial col¬
lateral ligament during the last few
weeks of the season. After an initial
improvement, he feels pain when he
bends the knee.
“We got back your MRI,” Dr.
Ruwe tells him. “It shows a tear in the
meniscus—not a gross tear with every¬
thing blown out of place, but a small
line on the MRI. How does it feel?”
“Sore, especially when I kneel
or bend the knee.”
“If you feel like it’s not getting
better, we definitely ought to go in
there and fix it for you,” the doctor
says. The hockey player agrees.
During the exploratory surgery.
Dr. Ruwe will determine whether the
meniscus can be repaired. If not, the
torn segment will be trimmed away
to lessen future irritation and dis¬
comfort. If a repair looks vi¬
able, Dr. Ruwe will use sutures
to close the tear. The patient
will probably go home the
same day.
Back in the clinic office,
Dr. Ruwe dictates his notes
into a tape recorder. A varsity
football player in college, he
suffered a similar injury. Play¬
ing in the Yale Bowl as a
sophomore in 1983, Dr. Ruwe
tore the anterior cruciate liga¬
ment of his left knee. The team
physician was Peter Jokl.
“P.J. brought me back,”
Dr. Ruwe says later with a
grin. The next year, he was
named the 106th captain of the
varsity football team. The year
following, he began medical
school at Yale. Like Dr. Jokl,
he would train at Yale as a
resident and join the faculty.

Dr Jokl discusses treatment options

These are the injuries most likely

with a police officer who reinjured
his knee while apprehending a

to sideline athletes: torn tendons and
ligaments of the knees and ankles,
elbows and shoulders; torn cartilage;

suspect in a New Haven suburb.
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sprains and strains; muscle injuries
and, of course, broken bones.
Arthroscopic meniscectomy—
removal of tattered meniscal carti¬
lage in the knee—is the most com¬
mon procedure performed at the
center, says co-director Kevin
Lynch, M.D., a community physi¬
cian with a private practice in New
Haven who spends 30 percent of his
time at the center. Only a fraction of
meniscal injuries can be repaired
successfully, adds Marc T. Galloway,
M.D., HS '84-89, assistant professor,
who is conducting research that may
improve that ratio. A pilot study by
Dr. Galloway and colleagues at the
center looked at whether the injec¬
tion of growth factors into the knee
after surgery in an animal model
would improve the rate of meniscal
healing. “If so, we could do repair
on more menisci,” says Dr. Gallo¬
way. “Now, only about 20 percent of
tears can be repaired.”
Almost as common as menis¬
cectomy is surgery to repair the
anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) in
the knee. ACL repair involves split¬
ting the patellar tendon and rerout¬
ing a portion of it to bridge the gap
between the tibia and femur; the
makeshift section of ligament is
fastened to the bones with screws.
In many cases, the unstable knee
returns to full function. At Yale,
surgeons have begun using a
bioabsorbable screw that disappears
after three to six months.
This miracle, now routinely
performed on high-school football
players and 40-year-old weekend
warriors, hardly existed a decade
ago. New York Knicks player Ber¬
nard King was one of the first,
highly visible successes.
“[Before this surgery], you
never saw a basketball player come
back after an ACL injury. But the
operation works—people really do
come back to play,” says Dr.
Lynch. “It’s interesting to think
what would have happened to Joe
Namath and Bobby Orr if the field
was where it is today.”
Advances in surgery have come
hand in hand with new approaches to
rehabilitation. The center’s move
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An Olympic
legacy
1928, when Ernst Jokl
and Erica Lestmann repre¬
sented Germany at the
Olympic Games in
Amsterdam, they competed
as strangers. A few years
would pass before they met
as instructors at the Univer¬
sity of Breslau.
Six decades later, they
are married with two ath¬
letic and professional
careers behind them and
two children carrying on
their legacy. Their son,
Yale professor and sports
medicine director Peter
Erica Lestmann Jokl, second from right in the front, trains in Germany during the 1920s.
Jokl, M.D., is medical
She competed in the 1928 Olympic Games in Amsterdam, the first to include women.
commissioner for the Spe¬
cial Olympics World
Games. Daughter Marion
J. Ball, Ed.D. is chief
information officer at the Univer¬
were dating, she got into trouble
were at risk despite—not because
sity of Maryland at Baltimore and
with the German authorities for re¬
of—exercising.
its medical school.
fusing to salute the flag properly.
In South Africa, Mrs. Jokl contin¬
Ernst and Erica Jokl were cham¬
When the couple decided to emigrate ued her work as a university instruc¬
pion high school athletes when they
in 1933, South Africa was the only
tor and competed in track and field
were nominated to Olympic teams in
country that would accept them.
while raising her son and daughter
the late 1920s. Mrs. Jokl was a mem¬
The elder Dr. Jokl left Germany
and training them in athletics.
ber of the gymnastics team in
with his medical degree but was
In the early 1950s, the Jokls
Amsterdam, the first Olympic
required to repeat his medical educa¬
were granted visas and came to the
Games where women were allowed
tion in South Africa in order to prac¬
United States, where Dr. Jokl served
to compete.
tice. Dr. Jokl began training univer¬
as director of the Kentucky Voca¬
Despite the advance, women’s
tional Rehabilitation Center, a haven
sity teams and later helped found a
athletics had a long way to go. The
for war victims established by Presi¬
medical school for black Africans.
team slept on hay and the women
dent Dwight D. Eisenhower.
He trained South Africa’s Olympic
were weighed daily with the threat
Today, both in their 80s, the
athletes and, from 1933 to 1955, was
of expulsion if they gained more
Jokls remain physically active by
the director general of medical ser¬
than two pounds. Those indignities
swimming, taking exercise classes
vices of the South African armed
paled somewhat when the team won
and doing their own yardwork. And
forces. He also served as chief re¬
the gold medal. Dr. Jokl was an al¬
search officer of the National Advi¬
of course they take an active interest
ternate that same year on the track
in their children’s involvement with
sory Council of Physical Education.
the worlds of sports and medicine.
and field team, but it wasn’t until
During this time, he also pub¬
years later, when both were teaching
lished research data discounting the
in Breslau, that the two came to
notion that exercise caused heart
Rosalind D’Eugenio
know each other.
disease and death. His studies
Erica Lestmann was Lutheran
showed that athletes who developed
and her husband Jewish. While they
coronary problems while exercising
In

“Part of what we have to do is
set the kids straight-arid then
set the parents and the coaches
straight. This is a sport. Its
supposed to be fun.
”

Kevin Lynch, M.D.
co-director, Yale Sports Medicine Center

later this year to a much larger
"Athletic medicine is truly luxury
At the center of sports medicine
home at One Long Wharf Drive will
medicine,” Dr. Jokl volunteers, sit¬
is the challenge to return players to
bring it adjacent again to the
ting at a table in his office in early
the field sooner than time normally
Gaylord Hospital Rehabilitation
March. “The problems we treat are
would allow. For this reason, the
Center, where many patients are
generally low on the scale of medi¬
field has been a proving ground for
referred for physical therapy. Until
cal need. But if you’re an athlete, a
new rehabilitation protocols, new
several years ago, Gaylord shared a
small injury can be a big problem.”
procedures, and innovative ways of
building with the Sports Medicine
Consider the major league pitcher speeding up the recovery process.
Center, a proximity that helped
sidelined with an injured finger. “If
Often these advances are applied to
patients rebuild their injured joints
you show up at the emergency room
non-athletes as well.
and limbs more quickly.
with a blister on your finger, it may
Part of the job is education.
“A lot of our results depend on not seem like a big deal,” says Dr.
“You have to teach people to under¬
how good or bad the physical therapy Jokl. “But for the baseball player, it
stand what their problem is and how
is,” says Dr. Jokl. “Having Gaylord means he can’t pitch.”
to deal with it,” says Dr. Lynch, who
next door was a big plus
believes there is too much
because we could walk
pressure on young athletes to
over while the patient was
perform. “Part of what we
there. We could tell the
have to do is set the kids
therapist exactly how much
straight—and then set the
to push it and when to back
parents and the coaches
off. With our patients, most
straight. This is a sport. It’s
of them do too much.”
supposed to be fun.”
Dr. Lynch sees “the fun
The center’s new
in sports slowly getting
home at One Long Wharf
pushed to the background. ...
will increase its space
from 3,500 to 15,000
These kids hardly know
square feet. The existing
where they live any more.
facility was designed for
They’re in school all week
one physician. Since then,
and on the road all weekend.
the section has added three
Sometimes it’s a matter of
full-time faculty members,
giving a real dose of reality
to the adults. Children on
a fellow, residents, and
their own do fine. They’re
two community physi¬
not the architects of these
cians. The center will have
programs.”
approximately 5,500 pa¬
Dr. Jokl has noticed the
tient visits this year in ad¬
spirit of competition “get¬
dition to those covered by
ting a little out of hand,”
the Yale Health Plan and a Elizabeth A. McLarney, M.D., an orthopaedic resident at
Yale, examines tennis player Pam Felder before the start
especially in team sports
Connecticut health mainte¬
where parents play a large
nance organization. When of the spring sports season at Hillhouse High School in
Dr. Jokl founded the center, New Haven. The Yale Sports Medicine Center provides the role. Sometimes women’s
athletics “are more fun and
he handled about 2,000 physicals, as well as medical coverage for many high
school games in New Haven and surrounding towns.
more for fun,” he says.
patient visits per year.
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Don Cousey

“There’s more finesse, and they’re
more skill-oriented.”
Yale has a growing relationship
with school athletics. Orthopaedic
residents provide medical coverage
for high school football games in
New Haven and surrounding towns,
and for the past several years the
Sports Medicine Center has been
contracted to provide physical ex¬
aminations for all high school ath¬
letes in the city.
“It’s a very thorough exam that
our student athletes may or may not
be getting otherwise. It’s not just a
cough and check their pulse,” says
Brian Chisolm of the New Haven
school system’s Department of Ath¬
letics and Physical Education. Mr.
Chisolm says that problems found in
the exams—torn knee ligaments or
strained muscles, for example—
result in individual attention for the
student athletes and preventive care.
“It’s definitely made a difference.”

Patrick Ruwe, M.D., examines the injured
hand of a varsity football player during
the Yale-Princeton game last fall.

When Bill Dayton began his

career as an athletic trainer close to
50 years ago, he says, physicians
had little appreciation for the con¬
cerns of athletes. The exchange be¬
tween an injured track star and doc¬
tor might go something like this:
“How did you hurt it?”
“I was running.”
“Stop running.”
Time was the great healer, even
when the player had no time, Mr.
Dayton says during a break from his
work on a Monday afternoon. After
retiring as Yale’s head trainer in
1978, Mr. Dayton has continued to
work and now sees patients two days
a week at the center.
“It’s like day and night,” he
says of the change in sports medi¬
cine since he joined the Yale ath¬
letic staff in 1956. “When I first
started, a lot of it was just hit or
miss. It’s become very scientific
and now it’s a big part of medi¬
cine.” And it seems to be a growth
field. “The athletes now are 3 to 5
inches taller and 10 to 20 pounds
heavier than their parents were at
their age. There’s more power and
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consequently more injuries now.”
As a result, athletic medicine has
focused on ways to prevent injuries.
“I think we know a lot more about
overuse injuries and how to avoid
them, especially by limiting the ac¬
tivities and rehabilitating once the
problem starts,” says Dr. Ruwe. “In
the old days, kids would pitch and
pitch and not think a thing about it.”
According to Dr. Friedlaender,
the department chairman, athletic
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medicine has been fertile ground for
developing new strategies of treat¬
ment. “Sports medicine is a micro¬
cosm of the larger issues and oppor¬
tunities that face orthopaedists,” he
says, “and has presented very effec¬
tive models to begin assembling the
multi-disciplinary faculty and staff
necessary to push the envelope of
clinical care.”
The dramatic success of ACL
repair is one example of an area
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where “academic sports medicine
has found solutions initially for elite
athletes and applied them to the
general public,” says Dr. Friedlaender. Another is in the evaluation
and proper use of braces during re¬
habilitation. “We've found that many
of the braces we were using were
inappropriate, inefficient, or worse,
placed the patient in jeopardy.” Like¬
wise, because of research in sports
medicine, physicians have learned
that immobilizing an injured limb
often is the wrong thing to do and
leads to muscle atrophy.
At Yale, research has shed light
on the mechanics of muscle injuries,
using a model developed by Dr. Jokl
and scientists in the departments of
Orthopaedics and Rehabilitation and,
across campus. Mechanical Engi¬
neering. Results so far contradict the
commonly held notion that a relaxed
limb is less susceptible to injury than
a contracted one. “There's the old
belief that drunks don't get hurt in
car crashes, because they’re re¬
laxed,” Dr. Jokl says. In muscle-

contusion trials, injuries appear to be
less severe when the muscle is
taught. "How bad it is depends on
the way you absorb the energy of the
injury," says Dr. Jokl. The study also
will look at the effects of heat, cold
and non-steroidal medications on
muscle healing.
Women suffer stress fractures
significantly more often than men.
A study of female athletes at Yale
will determine whether a link exists
between stress fractures—cracks in
bone due to repeated impact—and
eating disorders. Using a question¬
naire, researchers will follow the
athletes over time to monitor any
correlation between the injury and
eating habits and menstrual irregu¬
larities. “We’ll follow the athletes
over the course of their careers to
see who, if anyone, develops stress
fracture,” says John P. Daigneault,
M.D., HS '85-90, assistant profes¬
sor of orthopaedics and rehabilita¬
tion, who is conducting the research
with his three faculty colleagues at
the center.

Dr. Daigneault is involved in a
half-dozen research projects to better
understand and treat dislocated and
separated shoulders. One study com¬
pares the success of open versus
arthroscopic surgery to stabilize the
shoulder after dislocation. Previous
results have shown a better outcome
with the open surgery. Another study
uses magnetic resonance imaging to
see if a correlation exists between
the pattern of shoulder injury—
whether the ligaments were torn
from the bone or simply stretched—
and the likelihood that a second
dislocation will occur.
“What I want to learn,” says Dr.
Daigneault, who like his three faculty
colleagues at the center was a resident
at Yale, “is whether I am doing the
right thing with my surgical approach
and if there is anything I can do to
predict or prevent recurrence in
someone who has already dislocated
a shoulder.” Another project gauges
the effectiveness of MRI, with and
without the tracer gadolinium, in
diagnosing rotator-cuff tears.

Dr. Jokl, opposite page,
and Dr. Daigneault,
right, are collaborating
with colleagues in the
sports medicine section
on a study of stress
fractures among Yale
athletes. The study
follows women at Yale
during the course of
their careers to
determine any
correlation between
eating habits,
menstrual
irregularities and
stress fractu res—cracks
in the bone that occur
after repeated impact.

Dr. Daigneault is also looking
for clues that will help reduce pain
that some patients experience after a
separated shoulder has healed. The
joint between the collarbone and
neighboring acromion usually re¬
mains loose, but pain-free, after
healing. A few patients develop ar¬
thritis and significant pain. Dr.
Daigneault’s research has shown that
by removing a small portion of the
collarbone to prevent rubbing, the
pain can be eliminated. “There are
not many places in the body where
you can take out half the joint, but
this is one of them,” he says. A sec¬
ond study, the thesis project of
fourth-year student H. Matthew
Quitkin, Dr. Daigneault’s advisee,
was designed to see whether the
bone would grow back after re¬
moval. It determined that it does, but
rarely causes further symptoms.
Dr. Ruwe has shown in his clini¬
cal research that the use of femoral
and sciatic nerve blocks during
arthroscopic knee surgery—as op¬
posed to general anesthesia—is an
effective, safer and more comfort¬
able form of anesthesia. It also costs
less and carries fewer side effects
and risks to patients. Dr. Ruwe is
conducting other research on the
cost-effectiveness of magnetic reso¬
nance imaging prior to knee surgery.
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Dr. Galloway has worked with
therapists from the Gaylord Hospital
Rehabilitation Center to develop
rehabilitative protocols for patients
with knee injuries. Most are patients
who have undergone arthroscopic and
knee-ligament reconstructive surgery.
Dr. Galloway and colleagues pre¬
sented a study at the Eastern
Orthopaedic Society that followed 45
patients over a two-year period after
ACL reconstruction and rehabilitation
using the protocol they developed.
More than 95 percent of the patients
were found to be satisfied with their
outcome and able to return to the
level of activity they wished.

Trainer Bill Dayton with patient
Patricia Morrison, whom he has
helped for the past decade.
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In his basic science research,
Dr. Galloway is trying to quantify
the response of bone to soft-tissue
allograft transplantation. Allografts
are used for some ACL reconstruc¬
tive procedures and carry their own
unique set of potential complica¬
tions. While the body’s immuno¬
logic response to transplanted bone
has been thoroughly studied, softtissue allografts have not received
as much attention.

Yale is one of approximately 45
medical schools to offer a fellow¬
ship in sports medicine, says
Michael Wiggins, M.D., who has
held the post for the past academic
year. With more competition for
jobs than ever before. Dr. Wiggins
says, spending a year as a fellow
makes a lot of sense—even for
orthopaedists who may not pursue
an academic career. He will join the
Harvard Community Health Plan in
Rhode Island next year.
“Sports medicine is very popu¬
lar,” he says. “The patients are moti¬
vated, they’re healthy, they want to
get better. It’s satisfying.”
Among the most prestigious
fellowships in sports medicine, he
says, are those offered by Frank
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Noyes, M.D., in Cincinnati, and at
the Kerlan-Jobe Orthopaedic Clinic
in California. Dr. Galloway trained
at the former; Drs. Ruwe and
Daigneault at Kerlan-Jobe, where
many of the aggressive reconstruc¬
tive procedures of the shoulder
were pioneered.
What sets the Yale fellowship
apart. Dr. Wiggins says, is the time
allowed for a close working rela¬
tionship with the faculty. Here, one
fellow works with four attending
physicians. At other programs there
may be as many as six or eight
fellows in total. “You’re not a cog
in the wheel here. You’re not here
to keep the place running,” he
says. “You’re here for an educa¬
tional experience and these guys
like teaching.”

We treat everyone from world-class
professionals to people who garden fairly
vigorously—who push 100- to 200-pound
wheelbarrows around all day and get
injuries similar to weightlifters.
If someone thinks they're an athlete,
they probably are.
“

”

Peter Jokl, M.D.

Medical coverage for the
games reflects the same degree of
discipline and organization. Dr.
Jokl served as a major in the Air
Force medical corps. Linda Tafuto,
R.N., the center’s nurse manager
and member of the World Games
medical committee's executive
group, is a major in the Connecti¬
In many ways, the World Games
cut Army National Guard. The
operation has been run like a cam¬
largest source of volunteers sup¬
paign. Many of those leading the
porting the medical system are
charge were military commanders or
active-duty members of the Na¬
still are. Who else could marshal a
tional Guard’s 118th Medical Bat¬
force of 45,000 volunteers and bring
talion, based in New Haven, says
off the largest sports event on Earth?
Jessie Moore, R.N., coordinator of
medical volunteers for the
games. “We need to fill
3,500 shifts,” she says.
“That means we need
1,000 to 1,200 volunteers
if each does a couple
shifts.” A third of the
shifts will be covered by
military personnel and
military ambulances will
be stationed at each of
two dozen athletic venues
and the six residential
medical stations.
Physicians will staff
the field hospital at Smilow
each day during the games
from 7 a.m. to 11 p.m., and
will be available at the
team residences 24 hours a
day, says Jean E. Klig,
M.D., assistant professor of
“Sports medicine is a microcosm of the larger
pediatrics,
who is coordi¬
issues and opportunities that face orthopaedists,
nating
physician
coverage.
says Gary Friedlaender, M.D., chairman of
Smilow
will
function
es¬
orthopaedics and rehabilitation.
sentially as an emergency
department, she says, while
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the residential medical stations will
be comparable to walk-in clinics.
Patients who need to remain under
observation for a few hours will go
to a short-stay facility set up at the
Yale Health Plan. “The environment
is easier than having to negotiate the
medical system,” says Dr. Klig. “It’s
set up for the athletes with the idea
that they didn’t need the emergencydepartment experience.”
Those organizing this system
have prepared a training video for
medical volunteers and will convey
to them “an appreciation of the
kinds of medical problems athletes
in the Special Olympics may experi¬
ence,” she adds. “Pediatricians espe¬
cially, and many internists, care for
children with special needs as they
grow into adulthood.” Their experi¬
ence will guide the volunteers.
Among the special considerations
for caregivers are orthopaedic prob¬
lems specific to people with Down
syndrome, for example.
“In trauma situations for chil¬
dren with special needs, there is the
problem of knowing what informa¬
tion you can use to make a clinical
assessment,” says Dr. Klig. Accu¬
rate assessment is especially impor¬
tant because the goal of the games’
medical system is to return athletes
to the field as quickly as possible.
“The biggest problem treating
young athletes of this kind is that
the easiest reaction is to take them
out of the game. The safest thing is
to not let them play,” she says. That
decision should be made by
caregivers familiar with specialneeds patients.
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Dr. Galloway, an expert in knee reconstruction, has developed new rehabilitative protocols for patients with knee injuries.

A recent advance that will re¬
duce uncertainty about the state of
injured athletes is new software
called SpecialCare. Developed for
the 1995 games by Yale-New Ha¬
ven Hospital’s management infor¬
mation systems department, the
software has been used to create a
database of the medical records of
all the 7,200 participants. Athletes
who have not submitted their
records on a standard, streamlined
form will not be allowed to com¬
pete. For much of this year, those
forms have been entered into the
database by workers at YNHH.
When the games begin, the infor¬
mation will be available to those
providing care at all of the medical
stations, which are linked by a
computer network.
Developed with help from
Pitney-Bowes, the bar-code system
stores the medical history—up to 8
kilobytes of data—on the athlete’s
photo-ID badge. Passing a light pen
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over the badge will bring up the full
record on any of 600 computers
connected to the database.
SpecialCare, one of the legacies
of the 1995 World Games, is a gift
to the Special Olympics from the
hospital, one of the sponsors. It
replaces a haphazard system that
relied on fourth-generation faxes
and photocopies in dozens of lan¬
guages. One potentially serious
snag is the practice athletes have
developed of swapping badges as a
token of friendship. Caregivers
have been warned to check creden¬
tials and photos carefully before
relying on the data.
In late April, the architects of
the medical system breathe a mo¬
mentary sigh of relief. After two
years of planning, the medical cov¬
erage is nearly complete. Supplies
have been ordered and it looks as
though enough volunteers have
signed up, even with a 20 percent
contingency built into the system.
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“In January, I was panicking be¬
cause we had only 300 volunteers,”
says Ms. Moore, the volunteers
coordinator. “Now it looks like
we'll make it.”
Trial runs last summer at quali¬
fying events for the games gave
volunteers a hint of what lies
ahead. But Daphne Benas, Yale’s
head trainer and another member
of the medical executive group,
says the only events that really
compare to these preparations are
the old Harvard-Yale weekends,
when the Yale Bowl would sell out
for The Game and the series of
related competitions. “It would
take us weeks to prepare for that.
And it was nothing compared to
this. It's mind-boggling.”

When the games are over and the

athletes have gone home. Dr. Jokl will
turn his attention to the future. The
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Sports medicine fellow Michael Wiggins, M.D., left, and Dr. Jokl look at a patient’s X-rays together at the Yale Sports
Medicine Center. “You're not a cog in the wheel here. You're not here to keep the place running, ” says Dr. Wiggins.
“You 're here for an educational experience and these guys like teaching. ”

new facility at One Long Wharf opens
a world of options for expanding
Yale's definition of sports medicine.
Despite its orthopaedic orienta¬
tion, the Sports Medicine Center
fields cases in other areas of medi¬
cine as well, often referring to spe¬
cialists in other departments in the
medical center. With four times as
much space in the new facility, Dr.
Jokl wants to establish new pro¬
grams that cross disciplines in a
more formal way.
He wants the center to offer
comprehensive health assessments
for professional and amateur ath¬
letes, as well as anyone else who is
active and wants to know more
about his or her physical condition.
The Sports Medicine Center has
brought relevant specialties together
before, such as when Yale derma¬
tologists provided skin-cancer
screening for the world’s top-ranked
tennis players at the Volvo tourna¬
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ment and “found a significant num¬
ber of pre-cancerous lesions,” says
Dr. Jokl. The screening was fol¬
lowed by a talk with advice for
players on how to protect them¬
selves from the sun. Dr. Jokl envi¬
sions a collaboration of
orthopaedists, pediatricians, cardi¬
ologists, psychologists, psychia¬
trists, rheumatologists, nutritionists,
neurosurgeons and neurologists to
help treat and solve problems spe¬
cific to athletes.
The center’s new home places it
next to a 200-seat auditorium,
which will be used for local and
international conferences, lectures
and educational programs for
coaches, trainers, allied health pro¬
fessionals and physicians. Com¬
puter facilities in the new center
will support clinical outcomes stud¬
ies to track the most effective treat¬
ments and rehabilitation protocols;
a hands-on surgical laboratory will
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be used to train physicians in ar¬
throscopic technique. More arthro¬
scopic procedures will be per¬
formed in the office.
Finally, the new space will
allow Yale to offer outpatient
physical therapy on a grander scale
than before. Most orthopaedic pa¬
tients treated at Yale have been
referred elsewhere for outpatient
therapy; the new arrangement, with
one or two therapists on staff at the
center along with trainers and
physical therapy assistants, will
increase the rehabilitation program
at Yale.
After anticipating the changes
for several years and devoting much
of that time to Special Olympics
planning. Dr. Jokl is clearly excited
to be moving forward.
“[The move] will open up a lot
of new possibilities,” he says.
“These projects will be developing
for a long time.” YM
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Athletes and
nutrition:
keeping mind
and body fit
Dedication, determination and

sacrifice are three words a good
coach reinforces constantly. An ath¬
lete who fails to incorporate them in
his or her training has little chance
of succeeding on the field.
But what happens when disci¬
pline becomes too severe and self¬
deprivation takes over? One possi¬
bility is the development of an eat¬
ing disorder, says Kelly D.
Brownell, Ph.D., professor of psy¬
chology and epidemiology at Yale,
although it may take time for others
to notice something is wrong.
“Some athletes fear their coaches
will punish them for being sick.
They may be afraid to lose scholar¬
ships. And as a rule, eating disor¬
ders tend to be secretive diseases.”
Both the U.S. Olympic Commit¬
tee and the National Collegiate Ath¬
letic Association have expressed
concern that the number of athletes
with eating disorders is rising, says
Dr. Brownell, the co-author of the
1993 book Eating, Body Weight and
Performance in Athletes with Jack
H. Wilmore, Ph.D., of the University
of Texas, and former Yale Provost
and psychology professor Judith
Rodin, Ph.D., now president of the
University of Pennsylvania.
Their research identified ath¬
letes as a high-risk group for weight
disturbances. By evaluating atti¬
tudes, patterns of dieting and
weight fluctuation, and methods of
weight loss in high school and col¬
lege athletes, the authors found
anorexia and bulimia to be most
common in females. This was espe¬
cially true in gymnastics, ballet,
distance running and sports such as
figure skating where appearance is
rated. Little is known about eating
disorders in male athletes, but there
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is growing con¬
cern for their
long-term health.
Men who par¬
ticipate in
weight-catego¬
rized sports
such as wres¬
tling and rowing
lose and regain
substantial
Dr. Brownell
amounts of
weight during
the competition season. Some male
athletes—by starving themselves
or using laxatives and diuretics to
lose weight quickly before qualify¬
ing matches—may be more vulner¬
able to these disturbances than was
previously recognized.
Intense competition among
college teams and heavy pressure on
coaches to keep athletes in winning
shape may contribute to the upswing
in eating disorders among athletes.
Coaches often take the view that
lower body weight will improve an
athlete’s performance, the authors
found, even though that assessment
is not always supported by the facts.
They also found that those at risk
for eating disorders may pursue
sports to control their weight and
therefore are more vulnerable to the
attitude of a strict coach.
“Right now, we don’t know the
long-term physical effects of all
eating disorders,” says Dr. Brownell.
“But we do know that anorexia has a
10 to 15 percent mortality rate and
that other eating disorders carry
several lasting psychological effects,
such as body-image disturbance,
depression and anxiety.”
Dr. Brownell says that while
more research is needed on the po¬
tential negative psychological and
medical impacts of these behaviors,
education is required to help those
with eating disorders. “Educating the
athletes, their teammates, their
friends and especially the coaches to
recognize the warning signs and to
know the dangers of low weight is
so important.”
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At World Games, siblings get a day in the sun
By Rosalind D’Eugenio
They come from around the

world, speak many languages and
seem to differ in most ways but one:
each has a brother or sister partici¬
pating in the 1995 Special Olympics
World Games in New Haven.
Siblings will not be forgotten
during the 10-day competition,
thanks to the imagination of a group
of volunteers. For the first time in the
history of the Special Olympics,
brothers and sisters of the competing
registered athletes will have their own
events and activities. The Siblings
Program, coordinated by the Friends
of the Children’s Hospital at YaleNew Haven, is designed to bring
siblings from the background to the
foreground with their own special
agenda during the World Games.
With more than 3,000 siblings
anticipated for games week, the
Siblings Program has scheduled
activities from a New Haven Ravens
minor league baseball game to a
family reception with members of
the World Wrestling Federation. The
program has secured three days of
schooner tours on Long Island
Sound with SoundWaters, a Green¬
wich-based company that also will
help the Siblings Program raise
funds for the future.
At the heart of this program is
We ’re Special Too: Siblings on Adven¬
ture at the Adam Kreiger Challenge

Course. Located on the grounds of the
Hopkins School in the Westville sec¬
tion of New Haven, this outdoor ad¬
venture course is designed to promote
group skills, self-esteem, cooperation
and trust. The program includes a
ropes course, a 400-foot zip line across
a playing field and a trapeze jump,
where participants are attached to
ropes and jump from 25 feet in the air.

Rosalind D’Eugenio is media
specialist in the School of Medicine’s
Office of Public Information.

Shelley Kreiger and Adam Clark on the Adam Kreiger Challenge Course.
Brothers and sisters of Special Olympics athletes will meet here and at a
series of events for siblings coordinated by the Friends of the Children’s
Hospital at Yale-New Haven.

“We have designed a special
three-hour course for the week of the
games,” says Adam Clark, the
school’s adventure program coordi¬
nator, “that will include ‘new
games,’ which are non-competitive
tasks to help the group members
interact and get acquainted with each
other, and challenges which will at
times have groups competing against
the clock.”
One group challenge is the
Whale Watch, a large teeter-totter
on which 25 people can stand if
they balance themselves correctly.
Mn Clark says the group challenges
are successful only when members
pool ideas and work through prob¬
lems together.
Course founder Shelley Kreiger,
a coordinator of the Siblings Pro¬
gram, says that the course can help
siblings better understand each other
and themselves. “Participants will
hopefully share common experiences
and realize that they are special,
too.” The course was established in
1994 in memory of Mrs. Kreiger’s
son, who was a student at the

Hopkins School and was cared for at
the Children’s Hospital at Yale-New
Haven before his death at age 20 of
bone cancer.
The course can accommodate
1,000 of the siblings during the games
week; more than 100 volunteers will
be trained to monitor the daily pro¬
grams from July 2 to 9. Professional
health-care workers, teachers and
community volunteers will lead dis¬
cussions on issues facing brothers and
sisters of special athletes.
“We hope to heighten public
awareness of the contributions made
by and the challenges facing siblings
of children with special needs and
chronic illnesses; and to implement a
program that will continue on in the
New Haven region,” says Lili
Vasileff, a Siblings Program coordi¬
nator and Special Olympics commis¬
sioner. If it endures as organizers
intend, the Siblings Program will be
one of the valuable legacies Special
Olympics President Timothy Shriver
hopes will remain in New Haven
after the last Special Olympians
leave town. YM
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Portrait of a frontier physician

In 1949,
Ron Losee
drove west
with his wife
and daughter,
just a few
possessions and
a Yale medical
degree. The
road led to
Ennis,
Montana,
pop. 400,
a hearty career,
and a fling
with fame
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n August 1949, Ronald E. Losee, M.D.
’44, drove west in an Army surplus
Jeep with his wife, Olive, and their 2year-old daughter, Becky. Dr. Losee
had finished medical school at Yale,
spent two years in the Army, and
trained in general medicine and sur¬
gery. He was ready to start his prac¬
tice. The only question was where.
Ennis, Montana, fit the bill. It was
beautiful, remote and, after a severe
winter the previous year, needed a
doctor. The 400 people of this Rocky
Mountain hamlet, nestled in the Madi¬
son River valley south of Bozeman,
already were building a medical office
in the hopes of attracting a physician
to settle in town.
It was by chance that the Losees
found Ennis. They were passing
through Montana and stayed for 46
years, happy to be away from the big
cities of the East and glad to be
needed. Dr. Losee still sees patients
one day a week and still drives the
1942 Jeep that brought the family west
a half-century ago.
Since the publication in November
of Doc: Then and Now With a Mon¬
tana Physician, he has become more
than a local celebrity. The line of fans
waiting for his autograph last fall in
Ennis stretched from the public library
to the Silver Dollar Saloon. Over the
winter, a Reader ’s Digest writer made
two trips to Ennis to meet Dr. Losee
and research an article about him for
publication this fall.
“Everybody within hundreds of
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miles knows him,” says Digest writer Katie
McCabe, who spent 15 days with the Losees
and their neighbors. She came to regard Dr.
Losee as the epitome of the unhurried, car¬
ing physician who puts patients first—and
was surprised to find those in the Losee
waiting room still cheerful after long
stretches. “They don’t care because they
know when it’s their turn, what a turn!
They’re the whole world.”
Ron Losee grew up in Dutchess County,
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N.Y., and graduated from
Dartmouth College before study¬
ing medicine at Yale. In his late
30s, after seven years in Montana,
Dr. Losee spent two years as an
orthopaedic resident in Montreal
and returned to Ennis a specialist.
In the years that followed, he
made an unusual discovery—a
rediscovery, he insists—about the
mechanics of the unstable or trick
knee. His solution led to interna¬
tional recognition and a procedure
known as the Losee operation, still
in use when arthroscopic, intraarticular surgery isn't practical.
Professor emeritus Wayne O.
Southwick, M.D., who met Dr.
Losee in 1975 and encouraged his
research, invited him to lecture at
Yale and accompanied him to the
American Orthopaedic Associa¬
tion (AOA) meeting in 1977,
where Dr. Losee presented his
findings. Along the way, Thomas
R. Johnson, M.D. '68, HS '73-75,
a Yale resident from Montana,
collaborated with Dr. Losee on a
thoroughly researched study of
the unstable knee, which was the
basis for his AOA presentation
and 1978 article in the Journal of
Bone and Joint Surgery. Peter
Jokl, M.D., director of the Yale
Sports Medicine Center and
medical commissioner of the
1995 Special Olympics World
Games, remembers hearing Dr.
Losee’s first lecture at Yale while
a resident in orthopaedics.
What follows is an excerpt
from Doc tracing Dr. Losee’s
journey from Ennis back to Yale
and the AOA meeting in Boca
Raton, Lla., where he shared his
learning with the giants of ortho¬
paedics. The passage begins with
a trip back East that Dr. Losee
that made with his wife, Olive,
and their children and grandchil¬
dren in 1975. It has been six years
since Dr. Losee made his observa¬
tion about unstable knee and
almost four years since his first
sling-and-reef procedure to cor¬
rect it. To preserve the spirit of
the book, we have left the Mon¬
tana vernacular intact.
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Book

Excerpt

Doc
Then and Now
With a Montana Physician

I

Ronald E. Losee, M.D. ’44

’n 1975, Olive and I had prom¬
ised to take our son Jon, daugh¬
ter Becky, and her family on a
visit back East to show them
.our roots. We met at Shelby,
Mont., close to the Canadian border,
where they joined us from Alberta.
We all piled in the train the middle
of one September night and were
away to the East.
Grandpa, with his loved ones,
was glad to be back in Connecticut!
We celebrated by going to Rocky
Neck Beach the next day, all day
long. That night at her sister May’s,
Olive began coughing inordinately
from lung congestion caused by
mitral stenosis. She became a patient
in her own alma mater, the
Middlesex Memorial Hospital in
Middletown, for a week. Olive’s
cousin Lois and her man Lem Hoops
lived at Old Lyme. A couple of days
later, Lois asked if I would like to
visit her neighbor. Dr. Wayne
Southwick. I knew he was the chief
of orthopaedics at Yale. “You bet,
Lois! I'd like nothing better.”
The next evening at eight, Lem
escorted me to the front porch, over¬
looking the mouth of the Connecticut
River, of Dr. Southwick's home. I
was loaded with my slides and movie.
The doctor and his wife, Ann, had
just returned from a community
project organized to save the
Saybrook railway station. The
professor's eyes were heavy with
sleepiness and I felt like an intruding
ass. Nevertheless my fantasies were
starting to boil over. We watched my
entire presentation in his living room.
When it was over, he asked,
“Would you show these slides at
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rounds at Yale this Lriday, Ron?”
“I'll show these slides at Yale
yesterday,” I agreed.
And Lriday I found myself
standing before a group of 30 or
more whom I thought had to be seri¬
ous surgical critics. They turned out
to be a great bunch, and human, like
the rest of us. I did my thing. There
was a place in my lecture where I
referred to an occasion when I was
stumped and didn't know what to do
for my patient with a knee instabil¬
ity. As I stood before my Yale audi¬
ence, perhaps having isolated myself
in Ennis, Mont., a bit too long, I
vernacularized, “I stood around for a
long time with my thumb up my ass
before I figured out such and such.”
The talk was over and I, a very
lonely man, went up to the hospital
cafe to have a cup of coffee. I sat at
a table for two, alone and dejected.
All I could think of was what I had
said, using the Ennis vulgarity,
when a handsome young surgeon
sat himself down at my table and,
with his pen in his hand, he asked
me, “Can I pick your brains?”
No one, absolutely no one, had
ever honored me before with that
question. In zero time, I agreed to
have my brains picked. Dr. Tom
Johnson, assistant to Dr. Southwick,
picked them to the bone.
Olive improved. Our kids re¬
turned to their homes a few days
before Olive and I did to ours.
A month later. Dr. Southwick
wrote and insisted that I get busy
and write a paper and prepare to
present it at the American
Orthopaedic Association meeting
Boca Raton, Lla., in June of 1977,
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a year and a half away. If the paper
were accepted, he said, there would
be a good chance that the Journal of
Bone and Joint Surgery would pub¬
lish it. I started it on our kitchen
table that night.
In mid-October, Dr. Southwick
sent Dr. Johnson to Ennis to study
my knee cases and to see how I did
my knee reconstruction. This was
not quite as amazing as it seemed
because Dr. Johnson grew up in
Harlowton, Mont., and it gave him
an opportunity to get back home.
Nevertheless, I was thrilled to have
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a staff man from Yale come to
Ennis! When he arrived we did four
sling-and-reef operations to remedy
trick knees, while Olive photo¬
graphed our work. We studied 30
more patients whom I had operated
on for this problem.
I was asked to come to New Ha¬
ven to demonstrate a sling-and-reef
operation in March 1976.1 was beside
myself. Finally comes a chance to
teach my tricks. March arrived. I re¬
ported. I was to do my operation at the
West Haven veterans hospital.
My first shock was to see police-
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Ronald E. Losee, M.D., at a
booksigning last November at the
Madison Valley Library in Ennis,
Mont. On the back of the photo,
taken by Mrs. Losee, is a note from
the author indicating the three
admirers right to left: “Holly Ann
Clark, 12-22-53; Angie Lee
Knowles, 12-21-60; and Vurnie
Kaye Barnett, 6-17-51. I delivered
them all!”

1994 by R.E. Losee. Reprinted from Doc
by permission of Lyons & Burford, Publishers,
31 West 21 Street, New York, N.Y. 10010
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men stationed in the hallways of the
hospitals'. I was told that it was
necessary to protect against the
frequent episodes of violence, drugrelated and not, that were occurring
in the hospitals. We never saw that
when we were young American
medical students roaming these
same hospital corridors.
Dr. Johnson was ushering me.
He told me that my talk at Yale had
come at the perfect time. The week
before my 40-minute show, the re¬
nowned knee surgeon Dr. J.A.
Nichols had spent three days at Yale
teaching the Connecticut boys how it
was done in New York City. The
patient we were about to operate on
had previously undergone the New
York surgeon’s five-one reconstruc¬
tion for anteromedial instability of
the knee, and it had failed. The knee
was still unstable. With this back¬
ground to the case, Tom led me to¬
ward the operating room. We were in
hospital operating pants and still in
our own undershirts. I was kind of
proud of my pink Wallace Beery
undershirt (of Tugboat Annie fame)
with a few buttons undone at the
neck. Here comes Ms. Official
United States Veterans Administra¬
tion Bureaucrat Nurse to inform me
that my pink Wallace Beery under¬
shirt was not appropriate in this
United States Hospital.
“This is my undershirt. I like it.
So what?”
Exercising a bureaucratic power
play, she indicated that it was disturb¬
ing and that I would not be allowed
to operate. Since we were all about to
cover our personal underwear with
sterilized garments, this had nothing
to do with antiseptic protocol. I indi¬
cated that I would take my toys and
go home rather than insult the
memory of Wallace Beery.
It all calmed down. But my ab¬
domen was getting tight as a balloon
with emotional irritation, nervous¬
ness, New England beans, and
brown bread. We entered the operat¬
ing room. It was crowded with doc¬
tors waiting to see what was going to
happen. There was movie-making
paraphernalia crowding the area and
the movie technician was busy mak-
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When it was over, he
asked, “Wouldyou
show these slides at
rounds at Yale this
Friday, Ron?”
“Fll show these slides
at Yale yesterday, ”
I agreed.

ing ready his outfit. Always one in a
crowd, this young, smart, busy,
snappy-eyed anesthesiologist carried
his loaded syringe to the head of the
table and squirted out the excess as
if he had a water pistol. I was watch¬
ing him. He sat down. Like a Holly¬
wood assistant clapping the start of
take two, he flashed a white paper
with the words, in red crayon:
“Scene Four: The Doctor now farts.”

At that magic, once-in-a-lifetime, and opportune moment, what
else could I possibly do with a
bloated, tense abdomen but oblige,
with unlimited force, duration, audi¬
bility and total satisfaction.
The spell was broken. There
was much scurrying and tittering
and a temporary emptying of the
operating room. My nerves were
soothed and I started to operate just
as if I had been in the Madison Val¬
ley Hospital back home. The opera¬
tion was a success. I never did see,
or hear, the movie.

1975, when Dr.
Southwick asked me to prepare a
paper for the American Orthopaedic
Association meeting in Boca Raton,
he had become my mentor. The
evening I received his written invita¬
tion to this proposal I sat at our round
kitchen table and started to write the
article on a yellow legal pad. My first
Since the fall of
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words on the first draft were, “Recur¬
rent anterior subluxation of the lateral
tibial plateau of the knee is a com¬
mon type of instability. This
subluxation can be reproduced clini¬
cally and when this is done, the pa¬
tient immediately recognizes this
very demonstration as being the
mechanism of his impairment. The
instability follows trauma.”
The article was roughly com¬
pleted. After a couple of years and
10 revisions, Olive and I walked in
the front door of the old Boca Raton
Hotel in Florida. They didn't put us
up in The Tower with the big boys;
instead they put us in the old part
where we had a big bathtub and a
very noisy air conditioner.
At 9 p.m., Wednesday, June 29,
1977, three prestigious eastern
orthopaedic surgeons hosted me
around a small cocktail table in a
quiet corner of The Tower club
room. The men kindly offered me a
pina colada. They told me it was a
pineapple-and-coconut mix, which
made my tongue hang out with de¬
sire. However, because on the fol¬
lowing morning I was to address the
austere audience of orthopaedic
professors, members, and guests of
the American Orthopaedic Associa¬
tion, I declined. It was not the time
to bridle the brain with alcohol. I
politely refused the offer.
These three distinguished
orthopaedic surgeons were all look¬
ing at me. I sniffed kind smiles com¬
ing from the men, but I tasted a tiny
inquisition. This was and remains
quite acceptable to me. After all,
these men were leaders in the
orthopaedic world. Perhaps they were
guarded because they themselves,
along with the entire contemporary
orthopaedic community, had not yet
gathered the collective concept of the
ubiquity of the unstable knee as I had.
A grave responsibility, to maintain
the integrity of their society and to
maintain the integrity of orthopaedic
academia, rested upon them. It would
be a serious error to give reign to
some impostor from where? Oh yes,
from Ennis, Mont.!
They came directly to the point
and one of them asked me, “Tomor-
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row, you are going to present 40
cases of a knee instability that you
are describing and have operated on,
is that right?”
The answer to that was easy. “Yes.”
The next question posed, with
all six eyes fixed upon my counte¬
nance, was, “How is it that you have
gathered that many cases in Ennis,
Mont. ? How many people live
there—-15,000, perhaps?”
My slightly heated answer was,
“Ennis doesn’t even have 1,000 people
in it. Yes, I have operated upon 40
patients for their trick knees.”
Continuing the proper inquisi¬
tion, one of the men “put it to me”
with, “But, Ron, 40 patients is a
large series to have gathered in such
a little place!”
I felt defensive. Were they chal¬
lenging my honesty?
“Yes, Ennis is very small,” I
explained. “Patients drive long dis¬
tances in Montana to show me their
knees. I operated on 40 patients. I’m
trying to tell everybody that this is a
common instability and that it follows
a ruptured anterior cruciate ligament.”
The final query was, “What are
you going to tell them if they”—the
accepted authorities of knee liga¬
ment surgery—“challenge whether
the instability you’re going to talk
about is as common as you say?”
“My answer will be, ‘It is very
common.’ What is wrong with that?”
And suddenly I realized what
was happening. These professional
leaders were protecting their col¬
leagues from the pain and humility
that the evolution of ideas is bound
to inflict. But I knew then that they
must have thought I had a significant
message to spread. It shouldn’t be
pain. It shouldn’t be humility. It
should be, “It’s time to step on my
shoulder, young brother!”
Dr. Southwick, one of the three,
then kindly taught me: “Ron, Andy
Young gets everybody upset when
he tells us we’re all a bunch of white
Anglo-Saxon Protestants. He’s right,
but it doesn’t sit well with us when
he states it that way. Don’t forget,
Ron, some of these men have spent
years, a big portion of their lives, on
their pet ideas and beliefs about the
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Olive Losee

Dr. Losee outside his Ennis
home during a snow storm on
Easter weekend this spring.

Ron Losee, above in a photo taken in
1943, was a member of the Yale
Company C medical unit during World
War II. Classmate Nicholas RR.
Spinelli, M.D., remembers Dr. Losee
as the class troubadour, who would
play the concertina and sing bawdy
songs as the group marched to
breakfast down Howard Avenue in
less-than-perfect formation.

way a knee works. These are fine
men and have given us a lot of
knowledge about the knee. The idea
that the knee instability you are de¬
scribing is ‘common’ may be dis¬
turbing to some of these good men
because it lessens the importance of
their contributions. We just shouldn’t
be raw, that’s all.”
I understood their recommenda¬
tion. No problem with the rawness.
Who the hell wants to offend, to be
juvenile, or to be injurious? How¬
ever, let’s remind ourselves that the
function of an inquisition is to kill
the impostor, not the prophet. Let the
good ideas not be the temple but
happily become one of its bricks!
Sleep that night was impossible.
Dr. Southwick had coached me, both
previously in New Haven and now
in Florida. He was my partner. We
left Olive at the side and sat together
in the front row, waiting our turn, in
the auditorium.
Dr. Finder from Chicago pre-
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sided. The association had honored
Dr. Mark Coventry, the great
orthopaedist of the Mayo clinic. In
return. Dr. Coventry had shared his
exquisite slides illustrating his recent
visit to the Soviet Union. A famous
South African orthopaedist was also
being honored and preceded me on
the docket. He spoke and spoke. Up
to that time, in the course of the
meeting, no one had been cut off. 1
had expressed a worry about this to
Dr. Ward Cassells, a friend who had
given me a lesson in arthroscopy in
New Haven. He assured me they
rarely cut off the speaker. But the
South African was taking an awful
lot of time. I knew damn well the
time of leniency had passed and that
I had better keep a fast pace when
my turn came.
My turn came. There was a little
light issuing from the top of the
slanted surface of the pulpit. My text
was before me. My slides had been
checked 20 times. The world “out
there” was dim and consisted of
hundreds of heads—thinking heads
of orthopaedic critics, heads of the
masters of the craft, scholarly heads
from Harvard and Oxford. I must
have mumbled as I searched for the
slide controller. The quiet mumbling
resonated in my head, sounding a
little like Gary Cooper. I didn’t know
where it came from but I thought,
Cooper’s got a good Montana voice.

It was a pinnacle experience to
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have told my story to all those as¬
sembled heads! However, as I showed
my thirty-eighth slide, a slide of a
young man, well slung in his hockey
shorts, demonstrating his long legbrace, which I wanted to discuss. Dr.
Finder pushed the button. The red
light started to flash. This indicated
the gas tank was just about empty and
it was time to get off the stage! Gary
Cooper instantly converted to highpitched shouting. As the red light kept
flashing. Dr. Southwick, gesticulating
to me from the first row below
shouted, "Keep going, Ron. Keep
going!” I raced. Use my notes? Hell
with them! They slid off the pulpit as
I twisted and turned, I flashed slide
after slide. The absolute halt, stop,
quit-or-we'll-have-a-train-wreck sign
came on at the fifty-sixth slide. To
this day, I don’t know how anyone
could have understood my closing
blast. It doesn't matter. I had one hell
of a lot of fun delivering during my
turn at the party!
After I sat down. Dr. Leach,
from Boston, presented the critique
of my paper. He later kindly sent me
a copy. He said, "This is an informa¬
tive and provocative paper on a so¬
phisticated subject. The senior au¬
thor is not one of the acknowledged
doyens of knee surgery, but a man
who has had extensive clinical and
surgical experience and who has
given much thought to a problem,
the trick knee, which bothers all
practicing orthopaedic surgeons.
And, most important, he has with his
coauthors, taken the time and effort
to put all this together and present it
to us.” The rest of the critique was
technical and defended the status of
the thinking of the day.
I don’t remember a thing until
the recess. A man in a dark suit came
from the back of the room and
sought me out. He shook my hand
and asked, “How did you get here?
Fantastic!” He was Dr. William Har¬
ris, professor of orthopaedics at
Harvard. Dr. Harris remembered a
two-week experience we had to¬
gether in 1950. As a young medical
student visiting Montana in the sum¬
mer of 1950, he coincidentally spent
two weeks doctoring with us. He
remembered sleeping in the back
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room of the log house in Ennis. He
reminded me of the slides we pre¬
pared from a persisting lesion of
Clinton Frisbie’s wrist. We found
concentric rings and diagnosed
blastomycosis. As a couple of young
doctors, we were pretty proud of the
way we doctored Clinton.
On September 20, 1977,1 sent
my thirteenth revision of my article
to the Journal of Bone and Joint
Surgery. By then. Dr. Southwick, Dr.
Kennedy, my geneticist friend Dr.
John Opitz, and my editor friend Mr.
Nat Adams had all helped me with

amendment, labored, guided, and

assisted me to write a worthy docu¬
ment of which I am very proud.
Thank you. Dr. Brown.
Our article was published in the
December 1978 issue of the Journal
of Bone and Joint Surgery. My coau¬
thors. Dr. Tom Johnson, who greatly
assisted in the project and was the
first man to have “picked my
brains”; and Professor Southwick,
who listened to and believed and
promoted my story, both helped to
make my monograph possible. It
was the lead article of that month.
Thank you. Dr.
Johnson. Thank
you. Dr.
Southwick.
The ab¬
stract in the
Journal started,
"Recurrent
anterior
subluxation of
the lateral tibial
plateau is a
common type
of chronic knee
Nicholas P.R. Spinelli, M.D.
instability re¬
sulting from
Ron and Olive Losee at Dr. Losee's 40th reunion in 1984.
trauma.”
I picked up that issue of the
the job. The paper was accepted by
Journal in the Ennis post office
the editors of the Journal, and Dr.
next to Heinie Rakeman’s drugstore
Thorton Brown of Boston became a
and in front of our old log house.
new professional hero of mine.
What a day!
My paper was returned in an
unrecognizable state. Dr. Brown had
❖❖
rewritten paragraphs, condensed
sentences, eliminated clauses, in¬
serted “becauses,” scratched out
Dr. and Mrs. Losee live in a small
cumbersome duplications, and clari¬
house overlooking the Madison
fied phrases; and after all this, which
River in Ennis, where Ron has spent
must have occupied days, he would
much of the past six months answer¬
inquire: How many? More than
ing letters from readers of Doc,
what? Why? I don’t understand.
which arrive at the rate of three or
Each return of my manuscript put
four a day. Dr. Southwick is profes¬
me to work again for at least a
sor emeritus of orthopaedics and
couple of fortnights. I revised my
rehabilitation at Yale, where he
manuscript. He followed. Dr. Brown
practices part time in the child,
revised the third more gently than
trauma and spine clinics and serves
the first two drafts. That was the
on the admissions and library com¬
final buffing. About this great man?
mittees. The Wayne O. Southwick,
I gave him the ingredients. He made
M.D., Professorship in Orthopaedic
the cake! He extracted my observa¬
Surgery was established this year
tions, my experiments, my experi¬
with $2 million in support from
ences, my data collections, my
friends and alumni. Dr. Johnson is in
thoughts, and my ideas. He then,
private practice as an orthopaedic
with absolutely no distortion or
surgeon in Billings, Mont. YM
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A year of decisions
A man locked in his body. A woman afraid of snakes.
Stressed-out residents. A patient without blood. With a
medical students third year come a series of revelations,
a narrowing of focus and 12 months of discovery

I

By Mary Kathleen Figaro ’96

Photographs by Steffen Cretella

Mary Kathleen Figaro ’96
began writing about her
journey through medical
school during her first year
at Yale in 1992-93.
In this her third article,
we follow her through
hospital corridors during the
rotations that give third-year
students the experience
needed to focus their
interests and prepare to
begin for residency.
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t is my first week of
rotations as a third-year medi¬
cal student and I am on the
neurology inpatient ward at
Yale-New Haven Hospital.
Often, I think of my
mother when I’m here. A middleaged black woman reminds me of
her as she passes by. I smile and
greet the woman. Once or twice, I
have wandered through the halls
looking for the radiology department
and gotten lost coming back to the
floor with a patient’s CT scans. I ask
a nurse, who smiles and shows me
the way.
By the third day, I have a mental
map from the front door of the hos¬
pital to the sixth floor on B-wing.
Very little detail exists between the
two places except the room on the
first floor where we do morning
reports. In the Max Taffel Room, the
students, residents and two or three
attending physicians gather at 7:30
a.m. to begin the day as 20 or so
patients are presented in succession
and their workup and hospital course
are discussed. Quickly I acquire my
own patients. On these two or three,
I must “pre-round”—check their
vital signs, changes in laboratory
values and in symptoms and signs on
examination—in order to write the
day’s note in their chart before
morning report. It is a contest to see
how quickly I can do this exam and
note, because that will determine
how early I come to the hospital.
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I am just getting used to my
resident, Eric, and have imprinted
every detail of his style that I can in
four days, when he leaves. A new
medicine resident rotating through
neurology comes on Friday to re¬
place him. Aba Barden, M.D., just as
quickly as Eric, becomes my hero. In
one day, she has read the histories
and hospital course of the patients
and is managing them. Three of
these patients are in the intensive
care unit. One patient who was here
before I came, Mr. Haran, is a spe¬
cial challenge. {The names of all the
patients in this article are fictitious
to protect patient confidentiality.)

After rounds, Aba and I walk
into the darkened intensive care
room to revisit Mr. Haran. We are
greeted by the low hum, click and
whir of the ventilator. A high-pitched
beep from one of three monitors
overhead startles me; a nurse comes
into the room, touches several but¬
tons and the noise abruptly stops. As
we approach the bed, we see a thin,
long silhouette. Our eyes meet the
large, dark-brown eyes of Mr. Haran.
His long lashes are clumped with the
remains of old tears, and he blinks.
Aba asks him, “Can you hear us, Mr.
Haran? Please blink twice for yes if
you can,” He blinks twice. Then she
asks him, “Are you in any pain?” He
blinks once for no and we watch his
lashes. After a few more questions,
the “yeses” and “nos” become con¬
fused somewhat; we see that we
have tired him, and we leave.
At 40, Mr. Haran’s brow is as
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yet unwrinkled except when he cries. cannot incessantly cry, another
suite looking up at a series of pic¬
He has begun to cry more frequently
counters. We medicate him. The
tures of her brain. In the darkness, I
in his room when left alone. It is an
same week, one of my first patients,
am entranced by the angiograms,
interesting neurological finding, this
Mrs. Windsley is admitted.
which appear as birch trees, white
crying, because it makes full use of
Mrs. Windsley barely escaped
against a hazy, winter sky. Our at¬
his facial and neck muscles, which
Mr. Haran’s fate. Unlike Mr. Haran,
tending physician peers into them as
he otherwise cannot move. Mr. Haran
who had sudden loss of function and
the three residents, another medical
has “locked-in” syndrome after suf¬
was discovered in bed by his wife
student and I wait attentively. He
fering a brain-stem infarct. While he
only after he had his stroke, Mrs.
points out the significant findings:
has full cortical function and can
Windsley had neck pain for many
here and there, a dead branch; here
think as clearly as any awake person,
weeks. During the same time, she
and there a narrowing of a branch.
he is completely paralyzed. He is in a
slowly developed partial paralysis of
Then he turns to me and asks, “What
cocoon. Cream-colored cushions are
her face and had trouble swallowing.
is the name of this blood vessel?” I
placed on various surfaces of his dark
She tells me this with difficulty be¬
freeze. My classmate, David Lee,
body to avoid muscle contracture
cause she is slurring her speech.
quickly answers. I am flooded with
and bedsores, and he is
shame. I did not know. At
wrapped in a white blanket.
that moment, I am con¬
Mr. Haran has a 10vinced I will not be a neu¬
year-old son whose photo
rologist; why couldn’t I
in a hockey outfit hangs on
answer? I can barely pay
the wall that he faces most
attention as we look at the
of the time. Get-well cards
magnetic resonance
line the wall. His short,
angiogram that shows
tense wife visits this dark¬
blood clots in two brain¬
ened room often and
stem vessels. We caught
moves his long, bony arms
her just in time. Unlike Mr.
with tender gestures. She
Haran, she will live.
smooths thin locks from
One day during our last
his forehead. She then
week of neurology, I dis¬
emerges from the room
cuss the rotation and life in
and politely asks any doc¬
general at lunch with my
tor on our team the same
classmate, Dave. I was very
happy to do my first rota¬
questions time and time Tools of a third-year medical student From the doctors bag
again: How could this have during a rotation in outpatient internal medicine, from top
tion with him since we
were both beginning eight
happened? Why? Who ever left: stethoscope, glucose meter, electrocardiogram reading,
weeks after the start of the
heard of such a dreadful reflex hammer, safety pins for neurological exam,
condition? Will he get bet¬ thermometer, sphygmomanometer for measuring blood
third year and were equally
green. We are also both
ter? Will he ever get better? pressure, hemoculture kit, tongue depressor and phlebotomy
Christians and can discuss
Her insistence is alarming. vials and tourniquet.
life in the same light of our
And always, she gets the
relationship to Christ. We
same response. No, we can
both have been confused lately. We
do nothing for him. It is out of our However, when I return in one hour
agree that neurology was probably
hands. But she does not believe them. for attending rounds, she has recov¬
not for us. Too academic, we both
She invites her pastor to come to the ered her normal speech. As I report
say, without many definitive thera¬
room and say a blessing over him. her neurological findings, they are
pies for the dreadful neurological
Hindu prayers are tacked to the wall changing. I tentatively report the
disorders. Dave thinks he wants to
over his son’s picture.
cranial nerve paralyses I saw and my
be a surgeon. I see why. He has the
Later the next week, he is moved resident checks them. Her tongue no
temperament of a surgeon, in that he
from intensive care to a room. Now
longer deviates; I hesitate and smile
likes to fix things and is an active
nervously. Only after I finish am I
his crying is a problem. When the
“doer.” I think I want to be an inter¬
team comes to see him, he no longer
told that this happens in neurology;
nist because I like taking care of the
findings shift, or disappear. Don’t
communicates with his lashes. He
entire patient, but I also like fixing
cries. The chief resident and Aba are
worry. I’m told. Still, I return later
things and using my hands. We both
and perform the examination again.
discussing whether to give him an
think family is very important, so
antidepressant to calm his mood. I
Mrs. Windsley is clearly getting
this limits our ability to consider
better after just one day of heparin
listen intently to this discussion but
surgery since we don’t want to be in
therapy to thin her blood.
do not contribute. He has a right to
the hospital all our lives. Dave is
Our
team
is
in
the
radiology
be unhappy, someone says. But he
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already married, and having a family is nearer in
his future than it is in mine. But we both come
away with the idea that the goal is medicine and
that by continued prayer, we will better under¬
stand God’s will for our lives. At least one option
has been eliminated.

Problems in neurology are somewhat definable;

lesions can be seen on CT and MRI scans, physi¬
cal findings can be elicited. And even in strange
diseases like Moya Moya, there are (albeit experi¬
mental) therapies. Psychiatry is even more
ephemeral.
The first week of my rotation, Mrs. Williams
tells us there are snakes in her bed. This old,
black woman is in a catatonic state of fear. She
moves very little, her eyes downcast as she
speaks in a barely audible whisper and holds her
arms against her chest, as if to protect herself
from the world. She lives alone and had not slept
much in the weeks before admission. Her visiting
nurse finally contacted her psychiatrist because
Mrs. Williams appeared haggard and had not
changed her clothes for days. She had not wanted
to undress for bed.
When we interview her, she says that the man
who lives next door to her, the same one who puts
snakes in her bed, wants to have sex with her and
would ravage her if she allowed it.
The next morning, on rounds with the resi¬
dents, we go into her room to see her sitting in her
usual position, feet together, head down. David
Sailes, M.D., a psychiatry resident who is large,
muscular, and one of the most compassionate
residents with whom I’ve interacted, kneels down
beside her small frame and says softly, “Mrs.
Williams, what if we were to get the snakes out of
your bed or give you a different bed, do you think
you could sleep?” After a pause, she whispers, “I
could try.” And so we give her a cot; and she
sleeps out in the hall. After a while, when she
says the snakes have returned, we move her again
to help her rest. Eventually we run out of places
that do not have snakes. But by then, her medica¬
tions are working, and she seems to care less that
there were snakes. Her neighbor still wants to
have sex with her but she thinks she can fight him
off. Finally, the snakes disappear and she is sent
back home.
Mr. Alcott is a harder patient to talk to be¬
cause of his suspicious manner and his delusions
of persecution. He has lived alone for most of his
life. If you ask him to tell you about himself, he
will relate to you that he was molested as a child
and did not remember until, at 35 years of age, he
“regressed himself.” He has infinite healing pow-
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Mary Kathleen Figaro and Joel Zaretsky, M.D., an internist in
practice in Ansonia, Conn. During hectic days with a full
schedule of patients, the learning becomes fun and more
collegial. She writes: “This is what I thought medicine should
be: taking care of patients, liking your colleagues, discussing,
teaching and learning. ”

ers with his mind, he says. These powers allow
him to resist the onslaught of people who are
sabotaging him. They cause him to have car acci¬
dents by destroying his brakes and they have
stolen his money so that he is now poor, even
though he had much stock from years of working
and saving. His blue eyes glitter and he comes
close to my face, shaking his fist as he discusses
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the saboteurs. I change the topic.
We discuss religion. Then I find
out that he believes that his thoughts
are very dangerous. He read in some
swami's writings that we are all eter¬
nal and that thoughts can either heal
or kill. He is careful not to think bad
thoughts because they can harm
those around him. However, he
knows others mean to harm him with
their thoughts. We talk about the
scriptures.
I am on shaky ground here. As a
Christian, 1 am always upset by
those who believe they are Jesus or
who have strange interpretations of
the scripture. As a medical student, I
must be non-judgmental. This con¬
flict turns over and over in my mind
and I find myself spiritually tired
speaking to them, trying to convince
them they are not Jesus. I know that
a physician is not supposed to do
this and yet I must. This time, we
spend one hour talking, discussing
the Bible. The more passages I men¬
tion, the more impressively odd his
interpretations are. I will not con¬
vince him he is mistaken. We end on
good terms and shake hands as I
leave. I know I will not be a psychia¬
trist and am very happy when the
next rotation, obstetrics and gynecol¬
ogy begins.

It is October and my first day on
the obstetrics service at Yale-New
Haven Hospital. During the rotation,
we are expected to become familiar
with the entire birth process. Each
student is paired with a nurse. We
are encouraged to nurture this rela¬
tionship to ensure we will get to see
many births, since the nurses are the
key for access to deliveries. I am
lucky to be paired on the first day to
a young nurse named Lauren. Within
the first four hours of the morning, I
attend two births, one of a boy, an¬
other of a girl. These are the second
and third births I have seen; I re-
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Gauze, bandages and first-aid tape

member Sandy, whom I followed
through her pregnancy last year, and
briefly think about what she might
be doing now. Lauren, who is five
months pregnant herself, talks to me
about her coming delivery and the
fact that she really loves this hospi¬
tal. I agree; the rooms are lovely, all
the monitors are hidden behind
wooden furniture and on a quick
look, one could mistake the room for
a hotel suite. In addition, the staff are
attentive and caring. The facilities
are new and the residents are superb.
As we walk through the ward,
the power of suggestion takes hold. I
begin to feel fertile. I imagine 1
would love to have a baby in this
hospital. Perhaps reading my
thoughts, Lauren asks me whether I
am married and have children. This
is the first time anyone has asked me
this question seriously. I respond no
and say I don’t even have a boy¬
friend. Lauren seems surprised; we
return to the discussion about the
hospital and she takes me on a tour.
To my amazement, it seems that
many of the nurses are pregnant or
are talking about their children. In
addition, when we get to the ninth
floor of the new Children’s Hospital,
there are many babies and many new
mothers glowing with pride. I take
this all in and decide that obstetrics
would be a great career.
On my first night of call, I awake
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after an hour of sleep, to a moder¬
ately urgent caesarean section; the
fetus is in distress and the patient can
no longer push effectively. The resi¬
dent on call is a very kind and profi¬
cient clinician. She does not keep me
awake doing scut work, nor does she
leave me sleeping when something
important is happening. Now, we are
quickly scrubbing when the attending
physician arrives and joins us. I ask
several questions about scrubbing
which the resident answers; I chatter
excitedly, saying, "this is my first trip
to the operating room.” She smiles
calmly at me and continues to scrub,
looking a little tired.
Once in the operating room, I
am told by the scrub nurse to place
my hand on the sterile field and to
keep it there. The nurse is a tall man
with a military stance who, as it
turns out, is trying obstetrics after
working in orthopaedics. With a
precise slap, he hands the surgeon a
scalpel and she cuts the woman’s
tense belly, leaving a white trail that
flashes red with blood. The resident
quickly wipes this away. I stand by
the attending’s side expecting to
remain a spectator when she hands
me the bovie—a cauterizing instru¬
ment—and tells me to press the blue
button as I touch a blood vessel. I do
this until she says to stop, and I feel
a rush of adrenaline. Then I look
around and notice that both the at¬
tending and the resident are black
women, as am I, and that my first
experience in the OR is with this
extraordinary team. Soon, I am re¬
tracting the bladder as they work to
take the baby from the uterus. The
surgeon takes the retractor from my
hand and it is removed by the scrub
nurse. A gush of warm, milky fluid
spills from the incision and the
baby’s head appears, gray and
wrinkled with a lock of black hair.
They take the baby away as the sur¬
geon pronounces it to be a boy. The
mother, awake with an epidural,
smiles at me as I peek at her above
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the field. Now I am convinced that I
want to be an obstetric surgeon.
After a week of gynecologic
oncology, which has been hard to
deal with emotionally, I have begun
to reconsider. I’ve listened to cynical,
overworked residents talk about chil¬
dren they barely see, husbands they
see less, and the miserable lives they
lead. The only truly happy resident I
have met is a newlywed who tells me
if he were not married, he would be
depressed in this residency. He insists
this is not the norm, that this program
is especially hard, that it is a finite
part of his life. 1 listen but still I re¬
consider my initial enthusiasm for the
specialty. I think about the Christian
obstetrician I met a few months ago
at a religious conference who told me
she had not gotten married in order to
be a better obstetrician. She thought if
one wanted to truly be a good physi¬
cian, one could either undertake ob¬
stetrics, or family life and another
specialty. I do not know if I agree, but
I certainly have to consider this para¬
dox of involvement in some of
people’s happiest family moments
while sacrificing one’s own family.
Obstetrics appears to be largely a
happy field, with young patients who
are essentially healthy. Its Jekyll-andHyde character, sheltering unhappy
residents in a mass of such happy
new mothers, disquiets me.

“ZEB, WAKE UP, ZEB WAKE UP,” I HEAR
as I gain consciousness, look around
me, and remember that this is the
dingy call room where I have
been sleeping. Zeb is the resident
on call. I also respond, quickly
checking my watch as I put on my
glasses. It is 3 a.m. I rush down to
the emergency room, almost by
instinct because nothing is famil¬
iar. This is my first night on call
for general surgery at the Hospital
of St. Raphael.
When I arrive, I see a swarm
of people, some in white coats
whom I recognize from my three
days at this hospital, a mile from
Yale-New Haven Hospital. There
is constant motion at the periphery.
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Near the figure on the stretcher, a
knot of people stand without moving.
They speak intently to each other,
relaying the patient's vital signs and
deciding what to do next. Before
moving into the core, I mumble to
myself, “Do I want to see this?” No
one is paying attention to me. They
are too busy. I feel that I could just
stand by and watch from a distance.
The first critical moments have
passed. The staff is calm, no one
screams, there is no chaos, no flying
needles, vials or tubes. This is not
the television show, E.R.; this is an
emergency room. The nurses move
slowly and deliberately. One, who is
very overweight, takes a moment to
notice me then turns and yells at
another nurse to get another blanket.
I walk in closer to the scene and the
chief resident on call recognizes me
as the medical student. I ask if I can
help, my eyes fixed upon the white
figure on the table. No, he says, just
watch. And I do.
She is my age. Her full, wom¬
anly body is white, stark in color like
marble, under the fluorescent lights.
And, she does not have a left arm. At
her left shoulder I see a sharp inci¬
sion at the skin, then red muscle,
then a point of white bone peaking
through, and finally a flap of skin
and the table beneath her. The
wound looks sharp, almost surgical,
but she is not bleeding. I am admir¬
ing her beauty and marveling at this
miracle of cut flesh without blood.
Her head is turned away. Her dark
hair is moist, curly and filled with
debris as if she had been washed up

from the beach. I look away briefly
because I am frightened.
"What happened?” I remember
to ask. I learn that she was in a car
accident, her blood-alcohol level
much higher than the legal limit
when she hit a railing. The railing,
which severed her arm, also wrapped
around her car. For 45 minutes,
while rescuers worked to extricate
her from the car, she lost most of her
blood. As she hangs on to life with a
thready pulse, the ER staff pumps
her with vasopressors and fluids.
At first, they don’t know who
she is. They have searched for some
article of clothing or something in
her handbag; the police, too, are
searching for her identity. Then, I
hear that someone knows. She is
Rose Pelas; she has a name, this
white marble goddess. And she has
a family. She is the mother of a 6month-old infant and she has a hus¬
band. I look at the chief resident for
the meaning of this new piece of
clinical history. He turns to consult
with the fourth-year resident and
they decide to take her to the oper¬
ating room. I am shocked by this
news because the fourth-year resi¬
dent has been on call for two nights
in a row. He told me he plans to
drive up to Vermont tomorrow. But
when we get to the OR, the chief
resident tells the fourth-year to go
to sleep. He calls the intern into the
case, and we scrub.
In the OR, I jockey for a space. I
am lowest on the totem pole. I can¬
not even get access to hold a retrac¬
tor, usually the job of the medical
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Gabriel Amadeus Cooney

Mary Kathleen Figaro teaches an
anatomy lesson to New Haven pupils
during her second year. The lesson, part
of Yale’s Adolescent Substance Abuse
Prevention Program, is intended to
discourage drug use by teaching an
appreciation of the human body.

About the author
Mary Kathleen Figaro grew up in
Montclair, N.J., the only child of Jean
and Rosanna Figaro, and attended
Montclair’s public schools. She went on
to Princeton University, where she stud¬
ied French literature and civilization and
graduated magna cum laude while ful¬
filling premedical requirements. At the
same time, she studied classical voice
at Westminster Choir College in
Princeton, N.J., and performed with
campus groups and as a soloist at
churches and cathedrals.
Ms. Figaro began medical school at
Yale in 1992. During her first two years,
she volunteered in Yale’s Adolescent
Substance Abuse Prevention Program
and worked as one of its coordinators.
She has just begun her final year of
medical school and will apply for a
residency in internal medicine after
graduation, followed by a fellowship in
gastroenterology.
She continues to sing at First Baptist
Church in New Haven and is in the pro¬
cess of completing her medical thesis
in physiology, exploring how the oropha¬
ryngeal reflex affects thirst and fluid
intake after exercise and heat-induced
dehydration in humans.

student and now handled by the
intern. It’s 4 a.m. and I am tired.
Without responsibility, I have no
energy. After we remove the debris
from the wound, we pack it with
some antibiotic cream and wrap her
shoulder. Everyone marvels at the
surgical nature of the cut. I still won¬
der at this marble figure; will she
live? And if she does, how will she
hold her child or hug her husband?
As we leave the OR, she is being
wheeled out to the intensive care unit.
A nurse asks what the red biohazard
bag at the comer of the room is. It’s
her arm. the chief resident says, take
it down to pathology. As we wheel
her out. her husband runs down the
hall, crying loudly and comes to her
side. He yells out her name and clings
to her until one of the people in the
team takes him aside, and we con¬
tinue with Rose to the ICU. On the
elevator I try not to cry. I look around
but no one will make eye contact. No
one can look at Rose.
Later, I learn that she has died.
On Monday of the next week, I
hear of several transplantations the
night before. They have harvested
organs from a donor and almost all of
the organs were used. Rose was the
donor. I am relieved. “Only five more
weeks of surgery left,” I think. I don’t
know if I can handle the need to be so
separate from patients while taking
care of them. No one has mentioned
the tragedy of Mrs. Pelas. Patients
like her die, are not discussed and
seem quickly forgotten. Others im¬
prove after surgery and are equally
forgotten. We rush from rounds to the
operating room to conference. The
surgeons rush to their office and
change their schedules often when
cases run late. Everyone is moving;
no one has time to talk or to discuss;
they’re all too focused or too tired.

I have
come home to my parents’ home in
New Jersey, exhausted and quite a
bit shabbier than I was before. I sit
down on a kitchen chair I have
brought to the sunny living room
with my back toward my mother and
After my surgical rotation,
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the sun as she begins undoing my
braids. My head is bent low and my
shoulders relax as her short fingers
seize my thick dark twists and
untwirl them expertly. For seven
years, my mother and I have been
bound by my braids. At least once
every month, often twice, we sit or
stand in her living room or in mine
and we talk as she braids my hair.
Part confessional and part beauty
parlor chatter, our conversations roam
from updates on my life in New Ha¬
ven to an article in Ebony magazine.
This time, we talk of the future, for it
is what has been concerning me
lately. It is the spring of my third year
in medical school. I am twenty-four,
younger than the youngest picture I
have of my mother, and my life is so
different from hers.
I am thinking about the direction
my life in medicine will take. After
rotations in neurology, psychiatry,
obstetrics, gynecology, and surgery I
still have to decide what kind of
doctor I should be. My mother con¬
tinues unbraiding as I hum a random
melody. “Ouch,” I cry as a strand
gets tangled in the comb. This sud¬
den pain takes me out of my pensive
mood and the slight anxiety I have
over preparing to apply for residency
in the next few months.
The choices are limitless, but the
time to decide is nearing. Next year,
I will apply to residency programs. I
think about days spent with my
shoulders bent over an operating
field, fluorescent lights overhead,
performing microsurgery on the ear
or vocal cords. Would I rather spend
residency caring for critically ill
patients as an internist, preparing for
my own primary-care office prac¬
tice? Where should I go? I would
love to live in a sunny place, like
Southern California. Without a fam¬
ily yet, I know that anywhere my
training leads me is fine. I also know
I will miss my mother and the feel of
her small hands smoothing the hair
back from my face.
My dark hair, now fully
unbraided, hangs like a chick’s down
enveloping my face and forms a
warm, thick covering on my neck.
Mom passes a hot comb through it a
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few times to partially undo my curls,
then begins braiding. I tell her about
the latest of the shocking things I
have seen in the hospital. I warn her
to take her own health more seri¬
ously, throwing in some of what I
have seen as inducement. But I
shield her from the worst parts. She
simply wants me to be a good doctor
like her internist. Dr. Shah. “You are
at Yale,” she says. “You must find
someone to help you decide, and you
must do what will please God with
your life.” My hair is done now.
“You look pretty; I hope you meet
someone special soon,” says Mom.
I smile, get up, grasp her soft waist
with my thin, long arms, kiss her
forehead, and look down into her
brown eyes.

The combination of the good

weather and the humane schedule of
outpatient medicine fill me with an
optimism I have not had for a long
time. I am assigned to Joel Zaretsky,
M.D., an internist who practices in
the Naugatuck Valley town of
Ansonia. April has been unusually
mild. I have come out of my hermit¬
age to contact old friends, go to the
movies and attend concerts. I rarely
saw the sun during surgery, unless the
weekend was sunny. Working now
from 8:30 a.m. to 6 p.m. allows me to
enjoy the sun while I make the halfhour drive to his office and back.
Halfway through the rotation, I
have filled half of my small note¬
book, which has all my patient en¬
counters in it. I must see at least two
patients per half day but I almost
always see more than four. This is as
close to the reality of internal medi¬
cine as I have come. I must interact
with the office staff, the two medical
students from other schools, the
resident, and Dr. Zaretsky in a build¬
ing where everyone is constantly
moving. Patients come in and out.
Mrs. Zaretsky brings the kids after
school and seems to be a fixture in
the office herself. Robin, the respira¬
tory therapist, collects patients from
the front examination rooms and
brings them back to her therapy
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room. The ultrasound technician
works two half days and images
patients for a cardiologist who exam¬
ines the films elsewhere.
For the first time, I consult. The
other medical students. Obi Aghazu
and Barbara Fonela, are good friends
themselves and are becoming my
friends. We discuss cases with each
other, bring up the presenting symp¬
toms and the physical exam findings
and we make up a differential diagno¬
sis. Dr. Zaretsky has encouraged this
by giving us quizzes that we discuss
as a group. I find I am not afraid to
look dumb around Dr. Zaretsky or the
two students. I'm not sure why.
Maybe they are the most accepting
medical students I have met since
I’ve come to medical school, and Dr.
Z is the most open and friendly physi¬
cian. Maybe by the end of the third
year and so many embarrassing mo¬
ments when I did not know the an¬
swer, I have learned that not knowing
is not the end of the world. I take
risks in the discussions, and I learn a
lot. This is what I thought medicine
should be: taking care of patients,
liking your colleagues, discussing,
teaching and learning.

interns, Barry and myself. I was
relieved to have the company and, as
it happened, both students were
members of the Bible-study group.
They shared with me the burden
of the daily interrogations and, when
we could get away with it, we helped
each other by mouthing or whisper¬
ing the right answer. It became a
game. Barry would fire off questions
and we would try to answer as
quickly as possible, without losing
our composure. After one of these
sessions, we gathered in Barry's
office to offer the second-year stu¬
dent support and prayer before the
National Board Examinations that
every medical student must take the
June before starting the third year.
It was while I was offering
words of advice to this friend that
I became aware of the wonderfully
supportive web that had been spin¬
ning as we studied and worked at
medicine. The year ended brightly
as I thought of how, after so many
years in school, we were becoming
teachers ourselves. I thought about
the future and hoped I would for¬
ever learn and teach, challenge and
support my colleagues, wherever
my career in medicine should take
me. YM

This idea of medicine as an intel-

lectual sport grew when I began my
hospital rotation in internal medicine
with Barry J. Wu, M.D., a teachingattending physician at the Hospital
of St. Raphael. Weeks before, I
spoke with Barry after a Bible-study
meeting of the Yale Health Profes¬
sional Christian Fellowship, and
asked if I could rotate through medi¬
cine under his tutelage. Because of
his quiet leadership in our fellow¬
ship, I thought that I would learn
well from him, by example and by
direct instruction. He also has the
reputation of a demanding taskmas¬
ter and I thought the rigor would
boost my confidence.
For the first three weeks of the
rotation, Barry drilled me daily on
the most minute details of whatever
case we were discussing. Then one
morning, two students joined the
regular team of two residents, four
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What no one else
has known before
Francis S. Collins, director
of the Human Genome Project,
celebrates the art of investigation
as medical students unveil their
findings on Student Research Day
By Michael Fitzsousa
The physician-scientist leading the
nation’s 15-year effort to map the human
genome returned to Yale in May to view the
research of 49 students and share with them
some career advice.
Francis S. Collins, M.D., Ph.D., who
was a postdoctoral fellow in genetics and
pediatrics at Yale from 1981 to 1984, deliv¬
ered the eighth annual Lee E. Farr Lecture at
Student Research Day on May 9. Dr. Collins
is director of the National Center for Human
Genome Research in Bethesda, Md., and
leads the Human Genome Project to map and
sequence each of the approximately 3 billion
human genes.
Since 1839, Yale has required its medical
students to complete an original thesis. Student
Research Day is an annual tradition in which
graduating students share their findings with
colleagues, faculty and distinguished visitors
to the school. Among this year’s thesis titles
were: Informed Consent in Delirious Elderly
Patients: An Ethical Dilemma; CD44 on Hu¬
man Melanocytes; Fast Synchronization and
Slow Propagation of Non Synaptic Field
Bursts; and Childhood Pedestrian Injuries in
New Haven.

“What you see here today is a testament
to the creative energy of Yale medical stu¬
dents,” John N. Forrest Jr., M.D., professor of
medicine and director of student research,
told an overflow audience in the Jane Ellen
Hope Building.
Continued on Page 42
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Below left: Francis S. Collins, M.D.,
Ph.D., listens as Daniel Martin describes
his research during poster presentations
on Student Research Day in early May.
Left: Posters line the walls of the Jane
Ellen Hope Building first-floor lobby
before Dr. Collins delivered the eighth
annual Lee E. Farr Lecture.
Below, Dr. Farr and his wife, Miriam.

Abstracts

Physical Association Between RNase MRP
and RNase P: A Possible Coordinate Role
in Ribosomal Biogenesis
Benhur Lee
Faculty adviser: Joseph E. Craft, M.D.
Discussant: Susa>i J. Baserga, M.D.. Ph.D.
The snoRNP/RNase MRP is a nucleolar
ribonucleoprotein particle which participates in
5.8S ribosomal RNA maturation in eukaryotes.
This enzyme shares a polypeptide and an RNA
structural motif with RNase P, a nuclear
endoribonuclease which processes tRNA tran¬
scripts to generate their mature 5' termini. Both
enzymes are also located in mitochondria. This
report further characterizes RNase MRP and its
relationship with RNase P. Immunoprecipitations using multiple antisera coupled with
washings under denaturing conditions were
used to delineate the specific polypeptide com¬
ponents of the RNPs. Anti-sense affinity selecContinued on Page 42
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Continued from Page 40

Later, Dr. Collins traced the rise
in scientific and public interest in
genetic research over the past two
decades and reported that faster tech¬
niques in mapping and sequencing
will significantly reduce the length of
the genome project from its original
15 years to as few as 12. He also
urged students to take extra time to
conduct research so that they would
acquire the discipline crucial to suc¬
cess later in their careers.
“Don’t shortchange your re¬
search training if you’re serious,”
said Dr. Collins, who earned M.S.
and Ph.D. degrees at Yale from 1970
to 1974. “In the clinic, you never
have enough data to be sure of the
conclusions, but you have to make
decisions anyway. In the lab, that
attitude doesn’t work. Your thought
processes have to be different.”
Dr. Collins is widely known for
his outstanding contributions to hu¬
man genetics. He and his colleagues
helped to develop and refine the tech¬
nique of positional cloning, whereby
a gene causing a human disease is
identified by genetic and physical
mapping. Working with collaborators
in Toronto, he applied this approach
to identify the cystic fibrosis gene in
August 1989. His research group
also identified the neurofibromatosis
gene in July 1990, and was part of an
international collaborative effort
which identified the Huntington’s
disease gene in 1993. Very recently,
he was part of the team that identified
the gene for ataxia telangiectasia (AT),
which may turn out to be an important
contributor to hereditary cancers.
With rapid advances in genetics
and the first protocols for gene therapy
now well under way, the field is enter¬
ing a new era. Gone are the days when
genetic research on common diseases
was primarily a theoretical pursuit. Dr.
Collins said. Diseases thought of as
genetic were always rare conditions
until recently, he added. “Virtually all
disease, except maybe trauma, has a
genetic component, and with the pow¬
erful tools of molecular genetics, it
is increasingly likely that we will
uncover the nature of those genes.”
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Francis Collins,
M.D., Ph.D.,
and James D.
Jamieson,
M.D., Ph.D.,
discuss with
David B. Miklos
his thesis on A

Role for TCP1
Complex as a
Chaperonin in
the Eukaryotic
Cytosol.

Dr. Collins recalled his days in
the laboratory of Sherman M.
Weissman, M.D., Sterling Professor
of Genetics, Medicine, and Molecu¬
lar Biophysics and Biochemistry,
and thought back to a rainy day in
particular when the idea of chromo¬
some jumping—a method of travel¬
ing rapidly along chromosomes—
occurred to them. “Other technolo¬
gies have come along since then,”
said Dr. Collins. “Techniques in
genetics have a half-life of about
three years, which is good, because
it means we’re making progress.”
In the Hope building audito¬
rium, Dr. Weissman, professors
Bernard G. Forget, M.D., David
C. Ward, Ph.D., and other col¬
leagues from Dr. Collins’
postdoctoral years at Yale listened
as he spoke passionately about the
future of research (“We need to be
more vocal about the value of what
we do. Research has been a remark¬
able investment that has paid for
itself many times over.”) and the
wonder that physician-researchers
sometimes experience.
“The life of a physician-scien¬
tist is an incredible opportunity and
privilege,” Dr. Collins said, de¬
scribing the satisfaction that comes
from seeing a patient, then taking
that person’s medical dilemma into
the laboratory. “If you have ever
felt that tug, don't ignore it. The
opportunity to know something no
one else has known before comes
along only rarely.” YM
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tion with biotinylated 2'-OMethyl
oligoribonucleotides and glycerol
gradient fractionation experiments
demonstrated that populations of
RNase MRP and RNase P were
associated with each other in vivo in
a macromolecular complex, possi¬
bly 60-80S preribosomes. This
latter notion was supported by fluo¬
rescence in situ hybridization ex¬
periments with antisense oligo¬
nucleotides that localized the RNA
components of RNase MRP and
RNase P to the nucleolus and to
discrete cytoplasmic structures.
These findings suggest that RNase
MRP and RNase P may be physi¬
cally associated, and that both may
function in ribosomal RNA matura¬
tion or ribosome assembly.

The Temporal Relationship Between
Changes in Insulin Secretion
and Islet Cytokine Gene Expression
After Adoptive Transfer
of Diabetes in MOD Mice
Arshad R. Muzaffar
Faculty’ adviser: Robert S. Sherwin, M.D.
Discussant: Nancy H. Ruddle, Ph.D.

Although it is known that both
CD4+ and CD8+ T-cells are required
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to transfer insulin-dependent diabetes
mellitus (IDDM) in non-obese dia¬
betic (NOD) mice, it is unknown
what immune effector molecules are
produced by the cells homing to the
islets of Langerhans and how their
expression relates to the loss of 6-cell
function. Therefore, we adoptively
transferred splenocytes from either
newly diabetic (experimental) or
young non-diabetic (control) NOD
mice into irradiated syngeneic recipi¬
ents. We examined both groups at 5,
10, 15, and 20 days post-transfer and
at the onset of disease, which oc¬
curred only in experimental mice.
There was no difference in fasting
blood glucose concentration and firstphase insulin secretion between ex¬
perimental and control mice through¬
out the period before disease onset,
even though islet inflammation was
much more pronounced in experi¬
mental mice during the same period.
However, at disease onset, first-phase
insulin response declined precipi¬
tously by 80 percent (p<0.001). There
was no difference in pancreatic insu¬
lin content between experimental and
control mice until 20 days post-trans¬
fer. At that point, pancreatic insulin
content declined by 70 percent in
experimental mice (p=0.05).
To analyze some of the immune
mediators which the infiltrating cells
might be producing, we employed
semi-quantitative RT-PCR (reverse
transcription-polymerase chain reac¬
tion) analysis to detect their expres¬
sion within islets. The expression of

IL-16 and IL-4 did not differ signifi¬
cantly between experimental and
control mice over time. In contrast,
the expression of IFN-g was signifi¬
cantly greater in experimental mice
than in control mice throughout. IL2 expression did not differ between
experimental mice and control mice
before disease onset. Moreover, IL-2
expression did not change over time
until disease onset. At that point, IL2 expression approximately doubled.
Experimental mice expressed higher
levels of B7-1 that did control mice
at all time points. Furthermore, B7-1
expression increased dramatically
just before the appearance of IDDM
in experimental mice. Finally,
perforin expression was essentially
nil in control mice over time; while
perforin was expressed at much
higher levels in experimental mice,
the level of expression showed no
changes over time until the onset of
IDDM, when perforin expression
was dramatically increased.
Viewing our data in toto, we
have demonstrated the following:
1) although insulitis begins early after
adoptive transfer, the decline in 6-cell
function occurs precipitously at the
onset of IDDM; 2) lymphocytes from
diabetic but not nondiabetic NOD
mice overexpress IFN-g and perforin
throughout the time course of disease
progression; 3) a costimulatory signal
for T-cells (B7-1) is generated just
prior to disease onset; 4) at disease
onset there is an increase in the ex¬
pression of IL-2 and perforin, which
coincides with the
precipitous decline
in 6-cell function.
These data suggest
that lymphocytes
from diabetic but
not non-diabetic
NOD mice
overexpress
perforin and IFN-g
after adoptive
transfer, and,
when an appropri¬
ate costimulatory
signal (B7-1) is
generated, they
Laura Fawcett,
and Jon C. Driscoll look at his
promote
the de¬
thesis presentation on Childhood Pedestrian Injuries in
struction of 6-cells.
New Haven.
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Student presenters of five outstanding
theses, clockwise from bottom: Linda E.
Keyes, Benhur Lee, Mustafa Sahim, Arshad
R. Muzajfar and Eric A. Gomes

Syncope in a Population-Based Sample
of Elderly Persons: Prevalence,
Predisposing Risk Factors,
and Precipitating Events
Eric A. Gomes
Faculty adviser: Mary E. Tinetti, M.D.
Discussant: Alvan R. Feinstein, M.D.

Syncope is a serious but poten¬
tially preventable occurrence com¬
monly afflicting the elderly popu¬
lation. The objectives of this study
were to estimate the incidence of
syncope in the community-dwell¬
ing elderly population, to identify
the clinical risk factors that predis¬
pose some elderly persons to syn¬
cope, and to describe situational
factors and the morbidity associ¬
ated with syncope.
Study participants were mem¬
bers of the Project Safety cohort,
representing a probability sample of
non-institutionalized residents of
New Haven, Conn., aged 72 or older.
Age-restricted housing lists and
utilities listings were used to gener¬
ate an index of community dwellings
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from which 5,936 households were
identified. Baseline interviews
1,436 eligible persons. From this
group, 1,103 people were followed
for a syncopal episode for a twoyear period.
Syncope occurred in 6.3 percent
of the subjects over the two-year
period. Many diverse baseline char¬
acteristics were associated with an
increased risk for syncope, includ¬
ing the presence of several chronic
conditions, a history of syncope or
dizziness, the use of certain medica¬
tions, and impaired functional sta¬
tus. Clinical risk factors indepen¬
dently associated with syncope
included a history of dizziness
when rising from the sitting posi¬
tion (adjusted odds ratio 3.1; 95
percent confidence interval 1.6,
6.1), a history of syncope in past
year (2.4; 1.1,5.2), the use of gly¬
cosides, nitrates and/or calcium
channel blockers (2.2; 1.3, 3.7),
slow gait speed (1.5: 0.9, 2.7), and
age >78 years (1.5; 0.9, 2.6). Soft
tissue injury was the most often
reported injury while fractures were
associated with 9.9 percent of syn¬
copal events, representing 16 per¬
cent of those episodes associated
with some injury.
A multifactorial model for the
etiology of syncope appears to best
explain the occurrence of syncope in
the elderly population. Therefore, a
multidimensional risk strategy to
stratify patients into different risk
groups will enable directing risk
reduction practices toward those
patients who may most benefit.

The Effects of Pregnancy and Estradiol
on Vascular Smooth Muscle Cell
Growth in Vivo and in Vitro
Linda E. Keyes
Faculty adviser: Philip M. Sarrel, M.D.
Discussant: Frederick Naftolin, M.D., D.Phil.

Smooth muscle cell (SMC)
hypertrophy has been implicated in
the dramatic remodeling of the uter¬
ine artery during pregnancy. We
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Above: Dr. Collins,
right, talks with
genetics faculty
Margaretta Seashore,
M.D., and Sherman
We is sman, M.D.
Left: Alumnus Richard
Moggio, M.D., left,
and student research
director John Forrest,
M.D., listen as
Andreas Klein
explains his thesis on
angiography.

asked if pregnancy stimulated DNA
synthesis in the adventitial, SMC or
endothelial layers of the uterine
artery, the time course of such
stimulation, and whether it occurred
outside the uterine circulation.
Nonpregnant and pregnant guinea
pigs were implanted with subcuta¬
neous bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU,
lOOmg/kg/day) over two-week
intervals during the guinea pig 63day gestation. Vessel sections were
stained immunohistochemically
with a monoclonal antibody
against BrdU, counterstained, and
replication indices calculated as
the percent of BrdU-labeled nuclei.
Pregnancy increased replication
indices in all layers of the uterine
artery, radial artery and uterine
vein. RNA synthesis in the uterine
artery peaked at 28-42 days and
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decreased near term in the SMC and
endothelial cell layer whereas val¬
ues continued to rise until term in
the radial arteries and uterine vein.
Pregnancy did not change DNA
synthesis in the aorta or mesenteric
arteries. Serum estradiol levels cor¬
related with replication indices in
the radial artery and uterine vein
during pregnancy. Two-week treat¬
ment with 1715-estradiol (2.5 mg) in
ovariectomized guinea pigs stimu¬
lated BrdU incorporation in the
radial artery adventitial cell layer.
We concluded that pregnancy
stimulated adventitial, SMC, and
endothelial cell proliferation in the
uterine artery and periuterine circu¬
lation prior to the greatest increase
in uterine blood flow and that estra¬
diol may be involved in the vascular
remodeling of pregnancy.
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Protein Tyrosine Phosphatases
Expressed in the Neonatal Rat Cortex
Mustafa Sahin
Faculty adviser: Susan Hockfield, Ph.D.
Discussant: Frederick S. Gorelick, M.D.

Previous studies of the develop¬
ing nervous system have shown that
cell-cell and cell-matrix interactions
are involved in a variety of processes
such as the proliferation, migration
and differentiation of neurons. While
many cell surface molecules have
been identified, the signal transduc¬
tion mechanisms through which they
alter cellular responses are poorly
understood. Recent studies have
described a new and large family of
enzymes, protein tyrosine phos¬
phatases (PTPases), that may play a
key role in transduction of cell sur¬
face events. Opposing the actions of
protein tyrosine kinases (PTKs),
PTPases may determine the state of
tyrosine phosphorylation of a protein
and regulate its function. Within the
family of PTPases, two subgroups

have been characterized: low mo¬
lecular weight cytoplasmic (non¬
receptor) PTPases and high molecu¬
lar weight transmembrane (receptor)
PTPases. Receptor PTPases have
fibronectin type III and/or immuno¬
globulin-like domains in their extra¬
cellular domains, suggesting that
they may have dual functions: cell
adhesion and signal transduction.
Such molecules may play a role in
cellular recognition events that me¬
diate the accurate assembly of the
nervous system.
Using PCR with degenerate
primers and a neonatal rat cortex
cDNA library, we have identified
seven PTPases expressed in the
developing rat brain. Four of these
are transmembrane PTPases: LAR,
LRP, RPTPyand CPTP1. Three are
non-receptor PTPases: PTP-1, P19PTP and SHP. Within the embryonic
and early postnatal brain, the seven
PTPases have overlapping, yet
unique distributions. The expression
of each of these genes is regulated
in a temporally and spatially re¬
stricted pattern. Two PTPase genes,

CPTP1 and P19-PTP, are expressed
in a developmentally regulated pat¬
tern. These two PTPases are ex¬
pressed at their highest levels dur¬
ing neurogenesis and neuronal dif¬
ferentiation and are markedly
down-regulated during postnatal
life. Both CPTP1 and P19-PTP are
widely distributed in the developing
brain. In contrast, a non-receptor
protein tyrosine phosphatase,
PTPH1, is found in a region-spe¬
cific pattern. PTPH1 is expressed in
all adult thalamic nuclei generated
by the dorsal thalamus and is absent
in the nuclei generated from the
ventral thalamus.
The abundance and differential
regulation of PTPase genes ex¬
pressed in the developing brain
suggest that they play a role in cell¬
cell interactions mediating neural
differentiation. The comparative
analysis of the expression patterns
presented in this dissertation can
guide further biochemical and ge¬
netic experiments that would allow
a better understanding of their pre¬
cise cellular function.

Student presenters Linda E. Keyes, Mustafa Sahin, Arshad R. Muzajfar and Eric A. Gomes, from left front. Behind them, from
left: John N. Forrest Jr, M.D., Francis S. Collins, M.D., Ph.D., Robert H. Gifford, M.D. and Carolyn W. Slayman, Ph.D.
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Commencement

1995

Dr. Duff.y:

The end,

“By caring
for your
patients, you
will be
caring for

and the

yourselves. ”

beginning

Photographs
by Harry Bishop

At commencement, graduates muse on birdsongs,
their lives in medicine and public health

O

Marie L. Landry, M.D.,
associate professor of
laboratory medicine and
medicine, and Robert M.
Donaldson Jr., M.D., the
David Paige Smith
Professor of Medicine,
received the 1995 Alice
Bohmfalk Prizes, which the
faculty and students award
to individuals who have
made outstanding
contributions to the
teaching program.
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n the final day of four
years, as emotion
| and the summer
warmth rose steadily,
professor of
medicine Thomas P. Duffy, M.D.,
asked the graduating class to think
about the promise of the future
and its problems.
“There is the expectation that
you will live lives beyond the
ordinary,” said Dr. Duffy. “Birds
can soar by using updrafts of wind
to support their flight. ... Where is
that energy, the ennoblement, the
empowerment of updraft that can
sustain an extraordinary life in
medicine so that an Icarus-like
fate does not cancel your
dreams?”
The medical graduates, their
friends and families listened under
a white tent spread over the
Harkness lawn, as the sun beat
down from a clear sky. They had
started the day at University
commencement exercises on the
old campus. After a class
photograph on the steps of
Sterling Hall of Medicine, they
marched down Cedar Street, led
by Christopher L. Lykins bearing
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the school banner.
Outside the Laboratory of
Epidemiology and Public Health,
new Dean for Public Health
Michael H. Merson, M.D., wished
the public health graduates well
and bid farewell to Robert E.
Shope, M.D., who retired this year
and was presented with the
Teacher of the Year Award.
Back at the Harkness tent,
friends and relations listened to
class speaker Benjamin H.
LeBlanc and watched as the
graduates took the Yale
Physician’s Oath. As for Dr.
Duffy’s challenge, the answer, he
suggested, is found in the daily
events of work: “By caring for
your patients, you will be caring
for yourselves. ...”
“This attending to another
human being, which will be
commonplace in your lives in
medicine, will never become
common in its effect or its power
upon you. ... It is the source that
will provide satisfaction and
contentment, which, if overlooked
or ignored, will deprive you of the
grace implicit in your role as
physicians.”
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Above: Members of the
Class of 1995 applaud
during commencement

1 M

exercises in May.
From left, they are
Erika M. Brinkmann,
Yamilee O. Bermingham
and Hyun W. Bae.
Left: The likeness of master
of public health graduate
Unni K. Karunakara 'smiles
from a poster carried by the
relative of a classmate.
Mr. Karunakara could not
attend commencement

Above: Class speaker
Benjamin H. LeBlanc
leaves the podium.

ceremonies but friends
made sure he was not

Left: Classmates hug
and pose for a

forgotten. •

photograph after
commencement
ceremonies on the
Harkness lawn.
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Deborah C. Daniels,
right, smiles after

Commencement

receiving her medical

‘Lives beyond
the ordinary’

diploma and taking the
Yale Physician s Oath
during commencement
ceremonies.
Far right: Three
members of the
Class of 1995 were
sworn into the military
immediately after
commencement. Taking
the oath, from left, are:
Walter O. Jackson (AitForce), Stephanie A.

Photographs
by Harry Bishop

Kapfer (Navy) and
Christopher G.
Goring (Army).

Left: Senda Benaissa
holds her diploma as
Epidemiology and Public
Health students prepare
for commencement.
Above, Ms. Benaissa, who
is deaf delivers the
student address in sign
language. An interpreter
provided spoken-word
translation.

Above left: EPH Teacher of the Year Robert E. Shope, M.D.,
and longtime assistant Elizabeth Young. Center: Medical
graduate Deidre Reynolds is congratulated by cousin Janelle
Rodgers. Right: Michael H. Merson, M.D.. Yale’s new dean
for public health, left, and Jan A. Stolwick, Ph.D., the Susan
Dwight Bliss Professor of Epidemiology.
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Gallery

19th-century
fitness

W

hat do calisthenics,
the rowing machine,
a high-fiber diet
and mineral water
have in common?
A. All are reactions to the sed¬
entary lifestyle of late-20th century,
white-collar professionals con¬
cerned about their health.
;
B. All are reactions to the sedi
entary lifestyle of late-19th century, \
white collar professionals con¬
cerned about their health.
\
Both are correct.
\
A century before cross-training
and the step, bowler-topped parlour
gymnasts were sweating in pursuit of
the Swedish Movement Cure. In the years
following the Civil War, Americans
seeking good health turned to gymnas¬
tics, calisthenics, physical education and
organized sport. In the Northeast espe¬
cially, where nearly half the population had left
agriculture by 1860 to live in cities and towns,
a growing middle class pursued the economic
benefits of office work while worrying about
its hazards.
The calisthenics crusade of the 1860s un¬
dermined even the corset, which was blamed
for reproductive injuries and systemic ills.
Corsets caused “the blood to become highly
carbonized, thus inducing a dull, dingy sallow
or billious hue of the skin,” according to Con¬
necticut-born hydropath Russell Thatcher Trail,
M.D., who was one of the fitness movement’s
leading exponents—despite his unusual ideas
on hematology.
Dudley A. Sargent, M.D., a Yale-educated
physician who became Harvard’s first professor
of physical training, opened the Hygienic Insti¬
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Historical Library
of the Cushing/Whitney
Medical Library

Top: A routine from
Henry Cost’s New

tute and School of Physical Culture in
New York in 1879. Although advocates
of physical education had been active
since the 1830s, it was Dr. Sargent’s
school that gave birth to the discipline as
we know it today. Walter Camp, who
endowed many of Yale’s athletic facili¬
ties, expressed the deeply held view that
team sport was as important to education
as anything learned in the classroom. His
1896 classic Football, with Loren F.
Deland, espoused the sentiment that by
experiencing defeat, students would
learn to accept life’s setbacks while de¬
veloping the discipline necessary for
ultimate triumph.

System of Calisthenic
Exercises for the
Patent Elastic Chest
Expander,
published in 1847.
Left: Knee bending
and stretching are
central to a dumbell
exercise called The
Mill with Bend from

Home Gymnastics for
the Well and the Sick,
an 1889 translation
of a German
exercise manual.

Source: Fit for America by Harvey Green (Pantheon, 1986)
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Scope

Men and women
found to process
language differently
The first clear evidence of sex
differences in the functional organi¬
zation of the brain for language was
reported in the journal Nature by a
team of Yale School of Medicine
researchers.
Using echo-planar functional
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRl) to
study brain activation patterns, men
and women performed specific cogni¬
tive tasks related to language process¬
ing. specifically tasks tapping the
cognitive processes used in reading.
In males, brain activation was
lateralized to left inferior frontal
gyrus regions; in females the pattern
of activation was very different,
engaging more diffuse neural sys¬
tems involving both the left and right
inferior frontal gyrus.
Bennett A. Shaywitz, M.D.,
professor of pediatrics and of neurol¬
ogy, led the study of 38 right-handed
subjects (male and female) while
they were performing visual tasks
that measured letter recognition,
rhyming and category choice. The
researchers used the fMRI process to
measure changes in brain blood flow
and oxygen.
“In the study, multiple images
were taken while the patients per¬
formed the rhyming task, and the
brain images were compared with and
without the task to see which areas of
the brain were active,” said John C.
Gore, Ph.D., professor of diagnostic
radiology and of applied physics.
These study findings showed a
significantly different brain activation
pattern between men and women for
phonological processing. Men indi¬
cated highly lateralized activation
patterns, while women demonstrated
activation in both cerebral hemispheres.
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Magnetic resonance images show the distribution of active areas in the
brains of males, left, and females during a rhyming task. The accented
spots along the upper right side of the image at left show a man’s brain
in action. The woman’s scan shows activity on the upper right and left.

The experiment has multiple
implications for our understanding
of the functional organization of
language. It is now possible to iso¬
late specific components of lan¬
guage and, at the same time, to
relate these language processes to
distinct patterns of functional orga¬
nization in the brain in neurologically normal individuals.
"The results of this study con¬
tribute to our understanding of the
broader issue of individual differ¬
ences in cognitive performance and
how they relate to differences in
underlying brain organization,” adds
Dr. Shaywitz.
Co-authors include: Sally E.
Shaywitz, M.D., professor of pediat¬
rics; Kenneth R. Pugh, Ph.D., associ¬
ate research scientist in pediatric
neurology; R. Todd Constable,
Ph.D., assistant professor, Pawel
Skudlarski, Ph.D., postdoctoral asso¬
ciate, Robert K. Fulbright, M.D.,
assistant professor, and Richard A.
Bronen, M.D., associate professor of
surgery, all of the department of
diagnostic radiology.
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Former smokers, ex-POWs
at higher risk for stroke
Two studies that measure the
rate of stroke among long-time
smokers and ex-POWs were con¬
ducted by Lawrence M. Brass, M.D.,
associate professor of neurology.
In the first study. Dr. Brass gath¬
ered interviews with more than
7,000 men and found that even after
quitting for 20 years, a smoker’s
chance of having a stroke is still
higher than that of someone who has
never smoked at all.
“The injury done to a smoker’s
vascular system may not reverse
easily,” says Dr. Brass, also chief of
neurology at the Department of Vet¬
erans Affairs Medical Center in West
Haven. “The exact mechanism for
damage is unknown but may be due
to elevated blood pressure caused by
smoking, or to the association of
lung disease and stroke.”
Dr. Brass will continue this re¬
search with the same group of sub¬
jects to see if genetic factors increase
the risk of stroke for smokers.
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In a second study, Dr. Brass re¬
ports that the severe, prolonged stress
of being a prisoner of war may
sharply increase the risk of stroke
later in life. Reviewing the stroke rate
among 475 United States World War
II male POWs indicated that stroke
incidence is eight times higher than in
other WWI1 veterans. Dr. Brass found
that 9.3 percent of POWs had suf¬
fered a stroke compared to just 1.2
percent of other veterans.
Dr. Brass explains that severe
or chronic stress may alter the “set
points” at which harmful physi¬
ological or psychological changes
take place in the human body. In
some individuals, the set points
gradually return to their normal
positions after the stress is re¬
moved; in others, long-term shifts
may remain to produce post-trau¬
matic stress disorder. He adds that
the more intense the stress, the
higher the subsequent risk may be.
The study suggests that POWs who
were severely malnourished at the
time of their liberation had an even
higher rate of stroke.
Data for this study was obtained
through a follow-up medical exami¬
nation survey of WWII POWs con¬
ducted in 1986.

Study links 4 factors
to falls, incontinence
Senior citizens with key func¬
tional impairments are more likely to
experience common geriatric syn¬
dromes such as incontinence and
falling, according to research pub¬
lished in the May Journal of the
American Medical Association.

Mary E. Tinetti, M.D., associate
professor of medicine, and colleagues
conducted a study of community¬
living elderly people to provide evi¬
dence of the relationships between
predisposing impairments, geriatric
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syndromes and functional dependency.
Four predisposing factors were
associated with two common geriat¬
ric syndromes—incontinence and
falling—and with the occurrence of
functional dependency, whereby an
elderly person must depend on oth¬
ers for basic needs such as dressing,
bathing and eating.
The factors examined in the study
were vision/hearing impairment, anxi¬
ety, upper extremity impairment and
lower extremity impairment. The risk
of each of the geriatric syndromes and
of functional dependency increased
with the number of the predisposing
factors, says Dr. Tinetti.
The study consisted of 927 New
Haven residents, 72 years and older,
who completed baseline and one-year
interviews. The authors found that at
one year, urinary incontinence was
reported by 16 percent, at least two falls
by 10 percent, and functional depen¬
dency by 20 percent of participants.
The study also revealed that in¬
continence and, to a lesser extent,
falling were associated with the oc¬
currence of functional dependence by
itself. These results suggest that the
geriatric syndromes may contribute
both indirectly—through the shared
risk factors—and directly to the oc¬
currence of functional dependence.
Dr. Tinetti says that the identifi¬
cation of “key” shared predisposing
impairments or risk factors could
also serve as the focus of a highly
efficient and effective geriatric as¬
sessment and intervention strategy.
The “key shared predisposing im¬
pairments” could be used to identify
who to target and, perhaps more
importantly, what to target. “By
intervening and modifying these
shared predisposing impairments, it
may be possible to restore compen¬
satory ability, in turn decreasing
vulnerability and, consequently,
preventing the onset of recurrence
of several geriatric syndromes and.
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perhaps, even functional depen¬
dence,” she adds.

Research gauges reaction
of healthy children to sugar
Yale research published in The
Journal of Pediatrics demonstrates
a biologic basis for enhanced sensitiv¬
ity to refined sugar in healthy children.
William V. Tamborlane, M.D.,
professor of pediatrics (endocrinol¬
ogy), directed several studies at the
School of Medicine that led to the
conclusion that children with diabe¬
tes had a more vigorous adrenaline
response to a slight fall in blood
sugar levels than adults did. Further
research showed that healthy chil¬
dren also had similar adrenaline
surges after eating sweets and those
surges caused symptoms and behav¬
ioral changes that parents observed
after their children ate sugary foods.
The Yale researchers performed
sugar challenge tests in 25 healthy
children between ages 8 and 16 and
in 23 young adults. The children
were given a drink that was roughly
equivalent in sugar content to two
12-ounce cans of regular soda; the
adults received an even larger
amount of sugar. Nevertheless, the
early rise and late fall in blood-sugar
levels were virtually identical in
both groups and stimulated adrena¬
line levels to rise twice as high in the
children than in the adults.
These mild reductions in blood
sugar levels were noted to also cause
changes in brain-wave activity in
children but not in adults, indicating
a subtle impairment of the children’s
ability to concentrate. Dr.
Tamborlane says these effects were
acute and self-limited and empha¬
sizes that the changes occurred be¬
cause the sugar was taken indepen¬
dent of other foods.
Most children should be able to
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avoid these problems by eating wellbalanced meals that contain protein,
fat, complex carbohydrate and fiber,
especially for breakfast.
Other Yale researchers involved
in the study include Timothy W.
Jones, M.D. and Walter P. Borg,
M.D., former post-doctoral fellows
in pediatrics at Yale; Susan D.
Boulware, M.D., assistant professor
of pediatrics; Gregory McCarthy,
Ph.D., associate professor of surgery
(neurosurgery); and Robert Sherwin,
M.D., professor of medicine.

TB is the target
of $1.6 million study
Michael Fitzsousa

A major project to study the
prevalence, pattern and transmission
of tuberculosis (TB), among New
Haven residents has been launched
with a $1.6 million National Institute
on Drug Abuse grant.
"The three-year project will
promote awareness of TB and de¬
scribe what TB looks like in diverse
populations, with particular attention
on high-risk drug users,” says Peter
Selwyn, M.D., M.P.H., who directs
the study. "We are combining medi¬
cal and public health approaches to
complement and extend the past
work of the New Haven Coalition to
Eliminate Tuberculosis, thus en¬
abling us to build on the collabora¬
tions that have already been devel¬
oped,” adds Dr. Selwyn, associate
professor of medicine and public
health and an attending physician at
Yale-New Haven Hospital (YNHH).
This new study, administered
through the Yale AIDS Program, is a
collaborative effort involving more
than 20 health professionals and other
experts from the Yale schools of Medi¬
cine, Public Health, and Management,
YNHH, Hill Health Center, APT
Foundation, New Haven Health De¬
partment, Department of Veterans
Affairs Medical Center in West Haven,
Hartford Dispensary and the state
departments of Public Health and
Addiction Services, and Corrections.
In Connecticut, the incidence of
TB is higher than the national aver¬
age of 10 per 100,000 per year. TB
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Betsey Cushing Whitney, accompanied by Dean Gerard N. Burrow, M.D., visits an
exhibit on the work of her father, Harvey W. Cushing, M.D., at the Cushing/Whitney
Medical Library. With Mrs. Whitney are Christopher J. Wahl, a medical student
who organized the exhibit; Dennis D. Spencer, M.D., chief of neurosurgery; Robert
Feldman, director of development; and Dean Burrow. Gone but Not Forgotten; The

Renaissance of the Harvey Cushing Brain Tumor Registry documents a collection
that provides, according to Dr. Spencer, “the only existing, sequential, pictoral
history’ of many neurological diseases as they were being first described” and sheds
significant light on the birth of neurosurgery.

occurs in the state in approximately
15 per 100,000 people per year, and
20 percent of all of these TB cases
occur in people infected with HIV,
state health statistics show.
“HIV infection, drug use and
poverty, when combined, may paint a
scenario for TB,” Dr. Selwyn notes.
"Because of New Haven’s population
and geographic size, we hope to be
able to develop a model program that
can be used to interrupt or stop the
spread of TB in high-risk communi¬
ties elsewhere in the United States.”

MDA-sponsored clinic
opens at medical school
A clinic sponsored by the Muscu¬
lar Dystrophy Association (MDA) has
opened at the School of Medicine to
serve people in southern Connecticut
affected by any of the 40 neuromuscu¬
lar disorders in the MDA’s program.
Among the disorders are amyotrophic
lateral sclerosis, also known as Lou
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Gehrig’s disease, myasthenia gravis
and muscular dystrophies.
“We are very pleased to have the
support of a MDA-sponsored clinic at
Yale,” says Jonathan M. Goldstein,
M.D., assistant professor of neurol¬
ogy, who serves as the clinic’s direc¬
tor. “Through this combined endeavor
with the MDA, Yale will continue to
concentrate on the diagnosis and
treatment of the many neuromuscular
disorders that affect people in Con¬
necticut and throughout the world,
while complementing an active re¬
search program that will investigate
the causes of these diseases.”
More than 200 MDA clinics
across the United States provide
diagnostic and follow-up care to
individuals with neuromuscular
diseases. Through these clinics, the
nation’s premier physicians special¬
izing in the treatment of neuromus¬
cular disorders also offer expert
advice on genetics, physical, occupa¬
tional or respiratory therapy, and
other health concerns.
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Allen E. Bale, M.D assis¬
tant professor of genetics and
medicine, was one of seven phy¬
sicians and researchers from
New England and New York
awarded research grants by the
Brain Tumor Society, a national
non-profit organization that
helped to found the North Ameri¬
can Brain Tumor Coalition.
Michael B. Bracken, Ph.D.,
professor of epidemiology and of
obstetrics and gynecology, was
invited in May to serve on the
National Deafness and Other
Communication Disorders Advi¬
sory Council of the National Insti¬
tutes of Health for a four-year term.
John Elefteriades, professor
and chief of cardiothoracic sur¬
gery, spoke at the third Interna¬
tional Congress on Heart Failure in
Geneva. His presentation was
entitled Coronary Artery Bypass
Grafting in Severe Left Ventricu¬
lar Dysfunction: Excellent Sur¬
vival with Improved Ejection
Fraction and Functional State. Dr.

Elefteriades also was elected to
membership in the American As¬
sociation for Thoracic Surgery.
Michael D. Ezekowitz, M.D.,
Ph.D., professor of medicine, has
been invited to serve as a member
of the editorial board of Circula¬
tion, a medical journal published
by the University of Texas Health
Science Center-Houston.
Richard A. Flavell, Ph D.,
professor and chairman of the
section of immunobiology and
biology and investigator at the
Howard Hughes Medical Insti¬
tute, was awarded the Darwin
Trust Edinburgh Prize for the
summer term of 1995.
Alvan R. Feinstein, M.D.,
Sterling Professor of Medicine and
Epidemiology, has been elected a
member-at-large of the Section
Committee of the Section of Medi¬
cal Sciences for the American Asso¬
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ciation for the Advancement of Science.
His four-year term began in February.
Francis P. Gasparro, Ph D.,
research scientist in dermatology,
has been elected president of the
American Society for Photobiology
(ASP), an international research
organization. As the society’s 26th
president. Dr. Gasparro chaired two
sessions at the ASP annual meeting
in Washington in June. His topics
were: What is Photobiologyl and
Research Aspects of Phototherapy
for Various Human Diseases such as
Psoriasis, Lymphoma and Coronary
Artery Blockage.

Myron Genel, M.D., associate
dean for government and community
affairs and professor of pediatrics,
was awarded an honorary degree in
May during commencement exercises
at Moravian College in Bethlehem,
Pa. In 1990, Dr. Genel received the
college’s Comenius Alumni Award
and upon graduation in 1957, he was
presented the Charles A. Albrecht
Memorial Award as the outstanding
male graduate.
William M. Glazer, M.D., associ¬
ate clinical professor of psychiatry,
spoke in April at St. Joseph Hospital in
Providence, R.I., at a seminar for mental
health professionals entitled A MultiSystem Approach to Schizophrenia.

Roberto J. Groszmann, M.D.,
professor of medicine at Yale and
chief of digestive diseases at the
Department of Veterans Affairs
Medical Center in West Haven, is the
recipient of the 1995 Hugh R. Butt
Award for Clinical Research in
Hepatology, in recognition for his
work in the pathophysiology and
treatment of portal hypertension.
Gabor B. Huszar, M.D., senior
research scientist in obstetrics and
gynecology, was invited to participate
in the 1995 Nobel Conference at
Karolinska Institute in Sweden in
June. He presented a paper on The
Uterus in Pregnancy: Cellular Mecha¬
nisms of Hypertrophy and Involution.
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Charles J. Kopriva, M.D.. profes¬
sor of anesthesiology, has been elected
president of the Association of Anes¬
thesia Clinical Directors. The national
association is dedicated to the effi¬
cient, patient-oriented and cost-effec¬
tive management of operating rooms
in Canada and the United States.
Marvin Moser, M.D., clinical
professor of medicine, has been
elected president of the Council of
Geriatric Cardiology. Dr. Moser also
served as visiting professor of medi¬
cine at St. Mary’s Hospital in London
and the Royal College of Surgeons in
Dublin and lectured in Montreal and
Ottawa on hypertension.
Ethan Nadel, Ph.D., director of
the John B. Pierce Laboratory and
professor of epidemiology (environ¬
mental health) and of cellular and
molecular physiology, was named
chair of the American Physiological
Society Program and Program Advi¬
sory Committees in January.
Bradley Peterson, M.D., assis¬
tant professor in the Child Study
Center, received a 1995 Eli Lilly Pilot

Linda M.
Bartoshuk,
Ph.D.,
professor of
surgery
(otolaryngology),
epidemiology
and
psychology,
was elected in
April as a
fellow of the
American
Academy of
Arts and
Sciences.

Max Aguilera-Hellweg
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A Charitable
Annuity:
The YSM gift
that rates
In exchange for a gift
of $5,000 or more,
the School of Medicine
can offer you,
or you and your spouse,
a fixed annual
income for life.
Your age(s) and market
rates of interest determine
your income level.
Current sample rates:

Age(s)

Rate

One life

55
66
77

4.7%
5.8%
8.0%

Two lives

66/65
75/74
82/79

4.7%
5.8%
7.0%

Please allow us to tailor
a proposal to your
philanthropic
and financial goals.

Yale University
School of Medicine
Office of Development
100 Church Street South
(203) 737-2489
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Research Award for junior faculty and
child psychiatry fellows from the
American Academy of Child and
Adolescent Psychiatry for his project
A Case-Controlled Study of Risk and
Protective Factors in Tourette Syn¬
drome and Childhood Onset Obses¬
sive-Compulsive Disorder.

Charles M. Radding. M.D.,
professor of genetics and molecular
biophysics and biochemistry, has
been elected to the National Academy
of Sciences for his research on the
biochemistry of genetic recombina¬
tion. The designation is one of the
highest honors that can be accorded a
U.S. scientist or engineer.
William H. Rosenblatt, M.D.,
assistant professor of anesthesiology,
was a member of the team of physi¬
cians who presented a symposium on
critical care at the National University
of Nicaragua on Jan. 31 and Feb. 1.
The Nicaraguan government halted
all elective surgery in the country
during the two-day conference in
order to allow clinicians to attend.
Sally E. Shaywitz, M.D., profes¬
sor of pediatrics and in the Child
Study Center, was presented the 10th
Annual Distinguished Alumna Award
in June at commencement at the
Albert Einstein College of Medicine
of Yeshiva University, recognizing her
internationally known research in
learning and attention disorders. In
July, Dr. Shaywitz also became presi¬
dent of the Einstein alumni association.
William H. Sledge, M.D., pro¬
fessor of psychiatry, has been named
master of Calhoun College at Yale
University for a five-year term.
Albert J. Solnit, M.D., Sterling
Professor Emeritus of Pediatrics and
Psychiatry and a senior research sci¬
entist in the Child Study Center, was
nominated by Connecticut Gov. John
G. Rowland and confirmed by the
Legislature as commissioner of the
state Department of Mental Health
and Addiction Services.
Richard Torres, M.D., lecturer
in medicine, was awarded in January
the 1995 Physician of the Year
Award by the Greater Bridgeport
Medical Association.
Barbara Ward, M.D., assistant
professor of surgery, has been named
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the new director of the Yale Cancer
Center’s Comprehensive Breast Care
Center. Michael Reiss, M.D., will
head the center’s new breast cancer
research program.
Stephen G. Waxman, M.D.,
Ph.D., chairman of the Department
of Neurology and a member of the
Dana Alliance for Brain Initiatives,
discussed advances in the dissection
of nerve fiber molecules at a Dana
Alliance congressional seminar in
April in Washington, D.C.
In May, Eiji Yanagisawa. M.D.,
clinical professor of surgery, presided
over the 75th annual meeting of the
American Broncho-Esophagological
Association as its president in May in
Palm Desert, Calif. Dr. Yanagisawa
also received the Presidential Citation
in April from the American Otological
Society at its annual meeting.
Ramzi T. Younis, M.D., assis¬
tant professor of surgery and pediat¬
rics, has joined the medical staff at
Yale-New Haven Hospital as chief of
pediatric otolaryngology.
Daniel Zelterman, Ph D. ’83,
has been appointed professor of pub¬
lic health (biostatistics) and will serve
as director of the Clinical Research
Office in the Yale Cancer Center.

New

Books

When Illness Strikes the Leader:
The Dilemma of the Captive King,

by Jerrold M. Post, M.D. ’60, and
Robert S. Robbins. Yale University
Press, paperback edition 1995.
Hepatic Encephalopathy: Syn¬
dromes and Strategies, by Harold O.

Conn, M.D. ’72, HS '51-56, and
Johannes Bircher. Medi-Ed Press
(Illinois) 1994.
Music and Medicine, edited by
Harold O. Conn, M.D. ’72, HS '5156. Medi-Ed Press (Illinois) 1994.
In a House of Dreams and
Glass: Becoming a Psychiatrist, by

Robert Klitzman, M.D. '85. Simon
& Schuster (New York) 1995.
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Yale medical
students earn
awards and honors
The annual McGraw-Hill Award
was presented to first-year students
Marjory Alabre and Kenneth Kim
to recognize their dedication and
hard work during their first year.
Owen Garrick, a third-year
medical student, was presented the
American Medical Asssociation
Glaxo Achievement Award in March
as one of 50 outstanding young
medical professionals honored at the
AMA National Leadership Confer¬
ence in Washington, D.C.
Shelley Geballe, M.P.H. 95,
and presently a candidate for a
Ph.D. degree in epidemiology and
public health, received a Graduate/
Professional Ivy Award for a book,
which she co-authored. Forgotten
Children of the AIDS Epidemic; and
video. Mommy, Who 'll Take Care of
Me?, which looks at children who
have been orphaned by AIDS. She
also led a campaign to protect the
rights of HIV-positive children to
attend New Haven schools and took
part in the legal effort to require the
Connecticut Department of Correc¬
tions to provide AIDS education
and health information to prisoners
with HIV. Elm-Ivy Awards are
presented in recognition of efforts
to increase cooperation and under¬
standing between Yale University
and the city of New Haven.
First-year medical student Jen¬
nifer Griffiths has been selected to
participate in the American Medical
Student Association Foundation’s
1995 Washington Health Policy
Fellowship Program. This program,
supported by an educational grant
from the Merck Company Founda¬
tion, is designed to introduce prom¬
ising physicians-in-training to the
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student who has per¬
formed laudable extra¬
curricular activity
within the community
was presented to
Heather J. Lynch for
the Anatomy Teaching
Program. She re¬
ceived a complete set
of the Netter Atlas
which she presented to
Career High School,
for use in their
anatomy program and
the school library.
Lee E. Farr
Harry Bishop
Scholar certificates
Medical student Heather Lynch with Charles Williams,
were awarded to the
principal of Career High School in New Haven.
following students in
recognition of supe¬
rior performance as a
health policy process, current topics
medical student and for leadership,
in health policy and their roles as
integrity and intellectual honesty in
public health advocates.
pursuit of medical knowledge: An¬
Gabriella G. Gosman, M.D.
thony Aizer and Heather J. Lynch,
’94, of Philadelphia has been
volunteer coordinators; Stephen M.
awarded the 1995 William Osier
Kavic, student council president;
Medal by the American Association
Shelagh A. Houghton, student coun¬
for the History of Medicine for her
cil vice president; Rachel
essay, a revision of her M.D. thesis.
Villanueva, national president of the
Stalking the Green Serpent: A Com¬
Student National Medical Association
parison of Anti-Alcohol Policy in
(SNMA); Nataki C. Douglas, presi¬
Russia and the Soviet Union, 1914
dent, SNMA; Shih-Yin Ho, Henry
and 1985. This medal is awarded
Hsia and Lysiane A. Ribeiro, student
annually for the best unpublished
representatives on the Educational
essay on a medico-historical topic
Policy and Curriculum Committee;
written by a student enrolled in a
Steven L. Craig and Christopher L.
school of medicine or osteopathy.
Lykins, co-presidents of the Class of
One sixth of all the Osier Medals
1995; Jonathan N. Grauer and Jef¬
have been won by Yale students, far
frey A. Meyerhardt, co-presidents of
more than by those of any other
the Class of 1996; Robert M. Kalus
medical school. David F. Musto,
and Janies D. O’Holleran. co-presi¬
M.D. ’63, faculty advisor for her
dents of the Class of 1997; Lawrence
thesis, won the medal in 1961.
(Lori) Etter and Gregory S, Raskin,
The annual Marguerite Rush
co-presidents of the Class of 1998;
Lerner Award for creative writing
Eric A. Gomes, Linda Keyes,
was presented to fourth-year stu¬
Benhur Lee, Arshad R. Muzaffar
dent Greg Licholai for his story A
and Mustafa Sahin, presenters.
Juvenile Void.

The annual Ciba-Geigy Award to
recognize a second-year medical
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Teardrop

Student

News

o
o
i
am
lost
love
mourn
thought
deep rock hole
hymn to water fall
groan of flame cried
snuffed once to smoke
burn my eyes dry red
quiet now soft
tears

1995 residency placements
for Yale medical students
The following list of the results of
the National Resident Matching
Program for Yale’s medical school
seniors is provided by the Office of
Education and Student Affairs.

Steven Kavic

Sea of judging faces with
penetrating eyes
Looking to discern
my knowledge
I felt young, small, ignorant
I get mildly frazzled
Gradually overcome
And explain
my understanding
Forgetting the sea
of peering eyes
Become absorbed in the
excitement of the material
In answering questions of
refreshing inquisitiveness
Time passes quickly
The next time I notice the
many eyes in front of me
Their eyes show trust in my
words, their quest
for understanding
My heart leaps and I smile
My message has
been conveyed.
Bernice Ruo
From Diverticulum 1995,
the Yale School of Medicine's
literary’ magazine
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Ventura County Medical Center
Johnnie Yates, family practice

Colorado
California

Teaching

UCSF/Mount Zion Medical Center,
San Francisco
Paul Lee, internal medicine

Alameda County Medical
Center, Oakland
Taryn Ha, transitional
Linda Keyes,
emergency medicine
Community Hospital
of Sonoma County, Santa Rosa
Rachel Bronzan. family practice
LAC-USC Medical Center, Los Angeles
Walter Jackson, surgery
Larry Khoo. surgery, neurosurgery
Navy Medical Center, San Diego
Stephanie Kapfer,
general surgery
Stanford University Hospital
Eileen Deignan, medicine
Taryn Ha, diagnostic radiology
Benjamin LeBlanc, internal medicine
Erin Scalley, internal medicine
Becky Shoemaker,
internal medicine
University California/
Davis-East Bay, Oakland
Eddie Island, general surgery
University California/San Diego
Todd Alamin. orthopaedics
David Shaw, internal medicine
University California/San Francisco
James Ahn, surgery, urology
Yamilee Bermingham. ob/gyn
Margot Kushel, medicine/primary
Lauren Plawner. pediatrics/primary
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University of Colorado SOM, Denver
Daniel Martin, internal medicine

Connecticut
Hospital of Saint Raphael,
New Haven
Amy Knorr. medicine
University of Connecticut,
Farmington
Diedre Reynolds, pediatrics
Yale-New Haven Hospital
Pia Ali-Salaam, surgery,
plastic surgery
Matthew Anderson, ob/gyn
Elizabeth Claus, surgery,
neurosurgery
Christopher Cohen, pediatrics
Steven Craig, pediatrics
Jon Driscoll, orthopaedics
Brian Ference, internal medicine
Eric Gomes, internal medicine
Timothy Hong, internal medicine
Suresh Karne, internal medicine
Amy Knorr, neurology
Alex Madlener. psychiatry
Dara Thomas, pediatrics
Kenneth Vives, surgery,
neurosurgery
James Yun, general surgery

District of Columbia
George Washington
University Hospital
Matthew Quitkin, surgery, orthopaedics
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Florida

New York

University of Miami/Bascom Palmer

Albany Medical Center Hospital

Nancy Christmas, ophthalmology

Hawaii
Tripler Army Medical Center
Christopher Goring, transitional

Henry Kim, orthopaedics

Columbia University, New York
Roger Horioglu, surgery,

otolaryngology

Einstein Affiliated Hospitals, Bronx
Alvin Marcovici, surgery,

Maryland
Johns Hopkins Hospital, Baltimore
Rosemary Ashman, pediatrics
Elizabeth Holt, internal medicine
Robert Macauley, pediatrics
Marjorie Rosenthal, pediatrics

Massachusetts
Beth Israel Hospital, Boston
Sameer Desai, internal medicine

Boston Univ. Med. Research Program
Thomas Hong, internal medicine

Brigham and Women’s Hospital,
Boston
Nora Canty, diagnostic radiology
Alice Chang, medicine/primary
Gregory Licholai, surgery,

neurosurgery
Thomas Lin, internal medicine
David Miklos, internal medicine
K. Robert Shen, general surgery

neurosurgery
Sara Swenson, internal medicine

Hospital for Special Surgery, New York
Hyun Bae, orthopaedics

The New York Hospital, New York
Deborah Daniels, psychiatry
Robert Hsu, internal medicine
Doris Lin, diagnostic radiology
Lawrence Solomon, internal medicine

New York University Medical Center,
New York
Bandy Lee, medicine

North Shore University Hospital,
Manhasset
Hyun Bae, surgery

Presbyterian Hospital, New York
Dov Goldstein, internal medicine
Ilise Lombardo, psychiatry
David Morales, general surgery

St. Vincent’s Hospital, New York
Erika Brinkmann, general surgery

Children’s Hospital, Boston
Barbara Garcia, pediatrics
Mustafa Sahin, pediatric neurology

Massachusetts General Hospital
Antonio Chavez, anesthesiology
Bandy Lee, psychiatry

New England Deaconess Hospital,
Boston
Nancy Christmas, medicine
Andreas Klein, internal medicine
Lyndell Wang, surgery

Tufts University, Boston
Lyndell Wang, neurosurgery

North Carolina
Duke University Medical Center,
Durham
Kyle Herbold, medicine

University of North Carolina Hospital,
Chapel Hill

Hospital of Univ. Of Pennsylvania,
Philadelphia
Tigist Hailu, internal medicine
Steven Kawut, internal medicine
Benhur Lee, laboratory medicine
Doris Lin, medicine
Ingrid Olhoffer, medicine
Norman Whitmire, medicine,

neurology
George Yeh, orthopaedics

Presbyterian Medical Center,
Philadelphia
Antonio Chavez, transitional
Alton Williams, transitional

University Health Center, Pittsburgh
Nicholas Schwartz,

emergency medicine

Rhode Island
Memorial Hospital of Rhode Island,
Pawtucket
Cheng-Chieh Chuang, family practice

Rhode Island Hospital, Providence
Lawrence Babat, orthopaedics

Texas
University of Texas/Southwestern
Medical School, Dallas
Arshad Muzaffar, plastic surgery

Washington
University of Washington, Seattle
Leaza Dierwechter, internal medicine
Christopher Lykins, surgery,

otolaryngology
Paul Santiago, surgery, neurosurgery

Virginia Mason Hospital, Seattle
Nora Canty, transitional

John Sverha, emergency medicine

Oregon

Some names appear twice because the

Oregon Health Sciences University,
Portland

graduate is entering a one-year program
before beginning a specialty residency.

John Kilty, pediatrics
Cathleen London, family practice

Ohio
University of Cincinnati Hospital
Brian Adams, dermatology
Jilda Vargus, pediatrics

New Mexico

Pennsylvannia
Children’s Hospital, Philadelphia
Theresa Lu, pediatrics
Dorothy Novick, pediatrics
Mustafa Sahin, pediatrics

University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque
Kelly Shine, general surgery
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News

From left:

Russell B. Scobie, M.D. ’29,
retired pediatrieian, received an hon¬
orary doctor of humane letters degree
from Mount Saint Mary College in
Newburgh, N.Y. He was also hon¬
ored by the town of Newburgh in
May for his part in introducing fluori¬
dation of the public water supply 50
years ago. Dr. Scobie dedicated him¬
self to monitoring and studying the
effects of fluoridation. He and his
wife traveled to six continents pro¬
moting the benefits of adding fluoride
to public water supplies.

Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskel¬
etal and Skin Diseases, has been se¬
lected by National Institutes of Health
Director Harold Varmus as a liaison to
the clinical research community.

Eric Mood, M.P.H. ’43, L.L.B.,
lecturer in public health at Yale, has
been named the 1995 Melanchthon
Fellow by the University Lutheran
Ministry (ULM). The honorary, bian¬
nual award is given to individuals who
have provided extraordinary service to
the ULM, a campus ministry based at
Yale. Dr. Mood helped begin ULM as
a discussion group in the 1940s.
Lawrence G. Roth, M.D. ’44, HS
’47-48, medical director of Genessee
Memorial Hospital in Batavia, N.Y.,
has been appointed an evaluator for
the 1995 Malcolm Baldrige National
Quality Award pilot program in health
care by the National Institute of Stan¬
dards and Technology. The award was
established by Congress in 1987 to
recognize quality achievements of
U.S. companies. The pilot program is
being conducted to help determine
whether the award should be expanded
to include education and health care.
John P. McGovern, M.D., HS
’45-46, a pediatric allergist in Hous¬
ton, was awarded an honorary doctor
of science degree by Duke Univer¬
sity Medical Center at commence¬
ment in May.
Lawrence E. Shulman, M.D. ’49,
Ph.D. ’45, retired chief of the National

The late John D. Thompson,
M.P.H. ’50, co-developer of the diag¬
nostic-related groups (DRG) system of
medical treatment coding, and former
director of the Yale-New Haven Hos¬
pital administration program, was
inducted into the Modem Healthcare
magazine Health Care Hall of Fame.
The honor was announced in March at
the American College of Healthcare
Executives’ Congress on Administra¬
tion dinner in Chicago.
James M. Lansche, M.D., HS
’52-53, of Pocatello, Idaho, has retired
from the practice of neurosurgery.
Paul Calabresi, M.D. ’55, profes¬
sor and chainnan emeritus of medicine
at Brown University and chairman of
the Research Advisory Committee at
Rhode Island Hospital, was appointed
to the President's Cancer Panel by
President Clinton. The three-member
panel assesses and monitors the
progress of the National Cancer Pro¬
gram and reports to the president.
Harry O. Kendall, M.D. '55, of
El Cajon, Calif., retired in December
after 32 years as a partner with the
Southern California Permanente
Medical Group and after 27 years as
medical director of respiratory care
at Kaiser Hospital-San Diego. Dr.
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Hugh J. Maher,
M.P.H., the late
John D.
Thompson,
M.P.H., and
Paul Calabresi,
M.D.
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Kendall also retired as a commander
with the U.S. Naval Reserve.
Brian Crowley, M.D. ’57, a
psychiatrist in greater Washington,
D.C., has been elected president of
the Washington Psychiatric Society,
a non-profit scientific and profes¬
sional organization.
Hugh J. Maher, M.P.H. ’59,
retired as president and chief executive
officer in June after 35 years on the
management staff of The Germantown
Hospital and Medical Center in Phila¬
delphia. Dr. Maher will continue to
serve as the chairman of the parent
organization. The Germantown Medi¬
cal Center Foundation.

Malin Dollinger, M.D. ’60, has
retired from the full-time private prac¬
tice of medicine and effective in Feb¬
ruary became vice president of medi¬
cal affairs at the John Wayne Cancer
Institute in Santa Monica, Calif.
Robert L. Johnson, M.D., HS
’60-64, an otolaryngologist in San
Francisco, lectured on sinus surgery
at Istanbul University in Turkey in
September and at Addis Ababa Uni¬
versity in Ethiopia in January.
Philip Witorsch, M.D., HS ’6264, holds the positions of professor
of medicine and of pharmacology,
and is clinical director of the toxicol¬
ogy and applied pharmacokinetics
program at Georgetown University
Medical Center in Washington.
Craig H. Llewellyn, M.D. ’63,
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Helen Smits. M.D.
'67, deputy administrator
at the National Institutes
of Health (NIH) Depart¬
ment of Health and Hu¬
man Services Health Care
Linancing Administra¬
tion, will head a commit¬
tee of internal and exter¬
nal advisers to evaluate
how the NIH Clinical
Center spends more than
$200 million a year.
Gerald R. Harper,
M.D., M.P.H. '69, pro¬
fessor emeritus of obstet¬
rics/gynecology at the
University of Southern
California, recently
moved to Cynthiana, Ky.

David A. Pearson.
Ph.D. ’70, associate dean
for public health, depart¬
Sara Clever, Merle Waxman, Louisa Burr Albulet,
ment of epidemiology and
M.D., and Alice Shepard Cary, M.D.,from left,
public health at the Uni¬
speak during a seminar on women in medicine at
versity of New Hamp¬
Yale during Alumni/ae Reunion Weekend in June.
shire, has been named the
school’s first Everett
professor and chairman of the de¬
Sackett Professor. Dr. Pearson also is
partment of military and emergency
chair of the Department of Health Man¬
medicine at the Uniformed Services
agement and Policy and directs the
University of Health Sciences
university’s master of health adminis¬
School of Medicine in Bethesda,
tration program.
Md., received the first Tactical Emer¬
David H. Mitchell, ’73 P.A.,
gency Medical Support Award from
serves as senior physician associate
the National Tactical Officers Asso¬
coordinator to the deputy division
ciation. The award recognizes Dr.
surgeon of the U.S. Army 1st Cav¬
Llewellyn’s pioneering work in the
alry Division in Texas.
medical support of military special
Barry I. Gold, postdoctoral
operations and civilian law enforce¬
fellow ’75-78, of Wayne, Pa., joined
ment. Dr. Llewellyn was also se¬
Wyeth-Ayerst Research as director
lected as the Burroughs-Wellcome
of project management for central
Visiting Professor by the Royal So¬
nervous system drugs in 1994.
ciety of Medicine in London.
Mary Lake Polan, M.D. ’75,
Peter Gross, M.D. '64, HS '64HS ’75-78, Ph.D. ’70, chair of the
66, vice chairman of medicine at New
Department of Obstetrics and Gy¬
Jersey Medical School and director of
necology at Stanford University
medicine at Hackensack Medical Cen¬
Medical School, and Leon E.
ter, served as moderator of a session
Rosenberg. M.D.. HS '62-63,
on Case-Mix and Severity of Illness at dean of the School of Medicine
a continuing education program on
from 1984 to 1991 and president
Measuring Performance and Imple¬
of Bristol-Myers Squibb Pharma¬
menting Improvement: A Practical
ceutical Research Institute, have
Approach held in April in Chicago.
been named to the National Insti¬

tutes of Health Director’s Panel on
Clinical Research.
John C. Bartlett, M.D. ’76. has
been appointed senior vice president
of clinical strategies in Atlanta for
Charter Medical Corp.
Charles R. Clark, M.D. ’76,
HS ’76-80, professor of orthopaedic
surgery at University of Iowa Col¬
lege of Medicine and professor of
biomedical engineering at the Col¬
lege of Engineering, was elected to
the board of directors of the Ameri¬
can Academy of Orthopaedic Sur¬
geons at its 62nd annual meeting in
February in Orlando.
Steven M. Shoum, M.D. ’78,
director of the Department of Anes¬
thesia of South Nassau Communities
Hospital in Oceanside, N.Y., has been
named diplomate of the American
Board of Medical Management, the
national certifying organization for
the medical management profession.

Harry Bishop
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John R. Loeffler. M.D.. HS
'80-84, senior partner of the Ear.
Nose & Throat Medical and Surgical
Group of New Haven and Branford,
has opened a new office in North
Haven with Paul W. Alberti. M.D.
'83, HS ’83-88 and Eugenia M.
Vining, M.D. ’87, HS '87-92.
Jonah Odim. M.D. ’81. Ph D.,
of Winnipeg, Manitoba, received
the degree of doctor of philosophy
from McGill University in May in
Montreal.
Howard S. Jaffe, M.D. ’82, vice
president for clinical affairs at Gilead
Sciences of Foster City, Calif., has
been given additional responsibilities
as chief medical officer. Dr. Jaffe
oversees the management of clinical
programs, regulatory affairs, biomet¬
rics and data management.
Marie Ciacco Tsivitis, M.P.H.
’86, of St. James, N.Y., was appointed
to the New York State Department of
Health Advisory Committee on Infec¬
tion Control. Her first child, a daugh¬
ter, Alexandra, was bom in March.
Bryan P. Negrini. M.D.. M.P.H.
'89, will serve as chief medical resi¬
dent of internal medicine at the Uni¬
versity of Pittsburgh for 1996-1997.
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Obituaries

Elias J. Marsh
Igor Tamm, M.D., a

Elias J. Marsh, M.D.. died Jan.
30 of a cancerous brain tumor at
Connecticut Hospice in Branford.
He was 79.
Dr. Marsh, a child psychiatrist,
was a 1944 graduate of Yale medical
school and completed his internship
at Yale-New Haven Hospital from
1945 to 1947. The North Haven
resident retired, after 25 years of
service, as commissioner of the Con¬
necticut Department of Mental
Health. In 1988, he received the
Clifford Beers Guidance Clinic
Award in recognition of inspiring
leadership and professional commit¬
ment to the provision of mental
health service for children and youth
of Connecticut.

1947 Yale medical
graduate, conducted
research at
Rockefeller
University from
1949 until his death
in February of this
year. Among his
accomplishments
were the discovery>
of the TammHorsfall urinary
glycoprotein and the
discovery of doublestranded RNA as the
genetic material of
reovirus and in the
wound tumor virus
of plants.

Igor Tamm
Igor Tamm, M.D., a biomedical
scientist and educator, died of pulmo¬
nary fibrosis and emphysema second¬
ary to sarcoidosis on Feb. 6 at his
home in Watch Hill, R.I. He was 72.
Dr. Tamm received his medical
degree cum laude from Yale in 1947
and joined the Rockefeller Univer¬
sity in 1949 where he continued in
research until his death. He held the
first Abby Rockefeller Mauze Pro¬
fessorship from 1986 until reaching
emeritus status in 1992.
Among his accomplishments
were the discovery of the TammHorsfall urinary glycoprotein and
the discovery of double-stranded
RNA as the genetic material of
reovirus and in the wound tumor
virus of plants.
In 1967, he was the first Ameri¬
can to receive the Alfred Benzon
Prize awarded by the Alfred Benzon
Foundation of Copenhagen and, in
1975, was honored by the New York
Academy of Sciences with its Sarah
F. Poiley Memorial Award.
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A memorial program of scien¬
tific presentations by former stu¬
dents and colleagues will be held
at Rockefeller University on Nov.
30, 1995.

years until his retirement in 1993.
After retiring. Dr. Kaiser became
a consultant to Global 2000, a public
health program based at the Carter
Presidential Center in Atlanta.

Roben L. Kaiser

David L. Brook

Robert L. Kaiser, M.D. died of
cancer on Feb. 9 at his home in At¬
lanta. He was 64.
Dr. Kaiser, a 1957 graduate of
Yale medical school, joined the epi¬
demic intelligence service at the
federal Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention (CDC) in 1959. Four
years later, he established the para¬
sitic disease control program at the
CDC, where he was a leading re¬
searcher on tropical diseases for 30

David L. Brook, M.D., of Oak¬
land, Maine, died Feb. 20 of angio¬
sarcoma at Brigham and Women’s
Hospital in Boston. He was 71.
Dr. Brook received a B.S. degree
in 1945S and a medical degree in
1947, both from Yale. He completed
his residency in surgery at Yale-New
Haven Hospital in 1951.
Dr. Brook served on the faculty
of Brown University and its medical
school. In 1966, he was honored by
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the American Society of Clinical
Pathologists and the College of
American Pathologists for his work
in developing the coagulograph, a
medical device used to measure the
rate of blood clotting.

Tai-Shun Lin
Tai-Shun Lin, Ph.D., Yale senior
research scientist in pharmacology
and in the Cancer Center, died
March 8 of lymphoma at Yale-New
Haven Hospital. He was 59.
Born in Fujian, China, Mr. Lin
received a B.S. degree in chemistry
in 1958 from the National Taiwan
Normal University, M.S. degree in
organic chemistry from the Univer¬
sity of Washington in 1965 and a
Ph.D. in organic and medicinal
chemistry from Western Michigan
University in 1974. He came to Yale
in 1974 and was internationally
known in the development of cancer
and AIDS drugs. He and a colleague
also were first to identify D4T, one

of only four FDA-approved drugs
for AIDS therapy.

the National Academy of Sciences
and the Japanese government.

George B. Darling

Thomas J. Mathieu

George B. Darling Jr., Dr.P.H.,
died March 30 at his home in
Hamden, Conn. He was 89.
From 1932 to 1943, Dr. Darling
oversaw the grants and fellowships
of the W.K. Kellogg Foundation in
Battle Creek, Mich. He then
worked in the medical science divi¬
sion of the National Research
Council in Washington, becoming
an expert in medical and scientific
administration.
Dr. Darling was professor emeri¬
tus of human ecology and director of
medical affairs at Yale School of
Medicine, where he was a faculty
member from 1946 until his retire¬
ment in 1974. But for much of that
time, from 1957 to 1972, he was on
leave to serve as director of the
Atomic Bomb Casualty Commission
in Hiroshima, a joint undertaking of

Thomas J. Mathieu, M.D., of
Yakima, Wa., died of liver failure
from viral hepatitis on April 15 at
the age of 72.
Bom in Rhode Island, Dr. Mathieu
attended Brown University and was a
1946 graduate of Yale School of Medi¬
cine. He interned at Rhode Island
Hospital and completed his residency
at Dartmouth College and at Massa¬
chusetts General Hospital.
In 1952, he began his medical
practice in urology in Providence.
He moved in 1955 to Yakima, where
he founded the Yakima Urology
Clinic. He retired from medical prac¬
tice in 1987.
He was chief of staff of St.
Elizabeth’s and Yakima Valley Me¬
morial hospitals and served as presi¬
dent of the Yakima County Medical
Society, the Northwest Urologic
Society and the Yakima Surgical
Society. He was an active member of
the American Urologic Association
and the American Association of
Clinical Urologists.

Ralph G. Meader

Don Cousey

Ornamental grill work greets visitors to Sterling Hall of Medicine.
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Ralph G. Meader, Ph.D. ’32, of
Sanbornton, N.H., died May 5 at
Franklin Regional Hospital in
Franklin, N.H. He was 90.
Mr. Meader retired in 1976 from
Massachusetts General Hospital as
deputy director of research adminis¬
tration and executive secretary of the
Committee on Research, dual posi¬
tions he held since 1965. He taught
anatomy at Yale School of Medicine
from 1931 to 1948 before becoming
Continued on next page
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1 o give away
money is an easy
matter and in any
man's power.
But to decide to whom
to give it, and how
large and when, and
for what purpose
and how, is neither
in every man's
power nor an easy
matter.

a research grants executive at the
National Cancer Institute.

Leslie Schaffer
Leslie Schaffer, M.D., of
Bethesda, Md., died May 30 of com¬
plications after a stroke at George
Washington University Medical
Center. He was 69.
Born in London, Dr. Schaffer
received a medical degree from
Middlesex Hospital Medical School
at the University of London in 1948.
He served his residency in psychia¬
try at the Institute of Living in Hart-

ford and was a research fellow at
Yale School of Medicine in 1952.
Dr. Schaffer spent five years as
a research associate and research
psychiatrist at the Adult Psychiatry
Laboratory at the National Institute
of Mental Health and, in 1960,
entered private practice in Wash¬
ington. He had been a faculty
member of the Washington School
of Psychiatry since 1957 and spent
23 years as an associate professor
in psychiatry at George Washing¬
ton University.
From 1983 to 1985, he was a
senior analyst at the Central Intelli¬
gence Agency.

”

Aristotle

Assuming you
would consider
the School of Medicine
as one of your intended
beneficiaries, we stand
ready to help you with
when, for what purpose,
and how.
Planned giving
is one of our specialties.

I

n

Me
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John C. Mendillo, M.D. ’30

February 20, 1995

January 18, 1995

John A. Daeley, M.P.H. '71

Tammis Miller, M.D. ’80, HS ’80-83

November 28, 1994

Januaiy 14, 1995

David A. Dolowitz, M.D. ’37

Rafael L. Montalvo, M.D. ’79

December 7, 1994

November 11, 1994

G. Robert Downie, M.D. '48

Charles C. Morris, M.D., HS ’47

February 22, 1995

December 28, 1994

Michelle F. Getches, M.P.H. '86

Malcolm C. Murfitt, M.D. ’41

March 1, 1995

October 19, 1994

Willard Greenwald. M.D.. HS '52-57

M. Allen Pond, M.P.H. ’36

January 10, 1995

January’4, 1995

Marcus W. Hedgcock Jr., M.D. ’70

Herman S. Shapiro, M.D., HS ’45-47

November 15, 1994

March 23, 1995

Bascom Johnson, M.D. ’35

Robert J. Staub, M.D. ’43

October 8, 1982

Januaiy 7, 1995

Richard C. Johnson, M.D. ’45

Robert H. Sturman, M.D. ’50

February 18, 1995

September 26, 1994

Leonard Stanford Kagan, M.E.D. ’69

Igor Tamm, M.D. '47

November 11, 1994

February’ 6, 1995

February 9, 1995

(203) 737-2489

R

David L. Brook. M.D. ’47

Robert Lincoln Kaiser, M.D. ’57

Yale University
School of Medicine
Office of Development
100 Church Street South
P.O. Box 7611
New Haven, CT 06519

0

John W. Maroney, M.D. ’30
December 14, 1994

Elias J. Marsh, M.D. '44
January 30, 1995

Richard F. McElligott, M.P.H. ’74
March 19, 1995

Robert Tennant, M.D. ’29
September 28, 1994

George F. Thornton, M.D., HS ’59-62
October 28, 1994

Lawrence H. Warbasse Jr., M.D.,
HS ’51-52
July 12, 1994

Alice A.S. Whittier, M.D. ’25
October 9, 1994

Orval I. McKay, M.D. ’49

Lucille R. Wiepert, M.D. ’37

May 17, 1994

Januaiy 21, 1995
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Spread the news, keep in touch
ummer is a good time for re¬
flection, and in academic life it
is often a time for new begin¬
nings. This is especially true for
Yale Medicine this July. As the
magazine enters a new academic
year, it will increase in frequency
from three issues a year to four.
Instead of receiving a Fall/Winter
issue at year’s end, alumni/ae will
find the Fall issue in their mail in
November and a Winter issue in
February—in addition to the regular
Spring and Summer issues. As we
bring you more news about the
school, we hope that you will share
news of yourselves in an expanded
class notes section. To spread the
word, the Office of Alumni Affairs
needs to hear from you—about your
work, families, trips, achievements,
interests and pastimes.
The editorial staff of Yale Medi¬
cine has spent much of the past year
gearing up for quarterly production.
Alumni/ae will see more coverage of
school activities and thoughtful ex¬
ploration of the issues that drive
research, education and clinical care
at Yale as the decade—and the mil¬
lennium—comes to a close. We have
looked for ways to make Yale Medi¬
cine more interesting and attractive
to alumni/ae, as well as to a growing
non-medical readership interested in
health and learning about the cutting
edge of medicine.
Many of the enhancements you
will see in the coming year are tai¬
lored specifically to alumni/ae read¬
ers. At the top of the list is space for
your personal news, which had been
omitted in the past. We want to help
alumni/ae remain in touch with each
other and abreast of classmates’ ca¬
reers, families and personal interests.
To make it easier to contribute news,

Summer 1995

Daniel Rubin,
Barbara and Allan
Newcomb, Edwin
Lang, Jerrold Post
and Rocko
Fasanella, from left,
listen to Dean
Gerard N. Burrow’s
state-of-the-school
address during
Alumni/ae Reunion
Weekend in June.
Harry Bishop

we have established an electronic
mail address, ymm@yale.edu, spe¬
cifically for alumni/ae news, letters
to the editor and other matters of
interest. Or write to Office of
Alumni Affairs, P.O. Box 7613,
New Haven, CT 06519-0613.
In the near future, the electronic
links to Yale Medicine and the
school will multiply. An electronic
version of the magazine will soon be
available on World Wide Web and
will include alumni/ae news and
email links to those who write in.
Soon you will be able to browse
through Yale Medicine from your
personal computer, scan the news of
your classmates, and congratulate an
old friend by email simply by click¬
ing on their name on the screen. For
those interested in the school’s cur¬
rent online resources, which are
considerable, visit the School of
Medicine’s Web home page at http:/
/info.med.yale.edu/medical/.
Finally, a fond farewell to MaryLouise T. Johnson, M.D., Ph.D. ’56,
who finished her term as president of
the Association of Yale Alumni in
Medicine this spring, and a warm
welcome to our new president,

Yule Medicine

Lycurgus M. Davey, M.D. ’43. Dur¬
ing Reunion Weekend here in early
June, Mary-Louise spoke of the
challenges facing academic medicine
and each of us as the nation’s health¬
care system continues in a state of
rapid change. Bill Davey’s clinical
and administrative insights will be
put to good use in the leadership of
our organization.
Medicine may be changing but
one of the things that remains con¬
stant at Yale is the school’s interest
in knowing its alumni/ae and their
concerns. What’s right with medi¬
cine? What’s wrong? What at Yale
would you like to read about? Drop
us a line about it, along with your
personal news. We’d like to know.
Arthur C. Crovatto, M.D., "54
Director of Alumni Affairs
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Endowments are inalienable

Y

ale School of Medicine,
founded in 1810, less than
two score years after the
Declaration of Independence was
signed, is endowed today with ap¬
proximately $250 million—funding
that is inalienable, and guaranteed to
provide support to the school in
perpetuity, protected from erosion by
inflation or changes in administra¬
tion. Yale’s intellectual endowment
helps make it the No. 3-ranked medi¬
cal school in National Institutes of
Health (NIH) funding, behind Johns
Hopkins and the University of Cali¬
fornia at San Francisco. We are
ranked No. 3 overall among re¬
search-oriented schools (U.S. News
and World Report, March 20, 1995).
However, when it comes lo fi¬
nancial endowment, Yale lags be¬
hind the top handful of medical
schools at No. 12 (see chart). In the
current campaign for the School of
Medicine, we must build the finan¬
cial endowment to match the intel¬
lectual endowment if Yale is to
maintain its leading role in medicine
and biomedical research.
The Yale medical endowment’s
primary function is to support the
teaching and research programs of the
school by providing a flow of funds
for the annual operating budget. Just
as important, endowments provide a
qualitative value in terms of prestige
and inspiration. For example, the
young physician-scientists who have
benefited from the Francis G.
Kingsley Memorial Research Fund
are acutely aware of the special boost
these private dollars have given to
their emerging careers. They know
that endowment funds are challeng¬
ing for the school to raise, and that
the donors are deeply committed to
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supporting their areas of research.
Endowments also support
named professorships, which help to
recruit and retain talented faculty.
For Barry L. Zaret, M.D., the Robert
W. Berliner Professor of Medicine
and Diagnostic Radiology, and
Ralph I. Horwitz, M.D.. the Harold
H. Hines Jr. Professor of Medicine
and Epidemiology, these prestigious
titles lend important honors to their
leadership positions at Yale University.
YSM's annual budget derives
only 2.5 percent of its income from
funds generated by the endowment.
This is a serious limitation, espe¬
cially considering anticipated cuts in
NIH funding, threatened elimination
of teaching subsidies and the pros¬
pect of declining clinical income.
Many of our alumni/ae across the
country are feeling the pressure of
these political and market forces in
their own medical practices and in
their own institutions.
In this environment, a financial
pledge from an alumnus to Yale
School of Medicine is a declaration of
support for our continued financial
independence, as well as a recogni¬
tion of the value of a Yale degree. The
pursuit of excellence at the Yale
School of Medicine comes at a price.
The signers of the Declaration of
Independence agreed to “mutually
pledge to each other our Lives, our
Fortunes and our sacred Honor.” If
Yale’s mission of excellence in
teaching, research and medical care
is to remain inalienable, the endow¬
ment must continue to grow.
David Davison
Director of Individual Major Gifts
Office of Development

Yale Medicine

Schools of Medicine
Estimated Total Market Value
of Endowment: 1992-93
(in millions)

1
2

Harvard
Washington U.

3
4
5
6
12

Stanford
Baylor
Emory
Columbia
Yale

660
637

St. Louis

421
409
371
334
250

Source: Association of American
Medical Colleges

Earlier this year, the
Wayne 0. Southwick,
M.D., Professorship in
Orthopaedic Surgery was
established at $2 million,
the result of several major
gifts from friends, alumni/
ae, and former residents
who trained under the
master surgeon. Two new
campaigns began this
spring: the William Glenn,
M.D., Professorship in
Cardiothoracic Surgery,
and the Harry M.
Zimmerman, M.D., Profes¬
sorship in Neurology. In
the Yale Campaign, a
named full professorship is
endowed at $2 million.
Individual donors often
wish to name smaller
endowments, such as a
teaching fund ($250,000);
a research program fund
($100,000); a scholarship
or fellowship fund
($75,000).
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Continuing Medical
Education at Yale
August 6
Sunday

Medical Problems in the Performing Arts
Course Coordinator: Martin W. Sklaire, M.D.

A

Topics include injuries of musicians, performance anxiety and coping with
auditions. Addresses conditioning, medical problems and relaxation techniques.
Norfolk-Yale Summer School of Music Chamber Music Festival, Norfolk, Conn.

August
17-19
Thursday to
Saturday

August 18
Friday

7th International Meeting of the International Society
of Radiolabeled Blood Elements (ISORBE)
Course Coordinator: Michael Ezekowitz, M.D., Ph.D.

B

Presents the state of knowledge on techniques used to detect sites of in vitro
thrombosis and infection.
Yale University School of Medicine, Jane Ellen Hope Building, Room 110

Annual Yale-Connecticut State Medical Society
Sports Medicine Seminar
Course Director: Peter Jokl, M.D.

C

Focuses on new information pertaining to anterior cruciate ligament
reconstruction, shoulder rehabilitation and perspectives
relating to violence in sports—a potentially endemic problem
in sports medicine.
Yale University School of Medicine, Mary S. Harkness Auditorium

Sept. 16-17
Saturday and
Sunday

Sept. 27
Wednesday

Vascular Access Issues and Innovations
Course Director:

Melvin Rosenblatt, M.D.
Addresses basic and advanced concepts of venous access.
Mystic Hilton, Mystic, Conn.

D

Annual Dual Diagnosis Conference
Conference Coordinator:

Renee LaBlanca, M.S.W.
Yale University School of Medicine, Brady Auditorium

For information, contact the Office of Postgraduate and Continuing Education,Yale University School
of Medicine, 333 Cedar Street, P.O. Box 208052, New Haven 06520-8052; Tel: (203) 785-4578
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Next issue
Children and violence
Is violence an epidemic
as the headlines proclaim?
Is it a medical outcome ?
Initiatives at Yale
have provided communities
and individuals across the
country potential solutions
for breaking the cycle
of violent behavior afflicting
American society.
Harry Bishop

Robert Marcus, M.D. ’60, right,

chats with Bill Powell, husband of

Nancy R. Powell, M.D. '60, during Alumni/ae Reunion Weekend
in June. Reports from the reunion, more news of classmates, and
photos are coming next issue.

Medicine in the
information age
Access to the Internet has
given physicians—and
others—more information
than ever before for
diagnosis and research.
What happens when the
patient has more time than
the doctor to spend online?

Reunion 1995
News and photographs
from Alumni/ae Reunion
Weekend.

Contents

4

8

Political violence
and the radical right

Answers to violence
In addition to the physical
effects of violence, children
are especially vulnerable to
its aftermath. A partnership
between Yale and the New
Haven police helps onceforgotten victims of crime—
young bystanders—in their
recovery. In the same spirit,
emergency physicians, public
health experts, pediatricians
and others at Yale are finding
solutions to mitigate the effects
of violence and to prevent it.

The collective psyche of fringe
political groups often veers to¬
ward paranoia, even when the
members are clinically quite sane.
By Jerrold Post, M.D. '60
Page 27

The X-ray at 100

A strong community is a safe one
James Comer, M.D., and Edward Zigler, Ph.D.,
didn't set out to find ways to protect children
from physical harm. But their decades of work
in school and child development have yielded
unexpectedly valuable dividends. By strengthening
a community around its schools, neighbors make
their streets safer.

When Wilhelm Conrad Roentgen
discovered X-rays in 1895, news
traveled fast. Within a few weeks,
Yale physicist Arthur Wright had
duplicated his work and produced
the first roentgenogram in the
United States.
Page 39

A sort of homecoming
Isao Hirata Jr., M.D. '45, came to
his 45th reunion knowing little
about his family in Japan. At his
50th, thanks to a classmate, he
had rediscovered a dynasty.

Solutions from New Haven’s mayor (p!6) police chief (p!8) and school superintendent (p23)

Page 60

Yale’s WWII unit
On the cover: A young woman

Fifty years ago this fall, the phy¬
sicians, nurses and others of the
39th General Hospital Unit re¬
turned home, after three long
years treating the casualties of
the war in the Pacific.

weeps in front of memorial
graffiti at the scene where a
15-year-old girl was slain in
New Haven in September 1994.
Photograph by Chris Volpe
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Letters

Remembering
Harry Zimmerman
To the editor:

Nicholas P.R. Spinelli, M.D. ’44
Milford, Conn.

Harry Bishop

The students of our era at the
Yale School of Medicine were sad¬
dened to learned of the death of
Harry Zimmerman, M.D. ’27, on
July 28 at age 93.
Dr. Zimmerman was universally
loved as a teacher. He made the
anatomy, the pathogenesis, the mys¬
tery of all disease come alive for
each of us, whatever our field of
interest in medicine might become.
His characteristic charm and hu¬
manity reinforced the great expecta¬
tions which had motivated us to
enter medical school.
Last year, at our reunion. Dr.
Zimmerman told me that the great¬

est pleasure of his long career was
in seeing all of the men and women
he had taught go on to achieve so
much in their medical careers.
In an era when our vision of
disease is viewed at the molecular
level. Dr. Zimmerman’s original
published observations are a vital
link between the origins of
neuropathology and the future of
neuroscience. Yale will retain its
status of primacy among American
medical schools if it continues to
appoint faculty of the stature of
Dr. Zimmerman.
He has earned the honor of
having his name permanently me¬
morialized in the Yale neurosciences
of the future.

To the editor:

Graduates of Yale medical
school who were fortunate to have
attended Dr. Harry Zimmerman’s
pathology sessions remember his
passionate concern for students and
his determination to share his rever¬
ence for accumulated knowledge of
disease processes.
Harry Zimmerman hated to ob¬
serve a student who seemed adrift
and bewildered. He always respected
a student’s level of comprehension
and then firmly encouraged one to
join his orbit and gain a wider under¬
standing of the subject at hand.
His interest in the welfare of
students and colleagues was legend¬
ary. Harry Zimmerman’s long life
demonstrated how one can play a
vital role in the lives of students and
colleagues as they deal with chal¬
lenges in their professional
and personal lives. We
who benefitted from our
relationship with him need
to carry on in a compa¬
rable manner.

Morris A. Wessel,
M.D. ’43
New Haven

Path of glory
To the editor:

A wrought-iron railing circles the rotunda of the Harvey Cushing/John Hay Whitney
Medical Library at the School of Medicine.
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While not wishing to
comment on whether Rob¬
ert G. Petersdorf's career
peaked as chief resident
(Letters, Summer 1995), I
can say without hesitation
that he was superb in the
role. As fourth-year medi¬
cal students, we held him
in awe. His crowning glory
for us was to diagnose
Miss Wood, the medical

l
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Association of Yale
Alumni in Medicine
Officers
Lycurgus M. Davey, M.D. ’43
President

Nicholas M. Passarelli, M.D. ’59

librarian, as having appendicitis and
rolling her across to the hospital in
the library chair.
Having had the privilege of
following him as chief resident in
medicine and, subsequently, as vice
chancellor for health sciences and
dean at the University of California,
San Diego School of Medicine, I am
personally delighted that he chose to
pursue his career further.

Vice President

Gilbert F. Hogan, M.D. '57
Secretary

Marie-Louise T. Johnson,
Ph.D., M.D. ’56
Past President

Dean Gerard N. Burrow, M.D. ’58,
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New Haven

Proved, at last!

Executive Committee
To the editor:

David 1. Astrachan, M.D. ’84
Albert S. Atwood, M.D. ’45
Jean L. Bolognia, M.D. '80
Leo M. Cooney Jr., M.D. ’69
Joseph F.J. Curi, M.D. ’64
Peter N. Herbert, M.D. ’67
Ellen B. Milstone, M.D. ’69
Donald E. Moore,
M.D. ’81, M.P.H.
Lynn W. Reiser, M.D. ’70
Arne S. Youngberg, M.D. ’66

I was ecstatic after reading the
summer edition of Yale Medicine,
last evening. In the Scope section, I
found backing for what I have been
preaching for years to my patients
and their parents, teachers, school
counselors and some extraneous
physicians who have added their
two-bits worth only to muddy the
waters. I am referring to the
Tainborlane et al. study, depicted in

Ex-officio

Research gauges reaction of healthy
children to sugar. Parents and educa¬

Gerard N. Burrow, M.D. '58
Dean

Arthur C. Crovatto, M.D. '54
Director, Alumni Affairs

tors readily see the rationale for my
recommendations, because they see
obvious results. Convincing my col¬
leagues is another matter. Clinical

Hail us by email
To contact Yale Medicine,
drop us a line in the
conventional sense or use our
electronic mail address. Send
letters to the editor, alumni/ae
news and other news items to
ymm@yale.edu, or to our
postal address: Yale Medicine,

P.O. Box 7612, New Haven,
CT 06519-0612. We look
forward to hearing from you.

observation seems to carry little
weight in a non-academic setting,
such as mine. Working theories must
be backed by “science.” These re¬
searchers have done just that.
It also was refreshing to read
Mary Figaro’s account of her thirdyear experiences. What a doctor she
will be! It is great to learn of a young
person who is a complete person, one
who realizes the importance of the
spiritual side of life in herself and her
patients. And, of course, the excerpts
from “Doc” Losee (I would like to
say, “a fellow Montanan,” but I could
never be on par with him in any way
other than location) boosted my spirits.
Ralph K. Campbell, M.D. ’54
Poison, Mont.

Daniel L. Arons, M.D. ’67
Chair, YSM Alumni Fund
Harry Bishop

Samuel D. Kushlan, M.D. ’35
YSM Bequest and Endowment

Representatives to the
Association of Yale Alumni

Students listen to the
remarks of Robert H.
Gifford, M.D., associate
dean for medical

Alfredo L. Axtmayer, M.D. ’76
Harold D. Bornstein Jr., M.D. ’53
Frank R. Coughlin Jr., M.D. ’52
Robert L. Fisher, M.D. ’59
Michael Kashgarian, M.D. ’58
Donald H. Schultz, M.D. ’52

education and student
affairs, in September
during the school’s
fourth White Jacket
Ceremony welcoming
entering students to the
profession of medicine.

AYAM Representative,
Medical School Council
Dorothea R. Peck, M.D. ’43M

For more on this year's
class of 101 first-year
students, see Page 48.
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To protect and heal

A

nyone driving an automobile at this time
of year can’t help but notice a prolifera¬
tion of bright yellow bumper stickers
bearing the message Watch out for children;
school is back in session, or some close approxi¬
mation. Busy schedules push aside the easygoing
pace of summer and the heightened sense of cau¬
tion seems in order. Crossing guards appear at
corners; traffic stops behind school buses as they
discharge their pupils.
This renewal of concern for and awareness
of young people is an annual ritual that reflects
both the hope we place in our children and the
serious nature of any threat to their well-being.
Injury and illness can be devastating in their own
right. But what happens when intentional injury
affects innocent lives? This is a question that con¬
cerns physicians now more than ever.
Autumn at this school, too, brings a new fo¬
cus on the young. As violence has worsened in
the United States and beyond, the Yale School of
Medicine has combined its resources to prevent
such behavior from harming children—either im¬
mediately or in the months and years that follow
a violent act.
This issue of Yale Medicine examines the
programs and people at Yale who are seeking
answers to violence—pediatricians, psychiatrists,
psychologists, social workers, emergency-medi¬
cine physicians and public health experts among
them—as well as their colleagues in New Haven

and other communities. We include the voices of
the city's mayor, its school superintendent, and its
police chief, whose partnership with the Yale Child
Study Center has had a dramatically positive effect
on children who have been injured, physically or
emotionally, by violence.
The news is getting better. Together we are
finding answers, a hopeful trend borne out by sharp
declines in the murder rate and those of other vio¬
lent crimes in New Haven and elsewhere across
America. The experience of New Haven, a commu¬
nity of 120,000 where both the reasons for violence
and potential solutions may be more obvious than
in larger metropolitan areas, will soon guide four
other U.S. cities, thanks to a Department of Justice
grant to replicate the Child Development and Com¬
munity Policing Program pioneered by Yale and the
New Haven police.
Yale, like most of the Ivy League universities
and many of the nation’s established medical
schools, is well-positioned geographically to help
solve some of the problems facing cities. Located
in New Haven's Hill neighborhood, the School of
Medicine has a vital interest in helping residents
keep their children safe from harm, as well as in
finding solutions to other urban health problems.
The work described on the following pages is more
than just a beginning. But the job is far from over.
The editors

James Spearman wrote the following
about the drawing at left, which he made
as a third-grader at Truman Elementary
School in New Haven:

The boy with his hand up is saying
“Hello” to everyone and “Let’s
all get along.” The policeman is
there to give everyone badges.
He wants to tell them that violence
can ruin your life. Everyone is
friendly. They also take care
of the baby.
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A New Haven police officer examines a car pierced by gunfire in front of a city high school in 1993.
Shots hit the driver, one oftw’o people in the car.

Answers to viol'
4
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Community

As a partner with New Haven, its police
and educators, the School of Medicine
takes aim at crime and the lingering
effects of violence on children

I

n the middle of a summer night in 1993, a New Ha¬
ven man breaks into the house of his estranged girl¬
friend. They argue and he threatens her with a knife.
As a struggle ensues, one of the woman’s four chil¬
dren slips out of the house and calls the police.
The police arrive quickly but too late. The ex-boyfriend is
gone and inside the officers find the body of the mother, who
has been stabbed to death, covered in blood on the kitchen
floor. The children are rigid with fear. As the detectives sur¬
vey the scene, they count not one victim but five.

The four survivors, ages 9 to 18,
might once have faded into the back¬
ground as police sealed off the crime
scene and began their investigation.
But these officers, partners with men¬
tal-health professionals at the Yale
Child Study Center, called a 24-hour
consultation line to get immediate help
for the children. A psychologist and a
social worker from Yale came to the
crime scene at once to comfort them
and talk with them about the horror
they had witnessed. (Some of the de¬
Elementary school pupils make a get-well
tails of this case have been altered to
poster for a classmate struck when his
protect patient confidentiality.)
school bus was caught in the crossfire
As the children spoke, their feel¬
ings rose to the surface. One felt
of a gang battle in 1992.
guilty that he could not prevent the
murder. Another felt rage at the man,
as well as fear that he would return. The third child contin¬
ued to experience the terror of watching his mother being
stabbed, while the youngest felt helpless and scared for her
own safety. The initial response of police and Yale clinicians
was followed by support from the Child Study Center and
the state Department of Children and Families. Together,
they worked to keep the family together, providing in-home

Candler M. Gibson, associate director of development for the
School of Medicine, is a regular contributor to Yale Medicine.
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services and organizing the children’s
stays with relatives and neighbors.
The Child Study Center offered clini¬
cal assessments for these children, as
well as ongoing, optional psycho¬
therapy. Two of the children remained
in therapy, which was covered by
Medicaid funding, for about a year
after their mother’s death.
Apart from the devastating ef¬
fects of the death, some hopeful
elements emerged over time. The
killer was arrested within hours and
ultimately convicted. The children
remained together and returned to
school. The youngest child offered
the most positive sign in an essay
she wrote in school. Asked to re¬
flect on What a Hero Is, the 9-yearold girl wrote that she wanted to be
a police officer when she grew up
so that she could help people in
trouble. She said she would also

like to be a social worker who could
help people with their feelings.
The cooperation between New
Haven police and Yale clinicians on
that summer night grew from a rela¬
tionship nurtured since the start of
the Child Development and Com¬
munity Policing (CDCP) Program
in 1991. In this tragedy, the policeclinician response provided the
children “reality-based information
that helps differentiate a child’s
fantasy from what is real,” says
Miriam Berkman, J.D., M.S.W., a
social worker at the Child Study
Center and the clinical coordinator
of the Child Development and
Community Policing Program.
This partnership (now a model
for other communities across the
nation), the arrests and convictions of
most of New Haven’s gang leadership
between 1991 and 1994, and a new

Lt. Rick Randall speaks with fellow

approach to fighting crime by the
department’s outspoken chief have
contributed to a trend at odds with
New Haven’s image as a tough town:
Crime—particularly violent crime—
is falling dramatically. The murder
rate for the first eight months of 1995
is less that half that of the preceding
year. Rapes and other assaults are
down, robberies are down, and emer¬

New Haven officers and colleagues
at the Child Study Center during a
meeting at Yale. Senior police
officers and Yale clinicians gather
weekly as part of the Child
Development and Community
Policing Program.
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gency-department visits due to vio¬
lence are sharply lower.
In addition to its partnership with
police, the School of Medicine has
devoted other resources to protect
residents of Greater New Haven—
children in particular—from violence
and its aftermath. Pediatricians, psy¬
chologists and social workers at Yale
work hand-in-hand with school ad¬
ministrators, teachers and counselors
to help children deal with crises when
they occur, and to mitigate the effects
of violence. Emergency physicians
organized their colleagues across
Connecticut last year to support a ban
on assault weapons and limit access
to handguns—measures that publichealth experts at Yale say are pivotal
in stemming the tide of violence. To
lower the number of emergencydepartment visits, Yale physicians and
community leaders last year launched
a regional injury prevention program
based at the School of Medicine and
have devoted energy to educational
programs to prevent violent behavior.
After a period of frightening
violence in New Haven starting in the
late 1980s, including the shooting
deaths of a half-dozen inner-city chil¬
dren and the stabbing of a Yale under¬
graduate, many in the city feel the
tide has turned. Mayor John
DeStefano Jr. has backed several
initiatives, including the Family Cam¬
pus Program of school-based commu¬
nity centers (See Family campus
offers children a safe haven, Page 16)
and New Haven-based Fighting
Back, a coalition of community mem¬
bers and institutions developing pro¬
grams to reduce the harm wrought by
substance abuse. More than anything,
the removal of guns and gangs from
the streets is changing the public’s
perception of New Haven.
Since the 1950s, the School of
Medicine has found answers to ur¬
ban problems in the work of re¬
searchers like Head Start co-founder
Edward Zigler, Ph.D., and schoolchange advocate James P. Comer,
M.D. The solutions offered by medi¬
cine are as immediate as the guid¬
ance of a concerned social worker
and as rigorously scientific as de¬
cades of painstaking research. The
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“We apply the same scientific methods
of clinical study to social issues, like
Child Study Center has applied
nearly a century of research on
healthy child development to clinical
care and the prevention of develop¬
mental problems caused by violence
and family dysfunction.
“We apply the same scientific
methods of clinical study to social
issues, like child abuse, as we do to
other important areas of clinical
concern,” says Donald J. Cohen,
M.D. ’66, director of the Child
Study Center and Irving B. Harris
Professor of Child Psychiatry, Pedi¬
atrics and Psychology. “The under¬
standing of the origins, perpetuation
and impact of violence will require
intensive study from various clinical
and scientific vantage points.”
That means helping children
when they are hurt or at risk, as well
as looking ahead for ways to build
stronger communities. Pediatricians,
child psychiatrists and psycholo¬
gists, social workers, emergency
physicians and many others at Yale
recognize strong families and a
strong community as the best protec¬
tion against violence.
“In the big picture, most fami¬
lies are doing fine. But America is
in a period of social transition that
makes it much harder for families to
provide the support their children
need,” says Joseph B. Warshaw,
M.D., professor of pediatrics and
deputy dean for clinical affairs. Dr.
Warshaw, on leave as chairman of
pediatrics, adds: “As a nation, we
need to provide broader options and
healthier structures for our children.
We need to understand the culture
of fear in this country and to fight
the stereotypes of violence that
make people afraid.”

It was a war 6,000 miles away that
brought local forces together to start
the Child Development and Commu¬
nity Policing Program in New Haven.
News reports from the Persian Gulf in
1990 and 1991 had parents and
schoolteachers worried about the best
way to explain the growing conflict to
their children and students, and local
and national media looked to the Yale
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child abuse, as we do to other
important areas of clinical concern.

”

Donald J. Cohen, M.D.
Child Study Center director

local development organization in
Child Study Center for advice. “We
soon realized that the most immediate
New Haven's Hill neighborhood, to
sources of trauma and panic for innerinstall learning centers and libraries
city children occurred much closer to
into each of the neighborhood’s two
home, in the violence they experience
substations.
in their daily lives,” says Dr. Cohen.
Over the course of their conver¬
sations, Chief Pastore and Dr. Cohen
In 1991, he met with Nicholas
conceived a program that was the
Pastore, chief of New Haven’s De¬
first to apply basic child develop¬
partment of Police Service, to dis¬
ment principles to police work and
cuss ways to address the escalation
train police officers to intervene and
of violence sweeping portions of
respond effectively
New Haven. Chief Pastore had al¬
ready introduced a program of com
to the needs of children exposed
munity policing to New Haven,
to violence. The CDCP Program
modeled after a reorganization of
brings together police officers. Child
Study Center faculty and other com¬
the New York City police force and
munity service agencies. Officers
based on the idea that police offic¬
ers can protect a community better
develop a better understanding of the
by becoming an integral part of it.
systems that help children and fami¬
For many in the department and in
lies, and thus are more adept at
New Haven politics, the move was
Continued on Page
unpopular; critics charged that
Chief Pastore was being soft
on crime.
Under the community
policing program, officers
often walk their beat, instead
of driving through an area,
and they come to know the
people who live there before
trouble occurs. Residents be¬
gin to know the police as
members of their community
rather than nameless enforcers
of the law. Each of New
Haven’s neighborhoods now
t
has a police substation, close
|
to schools and playgrounds,
|
with an open door to the com- f
munity. Children and adults
are encouraged to drop in to
chat, read a book or watch a
*
video. In support of this aspect g
of community policing, the
Two women wait for news of the injured boy
School of Medicine and Yaleand
schoolmates riding the bus at the time
New Haven Hospital are ac¬
of
the
1992 shooting.
tively working with the Hill
Development Corporation, a
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A strong community is a safe one
Comer and Zigler models start with the schools

N

ow, perhaps more than at
any time since before the
New Deal, the tide of poli¬
tics may wash away or fundamen¬
tally change the core of America’s
social welfare programs. As Con¬
gress considers whether to trim or
cut urban initiatives like school
nutrition, food stamps and Head
Start, Edward Zigler, Ph.D., wor¬
ries about the future of cities. He
and his Child Study Center col¬
league James P. Comer, M.D.,
know from more than three de¬
cades of research and experience
that families under stress have the
most difficulty providing the so¬
cial, emotional and educational
support children need.
The architects of educational
programs aimed at cities weren’t
thinking about violence when they
conceived many of them, but they
have found one great side benefit:
Strengthening a community, its
families and schools makes it a
safer place to live.
Inner-city families are the most
vulnerable to violence, poverty and
other forms of stress that contribute
to inadequate pre-school experi¬
ence. Their children often begin
school with developmental and
emotional problems that may lead
to delinquency, and later criminal¬
ity. But Dr. Comer, the Maurice
Falk Professor of Child Psychiatry
in the Child Study Center, and Dr.
Zigler, Sterling Professor of Psy¬
chology and in the Child Study
Center, have developed strategies
that help tip the scales toward dis¬
advantaged children and families.
Recruited to the School of
Medicine in the 1960s to develop
links between mental health profes¬
sionals and elementary schools. Dr.
Comer applied his knowledge of

Photos: Frank Poole, Michael Marsland

James P. Comer, M.D., left,
and Edward Zigler, Ph.D.

child psychiatry to schools in lowincome New Haven neighborhoods.
Dr. Comer had noticed that children
in those elementary schools per¬
formed much worse on diagnostic
assessment tests, as well as in their
regular classes, than children in
other neighborhoods.
In 1968, Dr. Comer introduced a
model for children’s enhanced social
and emotional development and
academic achievement called the
School Development Program
(SDP) into two schools in New
Haven’s poorest communities. Chil¬
dren in these schools had logged the
lowest achievement in the city, in
addition to high student absentee¬
ism, low staff morale and minimal
parental involvement.
The Comer Process, as it is
sometimes called, brings together
parents, teachers and school mentalhealth workers in a community-wide
effort to support families and under¬
stand social and emotional problems
that impair a child’s ability to per¬
form in school. Dr. Comer believes
that, given the appropriate care and
attention to a child’s development,
every child could perform better in
school. Students’ test results and
academic achievement improved so
dramatically over the next three
years that the city’s Board of Educa¬

tion implemented the SDP in many
of its elementary schools.
“Children often live in commu¬
nities that are overwhelmed by vio¬
lent conditions,” Dr. Comer says.
“The School Development Program
creates a climate that encourages a
child’s good development by provid¬
ing positive school experiences.”
The Comer Process creates condi¬
tions that encourage and develop a
child’s problem-solving skills
through alternatives to anger and
violence. The program unites mem¬
bers of the community in its effort to
raise a child’s self-esteem, improve
his or her feelings of security, and
help the child learn more in school.
For Dr. Comer, schools are the most
important institutional support chil¬
dren have and should be welcoming,
not threatening, to children.
Mental-health teams are an es¬
sential component of each school’s
program by providing early detec¬
tion and intervention for needy chil¬
dren. This child-centered approach
explicitly asks all school personnel,
as well as parents, to join forces to
support the school children them¬
selves. The SDP has become one of
the most successful school-change
models around the country and is
now used in 580 schools in 82
school districts, including 201
elementary schools in the Dallas
school district, which signed on
with the SDP this spring.

30 years,
Dr. Zigler has conducted research on
the value of early childhood interven¬
tion in improving school performance
and reducing delinquent behavior. As
a founder of the federal Head Start
program in 1965, a centeipiece of
For more than

Dr. Comer’s School
Development Program
is a national model for
school change.

President Johnson's War on Pov¬
erty and the only program that tar¬
geted children. Dr. Zigler was a
forceful advocate of prevention
and comprehensive efforts to meet
the developmental needs of young
children and their families.
“Waiting until a child is in ado¬
lescence to teach mediation efforts
and conflict resolution skills is too
late,” Dr. Zigler explains. “A young
child is open to mediation, but it is much
more difficult to impact the
behavior of older children, who have
already observed or been ‘taught’
the anti-social skills needed to sur¬
vive in a dangerous environment.”
Dr. Zigler points out that Head Start,
which provides pre-school care for
approximately 740,000 children ages
3 and 4 from low-income families
nationally, was created to improve
school readiness. “In 1965, we never
imagined the delinquency and crimi¬
nality prevention components that
we now know must be part of Head
Start preparation.”
Over the years, Dr. Zigler and
other researchers have found the
crucial link between children at risk
for violent behavior and violent
outcomes is parents. “No one knows
a child better than parents. Unfortu¬
nately, millions of children grow up
in settings that compromise their
growth and development. It’s a na¬
tional tragedy. Many parents at all
income levels need help developing
their own expertise to care for their
child.” In addition to pre-school
care, Head Start helps parents sup¬
port their child’s healthy develop¬
ment and school readiness by offer¬
ing education and support services,
while actively involving parents in
the pre-school settings provided by
Head Start, at both the administra¬
tive and classroom levels.

Another benefit of effective pre¬
school programs is that, while they do
require money, their cost is far
smaller than that of the criminal jus¬
tice system. Dr. Zigler relates a study
of the Perry Preschool Program in
Ypsilanti, Mich., whose graduates
were followed up until age 27. In
evaluating data as far-ranging as
graduates’ ownership of a second car,
for example, the Perry investigators
specifically addressed delinquency
outcomes. After conducting complex
cost-benefit analyses, the investiga¬
tors determined that for every dollar
spent on the Perry Preschool Pro¬
gram, state governments saved seven
dollars, most of which related to costs
to victims and the criminal justice
system. This program, like Head
Start, demonstrates to Dr. Zigler the
long-term value of preventive and
early intervention efforts as an invest¬
ment in a child’s future.
Dr. Zigler, who is also director
of the Bush Center in Child Devel¬
opment and Social Policy at Yale,
believes that American society is
undergoing “huge structural change
in which economic, social and politi¬
cal factors are decreasing the
strength of families.” By his mea¬
sure, 50 percent of women with chil¬
dren under the age of 1 work outside
the home, while 64 percent of col¬
lege-educated mothers are in the
work force. This situation puts enor¬

mous strain on parents’ ability to
care for their children and empha¬
sizes the importance of quality child¬
care services. According to Dr.
Zigler, the situation is even more
stressful for single parents.
His solution is the School of the
21st Century, a model of year-round
child care and family support that
places schools at the nexus of pro¬
viding educational and health-care
resources for children and families.
“Learning begins at birth, and par¬
ents often request services that will
help them understand the emotional
and developmental needs of their
child,” says Dr. Zigler. Nutrition and
health components, in addition to
pre-school services, are available in
each 21st Century School. This pro¬
gram currently operates in 14 states
(including Connecticut) and in more
than 400 schools nationwide.
Care for children of working par¬
ents is available through or in every
school that is part of this program.
Children from birth to age 3 may en¬
roll in local family day-care homes
where the caregivers are trained and
assisted by school personnel. For chil¬
dren ages 3 to 5, pre-school care and
education services are provided in the
school or nearby. From ages 6 to 12,
children receive vacation and beforeand after-school care in a supervised
Continued on Page 22

Continued from Page 7

shepherding children to the most
appropriate support services.
Solid clinical research and
compelling data support the need
for this comprehensive early inter¬
vention program. “Children ex¬
posed to violence suffer traumatic
psychological and emotional prob¬
lems,” says Steven Marans, Ph.D.,
the Harris Assistant Professor of
Child Psychoanalysis and director
of the CDCP Program. In addition
to physical injuries due to violence
in their lives, children who experi¬
ence chronic exposure to violence
have problems in their emotional
and social development, attention
deficit in school, and more diffi¬
culty sustaining relationships and
mediating conflicts. More disturb¬
ingly, children who witness vio¬
lence come to see force as a legiti¬
mate, if not the only, way to get

through life. Often they become
the perpetrators of the kind of vio¬
lence that they initially found so
threatening.
"While ambulances rush the
victims to hospital emergency
rooms, the psychological victims—
children and their parents—are left
to sleep on floors at night, stay
inside and hope that these attempts
to remain physically safe will help
the threatening thoughts and im¬
ages of violence fade away,” Dr.
Marans testified in 1992 before a
Senate subcommittee reviewing the
CDCP Program and other preven¬
tive measures against violence.
“These images and fears do not
fade and the children, in particular,
pay a high price for their forced
adaptation.”
The CDCP Program has five
components:
■ All rank and file police officers
participate in a 10-week seminar, re¬

“This collaboration has expanded our understanding of what life is like for
children in the inner city more than we ever could have done by working
exclusively in the consulting room, ” says Steven Marans, Ph.D., director of
the CDCP Program. Adds Chief Nicholas Pastore, opposite (flanked by
lieutenants Douglas MacDonald, left, and Rick Randall): “'We will have more
victims one day ... unless we try to stop the cycle of violence right here. ”
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ceiving training in the basic concepts
of child development and human func¬
tioning, taught by Child Study Center
faculty and senior officers.
■ Supervisory officers study at the
center during a four-month fellow¬
ship, in which they are exposed to
clinical services and apply develop¬
mental concepts to policing strategy.
■ Faculty are oriented to police
practices and perspectives in a fel¬
lowship involving observations and
“ride-alongs.”
■ Yale clinicians and senior police
officers meet weekly to review de¬
manding cases and discuss mecha¬
nisms to promote more effective
interventions.
■ The Child Study Center staffs
a 24-hour crisis hotline for police
officers to contact clinicians when
a violent incident involving chil¬
dren occurs.
Police have referred more than
500 cases to Yale since the program
began, according to Chief Pastore.
"The ability to understand what a
child is going through and to mobi¬
lize community resources on behalf
of a child, not just the immediate
victims, means a great deal to the
police,” he says. Adds Dr. Marans:
“This collaboration has expanded
our understanding of what life is like
for children in the inner city more
than we ever could have done by
working exclusively in the consult¬
ing room.”
Across town at City Hall,
Mayor DeStefano has made the
Family Campus Initiative a top
priority for his administration. A
joint effort among the city, Yale
University and the New Haven
schools, Family Campus is based on
the Comer and Zigler models and
provides a broad range of human
services—child care, family health
care and job training—to families in
a secure school setting. Comple¬
menting this alliance for New
Haven’s families, Mayor DeStefano
last spring established an anti-vio¬
lence task force with a diverse
membership and broad city partici¬
pation. The goal, according to the
Rev. Theodore L. Brooks, pastor of
the Beulah Heights First Pentecostal
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‘We need to understand the culture
of fear in this country and to fight
the stereotypes of violence
that make people afraid.

”

Joseph B. Warshaw. M.D.
deputy dean for clinical affairs
and professor and chairman (on leave) of pediatrics

Church, and a member of the task
force, is to “formulate a process to
begin mentoring programs for New
Haven’s youth.
“We want to provide young
people with alternatives, and recruit
individuals who can reach back and
extend a hand to turn around the tide
of violence in our neighborhoods,”
says Rev. Brooks. In his Dixwell
Avenue neighborhood, grim eco¬
nomics and blighted housing con¬
cern residents, along with drug¬
dealing and violence. But the neigh¬
borhood has improved over the last

ildren’sH
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few years. "Five years ago, five or
six drug dealers operated out of a
rental house next to this church. Our
neighbors fixed up the houses
nearby and moved the dealers out,”
he says. A life-long resident of New
Haven and a trustee of Yale-New
Haven Hospital, Rev. Brooks be¬
lieves the neighborhood’s feelings
toward Yale are improving as well.
“Yale’s commitment has im¬
proved a great deal in the last two
years,” he says. “Yale’s leaders have
done a marvelous job of reaching
out. but there is still a long way to
go. In the past, the Unis versity seemed like a
j separate city where this
t community was not
allowed or even wanted.
Yale has opened up tre¬
mendously from 20
years ago.”
New Haven’s
Dwight community,
which borders the north¬
west side of Yale’s cam¬
pus, received a boost on
September 14 when
Henry Cisneros, secre¬
tary of Housing and
Urban Development
(HUD), announced in
New Haven a $2.4 mil¬
lion. three-year grant to
Yale from this U.S.

mergency

agency for a collaborative program
to revitalize and increase security in
the neighborhood. Funded by
HUD’s University Partnerships
office, the grant will encourage
local residents, the city, the univer¬
sity, banks, businesses and
grassroots organizations to expedite
financing and renovation of housing
stock and commercial buildings in
the Dwight neighborhood. Yale, the
city of New Haven and local banks
will contribute an additional
$6 million to the collective effort.
“The connection between Yale and
New Haven is not only unique,” Mr.
Cisneros told reporters, “but also
one of the most essential universitycity partnerships anywhere in the
United States.”

If you ask public health experts

and emergency department physi¬
cians how to stop violence, their first
response is to limit the availability of
firearms. “If you controlled the num¬
ber of guns on the street, this would
be a good start.” says Michael H.
Merson, M.D.. dean for public health
and chairman of the Department of
Epidemiology and Public Health at
the School of Medicine. “Ten times
as many people are dying from fire¬
arms each year as died in the U.S. at
the height of the polio epidemic.
Unfortunately, we can’t make a vac¬
cine against violence.”
And yet. Dr. Merson adds, gun
violence is as serious a public health
problem as epidemics of hepatitis,
tuberculosis and AIDS. Nora Groce,
Ph.D., assistant professor of public
health and anthropology, has begun
work on a new course for public
health students. Violence and Soci¬
ety, to start in Fall 1996. Students,
many of whom hope to make a dif-

Phillip A. Brewer, M.D., and Linda C. Degutis, Dr. P.H.,
are working with others in emergency medicine to prevent
violence by advocating stricter gun control, reaching into
the community with educational programs, and counseling
those who come to the hospital with injuries caused by violence.
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Public Health Dean Michael Merson and colleague Nora Groce see the wide availability of guns as a major factor in violence
they say has reached epidemic proportions.

ference in the fight against violence,
had asked for the course.
The costs of gun violence can be
calculated in dollars as well as physi¬
cal and emotional harm. The price of
medical care for firearms-related inju¬
ries in 1995 will be close to $4 billion,
according to the June 14 issue of the
Journal of the American Medical As¬
sociation {JAMA). Men ages 15 to 44

years account for 77 percent of pa¬
tients, with a median hospital charge
per admission of $28,000. Add to that
the financial costs of the criminal
justice system, disability and family
support. “Often, we are talking about a
lifetime of maintenance and care for
injured people,” says Dr. Groce.
“Some form of handgun control is
critical if America wants to see serious
reductions in firearm violence.”
In July 1994, Yale physicians
and their colleagues made a con¬
certed push in that direction. Stand¬
ing outside the Children's Hospital
at Yale-New Haven before a crowd
of reporters and television cameras,
a group of emergency and trauma
physicians, nurses, hospital adminis¬
trators, community leaders and city
residents urged the Connecticut leg¬
islature to pass a ban on assault
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weapons and impose stricter controls
on the sale of handguns.
“There’s a constant flow into
emergency departments around the
state of people who have been in¬
jured by guns, and a great number of
them are children,” Phillip A.
Brewer, M.D., an attending physi¬
cian and assistant professor of medi¬
cine, told the reporters. “We’re tired
of just patching them up and sending
them out to get hurt again. We want
to do some proactive things to slow
it down at least, if not stop it. A great
majority of emergency physicians
feel a strict approach to the sale of
guns will make a difference.”
Dr. Brewer sought and gained
support for the legislation from the
Connecticut College of Emergency
Physicians. Many at the news con¬
ference, including an 18-year-old
youth who had been left paraplegic
by a shooting two years earlier, told
of the effects of violence on them
personally. For Dr. Brewer, it was
the death of a 7-month-old girl that
he could not forget; she had been
shot while sitting in her blue stroller
in her grandmother’s living room.
A teen-ager with a 9mm semi-auto¬
matic handgun had come to the
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house and shot blindly through the
window in retribution for an incident
in the neighborhood. The person he
was gunning for was not in the
house at the time. The bullets struck
and killed the baby and paralyzed
her grandmother.
“I’ll always remember the para¬
medic carrying this lifeless little baby
into the trauma room to resuscitate
her,” says Dr. Brewer. “All I could
say was, ‘Stop. She’s already dead.’ It
had a very traumatic effect on every¬
body involved, especially those of us
with small children. It was the most
emotional event in my career, and
why? Why did this kid have an auto¬
matic weapon? He probably couldn’t
have done it without one. At least, he
might have been afraid that someone
inside would shoot back.”
The gun bill passed.
According to Police Chief
Pastore, the dramatic drop in shootings
in New Haven in 1995 is directly re¬
lated to the arrests of gang leaders. As
part of a coordinated sweep by federal,
state and local officers beginning in
1991, dozens of members of
Kensington Street International, the
Latin Kings, the Jungle Boys and
other gangs were arrested in New
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One measure of violence

M

any people judge the safety

of their community by the
experience of its schoolchildren.
One measure of that experience
is the Social and Health Assess¬
ment (SAHA), a 182-item instru¬
ment developed at Yale to assess
positive school and community
involvements and high-risk behav¬
iors of middle and high school
students in New Haven.
Created in 1991-92 by Roger
P. Weissberg, Ph.D., formerly in
the Yale University Psychology
Department and now at the Uni¬
versity of Illinois/Chicago, the
SAHA contains relevant scales
used in other studies of adoles¬
cents, such as one developed by
the federal Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention. Mary
Schwab-Stone, M.D., Harris Asso¬
ciate Professor of Child Psychia¬
try, has utilized the SAHA for the
New Haven Board of Education to
illustrate students’ exposure to
violence, feelings of safety, and
the relationship of these factors
to various measures of psycho¬
logical and school functioning.
Published in September, find¬
ings from the 1992 SAHA survey
contain some startling results: 40
percent of the sixth-, eighth- and
lOth-graders surveyed reported
witnessing a shooting or stabbing
during the past year and 74 per¬
cent reported feeling unsafe in
their home, neighborhood or
school. These psychological vic¬
tims of community violence far
outnumber the medical casualties.
“These results attest to the
picture of violence as a common
fact of inner-city life and to the
demand that is placed on urban
youth to accommodate in their
psychological development to
chronic threat and lack of
safety,” wrote Dr. Schwab-Stone
in a paper published in the Jour¬

nal of the American Academy of
Child and Adolescent Psychiatry.
To the extent that “this pattern
of adaptation becomes normal¬
ized and is viewed as expected

Haven, Hartford, Bridgeport, Waterbury and other Connecticut cities.
Most of the leadership of those gangs
is now behind bars. Sentenced under
federal guidelines, they will serve
longer sentences than if they had been
convicted under state statutes and the
effect on New Haven's streets has
been noticeable. Entire neighborhoods
that had become accustomed to the
sound of shooting are now quiet.
“Now [gang activity] is not
viewed as a chic thing. Kids who be¬
long are keeping a low visibility and
the violence has been toned down,”
says Carl Babb, principal of Truman
Elementary School in New Haven’s
Hill neighborhood. “The leaders have
been locked up. There’s not as much
fear. It’s still there, but it's in pockets.”
In 1994, New Haven counted 32
homicides. As of Sept. 5 of this year,
eight people had been killed in the
city, compared to 20 for the same

period the year before, according to
police spokeswoman Judy Mongillo.
Shootings and aggravated assaults
are down approximately 60 percent,
while robberies have decreased an
estimated 15 percent from last year.
The trend has been reflected in other
Connecticut towns, and in cities
across America.
Although criminal justice and
health experts can only theorize
what is behind the trend, it is wel¬
come news. In 1992, a total of
13,220 people in the United States
died from homicides committed with
handguns, according to JAMA. In the
same year, the United Kingdom expe¬
rienced 33 homicides from handguns,
Japan 60, and Canada 128.
Meanwhile, Yale physicians and
community members have concen¬
trated their efforts on education and
research. Dr. Brewer, as part of a task
force fighting the use of “illy”—

and reasonable, rather than as
pathological, the climate of vio¬
lence will only be sustained.”
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School principal Carl Babb, center,
and pediatrician David Schonfeld,
M.D., right, have worked together on
a crisis intervention and prevention
program sen’ing New Haven-area
schools.

a street brand of phencyclidine or
PCP—has visited neighborhood cen¬
ters to talk to residents about the drug
and its debilitating and dangerous
effects. Usually sold as mint leaves
soaked in PCP-laced embalming fluid
and then dried, illy “is the drug of
choice in inner-city neighborhoods,”
says Dr. Brewer. The drug, in the
category of dissociative anesthetics,
was originally developed for animal
use but is no longer approved for any
purpose. The user feels little or no
pain and becomes dissociated from
emotion as well. “It really inspires
violence,” Dr. Brewer adds. “The
normal inhibitions don’t work.”
Research in progress at the
School of Medicine has the aim of
preventing injury, including the
category of intentional injury in
which violent acts fall. According to
Linda C. Degutis, Dr.P.H., assistant
professor of surgery (trauma), more
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than 40 percent of U.S. homicides
involve alcohol. This connection
between alcohol and violence is one
component of a study at Yale,
funded by the federal Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention, to
explore alcohol consumption and
injury and the potential for inter¬
vening at an early stage.
Some physicians may have little
experience diagnosing a person with
an alcohol problem or speaking di¬
rectly to the individual about the
problem, says Dr. Degutis. “Alcohol
is the socially acceptable drug. A
health professional may not feel
comfortable bringing up the issue
because it challenges one’s own
beliefs.” The study includes training
physicians and nurses how to evalu¬
ate and intervene with alcohol abuse.
Whether or not violence is seen
as a medical problem may have a
dramatic effect on the number of
solutions presented. “Broad social
problems, such as domestic violence,
drunk driving and the effects of pov¬
erty, tend to get little attention unless
people define them as medical prob¬
lems,” says Dr. Groce of the Depart¬
ment of Epidemiology and Public
Health. “There has been a significant
decrease in funding for work on
many types of social problems. Al¬
though there have also been cuts in
public health and medicine, legisla¬
tors are still willing to fund some
social issues if they are defined as
medical concerns.”

Violence can hurt children

immediately, or in the days and
months that follow trauma. One
problem facing schools is how to
protect them from the lingering ef¬
fects of an act of violence.
David J. Schonfeld, M.D., associ¬
ate professor of pediatrics and in the
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Building community:
How the School
of Medicine helps

S

chool of Medicine faculty
are joined by many oth¬
ers in their community-ser¬
vice work; most medical and
public health students vol¬
unteer in programs aimed to
help New Haven’s children
and families. The figures are
truly impressive: 88.5 per¬
cent of each medical school
class participates in at
least one community ser¬
vice project during their four
years at Yale. Below are
descriptions of some of the
student-driven community
service projects:
Adolescent Substance
Abuse Prevention (ASAP)
Medical students teach
seventh-graders about the
human body, the effects of
drugs and drug addiction. In
turn, seventh-graders are
taught to share this informa¬
tion with fifth-graders. This
program also includes a
project to encourage middle
school children to develop
an interest in health-care
professions.
Homeless Outreach Program
for Enrichment (HOPE) This
project brings Yale healthrelated professional stu¬
dents and faculty into three
local evening clinics to pro¬
vide screening, appropriate
medical treatment and
triage, education and peer
counseling to homeless
individuals. Students gain
first-hand experience in deliv¬
ering health care to a disad¬
vantaged urban population,
while helping meet patients’
basic health needs.
Students Teaching AIDS to
Students (STATS) Medical
students teach ninth-grad¬
ers in New Haven schools
about HIV transmission,
treatment of HIV and AIDS
and the social issues facing
teen-agers.

Family campus offers children a safe haven

By John DeStefano Jr.
The Clarence Rogers School
building is the most visible symbol
of neglect in New Haven’s West
Rock neighborhood. Its physical
plant has not been maintained for
over a decade. Its metal doors are
rusting and its ceiling is collapsing.
Spray-painted across the street-side
facade is an appropriate new name
for the abandoned structure:
“TERRORDOME.”
Clarence Rogers will be reno¬
vated and transformed into a thriv¬
ing community center through the
work of a new collaborative effort
called the Family Campus Initiative.
The purpose of this groundbreaking
inter-institutional effort is to create
campuses of support and safety in
New Haven’s neighborhoods. The
Superintendent of Schools and the
President of Yale University have
joined with me to launch an unprec¬
edented partnership for the benefit
of this city’s children and families.
West Rock was chosen as one
of the pilot locations of the Family
Campus Initiative because it is so
plainly deserving of our attention.
More than 40 percent of the city’s
public housing residents live in the
seven Housing Authority develop¬
ments located there. Nearly all of
these residents are African Ameri¬
can. only 16 percent of whom are
employed. Eighty-eight percent of
the households are headed by single
women. The per capita income is a
meager $3,298, which is less than
one quarter of the figure for New
Haven as a whole.
Although it has many of the char¬
acteristics of an inner-city commu¬
nity, West Rock is located on the
outskirts of town. This geographic
separation from the rest of the city,

John DeStefano Jr. is mayor of
the city of New Haven.

New Haven Mayor John DeStefano Jr joins children at the opening
last May of the West Rock Family Center part of the mayor’s
Family Campus Initiative.

combined with an inadequate trans¬
portation system, makes it very diffi¬
cult for West Rock’s residents to ac¬
cess the services, opportunities and
amenities offered by the city's retail
and business districts, which lie well
to the south of the neighborhood.
The West Rock neighborhood’s
family campus revolves around the
community’s public elementary
school, Katherine Brennan School,
and the Clarence Rogers building
directly across the street from
Brennan. Also part of the campus is a
nearby building that is home to the
West Rock Neighborhood Corp., out¬
posts of the city’s Housing Authority
and Health Department, and the Board
of Education’s Head Start program.
The initiative’s other pilot site is in the
Dixwell neighborhood, where the
family campus is centered around
Isadore Wexler Elementary School.
Through the Family Campus Ini¬
tiative, school buildings like Clarence
Rogers and Isadore Wexler will be¬
come sites for the delivery of a broad
range of human services, such as: early
childhood education, health care, be¬
fore- and after-school educational and

recreational programming, job training
and arts and cultural activities. The de¬
livery of these services will be accom¬
plished through collaboration with ex¬
isting community agencies.
To ensure that the various agen¬
cies involved with the Family Cam¬
pus coordinate with one another and
become well integrated with the
schools themselves, we have called
upon the advice of two of Yale’s
most knowledgeable and renowned
child development experts: James R
Comer, M.D., who started the na¬
tionally acclaimed School Develop¬
ment Program in New Haven in
1968; and Edward Zigler, Ph.D., a
founder of the federal Head Start
program and the creator of the
School of the 21st Century concept.
The Family Campus Initiative,
now in the active planning stage,
employs the model developed jointly
by Drs. Comer and Zigler (the COZI
model) over the last two years. COZI
incorporates Dr. Comer’s system of
school-based management and pa¬
rental involvement and Dr. Zigler’s
network of integrated, school-linked
human services. It provides the

structure upon which we can build
a cohesive, comprehensive initia¬
tive to improve the health of New
Haven’s children and families.
The Family Campus Initiative
not only brings together human
service agencies at school sites but
also builds strong partnerships
between schools and nearby neigh¬
borhood police substations.
Through these partnerships, our
city’s community-based policing
program will work to make
schools and their campuses into
safe havens—the safest areas in
their neighborhoods.
Police officers also will be
invited to participate in all aspects
of campus life, from the extra¬
curricular sports leagues to the
after-school tutoring activities.
Thus, consistent with the commu¬
nity-based policing philosophy,
our officers will become involved
in the neighborhood, serving as
role models for children rather
than being perceived as “the en¬
emy.” All of the evidence shows us
that this kind of approach is help¬
ing to lower the levels of crime
and violence in our city.
This initiative builds upon a
strong foundation of existing New
Haven collaborative efforts, such as
Fighting Back, the city’s compre¬
hensive effort to reduce substance
abuse; and the Commission on
Infant and Child Health, which has
helped to lower this city’s infant
mortality rate dramatically. Partners
in the initiative include not only
city government, the school sys¬
tem, and Yale, but also Southern
Connecticut State University, the
state Department of Children and
Families, the Community Founda¬
tion for Greater New Haven and a
coalition of other local funders, the
teachers’ union, community-based
organizations and, most impor¬
tantly, parents.
All of these individuals and
groups are joining forces with
neighborhoods to create safe and
healthy environments for our chil¬
dren and families. We are working
to turn the “terrordome” into a
secure and supportive “home away
from home.”

Child Study Center, tells the story of
edged their sorrow about the accident
but still considered the child who
a shooting in another city, in which
fired the gun their friend—one who
one child fatally shot another while
playing with a gun. When the boy
needed their support and friendship
returned to school, he was taunted by
then more than ever.
classmates who called him a mur¬
When the child returned to
derer. The teasing became so extreme
school a few days later, fellow stu¬
that the child, already horrified by his
dents were welcoming. The school
crisis team also assisted with the
action, was transferred to another
school and separated from friends and transition of the injured student back
to school, which oc¬
teachers he had come to
curred without incident.
know and trust.
The
school did provide coun¬
A collaboration with the
seling to students after the
CDCP Program devel¬
shooting but, as it hap¬
oped presentations for
parents on how to dis¬
pened, not until after the
child was transferred.
cuss traumatic situations
A similar tragedy oc¬
with their children and
curred last year at a New
the impact of commu¬
Haven-area school. An el¬
nity violence. Although
they had participated in
ementary-school pupil
picked up a loaded gun in
a frightening and diffi¬
the home and unintention¬ School psychologist
cult situation, school
ally shot a relative on a Damaris Lugo: "I got
staff felt a strong sense
Friday afternoon. School so much support from
of competence to deal
staff were already partici¬
with this crisis and were
the team in terms of
pating in the Regional how you talk to the
prepared to overcome
School Crisis Prevention
the trauma of similar
classes, how you sort
and Response Program at out the children who
situations, should the
Yale, and their training are having a really
need arise in the future.
was immediately put to the
Together with the
hard time (after a
test. Rapid notification of
four school districts
crisis). ”
all faculty and staff
(New Haven. West Ha¬
through an established
ven. East Haven and
telephone tree alerted all school per¬ North Haven), Dr. Schonfeld and his
sonnel to an emergency staff meeting colleagues from the Child Study
to be held before school started on Center and The Consultation Center
Monday, and administrative and sup¬ (a unit of the Department of Psychia¬
port staff provided outreach services try) developed a comprehensive
for the family throughout the weekend. management plan for school person¬
Presentations to the students
nel to craft effective solutions before
began Monday morning, to allow the
a crisis occurred. Preparatory and
children to express their concerns, to
planning steps in dealing with a
dispel myths (one rumor stated the
crisis include training and retraining
child had pulled the trigger intention¬
of school crisis team members; es¬
ally) and to discuss fears about per¬
tablishing a crisis plan that includes
sonal safety. While several children
emergency procedures, assembly
initially expressed their anger at the
areas, evacuation routes, school
child who fired the gun and concerns
dismissal and sample parent letters;
about their own safety, staff guidance
assigning responsibilities to crisis
and support ultimately helped them
team members; and compiling a
overcome these fears and express
crisis information packet with tele¬
feelings of forgiveness. Teachers and
phone lists, maps and materials.
school crisis team members led class¬
The Regional School Crisis
room discussions that allowed the
Prevention and Response Team
children to explore ways to support
worked hard during a two-week
both children upon their eventual
period in December 1992 when four
return to school. Students acknowl¬
separate incidents near a city school
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claimed the lives of four youths.
Fortunately, teachers and administra¬
tors at the school had participated in
the crisis intervention training pro¬
gram and had a management plan in
place to help students, teachers and
parents cope with these crises. With
the information and tools needed to
allay a child’s fears and to provide
for a child’s psychological well¬
being, school personnel can handle
the demands imposed by crisis situa¬
tions, according to Dr. Schonfeld.
“I got so much support from the
team in terms of how you talk to the
classes, how you sort out the chil¬
dren who are having a really hard
time with it,” says Damaris Lugo, a
New Haven school psychologist.
“And I can use the resources of the
Child Study Center to follow up with
those children.”
In one recent school year, more
than 20 critical episodes required
mobilization of crisis response team
efforts in each of the school districts.
This included a regional total of
more than 40 fatalities, primarily of
students of all ages as well as school
staff, from violence, accidents, sui¬
cide or illness; many other episodes
involved suicide attempts and seri¬
ous injuries.
The Regional School Crisis
Team has also produced a training
video, with grants from The Com¬
munity Foundation for Greater New
Haven and The William Caspar
Graustein Memorial Fund, to share
the crisis response team’s insights
with other school districts through¬
out the state. Scott Newgass, M.S.W,
says the teams in place in city
schools may well have fewer crises
to deal with this year because of the
changed atmosphere. “They'll prob¬
ably have less opportunity to prac¬
tice their skills because there’s less
violence in the street.”
Dr. Schonfeld, who has studied
child bereavement and has devel¬
oped an AIDS curriculum for New
Haven students in grades K-6, has
learned through his research how to
teach difficult subjects effectively to
children.
“Children know that people die
but are often unclear on how one
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Alternatives to ‘surgery’
In the world of community policing,
an arrest is the last thing police want

I

By Nicholas Pastore
was still relatively new to
the job of police chief when a
call came over the radio about a
stabbing in New Haven’s Hill
neighborhood. I drove to the
scene, to find officers sealing
the street with yellow tape.
Inside, they marked the spot
where a jealous husband had
stabbed his wife in the kitchen.
The sergeant who greeted
me was upbeat. He had a solid
case. Suspect in custody. Motive
established. Evidence in place.
Then I looked around in the
other room. I saw a couch, with
six children huddled on it. The
biggest child couldn't have
been older than 8.
They had witnessed the
entire stabbing. They were
obviously traumatized. It struck
me: There aren’t one or two
victims here. There are eight.
We will have more victims one
day growing out of this case
unless we try to stop the cycle
of violence right here. Before
we put up the tape and scope
the camera angles at the scene
of these crimes, our top priority
must be to treat those in harm’s
way. How can we help these
kids before they, too, imitate
what they’ve seen?
The same thought had been
nagging at Donald Cohen of
Yale’s Child Study Center.
Donald noticed the increasing
number of troubled children
seen by his psychologists. The
children arrived months or

Nicholas Pastore is chief of
New Haven's Department of
Police Service.

years after witnessing terrible
violence. How could the system
get to these children earlier?
How do we treat the symptoms
of a simmering anger at the
world before it metastasizes into
a condition requiring emergency,
life-threatening surgery?
Soon after the stabbing, Dr.
Cohen and I set up what has now
become a nationally renowned
experimental partnership be¬
tween my officers and his men¬
tal-health workers. Today, the
Child Study Center keeps a clini¬
cian on 24-hour call for the cops.
When a stabbing or shooting
occurs in front of children, the
officers immediately call the
clinician to the scene. The clini¬
cian and the officer work with
the children for months, or
longer, to help them cope with
what they have witnessed. Psy¬
chologists and officers have
intensely trained each other.
They have also worked with
more than 500 children, under
the direction of Yale professor
Steven Marans.
This effort represents how
we must change our definition
of getting “tough on crime” if
we want solutions that truly
strike at the source of the prob¬
lem—the environment in which
our children are growing up.
Illiteracy, drop-out rates, pov¬
erty, failed schools, dysfunc¬
tional families make failure—
and eventual brushes with vio¬
lence and the law—almost a
self-fulfilling prophecy.
In New Haven, as we’ve
dramatically instituted commu¬
nity-based policing, we have
focused squarely on the next
generation—and on linking up
with other important experts in
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Nicholas Pastore, New Haven’s
police chief, and Steven
Marans, Ph.D., of the Child
Study Center.

the community, from neighbors who
know their street to Yale doctors
and students.
We’ve turned around the worst
of our violence problem. More than
halfway into 1995 we witnessed
only five homicides. Five is too
many, to be sure. But the number
represents a tremendous drop in a
city of 120,000 people that was
seeing 50 murders a year at its peak
and in a state where comparably
sized cities still suffer 50 or more
murders a year.
The real proof of our success
doesn’t come in murder statistics,
though. It comes in harder-to-measure, longer-term result—the result of
working with children, setting a non¬
violent and problem-solving tone of
leadership for our officers, and from
experimenting with new ideas.
Of course New Haven still
grapples with crime, with young
people selling or using drugs. But
the culture of violence has largely
dissipated. The toughest gang lead¬
ers have gone to jail, because our
switch from brutality to intelli¬
gence-gathering has produced more
solid cases against them. The rest of
the youth have discovered a com¬
munity more interested in working
with them—while they’ve also on
their own begun to reject the culture
of the gun.
Other successes include:
■ The creation of a Young Adult
Board of Police Commissioners.

.

High school students, some of them
potential truants or criminals, have
turned their energies to other ends:
lobbying government for substanceabuse treatment beds for teens, rais¬
ing money for violence-prevention
causes, and informing the depart¬
ment of young people’s concerns.
■ The opening of neighborhood
police substations where officers
organize sports and other activities
with the children.
■ Increased recruitment and pro¬
motions of minorities and women in
the department from New Haven’s
neighborhoods.
■ New training of officers that
grounds them more in the commu¬
nity, explores alternatives to physical
force, and confronts common prob¬
lems of bigotry in policing. Our
recruits write research papers on
such subjects as child abuse and
domestic violence.
■ Link-ups with a communitymediation program and Spanish¬
speaking community mentors
from Yale.
■ A new downplaying of arrests in
favor of trying to work with people
in trouble on preventing crime be¬
fore it happens. Arrests are a sign of
failure. They are a last resort, the
law-enforcement version of surgery.
Of course we arrest people when
they endanger public safety, but we
see arrests as only an ultimate option
when more effective, preventive
tactics have failed. We’ve begun to

focus more on prescribing care for
others, not just proscribing. Truly
dangerous people—stalkers, or vio¬
lent leaders of bigger drug gangs, for
instance—are going to jail more than
they were in the past in New Haven.
But overall we’re arresting fewer
people and sending fewer people to a
prison system that too often fails
them and society.
■ The use of young African
American community activists to
mediate gang “beefs.”
“I’m tired of sending you black
guys to jail,” I was telling a group
of teens assembled on a street cor¬
ner the other day. It is here, on the
street, where I am continually hear¬
ing from black youths themselves
that our society is more interested
in locking up African American
males than sending them to college
or offering them other constructive
opportunities. I think they’re right.
“They’ve been building new jails,
just for you,” I said. “I can bring
you over there now and we can save
everybody time. Or we can figure
out a better way.” With the help of
the entire community, not just po¬
lice alone, we can continue building
the solution.

gets sick or ill. They have miscon¬
ceptions about drugs and guns based
on misunderstandings of what they
learn from the media, which have
heightened awareness but not with
factual information understandable
to children,” he says. When a death
occurs, children look for reasons and
may determine that “this person did
something so bad they have been
murdered. Since the reasons people
die are rarely so straightforward,
children need to understand why
people die before the death of some¬
one they know occurs so that they
don't feel afraid or guilty and reluc¬
tant to talk about it.”

How DO YOU STOP VIOLENCE?
By building your community, accord¬
ing to almost everyone concerned with
the problem in New Haven. Commu¬
nity policing puts the department’s
resources into creating good relation¬
ships among police and neighborhood
residents. The child development com¬
ponent of the program has made part¬
ners of officers and clinicians, creating
another community to look after the
welfare of neighborhood children. By
cracking down on gangs, police—
supported by neighbors—have told
criminals they’re not welcome.
The Yale School of Medicine,
its faculty and students have made

Police officers including Lt. Donald Celmer,
above, study child development at Yale as part
of the medical school’s partnership with
the New Haven force.
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urban New Haven their community.
Dr. Merson, the dean for public
health, says one weapon against
violence is to give young people
more hope for their future. He advo¬
cates the creation of jobs and sug¬
gests preferential hiring at Yale to
inner-city residents. Most medical
and public health students, along
with those in the Physician Associ¬
ate Program and School of Nursing,
participate in more than a dozen
community programs in city
schools and neighborhoods to im¬
prove health care, health
education and community life. Col¬
laborations among the crisis preven¬
tion and response teams and the
regional schools have built a com¬
munity concerned for the well-be¬
ing of schoolchildren.
“The stress on violence is the
wrong focus,” says James P. Comer,
M.D., the Maurice Falk Professor in
the Child Study Center and Child
Psychiatry, who along with Edward
Zigler, Ph.D., Sterling Professor of
Psychology, has been at the forefront
of school and community-building
programs for the past several de¬
cades. (See A strong community is a
safe one, Page 8) “The focus should
be on families and communities—
building strong ones.”
Dr. Comer recalls an incident as
a medical student at Howard Uni¬
versity that summed up for him the
strength of that community in
northeast Washington during
the 1950s. He looked young
for his age and one weekday
morning an elderly woman
asked him for help carrying a
package up the stairs to her
apartment. Thanking him, she
said: “You're such a nice
young man. Why aren’t you
in school?” “She thought I
was in high school,” Dr.
Comer says smiling. “But the
point is that everyone in the
community felt they had the
right to ask.”
Dr. Zigler, who helped
launch Head Start in the
Great Society climate of the
early 1960s, shares Dr.
Comer’s optimism about
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Neighbors watch from their windows
as police investigate the scene
of a shooting in New Haven’s Hill
neighborhood in July 1992.

America’s ability to repairs its
communities. He thinks that child
and family support interventions
will reduce this country’s high
delinquency and crime rates. De¬
spite the pessimism of the late
1980s and early 1990s, Dr. Zigler
sees progress ahead. “America is a
caring, great nation with tremen¬
dous resources,” he says.
According to Myron Genel,
M.D., professor of pediatrics and
associate dean for government and
community affairs, medical schools
need to surpass the traditional level
of community involvement. “For
years, people here thought it was
enough to rest on the three-legged
stool of research, teaching and
patient care. We believe that medi¬
cal schools like Yale are more ac¬
curately a table that stands on four
legs, the fourth being community
service,” he says. Dr. Genel adds
that active involvement in the com¬
munity is critical for the health of
medical institutions themselves, as
they seek answers to pressing
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involved. Now I’m beginning
to recognize the psychologi¬
cal effect that crime has on
children.”
EDITORIALS
Lt. Douglas MacDonald
knows a great deal about the
dangers of violence in New
Haven’s inner city. A former
head of the narcotics enforce¬
ment unit and one of the origi¬
nal developers of the CDCP
Grant will enable 4 cities to
Program, Lt. MacDonald now
help kids exposed to violence.
directs the Juvenile Services
Unit and the Domestic Vio¬
A New Haven town-gown initiative is
making waves and, like ripples in a pond,
lence Unit at the police de¬
those waves are reaching other
partment. His enthusiasm for
communities.
the benefits of this collabora¬
The Child Development-Community
Policing Program, which began here four years
tion with Yale can be gauged
ago to help children exposed to violence in
by the certainty in his voice.
their daily lives, has been so successful that
other cities are imitating it.
“People in the community
Framingham, Mass., and Newark, N.J.,
are aware of this program but
have implemented similar programs and the
U.S. Justice Department gave a boost to the
do not know the depth of the
continued spread of the program recently
collaboration. The CDCP Pro¬
when it announced a grant of $300,000 to
the Yale Child Study Center to initiate similar
gram is a foundation for the
efforts in four more cities, yet to be
future
of police work,” he
selected, across the nation.
The Yale facility cooperated with New
says. “We have developed
Haven police in launching the program here in
different opportunities for
1991. One aspect of the program is a course
for police recruits on child and adolescent
interactions with community
development taught by faculty at the Child
resources
that link the schools
Study Center and an experienced police
officer.
with the neighborhood and to
A second component is a consultation
the home. It all ties in together
and referral service by which police officers
and comes from the Child
can get help for youths exposed to violent
situations. A third component consists of
Study Center.”
fellowships for police to spend time at the
After four years of suc¬
clinic learning about childhood and adolescent
disturbances.
cess in New Haven, the
Since the inception of the program here,
CDCP Program is having a
coordinator Steven Marans estimates that more
than 500 New Haven youngsters scarred by
ripple effect beyond Con¬
violence have been referred to counselors by
necticut. In March 1994, the
city police.
The national attention attracted by the
collaboration led to discus¬
program is a testimony both to its
sions between the New Ha¬
effectiveness and to the widespread need for
methods to help children caught in the
ven police and the
violence so common in our cities. It is also
Framingham, Mass., police
one more indication of what can be
accomplished when Yale and New Haven
department to establish a
join forces.
similar program in this small
October 12, 1995
city west of Boston. There,
services provided by
Reprinted with permission New Haven Register
Metrowest Mental Health
school programs for children.
Center are teamed with the
Police officers told the majority
Framingham police department to
leader that their training in child
help children and families affected
development concepts has helped
by violence. That program is now
them deal with children in their
up and running, and Newark, N.J.,
will begin implementation this fall.
work. “I was skeptical at first,”
said Lt. Odell Cohens, who runs
Also this fall, Yale University
the Dixwell police substation and
Press will publish Dr. Marans’
has worked in this neighborhood
book discussing the CDCP Pro¬
for 31 years. “At first, I never gave
gram, in which he shares his expe¬
a second thought when kids were
riences as a leader of this commu-

ffaoett Register

Others imitating
Yale-police effort

health problems. “Yale is actively
addressing many of the most
pressing issues of our time—
AIDS, substance abuse and
violence—and it is not enough
to rest on tradition.”

1994, when then-House
Majority Leader Richard Gephardt
was looking for prevention compo¬
nents for the House crime bill, he
came to New Haven with U.S. Rep.
Rosa L. DeLauro (D-Connecticut)
to learn about the CDCP Program
and Dr. Comer’s School Develop¬
ment Program. He toured the
Katherine Brennan School, where
Dr. Comer’s program was first
implemented in 1968, and talked
with Chief Pastore, police officers
and Child Study Center faculty.
“New Haven can be a model
from which the rest of the country
can learn,” Mr. Gephardt told report¬
ers during the visit, adding that he
would use New Haven’s success to
argue for prevention funding for the
rest of the nation.
Mr. Gephardt consulted with
Dr. Comer in preparing legislation
that emphasized the need for afterIn June
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nity-based response to urban
violence.
Last year, with funding from
the federal Department of Justice
(DOJ), the CDCP Program began
developing a replication program
to train officers and clinicians in
the type of collaboration in place
in New Haven. This year, fund¬
ing will allow Yale personnel to
distribute a Request For Propos¬
als to solicit proposals from cit¬
ies that have expressed interest
in implementing a similar pro¬
gram. As part of the DOJ grant,
the CDCP Program will provide
consulting and technical assis¬
tance to chosen sites toward
establishi 112 their own efforts.

“New Haven can be
a model from which
the rest of the country
can learn. ”
Richard Gephardt
then-House majority leader
during a 1994 tour of the city

Now, officials are in the process of
selecting the first four cities. If those
experiences are positive, Yale and
New Haven's experiment eventually
could have an impact on dozens of
cities across America.

A strong community is safe one
Continued from Page 9

environment. At night, the school
serves as a resource center for fami¬
lies, providing links to continuing
education and job information for
parents. Fees are calibrated to a
family's income, so anyone may
take advantage of the School of the
21st Century program.
Teachers and administrators of
this program from around the coun¬
try come to New Haven each sum¬
mer for three days of seminars and
programs designed by Yale faculty.
The yearly symposium enhances
each 21st Century School, assesses
the quality of each program and
fosters information-sharing on such
topics as program development,
facilities and funding. States, and
their departments of education, are
often equal partners with each
school in establishing a comprehen¬
sive, locally monitored program, in
cooperation with Bush Center staff.
“This is a model that meets the
day-care and health-care needs of
families by providing quality,
growth-inducing child care, regard¬
less of one’s income,” Dr. Zigler
says. “In this way. Schools of the
21st Century avoid stigmatizing
poor children as sometimes happens
with Head Start. The fact is all chil¬
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dren need and deserve quality pre-school
experience,” which helps prevent aggres¬
sive. externalizing behaviors that can
lead to later violence and criminality.
According to Dr. Zigler, education,
good values and family support are
essential for children to become part of
life's mainstream. An optimist in spite
of today’s difficult political and social
challenges, he predicts that affordable
pre-school care will be universal
within 20 years.
The primacy of education as a pre¬
ventive measure against violent behav¬
ior is the common denominator linking
the School Development Program, Dr.
Zigler’s work in comprehensive early
childhood intervention, and the collabo¬
ration of the Child Study Center with
the New Haven police. Indeed, Dr.
Comer’s school change model has been
joined with Dr. Zigler’s 21st Century
Schools in the Family Campus Initiative
in New Haven, with each site supported
by community police substations. The
Comer-Zigler Initiative—abbreviated as
COZI—offers year-round child care and
family support services in a school gov¬
erned by a decision-making process that
includes all adult stakeholders in the
school community.
Nicholas Pastore, New Haven’s
police chief, believes that “the causes of
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With less “segregation of ideas,
thinking and observations” among
professionals, broad social dividends
will accrue to communities. Better
prevention and intervention work by
the police leads to better investigations
and problem-solving, which reduce
crime. Similarly, mental health work¬
ers’ growing understanding of policechild interactions has broad applica¬
tions how communities can achieve.
Dr. Marans says, “This process is the
same as our individual patient work:
the goals are similar, only the tech¬
niques are different.” It's a step toward
ending the cycle of violence. YM

urban violence are illiteracy, high
drop-out rates and poverty.” Steven
Marans, Ph.D., of the Child Study
Center sees violence as an effect of
multiple causes, a “medical and social
outcome” that follows a common
pathway in human development,
interfering with an individual’s and a
group’s social functioning. As a result
of these shared concerns. Dr. Marans
is working with Comer-model
schools in Charlotte, N.C., to coordi¬
nate child services and family care.
With healthy family and emo¬
tional support for a child, individuals
are better prepared to face environ¬
mental dangers like drugs and guns
that confront them in contemporary
American society. As Dr. Comer
views the situation, preparing chil¬
dren to succeed in school and giving
them the confidence to enter the work
force and lead useful lives are essen¬
tial efforts all schools must make to
help students avoid the spiral of fail¬
ure, futility and violent behavior they
see around them. The state of our
nation’s schools offers a window on
contemporary society, so Dr. Comer
and his colleagues try to offer chil¬
dren a positive vision of themselves
by strengthening communities.

Candler M. Gibson
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Preventing violence in New Haven’s schools

By Reginald Mayo, Ph.D.

A

fter parents, schools are a child’s
main influence. A cynic might
say that this is because we have a
captive audience. I say that it places
tremendous responsibility on educa¬
tors and teachers to give children the
tools they need to live meaningful
and productive lives.
When schools are intimidating
and neighborhoods are stressful and
unsafe, children cannot succeed. For
children, schools are the major focal
point for all other agencies with which
they might interact. Out of necessity,
schools become an institutional prior¬
ity for members of the community.
New Haven’s schools are not as
violent as people think. Most inci¬
dents are isolated and do not suggest
a system out of control. Yet I know
that violence affects the lives of
many of the city’s children. I know
this from talking with them, confer¬
ring with school-based mental health
and clinic personnel, and from meet¬
ing with parents. Chief Nicholas
Pastore and I talk daily and, because
of our close working relationship,
we have developed mechanisms to
improve school safety, such as train¬
ing of school security aides by police
officers. We take a firm approach to
violence and intervene when a vio¬
lent incident occurs.
But we also try to break the
cycle of violence in children’s lives
by trying to prevent incidents from
turning violent.
To prevent violence in schools,
we stress alternatives to anti-social
behavior for youngsters. We col¬
laborate with the state Department
of Children and Families to under¬
stand children’s home lives, which
may impair their readiness to learn
in school, and to improve truancy
and drop-out rates. Most drop-outs
occur in the eighth and ninth
grades, often due to family eco¬

nomic stress, low self-esteem, poor
school performance and teen-age
pregnancy. If a child sees violence
daily and also experiences it, vio¬
lence becomes normal behavior and
a child is more likely to be violent
in turn. We must reach all children
and help them understand that they
clo have other options.
Helping the schools are indi¬
viduals from Yale School of Medi¬
cine who want to enhance a school’s
learning environment, often by inte¬
grating interventional and preventive
violence programs. David Schonfeld,
M.D., who developed our AIDS
awareness curriculum for children
below the sixth grade, helped estab¬
lish a crisis intervention manage¬
ment plan for New Haven and other
regional schools. We have worked
closely with James P. Comer, M.D.,
since the 1960s and have incorpo¬
rated the School Development Pro¬
gram into our city’s elementary
schools. I feel particularly fortunate
to have worked with Dr. Comer for a
year during my doctoral studies in
1980-81. In speaking with Edward
Zigler, Ph.D., recently, he and I dis¬
cussed ways to improve regional
Head Start sites.
The Career High School col¬
laboration with the medical school,
which offers students the opportu¬
nity to study anatomy in Yale medi¬
cal school labs, is tremendously
important to our students. The ability
to work with Yale opens children’s
eyes to life’s possibilities. On the
University side, the Yale-New Haven
Teachers Institute has been a tremen¬
dous resource for our teachers, who
study with Yale faculty from many
disciplines each summer to develop
their own teachings and readings for
New Haven students.
Over the last two years, existing
relationships with Yale have been
supported by the University’s leader¬
ship and desire to promote ongoing.

Reginald Mayo, Ph.D.

grassroots collaborations with the
schools. The University’s recently
created Office of New Haven Affairs
has a demonstrated commitment to
work cooperatively with agencies
throughout New Haven. This is
something that was never done be¬
fore! Yale does not seem as isolated
and intimidating to us as it once did.
These efforts reinforce the New
Haven schools’ ability to educate
and prepare the city’s students for
success in life. The schools cannot
do it alone and, in New Haven, all
agencies have begun to implement
systemwide change that will benefit
our children. Even though our so¬
cial problems seem daunting at
times, I am confident that with the
active partnership of the schools.
Mayor DeStefano and Yale Univer¬
sity, we will offer new ways to
share resources citywide to care for
children and families and break the
cycle of violence.
Reginald Mayo, Ph.D., is superinten¬
dent of New Haven schools.

Can we keep our children from being hurt?

M

ost parents cringe just at the
thought of their children suf¬
fering physical and emotional harm.
Protecting their children is one of the
most important parts of their work as
parents. But instead of protecting
their children from harm, some par¬
ents cannot help hurting their chil¬
dren—and those children must be
protected from them.
Many parents do not understand
the seriousness of what they do when
they hurt their children. And children
never can understand why they
should suffer. Many factors contrib¬
ute to the nation's alarming rate of
child abuse. John M. Leventhal,
M.D., a professor in the Department
of Pediatrics and the Child Study
Center at Yale, directs the Child
Abuse Team at Yale-New Haven
Hospital and is a national authority
on the subject. He is also a member
of the Board of Editors of the Yale
Children's Health Letter, a nationally
circulated newsletter. He responded
to a series of questions to guide par¬
ents in understanding the issue.
Q What is “child maltreatment?”
A Physicians use the term “child
maltreatment” to describe physical
abuse, neglect, sexual abuse and
emotional abuse. Professionals car¬
ing for children, such as pediatri¬
cians, nurses, teachers, dentists and
social workers are required to report
suspected cases of maltreatment to
their state child protective service
agency. More than half the cases are
not substantiated, but that may not
mean maltreatment did not occur.

John M. Leventhal, M.D., a graduate
of Tufts Medical School, was a pediat¬
ric intern, resident and chief resident at
Yale from 1973 to 1976 and spent two
years as a fellow at Yale in the Robert
Wood Johnson Clinical Scholars
Program. He is professor of pediat¬
rics and in the Child Study Center.
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The evidence may be unclear, espe¬
cially with children who cannot de¬
scribe their experiences. Of the cases
reported nationally, approximately
one third involve physical abuse,
when parents or others inflict injury
on a child. About half of the cases
are related to neglect, which is a
failure to provide adequate food,
shelter, clothing, medical care or
supervision. Sexual abuse makes up
about 10 to 12 percent of cases, with
the rest of the suspected cases of
maltreatment focusing on emotional
abuse and children “at risk.” Emo¬
tional abuse is the hardest to docu¬
ment. But emotional abuse occurs
whenever the other forms of mal¬
treatment take place and often has
the longest lasting consequences.
Here I want to focus on physical
abuse and neglect. While sexual
abuse attracts much attention, and
deservedly so, it is a separate cat¬
egory of maltreatment to which we
should return in a future issue.
Q How common are physical abuse
and neglect?

A Unfortunately, they are very com¬
mon. There were 3 million cases of
maltreatment of children reported in
America in 1994. The vast majority
of cases occur in homes, not day¬
care centers or schools. Out of the 3
million, 34 percent are substantiated.
In other words, each year around 1
million children, about 15 per 1,000
children, and their families must
receive medical, legal, protective,
social work and psychological ser¬
vices for documented cases of mal¬
treatment. About 1,400 children die
as a result of abuse or neglect each
year. Most of those children were
under age five, half less than a year
old. Around 180,000 children must
be removed from their homes, which
is a very radical measure. And the
rate of reported child maltreatment
cases increases every year.
Part of the rising numbers is
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certainly linked to the increase in
drug abuse and violence in our coun¬
try, but part is also clearly better
recognition by parents and profes¬
sionals. Also, less serious problems,
such as single injuries and not just
severe beatings, are being reported.
Some studies suggest that even as
the rates increase, actual occurrence
of physical abuse may not have
changed substantially over the last
20 years.
Q What leads parents and other
adults to harm children?

A Child abuse is the extreme form of
a difficulty in the parent-child rela¬
tionship. Often, an abusive parent
will have fixed negative feelings
toward the child, really disliking or
rejecting the child. When such a
parent, who is under stress and feels
a loss of control, is upset by a child’s
behavior, such as crying, abuse to¬
ward the child can occur. We know a
number of risk factors that increase
the likelihood of a child getting hurt
in a family. Having been abused as a
child is one. Others factors include
parenting by teen-agers, unemploy¬
ment, an impoverished environment,
drug abuse, alcoholism and an atmo¬
sphere of violence. For instance, the
cocaine epidemic has increased the
actual occurrence of neglect.
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There are a variety of other pres¬
sures even economically well-off
families face that can affect how
parents care for their children and
can result in anger and violence
toward children. These include mari¬
tal discord and domestic violence
between spouses, illness or physical
disabilities in the child or parent, and
isolated families without any outside
emotional and social supports.
Q What are the signs of physical
abuse?

A The most apparent signal that
something is not right are unex¬
plained injuries. Bruises or bums in
unusual places, such as the face and
neck area, or other injuries that are
not normally seen for a child of that
age, such as bone fractures in chil¬
dren who have not learned to walk.
Active preschoolers fall often and
will bang their knees and shins and
maybe their chin, but black eyes from
falls are not normal. Don't be sur¬
prised if your child who got a black
eye when struck with a ball is asked
at school how it happened. Teachers
should ask, just as parents should ask
their children who come home from
day-care centers or school with
bruises, how that happened.
Other signs may be
more difficult to spot and
harder to interpret. For in¬
stance, children who have
been abused may treat
their peers in physically
more violent ways, or
they may play out the abuse at
playtime. Be careful in looking at such
behavior because some children are
simply more aggressive in their play.
Children who have been hurt may
have more trouble adjusting at school
or day care. Young children with an
excessive fear of a particular day-care
worker could be showing fear of
harm. Again, differentiating between
normal separation anxiety and exces¬
sive fear may be difficult. However,

don't ignore early warning signs,
make inquiries and assure yourself
about your child’s safety, if only for
your own peace of mind.
Q What can I do to prevent my child
from being abused?
A Most abuse happens in the home.
If you have yourself been a victim of
abuse or find yourself unable to stop
yourself from hurting your child or
someone else’s, seek help. If you are
under stress and have persistent
rejecting feelings toward your child,
counseling can help. Work on devel¬
oping a wider support network. Iso¬
lation breeds conditions in which
anger may get out of control. If you
worry about your spouse’s anger,
you need to address the issue. Con¬
fronting it directly may be necessary.
Adults who were abused as children
are themselves at risk for abusing
children, and they should seek help
if they feel they may hurt a child.
Cool off before you discipline a
child. Spanking is not a recom¬
mended method of discipline, but if
you choose to strike a child, never do
it in anger. Never strike a child with
an object, never strike a child hard
enough to leave a mark, and only
spank the bottom. If you find yourself

particular individual. If you worry
about the safety of a day-care center,
you will never feel happy about your
child’s situation until you have
placed the child in another setting. If
your child has a suspicious injury,
ask your physician to see the child.
He or she may feel it is appropriate
to make a report to the state’s child
protective service agency.
Q If 1 worry that my child or some¬
one else’s may be the victim of
abuse, what should I do?

A If you find unexplained or suspi¬
cious injuries on your child, or if
your child makes statements that
arouse concerns, see a pediatrician
or other medical professional who
has been trained to identify possible
intentional injuries. If you believe a
child you know may be suffering
from abuse or neglect, you can seek
assistance for that child, even with¬
out giving your name. One option is
to call the state child protective ser¬
vice agency and discuss filing an
anonymous report. If you do this, the
state will send a caseworker to the
child’s home.
The National Committee to Pre¬
vent Child Abuse (NCPCA) can also
inform you about your options for
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spanking your child more than once a
week, seek help in finding more ef¬
fective means of discipline. Ask your
physician about ways to cope with
the special difficulties of your parentchild relationship.
Outside the home, monitor your
child for any possible indications
that something is amiss, such as a
suspicious injury, sudden change in
behavior, angry and aggressive play
with peers, or excessive fear of a
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help. You can reach a trained repre¬
sentative at the toll-free number,
800-CHILDREN. The NCPCA also
provides information on local chap¬
ters of Parents Anonymous, a selfhelp organization for parents having
difficulties with their children.
Reprinted with permission
Yale Children’s Health Letter.
For information or to subscribe
call 1-800-829-0417.
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ith all of the actual dangers in a
child’s world—violent homes,
neighborhoods and schools—isn’t it
a bit beside the point to claim that
violence on television promotes anti¬
social behaviors in children? No, it is
not, according to Dorothy and
Jerome Singer, co-directors of Yale’s
Family Television Research and Con¬
sultation Center. Their research on
the effects of television viewing on
pre-schoolers, conducted through
extensive studies of children in nurs¬
ery schools around the country, estab¬
lishes a link between violence in
shows like Mighty Morphin Power
Rangers and G.I. Joe and heightened
aggressive behavior in children.
“The evidence is fairly clear that
heavy television viewing is associ¬
ated with later aggressive behavior,”
says Jerome L. Singer, Ph.D., pro¬
fessor of psychology and in the
Child Study Center. Because many
programs on television—even shows
geared toward children—are violent,
children ages 3 to 5 who watch four
or more hours of television each day
exhibit the kind of disruptive behav¬
ior they observe TV characters en¬
acting. Hitting, yelling and knock¬
ing over toys or other children are
some of the ways that disruptive
children behave as a result of over¬
exposure to television.
“Imitation is the issue,” says
Dr. Singer. “Children who watch
Power Rangers imitate the kicking
and karate chops they see on TV,
literally punching other children,”
he says. His wife agrees: “Children
who are heavy TV viewers do not
develop their imaginative and cre¬
ative skills as rapidly as other chil¬
dren with more modest TV diets.
Television makes it harder for chil¬
dren to distinguish between reality
and fantasy,” says Dorothy Singer,
Ed.D., research scientist in psychol¬
ogy and in the Child Study Center.
The Singers offer several ideas

Is television
a danger
to the health
of children?
for turning television into a positive
influence for children. Among these
suggestions are monitoring a child’s
TV viewing and watching programs
with the child, discussing both the
positive messages and, when vio¬
lence is seen, the child’s understand¬
ing and feelings about it. "Research
has shown that disclaimers shown
prior to a television show actually
discourage kids from watching vio¬
lent shows,” says Dorothy Singer.
Public television, according to the
Singers, has excellent non-violent
programming that can indeed be
good for children. For example,
Barney and Friends, despite the
distaste some parents harbor toward
the purple dinosaur, may well be an
even better learning tool than
Sesame Street.

“Programs should be entertaining
and educational. We have found that
Barney and Friends leads to educa¬
tional gains for children,” says
Jerome Singer. As the Singers have
evaluated individual programs, they
have found that the use of imagina¬
tion and imaginative play helps de¬
velop sharing, civility and courtesy,
as opposed to overt aggression. In a
recent visit with Reed Hundt, chair¬
man of the Federal Communications
Commission, the Singers argued for
more local programs for children,
instead of reliance solely on national
children’s programming. The Singers
often meet with parent and teacher
groups to present the case for quality
television programming for children
and suggest ways for parents and
teachers to maximize TV’s educa¬
tional and entertainment benefits.
The Singers have helped el¬
ementary school teachers develop
lesson plans for discussing television

programs with children and are
working in high schools to “create
critical viewers” who can understand
the messages contained in adult pro¬
gramming. The Singers currently
collaborate with the National Acad¬
emy of Television Arts and Sciences
to promote schools’ use of these
lesson plans for high-school stu¬
dents. Children are at risk from
violent television because they
“watch, copy and imitate what’s on,
often without what we call a ’medi¬
ating parent,’ ” explains Dorothy
Singer. “This is someone who gets
involved with a child’s TV viewing
and takes the time to explain what is
being shown.”
Jerome Singer believes that, in
10 to 15 years, television will offer
more interactivity and opportunities
to develop “constructive, positive
learning experiences for children.
Television in its present form is not
a subtle medium. You can’t practice
with it,” he says. Interactive media
now emerging may provide useful
learning opportunities, and the CDROMs of the future, he adds, will
be used for teaching in ways that we
can only imagine today. But some
new technologies—video games
with violent themes, for example—
breed aggressive behavior and are
often inappropriate for children.
Dorothy Singer believes that elec¬
tronic signal blockers, such as the
V-chip that scrambles programming
coded as inappropriate for children,
will not solve the problem. She says,
“Kids are sophisticated with comput¬
ers and will figure out the technol¬
ogy. There is no substitute for paren¬
tal involvement.”
Candler M. Gibson
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Political
paranoia
and the

radical right
The ‘common knowledge of many political cults would support a diagnosis
of paranoia. But often, groups are more paranoid than their members
’

By ierrold M. Post, M.D. ’60
Since completing his post¬
graduate training in psychiatry,
Jerrold Post, M.D. '60, has been
concerned with psychiatry’ “beyond
the couch, ” applications of psychiat¬
ric knowledge to international af¬
fairs. He founded the U.S.
government’s Center for the Analysis
of Personality and Political Behav¬
ior, and now directs the Political
Psychology Program at the George
Washington University, where he is
professor of psychiatry, political
psychology and international affairs.
This article is excerpted from his
forthcoming book Political Paranoia:
The Psychopolitics of Hatred (with
Robert Robins) to be published by
Yale University Press, and was the
basis for a lecture presented to the
1995 medical Alumni/ae Reunion
Weekend seminars.
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he most interpersonal of
mental disturbances, para¬
noid illnesses readily lend
themselves to the world of
politics. Enemies are a central fea¬
ture of politics—and of the psycho¬
logical world of the paranoid.
The paranoid lives in a world of
danger, the center of malevolent atten¬
tion. This ever-present danger concen¬
trates his senses. Warily on guard at all
times, knowing he is under unrelenting
surveillance, his every move observed,
he knows that letting down his guard
for even a minute may be fatal. Like a
submarine on patrol in hostile wa¬
ters, its periscope constantly scan¬
ning the horizon for the enemy, the
paranoid searches just as constantly
for subtle clues of danger, for he
knows he is surrounded by enemies
out to destroy him.
Extreme suspiciousness is the
hallmark of the paranoid and it is this
obsession with danger that dominates
his reasoning and his appraisal of his
environment. The paranoid has a
fixed conclusion of danger in search
of confirming evidence and interprets
perceptions according to pre-existing
ideas, lending a rigid and highly bi¬
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ased quality to his never-ending
search. The most minute clues that
support his conspiratorial thesis are
avidly seized upon. He dismisses
even the strongest contradicting evi¬
dence, knowing any apparently reas¬
suring material is sham, designed to
lull him into dangerous complacency.
But the paranoid is too smart to be
thrown off. The apparently contra¬
dictory facts only serve as proof of
how clever and sinister his oppo¬
nents really are. He knows the dan¬
ger is there.
The paranoid cannot afford to
question his fixed conclusion, for it is
psychologically essential to his emo¬
tional well-being. He cannot face the
underlying shame of his insignifi¬
cance, and “proving” that he is the
center of a conspiratorial plot reas¬
sures him: “I was sure that I didn’t
amount to much. Now I can see I
must be pretty important since all this
fuss is being made over me. They are
the reason things go wrong for me. If
it weren’t for them ... I’d be fine.”
The paranoid “they” is a unifying
concept that provides certainty about
the subject's importance and provides
an external reason for his failures.
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Like individuals, groups can

develop explanatory paranoid theo¬
ries. And when paranoid groups focus
their attention on the enemy in their
midst, it can lead to political violence.
This was the case on April 19, 1995,
the day that America lost its sense of
invulnerability to terrorism. The ex¬
plosion in the World Trade Center on
Feb. 26, 1993, had dented the wall of
denial that permitted the majority of
Americans to feel confident that “It
can't happen here.” But that was an
act by Islamic fundamentalist terror¬
ists with international connections.
The bomb that destroyed the federal
building in Oklahoma City not only
claimed 167 lives, it also shattered
the wall of denial. In the immortal
words of Walt Kelley’s Pogo, “We
have met the enemy and he is us.”
This was the very heartland of the
United States, and the devastating
explosion was apparently perpetrated
by American citizens consumed with
rage against the federal government.
Not only was our sense of invulner¬
ability ripped away, but a troubling
mind-set within the American politi¬
cal landscape was brought forcibly to
our attention—that of the paranoid
radical right, especially the militia
movement.
Three themes militias share in
common are a strong belief in the
right to bear firearms, intense distrust
and fear of the federal government,
and collective paranoid beliefs. State¬
ments of John Trochmann, co¬
founder of the Militia of Montana,
capture these three themes. Despite
numerous death threats, Trochmann
avers he will not be deterred from his
mission to uncover the hidden plot by
government authorities to disarm
average citizens and violate their
constitutional rights.
According to Trochmann, “We
are facing enemies foreign and do¬
mestic. The creeping gradualism of
the last 50 years of a one-world take¬
over of America, of the destruction
of our national sovereignty, has
greatly accelerated. If and when the
federal government decides to con¬
fiscate weapons, people will band
together to stop them. They are not
going to give up their guns.”
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The paranoid is too
smart to be thrown off.
The apparently
con tradictory facts
only serve as proof of
how clever and
sinister his opponents
really are. He knows
the danger is there.

The federal government,

according to conspiracy theories
shared by the militias, wants to totally
control the lives of citizens and will
crush those who resist by any means,
including United Nations troops us¬
ing old Soviet military equipment.
While most members are white, white
supremacy is not the unifying belief
of the militias. Fiercely independent
and resenting control of any kind,
they share a conviction that the U.S.
government will undo American de¬
mocracy. These self-styled patriots
believe that well-armed, grass-roots
paramilitary organizations offer the
only protection against the tyranny to
come, the tyranny already present in
the minds of many. The intensive
paramilitary training of the militias
is to defend against the secret elites
that plan an apocalyptic takeover of
the United States, under the auspices
of the United Nations or NATO.
(Considering the feckless incoherent
response of the U.N. and NATO to
the genocidal conflict in Bosnia, that
a central component of the conspira¬
torial belief is a well-orchestrated
plan under the auspices of the U.N.
demonstrates the rigid power of
paranoid ideas.)
In addition to hatred of the gov¬
ernment and a refusal to recognize
its legitimacy, a central component
of the conspiratorial ideas which
consume the militias is the immi¬
nence of a takeover by conspirators
of a New World Order. The thrust of
this theory is that world history has
been orchestrated for hundreds of
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years by a small, self-serving group.
They were behind the French Revolu¬
tion, the European revolutions of
1848, the Communist revolution of
1917 and the Great Depression. They
have been identified as the Illuminati,
the Freemasons and international
bankers. Pat Robertson’s New World
Order replays this theory. According
to Robertson, the “globalists” and
members of such groups as the TriLateral Commission have a secret
agenda: to develop a socialist, oneworld government under the U.N. and
to subordinate the United States to
this New World Order.
As evidence of the New World
Order conspiracy, militia members
cite as well-known facts that the bar
codes on Federal highway signs are
secret codes for the United Nations
army when it moves in to take over
the country. They also speak omi¬
nously of the continuing surveillance,
by hovering black helicopters as well
as satellites. Flow is the surveillance
maintained? Timothy McVeigh, ar¬
rested and indicted for the Oklahoma
bombing, and many militia members
have spoken with conviction of a
microchip implanted in their buttocks
to send signals to orbiting satellites.
The Nov. 23, 1994, issue of Rel¬
evance featured an article by a physi¬
cian, the conspiracy theorist Phillips
O’Halloran, on The Syringe Implant¬
able Biochip, described as a “fear¬
some potential threat in the surveil¬
lance arsenal.” The biochip, when
implanted under the skin of the sub¬
ject, “will emit low-frequency FM
radio waves that can travel great dis¬
tances, e.g. several miles up into
space to an orbiting satellite. The
transmission would provide informa¬
tion on the exact location of the
‘chipee’: his latitude, longitude, and
elevation to within a few feet any¬
where on the planet. The concept of
injecting a tracking biochip into one’s
body would probably strike most
people as bizarre and repulsive. Nev¬
ertheless, members of that elite caste

JerroldM. Post, M.D., is a frequent
commentator on political psychology.
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What shall we make of individuals

who read secret meanings into bar
codes on highways signs, imagine
black helicopters hovering above
them, and believe they have been
implanted with microchips? If an
individual were to report such ideas
in a clinician’s office, he would be
diagnosed promptly as suffering a
severe paranoid disorder.
In fact, delusions of influence
are a common symptom of paranoid
disorders. The afflicted individual
comes to believe that his thoughts
and actions are being controlled by
others. In The Influencing Machine,
Victor Tausk describes the paranoid
delusion that thoughts are controlled
by electro-magnetic or radio waves.
Interestingly, this delusion has kept
apace with modern technology, and
currently the influencing delusions
in vogue are control by space-based
lasers or satellites sending electronic
signals. Surveillance by the biochip
from satellite would seem to fit this
paradigm nicely.
But in the militias, groups adhere
to these beliefs, accepted as common
knowledge. It is my impression that
this is more a phenomenon of social
psychology than of individual psy¬
chopathology, that the groups in ef¬
fect are more exaggeratedly paranoid
than their members. They hear their
leaders repeat these “facts” and are
exposed to common messages in both
print and electronic media.
The propagation of messages of
hatred and conspiracy have gone
high-tech, and militia members com¬
municate via the Internet. There are
reportedly some 300 “paranoid/liber¬
tarian” computer bulletin boards or
forums. An item on the ait.conspiracy
Usenet newsgroup was headlined
Clinton Orders Okla. Bombing?

A leading conspiracy propagan¬
dist is Mark Koemke of Dexter,
Mich., who has broadcast The Intelli¬
gence Report every Thursday evening
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on short-wave radio carried by
World Wide Christian Radio.
Koemke has stated on the air that
the government will enforce the
New World Order with a national
police force made up of National
Guard units, foreign troops includ¬
ing Nepalese Ghurkas, and Los
Angeles street gangs. Koernke’s
radio show sign-off was “Death to
the New World Order! We shall
prevail!” He had warned that de¬
tention centers were being con¬
structed in Oklahoma City and
other places, and that U.N. and
NATO military vehicles were al¬
ready on the move within U.S.
borders. The secret instructions for
the U.N. troops were in bar codes
on the back of stop signs and fed¬
eral road signs. Koemke, known as
Mark from Michigan, railed
against U.S. Attorney General
Jerrold M. Post, M.D., discusses
Janet Reno as “the butcher of
political terrorism in a seminar during
Waco” and suggested that the fed¬
Alumni/ae Reunion Weekend in June.
eral government might have been
behind the Oklahoma blast. This
idea gained wide currency in the
paganda in the militia movement,
militia movement. “If they would
founded the Militia of Montana as a
blow up one of their own buildings,
result of the April 19, 1993, federal
who knows what they could do to
raid on the Branch Davidian com¬
militias?” The network canceled
pound in Waco, Texas, and the kill¬
ing by federal agents of the wife
Koemke’s broadcast after the Okla¬
homa City bombing.
and child of Idaho survivalist
Randy Weaver during a standoff in
A manual distributed by the Mili¬
1992. The confrontations between
tia of Montana, the MOD Training
the federal government and the
Manual both provides biblical and
Branch Davidians in Waco and
ideological justification for a guerilla
Randy Weaver in Idaho have as¬
war and precise instructions on how
sumed mythic power for the mili¬
to conduct it, including instructions
tias. That the bombing of the fed¬
for making and setting explosives,
eral building in Oklahoma City
undertaking a campaign of domestic
occurred on the second anniversary
teiTorism, coordinating sabotage at¬
of the Waco raid is not a coinci¬
tacks to cripple the economy of the
country, assassinating public officials,
dence. April 19 is also the date of
the Battle of Lexington during the
and destroying “the firms and proper¬
Revolutionary War, an inspira¬
ties of people that are not Ameri¬
tional date for right-wing groups; it
cans.” (It may be that MOD stands
is also the false date Timothy
for something like Ministry of De¬
McVeigh gave for his birth on a
fense, but the Militia of Montana
rental-car record.
mysteriously refuses to reveal what
Federal gun-control laws have
the initials stand for.)
only heightened the fears of
The leader of the Militia of
Trochmann and his followers, for
Montana, David Trochmann, who
they are designed, according to
resembles an Old Testament
Trochmann, “to bring us down to the
prophet, has acknowledged distrib¬
status of a Third World nation. Fear
uting the manuals. Trochmann, the
the government that fears your
chief distributor of conspiracy pro¬
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Harry Bishop

of morally liberated social planners
and ethically detached policy analysts
which chart your futures may have
other ideas.”

guns.” Fiercely opposed to the fed¬
eral government’s intrusions into the
lives of citizens, Trochmann believes
a new world government is being
formed through the United Nations,
and that once it is formed, its agents,
including the U.S. president, will
declare martial law in order to con¬
fiscate weapons from individuals.
The militias are a loosely affili¬
ated movement, by no means a uni¬
form organization sharing the same
ideological tenets. While only a
minority of the militias are explicitly
racist, 45 militias in 22 states have
links to white supremacist groups.
Many of the militias adhere to
Christian Identity ideology. Christian
Identity is a pseudo-Christian belief
system which holds that Aryans are
the true chosen people, descending
from Eve’s relations with Adam, the
so-called Adamic line, while the Jews
are the spawn of the devil, descendants
of Eve’s relations with the serpent.
The paramilitary training of those
militias steeped in Christian Identity
beliefs is preparation for the final
battle between the forces of good and
the forces of Satan. For them, the
illegitimate government is under the
control of ZOG, the Zionist Occupied
Government. There are also linkages
to the so-called survivalist movement,
which considers any government unit
over the level of the local sheriff as
illegitimate. The survivalists advocate
firearms and survival training to help
prepare its members for Armageddon.
While not all militia members
believe in the U.N. takeover and the
coming apocalyptic struggle, a unify¬
ing theme for the angry mix is fierce
resentment and distrust of the govern¬
ment which they consider illegitimate.
In their testimony before Con¬
gress on June 15, 1995, five leaders
of the militias described themselves
as ordinary people who loved the
Constitution, feared Government
abuse and owned guns only to protect
themselves. Expressing fear that the
government was out of control, they
gave voice to a number of extreme
theories, including the belief that the
Government was using “weathercontrol techniques so the new world
order could starve millions of Ameri¬
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cans,” causing up to 85 tornadoes to
disorient heartland America.

The power and malign design

attributed to the U.S. government are
central components of this mind-set.
This attribution of power, identifying
the outside enemy as the holder of
power, with the concomitant feeling
of powerlessness are central features
of the psychology of political para¬
noia. External threats have been
substituted for internal threats and
weakness. The monster within, the
unbearable internal feeling, has been
projected outward, a process that
contributes to and reinforces the
perception of persecution by power¬
ful enemies. Observed in microcosm
in terrorist groups, these powerful
feelings are at the heart of mass
movements, revolutions and may
come to characterize entire nations.
Through the polarization of the
environment into “good" and “bad”
imagery, political leaders possess
the power to externalize internal
dangers and make the act of defend¬
ing against and destroying the pro¬
jected “monsters” a common good
for the society, legitimating defen¬
sive aggression.
Externalizing an intrapsychic
threat into an objective danger often
takes the form of a tragic search for
an enemy. In this construction of
group identity and group meaning, a
charismatic leader can provide the
sense making explanation for the
overwhelmed group, identifying an
illusory enemy as responsible for the
group’s vulnerability and weakness.
The explanation is restitutive and
comforting for the paranoid group
and the paranoid social movement,
because according to the explanation
it is not the group which is at fault
rather it is “them," the external en¬
emy. For the extremists of the radical
right, it is the federal government
that has been identified as the enemy,
with the tragedy in Oklahoma City as
the dreadful consequence. YM
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A Charitable
Annuity:
The YSM gift
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In exchange for a gift
of $5,000 or more,
the School of Medicine
can offer you,
or you and your spouse,
a fixed annual
income for life.
Your age(s) and market
rates of interest determine
your income level.
Current sample rates:

Age(s)

Rate

One life

55
66
77

4.7%
5.8%
8.0%

Two lives

66/65
75/74
82/79

4.7%
5.8%
7.0%
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(203) 737-2489
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History

A long,
hard job
in the

Pacific

Yales 39th General Hospital Unit fought
tirelessly to aid the fallen of World War II

W

By Karen Baar

hen Max Taffel, M.D. ’31, arrived in New
Zealand in late 1942 to care for injured American
soldiers, the Yale-educated surgeon was in for a
surprise. The physician he replaced, who had
been the only one available to treat the
neurosurgical patients, was a urologist.
The urologist was coping but he was relieved to
see Dr. Taffel, a general surgeon who had received
special training in thoracic and neurological surgery.
“There was a scarcity of trained neurosurgeons in
those early days. The few that were available were
sent to the European theater,” recalls Dr. Taffel, one of
the surviving members of the
39th General Hospital Unit—
also known as the Yale Unit—
during World War II. Dr. Taffel
remained the only doctor in
the South Pacific theater treat¬
ing neurosurgical casualties
until 1945, by which time
victory in Europe had freed
additional medical officers
for Pacific duty.
Fifty years ago this fall,
members of the 39th returned
home from their station in the
Pacific. For more than three
years, without replacements or
relief, the unit’s staff had cared for tens of thousands of
patients at posts first in Auckland and, later, on the
island of Saipan. From there, American forces launched
the massive and bloody invasions of Iwo Jima and

Karen Barr is a free-lance writer in Woodbridge, Conn.
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Okinawa. Returning casualties kept the Yale
Unit working at full tilt for months.
Academic medical units had their origin
in World War I, when more than 25 medical
schools sent mobile surgical units overseas—
Yale, Harvard and Johns Hopkins among
them. These portable hospitals were staffed
by members of the medical officer reserve
corps, which had been created in 1908. The
units supplemented the military’s medical
system by providing what was called “thirdechelon care,” or treatment away from the
fighting front. During the 1930s the concept
changed; instead of a mobile operation, the
goal was to develop a fairly large general
hospital, still staffed by reservists, that would
be available for mobilization in the event of
war and could be located as close to the front
as possible.
More than 100 units answered the call
during World War II. After the war, the reserve-based medical system was changed.
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Photos provided
by Max Taffel, M.D.,
and the family
of Charles A. Breck, M.D.

Members of the 39th
General Hospital Unit,
organized and largely
staffed by Yale physicians
and nurses, salute the flag
at the opening of the unit’s
first field hospital, in
Auckland, New Zealand,
on Feb. 7, 1943.
Below: an aerial view of
the hospital compound in
New Zealand.
Opposite page: Max Taffel,
M.D., right, commanding
officer of the unit and a
1931 graduate of the
School of Medicine, with
a fellow officer.

While military general hospitals still exist, and
were mobilized as recently as the Persian Gulf War,
they are not at present formally affiliated with spe¬
cific medical schools.
Yale’s hospital, named for its World War I
predecessor, the 39th Mobile Surgical Hospital,
was to have 1,000 beds and would be staffed by
physicians in all of the surgical specialties and the
necessary medical specialties. The plan was to
give early, complete care to the sick and wounded
as soon as possible, then send the troops home or
back to the front.
Starting in September 1940, volunteers from the
medical school and New Haven Hospital began orga¬
nizing the unit, recruiting volunteers and assembling
materials they would need. James C. Fox, M.D.,
professor of neurology at the medical school, was
appointed chief of medicine and temporary director
of the unit (a career army officer took command once
the unit was mobilized). Ashley W. Oughterson,
M.D., professor of surgery, was appointed chief of
the surgical service and Dr. Taffel as aide to the
unit’s commanding officer. Among his duties, Dr.
Fall 1995
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| n January 1945, the Yale Unit
arrived on the Pacific island of
Saipan as plans for the invasion of
Iwo Jima were completed. The fol¬
lowing is the recollection of Max
Taffel, M.D. ’31, then a major in the
Army and the neurosurgeon for the
39th General Hospital Unit.

On Saipan,
hope for the
casualties
of Iwo Jima
and Okinawa
Max Taffel M.D., above,
at the Yale Unit's first
hospital in New Zealand.
The unit would move to the
island of Saipan in January
1945 to care for the casualties

(

of the battles of Iwo Jima
and, later, Okinawa.

t

Opposite: Charles Breck,
M.D., right, with fellow
surgeons, a patient, and
the soldier's captured
Japanese flag.

Iwo Jima is a tiny island, 4
miles long and 2 miles wide, a
speck of volcanic rock and ash in a
vast ocean. It was in the battle for
this island that the Marines suffered
one of their heaviest losses, and that
our hospital faced its greatest chal¬
lenge. The Japanese were keenly
aware of the strategic importance of
the island. Aiming to convert it into
an impregnable fortress, they bur¬
rowed miles of tunnels and built
hundreds of concrete emplacements
and bunkers. Bombardment of the
island for 72 days before the inva¬
sion, from the air and the sea, with
thousands of tons of explosives did
not succeed in appreciably weaken¬
ing the Japanese defenses or lower¬
ing the morale of their soldiers.
When the Marines landed on the
beaches on Feb.
19,
1945, they
were attacked from
all directions with
murderous
fire.
The number of ca¬
sualties was stag¬
gering. The savage
combat continued
for 26 days with
unabated fury, un¬
til March 16, when
the island was at
last declared to be secure. The battle
was won with great valor and hero¬
ism, but also with great sacrifice.
Seventy-five thousand Marines were
engaged in the fighting. The final
toll was 25,851 wounded and, of
these, 6,821 dead.

About 600 miles of ocean sepa¬
rate Iwo Jima from Saipan. The first
contingent of casualties reached us
about 10 days after the onset of the
battle. It was on a clear Saturday
evening when the Solace, a hospital
ship, overloaded with its precious
cargo, eased its way into Saipan har¬
bor. It took all night to transport the
wounded from the ship to the hospi¬
tal. By early Sunday morning, we had
admitted close to 900 patients. I my¬
self had nearly 100 of them, most of
them with severe cranio-cerebral and
spinal cord injuries.
We spent all of Sunday getting our
bearings, dealing with acute problems,
and sorting out the dying from those
for whom there was hope for survival
and some measure of recovery.
On Monday, all the surgeons
began to operate. From then on, and
until long after the battle of
Okinawa, we were in the operating
room day after day, from dawn until
deep into the night, desperately try¬
ing to keep up with the unremitting
influx of ever more wounded. Our
internists and nurses were no less
busy on the wards, giving post-op¬
erative care and
looking after our
patients in addi¬
tion to their own.
Many of the
cranial and spinal
operations were
performed under
local anesthesia,
and I, fortunately,
did not often
need to tie up an
anesthesiologist.
Three years of attrition of our per¬
sonnel, due to illness or family prob¬
lems at home, left us short-handed.
My operating team consisted of a
circulating nurse, a scrub-nurse and
myself. There were no assistants.
Max Taffel

Taffel was responsible for corre¬
spondence between the War Depart¬
ment and the Yale Unit and for per¬
sonnel recruitment.
Organization of the unit quick¬
ened after the bombing of Pearl
Harbor on Dec. 7, 1941. By the
summer of 1942, all of the members
of the unit were on active duty; they
reported for basic training in Camp
Edwards, Mass., on July 15. "By
that time we practically had our
complete quota of personnel,” says
Dr. Taffel. Not all of the medical
staff were Yale faculty; many of the
physicians were surgeons and inter¬
nists practicing in the community,
and the nurses came from Hartford
and Boston as well as from Yale. In
all, according to Dr. Taffel, the unit
comprised 45 physicians, 100
nurses, 20 physical therapists, dieti¬
tians, representatives from the Red
Cross, 8 medical administrators, 6
dentists and 600 enlisted men.
In September 1942, the group
traveled to Camp Stoneman, Calif.,
the staging area for the Pacific war.
So great were fears of sabotage that
their itinerary was kept a secret; the
group traveled by circuitous routes
on two trains, each with a full
complement of staff, so that even if
one train was lost, it would still be
possible to fully staff a hospital.
In November, the unit left Cali¬
fornia under cover of darkness as
part of a six-ship convoy protected
at times by an airplane, a cruiser and
a destroyer; it arrived in Auckland
on Nov. 22, 1942. Until the unit’s
hospital, which was being built by
New Zealanders, was completed,
some of the medical officers and
nurses were sent to help out in a
small naval hospital in Auckland.
The Yale Unit hospital opened
on Feb. 7, 1943, admitting 164
patients. The hospital rapidly ex¬
panded from its initial 1,000 beds;
there were 2,159 patients by Octo¬
ber and ultimately there were 3,000
beds, according to Richard W.
Breck, M.D. ’45, a Wallingford,
Conn., practitioner who researched
the unit for a talk at his 45th class
reunion in 1990.
Dr. Breck’s older cousin, the late
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Charles A. Breck, M.D. ’30, was a
major in the unit, anxious to serve in
the war and eager to help those who
fell ill. “It was a good medical experi¬
ence for a young doctor,” says the
younger Dr. Breck. “He didn't take
care of any battle injuries because he
was in medicine, not surgery, but (the
troops) had malaria, jungle rot and
scrub typhus.” Medical staff also
treated psychiatric problems stemming
from combat and conducted research
on the conditions they treated.
When the unit arrived in
Auckland, the battle of Guadalcanal
was raging and its casualties flowed
steadily into the care of the 39th.
Throughout the first two years,
wounded troops came from many of
the Solomon Islands. By the time the
hospital in Auckland closed on Nov.
20, 1944, a total of 23,415 patients
had received care.
When Saipan was taken in July
1944 and the fighting in the Pacific
shifted north and west toward Japan,
the unit was moved, arriving in
Saipan on Jan. 27, 1945. The battle of
Iwo Jima began less than a month
later. Hundreds of casualties began to
arrive and the constant flow contin¬
ued for months. (See On Saipan,
hope for the casualties... Page 34)
The battle for Okinawa followed
Iwo Jima and the frenzied level of
activity continued until August. Be¬
ginning in June, however, after the
war in Europe had ended, working
conditions improved. Until then, with
a few exceptions, the same personnel
that had shipped out from Camp
Stoneman three years earlier were
still staffing the hospital—there had
not been a single replacement, and no
rest and recreation for anyone. Now,
for the first time, personnel replace¬
ments began to arrive and the unit
gained better access to medications
and supplies.
When supplies were short, ac¬
cording to Joseph D’Esopo, M.D.,
who now lives in North Branford,
Conn., physicians in the unit had
been able to procure oxygen from the
Air Corps. “We introduced the use of
oxygen at the bedside for chest cases
(soldiers with chest wounds),” says
Dr. D’Esopo. “That was really a tri-
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Letter from
Auckland
Only a few records of the 39th
General Hospital Unit survived
the typhoon that struck the unit in
late 1945 on Saipan, after most of
the staff and patients had left the
camp. This letter, from Com¬
manding Officer Max Taffel,
M.D., to Professor of Medicine
John Peters, M.D., written on the
eve of the units move to Saipan,
is the only piece of correspon¬
dence remaining, according
to Dr. Taffel.

8 December 1944
Dear Doctor Peters:
I was very glad to get your
letter. Many thanks for your kind
felicitations and for all your good
wishes. The events of the past
three months are still unreal to
me and I often look at myself and
wonder whether it is indeed I
upon whom so much good for¬
tune has been bestowed. I am not
unmindful of the duties and re¬
sponsibilities that go with this
good fortune, and I hope that I
may have the necessary wisdom
and understanding to fulfill these
obligations in the proper manner.
Our professional functions
have diminished a great deal in
recent months. Long distances
now separate us from the nests of
fighting in this half of the world,
and it is no longer practical to
transport battle casualties to us.
The legend tells us that
Mohammed once found himself
in a similar predicament in re¬
spect of “the mountain.” All indi¬
cations are that the solution of
that historical predicament will at
some time in the future be ap¬
plied to us. Regardless of the
fluctuations in hospital admis¬
sions, my own activities continue
at a more or less even keel, and I
manage to keep busy. I seem to
have a positive chemotaxis for

Nurses in the 39th
General Hospital
Unit stand at
attention before
morning
calisthenics.

assignments of the classical “in addi¬
tion to your other duties” variety,
and there are always investigations
and reports of one sort or other that
fall to my lot. By “special order” I
have been transferred from the left to
the right side of the arena at courtsmartial. I am sure you will under¬
stand what I mean when I say that, in
general, such a direction of shift is
not in accord with my natural incli¬
nations and impulses. In this specific
instance the shift meant that I
dropped my cloak as defense coun¬
sel and stepped into the new role of
trial-judge-advocate, or prosecuting
attorney in behalf of the United
States Government. Where I for¬
merly pleaded for justice and more
often mercy, I now beat my fists on
the table and demand a pound of
flesh for Uncle Sam. This is less to
my liking, for I find it far easier on
my soul to defend the innocent than
to prosecute the guilty.
My latest assignment may be
considered an atavistic return to the
Camp Edwards' days of 1942. I
became again the recreational and
drill master for the nurses and spent
four full afternoons of the week
putting them through the paces in
calisthenics, close order drill and
organized athletics.
In respect of my professional
pursuits, you probably know that I

have been the neurosurgeon for the
unit and that I also dipped my hand,
as the occasion arose, into general
surgery, and even—mirabile
dictu!—into internal medicine. The
opportunities and facilities for labo¬
ratory research are practically non¬
existent and are limited almost ex¬
clusively to the field of bacteriology,
which employs such non-spaceoccupying and such easily available
apparatus as test tubes, plates, incu¬
bators and media. There is very little
investigative work being done in this
entire country (population only
about 1.6 million), and that work, as
one would expect, is confined to the
single medical school, which is
about 150 miles to the south of us. I
have, however, kept my own records
on the cases in my service and have
been able to prepare two clinical
reports: a brief paper on the treat¬
ment of peripheral nerve injuries,
and another one on cerebral concus¬
sion and contusion. These have been
forwarded to higher authority
through the usual military channels.
My curricular studying has con¬
sisted chiefly of trying to keep abreast
of medical progress as revealed in
medical journals. The Army has sup¬
plied us liberally with most of the
significant journals and I, as librarian,
have supplemented the Army list with
such periodicals as the J.C.I. and the

Proc. Soc. Biol, and Med.

Extracurricularly my attention has, of
course, been focused on the military
progress of the war and on the subtle
(and sometimes not so subtle) changes
in political, social and economic
idealogies which, now that ultimate
victory seems assured, we as well as
our allies are rapidly adopting. With¬
out going into details, I may say that
much of that which is happening on
the stage and behind the scenes in this
tragicomedy of international relations
is very disquieting to me and augurs ill
both for a just and equitable settlement
at the end of the war and for a lasting
peace thereafter. In my general read¬
ings I have paid special attention to the
activities in Russia, the land of my
birth. I have studied the few books that
are available here on Russian history
before and after the revolution of 1917
and have given two “orientation”
lectures on the profound changes that
have taken place in Russia between
1914 and the present day. I had also
intended to refresh my knowledge of
the Russian language but the lack of
adequate texts has compelled me to
abandon this study for the time being.
It is now more than two years that
I have been overseas and more than
two and one-half years since I entered
the service and took leave from my
civilian pursuits and interests in New
Haven. Tempus fugit. I think of you

umph. We were commended by the
Air Corps for providing the best care
in the South Pacific.”
After the battle of Saipan, many
Japanese soldiers remained on the
island, hiding in caves during the day
and coming out at night to forage for
food. Dr. Taffel recalls. “Not infre¬
quently some appeared in our chow
line, apparently hoping to pass as
Chamorros native to the island. They
must have been very hungry to ex¬
pose themselves in enemy territory
and risk being captured or shot,” he
says. “We felt sorry for them. We

often and have very warm memories of
the many pleasant associations, profes¬
sional and personal, that we have had
together. I am prepared to do the job
and to remain overseas as long as it is
required, but I cannot deny that my
thoughts frequently drift homeward
and that my heart often yearns for the
sight of familiar faces and for the re¬
newal of old friendships. It is with
unbounded eagerness, tempered only
by patience, that I look forward to the
day when this devastating conflagra¬
tion will at last be over and when we
:an all come home and be together
again—united in our professional ide¬
als, united by ever-strengthening bonds
of amity and comradeship, and united
n our unflagging zeal and determinai ion to live humbly among our neighoors and to make some contribution,
ao matter how small, toward the
altimate triumph of the principles of
oeace and honor and equality and
cindness among ourselves and
among all peoples.
Please give my best regards to
Doctor Harvey, Doctor Powers, and
Doctor Blake. Also please transmit
ny warmest remembrances to Mrs.
5eters. I hope that the new year will
iring to all of you the fullest measure
)f joy and happiness.

I

Doctor,; how can I
thank you?”

H

ow many times have you heard this question from
your patients? Your answer can lead to a way to
help the Yale School of Medicine. A gift from your
patient to the School honors you and guarantees
the continuation of our tradition of excellence in
teaching and patient care into the 2ist century.

“Yale School of Medicine was and remains
extremely important to me in the ongoing development

of

my busy practice. I am proud of my close relationship with the School,
even though I am geographically far from New Haven. My patients
regularly take an interest in my research and clinical activities, and I

am more than happy to share with them my fondness
for Yale in order to stimulate their interest in the School’s mission.”
Dudley Seth Danoff, M.D. '63, F.A.C.S.
Beverly Hills, California

I am a proud graduate of Yale
Medicine and an active participant in the teaching

“My patients know that

School

Of

program. They also know that one of the best ways to make me
happy is

to give to my alma mater.”
Mary Jane Minkin, M.D. 75
New Haven, Connecticut

Brochures promoting the School are available for
display in your office, to generate the revenue
needed to continue our standard of excellence.
Free copies are available from:
Bonnie Sargent
Office of Development
Yale University School of Medicine

P.0. Box 7611
New Haven, Connecticut

Or call:
203.785.6760

Always very sincerely,

permitted them to get some food and
did not take any action against them.
On occasion, some Japanese would
slip into our outdoor theater at night
to watch a movie.”
After the atomic bombs fell on
Hiroshima and Nagasaki, followed by
the Japanese surrender on Aug. 14,
1945, the unit began preparations for
its return home. Dr. Taffel, who was
awarded the Bronze Star for his con¬
duct, and several other members of
the staff remained until all of the
patients were discharged in late 1945.
Not everyone went home, how-

Max Taffel
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Collection of historical library of the Cushing/Whitney MediCc bra

Members of the 39th General Hospital Unit in a group photograph taken in New Zealand.

ever. Dr. Oughterson, by then serv¬
ing as surgical consultant to Gen.
Douglas MacArthur, realized the
importance of sending a medical
team into Hiroshima and Nagasaki,
and both he and Averill Liebow,
M.D., the pathologist and chief of
laboratories, were members of the
original Joint Commission for the
Investigation of the Effects of the
Atomic Bomb. Many Yale physi¬
cians would follow them to Japan to
investigate the medical effects of the
bombs and care for its survivors.
In late 1945, a typhoon destroyed
most of the unit’s records. In his final

report as commanding officer, one of
the few papers remaining today. Dr.
Taffel recommended that the Army
award a citation to the unit's nurses,
“unsung heroes whose dedication and
devotion to the sick and the wounded
under their care was unparalleled.”
Apart from the harsh living condi¬
tions, the continuous active duty for
more than three years and the long
hours in the wards and operating
rooms, the nurses bore “not least, the
emotional strain of caring for wave
after wave, in seemingly endless
succession, of our brave young men
in the full prime of life, struck down

I
I

by indescribably destructive wounds,
many of them mortal, many perma¬
nently crippling.”
The members of the unit re¬
turned from the war with mixed
emotions. "We were glad that at long
last the guns were silent and that
victory had been won,” Dr. Taffel
reflected during a conversation at the
Sterling Memorial Library where he
often comes to study and read.
"We were appalled by the atroci¬
ties and barbarities, and saddened by
the terrible toll in human life and
suffering. We sought comfort in the
conviction that our cause was just,”
he added. "We were engaged in mor¬
tal combat with a monstrous tyranny
that threatened to subjugate the en¬
tire civilized world and plunge it into
darkness. We were not warriors. We
were thankful that our mission was
to heal and not to kill. We were ea¬
ger to serve and honored to have
been called.” YM

Charles A. Breck, M.D., second from
right, and colleagues in the 39th Hospital
Unit, relax together during a moment of
relative quiet at the hospital in Auckland.
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The X-ray at 100
A

Above: Roentgen
received the first
Nobel Prize in
physics, in 1901,
for his discovery.
Below: Wright’s
diagram of his
apparatus.

century ago, before telemedi¬
cine, gene therapy, PET scanning or
the Internet, another advance of tech¬
nology captured the popular imagina¬
tion and sent scientists excitedly down
new paths of medical research.
Within a few weeks of Wilhelm
Conrad Roentgen’s revelation in De¬
cember 1895 that he had produced A
New Kind of Ray, physicists around the
world were busy reproducing his results,
as an astonished public pondered the in¬
conceivable: the ability to see through
solid objects and into the human body.
The X-ray process Roentgen de¬
veloped in Wurzburg, Germany, had
changed everything. Two months ear¬
lier while conducting other experi¬
ments, Roentgen noticed, as he passed
his hand past an electrically charged
glass tube, that he could see shadows
of his bones on a fluorescing screen
nearby. He then set about a way to
record the image on photographic
plates. On Dec. 28, he delivered his
findings to the Wurzburg PhysicalMedical Society. Within two weeks,
newspapers relayed the story around
the world. Researchers, immersed in

the simple equipment necessary to
produce these “shadow pictures” or
“skiagrams.”
On Jan. 27, 1896, Yale physicist
Arthur W. Wright produced the first
X-ray image in the United States af¬
ter Roentgen. (Yale’s Wright Nuclear
Structure, which houses one of the
world’s most powerful and precise
electrostatic nuclear accelerators, me¬
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morializes the Yale scientist.) A
Dartmouth team followed with the
first clinical roentgenogram several
days later. By early spring. X-ray fe¬
ver had swept the United States, says
Bruce N. McClennan. M.D., professor
and chairman of diagnostic radiology.
The popular press and conversation
everywhere hummed with excitement.
Some claimed this new form of
magic was capable of everything from
transmitting thoughts to restoring vi¬
sion—even life. Self-proclaimed
“skiagraphers” set up studios offering
“bone portraits” to a curious public.
X-ray glasses were feared to reveal so
much that a brisk trade in lead corsets
quickly followed. While revelers
danced at X-ray balls, a New Jersey
lawmaker submitted legislation to ban
roentgen glasses from opera houses.
Roentgen won the first Nobel
Prize for physics in 1901, by which
time his invention was fairly common
in hospitals as a diagnostic tool. Phy¬
sicians also realized the therapeutic
potential of X-rays. By 1900, Francis
Williams in Boston had presented
cases of carcinoma of the skin and lip
healed by roentgen therapy.
Yale advanced both avenues of in¬
quiry jointly until 1972, when separate
departments of therapeutic and diag¬
nostic radiology were established.
While research has produced more ef¬
fective therapy and more sophisticated
methods of imaging—ultrasound, com¬
puted tomography and nuclear medi¬
cine, including SPECT and PET,
among them—none has made
Roentgen's century-old invention obso¬
lete. Conventional radiology remains
the most useful and least expensive
means of diagnosis in many cases, even
as technology continues to evolve.

Wilhelm Conrad Roentgen
announced his discovery of
X-ray images 100 years ago
on Dec. 28, 1895.

On Jan. 27, 1896, Yale
physicist Arthur W. Wright
made the first roentgen
image in the United States.

This 1896 radiograph shows
buckshot lodged in the hand of
a New York attorney after

Michael Fitzsousa
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Medical scientist
training program
receives NIH grant
The National Institutes of
Health (NIH) has granted nearly $6
million to support students in the
Yale M.D./Ph.D. Program, which is
designed to prepare physicians who
are trained and knowledgeable in
both the clinical and basic research
aspects of medicine.
The M.D./Ph.D. Program, es¬
tablished at Yale in 1969, enables
approximately 60 students annually
to combine their interests in clinical
areas with research. The Yale pro¬
gram was ranked one of the best
programs among a field of more
than 20 funded by the NIH General
Medical Sciences Institute.
James D. Jamieson. M.D., Ph.D.,
professor of cell biology and pro¬
gram director, says that one of Yale’s
most effective contributions to this
program is the large number of fac¬
ulty members who hold the two ad¬
vanced degrees themselves.
After completing two years of
the medical school curriculum,
students select a Ph.D. research
program and later present a disser¬
tation based on original work.
Since 1973, Yale has graduated 129
M.D./Ph.D. candidates, 51 percent
of whom pursued academic clinical
positions. Thirty-six percent of the
graduates have sought academic
basic science positions; eight per¬
cent are in private practice, and five
percent work in industry. More
than 15 graduates have remained
on the faculty at Yale. Currently, 40
percent of the students in the pro¬
gram are women, and approxi¬
mately 10 percent are from
underrepresented minority groups.
Co-directors of the program are
Michael J. Caplan, M.D./Ph.D. ’87,
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Children from
the Lutheran
Resurrection
Church day camp
on Davenport
Avenue in New
Haven show their
support at the
opening of the
Lead Safe Home.

Lead Safe Home dedicated in New Haven
On July 18, two recently
renovated, turn-of-the-century
houses on Davenport Avenue in
New Haven were dedicated as the
New Haven Lead Safe Home and
the Lead Poisoning Community
Resource Center.
The Lead Safe Home Pro¬
gram, initiated in 1992, is a col¬
laborative venture of the Depart¬
ment of Pediatrics at Yale-New
Haven Hospital and the School of
Medicine. “The Lead Safe Home is
a model, community-based pro¬
gram which addresses the medical,
social service and housing needs of
lead-poisoned children and their
families in a single, integrated
setting,” says Ted Kennedy Jr.,
director of the project.

The New Haven Lead Safe
Home has been abated for lead
and will open to families this
winter. It includes four apart¬
ments that can house families
with lead-poisoned children
for up to 60 days while their
own homes undergo lead
abatement. In addition, the
Yale Lead Program will pro¬
vide outpatient treatment ser¬
vices for lead-poisoned chil¬
dren who reside in the Lead
Safe Home.
Located next door, the Lead
Poisoning Community Resource
Center is open to the New Ha¬
ven community and serves as a
headquarters for lead poisoning
prevention activities.

Stephanie Tejeda cuts the
ribbon at the entrance of
the Lead Poisoning
Community’ Resource
Center next door as
Genine Edwards, Ted
Kennedy Jr. and David J.
Schonfeld, M.D., of the
Yale Lead Program
applaud her.
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1 o give away
money is an easy
matter and in any
man \s power.
associate professor of cellular and
molecular physiology; and Gerald
I. Shulman, M.D., Ph.D., associate
professor of medicine and of cellu¬
lar and molecular physiology. Drs.
Caplan and Shulman head pro¬
grams where students can meet
with each other and faculty mem¬
bers on a regular basis to discuss
research and clinical medicine.
These programs, along with a re¬
treat that allows students to meet
for discussion outside the academic
environment, were started several
years ago as another effort to inte¬
grate basic and clinical medicine.
The NIH has funded the M.D./
Ph.D. Program at Yale since 1973.
This year, the program also received
funding from the Anna Fuller Fund
to support two students per year for
the next three years as recipients of
the Anna Fuller Fund Pre-Doctoral
Fellowship in Oncology.

Asthma threat greater
among Hispanic children
Asthma poses a greater risk to
Hispanic children, especially Puerto
Rican children, who may suffer
from more severe cases of the
chronic respiratory condition than
children of other ethnic groups,
according to a study conducted by
researchers at the School of Medi¬
cine and affiliated John B. Pierce
Laboratory.
“This extensive Connecticut
study confirms previous findings of
markedly higher asthma risk within
this population group, and also sug¬
gests that part of the risk associated
with Puerto Rican ethnicity is due to
factors other than socio-economic
status, smoking or environmental
tobacco smoke,” says William S.
Beckett, M.D., M.P.H., associate
professor of medicine and of epide¬
miology at Yale. He presented the
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team’s findings in May at the Ameri¬
can Thoracic Society/American
Lung Association International Con¬
ference in Seattle.
“In addition to being associated
with Hispanic (Puerto Rican) and
African American ethnicity, we
found that asthmatic children were
significantly associated with such
risk factors as lower maternal edu¬
cational levels, cigarette smoking
in the home, and with the use of a
gas stove,” Dr. Beckett says. Last
April, the Yale/Pierce researchers
began a new study to determine the
severity of asthma in relation to
indoor air pollution.
“Other hereditary or environ¬
mental factors may play an important
role in high asthma prevalence in
Puerto Ricans,” Dr. Beckett notes.
“Therefore, further research is
needed to clarify the reasons and
strategies for risk reduction in the
Puerto Rican Hispanic Americans in
the northeastern United States, a
very high-risk group.”
Funds to support this research
were provided by the National Insti¬
tute of Environmental Health Sci¬
ences and the National Institute of
Allergy and Infectious Diseases,
both components of the National
Institutes of Health.
Co-authors include Brian P.
Leaderer, Ph.D., professor of epide¬
miology at Yale and a fellow at the
Pierce laboratory; Kathleen D.
Belanger, Ph.D., associate research
scientist in epidemiology and public
health; Janneane F. Gent, Ph.D.,
visiting assistant fellow at the Pierce
Laboratory; Theodore R. Holford,
Ph.D., professor of public health;
and Dr. Beckett, also associate fel¬
low at the Pierce laboratory.

But to decide to whom
to give it, and how
large and when, and
for what purpose
and how, is neither
in every man’s
power nor an easy
matter. ”

Aristotle

Assuming you
would consider
the School of Medicine
as one of your intended
beneficiaries, we stand
ready to help you with
when, for what purpose,
and how.
Planned giving
is one of our specialties.

Yale University
School of Medicine
Office of Development
100 Church Street South
P.O. Box 7611
New Haven, CT 06519
(203) 737-2489

More news next page
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Obese children seen
at risk for diabetes
Researchers at the School of
Medicine have discovered that the
metabolic abnormalities that contrib¬
ute to diabetes type II in obese adults
may already exist in preadolescent
overweight children.
This research, presented at the
annual Society for Pediatric Re¬
search meeting in May, shows that
overweight children, as young as 8
years, have defects in the way their
bodies produce and metabolize
sugar. The severity of their resistance
to insulin is the same as is seen in
obese adults.
“We found that certain metabolic
defects in obese children could con¬
tribute and predispose them to diabe¬
tes type II as adults,” says William V.
Tamborlane, M.D., professor of pedi¬
atrics and co-investigator of the study.
"When the body has excess fat, it
secretes more insulin to overcome its
insensitivity to insulin. The constant
demand for extra insulin secretion can
eventually exhaust the pancreas, lead¬
ing to type II diabetes.”
Sonia Caprio, M.D., research
scientist in pediatrics and co-investi¬

gator of the study, says that a child
weighing more than 20 to 30 percent
above ideal body weight has an 80
percent chance to remain obese as an
adult. With more than 25 percent of
children in the United States consid¬
ered obese, an eventual increase in
overweight adults is probable.
By following the progress of
more than 50 children through a
weight-management clinic, the Yale
researchers also found that children
from overweight and diabetic parents
are at high risk for both diseases, both
genetically and environmentally.
In some children, the researchers
found these metabolic abnormalities
are present from as early as the first
year of obesity. They also are study¬
ing the impact of weight loss on this
process during adolescence.
According to Dr. Caprio, the
ideal treatment is to increase exer¬
cise, which builds muscle and burns
fat, and to adhere to a nutritious diet.
By following a healthy lifestyle, a
person will decrease insulin secre¬
tion; this may contribute to preven¬
tion of diabetes type II. The Yale
scientists plan to use this research as
a basis for related heart-disease and
hypertension studies.

Nursing school moves to new home

The School of Nursing moved to its new home at 100 Church St. South in
time for classes to begin just after Labor Day. The 40,000 square-foot
facility includes classrooms for the school's 335 full- and part-time

NLM will help integrate
information systems
The National Library of Medi¬
cine (NLM) has awarded the School
of Medicine a $2.7 million grant to
develop computer-based information
systems for use in patient care, bio¬
medical research and medical educa¬
tion. The grant is part of the NLM's
Integrated Advanced Information
Management Systems (IAIMS) pro¬
gram to promote the development of
comprehensive and integrated infor¬
mation environments in academic
communities.
The grant will support projects
to improve access to online informa¬
tion, to support clinical care, to de¬
velop new library resources and
services, to strengthen the medical
curriculum, and to encourage col¬
laboration between Yale and other
research institutions.
Yale is one of several sites na¬
tionwide that have been selected by
the NLM as models for the effective
use of institutional information sys¬
tems in medicine. The New Haven
project will build on the existing
systems at the medical center to
demonstrate a cooperative model
involving many organizations and
communities within the medical
center, and the importance of medi¬
cal informatics, an emerging medical
discipline.
The project is directed jointly by
John A. Paton, Ph.D., director of the
Office of Academic Computing;
Perry L. Miller, M.D., Ph.D., direc¬
tor of the Center for Medical
Informatics; Nancy Roderer, M.L.S.,
director of the Cushing/Whitney
Medical Library; C. Carl Jaffe,
M.D., director of the Center for Ad¬
vanced Instructional Media; Edwin
C. Cadman, M.D., chief of staff at
Yale-New Haven Hospital and pro¬
fessor of medicine at the School of
Medicine; and Joseph Sullivan, ad¬
ministrative director of management
information services, Yale-New
Haven Hospital. YM

students, offices for the faculty of 82 and staff, state-of-art computer
facilities, a lecture hall and clinical teaching space. "Our new building, ”
says Dean Judith B. Krauss, M.S.N., “gives a sense of place and pride. ”
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Contribute
to the School
of Medicine’s
Future
and Invest
in Your Own
Michael Marsland (2)

Yale University's
life income program
offers graduates of the
School of Medicine
the opportunity to

During the 1995 Special Olympics World Games in New Haven,
volunteers provided medical care to 2,500 athletes.

Volunteers provide special care at World Games
Planning pays off.
During the nine days of the
Special Olympics World Games
in New Haven in July, volunteer
medical teams treated more than
2,500 athletes at a network of
medical stations across the city
and surrounding region.
Only 56 athletes visited the
emergency department.
That was the idea behind the
system devised by Connecticut
health-care providers under the
leadership of Peter Jokl, M.D.,
medical commissioner of the
games and director of the Yale
Sports Medicine Center.
Meeting since 1993, the
system’s architects provided care
at medical stations on the playing
fields and in the dormitories that
housed the athletes during their
stay. Supported by a high-speed
computer network and sophisti¬
cated new medical-records soft¬
ware developed at Yale-New
Haven Hospital, volunteers were
able to deliver care efficiently
and on the spot, reducing emer¬
gency-department traffic.

■ Help ensure the
future of a great
institution
■ Receive quarterly
income payments
for life
■ Increase your in¬
come from lowyielding stock
without incurring
capital gains taxes
■ Reduce federal
and state taxes

“We planned it for two-anda-half years and it really worked
well,” Dr. Jokl, professor of or¬
thopaedics and rehabilitation,
said of the effort. “We contrib¬
uted $3 million to $4 million
worth of services with a budget
of zero—plus Yale-New Haven
Hospital donated all the games’
medical supplies.” Military units
provided ambulances, essential
communications equipment, and
a contingent of 200 health-care
professionals each day.
“We had volunteers who re¬
enrolled after their shifts were
over,” said Dr. Jokl. "They said
they really felt good about what
they were doing.”

Please call or write to
see if you can use these
benefits to the mutual
advantage of you and
the School of Medicine.

Yale University
School of Medicine
Office of Development
100 Church Street South
P.O. Box 7611
New Haven, CT 06519
(203) 737-2489
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News

Medical school restructures administration
New structure a response
to changing economic,
political and social demands
Dean Gerard N. Burrow, M.D.
'58, has announced a major restruc¬
turing of the Office of the Dean in
response to the complex demands in
academic medicine today.
This new administrative struc¬
ture has been designed to look ahead
to the 21st century as the school
fulfills its missions of education and
biomedical research and as it pro¬
vides clinical care to patients.
Three new deputy deans have
been appointed. They are:
■ Carolyn W. Slayman, Ph.D.,
chair of the department of genetics
and Sterling Professor of Genetics,
as deputy dean for academic and
scientific affairs;
■ Joseph B. Warshaw, M.D.,
chair of the department of pediatrics
at the School of Medicine and chief
of pediatrics at the Children’s Hospi¬
tal at Yale-New Haven Hospital, as
deputy dean for clinical affairs;
■ Stephen M. Cohen, associate
dean for finance and administra¬
tion, as deputy dean for finance
and administration.
In addition, Lawrence S. Cohen,
M.D., the Ebenezer K. Hunt Profes¬
sor of Medicine and former deputy
dean, has become Special Advisor to
the Dean.
"This core group, along with
Michael H. Merson, M.D., who
joined the Yale faculty in April as
deputy dean for public health, will
meet regularly to address the multi¬
faceted issues facing the school,” Dr.
Burrow says. “These outstanding
individuals also will develop longrange academic and financial plans
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C. Slayman

J. Warshaw

S. Cohen

for the medical school by working
closely with me and the department
and section chairs and center direc¬
tors,” the dean adds.
“We have restructured the dean’s
office because diverse economic,
political and social forces are reshap¬
ing the configuration of the Ameri¬
can health-care system,” Dr. Burrow
says. “The challenges of health-care
reform have heightened, and pres¬
sures to generate financial support
for basic and clinical research and
capital projects have increased as

federal support
dwindles.
“We must be
responsive to the
educational needs
of physicians, sci¬
entists, publichealth professionals
L. Cohen
and physician asso¬
ciates that Yale is
training for the 21st century. We also
must continue to provide the highest
quality medical care to all patients
including low-income, uninsured
Americans who receive charity care,”
the dean adds.
As the three deputy deans handle
major daily operations in their re¬
spective administrative areas, the
dean says that he will direct even
more of his efforts toward raising
financial support and representing
Yale medicine in the national and
international arenas.

New chairs leading departments
of anesthesiology, diagnostic radiology
Two prominent physician-researchers have assumed lead¬
ership of the departments of anesthesiology and of diagnostic
radiology and imaging at the School of Medicine and YaleNew Haven Hospital (YNHH).
R. Hines
After an extensive national search, Roberta L. Hines,
M.D., professor of anesthesiology at the School of Medicine
and attending physician at YNHH, now chairs the department
of anesthesiology for the medical school and is chief of anes¬
thesiology at the hospital. Dr. Hines has been the acting
chair/chief of anesthesiology since May 1994.
Bruce L. McClennan, M.D., professor of radiology at the
Washington University School of Medicine in St. Louis, has
become chairman of the department of diagnostic radiology
B. McClennan
at Yale and chief of diagnostic imaging at YNHH.
After receiving a medical degree from Dartmouth Medi¬
cal School, Dr. Hines came to YNHH in 1978 as a surgical
resident and completed her residency training in both surgery
Continued on
and anesthesiology, serving as chief resident in anesthesiol¬
opposite page
ogy. She joined the faculty at Yale in 1982 as an instructor
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Paul G. Barash, M.D., professor
of anesthesiology, received the
Bernard H. Eliasberg Award from
Mount Sinai Hospital and School of
Medicine in recognition of contribu¬
tions to the field of cardiac anesthe¬
sia and leadership in anesthesiology.
Dr. Barash also has been appointed
editor-in-chief of Anaesthetic Phar¬
macology Review and section editor
of the Journal of Cardiothoracic
and Vascular Anesthesia.

Sidney J. Blatt, M.D., professor of
psychiatry and psychology, received
an award for distinguished contribu¬
tions to research from the Associa¬
tion of Professors of Psychology in
Medical Schools at the August meet¬
ing of the American Psychological
Association. Dr. Blatt was honored
for his research on the psychology of

Continued from previous page

and within two years, was appointed
assistant professor of anesthesiology.
In 1990, she was named an associate
professor and became a full profes¬
sor upon her appointment as acting
department chair. At YNHH, Dr.
Hines has served as director of the
recovery room, cardiothoracic anes¬
thesia and the cardiothoracic inten¬
sive care unit.
Dr. Hines’ research interests
include critical care medicine, right
ventricular function of the heart,
cardiovascular and respiratory
therapy, platelet function, new ino¬
tropic agents and renal function.
“Dr. Hines is a recognized ex¬
pert in critical care medicine and
anesthesiology who has served on
the Yale medical faculty since
1982,” says Dean Gerard N. Bur¬
row, M.D. ’58. “As ambulatory sur¬
gery and the field of anesthesiology
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depression and the development of a
theoretical model linking personality
development to various forms of
psychopathology.
Michael B. Bracken, Ph D.,
M.P.H., professor of epidemiology
and public health and head of
chronic disease epidemiology, has
been elected president, beginning
next September, of the American
College of Epidemiology, an organi¬
zation that promotes the profession
and sponsors scientific meetings,
publications and educational activi¬
ties. Dr. Bracken holds the office of
president-elect.
Douglas E. Brash, Ph.D., associate
professor of therapeutic radiology
and genetics, has been presented the
Arnold Rikli Award for outstanding

become increasingly important, she
will spearhead the combined Yale
School of Medicine and Yale-New
Haven Hospital initiatives in the
era of managed care.”
For 13 years. Dr. McClennan
directed the Washington University
medical school’s abdomen imaging
section of the Mallinckrodt Institute
of Radiology. He has concentrated
his clinical work and related re¬
search on the field of urography, Xray examination of the kidneys using
radio-opaque contrast material.
Other interests include CT scanning
of the abdomen and pelvis, health
services research, and physiology
and reactions to X-ray dyes.
A native of Albany, N.Y., Dr.
McClennan received a B.S. degree
in 1963 from Union College in
Schenectady, N.Y., and an M.D.
degree in 1967 from the State Uni¬
versity of New York at the Health
Sciences Center in Syracuse. He
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achievement in photoscience. Dr.
Brash, who with his colleagues
discovered genetic clues yielding a
sunburn-cancer link, received the
cash award from the Light Sympo¬
sium Foundation at its meeting in
October in Atlanta.
Harold O. Conn, M.D., professor
emeritus of medicine, was elected in
April to the fellowship of the Royal
College of Physicians in London.
Dr. Conn was nominated for his
dedication in completing The
Histopathology of the Liver, a book
started by his colleague of 35 years,
the late Gerald Klatskin, M.D., a
Yale professor. Dr. Conn was the
only American physician elected
into the Royal College this year.
Continued on next page

was an intern at the Mary Imogene
Bassett Hospital in Cooperstown,
N.Y., and completed his training in
1971 at Columbia-Presbyterian
Medical Center.
“Dr. McClennan is a nationally
recognized leader in diagnostic radi¬
ology and brings a mature and rich
academic perspective to the depart¬
ment at the School of Medicine,”
says Dean Burrow. “His leadership at
the Mallinckrodt Institute of Radiol¬
ogy for 18 years is a signal academic
achievement. In addition, he is rec¬
ognized as an outstanding radiologist
and will bring his strengths to our
already strong department.”
Dr. Burrow also has appointed
acting chairmen in genetics and
pediatrics. They are, respectively,
David C. Ward, Ph.D., professor of
genetics and of molecular biophys¬
ics and biochemistry, and Norman
J. Siegel, professor of pediatrics
and medicine.
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Continued from previous page

Vincent T. DeVita Jr., M.D., profes¬
sor of medicine and director of the
Yale Cancer Center, was one of three
medical researchers to receive the
1995 City of Medicine Award in
Durham, N.C., for extraordinary
contributions that have dramatically
improved the health and welfare of
millions of people. The awards were
presented at a dinner and ceremony
attended by more than 500 medical
and business leaders in October.
Dr. DeVita developed the first
multi-drug chemotherapy used to
treat cancer. This treatment has
provided a cure for Hodgkin’s dis¬
ease and other lymphomas, and
increased survival rate for patients
with advanced Hodgkin's disease
from zero to 80 percent.
Four medical school faculty mem¬
bers have been awarded the emeritus
title by the Yale Corporation. They
are Thomas F. Dolan Jr., M.D.,
professor of pediatrics and director
of the medical school’s Cystic Fibro¬
sis Center; Robert E. Shope, M.D.,
professor of epidemiology, director
of the Yale Arbovirus Research Unit
and director of medical studies in the
Department of Epidemiology and
Public Health; Kay Tanaka, M.D.,

New

Books

Ph.D., professor of genetics; and
Hastings K. Wright, M.D., profes¬
sor of surgery.
Robert M. Donaldson Jr., M.D., the
David Paige Smith Professor of
Medicine and former acting dean of
the School of Medicine, has been
appointed a VA Distinguished Physi¬
cian by the U.S. Department of Vet¬
erans Affairs and will serve during
his three-year term at the West Ha¬
ven campus of the VA Connecticut
Healthcare System. The VA Distin¬
guished Physician program, created
in 1968, recognizes outstanding
medical professionals who act in a
consulting and teaching capacity to
VA and non-VA health-care facili¬
ties. Dr. Donaldson will concentrate
his efforts in the areas of ambulatory
care and general internal medicine,
facilitating outreach programs and
interactions with the community.
John A. Elefteriades, M.D., profes¬
sor and chief of cardiothoracic sur¬
gery, presented an address on coro¬
nary artery bypass grafting at the
3rd International Congress on Heart
Failure in Geneva. Dr. Elefteriades
was recently elected to membership
in the American Association for
Thoracic Surgery, and was named
co-chairman of the Scientific Coun¬
cil of the International College of
Angiology. The group also named
Dr. Elefteriades to the editorial
board of the International Journal
of Angiology.

Infections and Nursing Prac¬
tice: Prevention and Control,

contributed to by Marie
(Ciacco) Tsivitis, M.P.H. ’86,
Mosby (St. Louis, Mo.) 1994.
Infant-Toddler Developmen¬
tal Assessment (IDA), by the

late Sally Provence, M.D.,
professor of pediatrics and in
the Child Study Center;
Joanna Erikson, M.P.H. ’76;
and Saro Palmeri, M.D.,
M.P.H. ’70, Riverside Pub¬
lishing Co. (Ill.) 1995.
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Michael D. Ezekowitz, M.D., pro¬
fessor of medicine (cardiology),
presented a lecture on Advances in
the anticoagulation management of
the cardiac patient at the Symposium

of Thrombosis at the XVII South
American Congress of Cardiology
and the XVI Colombian Cardiology
Congress, held in August in
Cartegena de Indias, Colombia.
Peter I. Jatlow, M.D., professor
and chairman of laboratory medi¬
cine and professor of psychiatry,
received the American Association
for Clinical Chemistry Inc. Award
for Outstanding Contributions in
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Education at its annual awards cer¬
emony in July in Washington.
James F. Jekel. M.D., M.P.H., the
C.-E.A. Winslow Professor of Pub¬
lic Health and assistant director of
the Robert Wood Johnson Clinical
Scholars Program, has been pre¬
sented the Connecticut Public
Health Association’s highest honor,
the C.-E.A. Winslow Award. Dr.
Jekel became the 38th recipient of
the Winslow Award. The award is
named in honor of the pioneer in
public health and medicine who, in
1915, founded the public health
department at Yale.
Charles J. Kopriva, M.D., professor
of anesthesiology and director of
operating rooms at YNHH, was
elected vice president and president¬
elect of the Association of Anesthe¬
sia Clinical Directors at its recent
meeting in San Francisco.
Bernard Lytton, M.B.B.S., profes¬
sor of surgery, spent two weeks on a
teaching mission in Kiev, Ukraine,
on behalf of the American Urological
Association. The association initiated
its International Cooperative
Urological Education program two
years ago to promote private efforts
in supplementing government-spon¬
sored aid to the former communist
nations of Eastern Europe.
Robert M. Macnab. Ph D., profes¬
sor of molecular biophysics and
biochemistry, has been elected to a
fellowship in the American Academy
of Microbiology, the highest honor
the academy bestows.
Kathryn E. McGoldrick, M.D.,
professor of anesthesiology at the
medical school and medical director
of ambulatory surgery at Yale-New
Haven Hospital, has been appointed
chief editor of the bi-monthly Sur¬
vey of Anesthesiology, an interna¬
tional journal.
Jon S. Morrow, M.D., Ph.D., pro¬
fessor and chairman of pathology,
will serve as a member of the U.S.
Department of Health and Human
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Decorative stars,
accented by ornately
scrolled columns,
line the ceiling of the
rotunda entrance to
Sterling Hall of

Harry Bishop

Medicine at 333
Cedar Street.

Services Division of Research
Grants, Hematology (1) Study Sec¬
tion for a term of four years.
John A. Schriver, M.D., associate
professor of surgery and director of
emergency services at YNHH, has
been invited to participate as a mem¬
ber of the Association of American
Medical Colleges ad-hoc committee
on physician payment reform, to
monitor and analyze how the changes
in the Medicare fee-schedule pay¬
ment system, reformed in 1992, im¬
pact academic clinical practice.
Kevin A. Sevarino, M.D., Ph D.,
assistant professor of psychiatry,
and Daniel Tucker, M.D.,
postdoctoral fellow in the Child
Study Center, received 1995 re¬
search awards from the Theodore
and Vada Stanley Foundation Re¬
search Program on Schizophrenia
and Bipolar Disorder, which oper¬
ated in partnership with the Na¬
tional Alliance for the Mentally Ill
(NAMI) and the NAMI Research
Institute. Dr. Sevarino will study
the effects of antidepressants and
electroconvulsive treatment on
NMDA (TV-methyl-D-aspartic acid)
glutamate receptors. Dr. Tucker
will identify brain proteins that may
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be products of a post-streptococcal
autoimmune process, then study
blood from individuals with schizo¬
phrenia, obsessive-compulsive dis¬
order and Tourette’s syndrome.
Stephanie Spangler, M.D., HS 7680, associate clinical professor of
obstetrics and gynecology and direc¬
tor of the Yale University Health
Services, has been named deputy
provost for biomedical and health
affairs at Yale University for a fiveyear term that began in July. In
addition. Dr. Spangler will coordi¬
nate the University’s activities relat¬
ing to state and federal health-care
issues and will serve as liaison to
Yale-New Haven Hospital and other
external biomedical agencies.
Stephen G. Waxman, M.D., Ph D.,
professor and chairman of the de¬
partment of neurology and professor
of pharmacology, delivered the
Adrian Lecture at the Xth Interna¬
tional Congress on Clinical Electro¬
physiology in October in Kyoto. The
lecture memorializes Lord Adrian,
who discovered the “all-or-none”
principle of nerve conduction in
1913, and was awarded the Nobel
Prize. Dr. Waxman’s lecture was
entitled From Adrian to ion channels
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and beyond: the molecular basis for
nerve conduction.

The Pew Charitable Trusts of Phila¬
delphia has selected Tian Xu,
Ph.D., assistant professor of genet¬
ics, as one of 20 Pew Scholars in the
Biomedical Sciences for 1995. The
$200,000 award, intended to en¬
courage scholars to be adventurous
in their research early in their ca¬
reers, will support Dr. Xu’s work in
Drosphila development.
Barry L. Zaret, M.D., the Robert W.
Berliner Professor of Medicine, pro¬
fessor of diagnostic radiology and
chief of the section of cardiovascular
medicine, was the invited Interna¬
tional Lecturer of the 20th Annual
New Town Conference held in July in
Yokohama. Dr. Zaret also was a visit¬
ing guest lecturer at the University of
Kyoto and at the University of Osaka.
Daniel Zelterman, M.D., has joined
the Yale Cancer Center as director of
its clinical research office. A member
of the division of biostatistics in the
department of epidemiology and a
professor of public health (biostatis¬
tics), Dr. Zelterman will develop a
research program of biostatistical
methods for use in cancer research.
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News

Students shine in the Class of 1999
The following is excerpted from
Director of Admissions M. Lynne
Wootton’s address to Medical
School Council.

nized one of the first student volun¬
teer groups to work with the victims
of the 1988 Armenian earthquake.
They have taught physics and
science to underprivileged students,
music to disadvantaged junior high
schoolers, English and math to chil¬
dren from El Salvador and high
school in Warsaw, Poland. One stu-

Harry Bishop (2)

Once again the Admissions
Committee has managed a very spe¬
cial achievement: Out of more than
45,000 applicants nationally and
more than 3,400 to our school alone,
it has chosen the 101 most qualified,
most gifted and most caring students
this nation has to offer.
Our first-year students have
journeyed from India, Germany, the
former Soviet Union, China, Iran,
Nigeria, Korea, the Czech Republic,
El Salvador, Jamaica, Puerto Rico,
Taiwan, Canada and war-torn
Sarajevo, and from 25 U.S. states.
More than 65 percent of the
students have already been actively
involved in some form of research—
from the laboratory bench to the
pages of Virginia Wolfe. They have
written honors theses, conducted
independent research projects, pre¬
sented their work at meetings and
symposia, and many have already
published. Their research topics and
titles are, as always, provocative,
from Alpha-interferon Regulation of
Stem Cell Factor Production to The

Amnesty International and Planned
Parenthood. One student volunteered
for a Bosnia refugee resettlement
program, another volunteered 40
hours a week during the summer for
Innovative Housing, a low-income
housing project to improve urban
neighborhoods; another at a shelter
for handicapped workers. One orga-

A white-jacket day
for 101 students
Merle Waxman, associate dean
for academic development at
the School of Medicine,
welcomes first-year student
Louis A. Marotti Jr. into the
medical profession with a white
coat at the school’s fourth
annual White Jacket Ceremony

implored the group of 101 students to

in September. Below: students

respect the white jacket's symbolic

react to a humorous account by
Robert Gifford, M.D., associate

power: “Patients will tell you things
they will not tell their spouses, children

dean for education and student

and friends because they trust the white

affairs, on how to wear the

coat, ” said Dean Burrow. “It's an

white coat and stethoscope.
Dean Gerard N. Burrow, M.D.

awesome responsibility that you will
wear the rest of your life. ”

Process of Treatment Selection
Among Previously Untreated HelpSeeking Problem Drinkers. One

student’s independent study was
conducted in Kenya on the urbaniza¬
tion of nomadic pastoralists, another
chose to research chess games in
four novels by Vladimir Nabokov.
They have volunteered in free
medical and Alzheimer clinics, hos¬
pital emergency rooms, nursing
homes, homeless shelters, food
banks and mental health centers.
They give their time to Hospice, the
Red Cross, Habitat for Humanity,
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Physican Associate Program graduates 30
Right: Dean Gerard N.
Burrow, M.D. presents
a diploma to
Robert Cipolla at
commencement for the
Physician Associate
Program in August.
Below: Debbie Cronan
applauds as a classmate
steps onto the stage in
Harkness Auditorium.

Corey Lowenstein (3)

dent designed, organized and taught
an intensive English course to more
than 50 children ages 7 to 15 in an
isolated village in Mexico. This same
student spent a year in Israel and
volunteered in a resettling center that
housed refugees from Ethiopia,
Serbia, Argentina and the former
Soviet Union.
They play hard and work hard.
They have been gainfully employed,
as a free-lance reporter, a horsegroom, Mexican restaurant cook and
Navy test pilot. One student was a
clerk for a district attorney working
with a domestic violence unit, an¬
other worked for a fish market that
must have a medical orientation. It is
called the Sturgeon Surgeon.
As most of us know, physicians
face and participate in battles every
day. Many of our students have also.
One student fought and won the
battle against cancer while an under¬
graduate. This same student managed
to maintain a 4.0 grade point average
and was named valedictorian of the
graduating class. In recognition of all
this, the student received an award
for valor. Another student fought a
language battle. Arriving in this
country only three years ago, not
speaking a word of English, this
student earned a master’s degree in
bio-engineering in one year and
achieved a perfect 4.0 graduate
record. Our last student’s battle took
place in the air over Iraq and Kuwait.
This student was awarded two Navy
air medals for flying 38 combat mis¬
sions during Operation Desert Storm.
Last year, I closed the Class of
1998’s story by reading one of their
own student’s words. I’d like to do
that again. The student’s father is also
a physician, and the student writes:
“While the acquisition of scientific
knowledge and technique is both
fascinating and critical, it alone will
not ensure that I become a good doc¬
tor. I will fulfill my role as a physician
only if I continue to listen, to under¬
stand and to empathize; in short, to
embrace a simple truth of Dr. Francis
Peabody that my father once shared
with me on one of our hiking trips:
‘The secret in the care of the patient is
in caring for the patient.’”

Left: Commencement speaker Sen.
Joseph I. Lieberman (D-Conn.) speaks
with Dean Burrow and Richard S.K.
Young, M.D., medical director of the
Physician Associate Program, which
graduated 30 students this year. The 24month program uses the medical model
to train caregivers who work with
physicians as part of health-care teams.
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Alumni/ae

Affairs

A happy reunion, a new slate of officers

A

lumni/ae Reunion Weekend is
the zenith of our year in the
Office of Alumni Affairs. Not only
does the event represent the culmi¬
nation of one to two years in plan¬
ning and execution but it is also an
affirmation that our class structures
are alive and well. Those who return
to New Haven renew old friendships
with classmates and faculty, as well
as their sense that the Yale School of
Medicine was and is a wonderful
place to receive medical education.
Changes are obvious, but the funda¬
mental principle and implementation
of the Yale System is carefully nur¬
tured and maintained.
The Class of 1955 dedicated its
40th reunion to Bill Lattanzi, the
long-time class activities chair who
died since the last reunion. A stimu¬
lating seminar was presented, thanks
to reunion chairman S. Jack Landau,
M.D. and many others, as was an
outstanding social program. The
class gift chairman, Paul Calabresi,
M.D., led the charge in soliciting a
$306,366 reunion gift to the school.
The returning classes held their
individual reunions on Friday. In
addition to the Class of 1955, two
others—1945 and 1960—presented
individual programs. The presenta¬
tions were informative and provoca¬
tive. Outgoing AYAM President
Marie-Louise Johnson, Ph.D., M.D.
’56 greeted alumni/ae, and Dean
Gerard N. Burrow, M.D. ’58, wel¬
comed those assembled.
Ralph Horwitz, M.D., professor
and newly appointed chairman of the
Department of Internal Medicine,
presented a talk entitled Directing
the Department of Medicine into the
21st century. Jean L. Bolognia, M.D.

’80 chaired this year’s Association of
Yale Alumni in Medicine Nominat-
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President Richard
C. Levin, left, and
Dean Gerard N.
Burrow talk
before the annual
meeting of the
Association of
Yale Alumni in
Medicine in June.

ing Committee. The slate approved
by the returning alumni/ae includes
Lycurgus Davey, M.D. ’43 March,
president, Nicholas M. Passarelli,
M.D. ’59, vice president, and Gilbert
F. Hogan, M.D. ’57, secretary. Those
chosen to replace retiring members
of the Executive Committee are
Albert Atwood, M.D. ’45, and Arne
S. Youngberg, M.D. ’66. Dr.
Bolognia and Ellen B. Milstone,
M.D. ’69, were nominated for sec¬
ond, two-year terms. Elected as rep¬
resentatives to the Association of
Yale Alumni were Frank Coughlin,
M.D. ’52, and Michael Kashgarian,
M.D. ’58. Retiring members of the
Executive Committee were thanked
for a job well done. Dr. Johnson was
an effective and forceful president.
We thank her for her pleasant and
strong leadership.
The 1995 Distinguished Alumni
Service Awardee is Dr. Passarelli,
M.D. ’59. A Yale chair and a citation
for his support of the school through
long and devoted participation in
alumni/ae affairs were presented by
Dr. Johnson, who received recogni¬
tion from President Richard C. Levin
and Dean Burrow for her service.
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The annual Friends of the 50th
dinner was held at the Graduate
Club on June 3. The honorees were
the Class of 1945, celebrating their
50th anniversary, and the Class of
1990, returning for their first fiveyear reunion. Other distinguished
guests included alumni/ae senior to
the 50th reunion class and friends
of the school.
Thanks to all who helped make
the 1995 reunion such a success. Plans
are forming for the 1996 reunion.
Classes ending in “1” and “6” will
celebrate their graduation anniversary.
A planning committee of reunion class
officers and designated co-chairs
convened in early fall. Make a place
on your calendar to attend the 1996
reunion in New Haven. The dates are
June 7 and 8, 1996.
In closing, the Office of Alumni
Affairs strongly encourages you to
let us know about YOU. We are
interested in publishing news about
you, both professional and personal,
which will interest your classmates
and friends.
Arthur C. Crovatto, M.D.
Director of Alumni Affairs
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Reunion

1935
60th REUNION
By James Q. Haralambie, M.D.,
and Samuel D. Kushlan, M.D.

Samuel D. Kushlan, who at¬
tended with his wife, Ethel, reports:
Dr. James Q. Haralambie and I were
the only members of the Class of 1935
at our 60th reunion. There are a total
of 15 members of the class living at
this time, of the original 49. Dr.
Haralambie has been our active and
dedicated class secretary and class
agent for many years. Both of us thor¬
oughly enjoyed the Saturday, June 3,
events, especially the evening affair.
Since retiring as associate physician-in-chief of Yale-New Haven
Hospital (1967-1982), I have con¬
tinued as consultant to the chief of
staff and as clinical professor of
medicine; the latter activity is
mainly as an attending at resident
morning report, where I continue
my medical education and occa¬
sionally contribute a “pearl.”
I also continue to be active in
alumni matters, as consultant to the
Office of Alumni Affairs, as chair of
the former house staff program since
1982, and as co-chair of the school’s
planned giving program since 1980.
Dr. Haralambie’s career has
taken him down interesting paths.
He was commanding officer, 183rd
Station Hospital, Alaskan Theater,
World War II; president of the
Westchester County Medical Soci¬
ety; founder and first head of the
Pediatric Neurology Clinic at New
York Hospital, Cornell Medical Cen¬
ter; and is clinical professor emeritus
of pediatrics at Cornell University
Medical School.
Dr. Haralambie is chairman of
the editorial board of the Westchester
County Medical Bulletin. He retired
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from private practice in Larchmont,
N.Y., in December 1978 and moved
to Heritage Village in Southbury,
Conn., the next year. His hobby is
portrait and landscape painting.

1940
55th REUNION
By Donald G. Johnson, M.D.

The following members of the
Class of 1940 came to the annual
meeting of the Association of Yale
Alumni in Medicine on June 3:
James Ferguson, Patricia
(Emerson) Wanning, Lee
Sannella, Wynant Dean and
Donald Johnson. The day ended in
a small dinner party in Wallingford
at the Deans. Wy and Biddie Dean,
Jim and Iz Ferguson, and Don
Johnson attended.
Sunday brunch at Jim and Iz
Ferguson’s home in Wallingford was
great fun, as it always has been.
Attending the brunch were Joe and
Marie Baldwin, who take the class
prize for maintaining the best health.
Retirement without the overtones of
illness has been their good fortune.
The Deans, who live in

Norwichport on Cape Cod in the sum¬
mer and on Sanibel Island in winter,
braved the trip, and it was so good to
see them. Biddie takes marvelous care
of Wy, who uses a wheelchair.
Jim and Iz Ferguson are be¬
sieged by more than one problem: Iz
has advanced osteoarthritis involv¬
ing hands particularly; Jim has a
prostatic malignancy and spinal
stenosis (treated surgically and suc¬
cessfully in New Haven.)
Jack and Rosemary Haley are
managing with full-time help at
home. Hank and Ellen Humphrey
appear quite well. Hank also cor¬
rected spinal stenosis surgically and
more recently had colon resection.
Lee Sannella is still the class
idea man. He has recently decided to
be on a new dietary regime involv¬
ing only raw foodstuffs—vegetables,
fruits and, I fear, even raw meat. He
advised me that “he knows his meat
sources” and so does not concern
himself with the dangers of parasitic
infestations. He still deals with elec¬
tric cars but less so. He is thin, but I
guess raw food will do it.
Helen (Haury) Woods is living
in Watertown, Conn. I strongly
suspect the adjustment to the cold
winters in the North has been diffi¬
cult. She also has spinal stenosis
but has not had surgery as Jim
At a luncheon
during Alumni/ae
Reunion Weekend
last June, Helen P.
Langner, M.D. '22,
gets to know Molly
Skoff, daughter of
Hillel D. Skoff,
M.D. '80, H.S. '80-85,
and his wife,
Roberta.
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Ferguson and Flank Humphrey did.
I believe she misses living in Corpus
Christi and of course, her late hus¬
band. Dick. She copes well with her
daughter’s support.
Pat (Emerson) Wanning
(whose second husband passed
away) came with her youngest son,
Thomas. Pat is back in Cambridge,
living in the family home and stay¬
ing busy. Pat reported on a phone
call from Paul MacLean and that
he now feels, after a change in atti¬
tude, that “women, not Atlas, have
been holding up the world for
roughly 160 million years.” He
seems to feel that donations to Yale
from him will be earmarked for
scholarships for women. Pat seems
to have a somewhat novel idea re¬
garding careers for women in the
20th and 21st centuries and that
professions for women vs. home
careers should be re-examined.
In summary, we tried to get Phil
Brezina to come to Jim’s outing, but
he has spinal stenosis (who doesn’t?)
and is not too mobile. What goes with
our class and all this spinal stenosis?
Ron Beckett couldn't make it due to
troubling memory problems.
The author of this report is try¬
ing to make order of chaos. In April
1993, I had an aortic aneurysm re¬
paired and a graft inserted (Teflon,
that is.) Surgery went well, but I
don’t recommend developing one. At
any rate, it was fixed before it "blew.”
Mirabile clictuW Then last fall I sus¬
tained a stress fracture of the pelvis.
Mucho pain!! But finally healing.
After two CAT scans and two bone
biopsies, bone scan, it was concluded
"no malignancy.” I get around with
less stability than previously. Oh, the
vicissitudes of aging. But the alter¬
natives are not acceptable.
To all members of the Class of
1940 who are still around and more
or less about, I extend my warmest
greetings and hope others can report
more favorably than I have done for
those 1 have recently contacted. If
you care to write to me in my ex¬
alted post as class secretary, I will
pass on the information to the class
in general via Yale Medicine, keep¬
ing Jim Ferguson up to date.
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1945
50th REUNION
By James E.D. Gardam, M.D.

The weekend of June 2 to 4 in
New Haven was as pretty a one as
could be desired as the Class of 1945
held its 50th reunion. Chaired by A1
Atwood and Dick Breck, assisted by
their wives, Hanier and Verne. The
reunion was held at the Colony Inn
and the Sterling Hall of Medicine.
Approximately 60 percent of the
class returned from practices as dis¬
tant as Japan (Alice Shepard Cary
and husband Otis), California
(Louise Burr-Albulet, Mike Lau,
Dick Peters, Ray and Marjorie
Parks), Washington (George
Callison and the Honorable Joan),
Georgia (Mark and Margaret
Lindsey), Florida (Ray and Pat
Gagliardi, Sam and Jane May, Jim
Mason), the Carolinas (Isao and
Mary Hirata and Bill Laupus),
Missouri (Sandy and Claudine
Cockerell), Illinois (Bob and Ruth
Easton), and, of course, Texas
(Roger Hollan).
On Friday afternoon, members
of the class provided their own post¬
graduate seminar in the medical
Historical Library, site of our gradu¬
ation and, for many, their commis¬
sioning in the armed forces. Louise
Burr-Albulet and Alice Shepard
Cary, together with fourth-year stu¬
dent Sarah Clever and Associate
Dean Merle Waxman, formed a
panel to review the experiences of
women at Yale through the past half
century. There was a consensus that
discrimination during this period
was not a major defect in the profes¬
sional education process because the
students, house staff and faculty
generally subscribed to the William
of Wykeham motto: “Manners
maketh man.”
Ray Gagliardi, in a heartfelt
tribute to the late Hugh Wilson,
chairman of the Department of Radi¬
ology, described the prototypical
knowledgeable, caring and inspiring
Yale instructors during our course.
Charlie McLean, with Laura in
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the audience, cited the unparalleled
advances in cardiology as exempli¬
fied by the expansion in the utiliza¬
tion of catheter laboratory resources
and the dramatic shift from diagnos¬
tic to therapeutic maneuvers as the
paradigm of the knowledge revolu¬
tion during our half century of prac¬
tice. Again, we were reminded of the
Yale adage that as members of a
learned profession we would be
students during our entire career.
Dick Peters’ exposition led us a
step further as he outlined the new
intellectual and professional tasks
required to organize medical and
health-care data so that “all the infor¬
mation needed in the record is in the
record.” As a corollary to his computer
programming efforts, he observed that
the categorical imperatives of venture
capital could constitute a supportive
rather than adversarial relationship
with professionals.
The concluding essay by Bill
Laupus, one of the three medical
school deans from this class (with
Killough and Pannill), detailed his
experience (and with modesty, his
contributions) in the expansion of a
university system to accommodate
the medical needs of a disadvantaged
area of our country. He stressed the
necessity for a partnership of all
involved constituencies character¬
ized by conciliation. He concluded
that YSM has prepared its graduates
to be “ambassadors of excellence”
during each professional career.
Despite age, infirmity and the
calming influence of spouses, two
rather festive dinners marked the
reunion. On Friday evening, infor¬
mal short talks by class members
recalled personal academic and prac¬
tical experiences. Most notable were
comments by Charlie Lowe, who
stated that on his academic and gov¬
ernmental experience, the Yale doc¬
torate was universally recognized as
a “passport of excellence.”
Isao Hirata recalled that although
he had the good fortune to visit Japan
and discover the roots of his heritage,
it was the Class of ’45 which had
been his steadfast family through the
war years when emotions were high
and judgments faulty.
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Medical student Sara Clever, Class of 1996, left, listens during a seminar on
women in medicine at Yale during Alumni/ae Reunion Weekend. The panel
included Merle Waxman, center, associate dean for academic development and
director of the Office for Women in Medicine; and two members of the Class of
1945, Louise Burr Albulet and Alice Shepard Cary, right.

At the concluding dinner at the
Graduate Club, each class member
and spouse was introduced with a
concise biography, citing notable
accomplishments.
Present throughout the reunions
but not previously mentioned were
Dick and Natalie Dyer, Elliot and
Cassie Reiner, Phyllis Blodgett,
widow of our long-time former class
secretary, with her physician daugh¬
ter; Jim and Dorothy Gardam,
Philip and Marilyn Good, Hans
Huessy, Bill and Marjorie Jenney,
Lee and Barbara Jones, Joe and
Mary Stanton, and Ken Steele with
daughter, Carol.

1950
45th REUNION
By Jane B. Shumway, M.D.

The Class of 1950 had a won¬
derful 45th reunion. A group of early
arrivals gathered together at the
Holiday Inn on Friday afternoon,
renewed old acquaintances and then
enjoyed a dinner out.
After the scheduled Saturday
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morning events and a delicious buf¬
fet luncheon at the school, a group of
12 or so classmates met in the
lounge of the Holiday Inn, discussed
plans for the 50th reunion and shared
impressions and opinions of the art
of medicine today. We agreed that
we liked the way medicine was prac¬
ticed during our working lives and
wished that our standards and com¬
mitment were more prevalent today.
On Saturday night at dinner, we
again had an opportunity to interact,
discuss and philosophize. Present
were Lyal and Bonnie Asay, Sylvia
and Bob Axelrod, Bill and Ida
Bucher, A1 Davis, Kent Ellis,
Yvette Francis McBarnette, Dave
and Carol Frucht, Marilyn and
Barney Kritchman, John LeRoy,
Jack and Sandy Miller, Bob and
Phoebe Sceery, Jane and Clare
Shumway and Myra (Toni) Tyler.
Letters of regret were read from
several classmates unable to return.
There were reminiscences of class¬
mates who had died over the past
five years. All were recalled warmly
and respectfully and with some de¬
gree of humor. A moment of silence
was dedicated to their memory.
Lyal Asay agreed to develop a
program for the 50th reunion. He
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will ask if any classmates would be
interested in making a presentation
at that time. Jack Miller has already
agreed to present some of his fasci¬
nating work in genetics and molecu¬
lar biology. Marilyn Kritchman, if
still living in the New Haven area
five years from now, has agreed to
make arrangements for overnight
accommodations and the banquet at
the time of the 50th.
Dave Frucht will serve as class
secretary for the next five years and
plans to arrange with the alumni
office to send out letters that he re¬
ceives to all members of the class.
Everyone agreed they would like
more details of classmates’ activities.
We adjourned, but continued
with warm and friendly discussions
and a perusal of the class scrapbook.
On Sunday, most reunioners
trekked to Margaret Lyman's farm
in Middlefield where we again en¬
joyed her wonderful hospitality in
the form of brunch and lunch and
absorbed the beauty of her surround¬
ings. She was presented with a gift
of Woodstock chimes as an expres¬
sion of our appreciation for her years
of sharing her home with us.

1955
40th REUNION
By S. Jack Landau, M.D.

The Class of 1955 celebrated its
reunion on June 2 and 3. Those in
attendance included the following
people: John A. and Leah Atwater,
Irwin M. and Muriel Braverman,
Edward N. and Alice Brennan,
Paul and Celia Calabresi, Nicholas
A. and Gaynor Coassin, F. Robert
and Nancy Fekety, Mahlon V.R. and
Marcia Freeman, James C. and
Merrill Garlington, Paul and An¬
gela Gonick, John H. Hodge, D.
Franklin and Jeanne Johnson,
Harry O. and Wanda Kendall, Rob¬
ert A. and Nancy Kramer, Eliza¬
beth Lamb, Saul Jack and Leona
Continued on Page 56
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From New Britain to neurosurgeiy
AYAM’s new president got an early boost in his career from Harvey Cushing

W

hen new AYAM President
Lycurgus M. Davey, M.D.
'43M, first came to New Haven, the
year was 1935 and he was a Yale
freshman. He knew then he would
become a physician and within two
years, his path into the young field
of neurosurgery was established.
Dr. Davey, who grew up in New
Britain, Conn., worked his way
through Yale as a bursary student.
After two years waiting tables in the
faculty dining room, he was matched
with a professor at the medical
school who needed help cataloging
his library. That physician was
Harvey Cushing and the relationship
lasted briefly into the first year of
Dr. Davey’s medical education,
when Dr. Cushing died, in October
1939. Dr. Davey continued working
with the Cushing collection, by this
time housed in the new medical
library, during his first three years of
medical school.
Dr. Cushing’s requirement for
the job had been that the student
read at least five languages—Latin,
Greek, French, German and Italian.
(Dr. Davey learned Italian as a teen¬
ager while working in a grocery
store; he studied Latin, Greek and
French in high school and German in
college.) “I’m not sure how much
work I did for him,’’ Dr. Davey says
during an interview in his office in
New Haven, a book-lined sanctuary
that he uses for reading and study.
“When Dr. Cushing hired me, he
made the very gracious statement
that, 'If in the course of your work
you come across a book that inter¬
ests you, do sit down and read it.’ It
was a tremendous education in the
history of medicine at a time when
very few schools had courses in
history of medicine.”
After finishing medical school,
Dr. Davey served as an intern at
Greenwich and New Haven hospitals.
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then was assigned to the
South Pacific as a lieuten¬
ant in the Navy. He has
pursued a life-long interest
in naval history and served
31 years in the Naval Re¬
serve, retiring as a captain
in 1973. He grows Texas
grapefruit and oranges on
his farm in the lower Rio
Grande Valley; during the
1970s, he raised cattle on a
10,000-acre ranch in Ecua¬
Dr. Davey
dor. He “was disabused of
the cowboy life,” he says,
when he was thrown from
a horse and broke five ribs. He and
his wife, Artemis, have three children
and eight grandchildren.
Dr. Davey was a surgical resi¬
dent at Grace-New Haven Commu¬
nity Hospital in the late 1940s, then
trained in neurosurgery in Hartford,
New Haven and London. He was the
William Harvey Cushing Fellow at
Yale in 1947-48. After five decades
in private practice in New Haven,
Dr. Davey has stopped operating but
still sees patients. He is clinical pro¬
fessor of neurosurgery at the School
of Medicine and was associate chief
of neurosurgery at Yale-New Haven
Hospital from 1954 to 1989. He has
been active in alumni/ae affairs for
the past 25 years.
As president, Dr. Davey’s ener¬
gies this year will be devoted, in
part, to the next Alumni Reunion
Weekend June 7 and 8. “I’d like to
see the reunions remain a time of
fun, of reminiscing, and an opportu¬
nity to see how the school has
changed and to view the kind of
medical student attending now. It’s
always interesting to compare your
class to the class coming in.”
He would like to build on the
tradition at reunion of showcasing
current research at Yale. “I think we
could attract more alumni back if, in
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| addition to renewing old
5 acquaintances, we could
f tell them more about
what's going on for
bragging rights.” To that
end, Dr. Davey supports
the creation of a list of
research projects at Yale
that are directed toward
diseases of current pub¬
lic interest—“where
Yale is doing basic re¬
search that may have a
meaningful bearing on
those diseases.”
Dr. Davey, by the
way, is forgiving of anyone unsure
how to pronouce his first name: Liekur-gus. For the past 72 years, he
has been called Bill, a nickname he
acquired on the first day of school.
"The kindergarten teacher asked
me what my name was, and I told
her, Lycurgus. She asked me if there
was any other name people called
me,” he says. “Well, on the way in
through the school yard, I had heard
an older boy shouting to a friend,
“Hey Bill!” So I said to the teacher,
“Hey Bill.” He smiles. “Since then,
everyone has called me Bill.”
§§§

Leading the Association of Yale
Alumni in Medicine with Dr. Davey
until 1997 are Vice President Nicho¬
las M. Passarelli, M.D. ’59, Secre¬
tary Gilbert F. Hogan, M.D. ’57, and
Past President Marie-Louise T.
Johnson, Ph.D., M.D. '56.
■ Dr. Passarelli graduated from
Yale College in 1955 and from the
School of Medicine in 1959 before
training here for six years of intern¬
ship and residency. A general sur¬
geon in practice in New Haven since
1965, he has taught anatomy and
physical diagnosis to Yale medical
students and is an assistant clinical
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professor of surgery. In June, he
received the school’s 1995 Distin¬
guished Service Award.
Dr. Passarelli performed the
first laparoscopic procedure in New
Haven, the removal of a gall blad¬
der in 1989, and has watched with
great interest as the new, minimally
invasive techniques have changed
the way surgeons operate. Learning
to use the video scopes and longhandled instruments of laparoscopy
“sort of kept me young,” he says. “I
had to go back and start over
again.” Dr. Passarelli was born in
Chicago and moved to New Haven
as a child. He and his wife, Mary
Lou, have three children and four
grandchildren.
■ Dr. Hogan, a New Haven
native, is a member of the Yale Col¬
lege Class of 1953. He graduated
from the School of Medicine in 1957
before completing his internship and
residency at Boston City Hospital,
and served in the Army from 1958 to
1960. He returned to Yale from 1962
to 1964 as a cardiology fellow.
Dr. Hogan has practiced inter¬
nal medicine and cardiology in
New Haven since 1964. As an-as¬
sistant clinical professor of medi¬
cine, he has taught physical diag¬
nosis and been involved with the
school’s mentoring program, in
which a physician is paired with a
small group of medical students for
weekly meetings and discussion.
He has been active in the AYAM
for the past decade.
Dr. Hogan and his wife, Carol,
have five sons and seven grand¬
children.
■ Dr. Johnson, clinical professor
of dermatology at Yale, earned her
Ph.D. degree in microbiology here in
1954 and graduated from the School
of Medicine in 1956. She was an
intern and resident at Yale before
joining the faculty in dermatology in
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AYAM Vice President
Nicholas M.
Passarelli, M.D.,
and Past President
Marie-Louise T.
Johnson, M.D.,
with their awards.
Dr. Passarelli
received the
school’s
Distinguished
Sendee Award.
Dr. Johnson was
honored for her
years of service
and leadership.

1961. She spent three years as der¬
matology chief for the Atomic Bomb
Casualty Commission in Hiroshima
and Nagasaki, Japan, returning to the
U.S. in 1967 to teach at New York
University School of Medicine.
Dr. Johnson was an associate
professor and director of continuing
medical education at Dartmouth in
the early 1970s. She returned to the
NYU faculty as professor in 1974
and was chief of the dermatology
service at Bellevue Hospital until
1980, when she left to help establish
a clinical campus for primary care in
the Mid-Hudson area. In the same
year, she was the first dermatologist
elected to the National Academy of
Sciences-Institute of Medicine. Ear¬
lier this year, she was selected by the
American Academy of Dermatology
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as the first woman to be designated a
Master in Dermatology.
Since 1988, she has been presi¬
dent of the Maternity and Early
Childhood Foundation in New York,
a part-time activity she combines
with teaching in New Haven and
Kingston, N.Y., maintaining a large
clinical practice and serving as con¬
sultant to the Radiation Effects Re¬
search Foundation in Hiroshima.
Dr. Johnson’s term as AYAM
president was from 1993 to 3995;
she served as vice president from
1991 to 1993. At reunion in June,
she received recognition from the
dean and faculty for her years of
service and leadership of the AYAM
Executive Committee.
Michael Fitzsousa
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Sherwin B. Nuland, M.D., smiles while
visiting with classmates during the
Class of 1955 reunion program.

Continued from Page 53

Landau, Dorothy Baird Leib,
James P. and Christa Nolan,
Sherwin B. and Sarah Nuland,
Robert H. and Cyvia Peters, Gre¬
gory and Cil Peterson, Phillip W.
and Sally Smith, Alexander and
Ruth Zuckerbraun.
Classmates returned to New
Haven from all over the United
States, including California, Michi¬
gan, Montana, Texas, Florida and
Wisconsin. It was an opportunity to
renew our friendships, and everyone
seemed to enjoy themselves. We
were pleased that Harriet Lattanzi,
Bill Lattanzi’s widow, and Ann
Powell. Bill Powell’s widow, were
able to join us.
On Friday, a catered cocktail
party and dinner was held at Jack
Landau’s house. It was a beautiful
evening, even though the skies were
threatening. It was exciting to see
people who have not been back for
40 years. We were able to take up as
though we had been together the
day before.
The next day, we held our semi¬
nar and heard some fascinating talks.
John Atwater told us of his wonder¬
ful experiences in Sierra Leone.
Harry Kendall recounted his experi¬
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ences with coccidiomycosis in the
San Joaquin Valley. Van Freeman
depicted his trip to China, and Alex
Zuckerbraun gave a very vivid pic¬
ture of what it is like to be a heart
patient and undergo valvular sur¬
gery. Budget Lieb told us how it
feels to be a politician and Frank
Johnson gave an interesting talk on
obesity and its treatment. Roger
Lester was supposed to come and
give a talk. However, unfortunately,
he became a victim of a travel mess
and never actually came to New
Haven. He phoned and said that he
was going back to Little Rock after
reaching Memphis and had no way
of getting to New Haven on time.
We certainly missed him.
Saturday evening, we had a
well-attended banquet. Leo Cardillo
managed to come in from New York,
and it was great seeing him again
after 40 years. Art Ebbert was our
guest, as well as Ann Powell and
Harriet Lattanzi.
I received a letter of regret from
Gloria Cochran-Onque. She was
unable to come in from Pennsylva¬
nia but it was nice hearing from her,
and she sends her regards to all her
classmates. Hopefully, she will be
able to make the next one. Paddy
Burns also was planning to attend
but had to go to Japan. In the past,
he has been able to make it to New
Haven and I am sure we will see
him at the next reunion.
All in all, it was a wonderful
time, and I am looking forward to
the reunion in the year 2000.

sented on Political paranoia and the
psychopolitics of hatred: Oklahoma
Cit}' and the radical right. (See
Alumni Forum Page 27.)
On the face of it, there may
seem to be no logical connection
between the topics, but with great
perspicacity Roland Ingram pointed
out, the progression was from exer¬
cising to exorcising.
After the traditional sherry re¬
ception at Harkness on Friday
evening, in what has become a
lovely tradition, Vic and Laura
Altshul again threw open their el¬
egant Victorian home just off
Whitney Avenue for an informal
buffet, hosted by Altshul, Kugelman
and Post. Reeking in tradition,
Mory’s was the site of the class din¬
ner on Saturday evening, where the
class shared reminiscences and up¬
dated each other on family, careers,
and the assaults of managed care.
Classmates in attendance were: Vic
Altshul, Lanny Ames, Gerry
Cimmino, Jon Courtney, Malin
Dollinger, Jim Eustermann, Gene
Gaenslen, Max Gottesman, Irv
Guttenberg, Roland Ingram, Rick
Kindwall, Susan Kleeman. Tom
Kugelman, Ed Lang, Tom Lau,
Bob Marcus, A1 Newcomb, Jerry
Post, Nancy Rolick Powell, A1
Ross, Dan Rubin, Bob Wallach and
May Yung-Fun Woo.

1965
30TH REUNION
By John Seashore, M.D.

1960
35TH REUNION
By Jerrold Post, M.D.

The reunion of the Class of 1960
was awash with nostalgia and friend¬
ships renewed. The class did sponsor
a reunion seminar with three presen¬
tations: Roland Ingram gave a lec¬
ture on Exercise-induced asthma;
Tom Lau on Prison medicine: model
for the future; and Jerry Post pre¬
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The Class of 1965 enjoyed a
grand reunion in New Haven. Most
of the usual suspects showed up
along with some new faces, espe¬
cially from Western climes. The
weather behaved admirably and
everyone had a good time greeting
friends, sharing lives and thoughts,
exploring the new buildings on cam¬
pus, revisiting old haunts and appre¬
ciating the many directions our
classmates have taken. A few people
have retired, more are talking about
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it, and all our complaining about
managed care, but most are still very
happy in the practice of medicine.
Dinner at the Rusty Scupper on Fri¬
day and a catered poolside dinner at
the Seashores’ were enjoyed by Phil
Askenase, John Austin, Vic
Burner, Greg and Donna Culley,
Mike and Susan Cummings, Bob
Finkel, Chris Gates, Jim and Sally
Gude, Dave and Gretchen Hill,
Mohandas Kini, Ron Karpick,
Larry and Linda Ossias, Bob and
Mary Pickens, Jibby Rachleff,
Gene and Carol Robinson, John and
Greta Seashore, Tom and Barbara
Solis, and Bob and Sue Weiner. We
expect all of them and many more
for our 35th in the centennial year
2000. Mark your calendars now.

1970
25TH REUNION
By Robert M. Rosa, M.D.

Our 25th reunion weekend was a
great success as over 50 classmates,
spouses and guests attended to share
past memories and relate present
activities. It began on Friday evening
with a cocktail reception at Mory’s,
continued Saturday morning and
afternoon with a series of lectures
and tours, and concluded with a
wonderful Saturday evening recep¬
tion and dinner at the home of Anne
Curtis and her husband, Jim Fischer,
in Guilford. The weather was great
for a waterfront supper.
Journeying the farthest (from
Oregon) were Romney and Mary
Sue Burke and their neighbors, Karl
and Diane Wustrack, where they are
both thriving in practice. Joellen
Werne and John Smolowe traveled
from Palo Alto, where Joellen has a
very successful psychiatric practice
specializing in patients with anorexic
disorders. Fred Menick and his
family came from Tucson, where he
is a plastic surgeon, and Anne and
Paul Lucky from Cincinnati, where,
after many years of training in vari¬
ous medical specialties, they have a
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large group practice in dermatology.
Jay Hoofnagle and Harvey
Fernbach came from the Washing¬
ton area, where Jay remains in a
leadership position at the NIH and
Harvey (who hasn’t changed at all)
has a psychiatry practice.
Gerry Kennealey (also un¬
changed) arrived from Delaware,
where he is a senior director of
Zeneca Pharmaceuticals. Bob Gil¬
bert came from Madison, Wise.,
where he has been busy directing a
multispecialty group practice.
Jonathan Ecker and Rosanne trav¬
eled from Syracuse where he is prac¬
ticing psychiatry, and your class
secretary, Bob Rosa, and Joan Krier,
came from Chicago where he is vice
chairman of the Department of
Medicine at Northwestern University
Medical School.
Traveling a shorter distance
were Roger and Jeanne Mason
(Hampton Bays, Long Island)
where Roger practices vascular
surgery. Mark Korsten, a
hepatologist, and Frank Socha, an
ophthalmologist, arrived from New
York. Dick and Catherine St. Onge
journeyed from West Newbury,
Mass., where he is an orthopaedic
surgeon, and Rick Solomon came
from Boston, where he is a
nephrologist on the staff at the New
England Deaconess Hospital. Also
from New England were Phil
Steeves (Massachusetts) who is a
radiologist and, of course, still an
Air Force pilot, and Geoffrey Kane
(New Hampshire) who has a busy
practice specializing in addiction
medicine. Paul and Patricia Hessler
came from Rhode Island, where
Paul is a radiologist, and Norm and
Karolynn Coleman came from
Boston. Norm has not lost any of
his quick wit—a trait that undoubt¬
edly holds him in good stead at
Harvard, where he is chairman of
the Joint Center for Radiation
Therapy. Similarly, Elissa Arons
traveled from the Boston area where
she is a psychoanalyst.
The old guard from Connecticut
consisted of Lenny Milstone, on the
dermatology faculty at Yale, and his
wife, Ellen (also a dermatologist in
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New Haven); Lynn Whisnant
Reiser (a psychiatrist in New Haven)
and her husband, Mort; Denny (a
urologist) and Reissa Shield; Jon
(an anesthesiologist) and Susan Katz;
and Scott (an ophthalmologist) and
Jean Peterson. Jon and Scott were
also very active in planning our re¬
union activities. The Milstones and
the Katzes were each proud to an¬
nounce that their son and daughter,
respectively, entered the School of
Medicine as first-year students in
September. Anne Curtis remains at
Yale, where she is a professor of
radiology. Finally, John Blanton
and Katie Dyer also attended the
festivities. John probably has not
missed a single reunion of our class
and continues to practice pediatrics
in New Haven.
Several members
of our class wrote to
express their regrets at
not being able to at¬
tend. Rick Edelson,
presently chairman of
the Department of Der¬
matology at Yale, was
traveling in Israel, and
Bruce Reitz, chairman
of the Department of
Cardiothoracic Surgery
at Stanford, was in
Russia helping to es¬
tablish a pediatric car¬
diac surgical center in
Tatarstan. Dan
Symonds was not able
to attend as he was at
his son’s graduation
from high school. Tom
Thomas Lau,
Gouge, a surgeon on
M.D., spoke on
the faculty at NYU,
prison medicine
was unable to come at
for
a Class of 1960
the last minute. Monty
reunion
seminar.
Downs sent a great
talking blues tape from
Hawaii that we listened to in Jon
Katz’s car. Finally, Pedro Rossello
sent his regrets. Pedro, now the
governor of Puerto Rico, was in
Boston receiving an honorary de¬
gree. The governor was, however,
greeted by several classmates the
day after our reunion on Sunday, as
he was in New Haven leading the
annual Puerto Rican Day Parade.
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to New Haven—Doug Zusman just
had triplets!
Your class yenta is still doing
just that, writing, in my spare time, a
menopause book for patients, and
seeing those patients in private OB/
GYN practice in New Haven, and
still trying to educate our med stu¬
dents. As with most of our class¬
mates, I’m trying to raise two lovely
children, and not drive myself crazy
thinking about the bizarre changes in
health care that none of us antici¬
pated 20 years ago.
I hope we’ll have better atten¬
dance at our 25th—maybe we’ll be
able to talk about the “resolved”
health-care crisis.
Dean Burrow, right, and Ralph /. Horwitz M.D., who spoke on Directing the

Department of Internal Medicine into the 21st century. Dr. Horwitz is chairman
of the department.

1980
1975
20TH REUNION
By Mary Jane Minkin, M.D.

A few class members actually
showed up in New Haven to cel¬
ebrate our 20th. Festivities started at
my house on Friday evening; Ed and
Pat Olson, Steve and Kathy Bush,
Steve and Linda Vlay, and Sid
Speisel (Chris was up lecturing at
Bard, so she couldn’t be there) began
the weekend reminiscences. Ed gave
up on the academic world in Okla¬
homa, and is now in private practice
in Dallas in cardiology. Steve B. is
in charge of pathology in Palm
Springs, and gets to see Phil Rich,
who is a visiting radiologist there
periodically. Steve V. is still in aca¬
demic cardiology at Stony Brook,
and Sid still enjoys private practice
pediatrics in New Haven, where he
also does a lot of teaching. This
cadre was joined by Sal and Susan
Romano on Saturday evening at
Bruxelles; Sal is practicing derma¬
tology in Waterbury.
I received a lot of updates from
our class. Fred Sherman is director
of perinatal cardiology at MageeWomen’s in Pittsburgh. Hank
Willner is in family practice in
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northern Virginia, and is in the pro¬
cess of affiliating with a large group.
Fred Rosenfelt, when he is not
marathoning, practices heme-onc in
Los Angeles Bob Sandler, at Duke as
a professor of GI and epidemiology,
travels to exotic locales as part of his
work, when not learning how to sail.
Paul Johnson is chief of his depart¬
ment of internal medicine at Kaiser in
Santa Rosa, Calif., when not flying
private airplanes. Liz Gawron, to
counter Paul’s hobbies in the air, ac¬
tively rides quarter horses, and spends
the rest of her time in private practice
pediatrics. George Pardos couldn’t
attend the reunion because he was on
safari in Africa; he too is flying, when
not actively practicing ophthalmology
in Denver. Chau Dang was a surgery
professor for a while, but is now doing
general surgery in private practice.
Vivian Resnick couldn’t come, not
because she was too busy professing
pediatric nephrology in San Diego, but
because she was getting ready for her
daughter’s bas mitzvah the next week.
And Barbara Stoll, who was all set to
take time off from the CDC and pedi¬
atric infectious diseases and come
north, realized she had too much to do
to get ready for her upcoming year in
Geneva for the CDC. And all attendees
wish the best of luck to the person
with the best excuse for not making it
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15TH REUNION
By Patricia Brown, M.D.

Yale School of Medicine wel¬
comed back the Class of 1980 for a
friendly and intimate 15th reunion. We
enjoyed the dean’s reception at
Harkness Hall, attended a variety of
medical seminars, and chatted together
over sherry at a pleasant outdoor buf¬
fet luncheon. At the annual meeting of
the Association of Yale Alumni in
Medicine, Dean Burrow reported that
the state of the school was generally
healthy; however, he stated that Yale
will not be able to fund its research
enterprise from clinical income—as
has been done in the past—due to
expansion of HMOs and attendant cost
cutting. We are happy to report that
our class is doing its share, surpassing
our fifteenth reunion goal of $25,000.
Currently, we have pledges of approxi¬
mately $36,000.
The highlight of the weekend
was a delicious dinner at the Union
League Cafe on Saturday night. In
attendance were Jean Bolognia, and
husband, Dennis Cooper. Jean is
associate professor of dermatology
at Yale and is busy on multiple com¬
mittees. Dennis is associate profes¬
sor of oncology here.
Eric Nestler is a professor at
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YSM who presented Clinical and
research developments at the Yale
Psychiatry Alumni Association Sec¬
ond Annual Meeting. Congratula¬
tions to Eric for chairing a successful
reunion fund-raising committee! Eric
was accompanied by his wife. Sue
Derenzo, who is kept busy by three
children, David, 9; Matt, 7; and Jane,
4. Ann Hoeffer practices pediatrics
in Guilford and loves it. She com¬
pleted a pediatric residency at Yale
in 1994, after practicing psychiatry
for several years. Her husband, Ben
Bradburn, is a practicing orthopaedic
surgeon who also deals with a fair
amount of orthopaedic “psychiatry.”
Ann and Ben are proud parents of
two daughters, Charlotte, age 11,
and Sophie, age 6.
Hillel Skoff and his wife,
Roberta, traveled from Brookline,
Mass., to attend. They brought their
charming 1-year-old, Molly, who
entertained us with her explorations.
Hillel is a hand surgeon who also
performs microsurgery, and Roberta
teaches high school. Marcia Taylor
is in private dermatology practice in
Wynnewood, Pa., near Philadelphia.
She was accompanied by her hus¬
band, Jeremy Rosenblum, a corporate
and securities lawyer. Their family is
completed by Alison, 10; Lauren, 8;
and Amy, 5. Patricia Brown flew in
from Bethesda, Md., where she is in
solo dermatology practice. She ob¬
serves the steady encroachment of
HMOs with trepidation. Walter Will¬
iams claims the award for farthest
distance traveled, from Tucson,
Ariz., where he is associate professor
of radiology/nuclear medicine at the
University of Arizona School of
Medicine. Walter also came East to
visit his oldest son who is at YSM
Class of ’98! Walter’s younger son,
David, is a junior in high school. Not
present at the dinner, but a welcomed
addition to our reunion group, was
Donald Moore (M.D., MPH ’81),
who practices family medicine in
Manhattan and is an assistant pro¬
fessor of emergency medicine at
SUNY Brooklyn. Donald is married
to Christine, and they are parents of
two children, Crystal, age 6, and
Ashley, 18 months.
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1985
10TH REUNION
By Jaime Arroyo, M.D.

Judging by our class reunion,
the 10 years since graduation have
scattered us far and wide, as not too
many managed to find their way
back to New Haven. Those who did,
however, seemed happy and well
settled into careers, relationships and
families, tales of which we shared
over lunch at Harkness Hall and
dinner at the Chart House.
Bob Roberts took the “longest
suffering” award, having just finished
his cardiothoracic surgery fellowship.
He will be moving to Philadelphia
with his family to join the staff at
Penn. Jackie Gutmann attended with
her husband and two children. She is
practicing OB/GYN, said “enough” to
Park Avenue, and moved to Montana
with her husband, Robert, and their
two children. She has become a profi¬
cient shot (gophers and other vermin)
and loves her practice and her sur¬
roundings. Barbara Guillette would
like her classmates to drop by and visit
her in Rhode Island. Fred Santoro is
busy with a pediatric practice in East
Lyme, Conn., and Sam Goos is prac¬
ticing dermatology in Massachusetts.
After comparing notes, we voted
Robert Klitzman the “funniest ca¬

reer” award. He is the published
author of A Year-Long Night (could
it be about... internship?) and In A
House of Dreams And Glass (Simon
& Schuster), his reflections on psy¬
chiatry training. He is on the staff at
Columbia and lives in New York
with his partner, Philip, an architect.
Guy Fried updated us by mail
from Philadelphia. He is the happy
father of a baby boy and is enjoying
psychiatry. One of our reunion high¬
lights was helping Sara Schutzman
chose hiking shoes at the Yale Co¬
op, as she was on her way to a fabu¬
lous hiking tour in Italy. You can
otherwise find her at the ER at
Children’s Hospital in Boston. Josh
Sparrow and Alex Bodkin are also
in Massachusetts, both in psychiatry.
Should January find you with a
sudden urge to visit classmates in
warm places, you can find Suzzette
Rivera practicing gastroenterology
in San Juan, Puerto Rico. Jaime
Arroyo lives in San Diego with his
partner, Rick, and practices internal
medicine. He promises excellent
weather and a guided tour of Tijuana
(the high or the low road) to any
visiting classmates. Gail Mattson
and her husband rounded up the
California contingent at the reunion.
As for the rest of the class,
you'll have to meet us in New Haven
in the year 2000 and bring us up to
speed. See you then.

Jean Bolognia, Hillel D. Skoff and Patricia Church Brown
of the Class of 1980.
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Two reunions, one rapprochement
A half century after commencement, classmate guides a friend to lost dynasty in Japan

I

n 1945, Isao Hirata Jr. graduated
from the Yale School of Medicine.
It was a difficult year to be of Japa¬
nese ancestry and living in the
United States.
Dr. Hirata, who was born in
New Haven in 1923 and whose
father was a Japanese-born, 1912
graduate of the School of Medicine,
had watched during the war years
as most of his classmates were
commissioned as officers in the
military. The women in the class
and one disabled classmate, along
with Dr. Hirata, were not consid¬
ered. Although he was not sub¬
jected to internment like many
Japanese-Americans, Dr. Hirata
recalls that he was not eligible for
military service “as the son of an
enemy alien.”
Dr. Hirata, also a member of the
Yale College Class of 1943, prac¬
ticed general surgery in New Haven
for many years and cared for Yale
athletes before moving to South
Carolina in 1972.
Forty-five years after the war
ended. Dr. Hirata saw classmate
Alice Shepard Cary, M.D., at their
1990 class Reunion in New Haven.
Dr. Cary had lived in Kyoto for most
of those 45 years, moving to Japan
just after the war. He told her that he
had family in Japan he had never
met. She offered to look them up.
Besides not speaking Japanese,
the largest obstacle to finding the
other branch of Hiratas was that Dr.
Hirata knew next to nothing about
them. “During the war, my parents
were so sensitive that they did not
want ever to talk about the family in
Japan,” he says. “My mother
wouldn’t tell me anything about my
relatives. She didn’t even want to
admit we had any.” And so the matter
rested—for decades. “When Roots
came out, I found I didn’t have any.”
When Dr. Cary returned home
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The Hircitas, right, and the Carys at Yale
June of this year.

to Japan after the reunion, she took
with her the few details Dr. Hirata
had gathered: the family was from
the southern city of Fukuoka; one of
his father's brothers was a physician
and two others had been in the Japa¬
nese navy and army.
“I told Izzy, ‘Leave it to me,’ ”
Dr. Cary recalled in June during
Alumni Reunion Weekend, when
she and Dr. Hirata met again five
years later at their 50th class re¬
union. Back in Kyoto after the 45th
reunion, she visited the medical
association offices and asked for a
physician directory. In Fukuoka
alone, 24 Hiratas were listed.
She wrote a letter to the first
five on the list, explaining who she
was and what she wanted. None
responded. She wrote to the next
five. The following day, the phone
rang. It was Hirata Kazumi, M.D., a
generalist and Dr. Hirata’s first
cousin. (Following Japanese cus¬
tom, his family name is used first.)
A month later, Kazumi traveled
to Kyoto for a meeting and met Dr.
Cary. She snapped a photo and sent
it to her classmate in South Carolina.
Kazumi then wrote to his cousin in
the States, inviting him to visit the
family in Japan. “You must come
and see us,” he wrote. “Our family
will be honored.”
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Kazumi had looked
for Isao in New Haven
years before while visit¬
ing the United States to
attend a meeting. He
returned to Japan with¬
out finding his cousin.
In 1992, Dr. Hirata
and his wife, Mary
Keeler Hirata, flew to
Japan. A group of 20
greeted them at the
airport and the reunited
in
cousins spent the next
week together. Isao
spoke no Japanese (and didn’t care
much for the food). Kazumi little
English, but they communicated
well through interpreters.
A secret thatIsao never learned
from his father was his ancestry of
20 generations of physicians. In
Fukuoka, at a banquet in his honor
with 40 of his relatives, he listened
to his cousin tell the story of the first
Hirata healers in the mid-1600s.
“We’re descended from the
Samurai,” Isao Hirata said during his
50th class reunion in New Haven
last June. He said that his ancestors,
stripped of their castle in the late
1500s, left swordsmanship and war
for surgery and founded the family
line of physicians. While visiting
Japan, Dr. Hirata saw the family
cemetery and a separate family
shrine maintained by his cousin.
Dr. Hirata has two children, both
attorneys. Learning in his late 60s that
the 20 generations of doctors might
stop with him was distressing. But his
cousin quickly reassured him by intro¬
ducing him to his own children.
“He had already picked up the
chain,” Dr. Hirata says. “He has two
sons—both anesthesiologists.”
Michael Fitzsousa
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Alumni/ae

Russell B. Scobie, M.D. ’29, retired
pediatrician, received the honorary
degree of doctor of humane letters
from Mount Saint Mary College in
Newburgh, N.Y. He also was honored
by the town of Newburgh in May for
introducting fluoridation of the public
water supply 50 years ago. Dr. Scobie
dedicated himself to monitoring and
studying the effects of fluoridation. He
and his wife traveled to six continents
promoting the benefits of adding fluo¬
ride to public water supplies.

Eric Mood, M.P.H. ’43, L.L.B., lec¬
turer in public health at Yale, has been
named the 1995 Melanchthon Fellow
by the University Lutheran Ministry
(ULM). The honorary biannual award
is given to individuals who have pro¬
vided extraordinary service to the
ULM, a campus ministry based at
Yale. Dr. Mood helped found ULM
as a discussion group in the 1940s.
The National Kidney Foundation
has inauguated a commemorative
award named in honor of Donald
W. Seldin, M.D. ’43, HS ’43-44,
vice president for medical center
relations for Southwestern Medical
Foundation in Dallas. The award
recognizes excellence in clinical
nephrology in the tradition of Dr.
Seldin, one of the foremost teachers
and researchers in the field.

Robert E. Fishbein, M.D. ’57, has
chronicled the youth of his children
in the book, ...When Mark Was a
Widdle Boy ... and Before Mark,
There was Lauren ..., published by
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News

Vantage Press Inc. in New York. His
son, Mark, is now vice president of a
New York investment firm; his
daughter, Lauren, is a third-year law
student at Yale.

Philip Witorsch, M.D., H.S. 6264, of Washington, is professor of
medicine and pharmacology, and
clinical director of the program in
toxicology and applied pharmacoki¬
netics at Georgetown University
Medical Center.
Robert L. Marier, M.D. '69, chief
administrative officer at University
Hospital and professor of public
health at Louisiana State University
School of Medicine, announced that
his daughter, 2nd Lt. Rebecca Eliza¬
beth Marier, graduated first in her
class this year from the U.S. Military
Academy at West Point. She was the
first woman to achieve this honor.
Miss Marier is attending Harvard
Medical School this fall.

Thomas H.G. Aitken, Ph D., re¬
search affiliate in epidemology and
a faculty member since 1971, now
retired, was awared the laurea ad
honorem degree in biological sci¬
ences in May from the Universita
degli Studi di Cagliari in Sardenia,
Italy, for his contributions to the
Sardinian malaria eradication cam¬
paign from 1946 to 1950.
Frank J. Bia, M.D., postdoctoral
fellow at Yale from 1977 to 1979,
ran his first marathon, the 20th Ma¬
rine Corps Marathon, Oct. 22 in
Washington. Dr. Bia, professor of
medicine and laboratory medicine, at
Yale, made the run in honor of his
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parents and to encourage matching
pledges to the Anita Bia Scholarship
fund at Fordham University.

Robert L. Galli, M.D. ’81, HS ’8186, associate professor of emergency
medicine at the University of Missis¬
sippi Medical Center, was named
chairman of the department, effec¬
tive July 1.
Marie Ciacco Tsivitis, M.P.H. ’86,
has been appointed to the New York
State Department of Health Advisory
Committee on Infection Control. Mrs.
Tsivitis gave birth to her first child, a
daughter, Alexandra, in March.
Antonio P. Legorreta. M.D.. M.P.H.
'89, an authority on the development
of outcomes research and measure¬
ments by managed-care health plans,
has joined Health Net as vice presi¬
dent of quality initiatives. Health Net
is a health maintenance organization
based in California.

Marc E. Agronin, M.D '91, com¬
pleted his residency in psychiatry in
June at McLean Hospital and has
started a one-year fellowship in geri¬
atric psychiatry at the Veterans Af¬
fairs Hospital in Minneapolis.
Edward P. Weiss, M.D. ’92, in¬
structor in internal medicine at
Harvard Medical School, has joined
Beth Isreal Healthcare, the Beth
Israel Medical Group Foundation
Inc. in Boston.
George Simeon, M.P.H. ’94, is a
pharmaco-economics manager for
CIBA-Geigy Ltd. in Basel, Switzer¬
land. He lives in Mulhouse, France.
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Obituaries

Harry Zimmerman
Harry Zimmerman, M.D. '27,
was a man of world-wide accom¬
plishments in medicine spanning
nearly the entire 20th century. Re¬
membered by a childhood friend as a
gregarious but serious boy, always
with an armful of books, he entered
Yale College on scholarship in 1920
and received his medical degree here
in 1927. As a member of the Yale
faculty. Dr. Zimmerman collaborated
with Harvey Cushing, M.D., on
brain-tumor research and established
one of the first sections of neuro¬
pathology in America. He conducted
important research on deficiency
diseases (beri-beri and pellagra) and
produced seminal studies on neuro¬
oncogenesis. By the time he left
New Haven to serve overseas in
1944, Harry Zimmerman had estab¬
lished an enduring legacy in the
School of Medicine as a teacher and
researcher. His training with Profes¬
sor Walter Spielmeyer in Munich
and his collaboration with Dr.
Cushing link him to the giants who
established the now multidisciplinary
field of neuroscience.
He is remembered by many of his
students as perhaps the best teacher at
the school. Less than two years ago.
Dr. Zimmerman spoke at a Yale medi¬
cal reunion about his World War II
experiences. Even in his 90s, Harry
Zimmerman was still a passionate
lecturer, a good friend to the school,
and a great physician-scientist.
Dr Zimmerman’s obituary from the
New York Times is reprinted below.

Dr. Harry M. Zimmerman, a
pioneer in the study of diseases of the
nervous system in the United States
and a founder of the Albert Einstein
College of Medicine, died on July 28,
at Montefiore Medical Center in the
Bronx, where he had trained a gen-
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Dr Zimmerman

eration of neuropathologists. Dr.
Zimmerman, who was 93, had also
taught at Yale and Columbia.
In a varied career that produced
hundreds of highly specialized re¬
search papers, Dr. Zimmerman did
seminal work at Yale in the 1930’s on
vitamin deficiency and the develop¬
ment of tumors of the nervous system;
helped prevent the spread of parasitic
diseases in the Pacific during World
War II (his prescription being clean
sheets), and while stationed on Guam
with the Navy Medical Corps in 1945
and 1946, spurred a wave of new re¬
search into Lou Gehrig's disease when
he discovered an extraordinarily high
incidence of the malady among the
native population.
As a dedicated researcher in a
highly arcane field measured in mi¬
crons at the end of a microscope. Dr.
Zimmerman had broader vision.
When he looked up from the micro¬
scope, there was a twinkle in his eye
that attracted and charmed a range of
diverse friends, from Dr. Harvey
Cushing, the renowned neurosurgeon
who collaborated with Dr.
Zimmerman at Yale, to Adm. Chester
W. Nimitz, once an aspiring physi¬
cian, who became a special friend
during World War II.
Sent to Okinawa within days of
the Allied invasion. Dr. Zimmerman
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teamed with another friend in the
Pacific, a virologist who shared his
tent, to curb an epidemic of en¬
cephalitis. Dr. Zimmerman ex¬
tracted brain tissue from a patient
who had died from the disease. It
was used by his tentmate to prepare
a crude vaccine, an exercise that
foreshadowed the later work of that
tentmate. Dr. Albert Sabin, in devel¬
oping the oral polio vaccine.
Dr. Zimmerman was the son of a
Ukrainian stonemason who brought
his family to the United States in
1909. He grew up in New Haven and
received both his undergraduate and
medical training at Yale.
After a year of specialized train¬
ing at the German Institute of Psy¬
chiatric Research in Munich, at the
time a crucible of neuropathology,
he returned to the Yale medical
school and established its first
neuropathology section. He re¬
mained at Yale until World War II.
After the war. Dr. Zimmerman
considered returning to Yale, but
toyed with the idea of accepting an
offer from Montefiore. Although
intrigued with the offer, he sug¬
gested to the hospital’s main bene¬
factor, Henry L. Moses, that he
might want to look for “a less ex¬
pensive candidate, one who
wouldn't want three assistants,
more space and new equipment.”
Mr. Moses took the bait. “If you
didn't want those things,” he said, “I
wouldn’t want you.”
In the early 1950’s, when Yeshiva
University decided to open a medical
college. Dr. Zimmerman was named
its first director, partly because of the
renown he had gained at Montefiore.
This led to his persuading Albert
Einstein to allow the university to
name the college after him.
Einstein, insisting that it would be
more appropriate to name the hospital
for a medical luminary, was adamant,
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rejecting all arguments to the contrary,
until Dr. Zimmerman, turning up the
twinkle, pretended to give in, even, as
he later told it, “suggesting the name
of an important but relatively littleknown medical scientist.”
“Who is this person?” Einstein
asked.
“You know. Professor,” Dr.
Zimmerman replied, “no one would
ever ask me, 'Who is Dr. Einstein?’ ”
Dr. Zimmerman got his victory,
but Einstein had the last laugh. “Tell
me,” he said to Dr. Zimmerman, “are
you a doctor or a lawyer?”
Dr. Zimmerman was later dean
of the college and taught at Colum¬
bia as well.
He is survived by his wife,
Miriam.
Copyright 1995 by The New York Times Co.
Reprinted with permission.

medical degree from Yale in 1941.
He began his career in medicine
after a brief career in making films
with his father in Hollywood. He
served as a captain in the Army dur¬
ing World War II on troop transport
ships in the Pacific. In the mid-1950s,
Dr. Simmonds studied anesthesiology
and became one of the early special¬
ists in this new discipline.
Dr. Simmonds practiced anes¬
thesiology in San Bernardino, Calif.,
until his retirement in 1978.

John A. Cegalis
John A. Cegalis, Ph.D., died
Sept. 8 at his home in Hollis, N.H.
He was 53.
Dr. Cegalis was a 1964 graduate
of the College of the Holy Cross and
received a master's degree from The

New School for Social Research in
New York City. He received his
Ph.D. degree from Pennsylvania
State University. He also performed
postdoctoral work at the Institute of
Genetic Epistemology in Geneva.
Dr. Cegalis, a native of Hartford,
Conn., began his career in 1965 at
Connecticut Valley Hospital. He
later held academic posts at Syracuse
University and Ripon College. From
1972 to 1973, he was a postdoctoral
fellow at the Yale Psychiatric Insti¬
tute and served as associate profes¬
sor of psychiatry at Yale School of
Medicine from 1978 to 1988.
In 1983, Dr. Cegalis began a
private practice in New Haven, mov¬
ing it to New Hampshire in 1986. In
1991, he founded ForThought Ltd.,
developers of software for psychol¬
ogy, in Nashua, N.H.

Clark P. Searle
Clark P. Searle, M.D., of Wyo¬
ming, Ohio, died of heart failure on
Aug. 3 in Tully, N.Y. where he spent
his summers. He was 86.
Dr. Searle received his medical
degree from Yale in 1935 and served
on the housestaff until 1938. As a
junior medical student, he organized
and started the speech therapy depart¬
ment in Yale’s department of psychia¬
try and served as its chief for three
years. In 1940, Dr. Searle was one of
the founders of the Wyoming Medical
Center. He served as executive direc¬
tor from 1955 to 1970 and as presi¬
dent from 1965 to 1970. He retired in
1986. He also volunteered for 45
years as a staff physician at several
Ohio schools and at the Maple Knoll
Home, where he was director of pedi¬
atrics from 1938 to 1965.
Dr. Searle was an associate pro¬
fessor of pediatrics at the University
of Cincinnati College of Medicine.

Leslie Simmonds

In

Me

Margarita Acosta, M.P.H. ’82
March 16, 1995

Hilda H. Kroeger, M.D.,
M.P.H. ’49

Rose Salisbury Beer, M.P.H. ’74

December 27, 1993

January 8, 1995

Clarissa E. Boyd, M.P.H. ’51

Hannah Eileen MacHenry,
M.P.H. ’52

May 21, 1995

March 28, 1995

David L. Brook, M.D. ’47

Thomas J. Mathieu, M.D. ’46

February 20, 1995

April 15, 1995

John T.B. Carmody, M.D. ’32

Ovid Pearson, M.D., HS ’30

April 28, 1995

December 16, 1992

Alan S. Dana Jr., M.D., HS '62

Elizabeth M. Scully, M.P.H. ’50

June 1, 1995

May 27, 1994

G. Robert Downie, M.D. '48

Edmond B. Sinclair, M.D. ’35,
M.P.H. ’53

February 22, 1995

Morris Hinenburg, M.D. ’26
November 8, 1992

Richard C. Johnson, M.D. ’45
February 18, 1995

Dorothy J. Jones, M.D., HS ’36-37
July 8, 1993

Leonard Stanford Kagan,
M.E.D. ’69
November 11, 1994

Leslie Simmonds, M.D., died
on Aug. 6 in San Diego, Calif. He
was 85.
Dr. Simmonds received his
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ORIAM

December 30, 1990

Robert J. Staub, M.D. ’43
January 7, 1995

Frank A. Todd, M.P.H. '35
February 26, 1995

Darrell G. Voorhees, M.D. ’39
June 2, 1995

Walter Wenkert, M.P.H. '51
December 23, 1994

Robert Lincoln Kaiser, M.D. ’57

Lucille R. Wiepert, M.D. ’37

February 9, 1995

January 21, 1995
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Rrrrringgg! Yale School of Medicine calling
Student: Hello, Dr. Smith? My
name is Phil, I'm calling from the
Medical School Alumni Fund.
Dr. Smith: Well, I’m in the middle
of dinner right now.
Student: Oh, I’m sorry. May I call
you later?
Dr. Smith: I still have calls to return
to patients. Who are you exactly?
Student: I’m a student at Yale and
I’m calling to thank you for your
generous gift last year, and to ask if
you might —
Dr. Smith: Okay, let’s make this
quick. I gave $1 million last year. I'll
do the same again this year.
Student: Wow! That’s great! Do you
think you might consider increasing
your gift?
Dr. Smith: What did you say?
Student: Would you consider a gift
of $2 million?
Dr. Smith: Are you really a student
at Yale?
Student: Yes, I am. In fact. I’m call¬
ing from the Beaumont Room and
looking at Dean Winternitz’s name
carved in the wood above the door.
May I send you a pledge form in the
mail for $2 million dollars?
Dr. Smith: Sure.
Student: Thanks very much for your
pledge. I'm glad I had the chance to
speak with you. Good night.
Perhaps this is not a verbatim
transcript from a Yale Telefund call,
but this autumn the School of Medi¬
cine is contacting hundreds of
alumni/ae in just this way.
Why does the School of Medi¬
cine risk interrupting someone’s din¬
ner to make a fund-raising appeal?
Do phone campaigns work? Aren’t
the Annual Fund mailings enough?
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Over the past decade, marketing
specialists have used computer tech¬
nology to turn Alexander Graham
Bell’s invention into a gateway to the
American household. Sales people
pitch everything from magazines to
life insurance to time shares in Florida.
The Yale Telefund is different in
more ways than one. The best fund¬
raising is ideally a one-to-one activ¬
ity, with the effort spent to understand
a donor’s intent. But the large size of
Yale’s alumni/ae population makes it
impossible to visit everyone in per¬
son. The Telefund allows an alumni/
ae to have a personal conversation
with a student. It is a chance for
the school to answer questions,
to hear opinions and sugges¬
tions, and, of course, it gives
alumni/ae an opportunity to
respond to the on-going need
for financial support.
As a mechanism that helps
raise contributions to the School
of Medicine, the Telefund is
helping to generate additional
dollars and increasing total par¬
ticipation. Last year, the
Telefund garnered contributions
from 204 alumni/ae who had not
contributed in the recent past.
Many Yale alumni/ae re¬
sponded positively last year to
the opportunity to have a con¬
versation with the School. Due
to their heavy schedules, medi¬
cal students participate on only
a few evenings. Most Telefund
callers are undergraduates.
Students who work for the
Telefund not only need the
money (that will never change),
they enjoy talking to alumni/ae
as well. The telephone is a tool
for bridging generation gaps.
Student callers are trained
to be respectful but not shy.

Yale Medicine

Without a doubt, their goal is to ob¬
tain a new or increased donation. But
it is also their responsibility to repre¬
sent the school and to honor a
person's wishes.
Dr. Smith: One more thing.
Student: Yes Dr. Smith?
Dr. Smith: What’s your thesis topic?
Student: Well, the title is The tem¬
poral relationship between changes
in insulin secretion and islet cytokine
gene expression after adoptive trans¬
fer of diabetes in MOD mice. 1 hope

to show that...
David Davison

In memory of Hariy Zimmerman
Yale School of Medicine is pleased
to announce a fund-raising drive to es¬
tablish the Harry Ml. Zimmerman,
M.D.-Nicholas P.R. Spinelli, M.D.,
Professorship in Neurology. Nearly $1
million has already been committed to¬
ward a goal of $2 million by Dr. Spinelli,
a 1944 graduate of the medical school
and director of alumni affairs from 1984
to 1991.
The Zimmerman-Spinelli Profes¬
sorship fund-raising drive will focus on
obtaining support from a few family
foundations and friends, and, very impor¬
tantly, from alumni/ae of the School of
Medicine. Alumni/ae who are consider¬
ing a major gift to the school are encour¬
aged to consider the ZimmermanSpinelli Professorship campaign. Full
class reunion gift credit, as well as over¬
all School of Medicine Campaign credit,
is available to alumni/ae donors.
For more information, contact David
Davison, Office of Medical Development,
100 Church Street South, New Haven, CT
06519. Telephone: (203) 785-5577.
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The Program for Humanities in Medicine
1995" 1996 Lecture Series

Lectures at 5 p.m. on Thursdays in the Beaumont
Room at the School of Medicine. Howard M. Spiro,
M.D., professor of medicine, is the program director.
Refreshments at 4:30 p.m. Free and open to all.

March 14

KALEVALLA, THE FINNISH EPIC,
TOLD BY A DOCTOR
Cecil Fox, Ph.D., Sc.D., professor of

December 14

neuropathology, National Institutes

SPIRITUAL CAKE: OUR SEARCH
FORMEANING

of Health

Rev. Sally Bailey, M.P.S., consultant

March 21

to Supportive Care Services,
Yale Cancer Center

THE BIOLOGY OF REALITY;
PERCEPTION, INTUITION
AND 11 ALIUCINATION

January 18

THE ENID PESCHEL LECTURE

THE CARICATURIST AND THE
DISSECTION ROOM

Melvin Cohen, Ph.D., professor of
biology, Yale University

Susan Wheeler, B.A., curatorial consultant,
Yale School of Medicine

March 28

THE PATIENT IS NOT A THING
February 1

Sol Levine, Ph.D.

NEW CONCEPTS OF DOCTORPATIENT COMMUNICATION

professor of public health and senior

THE BAYER LECTURE

New England Medical Center

scientist, Harvard University/

Mack Lipkin, M.D., director, Primary Care
Division, New York University

April 11

Medical Center

WHAT WILL BECOME
OF THE DOCTORS?

February 15

the McGovern lecture

WARRIORS’ WOUNDS

Melvin Konner, M.D., associate

Ronald C. Merrell, M.D., Lampman

professor of psychiatry and neurology,

Professor of Surgery and Chairman

Emory University

Yale School of Medicine
April 25
February 29

SOUTH AFRICA: FROM APARTHEID
TODEMOCRACY

WOMEN IN MEDICINE AT YALE:
PAST AND PRESENT
Susan Baserga, M.D., Ph.D., assistant

Peter G. Soal, counsellor, South African

professor of therapeutic radiology, Yale

Mission, The United Nations

School of Medicine
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Embracing
the digital future
Electronic resources add valuably to the repertoire
of physicians—even for the computer curmudgeons among us

L

By Dean Gerard N. Burrow, M.D. ’58

Yale medicine

fostering its growth. A number of the heavily used
journals will be available in full-text through the
library computer. I probably won’t cancel my sub¬
scription to The New England Journal of Medicine,
but I would bet incoming students will use the com¬
puter rather than subscribe.
I, a computer curmudgeon, now use e-mail
(gerard.burrow@yale.edu) and other tools of the
Internet—not only in the Dean’s Office, but from my
computer at home and the notebook computer I carry
with me on trips. Computers and electronic informa¬
tion are here and their time has come! The Yale
University School of Medicine needs to be and will
be part of the digital age. ■

Frank Poole

et me make my bias clear at the beginning—
I hate computers! They do not think the way I
do. I am sure that the computer would find
Woody Allen movies hard to follow, and I revel in
them. Having fired that opening salvo, let me hastily
add that computers and electronic information are the
future of medicine, both in medical education and
biomedical research. The introduction of electronic
mail and computer scheduling during the time that I
have been dean has fundamentally changed informa¬
tion flow in the medical school.
We are absolutely committed to connecting all the
faculty and student rooms so that everyone can have
access to e-mail and the Internet. However, the costs
of implementing the wiring and of the hardware and
software required are staggering. The estimates to
complete the present network approximate $700,000,
with predicted costs of another $500,000 or more in
the next five years to upgrade its capacity to support
the transmission of medical images, telemedicine and
multimedia educational software. Nevertheless, this is
an absolute necessity, and we must find the funding.
Yale School of Medicine is fortunate to be one of a
handful of institutions in the country to receive an
Integrated Advanced Information Management
Systems grant from the National Library of Medicine.
The grant, which is designated to facilitate the inte¬
gration of electronic medicine, has been helpful in
allowing us to begin the process.
The Yale School of Medicine has a home page on
the World Wide Web (http://www.med.yale.edu/medical/) and our medical school application is listed.
Roughly one-third of applicants, or 1,200 students,
have applied so far this year from a digital applica¬
tion. A similar system to apply for postgraduate med¬
ical education is being developed by the American
Association of Medical Colleges.
The Harvey Cushing/John Hay Whitney Medical
Library is taking a strong lead in developing electron¬
ic information capability and melding it with the writ¬
ten collection. Interestingly, the more that informatics
are developed, the more the library is utilized. Instead
of replacing the library as we know it, informatics is

Dean GerardN. Burrow, M.D.
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Gerard N. Burrow, M.D.

John A. Paton, Ph.D.

Nancy Rode re r, M.L.S.
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C. Carl Jaffe, M.D.
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Teaching
by 1 s and Os
Computer-assisted learning at the School of Medicine is gaining
speed as new technologies are applied to education. But at Yale, medicine
is in the process of digital evolution, not revolution
By Candler M. Gibson and Michael Fitzsousa

T

he time is the future, the place an anatomy lab
at the Yale University School of Medicine,
where the concept of virtual reality has been
applied to medical education. The first-year stu¬
dent here today—we’ll call him Mark—is real. The
cadaver he will dissect is not.
Mark wears a headset that projects three-dimen¬
sional, moving images and sound. High-tech cover¬
alls and gloves, lined with a complex grid of elec
trades and a layer of conducting gel, create a realis¬
tic sense of touch. Working together, the components
of this system suggest material and movement so
lifelike that a soft, intermittent beep has been pro¬
grammed into the experience to remind the wearer
that it is artificial.
Today’s lesson is on the spleen. A dissection
table and cadaver appear before the student, who
pulls on latex gloves and reviews his notes from the
previous session. The simulation is so convincing
that even the surgical gloves seem to be real. The
feel of latex stretching over skin and, soon, the damp
sensation of the abdominal cavity and its organs, are
the product of finely orchestrated signals from the

William B. Stewart, Ph.D,

Candler M. Gibson, associate director of development
for the School of Medicine, is a regular contributor to
Yale Medicine. Michael Fitzsousa is publications editor
in the School of Medicine Office of Public Information.
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Frank Poole

body suit and headset. The only
thing missing is the smell of
formaldehyde.
The student picks up a blade
and begins to explore the
abdomen, cutting through layers
of skin, fat, muscle and mem¬
brane. Guided by prompts from
the holographic professor who is
part of the lesson, Mark finds the
spleen’s outer surface and probes
it with the dull edge of the scalpel.
It all seems real enough. He
removes the spleen, examines the
blood vessels and membranes that

contain it, then dissects the organ.
It comes from a healthy donor.
With the push of a button (itself a
simulation), a new spleen appears,
this one diseased. Mark examines
a half-dozen spleens in varying
states before shutting down the
lesson for the afternoon. He
returns the headset and suit to
their case and drops them off at
his dorm room to continue the les¬
son later in the evening. Then he
goes to dinner.
As fantastic as this scenario
may sound, educators here and

around the world agree it may
soon be possible. What is left to
debate is how soon this teaching
tool will arrive and with what
degree of verisimilitude. But the
most important question has more
to do with philosophy than tech¬
nology: Is this a good way to
teach medicine?

A digital lexicon

tralized structure, originally
intended to withstand a nuclear
attack, now facilitates the free
exchange of information across
geographic, political and econom¬
ic boundaries

Server: A computer connected
to a network that is used to
store information

CD-ROM, or Compact Disk-read
only memory: An optical-disk sys¬
tem often used for music and
capable of storing large quanti¬
ties of text, graphics and video;
especially useful for reference
collections and multimedia pre¬
sentation
Database: A collection of infor¬
mation structured so that it can
be searched
Digital: A system of coding
information in sequences of
Is and Os; the basic language
of computers
Download: To retrieve informa¬
tion from a server; Upload: To
transfer information to a server
E-mail: Electronic mail, or a sys¬
tem for sending messages over
digital networks
Interactivity: Two-way communi¬
cation, especially that which
uses digital media
The Internet: A global computer
network initiated during the
1970s for U.S. military and acad¬
emic communication. Its decen-
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Modem: An electronic device that
allows digital data to be transmit¬
ted over phone cables/lines
Multimedia: Information presen¬
tation that blends text, still
images, sound and video
Network: The infrastructure of
hardware, software and cables
that enables computers of differ¬
ent types and locations to com¬
municate with each other
Newsgroups, mailing lists:
Discussion groups that provide
an electronic-mail forum accessi¬
ble to users across the globe
Online: Available electronically,
usually over a network
Scan: To convert photographs,
other images to digital form by
means of a device similar to a
photocopier; also, to search
Search engine: A computer pro¬
gram that scans networks for
information by keyword

A WORLD OF INFORMATION

The information age has forever
changed the process of learning.
Medical students arriving at Yale

Telemedicine: The practice of
medicine over distances with the
aid of networks, telephone lines
and video links. This developing
field includes Telementoring, a
means of teaching advanced
skills to physicians in remote
locations
URL, or uniform resource locator:
A type of network address used
on the World Wide Web
Virtual reality: A simulation, cre¬
ated electronically using sight,
sound and tactile sensation, that
closely mirrors real experience
World Wide Web: An Internet
technology that allows easy
access to text, pictures, sound
and video by pointing and click¬
ing. Web browsers such as
Netscape and Mosaic, as well as
those provided by the major com¬
mercial online services, have
opened cyberspace to a fast¬
growing population of home-com¬
puter users; Web site, home
page: An Internet document
accessed by a Web browser. Web
sites contain information as well
as links to other Web sites. ■
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today bring with them an under¬
standing of computers that is new
to preceding generations and a dri¬
ving force behind the rapid digiti¬
zation of the medical campus. The
computerization of the school
gathered speed five years ago with
the installation of high-speed digi¬
tal lines connecting laboratories,
classrooms and offices and linking
them electronically to clinical
areas of Yale-New Haven
Hospital, the rest of the Yale cam¬
pus and the global computer net¬
work known as the Internet.
During 1995 alone, the number of
connections to the medical cam¬
pus network nearly doubled, to
more than 2,000. The school’s goal
is to bring all students and faculty
onto the network, says Dean
Gerard N. Burrow, M.D. ’58.
Under his leadership, the medical
school has expanded its links with
Yale-New Haven Hospital and the
VA Connecticut Healthcare
System’s campus in West Haven,
two of the school’s primary clini¬

Yale medicine

William B. Stewart, Ph.D., head of the section of anatomy and experimental
surgery, sits between a computer displaying an anatomy tutorial on the heart,
left, and a three-dimensional model of the type used for decades to educate
medical students.

cal and research affiliates. Despite
the costs of providing universal
computer access. Dr. Burrow
says, “we have an absolute com¬
mitment, which we share with
the University, to integrate these
computer systems as rapidly as
possible.”
Prospective students may now
tour the medical campus by com¬
puter and access information and
application materials over the
Internet. And while teaching by
virtual reality as imagined above
is still years in the future, digital
technology now aids in many
areas of learning: Textbooks
stored on digital media, such as
CD-ROM, can be read on a com¬
puter screen and searched by key¬
word. Pathology slides. X-rays,

magnetic resonance scans, quizzes
and instructional software are
available on networked computers
for students to reference. The
catalog of the Harvey Cushing/
John Hay Whitney Medical
Library—and those of thousands
of other libraries around the
world—can be accessed and
searched by students, or anyone
with a computer and a modem. Indepth resources also are available
electronically, from bibliographic
databases such as MEDLINE and
the full text of journals and maga¬
zines, to tumor registries, health
statistics and catalogs of clinical
and laboratory images.
What remains unchanged in
Continued on Page 9
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Media center is
a marriage of art
and science

I

n a suite of offices on the
edge of the Yale School of
Medicine campus, a partner¬
ship of three faculty and staff
members is subtly altering the
way medicine will be taught as
we move into the 21st century.
Launched nine years ago and
funded primarily through corpo¬
rate educational grants, Yale’s
award-winning Center for
Advanced Instructional Media
(C/AIM) is at the leading edge of
adapting new technology for med¬
ical education.
C/AIM was one of the
nation’s first developers of inter¬
active software programs for
medical audiences, and is still
one of the few curriculum soft¬
ware developers located within a
major university. Because of the
unique academic status of
C/AIM, the School of Medicine
is now one of the leading pub¬
lishers of medical
multimedia
titles.

Using the new media of CD-ROM
and the Internet’s World Wide
Web, the principals at C/AIM are
creating educational tools that
go well beyond what is possible
in traditional books and class¬
room training.
C. Carl Jaffe, M.D., profes¬
sor of diagnostic radiology, is
the academic director of C/AIM;
he also heads the Electronic
Communications Committee of
the Radiological Society of North
America, a national professional
organization that supports the
use of new technologies in the
education, research and clinical
practice of radiologists. When
Dr. Jaffe and Patrick Lynch, M.S.,
the center’s director, founded
C/AIM in the mid-1980s, interac¬
tive instruction meant using
videodiscs to catalog large col¬
lections of images and video
clips to teach concepts in cardi¬
ology and diagnostic imaging.
The current educational focus of
C/AIM is on training medical stu¬
dents and residents, and also
on continuing medical education
and certification. The center is
creating instructional programs
for CD-ROMs and computer net¬
works, but Dr. Jaffe, already
thinking past the CD-ROM, is
careful to distance the cen¬
ter’s essential work from
the details of a particular
technology.
“We write sections of

curriculum, rather than CD-ROMs
per se,” Dr. Jaffe says, standing
in the second floor suite of
offices on College Street that is
C/AIM’s headquarters. The cen¬
ter’s mission, says Dr. Jaffe, is
to offer individualized instruction
of medical topics on the comput¬
er as part of an evaluative learn¬
ing process: “Digital media pro-

Left: The Center for Advanced Instructional Media's Concise Imaging

Atlas series provides high-level training for residents and practicing
physicians. The center will release six new CD-ROM titles this spring.
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vide an efficient way to test your
learning in a subject, to see if
you really know what you think
you know.”
Traditional teaching fails in
several common ways, says Dr.
Jaffe. Poor class attendance can
suggest that the information is
not relevant or that the teacher
is not effective. According to Dr.
Jaffe, studies show that 30 to
40 percent of students in a typi¬
cal lecture situation are not pay¬
ing attention at any given time.
With digital media, this statistic
is irrelevant because teachers
can determine how well students
Yale medicine

Above, left to right: Phillip
Simon, C. Carl Jaffe, M.D.,

ATLAS OF

and Patrick Lynch, M.S.,

MYOCARDIAL J?
PERFUSION
IMAGING
J

are partners in the Center
for Advanced Instructional
Media, which creates

I

Frans J. Th. Wackers, MD, Editor

computer-assisted learning

I

programs in a variety of
media—including print.
Left: The Cl AIM Atlas of

Myocardial Perfusion
Imaging can be accessed

Atlas of Myocardial Perfusion Imaging
Edited hy Frans J. Th. Wackers, MD, and Daniel S. Berman, MD
This multimedia atlas is am advanced electronic teaching tool that provides physicians with o';
cases of SPECT (single photon emission computed tomography) and planar myocardial peri
imaging Cardiologists, radiologists, and medical students now tore the opportunity to for in

by computer within the

C
s

Yale community, or
purchased on CD-ROM.
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This manual describes the designpnnciples used
Instructional Media's (C/AIM) World Wide Web
as excellent resources already exist for those purp
pages, for downloading and printing.

Miuiua] Overview
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I. INTERFACE DESIGN IN WWW SYSTEMS
Hypermedia and Conventional Document Design
Navigation in Hyperspace
WWW Sue Structure

o

>

WWW Page. Design

I
Patrick Lynch's Web Style Manual,
freely available over the Internet,
offers guidance to Web-document
authors around the world.
Inset: Patrick Lynch.

are learning the material by
quizzing them. Students, in turn,
can privately evaluate their
own performance against the
normative standards of their
peer group.
Computer-assisted teaching
also guarantees that all students
have the same exposure to the
same material. "For example, we
can provide an ideal echocardiographic image without the
real-world noise. Students can
then compare this image to
those from patients in their clini¬
cal experiences," Dr. Jaffe says.
This process creates a potential
new equation for education: a
digital environment and a sup¬
portive human environment,
which together create a good
learning environment. “One excel¬
lent reason to study at a place
like Yale is the human stimula¬
tion of being around other bright,
motivated people,” he says.
“No one can do it alone. You
need colleagues within the insti¬
tution who can challenge,
strengthen and lend credibility
to your ideas.”
Dr. Jaffe believes that com¬
puters will not replace human
teachers, but the faculty need to
be educated about the benefits
of digitizing parts of the curricu¬
lum. "Digital education is good at
teaching recognition tasks in a
8

recursive manner,” he says. "We
are attempting to design pro¬
grams that promote the most
efficient retention of material
overtime. We’re not interested in
‘instant learning’ that does not
build a stable base of knowl¬
edge,” says Dr. Jaffe.
In the early 1980s, Mr. Lynch
became interested in how to
marry computers with his con¬
ventional audiovisual work. As a
medical illustrator, Mr. Lynch had
long experience designing
anatomical, surgical and muscu¬
loskeletal graphic presentations
for physicians. Today, Mr. Lynch
uses painting and computer soft¬
ware to create three-dimensional
audiovisual materials.
“Computers are getting a lot
more flexible. With digital media
we’re free to mix and match
graphics, animations, diagnostic
images and text in ways we could
hardly imagine 10 years ago,”
says Mr. Lynch. Ironically per¬
haps, C/AIM continues to pro¬
duce books, and intends to
derive books from some of its
software projects. “A mature
concept of multimedia means
using all the appropriate media,
print included. It’s a common fal¬
lacy that new media totally sup¬
plant the old. We believe that
books will remain a major medi¬
um in medical education,” Mr.
Lynch says.
Phillip Simon, the center’s
managing editor and audiovisual
expert, has produced training
videodiscs and digital videos for
C/AIM, and has recently special¬
ized in designing World Wide Web
sites for the medical school and
University. “We are seeing the
Internet and the Web become a
delivery platform for education
and training," says Mr. Simon.
“We adopted this technology
because the Internet will offer an
ideal means to deliver continuing
medical education.” C/AIM’s
CD-ROM programs in echocardio¬
graphy and nuclear medicine are
certified for continuing medical
education credit, and C/AIM is
planning to use the Internet’s
World Wide Web to offer similar

educational materials online.
Dr. Jaffe and Mr. Lynch have
published scholarly papers that
argue the benefits of digitizing
certain parts of the learning
process. By designing their pro¬
grams with a quizzing function
that calculates how much a stu¬
dent has learned, C/AIM’s part¬
ners believe that digital advances
to education are appropriate for
scholarly reference, and thus jus¬
tifiable to the medical establish¬
ment. “Medicine is a conserva¬
tive discipline,” says Dr. Jaffe.
“The profession builds incremen¬
tally on an evolving body of
knowledge. In medicine, the
truth is what’s citable. Selfassessment is the key to under¬
standing the power of digital inter¬
active media. CD-ROMs and the
Internet offer alumni/ae and
other practicing physicians an
easy way to stay up-to-date in
their fields, and an efficient
means to test and maintain their
competence in a fast-moving
world,” Dr. Jaffe notes.
C/AIM has a distribution
arrangement with Mosby-Year
Book Inc. to advertise and dis¬
tribute these software programs
to other schools, medical book¬
stores and directly to individual
physicians. The CD-ROM-based
programs typically sell for
between $70 and $200, and are
priced at about the cost of the
equivalent printed book.
“Readers should not have to pay
a premium for digital docu¬
ments,” Mr. Lynch says. Yale
University owns the copyrights on
all of the software created at
C/AIM, and participating faculty
members receive royalties from
the sales.
Medicine has historically
embraced new technologies and,
in treating patients, physicians
use ever more sophisticated
machines and tests. By its vision
and by design, Yale's Center for
Advanced Instructional Media
strives to break down the barri¬
ers separating computers and
humans by integrating digital
learning into the traditional med¬
ical curriculum. ■
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Continued from Page 5

the face of these technological
advances is the Yale System of
medical education, which champi¬
ons independent thinking and rig¬
orous self-evaluation. Although
breakthroughs and refinements in
information technology are almost
too rapid to keep up with, at the
School of Medicine the digital
revolution is, in fact, an evolution.
“Computers are an enabling tech¬
nology that support the curricu¬
lum,” says John A. Paton, Ph.D.,
director of the Office of Academic
Computing, which coordinates the
school’s computing functions and
maintains its public computing
facilities. The term “electronic
education” is inadequate, he says,
because it misleadingly suggests
an alternative to traditional educa¬
tion. He adds: “Computers, elec¬
tronic mail and video-teleconfer¬
encing can be used to enrich,
rather than replace, the traditional
medical education.”
As technology moves for¬
ward, many people expect it to
supersede all that has come before,
says Nancy K. Roderer, M.L.S.,
director of the Harvey Cushing/
John Hay Whitney Medical
Library. Electronic mail is a case
in point. “We thought it would
replace face-to-face meetings, let¬
ters and phone calls but, in fact,
e-mail has only added to our
repertoire of communication
tools,” she says. “We are defi¬
nitely not using less paper—as
the person who buys it for the
library. I’m sure of that.”

“The bonus of
computers is the
instant access to data
and the ability to take
repeated looks at a
topic. What we want
is to avoid electronic
page-turning
William B. Stewart, Ph.D.
director of the first-year
anatomy course

blood vessels and tissues, and to
study their functions. Identifying
the body’s parts visually is impor¬
tant, but students must also feel
and palpate. Much of what they
understand of the relationships of
the body’s components is learned
by touch.
The dissection of cadavers is a
watershed event in a physician’s
education. Here, the debate is
most heated over whether to

embrace digital teaching methods.
Will medical schools continue to
rely on donations of human cadav¬
ers to teach students, or will com¬
puter simulations fulfill that func¬
tion someday?
The potential of technology is
fascinating, says William B.
Stewart, Ph.D., an associate pro¬
fessor of surgery who heads the
anatomy and experimental surgery
section and leads the first-year
course. “The bonus of computers,”
he says, “is the instant access to
data, the ability to take repeated
looks at a topic, and the ability to
help students absorb and retain the
additional material developed by
the technology of medicine.” But
he feels that electronic teaching
has its limitations. “We want to
avoid electronic page-turning,” Dr.
Stewart says. As for computers
supplanting, rather than comple¬
menting, the human body in teach¬
ing, he believes the tactile lessons
of anatomy are essential and can¬
not yet be simulated adequately.
In tandem with the anatomy
textbook. Dr. Stewart provides
students with computer-based
tutorials and quizzes covering dif-

A radiograph showing the bones of the arm and shoulder helps students absorb
and retain the lessons of first-year anatomy. The image is part of a quiz developed
last year by medical student John Chang in collaboration with Cl AIM.

Point-and-Click Quiz
Click Start Quiz for up to six
questions sequential! y. After each
question appears., point arid click on its
location in the image on the left.

COMPUTER-ASSISTED TEACHING

How are computers used to teach
medicine at Yale? Consider
recent enhancements to two foun¬
dation courses taken by entering
students.
During two semesters of
anatomy, medical students in
teams of four or five dissect a
cadaver to uncover the organs,

Quiz in Progress

m Clavicle
B Acromion
m Coracoid Process
Lesser T ubende

Yale medicine
Overall score:

10%

100%
hit.—..1 ^
Percent completed:

Accuracy:

More important than the ability to run
statistical models or manipulate images is the
ability to develop perspective and judgment,
essentially human traits.

ferent areas of the body. Several
of the most popular quizzes, initi¬
ated last summer by second-year
medical student John Chang,
cover the anatomy of the thorax,
abdomen and extremities. Mr.
Chang worked with C. Carl Jaffe,
M.D., and his colleagues at the
medical school’s Center for
Advanced Instructional Media
(C/AIM) to create computer pro¬
grams that display components of

human anatomy and test students
on their knowledge. Answers are
scored immediately and the stu¬
dents’ responses are stored in a
database that tabulates their results
anonymously against their class¬
mates. At Yale, where exams and
tests are rare events for medical
students, the ability to receive reg¬
ular assessments and feedback is
useful for self-evaluation.
“The quizzes help me focus

on what I need to know. The
instant feedback and rewards are
very useful,” says first-year stu¬
dent Dan Hall. Dr. Stewart con¬
curs: “If students are allowed to
learn at their own pace, this fos¬
ters better learning and retention
of the material.”
Robert H. Gifford, M.D.. HS
'66-67, professor of medicine and
associate dean for education and
student affairs, doubts that the vir¬
tual cadaver will pose any threat
to the real variety for at least the
next 10 years, and probably not
for another several decades.
“Cadavers are important because
they provide students with a body
that they can actually touch and
feel,” he says. “You cannot simu¬
late the experience electronically
today.” In Dr. Gifford's view,
another unique aspect of anatomy
is its ability to show the physical
relationships among the body’s
parts. However, he says, comput¬
ers are useful for homework and
drilling assignments that measure
how well students have mastered
the material.
Thomas L. Lentz, M.D. '64,
professor of cell biology and
assistant dean for admissions, has
made the histology textbook and
atlases available on computers to
first-year cell biology students.
While studying a particular topic,
students can quickly search a cata¬
log of microscopic images of tis¬
sues related to an organ system. In
addition. Hypercell, an electronic
companion to the Molecular
Biology of the Cell, uses text,
graphics and animated diagrams to
teach cell biology.
This is the first year that Dr.
Lentz has offered interactive his¬
tology quizzes on the computer.
Using bar codes to identify cellu¬
lar images, the quiz asks students
to find and identify the computer-

First-year student Candice
Camacho studies a human cadaver
in the laboratory.
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• October 1995
Electronic publishing over the Internet takes off at the Medical Center
Library to offer electronic forms
In the news...
I AIMS mthe Biomedical Computing Unit
Attention MEDLINE Easy Mode Users
Medicine on the Web : Journals

Yale University

Welcome to the Yele University School of Medicine in New Haven, Connecticut, USA. The
information here is intended for use by both visitors to and members of the Yale -New Haven Medic
Center community.

• June. 1995
School of Medicine receives I AIMS funding

General Information
Information such as the Weekly Calendar of Events in the Yale -New Haven Medical Centei
the Shuttle Bus Schedule, and howto publish information on this server.

page on the World Wide Web guides cyber-visi¬

Left: The Yale University School of Medicine
tors to information about departmental
programs, library> resources, publications and
application materials. Above: The electronic
IAIMS Bulletin contains news of computer

Information arranged b y school mission

resources that support education, patient care

Student Affairs
Yale School of Medicine admissions information and armlicatioris. mcludins

A cyberguide
to Yale School
of Medicine
The quantity of information at
Yale School of Medicine available
via modem or network connection
grows daily. Here is a list of a few
sites of interest to physicians,
students and patients. The Inter¬
net addresses (also known as uni¬
form resource locators, or URLs)
that follow are case-sensitive and
may not be accessible without the
capitalization shown here.
Yale Medicine magazine
http://www.med.yale.edu/
medical/pubinfo/yalemed/
The text of Yale Medicine;
site under construction
Yale-New Haven Medical Center
Weekly Schedule of Events
gopher://info.med. yale.edu:70/
OO/Schedules/weekly
IAIMS Bulletin
http://info.med.yale.edu/
acadcomp/iaimsbulletin/
A publication of the Integrated
Advanced Information

Yale medicine

Management Systems program
at the School of Medicine
Yale School of Medicine On Line
Admissions Viewbook
http://info.med.yale.edu/
medadmit/
An introduction to the school in
words and pictures, complete with
electronic application form
Faculty Research Interests
database
gopher://info.med.yale.edu:
70/11/Grants/FacultyResearch
Interests
A listing of medical faculty and
descriptions of current research
by topic
Yale department pages
for example:
Obstetrics & Gynecology
http://info.med.yale.edu/obgyn/
Departmental information. A grow¬
ing list of others may be accessed
from the school’s homepage
GasNet
http://gasnet.med.yale.edu/
The Global Anesthesiology Server
Network, based at the Yale Center
for Medical Informatics. Will also
greet you in Japanese.

and research at the school.

MedMenu
http://info.med.yale.edu/
medmenu/
Provides access to Yale library
catalogs, grant information, MED¬
LINE and other resources beyond
the University
Selected Internet Resources
http://info.med.yale.edu/library/
resources/
Information resources available
electronically from beyond Yale
Library electronic forms
http://info.med.yale.edU/library/s
ervices/forms.html
A site for requesting books, peri¬
odicals and research assistance
via computer
Children’s Hospital Art Gallery
http://www.med.yale.edu/ynhh/
CHART.html
Artwork by children from around
the world, collected by the
Children's Hospital at Yale-New
Haven
Your Health and Lifestyle
http://info.med.yale.edu/ynhh/
HL.html
Text of radio broadcasts on con¬
sumer health topics ■

n

Members of the Medical Library
staff, clockwise from top left:
Nancy K. Roderer, M.L.S., R. Kenny
Marone, M.L.S., Majlen Helenius.M.S.
and Gillian Goldsmith, M.L.S. "Our
next challenge, ’’says Ms. Roderer,
“is to help people do a better job of
sorting through all the information
that is available. ”

generated image of a tissue or cell.
“Five years ago, students used
histological slides on the micro¬
scope. They still do that, but now
they also can easily go to the
computer and review the images,”
Dr. Lentz says.

SKILLS FOR THE FUTURE

One of the school’s informationage missions is to prepare students
with technical skills they will need
during their working lives. Dr.
Paton, the director of academic
computing, believes future physi¬
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cians need access to computers and
training to master the information
systems they will use as physi¬
cians, researchers and teachers.
Classrooms now have network
connections that enable computerbased instruction and multimedia
presentations. Library computer
facilities are extensive and keep
expanding. And since Yale-New
Haven Hospital recently installed
high-end personal computers in
its clinical areas, students on hos¬
pital rotations are able to quickly
gather vital medical information
electronically while learning to
care for patients.

Richard Epstein, a fourth-year
student, was on rotation in the
Emergency Department when he
saw a young girl with anemia that
he suspected was caused by
malaria. The girl had recently
arrived in New Haven from Puerto
Rico, and Mr. Epstein wanted to
know if malaria was present on
the island. Using a World Wide
Web browser—graphical software
that has made Internet resources
enormously more accessible dur¬
ing the past two years—he located
the U.S. Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention informa¬
tion site and typed in malaria. The
CDC’s database informed him
that, in the Western Hemisphere,
malaria is likely to be found only
in Haiti and the Dominican
Republic. In a few minutes, Mr.
Epstein had been able to narrow
the list of likely causes of the
girl’s anemia and focus his diag¬
nosis, an exercise supervised by
the attending physicians.
Throughout their medical edu¬
cation, students at Yale will learn
to use computers to manage an
ever-expanding body of knowl¬
edge. “Our next challenge is to
help people do a better job of sort¬
ing through all the information
that is available,” says Ms.
Roderer, the library director. In
addition to learning how to find
data and structure their queries,
students are trained in the use of
software to manage statistics, cap¬
ture and refine images from the
laboratory and clinic, organize
information with databases and
Continued on Page 14
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Using the Medical Library
from office and home
T
he Harvey Cushing/John Hay
Whitney Medical Library at
Yale launched its World Wide Web
site in 1994. Recently redesigned
and enhanced, the site includes
basic information about library
hours, departments and class
schedules. In addition, the library
has three unique Web projects:
Selected Internet Resources,
MedMenu and Electronic Forms,
as well as a research and training
program.
The Selected Internet Resources
Project is the Yale University
Library’s system-wide effort to
collect Internet resources by dis¬
cipline. The Medical Library is
building links to resources in all
the disciplines in the health sci¬
ences and various general inter¬
est areas such as grants and
funding, news, organizations and
associations, and journals. The
goal is to create a selective list
of authoritative and useful
resources that relate to research,
teaching and clinical activities at
Yale. This project is designed to
be highly collaborative, and liai¬
son relationships established
with all medical school depart¬
ments have been a good source
of ideas and help. This project is
nearly completed, although main¬
tenance and resource selection
will be ongoing.

Outreach/MedMenu:
The Medical Library provides
support for more than 40 clini¬
cal workstations on the units of
Yale-New Haven Hospital, provid¬
ing instruction to health care pro¬
fessionals in the use of net¬
worked databases and resources.
Clinical workstations in affiliated
institutions such as the VA
Connecticut Healthcare System,
Gaylord Hospital and the Fair
Haven Health Clinic also are sup¬
ported by the library. To provide
remote, platform-independent
access for physicians in the local
community, throughout the med¬
ical center and at home, the
library has created a World Wide
Web interface, called MedMenu,
to frequently used biomedical
information resources. MedMenu
is available to anyone with
Internet access, regardless of
which computer operating system
is used.

Electronic Forms:
How would you like to sit in your
office, laboratory or home, and
use your computer to request a
book or journal or ask a reference
question? This service began in
January with the addition of elec¬
tronic forms for library services
on the Medical Library’s Web
page. Why is the Medical Library
making it possible to request ser-

•tew? | What's Cool ? |

Handbook

To select documents, press <SpaceBar>.
To Print, select documents and press <R>.
To Download, select documents and press <A>.

vices remotely? In December, 75
percent of MEDLINE use was
from offices and laboratories, not
from computers within the
Medical Library. As more faculty
and staff use library services
remotely, librarians have looked
for new ways to serve these infor¬
mation needs.
Research and training:
The Medical Library has been
guiding medical center faculty,
students and staff through the
Internet maze by providing class¬
es in the library’s new Training
and Consultation Center. Classes,
such as Introduction to the World
Wide Web, Advanced World Wide
Web, and Customizing Netscape,
have been extremely popular.
A monthly session to help
those interested in creating their
own Web pages and learn hyper¬
text mark-up language (HTML) has
been very popular. As interest in
the Internet and the Web contin¬
ues to grow, the library will
respond with specialized classes,
such as finding resources on spe¬
cific topics and advanced search¬
ing techniques. ■

Above: a search in progress on the

to : | http : / /info .med .y ale .edu /library /
||

Not Search

| Net Directory |

Newsgroups j

National Library of Medicine’s
MEDLINE sen'ice.
Left: The Yale Medical Libraiy's Web
page guides patrons to Internet sources
of information, organized by discipline,
as well as useful information about
library hours and staff. An online
catalog and electronic request forms
streamline the process of locating and
borrowing library materials.

ration about the Medical Library

4 ronic Request Forms (Request an interlibrary loan, renew books, ask a reference question, etc.
LZ, rvices are still experimental.)
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spreadsheets, structure their writ¬
ten expression, and communicate
across networks. As part of its
weekly schedule of training pro¬
grams, the library teaches patrons
how to create and design their
own World Wide Web sites on the
Internet, where they can publish a
resume, bibliography, research

data or class notes.
This knowledge will be useful
later in their careers. “Increas¬
ingly, the economics of health care
is being driven by the manage¬
ment of information,” says Ronald
C. Merrell, M.D., chairman and
Lampman Professor of Surgery.
“We must educate our students not
simply to master a corpus of infor¬
mation that defines the theory of

our discipline—there is too much
information,” says Dr. Merrell.
"Rather, the surgical professional
of the future will be an information
manager, a purveyor of knowledge
who cannot remain static.”
For students interested in
research, the Internet will be an
essential tool for academic collab¬
oration during their careers.
“Increasingly, we are part of a

Library Associates enter
the Information Age
W

hen Martin E.Gordon, M.D/46,
chairman of the Board of
Trustees of the Associates of
the Cushing/Whitney Medical
Library, asked library Director
Nancy K. Roderer earlier this year
how the group could be of help,
the answer came easily: addition¬
al computers for research and
training.
In the past, the associates
have helped with the purchase of
traditional items not in the
library’s regular budget: rare
books such as the 14th-century
Codex Paneth, additional journal
subscriptions and special pro¬
grams. But as the pace of data¬
base and Internet research has
quickened during the past year or
two, the associates found an
additional focus.
The group is supporting the
transformation of the library’s
computer search office, which
faces the circulation desk near
the library entrance, into The
Training and Consultation Center.
The new facility, equipped
with four high-end personal com¬
puters, maintains a full schedule
of classes in computer research
techniques and resources—train¬
ing in how to use MEDLINE, CINHAHL, HEALTH and other databas¬
es, and how to find other informa¬
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tion on the Internet using World
Wide Web and Gopher browsers.
The center accommodates up to
30 people at a time.
“This room was designed to
facilitate teaching, training and
learning,” says R. Kenny
Marone, associate director of
the Medical Library, which as
a whole counted 336,000 visits
during the 1994-95 academic
year. “It’s been enormously
successful.”
The center is heavily booked
with classes Mondays to Thurs¬
days. Fridays are reserved for
consultations, at which students,
faculty and staff can bring
research questions arid problems
to the center and receive individ¬
ual help from a library staff
member.
The Library Associates are
supporting the center with the
purchase of a fifth workstation
and projection equipment that
will give each class member a
clear view of the instructor’s
computer screen.
Since 1948, the Associates
of the Medical Library have
worked to strengthen the library’s
holdings and enlarge the rich his¬
torical resources available to all
health professionals, according to
Dr. Gordon, clinical professor of

Martin E. Gordon, M.D.

medicine. The Board of Trustees,
whose names are proposed by
the associates, consists of 16
elected individuals who rotate on
four-year terms. Ex-officio mem¬
bers include the deans of the
schools of medicine and nursing,
the directors of the medical and
University libraries, the treasurer
of the University, the director of
medical development, the chair¬
man of history of medicine, and
the historical librarian.
Honorary members include
Betsey Cushing Whitney, Arthur
Ebbert Jr., M.D., Jeremiah
Barondess, M.D., Joseph S.
Fruton, Ph.D., Gustaf E. Lindskog,
M.D., Kristaps Keggi, M.D. ’59,
Sherwin Nuland, M.D. ’55,
William H. Cushing, John Streeter,
Winter 1996
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community of scholars mediated
by computers,” says C/AIM’s Dr.
Jaffe, professor of diagnostic radi¬
ology and medicine. For example,
a researcher in New Haven may
capture an image from her micro¬
scope with a digital camera and
send the high-resolution file to a
collaborator in New Zealand, who
will receive it via electronic mail.
The colleague can annotate the

image and send it back with text,
graphics, even video and sound—
quickly and without cost.
The Internet—the World Wide
Web in particular—is increasingly
useful as a publishing tool. The
School of Medicine’s Web site
includes links to the text of this
magazine, the Medical Library
and its resources, information on
funding sources, as well as a

growing list of other Web docu¬
ments. Academic departments use
their sites to help attract the best
students and residency candidates.
Because Web browsers have pow¬
erful search capabilities, an
Internet user anywhere in the
world can type in a few key¬
words—Yale and genetics for
example—and in less than a
minute receive a list of sites that

G. Stewart Young and past librari¬
ans, including Bella Berson,
Betty Feeney, Frederick Kilgour
and Ferenc A. Gyorgyey. Past
medical alumni who have chaired
the board of trustees are Herbert
Thoms, M.D., Henry Merriman,
M.D., and Drs. Nuland and Keggi.
Providing research computers
is one recent example of the
associates’ commitment to
expanding the library’s
resources. An outstanding, past
illustration of that commitment is
the purchase of the priceless
600-year-old Codex Paneth in
1955. This 14th-century manu¬
script, with 1,378 pages and
remarkable color illustrations, is
regarded as the most important
medieval medical manuscript still
extant.
Striving to increase its mem¬
bership, the board recently voted
to establish a special associate
membership category for each of
the 45 Yale-New Haven Hospital
chief residents as they finish
their training. The category pro¬
vides the chief residents free
membership for two years, with
the aim of stimulating an ongoing
commitment to the library’s
future. In addition, the board has
established a new corporate
sponsorship category, which will
aid in funding the continued
growth of the library.
All associates are granted
stack access to the library book
and journal collections, receive
mailings of new programs and
are invited to the annual meeting

and reception. Varied topics of
common interest by invited dis¬
tinguished lecturers at the asso¬
ciates’ annual meeting have
included Associate Supreme
Court Justice Harry A.
Blackmun’s presentation,
Medicine and the Constitution;
Jeremiah Barondess, M.D., presi¬
dent of the New York Academy of
Medicine, on Cushing and Osier:
The Evolution of a Friendship;
Donald Lamm, president of W.W.
Norton Publishing on Capsules,

of Medicine’s editor-in-chief,
Jerome P. Kassirer, M.D., will
deliver the keynote address,

Yale medicine

Caplets and Tablets: How
Americans Read Today; and a
presentation on Amnesia, An
Occupational Disease of
Professions and its Antidote by
Sterling Professor of History and
National Academy of Arts and
Sciences President Jaroslav
Pelikan. The New England Journal

Tomorrow’s Journals: In Ink or
Bytes? at the associates’ 1996
annual meeting March 6 at 4
p.m. in the Historical Library.
“The associates are not a
group in name only,” says Dr.
Gordon, who practiced gastroen¬
terology in New Haven for many
years and now creates medical
education films and teaching
aids. “The key word is involve¬
ment. It’s a forum for members
to discuss their own interests—
and how they may contribute to
the library with ideas, collections
and special ways to improve and
extend all the facilities of the
library.”

Michael Fitzsousa

How to join

The Associates of the Cushing/Whitney Medical Library
extend a warm invitation to alumni/ae and colleagues to join the organiza¬
tion. Members are granted stack access to the library book and journal
collection and are invited to the annual meeting with a distinguished
speaker and reception. Associates also receive periodic mailings with
information about the library and its acquisitions and new programs.
The categories of annual membership include:

Member
Contributing Member
Sustaining Member
Life Member
Corporate Associates

$35 yearly
$100 yearly
$250 yearly
$1,000 (one-time fee)
Special category

Checks should be made payable to Yale University and sent to the
Cushing/Whitney Medical Library, 333 Cedar Street, P.O. Box 208014,
New Haven, CT 06520-8014.
15

contain both or either keyword.
By clicking with a mouse on the
address for Yale School of
Medicine Department of Genetics,
the computer user connects to that
site, which contains information in
the form of text and images—
along with further links to addi¬
tional documents of interest.
The development of the
school’s public face on the
Internet has been a collaborative
effort and a very useful undertak¬
ing, says Ms. Roderer. She adds:
"It is important in that it shows
the world the educational, research
and clinical excellence of the
school’s faculty and makes this
information more readily available
to others.
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Computers,
electronic mail and
video-teleconfer¬
encing can be used
to enrich, rather
than replace, the
traditional medical
education. ”
“

John A. Paton, Ph.D.
director of the Office of
Academic Computing

The New England Journal of
Medicine, for example, has been

worry, given the speed at which
journals, magazines and even
books are popping up on the
Internet. This rapid expansion of

WHAT BECOMES OF BOOKS?
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In the digital world, will the print¬
ed page be obsolete? One might
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information resources has turned
the Medical Library’s attention
down new paths. “We are at a
crossroads between the way
we’ve always done our work and
the way we will increasingly do
our work,” says R. Kenny
Marone, M.L.S., associate director
of the Medical Library. While fac¬
ulty have always placed scholar¬
ship ahead of technology, the new
demands of students—and of clin¬
ical practice—for increased digital
capacity are prompting the library
to make some fundamental choic¬
es: Should it buy books or com¬
puters, printed journals or their
electronic counterparts?

available electronically through
the Medical Library since 1995.
The library pays the annual sub¬
scription fee; students and faculty
may access it for free. Increas¬
ingly, faculty members read the
journal from their offices or laptop
computers, skim the text and print
the necessary pages. No photo¬
copier is needed, no need even to
walk to the library. In January, the
library introduced electronic
request forms for books and peri¬
odicals that allow borrowers to
ask for materials from their com¬
puters, without ever entering the
library. While faculty visits are
down, student use of the library is
soaring, says Ms. Marone, and the
computer clusters there are the
reason. “The new students coming
in are pushing us to connect. They
want more computers, they want
quizzes on line, and they are
putting pressure on the medical
school to enhance its digital edu¬
cation resources more rapidly.”

Candidates for admission to the
school can tour the campus from
afar by accessing the viewbook with
a Web browser, and can download
information and application mate¬
rials over the Internet.
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APPLYING NEW TECHNOLOGY

Last year, the School of Medicine
became one of a handful of insti¬
tutions in the country awarded an
Integrated Advanced Information
Management Systems (IAIMS)
implementation grant from the
NLM. The program’s goal is to
speed the integration of informa¬
tion technology into all functions
of the medical center, including
the introduction of electronic
teaching into the traditional med¬
ical curriculum. Administered by
the Office of Academic Com¬
puting, the IAIMS grant has been
helpful in building the framework
for the school’s expanding, com¬
puter-assisted curriculum. As part
of the IAIMS grant, faculty in col¬
laboration with the Center for
Advanced Instructional Media are
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Harry Bishop

MEDLINE, an exhaustive
bibliographic database maintained
by the National Library of Medi¬
cine (NLM), is used heavily by
students and faculty. According to
the results of an annual question¬
naire circulated by the Office of
Academic Computing, 77 percent
of students and 88 percent of fac¬
ulty use MEDLINE to retrieve
citation information and biblio¬
graphic information. There are
now 100 clinical computer work¬
stations in Yale-New Haven
Hospital that allow house staff
and medical students to access the
library’s digital resources. “We
are becoming a library without
walls,” says Majlen Helenius,
M.S., head reference librarian in
the Medical Library. But the more
things change, the more they
remain the same. For the past 157
years, medical students at Yale
have been required to complete an
original thesis. One resource for
choosing a topic has been the
Office of Student Research’s
thickly bound Guide to Faculty
Research Interests. Now the cata¬
log is available electronically for
students to browse or search by
keyword.

John A. Paton, Ph.D., director of academic computing: “A truly exciting
moment will be when every member of the medical center community is
connected to the network and can enjoy its benefits. ”

exploring ways to implement the
use of the NLM’s Visual Man and
Visual Woman projects, databases
containing thousands of cross-sec¬
tional images of the human body.
The grant has also facilitated the
use of World Wide Web technolo¬
gy to publish case-based informa¬
tion for the pathology curriculum.
The new information sys¬
tems, in addition to enhancing
medical education, are integral to
residency training as well. Another
implementation of the IAIMS pro¬
gram in the Department of
Pathology is the use of digital
cameras to document autopsies.
The department is also scanning
into digital form selected images
from its archive of 850,000 tissue
samples. “This digitized databank
can offer new ways to train house
staff by bringing them into the
diagnostic loop as quickly as pos¬

sible,” says Jon Morrow, M.D.
’76, Ph.D., HS ’76-80, professor
and chairman of pathology.
Residents and students can see
clear images of the samples from a
computer, without having to
access the originals.
Thomas J. Handler, M.D., a
radiologist and postdoctoral fellow
in the Center for Medical
Informatics, has been working
with C/AIM to create interactive
programs for instruction. Directed
by Dr. Jaffe and Perry L. Miller,
M.D., Ph.D., professor of anesthe¬
siology and director of medical
informatics, Dr. Handler is work¬
ing with the Department of
Diagnostic Radiology to create a
database of images for clinical use
and teaching. Says Bruce L.
McClennan, M.D., the department
Continued on Page 20
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Teaching surgery
in Honolulu
(from New Haven)
S

eated before a computer and
pair of video monitors in New
Haven, James C. Rosser Jr.,
M.D., examines the abdomen of
a patient 5,000 miles away. The
man, a 36-year-old resident of
Honolulu who suffers from chron¬
ic heartburn, has decided on
surgery to relieve his symptoms,
which have not responded to
medication.
Dr. Rosser, one of the
world’s leading teachers of
laparoscopic surgical technique,
is helping two colleagues in
Hawaii master an operation
known as laparoscopic Nissen
reflux procedure. Using an endo¬
scope—a small video camera
that is inserted into the body
through a tiny incision—and mod¬
ified scalpels and clamps, sur¬
geons can now repair the prob¬

lem without making the large
incision once required. The
patient feels less pain, recovers
more quickly and is less likely
to suffer complications, thanks
to this minimally invasive proce¬
dure pioneered in Belgium in
1991.
Dr. Rosser’s calling as a
teacher is obvious in seminars
in New Haven and in workshops
he has led around the world; his
presence and enthusiasm sug¬
gest an evangelist sharing a
gospel of high technology. But
today he is on new ground. This
procedure is a test of how well
his coaching will span the dis¬
tance between Sterling Hall of
Medicine and the Moanalua
Medical Center in Honolulu,
where this patient’s surgery is
taking place.

Today’s operation will be per¬
formed by doctors in Hawaii who
are experienced in the conven¬
tional method of the Nissen
reflux procedure but have never
performed it laparoscopically. Dr.
Rosser will be there too, in a
manner of speaking. This elec¬
tronic exchange, an early experi¬
ment in the developing field of
telemedicine, is supported by
new technology that converts

Left: Twin video monitors show the
operating room in Honolulu and a
view of the patient’s abdomen before
small incisions are made to reach
the surgical site.
Below: Reporters crowd into the
Yale telemedicine studio to witness
the transcontinental event.

video and audio signals to digital
code and transmits them over
telephone lines.
To qualify for this telementor¬
ing session, as Dr. Rosser
describes it, Carlos Weber, M.D.,
and John Payne, M.D., first com¬
pleted the Rosser “laparoscopic
boot camp” in Hawaii. His inten¬
sive, three-day workshop for prac¬
ticing surgeons helps them devel¬
op hand-eye coordination,
advanced suturing skills and
other essential laparoscopic
techniques. After the completion
of their training, the Honolulu sur¬
geons’ next step was to prove
their ability in a simulator lab. Dr.
Rosser set up a system of proto¬
cols to ensure good communica¬
tion, and the first session was
under way.
Yesterday, the transcontinen¬
tal team collaborated in a proce¬
dure to remove the gall bladder
of a 27-year-old woman. Today,
seated before a video camera
and the two large monitors, Dr.
Rosser runs down the equipment
inventory again with his col¬
leagues in Honolulu. The visual
link allows him to share images

from his computer and quickly
replay the video captured by the
endoscope. With digital chalk
marks reminiscent of a Monday
Night Football broadcast, Dr.
Rosser points out potential pitfalls and guides his students
through the unfamiliar terrain.
Taking their cues from New
Haven, Drs. Weber and Payne
use their long-handled instru¬
ments to reinforce the base of
the patient’s esophagus with tis¬
sue from the stomach. The collar
they construct will prevent acid
from being displaced to the lower
esophagus. The end result will
be relief from the symptoms of
heartburn.
What is new about this pro¬
cedure, Dr. Rosser tells a group
of reporters who have crowded
into the Yale telemedicine stu¬
dio to watch, is that it is the
first time that long-distance sur¬
gical teaching has been con¬
ducted interactively. Video con¬
ferencing has been used before
to carry live images of surgery
to an audience of students, but
today’s session is more remark¬
able, he says, in that previous

efforts have not delivered live
instruction to an operating team.
As for concerns about
patient safety, says Dr. Payne in
Honolulu, “this procedure is actu¬
ally safer because of the comput¬
er link.” He and his partner have
the advantage of Dr. Rosser’s
experience and can fall back on
their conventional skills at any
time during the operation.
“That’s the big back door that we
have,” says the Yale surgeon.
“If there’s any danger, we just
open the patient up.”
Telementoring, he adds, will
dramatically improve the quality
of life for many in need of
surgery. “You can bring the cut¬
ting edge of health care to the
most remote areas, allowing
patients to receive advanced
care without traveling far from
home. ... Technology extends my
presence,” he adds, “as if I were
standing there in Hawaii.” ■

James C. Rosser Jr., M.D., left, studies the screen of a laptop computer at Yale
while he directs a laparoscopic surgical procedure 5,000 miles away in Hawaii.
Seated to his right is Ludie E. Rosser, lecturer in the department of surgery.
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“ Increasingly, the economics of health
care is being driven by the manage¬

ment of information, ” says Ronald C.
Merrell, M.D., chairman and Lampman Professor of Surgery. “It’s hard
to imagine the future without the
computer. ”

and conferences to be seen by
Saudi colleagues.
■ Faculty at the medical
school have created instructional
video and CD-ROM programs for
patient and physician education.
Dr. Rosser’s interactive CD-ROM
The Art of Laparoscopic Suturing

Continued from Page 17

chairman: “Students and residents
trained in the digital age at a com¬
puter screen will be spared the
wait for X-rays films to be devel¬
oped, will not have to mount
images on a light box, will not
need to print films from a CT
scanner.”

LEARNING FROM AFAR

As more information and instruc¬
tion become available on net¬
works, a new question arises: To
study medicine at Yale, does one
need to be in New Haven?
The concept is distance learn¬
ing. As their curricula are integrat¬
ed electronically, some medical
schools and universities are con¬
sidering offering courses by com¬
puter. The natural progression of
that idea might be to spend your
second year of medical school at
Yale—without leaving California.
No plans for such an arrange¬
ment exist, but distance learning is
not so far-fetched. Consider pro-
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grams already completed or
in progress:
■ The school is evaluating a
proposal for formal, computerassisted ties between a consortium
of American institutions and the
University of Moscow. The NASA
Space Bridge to Russia project,
headed by the surgery chairman,
Ronald Merrell, combines prob¬
lem-based learning, long-distance
diagnosis and grand rounds
exchanges over the Internet. The
program provides students far
from world-class medical centers
the same educational resources as
students at schools like Yale. Says
Dr. Merrell: “This is a project we
could not have undertaken five
years ago.”
■ In July, Yale conducted one
of the first telementoring sessions
ever. James C. Rosser Jr., director
of endolaparoscopic surgery,
coached two surgeons in Honolulu
through a new procedure by
means of a digital television link.
[See Teaching surgery in Honolulu
(from New Haven)] Dr. Rosser
used a laptop computer and digital
pen to mark video images of the
gall bladder surgery and guide the
operating team.
■ Yale physicians and their
colleagues in Saudi Arabia have
used video conferencing to discuss
cases involving the departments of
Pediatrics, Obstetrics and
Gynecology, and Genetics. This
electronic link has permitted an
interchange between Saudi and
Yale physicians, including the
joint review of X-rays and pathol¬
ogy materials. Beyond case dis¬
cussions, interactive video has
also permitted Yale grand rounds

was released last fall and will be
followed by six new tutorial
programs this year. Dr. Rosser
also has completed three patienteducation tutorials on CD-ROM.
John P. Geibel, Ph.D., associate
professor of surgery and of cellu¬
lar and molecular physiology, is
working with Dr. Rosser on soft¬
ware training programs for resi¬
dent-level, laparoscopic surgical
education.
The instructional media cen¬
ter, C/AIM, has mounted its Atlas
of Myocardial Perfusion Imaging

on the Yale network, and is releas¬
ing six new CD-ROM titles this
year. "By creating interactive
learning programs for individuals
around the world,” says C/AIM’s
academic director, Carl Jaffe, “we
can enhance Yale’s reputation as a
knowledge resource for others.”
Florence Comite, M.D. ’76, HS
’76-78, associate professor of
medicine, pediatrics, and obstet¬
rics and gynecology, is assisting
former Surgeon General C.
Everett Koop, M.D., to ensure
quality medical content for a
30-video series of patient educa¬
tion products marketed by Time
Life Medical/Patient Education
Media Inc.
■ Finally, the school is explor¬
ing the potential of computerassisted instruction for continuing
medical education. Practicing
physicians around the world may
be able in the future to sharpen
their skills at Yale without travel¬
ing far from home. James D.
Kenney, M.D., associate dean for
postgraduate and continuing med¬
ical education, says computerassisted seminars may be a natural
outgrowth of the electronic-educa¬
tion initiatives already under way
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on campus. He and colleagues are
discussing ways to ensure that
quality, properly controlled infor¬
mation remains the standard for
providing CME credits.

THE RIGHT TOOL FOR THE JOB

In the 1950s and 1960s, computers
were perceived as vast, powerful
machines far removed from every¬
day life. Today’s home computer
is significantly more powerful and
a lot faster. Fifteen years after the
introduction of the personal com¬
puter, those who use the machines
are more apt to think of them sim¬
ply as tools.
The same is true in medicine.
Computers, as tools for teaching,
scholarship and communication,
still have little to do with many
areas of medical education.
Retaining that distinction is
important to teachers who care
about the values that the next gen¬
eration of physicians will adopt.
More important than the ability to
run statistical models or manipu¬
late images is the ability to de¬
velop perspective and judgment,
essentially human traits. As for
the holographic professor wield¬
ing too much influence in the
future, that possibility is a remote
one. “Students need human inter¬
action and contact,” says Dr.
Lentz, the assistant dean for
admissions and professor of cell
biology. “Medicine is a human
profession, after all.”
As Robert J. Levine, M.D.,
HS ’62-63, a professor of medi¬
cine and medical ethicist, frames
the issue: “Physicians must con¬
sider many factors when treating
patients. The medical curriculum
cannot be reduced to computer
language.” Even those immersed
daily in digital technology agree.
As useful as computers are, says
Dr. Rosser, “the big disclaimer is
that they are not good in stand¬
alone situations. Computers are
companions that chaperone peo¬
ple along the information super-
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“The surgical
professional of the
future will be
an information
manager, a purveyor
of knowledge who
cannot remain static. ”
Ronald C. Merrell, M.D.
chairman and Lampman
Professor of Surgery

highway. Computers should be
seen as partners with the medical
faculty that assist students and
other teachers as well.”
Regardless of the computer’s
potential, in some areas it simply
is not as useful as other teaching
tools. Patrick Lynch, director of
C/AIM and its key creative soft¬
ware developer, still sees tremen¬
dous utility for one of the oldest
information resources: the book.

Directed by Perry L. Miller, M.D.,
Ph.D., the Center for Medical Infor¬
matics is working with C/AIM and
the Department of Diagnostic Radi¬
ology to create a database of images
for clinical use and teaching.

Books are easier to read than com¬
puter screens, more portable, and
more flexible in their layout. The
curriculum developers at C/AIM
find that books are more useful
than electronic media for convey¬
ing certain information and thus
are developing CD-ROM titles
and books in packages. “Books
complement the graphic content
of the computer,” says Mr. Lynch.
“The book is a technology that
has lasted a long time and aged
very well.”
Still, the virtual anatomy lab
would be nice. Mark, the future
medical student, returns from din¬
ner and a stroll down York Street
to find his anatomy suit waiting.
Pushing away thoughts of sleep,
he dons the equipment. The simu¬
lation here is not quite as detailed
away from the laboratory’s power¬
ful processor, but Mark's desktop
computer does allow him to look
at one single organ system at a
time. In two hours, he has dissect¬
ed three more spleens and assisted
in a transplant operation. He paus¬
es the program to ask questions,
and his computer-generated men¬
tor—the lead surgeon—is expan¬
sive tonight.
Is this a good way to teach
medicine? Perhaps someday it
will be, if technology follows a
sound framework and the interim
steps are taken thoughtfully. In
the short-term future, the attain¬
ment of more modest goals will
bring significant rewards to stu¬
dents and physicians who are
committed to improving the prac¬
tice of medicine, says Dr. Paton,
the director of academic comput¬
ing. He adds: “A truly exciting
moment will be when every mem¬
ber of the medical center commu¬
nity is connected to the network
and can enjoy its benefits.”
Not all the predictions will
come true. But regardless of what
happens next year or in five years,
says surgery’s Dr. Merrell, “It is
hard to imagine the future without
the computer.” YM
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Commentary

Doctor and patient in cyberspace,
or take two aspirins and e-mail me in the morning
By Michael Kashgarian, M.D. ’58

P

hysicians were once able to carry in their little
black bags most of the tools needed to diagnose
and treat patients. They could store in their own
minds the information necessary for the majority of
their work. Experience broadened one's ability to
handle difficult or unusual cases, and patients relied
upon their physicians as the primary source of infor¬
mation on both health and disease.
The logarithmic increase in biomedical knowledge
over the last three decades has changed the doctorpatient relationship dramatically. Medical technology
is separating patient and physician, with a potential
loss of the intimacy and trust needed for
compassionate care. The pace of society
makes it difficult to find enough time for
thorough communication between doctor
and patient. While advances in digital tech¬
nology promise to provide efficient ways
of closing that gap, they do so at a price.
What has changed? The patient history
and physical examination, once the basis
for all medical practice, are now only the.
first, exploratory steps in the process of
making a diagnosis and planning a treat¬
ment regimen. The immense proliferation
of laboratory tests, imaging techniques and diagnostic
procedures is stunning, especially to the generations of
physicians trained before the technological era. The
specialities of medicine have further branched into
subspecialties as basic research and clinical knowledge
have greatly expanded. Medical journals and textbooks
have multiplied in number, along with the arrival of
new means of information delivery.
No individual physician, no matter how capable or
experienced, is able to absorb and memorize more than
a small portion of this database. This is true despite the
fact that convenient access to the information is devel¬
oping rapidly. Continuing medical education is deliv¬
ered on audio tapes, computer tutorials and CD-ROM
textbooks. One can search the literature rapidly, and

Michael Kashgarian, M.D. '58, is professor of pathology
and biology at Yale and editor of Yale Medicine.
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almost effortlessly, with the National Library of Medi¬
cine’s MEDLINE service to discover the latest in diag¬
nosis, treatment and outcome for any disease, common
or rare. Electronic textbooks are lavishly illustrated
with high-quality images, and link the user (physician
or layman) directly to the references cited.
With the rapid growth and popularization of the
Internet during the last two years, access to the
universe of medical information has been fundamen¬
tally altered. Physicians and the public may draw on
the resources of medical discussion groups and refer¬
ence databases with unprecedented ease. A doctor
anywhere in the world with a computer and
a modem now has the ability to describe a
difficult problem, case history or concern
about therapy, and receive electronic replies
from dozens of experts.
A recent example of the type of consul¬
tation that visits me daily on the Internet
discussion group Nephrol was a case in
China with a bizarre clinical history sugges¬
tive of an unusual infectious disease. The
patient's physician was out of answers and
posted a query to the discussion group,
which is moderated by the University of
Alberta and limited to physicians. Replies came from
around the world, bringing world-wide expertise to
bear on the problem, rather than the resources of a
single physician or medical center. In a few days, it
was established that an environmental toxin was the
etiology, and the patient improved rapidly once treat¬
ment began. Nephrol fields queries on the potential
toxicity of acetominophen and ibuprophen to the
kidney, the use of fish oil in the treatment of
glomerular inflammation, and the toxicity of common
antibiotics in patients with renal failure. Faculty at Yale
share their knowledge, along with more than 300 of
their colleagues internationally.
Similar discussion groups cater to other areas of
medicine, such as cancer and infectious diseases. The
physician, no longer isolated from the quickly
expanding base of knowledge, is now immersed—
some might say smothered—in it. The physician’s
dilemma in cyberspace is how to use this mountain of
Winter 1996

unfiltered information intelligently
and decide what to accept as proven
and what to regard as nonsense.
Regardless of the perils of too much
data, instant access to up-to-date
information can improve the quality
of medical care, and it has side
benefits: a strengthening of the
bond that unites colleagues around
the globe and the opportunity to
travel and learn throughout cyber¬
space from the confines of the
office or laboratory.
But a new dilemma comes with
this wonderful advance. Universal
access to medical knowledge means
that patients are easily confronted
with information that can be
psychologically harmful in some
cases, as well as damaging to the
physician's management of their
illness.
For decades, inquisitive
patients have turned to health
letters and magazines to supple¬
ment the information gained from
consultation with their physician.
These publications filled a gap in
doctor-patient communication. As
demands on the physician's time
have multiplied, the explanations
offered patients are too often
cursory and incomplete. And, as
the concept of individual responsi¬
bility for health has grown, the
computerized medical database has
broadened the patient’s horizons.
Encyclopedias and other reference
works on CD-ROM now put a
"doctor on a disk." Interactive soft¬
ware has likewise placed diagnosis
in the hands of patients, who can
enter their symptoms into a formula
and receive a digital assessment
with suggestions for proper treat¬
ment. This is evolving technology,
and it is too early to analyze the
virtues and problems of the infor¬
mation revolution. But some are
obvious.
For example, a World Wide
Web query for the keyword health
found 7,766 documents, ranging
from commercial health products
and alternative therapies to issues
of sexuality, obesity, aging and
environmental health. The sci.med
Internet discussion forums, and
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others offered by the commercial
on-line computer services, enable a
patient to inquire electronically
about an individual medical
problem. The validity of the
responses varies greatly and is often
impossible to determine. If the
physician has difficulty in sorting
out the truth in cyberspace, imagine
the problem for the average person
browsing the Internet. While
Nephrol’s membership is limited to
physicians, other interested parties
are able to monitor the forum and
sometimes post questions.
While many patient-consumers
using the Internet seek this informa¬
tion so that they can more intelli¬

cian. Consider the danger to
patients who may accept advice
from unknown sources, substitute it
for a visit with a physician, and
embark on their own therapeutic
regimen.
As physicians, we must use our
intelligence and imagination to
emphasize the positive aspects of
this new technology and to mini¬
mize the potentially negative ones.
What constitutes malpractice in
cyberspace? Will patients be more
critical of their physicians and
unhappy with their outcomes? Will
we need cyberlawyers to defend us?
The Internet may well enhance
the relationship of patient and
physician. The ease of communica¬
tion and information gathering via
electronic mail and related Internet
resources can give the patient
access to the physician in an espe¬
cially useful way, particularly if the
patient is traveling or needs to
renew a prescription, make an
appointment, or has questions about
reaction to therapy or minor new
symptoms.
E-mail allows a patient’s ques¬
tions to be answered without the
game of telephone tag. and the old
cliche Take two aspirins and call
me in the morning may well
become Please consult your

gently participate in their treatment,
others may be collecting ammuni¬
tion. And if they are not adequately
prepared, their new knowledge may
upset the treatment of their illness.
A patient can post inquiries anony¬
mously, then aggressively confront
his physician with information the
doctor has not yet received or had
time to evaluate. The physician
must now handle a patient who has
a great deal of information but little
perspective or medical judgment.
This intrusion on the intimacy
of the patient-doctor relationship
can undermine a patient's confi¬
dence in medicine and is potentially
quite damaging to the treatment of
illness. Cyberspace consultations
cannot replace personal care, phys¬
ical examination, laboratory testing
and imaging, and most importatly,
the seasoned judgment of a physi¬

personal computerized symptom
tree; / will e-mail your prescription
to the pharmacy and call you in the
morning. The efficiency of e-mail

saves time for the patient and gives
time to the physician to more
deeply consider the patient’s
problem (and even search the
Internet) before implementing a
solution.
The information explosion
probably will not fundamentally
change the practice of medicine,
but it will change the way we
communicate within the doctorpatient relationship. This invasion
of the computer into our lives and
practices will require some adjust¬
ment, and many physicians and
patients will accept it slowly. But
the communications revolution is
here to stay, and we must be
prepared to meet its challenges. ■
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A better way of learning
The Class of 1998 will be the first to benefit from the fill four years of Yale’s new medical
curriculum, which maintains the hallmarks of the Yale System. The result? Physicians
who better understand the links between basic science and clinical medicine

By Carolyn Battista

I

n a small room in the Jane Ellen Hope Building on
Cedar Street, 15 medical students and faculty gather
to discuss a puzzling case. “We have a 60-year-old
Chinese woman, Mrs. Li,” a young woman begins.
Mrs. Li’s records show that, earlier, she received
medication to prevent thrombosis. But despite treat¬
ment, the thrombosis has recurred.
Questions fly. Is Mrs. Li taking her medication? Is
she eating salt? Then a young man observes that
perhaps these aren't the right questions. "They’re
yes-no questions. You want the patient to talk,” he says
to his fellow first-year students, as they plunge into a
session of the new Doctor-Patient Encounter course.
The course is part of a new curriculum, introduced
between 1992 and 1994, at the School of Medicine.
Developed under a grant from the Robert Wood

Carolyn Battista is a free-lance writer in Waterford, Conn.

Jon Michael Fessel, M.D., assistant
clinical professor of medicine and a
physician at the Yale Health Plan,
leads a session of the first-year

Doctor-Patient Encounter course,
created under the new curriculum.
Medical students Daniel Mayman,
David Gershfield, Michelle Sanders
and Beth Murphy, from left, watch
the blood-pressure gauge as they
practice taking vital signs.
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Johnson (RWJ) Loundation. the curriculum coordinates
clinical and basic science by introducing real issues of
clinical medicine to students while they are studying
the basic sciences in their first two years. The
curriculum also integrates the teaching of basic science
around specific organ systems, rather than only through
the teaching of separate courses in the various disci¬
plines, and it provides new, non-hospital sites for clin¬
ical education. Behind these improvements to the way
future physicians are taught is the desire to better
prepare them for a changing world of medicine—from
the rapid expansion of medical knowledge to changes
in the delivery and economics of health care.
Students who entered the School of Medicine in
1994 will be the first to complete the full four years of
the new curriculum when they graduate in May.
Although there have been significant changes, the
curriculum adheres closely to the Yale System of
medical education, which eschews grades and empha-

Robert H. Gifford, M.D., with students
during an alumni/ae program on the new
curriculum last June: “It's a much less
artificial way to teach, ” says Dr. Gifford,
the associate dean for education and
student affairs.

sizes rigorous learning and indi¬
vidual responsibility. As has been
the case since 1839, each student
still must complete an original
thesis before graduating. "Those
critical features remain intact,” says
Robert H. Gifford, M.D., HS
’66-67, professor of medicine
(rheumatology) and associate dean
for education and student affairs.
Medical students traditionally
have spent their first two years
studying basic sciences, the mate¬
rial organized by discipline rather
than function, and have had little
exposure to patients and disease
until their third and fourth years.
The coordination of basic science
and clinical medicine is a response
to "the natural desire of students to
correlate the two,” says Dr. Gifford.
The integration of basic sciences
helps avoid needless repetition,
gives students a clearer picture of
the mechanisms of disease, and
incorporates current understanding
of medical science (such as the
ways in which such fields as cell
biology and pharmacology overlap
at the molecular level).
He also points out that the
patients who are treated in hospitals
now usually are very old, very sick,
or admitted for a specific proce¬
dure. “In hospitals, the whole idea
of trying to figure out what’s wrong
is taken away,” he says, and
students need clinical training at
varied ambulatory sites where they
can encounter many diseases, see
them in their early stages, and learn
to diagnose and treat them.
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Although the RWJ funding will
end Aug. 31, the development of
the curriculum will go on, says
Mary Anne Johnston, Ph.D.,
director of educational develop¬
ment. Adds Dr. Gifford: “A major
goal is to devise new ways of
providing faculty with reimburse¬
ment for teaching,” recognizing
that research funding and clinical
income now support most faculty
positions.
The Doctor-Patient Encounter
course, which now runs throughout
the first two years, launches the
coordination of clinical and basic
science. (“The course gives you
hope,” says a student at the sem¬
inar, “that all that basic science will
be useful.”) It also helps students
develop skills-—including com¬
munication skills—that they’ll need
in the clinical years and ever after.
In hands-on sessions, students
practice interviewing patients,
taking histories and performing
physical examinations. In seminars
on multicultural issues, they see
how sensitivity can be as useful as a
stethoscope. For instance, careful
questioning reveals that Mrs. Li
also sees a traditional Chinese
doctor who prescribes ginseng tea
that helps her rheumatism, but

Mary Anne Johnston, Ph.D., director
of educational development: “The
excitement of faculty and students is
the key to nurturing and supporting
this curriculum. ”

raises her estrogen levels—and
overrides the anti-thrombosis
medication.
“Some skills are not rapidly
acquired; students need time and
experience,” says Howard Levitin,
M.D.. professor of medicine. He
and Wen-Jen Poo, M.D., HS '86-89
assistant professor of medicine
(oncology), guide the lively discus¬
sion of how to handle all the issues,
medical and cultural, in the case of
Mrs. Li. Dr. Levitin teaches the
doctor-patient course with Dr.
Gifford and Thomas P. Duffy,
M.D., professor of medicine
(hematology). They and other
faculty members serve as mentors
to small groups of students.
Dr. Gifford stresses how
much sense it makes to coordinate
basic and clinical science and to
integrate basic science courses.
“It’s a much less artificial way to
teach,” he says.
Because of the ways in which
conventional subject areas now
overlap, the new curriculum has
people talking as never before, say
students and faculty. “Communica¬
tion is a key theme in the develop¬
ment, maintenance and content of
the curriculum,” says Dr. Johnston,

“and it’s a key to learning how to be
a good doctor.”
“The new curriculum makes
us interact a lot,” agrees Margaret J.
Bia, M.D., professor of medicine
(nephrology). “When you have
faculty talking together about
education, it’s healthy. It stimu¬
lates you.”
The second year includes
studies organized in modules; Dr.
Bia is director of the renal module,
which (like the cardiovascular and
other modules) brings together
faculty from pathology, pharma¬
cology, laboratory medicine, diag¬
nostic radiology and clinical medi¬
cine. Often students hear faculty
members from different depart¬
ments discuss a case from diverse
perspectives. “What my students
have loved is hearing everyone go
at it [while debating the issues],”
says Dr. Bia, adding that this
approach reminds students that
medicine is about solving problems
in order to help people. “It moti¬
vates them to learn the large
amount of material with which they
are presented.”
Stephen Kavic, ’97, recalls
taking the renal module, in which
faculty from several departments
taught students the basic science of
diseases that affect the kidneys, as
well as the tests that can used and
methods of interpretation. The
module’s qualifying exam was not
a multiple-choice affair but a case
presenting a patient to diagnose and
treat, using an accompanying
two-page history as a guide. Later,
a faculty member discussed the
case with the students. Mr. Kavic,
who serves on a review committee
for the course, says that all this
helped students “to start thinking
clinically”—that is, to start
thinking of exactly how to find and
treat what’s wrong.
The new curriculum provides
clinical training in close to 60
ambulatory sites—including
private practices, community
clinics and health maintenance
organizations in the New Haven
region—that offer learning oppor¬
tunities not available in hospital
Yale medicine

wards. Mr. Kavic remembers
serving the ambulatory component
of his third-year internal medicine
clerkship in an outpatient section of
the VA Connecticut Healthcare
System’s campus in West Haven.
“There, you could talk with patients
about change—about not smoking,
for instance,” he says. “But [on the
hospital’s inpatient floors], you’ve
got the patient with severely

The new
curriculum
In 1992, the School of Medicine
launched a project to revise its
curriculum, with support from a
$2.4 million, four-and-a-half year
grant from the Robert Wood
Johnson Foundation, based in
Princeton, N.J. The project
brought about:
■ An integrated approach to the
teaching of the basic sciences
(including, for example, the sec¬
ond-year course Mechanisms of
Disease: Systems/Organs, in
which each unit or module—
such as the cardiovascular
module—incorporates material
previously taught in separate
courses like pathology and labo¬
ratory medicine)
■ Effective coordination of
basic and clinical sciences—an
effort that includes two innova¬
tive new courses
■ Clinical training in ambulatory
settings, not just in hospital
units
■ A new, required four-week
clerkship in primary care
■ More computer-assisted
instruction
■ A process for reviewing cours¬
es and clerkships, and for mak¬
ing changes as needed

damaged lungs, on a respirator.”
During the required, four-week
primary care clerkship, students
work in family, pediatric and
internal medicine practices. All
offer a broad range of medical prob¬
lems as well as many opportunities
to talk—and listen. “In primary
care, there’s a strong emphasis on
the doctor-patient relationship and
communication,” says Rick

■ An ongoing effort to reward
teaching, including a model for
allocating a portion of general
revenue funds to departments,
based on the commitment of
their faculty to teaching
■ Creation of an Office of
Education to support the devel¬
opment and implementation of
the new curriculum.
The new curriculum adheres to
the Yale System of medical
education, which eschews
grades and class rankings but
emphasizes comprehensive
knowledge, rigorous thinking
and individual responsibility, and
requires a thesis based on origi¬
nal research. Work by the
Educational Policy and
Curriculum Committee (Stephen
C. Edberg, Ph.D., chair), the
Basic Sciences Curriculum
Subcommittee (Margretta R.
Seashore, M.D. ’65, HS '65-68,
chair) and the Clinical Sciences
Curriculum Subcommittee (Frank
J. Bia, M.D., M.P.H., chair) have
supported the curriculum’s suc¬
cess.
“Providing the most modern
scientific and clinical education
to our students,” says Dean
Gerard N. Burrow, M.D. ’58,
“remains among the highest pri¬
orities of Yale School of
Medicine. The new curriculum
will serve us well as we move
into the 21st century.”
Carolyn Battista
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on ways of asking questions,
putting patients at ease, learning
how to approach difficult topics.”
Starting this spring, students
will approach difficult topics from
several perspectives in a new
fourth-year course. Integrated Clin¬
ical Medicine: Biological, Social
and Behavioral Bases of Clinical
Medicine (to be an elective in 1996

The Doctor-Patient Encounter
course, a central feature of the new
curriculum, introduces real-life
cases from the clinic during the
first and second years—which
students traditionally have spent
immersed in science textbooks.
“The course gives you hope, ” says
one student, “that all the basic
science will be useful. ”

Haeseler, M.D., associate clinical
professor of medicine and director
of the primary care clerkship. He
adds that a key ingredient of the
clerkship is “the unique relation¬
ship students have with experi¬
enced practitioners, who both
teach and care for patients in the
practice setting.”
Susan Truman, a fourth-year
student, says she saw “everything
from Lyme disease to primary
biliary cirrhosis” during her clerk¬
ship at Guilford Internal Medicine
with Dr. Haeseler and his associ¬
ates. “I’d see a patient, then I'd
speak with the attending doctors
about what I thought was going on,
and what I thought should be done.
We'd talk back and forth,” says Ms.
Truman. "The doctors let me do as
much as I possibly could, and they
gave me as much guidance as I
needed.” Also helpful, she says,
were the didactic sessions of the
clerkship, including exercises with
standardized patients that “focused
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and a requirement in coming
years). This year, students will
study complex, actual cases of
hypertension, HIV infection/AIDS,
breast cancer and sickle cell
anemia. Proposed future topics
include depression, asthma, and
other complex or difficult
medical/social issues.
“It's important to integrate
cutting-edge biological and behav¬
ioral science, and to build on what
students have seen in their clinical
years,” says course director
Jeanette R. Ickovics, Ph.D., assis¬
tant professor of medicine and
psychology. Working with her will
be faculty from the School of Medi¬
cine and its Department of
Epidemiology and Public Health,
as well as from the Yale School
of Nursing.
New courses and long-estab¬
lished ones are regularly reviewed.
“It’s one form of quality assur¬
ance,” says Frank J. Bia, M.D.,
M.P.H., professor of medicine and
laboratory medicine and chair of
the Clinical Sciences Curriculum
Subcommittee, as he describes the
process established to review the
diverse clinical clerkships. Each re¬
view includes analysis of data from
all student evaluations, including
every student commentary, meet¬
ings with each department to
discuss problems and possible solu¬
tions, and opportunities for the
department to respond. “This is
participatory leadership,” Dr. Bia
says. “I don’t run the show, or drive
the process alone.”
Especially important now, says
Dr. Gifford, are efforts to reward
faculty for teaching. “In these times
the pressure on faculty to raise their
own income, by seeing more

patients or getting more research
grants, is immense,” he says. He
feels that those who make major
commitments to teaching—course
directors, for instance—should
receive some of their salary from
general tuition funds. Under the
RWJ grant, the School of Medicine
developed a process for distributing
a portion of general revenue funds
to departments, based on the
commitment of their faculty to
teaching. In 1994-95, $1 million
was distributed (with $300,000
coming from the grant, the rest
from general funds); for 1995-96,
$2 million was allocated from
general funds. Dr. Gifford hopes to
see education funding continue in
that direction. “As somebody
responsible for the education of
medical students, I think we need
an education budget," he says.
He points out that community
physicians who are preceptors in
the ambulatory clerkships must also
be considered. The RWJ grant
provided stipends to compensate
them for taking time to teach
students and attend faculty devel¬
opment workshops. But with grant
funding ending this August, Dr.
Gifford says, “We need to find
other ways to compensate them.”
As planning, teaching and
review go forward, it’s the role of
the Office of Education to assist in
these areas. Dr. Gifford says that
the end of the RWJ funding may
bring a downsizing of the office,
which now has a staff of seven.
But, he says, "We’ll continue to
need a structure” to help with such
tasks as coordinating interdiscipli¬
nary programs and administering
dozens of learning sites.
Especially important is facili¬
tating the collaboration and
communication that are so essen¬
tial, says Dr. Johnston. “We can
make certain that people get
together,” she says, and that will
remain a satisfying task, because
“the excitement of faculty and
students is the key to nurturing and
supporting this curriculum.” YM
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An agenda for public health
Yale’s new dean for public health has
set his sights on AIDS, emerging
infectious diseases and urban health,
among other challenges. One of his key
strategies is active collaboration with
Yale’s other professional schools

F

Yale medicine

Frank Poole

or the past 20 years, Michael H. Merson, M.D.,
Yale’s new dean for public health, has lived
outside of the United States, acquiring broad
public health experience in cholera, respiratory
disease and AIDS. To put this in perspective. Dr.
Merson first went abroad when Jimmy Carter was
president, AIDS was unheard of, as were e-mail and
fax machines.
In April, he returned to lead one of the country's
oldest programs in public health. This field, once
viewed as the primary provider of medical care for
the poor, now faces challenges in urban health, the
environment, an AIDS epidemic and emerging infec¬
tious diseases. Health care for the U.S. population is
being shaped by increasing costs and a myriad of
approaches to managed care.
On this situation, Dr. Merson, a Brooklyn native,
will bring to bear his education, an A.B. degree, cum
laude, in 1966 from Amherst College and an M.D.
degree, summa cum laude, in 1970 from the State
University of New York Medical Center in Brooklyn;
his training at the Johns Hopkins University and the
Beth-Israel and Children's hospitals in Boston; and his
diverse experiences both at the U.S. Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and the World
Health Organization (WHO).
Beginning in May 1990 and until coming to Yale,
Dr. Merson directed the WHO Global Programme on
AIDS, which supported control efforts in more than
150 countries and more than 100 research projects in a
wide range of areas. He previously directed WHO’s
Acute Respiratory Infections Control Program and also
started and directed WHO’s Diarrheal Diseases Control
Program. Both programs have saved the lives
of millions of infants and young children in devel¬
oping countries.
During his career. Dr. Merson supervised the

Michael H. Merson, M.D., the school’s new dean for public
health, conies to Yale after heading the World Health Orga¬
nization's Global Programme on AIDS.

medical ward of the hospital ship SS Hope in northeast
Brazil and also worked in the CDC’s Bacterial Diseases
Division, supervising epidemiological surveillance and
studies on diarrheal diseases.
Since assuming his Yale post. Dr. Merson has been
immersed in a number of important activities for the
Department of Epidemiology and Public Health, one of
the 27 accredited schools of public health in the United
States. His work has included strategic planning for
epidemiology and public health at Yale, recruiting new
faculty members, renovating the department’s space,
especially for its educational activities, and under¬
taking new initiatives in such areas as managed care
and urban health. Helaine Patterson, director of public
information for the School of Medicine, interviewed
Dr. Merson in late November. Excerpts from their
conversation follow. ►
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YM: HOW DO YOU ENVISION
SHAPING PUBLIC HEALTH
EDUCATION AT YALE TO MEET
THE PROFESSIONAL NEEDS OF
PUBLIC HEALTH EXPERTS IN THE
NEXT CENTURY?
M M:

We have completed a
strategic planning process at the
school. One of the critical aspects
has been to project what we think
will be the major public health
issues for the remainder of this
decade and the next decade.
WHAT ARE THEY?

Our faculty is in agreement that the
primary public health issue is the
organization and financing of
health care in America. A second
issue is emerging infectious
diseases—an area which we once
thought was one of diminishing
importance. The organisms are
more clever than we thought, and,
with all the travel taking place, they
are sure to become even a greater
problem. A third area are the
diseases that are very much related
to individual behavior. Some of
hese are related to the problems in
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our cities, such as substance abuse
and AIDS. Others are preventable
illnesses, such as cardiovascular
disease and certain cancers.
Another challenge we face is
successful aging, which is related
to the fact that our population is
getting older. In fact, the largest
growth demographically during the
next two decades will be in the
population over age 85, which
raises important medical and
ethical questions. Of course, there’s
continuing concern about the envi¬
ronment, especially identifying risk
factors for asthma, which is
increasing especially in populations
of color. These are our major priori¬
ties, and we are considering them
all as we strengthen the school.
When we talk about defining
public health at Yale, it’s important
to talk not only about EPH but also
about the University, because its
uniqueness will allow us to expand.
I am referring, of course, to other
departments in the medical school,
but also to the School of Forestry
and Environmental Studies, the
Law School, the School of Nursing
and the School of Management.
Public health research, policy and

education are wide-ranging areas
today and require the involvement
of faculty from many disciplines.
WILL NEW PROGRAMS BE
STARTED?

We already have agreed, for
example, with the School of
Management, to start a new acad¬
emic program in health care
management next fall. It will even¬
tually bring up to 24 students into a
new health care management track
each year. Students will obtain an
M.P.H. degree here at EPH, but
they will take core courses in
management at the School of
Management, and in epidemiology,
biostatistics and health policy at
EPH. That is an excellent example
of how we can strengthen a critical
area in public health by joining up
with another school.
We’ve talked about working
with the School of Forestry in a
number of areas related to environ¬
mental health and emerging
diseases. We’ve also begun to
discuss with the Law School ways
we can work together on health
policy. Within the medical school.
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Dr. Merson makes a point during a discussion with Jody L. Sindelar Ph.D., left,
associate dean for epidemiology and public health; Henry Chauncey Jr. L.L.D..
who heads the EPH management program in health policy administration; and
doctoral student Elizabeth W. Triche.

there are many examples of our
working with other departments,
including the departments of
Internal Medicine, Obstetrics and
Gynecology, Pediatrics and the
Child Study Center. These are
ongoing relationships, which
certainly could be advanced.
HOW DO YOU SEE THE RELATION¬
SHIP BETWEEN PUBLIC HEALTH
AND MEDICINE IN TODAY'S
WORLD?

Traditionally, one sees medicine as
dealing with the care of an indi¬
vidual patient. In contrast, public
health is a discipline or specialty
concerned with the health of
populations, and we study and
apply interventions that can
benefit the population as a whole.
In doing this, we require the exper¬
tise of people with many skills, in
particular epidemiology and biosta¬
tistics, which are at the heart of
public health, and also the social
sciences like psychology and
anthropology, economics and the
biological sciences.
The area of health care organi¬
zation and financing really brings
medicine and public health together
because the reorganization of
health care will affect not only the
way we provide individual care for
patients, but will also impact
greatly on how we assure the health
of the public, especially in the area
of prevention. One of my concerns
is that we may be focusing too
much on how we can decrease the
cost of care for individual patients,
e.g. by decreasing the length of
hospital stay or use of specialists,
and not focusing enough on preven¬
tion. If we really want to cut health
care costs, we can make the biggest
difference by putting the resources
needed into prevention so that
people don’t get sick at all, even if
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this means a higher capitation cost.

School. We also have the Institute
for Social and Policy Studies. All of
these have faculty who are knowl¬
edgeable about various aspects of
the problems and issues we will
face, and one would hope that
through our joint efforts, we can
provide leadership in the country.

WITH THESE CHANGES AND THE
DISCUSSION ABOUT MANAGED

HOW HAVE YOU SEEN PUBLIC

CARE, HOW DO YOU SEE YALE’S

HEALTH EVOLVE OVER THE PAST

PUBLIC HEALTH PROGRAM

25 YEARS?

PREPARING GRADUATES FOR THE
FUTURE?

In this new educational track, we
will be training our students for
careers in this area. Some of our
students, I suspect, will work in
health maintenance organizations
(HMOs) or for health insurance
companies. Others will go into
government, especially at the
federal, state or local level, since it
will continue to play a role in the
organization of health care
services. And I also hope that many
of our students will go into
research, both policy research as
well as what we call outcomes
research, looking at the health
outcomes of various approaches
for treatment of certain diseases.
We need to know how the proce¬
dures and decision trees that are
being used by managed care orga¬
nizations—what tests you can
order, the criteria being used for
specialist referral, what drugs you
can give—are going to affect the
quality of care people receive. We
plan to bring on at least two faculty
members who will provide leader¬
ship in this area.
YOU'RE REALLY EXPANDING THE
HEALTH CARE MANAGEMENT
AREA TO RESPOND TO AND TO
ANTICIPATE QUESTIONS OR
PROBLEMS THAT MAY ARISE AS
MANAGED CARE INCREASES.

We should be providing leadership
in this area. We have the expertise
at Yale to do this. I’ve already
mentioned the School of Manage¬
ment, the Law School, and Nursing

An interesting question. I have
lived outside the country for
almost 20 years, and, you could
ask. What strikes me the most
about coming back?
First and foremost, I think
now, the public is more aware
about health issues and is much
more engaged in setting health poli¬
cies. Look how often there are
health-related stories in the elec¬
tronic media or in our newspapers.
Certainly today, health is on our
politicians’ agenda. Part of this has
come about because health care
costs have gone up so high and
health insurance has become very
expensive or is not obtainable
today. Our society has also under¬
gone some profound changes,
many of them for the worse. Many
of our inner cities now have
violence and substance abuse
among their greatest problems. In
many cities, the leading cause of
injury among people is firearms
and the leading cause of death in
young adults is AIDS. That wasn’t
the case 20 years ago.
Our population is getting older.
We were not nearly as concerned
about the health of the elderly as we
are now. We didn’t know as much
about prevention. When I left 20
years ago, we had an idea that
lowering your cholesterol would be
a good thing, and we knew some¬
thing about the benefit of cancer
screening tests. But it’s now much
clearer that sound prevention—
taking your blood pressure and
checking your cholesterol, and for a
woman, having a mammogram—
are highly effective interventions,
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and that has made public health
very exciting.
Traditionally, people have had
two ideas about public health:
Either it was free health services at
clinics for the poor, or it was
providing clean water and clean
food. Now we have a much broader
vision. We're dealing with organi¬
zation of health care services,
prevention, new diseases and

THE MEDIA ABOUT HEALTH. WITH
CONFLICTING NEWS REPORTS ON
STUDIES, ARE WE GIVING PEOPLE
INFORMATION. BUT SOMEWHAT
CONFUSING INFORMATION?

Sometimes. This is a real dilemma,
and there’s not an easy solution.
The press knows that the public is
more interested in health issues,
and it is trying to report the news.
Sometimes the results of studies are
exaggerated in terms of their
importance. Sometimes there are
conflicting results for reasons that
are not evident. Here is another role
for public health experts. Today,
given the ability of the media to
reach so many people so quickly, I
believe persons coming into public
health must learn how to work with
the media, to use the media to help
get prevention messages across to
the public, and to help the media
and the public understand reasons
for conflicting results when they
occur. When I entered public
health, we didn’t worry too much
about this.
LET’S TALK ABOUT AIDS, BOTH
GLOBALLY AND LOCALLY. WHAT

Dr. Merson visits at last year’s EPH

DO YOU FEEL IS THE GREATEST

alumni/ae luncheon with Susan S.

CHALLENGE IN THE AIDS

Addiss, M.P.H. '69. Connecticut’s

EPIDEMIC?

commissioner of public health and
addiction services under Gov. Lowell
P. WeickerJr.

concerns about the environment.
These are phenomena that certainly
have become more prominent in the
minds of the public.
A lot of the public’s growing
interest in public health has to do
with AIDS. AIDS is a disease that
everybody knows about. And
thinks about one way or the other.
When you have a fatal disease that
you get through sexual intercourse,
a very basic behavior, it is bound to
touch everyone.
YOU MENTIONED THAT PEOPLE
TODAY KNOW MORE ABOUT
HEALTH AND THERE’S MORE IN
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Again, coming back after 20 years,
I am struck by how this country has
not yet learned how to live comfort¬
ably with AIDS. There is still a lot
of prejudice, stigma and discrimi¬
nation around this disease, and this
is really unfortunate. Here we have
a disease that is the leading cause of
death in young men and women.
Yet our prevention efforts are not
what they should be. We have so
much evidence today, for example,
that school education is a very good
thing for our youth. Education
doesn’t make them more sexually
active; it makes them more respon¬
sible, cuts down on teen-age preg¬
nancies and sexually transmitted
diseases. Still, we have school
boards that block educational
programs. Teen-agers have sex.

We need to accept this, and we need
to help them protect themselves.
From the public health perspective,
it’s very unfortunate that more and
more of our youth are infected by
this fatal virus when we have the
ability to protect them.
WHY DO YOU THINK THIS IS
HAPPENING?

Because AIDS is often seen as a
moral rather than a public health
issue. Because there are many
people who believe that those
infected with the AIDS virus
deserve to be infected because of
their behavior. Also, because the
disease now occurs most often in
underserved populations, it is diffi¬
cult to generate the political support
to overcome our moral attitudes.
We need to strengthen our legal
system and to have the political
courage to commit our resources
to carry out those programs which
we know can help people protect
themselves.
We know that, today, half of
the HIV infections in this country
occur in drug users. Many times
male drug users who are infected
pass the virus on to their female
sexual partners through unprotected
sex. Now, no one wants people to
take drugs; but if you make needles
and syringes available to drug
users, this dramatically reduces
HIV infections in them and their
sexual partners. Government
support is needed for such
programs even if they are not politi¬
cally popular.
ARE THERE ANY OTHER SPECIFIC
PROGRAMS OR PROJECTS THAT
YALE’S EPH DEPARTMENT PLANS?

We’ve been thinking about how we
could bring together faculty at Yale
doing research or policy analysis on
various aspects of the epidemic.
I’m interested in coming up with a
mechanism—perhaps a center—to
allow us to undertake the multidis¬
ciplinary research required to better
our prevention efforts and improve
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the psychosocial support for fami¬
lies and communities that are
heavily affected by this virus.
COULD YOU TELL US ABOUT THE
EPH STUDENT BODY?

Our master’s students are very
diverse. We have about 100
students; two-thirds are women,
about a third are from outside the
United States. Approximately 10
percent have other graduate
degrees. The interests of our
students are varied, ranging from
health policy to international
health, to infectious disease and
chronic disease. Some will have
careers in a public health practice,
others in research.
ON A PERSONAL NOTE. COULD
YOU TELL US HOW AND WHY YOU

SINCE YOU’VE BEEN AT YALE,
HAVE YOU BEEN KEEPING UP
WITH INTERNATIONAL HEALTH?

Unfortunately, the public health
problems of urban America today
are not so different from those in
many developing countries.
Urban America today has the
poverty, inequities and social injus¬
tice that exist in poor countries.
It’s a sad reflection on our times.
Many Americans are not aware that
the gap between the richest 10
percent and the poorest 10 percent
of our population is greater in
America than in any other industri¬

“Doctor;

how can I
thank you?”

PURSUED PUBLIC HEALTH AS A
CAREER?

I was first influenced to go into
medicine by my grandfather, who
was a cardiologist at ColumbiaPresbyterian Hospital. As a boy, I
remember hanging out in his office
and playing with his medical equip¬
ment. Throughout my college and
medical school years, I became
interested in why people got sick,
how well they got treated and the
factors that influenced their ability
to benefit from their treatment. I
was impressed how social,
economic and political factors
influence the health of populations.
In medical school and then in my
house-staff training and immedi¬
ately thereafter, I had opportunities
to go abroad and my interest in
these areas became greater in the
international context. In the devel¬
oping world, many diseases are
preventable or treatable, but people
don’t receive information or come
for treatments or the right treatment
isn’t available. In many ways,
the challenges for public health are
even greater internationally then
they are domestically. That’s
what steered me into international
public health.
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alized country. The lower 10
percent faces many, similar
public health problems seen in
developing countries.
Since returning to America, I
have realized how much of the
knowledge I have learned interna¬
tionally can be applied here and
vice versa. The difference is not as
great as you think.
I can’t think of a more exciting
time to be coming back to America.
I don’t think, in my lifetime, that
public health has ever been so
important and challenging—for
EPH, the medical school and the
University. YM

ow many times have you heard this question from
your patients? Your answer can lead to a way to
help the Yale School of Medicine. A gift from your
patient to the School honors you and guarantees
the continuation of our tradition of excellence in
teaching and patient care into the 2ist century.

“Yale School of Medicine was and remains
extremely important to me in the ongoing development

of

my busy practice. I am proud of my close relationship with the School,
even though I am geographically far from New Haven. My patients
regularly take an interest in my research and clinical activities, and I

am more than happy to share with them my fondness
for Yale in order to stimulate their interest in the School’s mission.”
Dudley Seth Danoff,

M.D. ’63, F.A.C.S.

Beverly Hills, California

I am a proud graduate of Yale
Medicine and an active participant in the teaching

“My patients know that

School

Of

program. They also know that one of the best ways to make me
happy is

to give to my alma mater.”
Mary )ane Minkin, M.D. 75
New Haven, Connecticut

Brochures promoting the School are available for
display in your office, to generate the revenue
needed to continue our standard of excellence.
Free copies are available from:
Bonnie Sargent
Office of Development
Yale University School of Medicine
P.O. Box 7611
New Haven, Connecticut 06519-1714
Or call:
203.785.6760

Gallery

Remember the almanac
In the days before the FDA, patent-medicine
almanacs offered consumers useful information
and sometimes-outrageous claims

distributed by the millions gratis to
consumers through local pharma¬
cies, whose advertisements were
printed on a space reserved for
them on the back page. A loop of
thread enabled the almanac to be
hung in the home from a hook or
nail. Some titles appeared every
year for a half-century or more, for
example Ladies Birthday Almanac,
(a vehicle for such products as
Cardui for Women and Thedford's
Draught), Ayer’s American
Almanac (Ayer's Cherry Pectoral,
Ayer’s Hair Vigor), Hostetter’s
Illustrated United States Almanac
(Hostetter’s Bitters) and Jayne’s
Medical Almanac and Guide to
Health. Several were published in

foreign-language versions for
immigrants, as for example, HufeThe New Haven firm of Healy &
Bigelow circulated The Kickapoo

Doctor to promote Kickapoo-brand
buffalo salve, worm killer, cough cure
and Indian Sagwa.

I

n 19th-century America, an
ubiquitous source of popular
medical knowledge was the
patent medicine almanac.
Almanacs had been published in
America since colonial times, but
the purely medical almanac first
appeared in the 1840s. The genre
achieved its heyday in the 1870s to
1890s but lingered on well into the
20th century.
Produced by promoters of
nostrums, the almanacs were
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land's Kalender und Familien
Recept Bitch and Ayer’s Svenska
Almanacka.

At the beginning of each
almanac was a standard picture of
the zodiac man with body parts
corresponding to zodiac signs. The
almanac proper consisted of a
monthly calendar that listed festi¬
vals, the phases of the moon, move¬
ment of the planets, eclipses, and
times for sunrise and sunset. It
might also include stories, jokes,
and useful information, but the
heart of these pamphlets was the
promotion of the company’s
nostrums through advertisements
and testimonial letters from satis¬
fied customers. Though almanacs
or calendars were the most
common format of patent-medicine

advertisement, there were many
others: song and joke books,
cookbooks and horoscopes
among them. As with today’s
refrigerator magnets, the common
denominator of these handouts
was that they were attractive or
utilitarian enough to induce the
consumer to keep them.
The patent medicines adver¬
tised in these ephemeral publica¬
tions were proprietary medicinesbrand-name packaged remedies- in
contrast to the prescriptions written
by the physician and compounded
by the pharmacist. Patent medi¬
cines were perhaps the best-known
brand-name products of the 19th
century. They were unlikely to be
patented in the legal sense of the
term because the proprietors would
have had to disclose the medicine’s
secret ingredients. Many nostrums
were named after the “doctors”
who were said to have discovered
them: Dr. Baker’s Pain Panacea,
Dr. Christie’s Galvanic Curatives,
Dr. Kilmer’s Swamp Root, and Dr.
J. Walker’s California Vinegar
Bitters. Others were given catchy
names such as Castoria, Comatone,
Rosdalie, Peruna and Sura-Cura.
In the period before the Food
and Drug Act of 1906 and its
successors, no restrictions applied
to claims made for remedies. Most
patent medicines promised to cure
vague ailments such as “impure
blood,” “nerves,” “dyspepsia” and
“liver complaint.” But many also
claimed satisfactory results with
infectious diseases or cancer.
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Boschee’s German Syrup and Piso’s
Cure for Consumption, for example,
were said to cure tuberculosis.
Many medicines contained alcohol,
opium, morphine and other
dangerous substances targeted by
the 1906 federal legislation. As
early as 1875, a New York chemist,
Frederick Hoffmann, adopted the
familiar almanac format to provide
a muckraking expose of
“nostrum-advertising Almanacks.”
He lamented in his Popular Health
Almanac for 1876 that in America,
aside from agricultural and religious
almanacs, most calendars in
people’s homes “were mere adver¬
tising mediums, mainly for
nostrums discreditable alike to
those who issue and those who
distribute them.” Their pages were
filled with “monstrous but alluring
descriptions of the structure and
diseases of the human body, and
vague or fictitious testimonies of
cure, bearing evidence of their real
purport, namely to impose the
nostrum upon the credulous and
afflicted.” His own almanac, a sort
of 19th-century consumer maga¬
zine, provided the public with

(
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chemical laboratory analyses of
the secret ingredients of popular
brand-name medicaments to reveal
just how useless or dangerous
they were.
New Haven’s contribution to
the heyday of patent medicines was
the “Kickapoo Family Remedies.”
Advertisers had often associated
patent herbal remedies-among them
Wright’s Indian Vegetable Pills and
Morse's Indian Root Pills-with
Native Americans, who were said to
have knowledge of “the powerful,
yet simple remedies to be found in
nature's garden.” The New Haven
proprietors, Messrs. Healy &
Bigelow, located at the Kickapoo
Family Remedies Headquarters on
Grand Avenue, styled themselves as
“Kickapoo Indian Agents.” The
reader of their pamphlet The Kick¬
apoo Doctor is told little about the
Kickapoos, a tribe of Algonquins
who were the supposed source of
the remedies. For the price of a
dollar a bottle, Kickapoo Indian
Sagwa “cures all diseases of the
stomach, liver and kidneys; posi¬
tively cures dyspepsia, sick
headache, sour stomach, loss of
appetite, heart-bum, neuralgia.

I

Images courtesy of Historical Library
of the Harvey Cushing/John Hay
Whitney Medical Library

female disorders, kidney diseases,
constipation, jaundice, impure
blood, sleeplessness, fever and
ague, rheumatism, bilious attacks,
liver diseases.” Other lists of
disparate ailments could be
conquered by Kickapoo Indian
Oil, Kickapoo Indian Buffalo Salve,
Kickapoo Indian Worm Killer
or Kickapoo Indian Cough Cure.
The Cushing/Whitney Medical
Library has recently organized its
collection of more than 450 medical
almanacs from approximately 80
different companies. Some were
transferred from Sterling Memorial
Library, and some were collected by
Clements C. Fry who also donated
the magnificent Fry Print Collection
to Yale. The largest portion was
donated by William Helfand,
formerly of Merck & Co., a histo¬
rian of pharmacy and collector who
has long been a benefactor of the
Historical Library. Almanacs and
other patent-medicine ephemera
may not have contributed much to
academic medical science, but they
serve as significant and relatively
unexplored documents for the
understanding of popular health
care, public health legislation and
American social history. YM
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Medicine 1995 draws
diverse audience
from community
More than 75 adults, ranging from
the mother of a first-year medical
student to an attorney and a civil
engineer both curious about
research, have attended the School
of Medicine’s first evening seminar
series. Medicine 1995: From Labo¬

Mondays from 7-8:30 pm
October 2-November 20, 1995

ratory to Bedside.

For the eight-lecture series last
fall, outstanding Yale physicians
and scientists described in nonspecialized terms ideas in medicine
and outlined several exciting scien¬
tific advances along the path of
medical discovery.
"This seminar series stressed
how basic scientific research
advances knowledge and leads to
more effective patient care,” says
James D. Kenney. M.D., associate
dean for postgraduate and contin¬
uing medical education. “Yale
physicians and scientists outlined
advances in medical care and the
techniques employed to answer
fundamental questions about the
disease process.”
Among those who attended
the series were a physician from
Thailand and a perfusionist who
wanted to learn more about basic
science, plus a retired retail sales¬
woman, a legal secretary and a selfemployed contractor with lifelong
interests in science and medicine.
The subjects were as diverse as
the audience. Topics discussed
included AIDS, cancer, cell
biology, cystic fibrosis, diagnostic
imaging and pain.
This spring, the medical
school, in conjunction with Yale’s
Claude D. Pepper Older Americans
Independence Center, will offer a
four-lecture series on Monday
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Jane Ellen Hope Building
Room I 10
Yale University School of Medicine
31 5 Cedar Street
New Haven, Connecticut

Have you ever wondered about what happens to the
brain when a person loses his or her memory? What
causes pain7 How antibiotics fight microbial diseases7
How sophisticated imaging equipment illuminates the
human body? Or why cancer presents so many
challenges for treatment?

,f
questions and
others about the dynamic
processes of biomedical
research intrigue you.
then plan to attend a new
series of eight seminars
this fall at the Yale
University School of
Medicine.

evenings, starting on April 15 in the
Jane Ellen Hope Building, Room
110. The series. Geriatrics 1996:
Successful Aging, will feature an
overview of aging and programs on
aging and the heart, bones and
muscles, and the mind.
For program information, call
the medical school’s Office of Post¬
graduate and Continuing Medical
Education at (203) 785-4578.

Yale physicians
develop laparoscopic
office procedure
A new procedure that allows physi¬
cians to perform surgery in their

offices using local anesthesia and
miniaturized instruments has been
developed by Yale physicians and
surgeons to diagnose infertility or
evaluate pain due to scar tissue,
endometriosis or previous surgery.
Patients remain awake during the
procedure and actually participate
in their diagnosis and treatment. As
a result, they have less pain, lower
risk, more rapid recovery and
reduced cost.
With microlaparoscopy, physi¬
cians can visually inspect a
person’s organs through an incision
slightly larger than a pin using
miniaturized telescope and equip¬
ment. Until now, the procedure
had to be performed in a hospital
operating room under general
anesthesia.
David L. Olive, M.D., asso¬
ciate professor of obstetrics and
gynecology and head of reproduc¬
tive endocrinology, says that this
procedure is the most significant
technological innovation in gyne¬
cology in the last decade. By
combining the expertise of gyne¬
cologists, anesthesiologists, general
surgeons and nurses, the procedure
was refined and expanded safely
and effectively.
“We found that the average
Yale patients, 30 minutes following
the procedure, had negligible
discomfort, did not require pain
medication during recovery, and
left the office building within 45
minutes,” reports Steven F. Palter,
M.D., director of the Yale Office
Laparoscopy Program and
instructor of obstetrics and gyne¬
cology. Under traditional
laparoscopy, patients usually
require narcotic medication to
control pain and take four to six
hours to recover. Yale patients who
had undergone office laparoscopy
fully returned to their usual activity
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within one or two days, compared
to several days with traditional
hospital-based laparoscopy.
"In traditional laparoscopic
surgery, general anesthesia creates
the greatest risk, and we have elim¬
inated that risk,” adds Dr. Palter,
who collaborated with James C.
Rosser, M.D., director of endolaparoscopic surgery and assistant
professor of surgery.
The overall cost of the proce¬
dure has been reduced by more than

80 percent. The office procedure
with local anesthesia costs approxi¬
mately $1,500, compared to $5,000
to $8,000 for the traditional hos¬
pital OR procedure with general
anesthesia.
Dr. Palter predicts that microla¬
paroscopy will be used nationwide
within a year. Within five years, he
estimates, procedures such as diag¬
nostic laparoscopy and tubal liga¬
tion will no longer be performed or
reimbursed by insurance companies

A Charitable
Annuity:
The YSM gift
that rates
In exchange for a gift
of $5,000 or more,
the School of Medicine
can offer you.
or you and your spouse,
a fixed annual
income for life.
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Geneticists
produce
first map of
chromosome 12
Scientists from Yale and the
Albert Einstein College of
Medicine of Yeshiva University
have produced the first detailed
physical map of human chromo¬
some 12, which is known to con¬
tain genes implicated in a wide
range of diseases, including
diabetes and various forms
of cancer.
The map was published for
the first time in the Sept. 28
issue of Nature that details the
massive international effort to
catalog all of the genes in the
human body. Documenting chro¬
mosome 12 is the first step in
allowing physicians and scientists
to identify genes and make more
detailed maps.
Yale researchers tagged the
chromosome with molecular mark¬
ers and developed computer soft¬
ware to manage the data. A scien¬
tific team from Yeshiva University
provided the genetic “sign posts”
to plant on the chromosome. The
chromosome was mapped at

-D12SS97 <G AT ASA09)

A detail of the
chromosome 12 map

H | D12SSS6(Ai=M27S2C9>

Yale using hun¬
dreds of DNA
=1 D12S77 ulfH026TDS)
probes tagged with
fluorescent dye.
David C. Ward,
Ph.D., professor of
■J+ D12SSS<AFM21VAt)6>
genetics and mole¬
j D12SS91 (QATAIIHCG)
cular biophysics
D12S55S UFMS20SC5)
AfMU7iC8
and biochemistry,
D12SS20 (flFMOTS'AflT)
and Perry L. Miller,
M.D., Ph.D., direc¬
tor of the Center
for Medical Infor¬
I MOP
matics, headed the
Yale team, which
collaborated with
' D12SS7S (GATASCOt)
D12SS55E
Drs. Raju Kucher' D12SSS3(AfM 3572953
lapati and Kenneth
Krauter of Yeshiva
University.
Dr. Ward says
that this information eventually
could be used to diagnose or
treat the genetic defects on the
chromosome, which include
leukemia, lymphoma, a form of
adult-onset diabetes, and a num¬
ber of skin, neurological, eye and
skeletal disorders.
Dr. Miller has devised soft¬
ware to assimilate the chromo¬
some 12 data and make it avail¬
able to scientists around the
world via the Internet. ■
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if they’re performed under anes¬
thesia in the operating room.
Both technology and patients
drove our advance. Dr. Palter
notes. “In many instances, we
needed the ability to quickly and
simply look and see what was
inside, but we were unable to do
that with standard instrumentation
available.” The development of a
miniaturized laparoscope, onefifth the size of the one previously
used but with equivalent options,
advanced treatment.

Many heart patients
not getting aspirin
Two Yale studies conclude that
aspirin therapy is being prescribed
to only about 75 percent of the
patients over age 65 who are
hospitalized for acute heart attacks
and who should receive the
therapy at their time of release.
Harlan M. Krumholz, M.D.,
assistant professor of medicine
and epidemiology, led these
studies, which found that 39

percent of elderly heart attack
patients did not receive aspirin
therapy within the critical first two
days of hospitalization according
to an analysis of 1992/93
Medicare data from four states.
His findings were published in the
Nov. 15 issue of the American
Heart Association's journal Circu¬
lation.

Among the 10,018 patients
whose medical records were
studied, use of aspirin was associ¬
ated with a 22 percent lower risk

Five-year asthma study receives NIH funding
A five-year research project under
way at the John B. Pierce
Laboratory and the School of
Medicine will define the environ¬
mental factors that contribute to
the development of asthma in
infants and the severity of asth¬
ma in children.
The National Institute of
Environmental Health Sciences
has granted $3.6 million to the

Pierce Laboratory and to Yale's
Department of Epidemiology and
Public Health to fund this new
study, which will test the hypothe¬
sis that specific indoor allergen
and air-contaminant exposures
are associated with the incidence
and severity of asthma in chil¬
dren. If this hypothesis is con¬
firmed, it will result in the devel¬
opment of strategies to reduce

asthma incidence and severity.
Brian P. Leaderer, Ph.D., pro¬
fessor of epidemiology and the
study’s principal investigator,
focuses his research primarily on
developing methods to measure
human exposures to air contami¬
nants and assessing health and
comfort impacts resulting from
those exposures. Dr. Leaderer, a
fellow of the Pierce Laboratory,
heads the environmental health
division in the Department of
Epidemiology and Public Health.
Other investigators include
William S. Beckett, M.D., associ¬
ate professor of medicine and of
epidemiology and public health;
Michael B. Bracken, Ph.D., pro¬
fessor of epidemiology; Theodore
R. Holford, Ph.D., professor of
public health; and Kathleen D.
Belanger, Ph.D., associate
research scientist in epidemiology
and public health. ■

Ethan Nadel, Ph.D., right, director of
the John B. Pierce Laboratory, greets
U.S. Sen. Joseph I. Lieberman (DConn.) at a press conference
announcing a $3.6 million grant to
study the environmental factors that
contribute to asthma.
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of death during the 30-day period
after their heart attacks.
A reason behind this lack of
prescription could be that “atypical
presentations” of heart attack
symptoms (such as no chest pain)
are common with the elderly. The
atypical patients receive aspirin
significantly less often than
patients with chest pain.
“The lack of ongoing aspirin
therapy for these patients is of
special concern,” Dr. Krumholz
says, “since our findings suggest
that it affects vast numbers of
patients nationwide. Aspirin may
provide the best opportunity for
secondary prevention after acute
myocardial infarction because of
its effectiveness, low cost, safety
and relative lack of side effects.”
Dr. Krumholz says that greater
use of aspirin could save as many
as 3,000 lives each year. “That 22
percent is about the same magni¬
tude as the benefit achieved with
thrombolytic therapy.”
The second study also showed
that increased prescription of ACE
inhibitor drugs, to prevent further
development of coronary heart
disease or heart failure, could
extend the lives of elderly patients.
Dr. Krumholz found that the
patients who are tested during
hospitalization for left ventricular
systolic dysfunction are rarely
tested for the disorder which is
treated with ACE inhibitors.
In this study, researchers
examined records of all Medicare
patients discharged from commu¬
nity and university hospitals in
Alabama, Connecticut, Iowa and
Wisconsin between June 1992 and
February 1993. Only 76 percent of
5,490 men and women who had
suffered heart attacks were
discharged on aspirin therapy. All
of this group could tolerate aspirin,
and none had a terminal illness.
Dr. Krumholz says he and his
colleagues hope these studies will
illuminate the current utilization—
or lack of utilization—of aspirin
and ACE inhibitors and lay a foun¬
dation for improvement; and to

Yale medicine

help physicians assess the status of
elderly people with myocardial
infarctions and improve post-heart
attack care.

1 o give away
money is an easy
matter and in any

VA announces system of
health care networks

man’s power.

The U.S. Department of Veterans
Affairs (VA) has announced the
headquarters sites of its medical
facility networks under a major
reorganization of its health care
system. VA Connecticut HealthCare System, formed last year
by the integration of the U.S.
Department of Veterans Affairs
medical centers at Newington and
West Haven, is part of a veterans’
health care network headquartered
in Boston.
This reorganization realigns
VA medical facilities into 22
geographic networks across the
United States, abolishing the
current four-region structure in
which each region has oversight
responsibility and broad control
over some 40 medical facilities.
These regions are being replaced
by smaller Veterans Integrated
Service Networks (VISN),
which each encompass five to
12 medical centers.
The VISN headquarters will
be in the following cities: Boston;
Albany, N.Y.; Bronx, N.Y.; Pitts¬
burgh; Baltimore; Durham, N.C.;
Atlanta; Bay Pines, Fla.; Nashville,
Tenn.; Cleveland; Chicago;
Minneapolis; Ann Arbor, Mich.;
Omaha, Neb.; Kansas City, Mo.;
Jackson, Miss.; Dallas; Phoenix;
Denver; Portland, Ore.; San Fran¬
cisco; and Long Beach, Calif.
Under the VA reorganization,
VISNs will allocate resources
among the medical centers; they
also will use contract services with
the private sector and sharing
agreements with the Department of
Defense to ensure high quality care
for veterans, easier access to
services and improved cost
management.

to give it, and how

But to decide to whom
large and when, and
for what purpose
and how, is neither
in every man’s
power nor an easy
matter.

”

Aristotle

Assuming you
would consider
the School of Medicine
as one of your intended
beneficiaries, we stand
ready to help you with
when, for what purpose,
and how.
Planned giving
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Faculty

and

Student

News

Two named endowed professors

T

wo School of Medicine
faculty members have been
appointed to endowed
professorships by vote of the Yale
Corporation. Peter S. Aronson,
M.D., professor of medicine and
of cellular and molecular physi¬
ology, and Robert S. Sherwin,
M.D.. professor of medicine,
have both been voted to become
C.N.H. Long Professor of
Internal Medicine.
The professorship, estab¬
lished in 1966 by an anonymous
gift, honors the late Dr. Long, a
scientist internationally known
for his study of the metabolism of
diabetes and heart disease. He
served on the Yale faculty for 33
years, and from 1947 to 1952 was
dean of this medical school.
Dr. Aronson, who joined the
Yale medical faculty in 1977 and
10 years later was named
professor, serves as chief of
nephrology at the school and
Yale-New Haven Hospital, has
concentrated his research on
understanding the mechanisms by
which the kidney regulates the
excretion of salt and acids and
thereby regulates body fluid
volumes and acid-base balance.
A native of Brooklyn, N.Y.,
Dr. Aronson received an A.B.
degree in 1967 from the University
of Rochester and an M.D. degree in
1970 from New York University.
He completed residency training at
the University of North Carolina
School of Medicine and postdoc¬
toral fellowships at the National
Tnstitutes of Health and at Yale.
Dr. Sherwin joined the Yale
faculty in 1974 as an assistant
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Dr. Sherwin

professor of medicine. Since 1983,
he has directed the endocrine
training program at the school and
for the past 15 years, he has served
as the associate director of the Yale
General Clinical Research Center.

Dr. Sherwin was named professor
of medicine in 1986 and became
director of the newly established
Diabetes Endocrinology Research
Center at Yale in 1992. As part of
the center, more than 80 of the
school's faculty promote multidis¬
ciplinary research in diabetes and
related metabolic and endocrine
disorders.
Dr. Sherwin has dedicated
more than 20 years of his career to
diabetes research. His research has
focused on the pathophysiology of
insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus
and has involved studies in humans
and animal models. He has studied
the mechanisms used by hormones
to regulate body fuel metabolism
and defend against hypoglycemia,
as well as the effect of hypo¬
glycemia on brain function and
how it is altered by diabetes and its
treatment. Dr. Sherwin recently has
been collaborating with faculty
from the section of immunobiology
on studies examining the role of
autoimmunity in the pathogenesis
of diabetes.
Before coming to Yale, he
received clinical training at Mount
Sinai School of Medicine and
research training at the Geron¬
tology Research Center of the
National Institutes of Health. He
graduated from Union College in
1963 and from Albert Einstein
College of Medicine in 1967.
Paula A. Armbruster, M.A.,
M.S.W., assistant clinical professor
of social work and director of
outpatient services in the Yale
Child Study Center and associate
clinical professor of nursing at the
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School of
Nursing, has
been elected
president of the
National Consor¬
tium of Chil¬
dren’s Mental
Health Services,
a national advo¬
cacy group for
children's health
needs. She has
L „ ft JI M
also been
appointed chair¬
Ms. Armbruster
person of the
quality assurance subcommittee of
the Managed Care/Medicaid Over¬
sight Council for the Connecticut
legislature.
Peter Cresswell, Ph.D., professor

of immunobiology and a Howard
Hughes Medical Institute investi¬
gator, received the 1995 Rose Payne
Distinguished Scientist Award from
the American Society for Histocompatibilty and Immunogentics
(ASHI). Dr. Cresswell was honored
for his contributions to further
knowledge of the function of the
human leukocyte antigen system.
The award was presented at the
ASHI annual meeting in October in
Dallas.
Michael D. Ezekowitz, M.D.,
professor of medicine (cardiology),
was guest speaker at the sixth Two
Days in Cardiology meeting, spon¬
sored by the Heart Association of
Thailand in December. His lectures
were Preventing stroke in patients

with heart disease and Rationale for
antithrombotic therapy after
myocardial infarction. Stephen N.

Oesterli, M.D. ’73, director of the
cardiac catheterization laboratory at
Stanford University, also was a
guest speaker.
Edward H. Kaplan, Ph D.,
professor of management and medi¬
cine, was awarded the Frederick W.
Lanchester Prize for 12 research
papers on the theory and application
of AIDS models. The Lanchester
Prize is awarded annually by
INFORMS, the 1994 merger of the
Operations Research Society of
America and the Institute of
Management Sciences, for the
best publication in English on oper¬
ations research.

Generation after generation

W

hen Aaron Milstone and
Naomi Katz entered the
school with the Class of 1999,
they embarked on more than a
medical education; they each
became the third link in a chain
of Yale alumni/ae and faculty
members in each of their fami¬
lies. Naomi’s father, Jonathan D.
Katz, M.D., ’70, is an associate
clinical professor of anesthesiol¬
ogy, and her mother, Susan L.
Katz, is director and associate
chair of the Human Investigation
Committee at the school.
Aaron’s parents, Ellen B.
Milstone, M.D. ’69, and Leonard
M. Milstone, M.D. ’70, currently
hold positions at Yale as associ¬
ate clinical professor of derma¬
tology and as professor of der¬
matology, respectively. The
Milstones met and married at
Yale. Aaron’s paternal grandfa¬
ther was a professor of patholo¬
gy at the medical school follow¬
ing World War II, and Naomi’s
maternal grandparents both had
faculty appointments in the Yale
Child Study Center.

Yale medicine

From left: Ellen, Aaron and Leonard Milstone; Naomi and Jonathan Katz,
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Barry L. Zaret. M.D., the Robert
W. Berliner Professor of Medieine,
professor of diagnostic radiology
and chief of cardiovascular medi¬
cine. recently visited South Korea
and China. In South Korea, he was
a visiting professor at Ajou Univer¬
sity Medical Center and Samsung
Medical Center in Seoul, and at

Dong-A University Medical School
in Pussan. In Beijing, he delivered a
keynote address at the International
Symposium on Cardiovascular
Surgery and Interventional Cardi¬
ology. He also conducted a mini¬
symposium at Fu-Wai Hospital
in Beijing.

In

Memoriam

Robert W. Berry, M.D., HS ’54-58
May 30, 1995

Samuel B. Childs, M.D., Med. '35
July 25, 1995

J. Roswell Gallagher. M.D. ’30
November 10, 1995

James P. Grabman. M.D. ’75
July 11, 1995
New

Books

Kevin N. Hennessey, M.D. ’68
October 24, 1995

Marla Y. Hooks, M.D.. HS ’85-89
July 9, 1995
THE INSIDER'S SURVIVAL GUIDE
TO YOUR HOSPITAL, YOUR
DOCTOR, THE NURSING STAFF
-AND YOUR Bill!

HOSPITAL
SMARTS
• PATIENTS’ RIGHTS
• WHO’S WHO ON THE STAFF
• QUESTIONS TO ASK YOUR DOCTOR
• DECIPHERING YOUR BILL
• HEALTH CARE PROXIES

THEODORE TYBERG, M.D.

Professionals and an
Ordained Minister, by Jeffrey
H. Boyd, M.D., HS ’76-80,
Soul Research Institute
(Cheshire, Conn.) 1994.
The Police-Mental Health
Partnership: A CommunityBased Response to Urban
Violence, by Steven Marans,
Ph.D., Harris Assistant
Clinical Professor of Child
Psychoanalysis in the Child
Study Center, et al, Yale
University Press 1996.

KENNETH ROTHAUS, MD.

Soul Psychology: How to
Understand Your Soul in Light
of the Mental Health
Movement, by Rev. Jeffrey H.
Boyd, M.D., HS '76-80, Soul
Research Institute (Cheshire,
Conn.) 1994.
Affirming the Soul:
Remarkable Conversations
Between Mental Health

W. Rayner Johnson, M.D. ’48
September 12, 1995

Don F. Kimmerling, M.D. ’47
July 23, 1995

Benjamin F. Kitchen Jr., M.D. ’46
September 2, 1995

Catherine O. Marsh. M.D., HS ’53-55
September 18, 1995

Wendy L. McGill. M.P.H. ’83
September 24, 1995

.AND.

Hospital Smarts: The
Insider's Survival Guide to
Your Hospital, Your Doctor,
the Nursing Staff—and Your
Bill! by Theodore I. Tyberg,
M.D., HS ’75-80, a fellow in
cardiology and Kenneth
Rothaus M.D., Hearst Books
1995.

Raymond A. Johnson, M.D. ’28
August 29, 1995

Immunobiology: The Immune
System in Health and
Disease, by Charles A.
Janeway Jr., M.D., professor
of immunobiology and biology
and in the Cancer Center, and
Paul Travers, M.D., Current
Biology (London) 1994.

Gloria C. Onque. M.D. ’55
October 16, 1995

Neil J. Peterson, M.D. ’66
February 11, 1995

Edward W. Pinkham Jr., M.D. ’38
July 28, 1995

Lee J. Podolin, M.P.H. ’59
The Supervisory Encounter: A
Guide for Teachers of
Psychodynamic Psychotherapy
and Psychoanalysis, by Paul
David, M.D. ’74, Daniel
Jacobs, M.D., and Donald Jay
Meyer, M.D., Yale University
Press 1995.

June 25, 1995

Daniel Rock, M.D., HS ’57
May 10, 1995

Leslie Simmonds, M.D. ’41
August 6, 1995

Byron L. Sweet Jr., M.D. ’36
September 17, 1995

Color Atlas of Scleritis, by
Joseph M. Ortiz, M.D., HS
’76-77 and Peter Watson,
Mosby-Wolfe 1995.

Arthur E. Teeri, Med. ’41
December 21, 1993

Philip C. Viscidi, M.D. ’42
August 12, 1995

Harry M. Zimmerman, M.D. 'll
July 28, 1995
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Edith M. Jurka, M.D. ’44, was
among the keynote speakers at the
November conference Intuition at
Work: From Insight to Application

in Denver, sponsored by the Intu¬
ition Network of the Institute of
Noetic Sciences. Dr. Jurka’s
address. The Neurology,
Psychology and Metaphysics of
Intuition, dealt with enhancing

News

Anne M. Anzola, M.P.H. ’57,
executive secretary to the New
York State Transplant Council, an
advisory body to the commis¬
sioner of the New York State
Department of Health, has
completed a three-year term as
delegate to the Association of Yale
Alumni meeting, representing the
Yale Club of Northeastern
New York.

Barry I. Gold, Ph.D., postdoc¬
toral fellow and HS ’75-78, of
Wayne, Pa., has joined WyethAyerst Research as director of
project management for central
nervous system drugs.

creative and intuitive mental skills.
Aaron T. Beck, M.D. ’46, presi¬
dent of Beck Institute for Cogni¬
tive Therapy and Research in
Philadelphia and professor of
psychiatry at the University of
Pennsylvania School of Medicine,
received an honorary degree from
Assumption College in Worcester,
Mass. Dr. Beck is also the name¬
sake of the new Aaron T. Beck
Institute for Cognitive and Behav¬
ioral Studies at Assumption, the
first model program of its kind in
the country for training cognitive
behavioral therapists.

Elizabeth D. Robinton, PHSP
’49, Ph.D. ’50, has lived in a
retirement community in Lenox,
Mass., for the past six years. She
serves as chairman of the resi¬
dents’ health committee and gives
talks on current topics in public
health and microbiology.
Ira W. Gabrielson, M.D.,
HS '51-53, is executive director
of the Physician Assistant
Program at Springfield College/
Baystate Health Systems in
Springfield, Mass.

Yale medicine

Eric P. Kindwall, M.D. 60,
commander. Medical Corps
United States Naval Reserve, was
presented the Meritorious Service
Medal by the chief of naval opera¬
tions on behalf of President
Clinton, at his retirement cere¬
mony on Oct. 21 at the Naval and
Marine Corps Reserve Center in
Milwaukee. Dr. Kindwall has
focused his career on diving phys¬
iology, and currently leads a
research project directed to
extending oxygen tolerance in
combat swimmers at the PRIMUS
unit at the Naval and Marine
Corps Reserve Center in
Milwaukee. He also chairs the
Commission on Underwater Phys¬
iology and Medicine for the
International Union of Physiolog¬
ical Sciences.
Arthur L. Beaudet, M.D. ’67,
professor and acting chair of
molecular and human genetics at
Baylor College of Medicine, has
been named to an endowed chair.
Dr. Beaudet, an investigator with
the Howard Hughes Medical Insti¬
tute, was appointed the Henry and
Emma Meyer Chair of Molecular
and Human Genetics.

Francis S. Collins, M.D., Ph D.,
postdoctoral fellow '82-84,
director of the National Center for
Human Genome Research
at the National Institutes of
Health, was presented the Amer¬
ican Association for Clinical
Chemistry Inc. Award for
Outstanding Contributions in
Education at a July ceremony in
Washington.
Steven J. Sferlazza, M.D. ’89, is
associate radiologist at the
Guttman Breast Diagnostic Insti¬
tute in Manhattan. Dr. Sferlazza
and his wife. Rose M. Piro, PA
'86, have a 2-year-old daughter,
Lorena, and are expecting a
second child.

Peter E. Baziotis, M.D.,
HS '91-94, postdoctoral fellow
’93-94, is engaged to marry Silvia
Cristina Ferreira. The wedding is
planned for September.
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Obituaries

James Grabman
James Grabman, M.D., bom in Pitts¬
burgh, Pa., and a resident of
Anchorage, Alaska, died July 11 of
bronchoalveolar carcinoma of the
lung, while awaiting a lung trans¬
plant at Emory University Hospital
in Atlanta. He was 45.
Dr. Grabman graduated from
Yale School of Medicine in 1975. In
1978, he joined the U.S. Public
Health Service and was assigned as
commissioned officer to the Indian
Health Service in Tuba City, Ariz.,
where he organized an outpatient
hemodialysis center, the first such
unit on a western reservation. He
also served as TB Control Officer in
Tuba City.
In 1988 and still with the U.S.
Public Health Service, Dr. Grabman
transferred to the Alaska Native
Medical Center in Anchorage where
he also served as the Alaska area TB
control officer. In 1989, he was
named deputy chief of medicine and
served as chief of medicine from
1992 through March 1995, when he
retired for health reasons. Dr.
Grabman also served as president of
the medical center from 1991 to
1992 and was clinical associate
professor of medicine at the Univer¬
sity of Washington School of Medi¬
cine in Seattle.

phrenia at Johns Hopkins Hospital in
Baltimore, where she served on the
faculty of the Phipps Clinic during
World War II.
She and her husband, Theodore
Lidz, M.D., Sterling Professor of
Psychiatry Emeritus at Yale, collec¬
tors of art objects from a variety of
cultures, donated a large collection
of Melanesian artifacts to Yale’s
Peabody Museum.

Kevin N. Hennessey
Kevin N. Hennessey, M.D., died Oct.
24 of colon cancer at his home in
Kensington, Md. He was 54.
A native of St. Paul, Minn., Dr.
Hennessey earned a bachelor’s
degree in 1963 from the University
of Kentucky and, in 1968, graduated
from Yale School of Medicine. He
served an internship and residency in
medicine and neurology at Johns
Hopkins Hospital and was in the
Navy from 1968 to 1970.
In addition to his private practice
in Greenbelt, Md., Dr. Hennessey
had been an assistant professor of
neurology at the Johns Hopkins
University School of Medicine since
1975. He also served as president of
the medical staff at Laurel Regional
Hospital from 1989 to 1991; the
hospital's Kevin N. Hennessey Crit¬
ical Care Unit was dedicated in 1995.

Ruth W. Lidz
Arthur J. Connolly
Ruth W. Lidz, M.D., died Oct. 9 at
Yale-New Haven Hospital. She was 85.
Dr. Lidz, bom in Heidelberg,
Germany, was appointed clinical
professor at Yale in 1965 and
remained active on the staff until her
death. She completed her medical
education in Switzerland and later
came to the United States to intro¬
duce insulin therapy for schizo¬
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Arthur J. Connolly, M.D., died Nov.
8 after a brief illness. He was 92.
Bom in New Haven, Dr.
Connolly graduated from George¬
town University Medical School in
1928. He served his residency at
Grace Hospital in New Haven and
practiced medicine in New Haven
until his retirement in 1982.

Dr. Connolly was president of
the Hospital of St. Raphael medical
staff in 1966 and was assistant clin¬
ical professor of obstetrics and gyne¬
cology at Yale School of Medicine.
In 1989, he and his wife moved to
Highlands Ranch, Colo., where he
resided until his death.

James Roswell Gallagher
James Roswell Gallagher, M.D., died
Nov. 10 of cancer at his home in
Lexington, Mass. He was 92.
A New Haven native and Yale
College graduate. Dr. Gallagher
graduated from the Yale School of
Medicine in 1930. In 1932, he
became the staff physician at the Hill
School in Pottstown, Pa. Dr.
Gallagher's interests included not
only the health of adolescents but
also reading and language difficul¬
ties. He is credited with shaping
adolescent medicine into a recog¬
nized discipline.
Dr. Gallagher served as a physi¬
cian at Phillips Academy at Andover,
Mass., and at Wesleyan University in
Middletown, Conn. In 1951, he orga¬
nized the country’s first comprehen¬
sive medical section caring for
patients, ages 12 to 21, at Children’s
Hospital Medical Center in Boston
from which he retired in 1967. In
1978, this multidisciplinary unit was
renamed the division of adolescent/
young adult medicine.
In 1960, Dr. Gallagher published
Medical Care of the Adolescent, the
first textbook devoted to medical
problems of adolescents. He
continued to write on adolescent
behavior.
Dr. Gallagher, a clinical
professor of pediatrics at Harvard
Medical School, retired in 1969 and
from Yale as clinical professor of
pediatrics in 1972.
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From the chairman of
the Medical School Alumni Fund

T

his is an exciting time for the
Medical School Alumni Fund.
As the new chairman, I am happy to
be following in the footsteps of John
Foster, M.D. ’71, who did an extra¬
ordinary job in this role for the past
four years. John’s efforts in devel¬
oping our Reunion Gift Program,
and in bringing the Annual Fund to
new levels of success have given
graduates more opportunities to
show their appreciation to the
school. His work, and that of our
many annual and reunion volun¬
teers, has been especially fruitful
during the $1.5 billion Yale
Campaign. We are all very grateful
for his leadership and commitment.
Our graduates have been increas¬
ingly generous each year, and our
gifts are making a real difference.
We have been providing financial
assistance to current students and
helping the school make some much
needed capital improvements, such
as the renovation of Harkness
dormitory and the student laborato¬
ries. My thanks to all of you who
have been so loyal year after year.
The results for 1994-1995 tell
the story. Nearly half of our gradu¬
ates gave $425,000 in annual gifts
and $838,000 in honor of 1995
reunions, while overall giving from
individuals reached almost $3.1
million. All of this year’s donors are
listed with their classes, and those
who made leadership contributions
are also included in the Sterling
Association listing.
A major share of this success
:ame as a result of the hard work of
ast year’s reunion gift chairs, and I
vould like to recognize each of

mE medicine

them: 1925 and 1930-John Ogilvie;
1935-James Haralambie; 1940Patricia Wanning; 1945-Sanford
Cockerell and Mark Lindsey;
1950-Harry McClelland; 1955Paul Calabresi; 1960-Roland
Ingram; 1965-Michael Cummings
and Mohandas Kini; 1970-Robert
Rosa; 1975-Bruce McLucas;
1980-Eric Nestler; and 1985-Ted
Love. We are also grateful for the
able leadership of Andrew
McGowan, ’58, who chairs the
Reunion Gift Program on the
Alumni Fund Board.
Annual Fund gifts from alumni
and alumnae, former house staff,
parents and friends remain a vital
source of funding for the School of
Medicine. Thanks to the dedication
and hard work of more than 100
class agents, the school is personally
in touch with its graduates to sustain
this wonderful support. And with an
increasing number of alumni and
alumnae making contributions each
year, we will continue to have a
positive impact on the future genera¬
tions of medical students at Yale.
We are now in the important
final two years of the Yale
Campaign, and I am confident that
the Medical School Alumni Fund,
with your loyal support, will
continue its tradition of leadership
within the University. Thank you to
everyone who is helping to make
this possible.
Daniel L. Arons, M.D. ’67
Chairman
Medical School Alumni Fund

Fund

From the dean

T

hese are the best of times for medi¬
cine and also the worst of times,”
as I’ve frequently said. The future of
biomedical research has never been
more exciting and promising-nor has it
been as uncertain as the landscape for
both research funding and clinical
income is changing rapidly.
These are times when it is good to
know that the Yale University School
of Medicine has the support of our
alumni/ae to advance the tradition of
excellence.
As dean, I am especially grateful
for your generous support, which
reached nearly $3.1 million overall
during 1994-1995. These alumni/ae
funds enable the school to provide
financial aid for our students, who
experience the excitement of learning
medicine through the Yale System, just
as you yourself did. This educational
approach has prepared our graduates
well. They have gone on to pursue
diverse careers and make innumerable
contributions to the medical profession.
The students who follow will confront
even more challenges. Alumni/ae
support helps ease the financial strain
that these future physicians face, as the
medical profession tightens its belt and
tackles the issue of managed care.
Special thanks go to John W.
Foster, M.D., ’71, for the yeoman fund¬
raising work he has done in past years,
and advance thanks to Daniel L. Arons,
M.D. ’67, and his forthcoming efforts.
To the many alumni/ae who volun¬
teer with the Medical School Alumni
Fund, as reunion gift chairs and as class
agents, I extend my sincere thanks for
your invaluable support.
Gerard N. Burrow, M.D. ’58
Dean
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The names and data
included on the
following pages
reflect contributions
made and endowment
income accumulated
between July 1, 1994,
and June 30, 1995.
The class members
recognized made a
gift to the fund during
that period. Endow¬
ment income is not
reflected in the class
participation percent.
If we have inadver¬
tently omitted your
name, please accept
our apologies and
contact Mr. William
K. Jenkins in care of
this magazine so that
we may correct this
omission.

1926
Gift: $635
Participation: 50%
Agent:
Maxwell Bogin

1930
Gift: $12,370
Participation: 33%
Mrs. Vincent Doroszka
Knox H. Finley
J. Roswell Gallagher
John C. Mendillo
Family Fdn. Inc.

1931
Gift: $1,855
Participation: 75%
Agent:
Thomas C. Jaleski
Paul A. Harper
Thomas C. Jaleski
Max Taffel

1932
Gift: $7,084
Participation: 37%
Agent:
Lee E. Farr

School

Frank Carroll
Lee E. Farr
Myron E. Wegman

1933
Gift: $2,028
Participation: 42%
Agent:
Fred W. Base
Fred W. Buse
Warren P. Cordes
Francis M. Woods

1934
Gift: $9,785
Participation: 57%
Agent:
John B. Ogilvie
Joseph Budnitz
Herbert C. Miller
John B. Ogilvie
Lucien M. Pascucci
Harry Sherman

Alumni

Fund

1935
Gift: $35,025
Participation: 23%
Agent:
James Q. Haralambie
H. Hoffman Groskloss
James Q. Haralambie
Samuel D. Kushlan
Norman E. Peatfield

1936
Gift: $31,992
Participation: 34%
Agent:
Nicholas D. D 'Esopo
Daniel Bergsma
Albert W. Diddle
Margaret C. Gildea
Louise G. Hutchins
E. Robbins Kimball
Philip M. LeCompte
Donald F. Marshall
Stephen F. Nagyfy

Genevieve Thalberg, left, visits with Ethel Kushlan, wife of Samuel D.
Kushlan, M.D. '35, during a reunion reception last June. Mrs. Thalberg's
late husband, Reuben, was a member of the Class of 1926.

Jerome Ritter
Hugh A. Smith
Margaret Sommers

1937
Gift: $1,866
Participation: 25%
Agent:
Wilbur D. Johnston
Edmund R. Blower
William G. Cooper Jr.
Alfred E. King
Julia Mehlman-Greenhut
Morgan Sargent
Albert D. Spicer
Jean Wells

1938
Gift: $1,107
Participation: 72%
Agent:
Nelson K. Ordway
Henry L. Carideo
Benjamin E. Lyons
John J. McGillicuddy
Nelson K. Ordway
James Radcliffe Jr.
George E. Roberge
Theodore W. Steege
Lester J. Wallman

1939
Maxwell Bogin

1927
Gift: $1,476
Participation: 66%
William C. Meredith
Theodore H. Sills
Harry M. Zimmerman

1928
Gift: $27,511
Participation: 25%
Nathan E. Ross

1929
Gift: $1,310
Participation: 37%
George S. Goldman
John A. Hangen
Russell B. Scobie
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Gift: $3,954
Participation: 68%
Agent:
Rebecca Z. Solomon
Harold H. Coppersmith
Norman L. Cressy
William H. Druckemille
John P. Ferguson Jr.
Joseph B. Forman
S. Jerome Greenfield
Margaret A. Lennox
Buchthal
James P. Murphy
Douglas S. Riggs
Bradford Simmons
Rebecca Z. Solomon
John D. Tobin
Darrell G. Voorhees
Douglass W. Walker
Malvin F. White

Winter 19

Charles B. Cheney
Herbert W. Diefendorf
Peter A. Duncan
John E. Fenton
Lloyd D. Flint
Robert L. Gilbert
Frederick P. Glike
William Lee
Bjorn Lih
Willys M. Monroe
Edward B. O'Connell
Robert W. Ollayos
Edwin D. Rogers

1942
Gift: $16,845
Participation: 76%
Agent:
Walter J. Burdette

Hans R. Huessy, M.D. '45, listens to the discus¬
sion during a seminar at Alumni/ae Reunion
Weekend last June.

1940
\ Gift: $24,630
Participation: 73%
Agent:
James F. Ferguson Jr.
Theodore E. Allen
Joseph V. Baldwin
Ronald S. Beckett
Jack S. Blaisdell
' Philip S. Brezina
Wynant Dean
Richard E. Dormont
James F. Ferguson Jr.
Eugene J. Fitzpatrick Jr.
Henry D. Humphrey
Donald G. Johnson

i Vale medicine

William E. Bloomer
Walter J. Burdette
Robert E. Carroll
Donald S. Childs Jr.
Vincent J. Collins
Hendrik DeKruif
Davitt Felder
William Fleeson
William Harrison Jr.
Leo Kellerman
John R. Lincoln
Samuel Ritvo
Lois K. Rogers
Charles F. Scholhamer
Richmond W. Smith Jr.
Carter Stilson
Maurice Tulin
Irving N. Wolfson

1943
Ira D. LeFevre Jr.
Paul D. MacLean
Edward Martin
Lee S. Sannella
Bryce A. Smith
Patricia E. Wanning
Helen H. Woods

1941
Gift: $3,038
Participation: 61%
Agent:
Willys M. Monroe
Sophia C. Alway
W. Randal Bell
William A. Carey

Gift: $18,577
Participation: 57%
Agent:
Dorothea R. Peck
Ralph D. Alley
John R. Almklov
David G. Borden
Robert F. Bradley
S. Brownlee Brinkley
John R. Brobeck
Edward S. Brown
Henry B. Bruyn Jr.
Thomas L. Bucky
Jane B. Cadbury
Philip B. Chase
Donald G.C. Clark

Thomas D. Cook
Joseph I. Epstein
Gerard Fountain
Robert H. Furman
Frank R. Hurlbutt Jr.
Henry H. Jones
Joseph F. Kell
R. Leonard Kemler
Henry E. Markley
Dorothea R. Peck
Edward F. Rabe
Earl J. Rhoades
Henry A. Riedel
Benjamin R. Robinson Jr.
Bernard R. Rowen
Marcus E. Sanford
Donald W. Seldin
Edward H. Soule
Hilliard Spitz
Nicholas M. Stahl
Sophie T. Trent-Stevens
W. Keasley Welch
Robert H. Wyatt

1944
Gift: $117,090
Participation: 63%
Agent:
Nicholas PR. Spinelli
Carl E. Andrews
Edward J. Conway
Robert E. Cooke
John C. Coolidge
George B. Corcoran Jr.
Frank W. Countryman
Charles H. Crothers
Lawrence G. Crowley
Sanford R. Dietrich
John H. Doherty
Robert W. Frelick
Carol Goldenthal
Howard B. Hamilton
Robert I. Hinkley
Donald H. Holden
W. Raymond James
Ward S. Jenkins
Edith M. Jurka
Harvey W. Kausel
Jerome J. Kaye
John W. King
Frederick F. Krauskopf
Edwin F. Lang Jr.
Ronald E. Losee
Ellen P. MacKenzie
Katharine H. Martin
Joseph Massaro

A. Reese Matteson
Russell R. Monroe
Lawrence K. Pickett
Laurence G. Roth
Sarah P. Sherwood
Nicholas P.R. Spinelli
Priscilla D. Taft
Anthony Varjabedian

1945
Gift: $56,702
Participation: 70%
Agent:
Richard W. Breck
George H. Allison
Albert S. Atwood
Richard W. Breck
Louise H. Burr
Alice Shepard Cary
Sanford F. Cockerell
Richard R. Dyer
Robert S. Easton
Sidney S. Feuerstein
Alice Dershinter Friedman
Raymond A. Gagliardi
James D. Gardam
Philip S. Good
Herbert S. Hamed Jr.
Isao Hirata Jr.
Paul W. Hoffert
O. Roger Hollan
Hans R. Huessy
William L. Jenney
Leland W. Jones
Michael W. Lau
William E. Laupus
Mark McD. Lindsey
Charles E. McLean
George W. Naumburg Jr.
Fitzhugh C. Pannill
Richard M. Peters
Elliot R. Reiner
Charles E. Sherwood
Joseph R. Stanton
Kenneth C. Steele

1946
Gift: $12,185
Participation: 70%
Agents:
Franklin C. Behrle
Joe D. Morris
Margaret J. Albrink
William G. Banfield Jr.
Aaron T. Beck
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Franklin C. Behrle
Sanfurd G. Bluestein
Linus W. Cave
Thomas J. Coleman
George C. Cusick
Thomas A. Doe
Edward F. Edinger
H. Lambert Filer Jr.
Martin E. Gordon
James A. Kleeman
Vincent J. Longo
Thomas J. Mathieu
Hugh J. McLane
Joe D. Morris
John H. Morton
John F. Neville Jr.
Laura White Neville
Robert H. Owens
Vincent Pepe
David H. Riege
Phillips E. Roth
Donald P. Shedd
Richard G. Sisson
Colby S. Steams
R. Bruce Thayer
William J. Wedemeyer Jr.
Thomas J. Whelan Jr.
Elihu S. Wing Jr.

1947
Gift: $8,288
Participation: 75%
Agents:
George R. Barnes Jr.
W. Roy Breg Jr.
George R. Barnes Jr.
Henry N. Blansfield
John E. Bowers
W. Roy Breg Jr.
John L. Cannon
M. Richard Carlin
Mrs. M. Richard Carlin
John C. Carpenter
Charles R. Cavanagh Jr.
Roland G. Chambers
Robert A. Chase
Arnoz I. Chemoff
William F. Collins Jr.
Robert P. Darrow
Archie L. Dean Jr.
Jean H. Dougherty
Owen W. Doyle
Franklin H. Epstein
Richard K. Friedlander
Frank L. Golbranson
Robert J. Kerin
Don F. Kimmerling
Victor A. Machcinski
William K. McClelland
Robert F. Newton
Myron K. Nobil
Philip H. Philbin
Olive E. Pitkin
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Irving Rudman
Alvin Somberg
Igor Tamm
Patricia B. Tudbury
Ellis J. Van Slyck
M. Henry Williams Jr.

1948
Gift: $5,258
Participation: 51%
Agent:
Anne Godley
George F. Batten
Edith M. Beck
Jonathan S. Bishop
Richard S. Buker Jr.
Albert A. Fisk
Emil Frei III
Julian Frieden
Anne Godley
Paul S. Goldstein
Richard M. Hannah
Halsted R. Holman
Paul B. Koehler
Robert E. Lempke
John P. Morris
John B. Morrison
David E. Morton
Richard C. Peterson
George P. Rostel
Lewis P. Rowland
Benjamin F. Rush Jr.
Jessie P. Spear
Paul Talalay
Paul W. Weld

Harry O. Kendall, M.D. '55, and Elizabeth S. Lamb, M.D. '55, look over
the program for reunion activities during Alumni/ae Reunion Weekend.

Martha Vaughan
Vernon T. Watley
Mary-Agnes P. Wine

1950
1949
Gift: $7,940
Participation: 63%
Agent:
Daniel W. Elliott
William G. Anlyan
Jonathan S. Bishop
Mary Pucci Couchman
Phillip G. Couchman
N. Joel Ehrenkranz
Daniel W. Elliott
Albert A. Fisk
Frederic W. Gray
Jackson Harris
Gordon D.Jensen
Benjamin A. Johnson
Frank D. Law
Orlando J. Miller
Timothy F. Nolan Jr.
Julian I. Pichel
Charles L. Rennell Jr.
Samuel M. Rice
Murray Z. Rosenberg
Carl M. Russell
Lawrence E. Shulman
R. David Sudarsky

Gift: $27,550
Participation: 75%
Agent:
Jane B. Shumway
Lyal D. Asay
Sylvia L. Axelrod
Malcolm A. Bagshaw
John E. Borowy
William H. Bucher
Alvin Davis
Claude W. Delia
Marie C. Duncan
Kent Ellis
Thomas J. Ferraro Jr.
Daniel Fine
Yvette F. Francis
Lawrence R. Freedman
David A. Frucht
Carl A. Gagliardi
Melvin H. Kaplan
Marilyn M. Kritchman
Lucian S. Lapinski
John B. LeRoy
Sidney S. Lee
Janus C. Lindner
Margaret S. Lyman

Harold March
Harry L. McClelland
Robert T. McSherry
John H. Meyers
Orlando J. Miller
Charles A. Nugent Jr.
Robert T. Sceery
Cynia B. Shimm
Jane B. Shumway
John S. Strauss
Myra D. Tyler

1951
Gift: $9,661
Participation: 47%
Agent:
Lowell I. Goodman
Karel Bedrich Absolon
W. Robert Adams
Frank R. Allen
Thomas T. Amatruda Jr.
Muriel H. Bagshaw
Eleanor Clay Bigley
Paul R. Bruch
Sidney S. Furst
Lowell I. Goodman
John T. Groel
John V. Haxo
Carrold K. Iverson
Robert D. King
Jocelyn S. Malkin

Walter S. Morgan
Albert R. Mowlem
Richard S. Munford
Ismail N. Nevin
Jose F. Patino
Arthur A. Pava
Harold M. Sterling
Andrew S. Wong

1952
Gift: $6,239
Participation: 55%
Agent:
Sidney N. Paly
Willard R. Centerwall
Frank R. Coughlin Jr.
Robert P. Gerety
Arthur P. Hustead
William J. Johnson
Thomas S. Kelly
Joseph A. Montimurro
N. Karle Mottet
Robert L. Nolan
Robert F. Owen
Sidney N. Paly
Robert G. Petersdorf
Leon A. Phillips
John MacKlin Roberts
Elizabeth M. Rush
Leonard Rush
Mary Wheatland Schley
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Donald H. Schultz
Robert B. Schultz
John H. Wagner Jr.
Doris L. Wethers

1953
Gift: $128,529
Participation: 49%
Agent:
Vincent L. Gott
Seth F. Abramson
Harold D. Bomstein Jr.
Remi J. Cadoret
Rex B. Conn
John L. Doppman
James R Dunn
Donnell D. Etzwiler
Vincent L. Gott
A. Daniel Hauser
David P. Holman
Peter B. Hukill
Richard R. Knowles III
Frederick M. Lane
Hildegard M. Leslie
Preston L. Leslie
John D. Lord
Robert N. Melnick
Warwick Potter Jr.
Jose Ramirez-Rivera
Barbara F. Rosenberg
Irwin K. Rosenberg
Virginia C. Saft
Richard A. Sinnott Jr.
Ora K. Smith
Lynn Cortland Stoker
William J. Vandervort

1954
Gift: $8,206
Participation: 82%
Agent:
John K. Rose
W. Dean Ashworth
Frank P. Berg
George W. Bostwick
Richard J. Bouchard
George N. Bowers Jr.
Ralph K. Campbell
fohn R. Cole
Arthur C. Crovatto
Tederick J. Fiederlein
Valter J. Freeman
drlando F. Gabriele
ohn A. Gariepy
Idward J. Gerety
7rank L. Gruskay
Nicholas A. Halasz
lobert P. Hatch
Valker R. Heap Jr.
iva H. Henriksen
amuel J. Hunter
lerbert S. Hurwitz

ALE MEDICINE

Robert F. Hustead
Robert J.T. Joy
Robert M. Keith
Robert P. Knight Jr.
Donald S. Komfeld
Lowell A. Kristensen
Richard Lamb
Harry C. Miller Jr.
Paul N. Neufeld
James J. Nora
Lowell E. Olson
William J. Paule
Anthony V. Piccirillo
Richard D. Pullen
Jacques M. Quen
John K. Rose
Elihu M. Schimmel
Leonard M. Silverman
Robert L. Stein
Martin B. Vita
John W. Vosskuhler

1955
Gift: $306,366
Participation: 70%
Agent:
Robert A. Kramer
John B. Atwater
John C. Bailar III
George E. Becker
E. Edward Bittar
Jerome Bobruff
Douglas G. Boyden
Irwin M. Braverman
Padraic Bums
Paul Calabresi
Leo R. Cardillo
Nicholas A. Coassin
Milton Com
Pasquale J. Costa
Robert G. Crounse
Fred W. Doyle
Leroy Engel
F. Robert Fekety Jr.
Edwin G. Fernand
James C. Garlington
Barbara W. Gibson
Paul Gonick
Milton J. Hirshberg
John H. Hodge
D. Franklin Johnson Jr.
Walter L. Johnson
Harry O. Kendall
David R. Kessler
Robert A. Kramer
Edward A. Krull
C. Grant Lafarge
Dorothy Baird Leib
Roger Lester
James Lum
Alexander Maitland III
Joseph S. McGuire Jr.
James P. Nolan Jr.

Sherwin B. Nuland
Gloria C. Onque
Edward J. Ottenheimer Jr.
Robert H. Peters Jr.
Gregory Peterson Jr.
Paul J. Robinson
Clement B. Sledge
Phillip W. Smith
Alan A. Stone
Vito J. Zupa

1956
Gift: $8,891
Participation: 62%
Agents:
Donald J. Dalessio
John H. Gardner III
Levon Z. Boyajian
Thomas M. Brown
Rosalie A. Bums
Edwin L. Child
James C. Collias
Donald J. Dalessio
Chandler Dawson
S. Evans Downing
Gilbert M. Eisner
Thomas F. Ferris
John H. Gardner III
Sumner H. Gochberg
Val Shea Greenfield
Robert H. Groves
Armen C. Haig
Joan Marasco Hardenbergh
John H. Hart
Charles L. Hopper
Marie-Louise T. Johnson
George T. Kammerer
Jerome O. Klein
William V. Lewit
Preston C. Manning
Dwight F. Miller
Elmer T. Mitchell Jr.
Norman F. Moon
Donald J. Nalebuff
William M. Narva
David A. Page
James R. Patrick
George W. Paulson
Stewart E. Pursel
Robert L. Scheig
Edward C. Senay
Benjamin A. Shaver Jr.
Donald W. Sherrick
Daniel R. Silbert
Brace Trembly
Marion B. Warbasse

Donald Agostinelli
Joseph S. Amenta
Jack N. Blechner
Richard I. Breuer
Harry C. Briggs
Carl A. Brinkman
John P. Carey
Albert K. Chun-Hoon
Louis Z. Cooper
Brian Crowley
James R. Dorr
Edward L. Eyerman Jr.
Salvatore Falbo
Harold J. Fallon Jr.
Robert E. Fishbein
Ronald H. Fishbein
James R. Fitzgerald
Elizabeth H. Forsyth
Gary A. Fry
Robert H. Glass
Anne H. Good
Jack P. Green
Malcolm Hill
Gilbert F. Hogan
Warren R. Johnson
Richard L. Kahler
Stanley E. Kilty
William L. Kissick
George C. Knovick
Edgar H. Levin
Jack Levin
Bennett F. Markel
Mark D. Marshall
David E. Martin III
Howard A. Minners
Robert K. Modlin
George A. Nelson Jr.
Herbert A. Newman
Thomas F. O’Brien Jr.
Joseph S. Pagano
Raymond E. Phillips
Clifford B. Reifler
Melville P. Roberts Jr.
Arnold Schoolman
Stanley Simbonis
Charles A. Slanetz Jr.
Gilbert B. Solitare
Donald C. Stahl
Arthur Taub
William J. Waskowitz
Herbert S. Winston
James G. Zimmer

1958

1957

Gift: $14,078
Participation: 58%
Agents:
Andrew J. McGowan Jr.
Paid A. Rudnick

Gift: $10,045
Participation: 75%
Agents:
Harry C. Briggs
Howard A. Minners

George K. Aghajanian
Don P. Amren
Joseph E. Angelo
John P. Arnot

Frederick Baekeland
Peter A. Benson
William C. Branscome
A. Russell Brenneman
Gerard N. Burrow
Benjamin Bursten
David A. Carlson
John A. Carlston
Joseph J. Cillo
Robert V. Diserens
Donald A. Duncan
Joel C. Eberlin
Philip R. Fazzone
Michael E. Fishman
Peter A. Flynn
Raymond A. Gaito
Marcia K. Goin
William M. Gould
James Greenwald
Charles A. Hall Jr.
Stanley Harris
Roger C. Herdman
Michael Kashgarian
Haskins K. Kashima
Jay W. Kislak
Morton M. Kligerman
Theodore W. Lieberman
Myron Lotz
Jack W. Love
Thomas J. Mauro Jr.
Michael J. McCabe
Andrew J. McGowan Jr.
John A. Merritt Jr.
Richard C. Miller
Albert Muggia
Robert S. Neuwirth
David W. O’Keeffe
Carol F. Phillips
David M. Pugh
William B. Radcliffe
Paul A. Rudnick
Brace H. Sklarew
Edward L. Socolow
Arlene Sweedler
Raymond W. Turner
Margaret Smith Wenzel
Joseph P. Wierzbinski
John P. Wood
Pauline B. Wood
Robert W. Wroblewski

1959
Gift: $30,150
Participation: 59%
Agents:
Asa Barnes Jr.
Muriel D. Wolf
Scott I. Allen
Carol J. Arnick
Robert M. Arnick
Asa Barnes Jr.
Francis A. Beer
Jack F. Bowers

James N. Eustermann, M.D. '60, and Marie-Louise T. Johnson, Ph.D.,
M.D. '56, HS '56-59, smile for the camera during a break in the reunion
program. Dr. Johnson was honored for her years of service to the school,
including her tenure as president of the Association of Yale Alumni
in Medicine.

Gerald N. Cimmino
Francis D. Cogliano
Neil R. Cooper
Jon E. Courtney
Louis A. D'Avanzo
John M. Davis
Malin Dollinger
David P. Dunn
March Enders
Caldwell B. Esselstyn Jr.
Warren H. Fisher
Paul J. Friedman
Eugene C. Gaenslen Jr.
Gary E. Gathman
James I. Gilman
Maxwell E. Gottesman
Roland H. Ingram Jr.
Daniel M. Jones
William S. Kaden
Eric P. Kindwall
Frank J. Kleeman
Susan T. Kleeman
Thomas P. Kugelman
Alcide M. LaNoue
Edward R. Lang
Thomas Lau
Robert L. Marcus
Eugene G. McCarthy Jr.
Donald L. Miller
Richard G. Morrill
Allan W. Newcomb
Buford L. Nichols Jr.
Fred Palace
Jerrold M. Post
Charles H. Robinson Jr.
Albert M. Ross
Daniel J. Rubin
John J. Schrogie
Ross L. Snyder Jr.
Fred L. Stargardter
Robert C. Wallach
May Yung-Fun Woo Wang
Ronald A. Yankee

1961
William C. Butterfield
Edwin M. Clayton
Sidney M. Cohen
Ronald C. De Conti
William L. Donegan
Gerald Fenichel
Robert L. Fisher
Paul J. Friedman
Eric Gillett
W. Keith Hadley
James H. Halsey Jr.
H. Rodney Hartmann
William H. Heydom
C. Richard Hinckley
Feonard Inker
William J.A. Jablonski
John J. Jasaitis
Edvardas Kaminskas
Herbert J. Kaufmann
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Kristaps J. Keggi
David W. Kingsbury
Myron S.S. Fee
Kathryn Huxtable Fewis
John C. Marsh
James A. O'Neill Jr.
Nicholas M. Passarelli
James D. Prokop
James R. Ralph
David P. Reed
Joseph D. Saccio
Marc D. Schwartz
Owen A. Shteir
David B. Skinner
Carl H. Smith
Gene W. Spector
James J. Stagnone
Fisa A. Steiner
John S. Strauss

Feo H. Von Euler
Robert B. Whitney Jr.
Muriel D. Wolf

Gift: $12,124
Participation: 64%
Agent:
Robert S. Briggs

1960
Gift: $130,660
Participation: 78%
Agent:
Thomas P. Kugelman
Festus O. Adebonojo
Victor A. Altshul
Alan W. Ames
Jack D. Barchas
Colin M. Bloor
Stuart P. Bowne
Ormond V. Brody
Donald P. Buebendorf
Thomas E. Carson

Kenneth A. Arndt
Earl L. Baker
Frank H. Baker
Albert A. Bechtoldt Jr.
Robert S. Briggs
David W. Brook
Ralph J. DePonte
Orson R. Dee
Paul D. Deiter
Ronald A. Dierwechter
David J. Dreyer
Christopher F. Durham
John E. Fenn
Charles F. Gibbs

Edward C. Gilbert
David D. Griffith
Walter J. Hierholzer Jr.
Louis D. Hunt
Richard L. Keefe
Thomas Kirsch
Robert I. Levy
George M. Lordi
Hugh J. Lurie
Sally Lockwood Marches
Vincent T. Marchesi
David B. Matloff
Anoush Miridjanian
Richard A. Moore
John K. Pearce Jr.
Elaine Pitt
Bruce C. Robinson
William M. Rogoway
Roy E. Ronke Jr.
Shaun Ruddy
Thomas H. Sakoda
Stanley G. Schade
John H. St. Andre
Robert N. Taub
Hugh C. Thompson III
Franklin H. Top Jr.
David E. Weaver
Warren D. Widmann
Murray Wittner

1962
Gift: $8,960
Participation: 52%
Agents:
Fredric K. Cantor
A. Richard Pschirrer l
Michael H. Alderman
Charles B. Anderson
Frederic P. Anderson
Spencer J. Brody
Fredric K. Cantor
Thomas N. Chase
Oliver T. Dann
Arnold J. Eisenfeld
John W. Foreman
Stephen J. Flicker
John N. German
Roderick C. Haff
John H. Hageman
John T. Harrington
Patricia C. Hassakis
Cornelis Heijn
Gary Jacobson
Walter W. Karney
Glenn L. Kelly
David E. Knoop
Manuel J. Lipson
John P. Lynch
Carter L. Marshall
Richard E. Marshall
Allan L. Mattem
Stanley E. Matyszewski 9
David J. McConnell
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William A. Miller
Malcolm S. Mitchell
David D. Nicholas
A. Richard Pschirrer
James A.E. Spencer
Nancy A. Staley
Larry L. Stewart
Seth U. Thaler
Sherwood Waldron Jr.
Stewart R. Wright

1963
Gift: $11,406
Participation: 38%
Agent:
Craig H. Llewellyn
Barbara Rosenthal
Almond
Richard J. Almond
Miguel R. Alonso
V. Richard Back
Wayne D. Brenckman Jr.
Charles W. Carl Jr.
Theodore J. Chu
Gordon S. Cohen
John E. Conte Jr.
James S. Dalsimer
Dudley S. Danoff
Andrew Edin
John R Eliopoulos
Jon M. Fessel
Alan L. Folsom
David H. Fram
William T. Friedewald
David H. Fulmer
Vincent F. Geremia Jr.
Lee D. Goldberg
Peter B. Gregory
Robert A. Grummon
Benjamin K. Harris
Stephen C. Joseph
Brian C. Judd
Constantine D.
Kyropoulos
Edward C. Larkin
William B. Lehmann
Craig H. Llewellyn
Edward G. Lund Jr.
John L. Mahoney
; Robert H. Margulis
I Herbert Y. Meltzer
Robert E. Mueller
Sheldon R. Pinnell
Jay M. Pomerantz
William F. Porter Jr.
Berkeley L. Rich
Gaylord Rockwell
Thomas A. Savignano
Marvin R. Skolnick
LeeB.Talner
Richard M. Thompson
ski I Thomas W. Tillack
Peter V.Tishler

S

Yale medicine

Lawrence Tremonti
Helen N. Walsh
Peter G. Weiner
Seth M. Weingarten
James G. Wepsic
Charles S. Wilson
Edward F. Wilson
Jerome A. Winer

1964
Gift: $17,286
Participation: 56%
Agents:
Berton W. Ashman
Robert W. Lyons
William A. Alonso
Berton W. Ashman
Sidney M. Baker
Anthony J. Bravo
Thomas A. Cardella
Joseph F.J. Curi
Lawrence A. Downs
Anthony A. Ferrante
Norman C. Fost
John F.B. Haney
William J. Houghton
David P. Johnson
William E. Knight
Richard V. Lee
Thomas L. Lentz
James S. Levine
Paul R. Lightfoot Jr.
Richard M. Linburg
Robert W. Lyons
William F. Matched
Robert L. Mitchell
Alan H. Morris
James J. Murphy
Donald A. O'Kieffe Jr.
William B. Pratt
Jack S. Rice Jr.
Stanley J. Rosenberg
Richard P. Saik
Saul M. Schanberg
Robert L. Shelton
Donald G. Skinner
A. Thomas Snoke
Lyall C. Stilp II
Sigrid L. Tishler
Lee Van Lenten
Charles Vogel
Stephen Waltman
Oscar Wand

1965
Gift: $110,181
Participation: 62%
Agent:
David A. Hill
Jon R. Almquist
Susan A. Aoki
Thomas T. Aoki

John H.M. Austin
Hector R. Bird
Victor J. Burner
Thomas B. Caldwell III
Grant L. Christian
Robert M. Cohn
Gregory A. Culley
Michael J. Cummings
Carl Ellenberger Jr.
Robert I. Finkel
Richard I. Frankel
Christopher C. Gates
Frank J. Grady
Gary L. Gross
Robert A. Gryboski
James K. Gude
Reid R. Heffner Jr.
David A. Hill
Ronald J. Karpick
Mohandas M. Kini
Richard J. Kozera
David J. Kupfer
Sandra Chook Levine
Mark W. Lischner
Michael B. Mayor
David Murdock
Walter W. Noll
A. Lawrence Ossias
Robertson Parkman
Robert L. Pickens
William A. Renert
Gene A. Robinson
George B. Rowland
John H. Seashore
Margretta A. Seashore
Charles J. Semonsky
David P. Simmons
Robert T. Solis
Harlan Spitz
Alan W. Stone
Jonathan Titus

1966
Gift: $7,260
Participation: 53%
Agents:
Mary A. Houghton
Gary L. Townsend
John D. Baxter
Patricia Bazemore
Robert P. Bazemore
Philip Bernstein
James E. Brown
Donald J. Cohen
Joseph A. Donadio
Jared M. Emery
Robert N. Frank
Peter D. Gibbons
Stanley I. Greenspan
J. McLeod Griffiss
Robert A. Gunn
Henry G. Hanley
Jay G. Hayden

Mary A. Houghton
John B. Howard
Richard J. Howard
Stuart M. Kotler
Caroline O. McCagg
Robert L. McRoberts
David B. Melchinger
John S. Melish
Marian Matheke Melish
William Y. Moores
Eli H. Newberger
Edward J. O’Keefe
Neil J. Peterson
William D. Peterson
James D. Slavin Jr.
Parker J. Staples
Lawrence J. Toder
Gary L. Townsend
Joan T. Wayland
John W. Wickenden
Arne S. Youngberg

1967

William E. Perkins
Brian F. Rigney
Jonathan L. Saveli
Alfred Q. Scheuer
Stephen C. Schimpff
Sidney C. Smith Jr.
Helen L. Smits
Lewis S. Solomon
Robert S. Steinberg
Richard B. Swett
M. David Tilson III
Karen H. Toker
Robert A. Vogel
Robert A. Vollero
Joseph F. Walter
Martin Wand
Robert J. Winer
Robert S.K. Young
Ihor G. Zachary
Peter M. Zeman

1968

Gift: $12,737
Participation: 52%
Agent:
Richard B. Swett

Gift: $34,387
Participation: 54%
Agents:
Rutledge W. Currie
Donald O. Lyman

Daniel L. Arons
William G. Baxt
Arthur L. Beaudet
Richard S. Bockman
Arthur W. Boddie Jr.
Daniel J. Booser
Gary C. Burget
William T. Cave Jr.
Mary Williams Clark
Kenneth F. Crumley
Cynthia J. Rapp Curry
Marian C. Davidson
James L. Davis III
James J. Dineen
Timothy J. Dondero Jr.
Alexander F. Dora
James M. Dowaliby II
John A. Drews
Peter R. Egbert
Dennis G. Egnatz
Herbert W. Felsenfeld
Melvin V. Goldblat
Richard J. Hart Jr.
Richard L. Heppner
Peter N. Herbert
George P. Herr
David L. Ingram
Mary Jurbala
J. Robert Kirkwood
Carl E. Lane
Anthony P. Lovell
Carl K. Marling
Stephen W. Miller
Joseph L. Morris
John D. Northup Jr.
John O. Pastore

Julius H. Anderson
Philip L. Barry
Daniel I. Becker
Bernard D. Beitman
Grace Jordison Boxer
William Catalona
Donald R. Coustan
Ellen E.M. Cronin
Rutledge W. Currie
Robert G. Dillard
Edward M. Druy
Barbara Mayer Egbert
Alan G. Finesilver
William F. Flynn
Richard A. Getnick
Leonard Grauer
Ralph S. Greco
John R. Hill II
Peter Jokl
William F. Keane
Peter A. Kirkpatrick
Jeffrey S. Lee
Frank E. Lucente
Donald O. Lyman
Stephen I. Marglin
Rodrigo Martinez
John A. McCutchan
Harmon Michelson
David P. Millett
Richard P. Mills
Richard M. Morehead Jr.
James B. Morris
Peter Nicholas Jr.
John A. Ogden
Margot Onek
Henry F. Panek
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Jackson B.E. Pickett III
Charles T. Post Jr.
Ralph J. Rauch
Joseph L. Renda
Gordon H. Sasaki
Peter W. Scherer
Frederick C. Sherman
Elizabeth M. Short
Howard W. Siegel
Gerald L. Springer
Lee H. Strohl
Edmund C. Tortolani Jr.
James L. Weiss
Per H. Wickstrom
Creed W. Wood

1969
Gift: $10,222
Participation: 54%
Agent:
Adrian M. Schnall
Charles S. Angell
David G. Ansel
David W. Barry
Robert E. Belliveau
Thomas E. Ciesielski
Joseph P. Cleary
N. Roger Cooke
Leo M. Cooney Jr.
Richard J. Daly
Michael W. Dennis
Charles A. Dinarello
Daniel M. Eichenbaum
Ralph J. Falkenstein
B. Graeme Fincke
Lesley Forman Fishelman
Royal J. Gay
Sander G. Genser
Robert O. Gordon
John F. Hiatt
Larry C. Horowitz
Thomas C. Howard
Joel M. Kaufman
John J. Kelly Jr.
Rowena Korobkin
Lynn G. Lagerquist Jr.
Michael R. Liebowitz
Elliot M. Livstone
C. E. Long III
Robert L. Marier
Arnold F. Mazur
Ellen B. Milstone
Bruce K. Nagle
Lionel M. Nelson
Nancy Olmsted
Timothy A. Pedley
N. Burgess Record Jr.
Joseph M. Rochford
Jonelle Carey Rowe
Adrian M. Schnall
Andrew Schwartz
Thomas Singer
Gerald J. Smallberg
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Robert J. Walat
Stephen R. Webb
Carolyn K. Wells

1970
Gift: $53,850
Participation: 67%
Agent:
James R. Missett
Elissa B. Arons
John W. Blanton Jr.
Richard A. Charlat
Henry Chessin
Michael J. Chusid
C. Norman Coleman
Anne McB. Curtis
Michael H. Cynamon
James E. DeLano Jr.
Margaret W. DeLano
Daniel F. Dedrick
W. Montague Downs
Jonathan Ecker
Richard L. Edelson
Robert A. Epstein
Bruce A. Fabric
Thomas H. Gouge
Paul C. Hessler
Jay H. Hoofnagle
Jonathan D. Katz
Gerard T. Kennealey
William G. Koehne
Mark A. Korsten
Thomas L. Lewis
Anne W. Lucky
Jay W. Marks
Roger A. Mason
Leonard M. Milstone
James R. Missett
William K. Mueller
James J. O'Donnell
C. Lowell Parsons
W. Scott Peterson
Lynn Whisnant Reiser
Bruce A. Reitz
Robert M. Rosa
Joel F. Rubinstein
Dennis E. Shield
Stuart Shorn
Don H. Smith
Richard A. St. Onge
Robert S. Stem
Daniel A. Symonds
Ray W. Tripp III
C. Bruce Wenger
Joellen Weme
Daniel Wuensch
Karl O. Wustrack
Marc O. Yoshizumi

1971
Gift: $92,127
Participation: 63%
Agents:

John L. Cieply
Barbara K. Kinder
Judith L. Bader
Gregory W. Bartha
Bruce Block
Marian H. Block
John L. Cieply
Frederick L. Cohn
Andrew D. Cook
David Cossman
Edward C. Cottle
Leonard I. Eisenfeld
Thomas Etkin
Harvey Fembach
Fred Finkelman
John W. Foster Jr.
Michael C. Gallant
Richard B. Gloor
Allan W. Graham
Jerold A. Haber
William W. Hay Jr.
Richard Katzman
Robert M. Kessler
Barbara K. Kinder
Ralph J. Kirmser
William L. Krinsky
Gary M. Lande
David H. Lippman
Sten B. Lofgren
Sherry W.H. Loo
Robert A. Mackey
William J. Mangione
Samuel S. Masters
Wallace J. Matthews Jr.
Patrick T. Minihan
Steven H. Moffic
Richard A. Moggio
John A. Patti
Barry B. Perlman
Stuart B. Phillips
Michael C. Piercey
Barry S. Rand
Irving G. Raphael
Joan M. Reese
David M. Rinzler
Douglas R. Schmidt
James P. Southwick
Jonathan W. Stewart
Daniel R. Synkowski
Richard D. Travers
Paul A. Vignola
Robert B. Vranian
Ray C. Walker
Albert C. Weihl
Jerold C. Woodhead
Burns Woodward
Daniel G. Wright

1972
Gift: $7,193
Participation: 52%
Agent:
Harry L. Malech

Robert D. Arbeit
R. Michael Buckley Jr.
Michael A. Catalano
Leonard H. Cohen
Norman M. Dinerman
William H. Druckemiller Jr.
Felix Freshwater
John P. Fulkerson
Robert D. Glassman
Robert F. Goodman
Andrew H. Greenhill
Bruce B. Haak
Thomas L. Horn
Vernon H. Humbert Jr.
Anthony H. Jackson
Jesse B. Jupiter
Frank M. Kahr
Roy A. Kaplan
Michael A. Kaufman
Donald L. Kent
David L. Kneapler
Philip W. Lebowitz
Theodore M. Levin
Paul A. Lucky
Harry L. Malech
John E. Mayer Jr.
Jeffrey S. Menkes
John P. O’Grady
Edward J. Olinger
Richard S. Robbins
David H. Romond
Philip M. Rothfeld
Charles F. Scholhamer
Frederick D. Stockwell
Gary M. Strauss
Philip J. Weyrnan
Brooke M. Wolf
Michael W. Yogman
Steven M. Zeldis

Gary T. Grimes
Frederick M. Henretig
Jorge L. Hernandez
Andrew G. Kadar
John M. Kirkwood
Lynne M. Liptay
George Lister Jr.
Harold R. Mancusi-Ungaro Jr.
Mark G.F. McCormick
John A. McDowell
Jerry Nagler
James A. Neviackas
Claes M. Nilsson
Victor L. Pappoe
David E. Peach
David Pickar
Jerrold F. Rosenbaum
George D. Shoup
Joseph F. Simeone
Robert A. Sirota
John R. Stratton
James F. Sullivan
Thomas F. Sweeney
Robert J. Ursano
Christine A. Walsh
Marc A. Weinberg

1974
Gift: $19,970
Participation: 57%
Agents:
Robert J. Schechter
Amy Starr

Irving M. Asher
Leonard I. Banco
Douglas A. Berv
Bmce D. Blumberg
Neil Blumberg
Ronald C. Brown
1973
Robert A. Caine
Richard A. Cazen
Gift: $6,220
Participation: 54%
Richard F. Clarke
Bert D. Collier Jr.
Agents:
Paul David
John McQuade
Vincent A. Di Maria
Jerrold F. Rosenbaum
Cheryl F. Edmonds
Irl L. Extein
David A. Adler
Allan B. Friedland
David A. Baggish
Michael A. Gerber
David N. Bailey
Clement R. Boland
Harvey Gerhard
Mary Ann Brunstetter-Shafer David Grant
Alan A. Halpem
James N. Campbell
Marvin M. Chassin
Robert C. Jimerson
Marie T. Kelly
F. Sessions Cole III
Dahlia V. Kirkpatrick
Joseph M. Connors
Robert M. Kolodner
David L. Coulter
Saul Lande
Carolyn G. Dedrick
David Lewin
Christopher M. Doran
Bruce M. Markle
Jane H. Ferguson
Edward L. Marut
Richard J. Fingeroth
Andrew R. Mayrer
Robert A. Florin
James R. McMonagle
George I. Frank
Daniel A. Moros
Lee Goldman
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Richard C. Pasternak
Andrew L. Ries
David Z. Ritvo
Daniel I. Rosenthal
Robert J. Schechter
Harry Shamoon
Alan B. Silken
Barry S. Solof
Amy Starr
George H. Talbot
Carol C. Teitz
James A. Valone Jr.
Edward M. Wolin

1975
Gift: $46,211
Participation: 41%
Agents:
Mary Jane Minkin
Philip J. Rich

Gift: $44,712
Participation: 53%
Agent:
William K. Levy
John C. Bartlett
Peter B. Bitterman
Sharon L. Bonney
Roger A. Boshes
William D. Carlson
Helen Y.Y. Chang
Pauline Y. Chao
Richard S. Childs Jr.
Joseph Ciabattoni
Ellen C. Cooper
Candace N. Corson
Mark R. Cullen
Kenneth J. Dobuler
John A. Elefteriades
Geoffrey Etherington
Dennis M. Fisher
Richard A. Frank
Susan Ryu Gaynon
Ira H. Gewolb
Stephen M. Goldfinger
Rose H. Goldman
Clarion E. Johnson
Joel Kabak
David T. Kawanishi
Richard D. Kayne
Richard E. Kremer
William J. Lederer
Carol H. Lee
William K. Levy
Cynthia F. Mann
Douglas G. Mann
Frederick C. Morin III
Jon S. Morrow
Richard L. Neubauer
Richard R. Pelker
Wilmer J. Petite Jr.
Daniel W. Rahn
Paul R. Ramirez
James L. Rosenzweig
Mark C. Ruchman
Lawrence E. Samelson
Richard S. Schottenfeld
John T. Sladky
Charles R. Swenson
Jacob E. Tauber
Peter M. Ting
John C. Wiles
Jerome B. Zeldis
Carol M. Ziminski

1977
Gift: $8,398
Participation: 52%
Agents:
Marybeth Ezaki
Ronald J. Vender
Michael G. Adelberg
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Harry Bishop

Ralph E. Binder
Yvonne Lomax Burnett
William S. Bush
Burton V. Caldwell
Chau V. Dang
Jeffrey J. Davis
Haig Donabedian
Robert G. Drake Jr.
Elizabeth R. Gawron
Alfred C. Gaymon
Paul A. Johnson
Kevin Kane
George D. Knowles
Richard J. Loewenstein
Bruce McLucas
Hyman J. Milstein
Mary Jane Minkin
Robert Nankin
Andrew B. Newman
Kwaku Ohene-Frempong
Edwin G. Olson
Howard Ozer
George J. Pardos
Daniel J. Passed
Vivian Reznik
Philip J. Rich
James F. Robertson III
Salvatore V. Romano Jr.
Fred P. Rosenfelt
Richard L. Roth
Robert S. Sandler
Steven A. Schwartz
Theodore R. Simon
James H. Tonsgard
Morris J. Westfried
Henry S. Wi liner
David W. Wiltse
Douglas R. Zusman

1976

From left: AYAM President Lycurgus M. Davey, M.D. '43M, attends a reunion
event with Dwight F. Millet: M.D. ’56, HS ’58-59, and Ralph

/.

Horwitz, M.D.

’73, HS ’75-77, chairman of the Department of Internal Medicine.

Marcia Clark Arem
Diane M. Barnes
George Bolen
John J. Boronow
Gerald M. Brody
Richard D. Bucholz
Robert A. Caplan
Christopher S. Clark
Stuart B. Dubin
Marybeth Ezaki
Thomas W. Ferguson
James A. Fox
Barbara K. Gehrett
Joanne Godley
Attilio V. Granata
Gary G. Griffieth
Steven R. Hahn
Robert W. Hand
Howard K. Koh
Wilhelmina C. Korevaar
Don A. Marshall Jr.
Margaret S. McKenna
Robert J. Mitchell
Alan S. Penziner
Theodore M. Pitts
Jordan S. Pober
Rachel Z. Ritvo
Steven J. Scheinman
Ricky M. Schneider
Susan Bromberg Schneider

Simeon A. Schwartz
Jeffrey L. Sklar
Ronald J. Vender
Steven L. Warsof
Sharon R. Weinstein
John E. Whitcomb
Daniel Wohlgelernter
Richard N.W. Wohns

1978
Gift: $6,657
Participation: 45%
Agents:
Michael J. Anderson
Duke E. Cameron
Seth M. Powsner
Kathy L. Ales
Thomas T. Amatruda
Michael J. Anderson
Joann N. Bodurtha
Booker T. Bush Jr.
Duke E. Cameron
David F. Cawthon
Jesse M. Cedarbaum
Paul M. Copeland
Henry R. Desmarais
James N. Dreyfus
James T. Elder
Emily A. Fine

Eugene G. Fong
Stuart M. Forman
Maija G. Freimanis
Robert A. Gelfand
Arthur M. Gershkoff
George M. Golenwsky
Linda J. Hall
Jeffrey N. Hausfeld
Alexandra N. Helper
Robert Hershfield
Elizabeth S. Hodgson
Anne A. Knowlton
Robert P. Lamberton
Sanford D. Markowitz
Jose L. Martinez
Robert K. McLellan
Michael J. Mitchell
Barbara H. Pober
Seth M. Powsner
Noreen F. Rossi
Jeffrey D. Roth
Sally Rudicel
Neal D. Ryan
Steven M. Shoum
Donald C. Simonson
Caroline R. Taylor
Stanley J. Tillinghast
Marcia J. Wade
David L. Wessel
Susan Wong
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1979
Gift: $10,165
Participation: 49%
Agents:
David E. Golan
Cynthia Anne Sherman
Ronald J. Berenson
Nancy Berliner
Daniel M. Bethencourt
Guthrie S. Birkhead III
Gershwin T. Blyden
J. Kenneth Burkus
Roy D. Carlson
Sarah E. Carpenter
Paul E. Collier
Kerry Cooper
Jeffrey N. Dombusch
Norman L. Elliott
Lu-Jean M. Feng
Jose L. Ferrer Jr.
Elizabeth Feuer
John A. Fox
John J. Gargus
David E. Golan
Edward C. Halperin
Jonathan H. Holt
Arthur C. Johnson III
Heather L. Johnson
Leslie J. Katz
Roxanne E. Kendall
Forrester A. Lee Jr.
Wing-Yin Leong
Michael K. Lindsay
Karl F. Machata
Shirley McCarthy
Timothy W. McKeithan
David E. Ness
Barbara A. Peters
Jean Rosenthal
Gary L. Schaer
Eric A. Schwartz
Cynthia A. Sherman
Laurie Smaldone
Pamela E. Smith
Thomas E. Trumble
Gary C. Vitale
Jeffrey W. Work
Michael C. Young

1980
Gift: $36,235
Participation: 57%
Agents:
Eduardo C. Alfonso
Steven I. Rosenfeld
David E. Adelberg
Eduardo C. Alfonso
Seth L. Alper
Frederick R. Aronson
Alan B. Astrow
David A. August
Jay M. Baraban
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Jeffrey K. Beall
Sittipom Bencharit
Jean B. Bolognia
Patricia Church Brown
Daryl F. Browne
Michael M. Chang
Stephen D. Cohen
Stephen R. Davenport
Thomas F. Deering
Deborah Dyett Desir
Gary V. Desir
Claudia Dinan
Forrest J. Doud
Paul A. Epstein
Jeffrey C. Faig
Barbara G. Fallon
Judy E. Garber
Todd J. Garvin
Marc F. Glickstein
David J. Goldberg
Nancy S. Goldman
Jon W. Gordon
Gary I. Greenwald
Maria White Greenwald
Christopher G. Henes
George B. Holmes Jr.
Jonathan L. Jacobs
Jay A.Jensen
Barry M. Kacinski
David A. Kass
Theodore W. Marcy
Suzanne M. Matsui
Mary P. McKinstry
Eric J. Nestler
Alston M. Porter
Mark J. Ratain
Steven I. Rosenfeld
Alan E. Schlesinger
Gerri A. Schulman
John A. Selling
Hillel D. Skoff
Leslie W. Sojka
Mahlon R. Soloway
Kim R. Swartz
Leon W. Sweer
James A. Talcott
Marcia R. Taylor
Nancy T. Taylor
Mary C. Hill Wise
Lawrence H. Young
Laurel E. Zollars

1981
Gift: $4,161
Participation: 38%
Agent:
Anthony M. Urbano
Cynthia B. Aten
Alicia I. Barela
Joan M. Bengtson
Sherri L. Brown
Steven M. Brown
Patricia A. Burke

Chee C. Chow
Francis Chui
Marc D. Coltrera
Jonathan M. Fine
Paula M. Fracasso
Robert S. Goldman
Laurie J. Gordon
Jeffrey A. Gruskay
Stephen R. Harrison
Alan Heimann
Scott A. Hundahl
Donald Ingber
Brian K. Kobilka
Mark J. Koruda
Richard E. Kravitz
Elliot Lach
David E. Lebwohl
Lesley R. Levine
Philip A. Lowry
David Y.C. Lu
Yvedt L. Matory
Barton N. Milestone
Robert M. Milstein
Dean T. Noritake
David A. Paly
Robert B. Portney
Susan Burdette Radoux
Barbara A. Roach
Barbara A. Ross
Anthony M. Urbano
Alan B. Wagshal
David S. Weiss
Stephen B. Wilson
David H.W. Wohns

Paula C. Schlesinger
William M. Sikov
Yuen Tat So
Henry J. Stem
Lynn T. Tanoue
Patrick J. Toth
Albert L. Ungricht
Suzanne M. Walter
Stephanie Wolf-Rosenblum
N. Bruce Yager

1983
Gift: $4,796
Participation: 38%
Agents:
David Schwartz
Michael B. Tom

Alan F. Bloom
Amos Bodner
Robert E. Bookstein
Michael Brines
John R. Chaillet
April Chang-Miller
Sean W. Dowling
Dianne Edgar
Linda S. Grais
Tammy C. Harris
Donald R. Johns
William Kadish
Robert M. Kotloff
Scott R. Lambert
Adam Lemer
Charles Lim
David Lindgren
1982
Edouard R. Martin
Gift: $4,770
Frederic R. Martin
Participation: 40%
David P. Norton
Agents:
Dan A. Oren
Harlan A. Pinto
Muriel Cyrus
Stephanie Wolf-Rosenblum Augusta S. Roth
Moshe Rubin
David August
Daniel P. Sabbeth
Leonard B. Saltz
Sylvia R. Beck
Maria E. Schmidt
Paula K. Braverman
Susan O'Donnell Seward
Thomas J. Brennan
Michael Silverberg
Scyrus Cartwright
Muriel Cyrus
Philip M. Spiro
Jessica Herzstein
Eric P. Winer
Pamela L. Zeitlin
Daphne T. Hsu
Henry D. Jampel
1984
Risa M. Jampel
Laurie B. Komreich Katz
Gift: $3,695
Participation: 41%
Michael E. Katz
Patricia Kellner
Agents:
Teresa L. Massagli
Hingge Hsu
Kathleen A. Nolan
Jay R. Kostman
Joyce A. O’Shaughnessy
Martha R. Arden
Christopher N. Otis
Robert Pierattini
Robert W. Arnold
Deborah J. Arrindell
Carrie A. Redlich
Steven D. Resnick
David I. Astrachan
Susan J. Baserga
Robert J. Rizzo
Cynthia A. Berry
Lewis P. Rubin

Troyen A. Brennan
Barbara A. Coda
E. Andrew Duda
David J. Fillmore
David A. Frank
Paul Gagliardi
Peter M. Glazer
John L. Gwin Jr.
Bruce G. Haffty
Robert J. Havlik
Ellen K. Heyneman
Sabra L. Jones
Emilio J. Juncosa
Jeffrey N. Katz
Michel Kliot
Daniel M. Kolansky
Jay R. Kostman
Philip R. Krause
John H. Krystal
Alison C. Lindsay-Beltzer
Frederick A. Paola
Dominic D. Pennachio
Kenneth S. Rosenblum
Ana M. Salazar
Theodore A. Silver
Edwina E. Simmons
Michael Simons
PaulM. Snyder
Mark Stein
Andrew L. Stemlicht
Susan P. Tredwell
Martin Yarmush

1985
Gift: $9,219
Participation: 46%
Agent:
Fred Santoro
Barry D. Bergquist
J. Alexander Bodkin
Stafford R. Broumand
Sara Aikins Cartmell
Alice S.Y. Chi
Terri L. Comelison
Bryan X. DeSouza
Calixto E. Dimas
Carol F. Farver
Guy L. Fish
Guy Fried
Richard B. Garber
Michael W. Gilbert
Samuel D. Goos
Barbara J. Guillette
Jacqueline Gutmann
Robert S.D. Higgins
Marie Hobart
Stuart N. Isaacs
Robert L. Klitzman
Susan A. Korrick
Jonathan S. Lewin
Brian P. Lombardo
Ted W. Love
Jeffrey A. Lowell

Winter 1996

Anthony Marks
Gail F. Mattson-Gates
Mary C. Nakamura
Robert D. Needlman
Leslye C. Penny packer
Samuel R. Pesin
Anne Regenstein
David J. Roberts
Greg A. Sachs
Reginald J. Sanders
Fred Santoro
Edward B. Savage
Sara A. Schutzman
Timothy A. Shapiro
Robert C. Smith
Louis J. Tesoro

1986
Gift: $2,635
Participation: 32%
Agents:
Eric F. Bernstein
Clinton Undo
Eric P. Suan
Margaret N. Alexander
Dory Altmann
Catharine A. Arnold
David Atkins
W. Lee Bailey
Eric F. Bernstein
Samir M. Bhatt
Richard L. Bridgewater
Danilo D. Castro
Andrew R. Conn
Suzanne D. Conzen
Raymund S. Cuevo
John A. Detre
Michael Grossbard
Gary Hirshfield
Jacqueline C. Hodge
Jeremy L. Holtzman
Liangge Hsu
Betty R. Klein
Manuel B. Litchman
Stacey Mandelbaum
Matthew R. Moore
Steven M. Peterec
Paula J. Rackoff
George M. Sachs
Dae Y. Song
Andrew W. Steele
Eric P. Suan
Steven J. Waisbren
Alan Yamada

1987
Gift: $4,101
Participation: 28%
Agents:
Subba R. Gollamudi
Mindy G. Schuster
Barry Weinstock

Yale medicine
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Andrew N. Bazos
Lisa D. Benaron
Amita Bhatt
Michael J. Caplan
Robert Englander
John M. Gaziano
Subba R. Gollamudi
Laurence A. Greenbaum
Hugh C. Hemmings Jr.
Robert J. Homer
Amy C. Justice
Rebecca E. Kadish
John F. Keaney Jr.
Mark H. Kiessling
Joseph T. King Jr.
Linda Orkin Lewin
Kenneth E. Newhouse
Nancy D. Olson
Patricia M. Powell
Lauri R. Robertson
Patrick A. Ruwe
Mindy G. Schuster
Michael H. Solon
Richard P. Tierney
Robert C. Urban Jr.
Barry Weinstock

1988
Gift: $2,285
Participation: 32%
Agents:
Michael E. Mockovak
Susan A. Valley
Hedi Zaghi
Linda W. Armstrong
Martha Brochin
Kathleen Camey-Godley
Martin L. Chenevert
Laura M. Dember
Jose M. Dizon
Chieh-Min Fan
Joshua E. Freedman
Jonathan S. Friedes
Leslie K. Jacobsen
Rhonda L. Karol
Dean Kedes
Frederick F. Lang Jr.
Lisa Conrad Larkin
Khristine C. Lindo
Michael E. Mahig
Elizabeth E. Mannick
Lance A. Markbreiter
Peter A. Merkel
Theodore Miclau
Michael E. Mockovak
Jacqueline G. Pachon
Donna Richman
Michael A. Rothschild
Jonathan A.S. Sherman
Lenore K. Soodak
Philip A. Stull
Susan A. Valley

1989
Gift: $5,013
Participation: 49%
Agents:
Stephen Bharucha
Lewis Lipsey
Melissa Myers
Katherine A. AlbertHemmings
Stephen Bharucha
Jennifer Franklin Bock
Susan K. Bonar
Maura J. Brennan
Susan R. Carter
Ira Cheifetz
William S. Curtis
Cherise M. Dyal
Dina B. Eisinger
Alexandra Flather-Morgan
Craig E. Fleishman
Yvonne I. Frei
Carlos E. Garcia-Saul
Susan Garetz
Virginia Jordan Greenbaum
Adam L. Greene
Colin K. Grissom
Joni H. Hansson
Jennifer L. Hirsh
Kraig E. Humbaugh
Michael A. Hunter
Wendy L. Hurwitz
Lisa R. Ide
Howard Kesselman
Amy V. Kindrick
Lawrence R. Kleinberg
Zachary Klett
Robert L. Levin
Anita Licata
Lewis Lipsey
Howard Momingstar
Anne E. Roberts
Viviann Mattson Rubin
Thomas J. Silva
Leslie M. Sims
Robert Spiera
David M. Stier
Amy A. Tyson
Andrew T. Walker
Marjorie S. Webster
John T. Whalen
Roger F. Widmann

1990
Gift: $1,423
Participation: 30%
Agents:
Ercem S. Atillasoy
Thomas J. Christopher
Jonathan T. Foster
Tracy Nelson
Chander N. Sarny
Roberto Soto
Daniel Stryer

Susan G. Anderson
Nancy R. Angoff
Ercem S. Atillasoy
Michael McD. Brown
Thomas J. Christopher
Mark A. Dettelbach
Ronald D. Ennis
Jonathan T. Foster
Douglas M. Freedman
Alan S. Hilibrand
Robin L. Homung
Mittie E. Kelleher
Ira Meisels
Mark A. Miller
Erika H. Newton
Jullie W. Pan
Henry L. Paulson
Jane E. Rasmussen
Chander N. Sarny
Julia A. Schillinger
Susie K. Sharpe
Neil A. Solomon
Daniel Stryer
Karl G. Wagner Jr.
Samuel C. Wang
Marc J. Warman
Keith A. vom Eigen

1991
Gift: $1,593
Participation: 31%
Agents:
Stephen Bell
Carl Henningson
Richard Ihnat
Francis M. Lobo
Karen Hsieh Lu
Funda Meric
Andres Phillips
John Phillips
Jeanne B. Ackman
William T. Andrews
Jorge G. Arroyo II
Jeffrey D. Carter
Vivek David
Sarah A. Davidson
Scott E. Edwards
Helen Link Egger
Jean L. Fraser
Bernice K. Glover
Gwendolyn Grant
Lawrence J. Hirsch
Bruce H. Horwitz
Richard G. Ihnat
Richard G. Ingber
Paul A. Isenbarger
James S. Levine
Francis M. Lobo
Charles Lu
Karen Hsieh Lu
Agustin Melian
Funda Meric
Margaret R. O’Neill

Eleanor S. Poliak
Pablo A. Quintela Jr.
Michael F. Romanelli
Robin Smith
Robert M. Spillane
Stacy B. Stryer
Margaret M. Toth
Ellis L. Webster
Mindy E. Wiser-Estin

1992
Gift: $910
Participation: 26%
Agents:.
Karen Antell
J. Mathieu Massicotte
Robin A. Perlmutter
Darrick J. Alaimo
Douglas M. Dahl
Frederic W. Deleyiannis
William J. Dwyer
Anne T. Egan
David J. Eisenman
Evan S. Fischer
Andrew J. Griffith
Nancy L. Harthun
Doris M. Iarovici
Robert B. Johnson
Alan B. Jotkowitz
Lauren E. Krieger
Michelle Larocco
Francis M. Lobo
J. Mathieu Massicotte
John M. Ninos
Jennifer A. O’Brien
Robin A. Perlmutter
Tryna M. Ramos
Kenneth E. Rosenzweig
Mary E. Savage
Jonathan E. Sears
Steven R. Simon
Jivin Tantisira
James S. Yeh

1993
Gift: $980
Participation: 28%
Agents:
Juan Bartolomei
Ann Dolinsky
Stephanie Falcone
Robert lannone
Julie Miner
Daniel H. Aldana
Albert Assad
Michael C. Brown
Joseph K. Choo
Sara H. Cody
William D. Dockery III
Ann Dolinsky
Christopher P. Fey
Blair W. Fosburgh
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Lawrence B. Gardner
David Greene
Lisa A. Grohskopf
Israel R. Grossman
Adriane M. Guerin
Deborah M. Jotkowitz
William F. King Jr.
Lisa A. Kotler
Elizabeth D. Le
David M. Lee
Matthew L. Lemer
Samer Najjar
Michael I. Oppenheim
William R. Rodriguez
Gualberto Ruano
Jaclyn A. Ryan
Tae M. Shin
David A. Tendler
Antonio F. Vinals
Joan M. Walker-Biskup
Edward M. Weaver
Linda K. Wilmarth

Former
House
Officers
Frederick L. Altice
Victor A. Altshul
Arthur Ames
C.E. Anagnostopoulos
Ronald Angoff
Abel A. Applebaum
Kenneth W. Barwick
Arnold M. Baskin
Carl B. Bean
Gregory K. Bergey
Michael R. Berman
Ralph D. Bien
Paula McFadden Bortnichak
Christine Brahney
David Braun
Sorin J. Brail
Thomas N. Byrne
Dennis J. Card
Joseph Cardinale
Richard S. Casden
J. Richard Casuccio
Ryszard Chetkowski
Michael Chun
Sidney L. Cramer
Robert E. Crootof
F. Mitchell Cummins
Harlan R. Daman
Ralph J. De Vito
Michael M. Deren
Alexander Deutsch
Donald S. Dock
John I. Dorfman
Nancy A. Dracker
William R. Dracker
Ernest G. Edwards
Lawrence B. Eisenberg
Milton Engel
Charles Farrow
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Louis B. Fierman
Jonathan M. Fine
Richard W. Finner
Margaret E. Fisher
Morris A. Flaum
Thomas Fogel
Alex H. Frank
Daniel J. Friedenson
David A. Garfunkel
Alessandro Ghidini
Nelson H. Goldberg
Joel S. Golden
Robert L. Goldenberg
John W. Goldkrand
Marco A. Gonzalez-Berti
Isaac Goodrich
Richard R. Gramse
John A. Grimaldi
Leonard & Jenni Graenberg
Gordon W. Grundy
Robert Hartman
Fuki M. Hisama
Judith Hochstadt
Robert J. Holmes
David S. Hubbell
Sidney Hurwitz
Eric A. Hyson
Richard A. Isay
Clifford Joseph
Karen M. Kabat
Jill P. Karpel
Robert M. Kiskaddon
Samuel C. Klagsbran
Lawrence E. Klein
E. Larry Knight
Arthur H. Knowlton
Joel C. Labow
Emmanuel Landau
Gail Landy
L. Douglas Lenkoski
Douglas M. Levin
John Loeffler
Steven Macht
Frank Masino
William McCullough
John P. McGovern
Robert M. McLean
Robert McWilliam
Thalia Mesologites
Leonard R. Miller
Lewis B. Morrow
Maureen T. Murphy
Seymour C. Nash
Joseph M. Ortiz
Raymond L. Osborne Jr.
Arthur H. Palmer
Bimal J. Patel
Pradip M. Pathare
Thomas F. Patterson
David Poverman
Edward W. Powers
Kusum Prabhakar
Gary Price
Robert A. Ralph

D. Bradford Reich
Gordon V.K. Reid
Robert R. Rickert
David L. Rimrn
Jeffrey P. Robbins
David R. Rubinow
James R. Sabetta
Herbert S. Sacks
Eric A. Sailer
Chander N. Sarny
Michael Sarak
Mark Scharf
Doug Schulman
Louis N. Scotti
Enzo J. Sella
John F. Setaro
Carlton C. Sexton
Gary R. Siegel
Joel Silidker
Frederic N. Silverman
Ethan A.H. Sims
John R. Slavik
Daniel P. Snower
Stephanie S. Spangler
Venkatachala I. Sreenivas
John G. Steciw
Judit Stenn
Elsa L. Stone
Barry S. Strauch
Fred L. Strieker
Ann M. Strong
I. Donald Stuard
Herbert Suesserman
Jeffrey Sussman
Herbert Tabor
Imad F. Tabry
Marc J. Taylor
Lee L. Thibodeau
Horace E. Thomas
Romulo L. Villar
Robert L. Walton Jr.
Barbara A. Ward
Thomas A. Warthin
James E. Watson
Joseph Weissberg
Robert Wetmore
Benjamin B. Whitcomb
Clifford A. Williams
Princess Williams
Robert J. Williamson
Lynn D. Wilson
Philip Witorsch
Harriet L. Wolfe
Suna E. Woods
Marvin P. Zimmerman
Richard W. Zimmerman
Bernard Zuckerman

Parents
Irving Abelow
Anne M. Asher
Dr. & Mrs. John M. Aversa
Drs. John & Marie Babich
Mr. & Mrs. Robert J. Brendel

Howard Chin
Judy Coppola
Beverly Leeds Dolinsky
Arthur E. Dolnansky
Mr. & Mrs. Kenneth T. Doran
Dorothy M. Ference
Philip A. Fey
Max Finkelman
William & Isabel Goodrich
F. Warren Heilman
Gloria F. Holmes
Kenneth P. Kinney
Sean Lynch
Natesh Magge
Shizuo Matsui
Bernard G. Miklos
Arthur P. Miller
Mr. & Mrs. Lewis Nankin
Mr. & Mrs. Victor M. Newman
William G. O’Donnell
Mr. & Mrs. Louis Parent
Leonard Portney
R. Donald Reich
Harold & Frances Sampson
Henry S. Saneamtsu
Mrs. Duangduen Schulick
Leon G. Smith
Kenneth A. Stein
Argyle Stoute
David D. Strachan
Prof. & Mrs. Lubert Stryer
Mrs. Leo Teitz
Richard Tjoan-Thay Thio
Jack Weingold
Donald Weinstein

Myron Brand
Richard A. Brand Jr.
Sandra Brandfonbrener
Patricia A. Breidenbach
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph Breiner
John W. Browder
G.R. Brown
William Brown
Bruce J. Bramberger
Sonja Buckley
Patricia I. Buhite
Barbara J. Burns
Esther Capasse
Robert F. Carney
Anne Carroll
Sue McLeod Carter
Thomas E. Carter
Andrew M. Casden
Richard S. Casden
Mrs. John H. Castle Jr.
Tami Cave
Dorothy L. Chadwick
Robert S. Chapman
Barbara B. Charette
Carol Charkow
Richard A. Chase
Etta S. Chidsey Fund
Tong Chin
L. Dawn Christian
William Chudnovsky
Joanne Chvisuk
Constance C. Clement
Alexandra D. Coclin
Carolyn Coffey
Mrs. Henry Cohen
Louis Cohen
Friends
Elizabeth G. Comeau
American College
James P. Comer
Lauren L. Corraro
of Cardiology
Robert Corvello
Argali and Anna Hull Fund
Rodger J. Addil
David E. Crabb
Stephen Agardy
Mrs. Lawrence S. Crispell
Charles G. Cramp
Thomas H.G. Aitken
Jane & William Curran
Michael D. Albis
Roe Curtis
James A. Albright
Lee Allen
Geraldine M. D’ Amato
Isabel S. DaSilva
James W. Andrews
Loan Daly
Ronald J. Bailey
Laura L. Dame
Lucille P. Balcom
Michael N. Barnett
Regina Damon
Mr. & Mrs. Henry E. Bartels Gloria DeYoung
Mrs. Arnold M. Baskin
William R. Dean
John M. Dempsey ID
Francis X. Basquill
Thomas P. Detre
Martin Bauermeister
Maria L. Dinicola
David S. Bender
Marie Donnarammo
George Bennett
Mrs. Chester A. Bentley
Diane Dorman
Mrs. Edward S. Dowett
Richard Berkley
Dorothy G. Downs
Jack Berkowitz
Peter W. Duble
Judith M. Bierly
Dr. & Mrs. David B. Bingham Kathleeen L. Dunn
Elizabeth B. Dussan
John P. Birkelund
Michael D. Edmeades
Richard A. Bokor
Charles N. Edwards
Lanoy Branan

Winter 1996

Diana Edwards
Rev. Dr. Willis E. Elliott
Gerard A. Engh
Stuart A. Ennever
Robert Factor
George J. Fantini Jr.
Sallie Farrel
James R and Anne S.
Fenhagen
Anthony Fernandes
Lori-Ann Fickie
Stephen I. Field
Ned Findling
Michael Finnerty
Stephen V. Flagg
Dundas I. Flaherty
Catherine A. Fleming
Sally B. Forman
Geraldine U. Foster
Anita D. Freeman
Robert J. Freeman
Harry I. Freund
James T. Friss
Joseph S. Fruton
Karyn Gabbinelli
Howard F. Galpern
Marci Garofalo
Timothy J. Gavronski
Marianne Gerschel
Murray Gershon
Mrs. John R. Geyer
Vincent Giroud
Ira D. Godwin
Cathy B. Goldenberg
Herbert I. Goldman
Sheldon E. Goldstein
Janine D. Gordon
Fred Gorelick
Andrew J. Graham
Leslie Graham
Jean M. Graustein
Mr. & Mrs. Geoffrey
Greenidge
Margaret A. Greenwood
Mr. & Mrs. Stephen C. Gross
Alfred B. Haines
Elizabeth L. Hansen
Elizabeth M. Hardeman
Bruce & Gail Harris
Barbara W. Hart
Terry S. Hayden
Edward F. Hayes
David Hebert
Harriet J. Hellerman
Norman M. Henderson
Paul Hendrickson
Mary Henry
Sydelle D. Herman-Spielman
Catherine Hermanowycz
Fred H. Hibberd
Susan A. Higgins
Donald & Audrey Hill
Kathlyn Hilton
Scott A. Hoffinger

Yale medicine

Eileen F. Hoffman
John J. Holland
Jeffrey Holley
Carolyn C. Holmes
Herbert G. Hopwood Jr.
David N. Huit
Ethel S. Hurlburt
O.H. Hutcheson
Cleophas Ishmael
Robert Jacobs
Judith S. Jacobson
Daniel James
Henry G. Jarecki
George A. Jaynes
William K. Jenkins
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Jess
Arthur Johnson
Barbara A. Johnson
David L. Johnson
Melvin J. Johnson
Penny Johnston
William R. Johnston
Clifford Joseph
Moreson H. Kaplan
Roger H. Karlin
Roslyn Kaufman
Mrs. Donald F. Keefe
Christine G. Keifer
Brett C. Kellam
Michele Kelly
Robert Kelly
Thomas A. Kendall
Lucille S. Kirsch
Joan W. Krumm
Harvey Langlois
Robert Lapham
Rita P. Laraway
Oscar Lascano
Sylvia H. Lazar
Karen P. Lee
Peter B. Lemer
Debra C. Leskow
Eleanor M. Leventhal
Irving Levitt
Theodore Lidz
Lilyan Lindemann
Alice Litter
Herbert Lotman
K. Brooks Low Jr.
Myra B. Low
Irving Luckman
Barbara J. Lupoff
Richard H. Lustberg
Katharine Lustman-Findling
Charles M. Lynch Jr.
Kim S. Mack
Maxine M. Mackle
Charlton Magee
Daniel C. Maguire
Edyth W. Maibrunn
Robert W. Maier
Eric J. Maiser
Peter L. Malkin
Letitia M. Malone
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Howard Levitin, M.D., professor of medicine, left, speaks with Myron Genel,
M.D., associate dean for government and community affairs, during reunion.
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Edward B. Savage ’85
Jonathan L. Saveli '67
Stanley G. Schade '61
Gary L. Schaer ’79
Peter W. Scherer ’68
Douglas R. Schmidt ’71
Ricky M. Schneider ’77
Charles F. Scholhamer ’72
John J. Schrogie '60
Gerri A. Schulman '80
Donald H. Schultz ’52
Charles J. Semonsky ’65
Robert L. Shelton '64
Cynthia A. Sherman ’79
Frederick C. Sherman ’68
Jonathan A.S. Sherman ’88
Sarah P. Sherwood '44
Cynia B. Shimm ’50
Stuart Shorr ’70
Jane B. Shumway ’50
Leonard M. Silverman ’54
Donald C. Simonson ’78
Thomas Singer ’69
Richard A. Sinnott Jr. ’53
Laurie Smaldone ’79
Gerald J. Smallberg ’69

Hugh A. Smith ’36
Helen L. Smits '61
Edward L. Socolow '58
Leslie W. Sojka ’80
Robert T. Solis ’65
Rebecca Z. Solomon '39
Margaret Sommers '36
Edward H. Soule ’43
James P. Southwick ’71
Gene W. Spector ’59
James A.E. Spencer ’62
Robert Spiera '89
Hilliard Spitz ’43
Richard A. St. Onge ’70
Donald C. Stahl ’57
Nancy A. Staley ’62
Joseph R. Stanton ’45
Fred L. Stargardter ’60
Lisa A. Steiner '59
Harold M. Sterling ’51
Robert S. Stem '70
Jonathan W. Stewart '71
Larry L. Stewart '62
LyallC. Stilp II ’64
Alan A. Stone ’55
Alan W. Stone ’65
Lee H. Strohl ’68
James F. Sullivan '73
Thomas F. Sweeney '73
Richard B. Swett ’67
Daniel A. Syntonds ’70
Daniel R. Synkowski ’71
Paul Talalay ’48
Lee B. Talner ’63
Igor Tamm '47
Caroline R. Taylor '78
Marcia R. Taylor '80
Carol C. Teitz ’74
Louis J. Tesoro '85
Hugh C. Thompson III ’61
Sigrid L. Tishler '64
Jonathan Titus ’65
Franklin H. Top Jr. ’61
Patrick J. Toth ’82
Gary L. Townsend '66
Richard D. Travers ’71
Ray W. Tripp III ’70
Thomas E. Trumble ’79
Patricia B. Tudbury ’47
Maurice Tulin '42
Albert L. Ungricht '82
Anthony M. Urbano ’81
Lee Van Lenten ’64
Martha Vaughan '49
Robert A. Vollero ’67
Robert B. Vranian ’71
Karl G. Wagner Jr. ’90
Robert C. Wallach '60
Helen N. Walsh ’63
Stephen Waltman ’64
Martin Wand ’67
Oscar Wand ’64
Steven L. Warsof 'll
Stephen R. Webb ’69

Myron E. Wegrnan ’32
Albert C. Weihl ’71
Marc A. Weinberg ’73
Seth M. Weingarten '63
James L. Weiss '68
Carolyn K. Wells '69
C. Bruce Wenger '70
Doris L. Wethers '52
Philip J. Weyman ’72
Thomas J. Whelan Jr. '46
Robert B. Whitney Jr. ’59
Per Henrik Wickstrom "68
Mary C. Hill Wise’80
Daniel Wohlgelemter 'll
David H.W. Wohns '81
Richard N.W.Wohns 'll
Muriel D. Wolf’59
Stephanie Wolf-Rosenblum '82
Irving N. Wolfson '42
Edward M. Wolin ’74
Andrew S. Wong '51
Helen H. Woods '40
Jeffrey W. Work '79

Pamela L. Zeitlin ’83
Steven M. Zeldis '72

Former House Staff
Victor A. Altshul
C.E. Anagnostopoulos
Kenneth W. Barwick
Christine Brahney
Thomas N. Byrne
Dennis J. Card
Joseph Cardinale
Alexander Deutsch
Lawrence B. Eisenberg
Richard W. Finner
Margaret E. Fisher
Thomas Fogel
Alex H. Frank
Robert L. Goldenberg
John W. Goldkrand
Marco A. Gonzalez-Berti
Isaac Goodrich

Roland H. Ingram Jr., M.D. '60, HS '64-66, talks
with friends before the start of a reunion program in
the Jane Ellen Hope Building last June.

Daniel G. Wright ’71
Stewart R. Wright ’62
Daniel Wuensch ’70
Ronald A. Yankee ’60
Lawrence H. Young '80
Ame S. Youngberg ’66

Robert Hartman
Robert J. Holmes
Clifford Joseph
Karen M. Kabat
Frank Masino
Leonard R. Miller
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Arthur H. Palmer
Bimal J. Patel
Thomas F. Patterson
D. Bradford Reich
Robert R. Rickert
Enzo J. Sella
Stephanie S. Spangler
Venkatachala I. Sreenivas
Herbert Suesserman
Imad F. Tabry
Lee L. Thibodeau
Benjamin B. Whitcomb
Clifford A. Williams

Parents
Dr. & Mrs. John M. Aversa
Sean Lynch
R. Donald Reich
Henry S. Saneamtsu
Leon G. Smith
Prof. & Mrs. Lubert Stryer
Donald Weinstein

Friends
Stephen Agardy
Lucille P. Balcom
Michael N. Barnett
Bruce J. Brumberger
Sonja Buckley
Anne Carroll
Richard S. Casden
Richard A. Chase
Carolyn Coffey
David E. Crabb
Mrs. Lawrence S. Crispell
John M. Dempsey III
Charles N. Edwards
Willis E. Elliott
Stuart A. Ennever
Anthony Fernandes
Lori-Ann Fickie
Michael Finnerty
Geraldine U. Foster
Anita D. Freeman
Felix Freshwater
Mrs. John R. Geyer
Cathy B. Goldenberg
Janine D. Gordon
Fred Gorelick
David Hebert
Kathlyn Hilton
Jeffrey Holley
Robert Jacobs
Melvin J. Johnson
Clifford Joseph
Robert Lapham
Oscar Lascano
Karen P. Lee
Peter B. Lemer
Theodore Lidz
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Alice Litter
Irving Luckman
Charles M. Lynch Jr.
Kim S. Mack
Daniel C. Maguire
Edyth W. Maibrunn
Peter L. Malkin
David M. McGee
David C. McKee
John C. Mendillo Family
Fdn., Inc.
Chris Mester
Joanne Nesti
Katharine Odell
Mrs. John B. Ogilvie
Aaron Oster
Francis M. Parisette
Franklin Post
Nicholas Puzak
Dana A. Ricker
Allan I. Rosenthal
Victoria Roth
Peter Rothenberg
Richard S. Ruben
Herbert S. Sacks
Phyllis Satin
Lois G. Schine
Mr. & Mrs. Alfred Schnog
Mrs. Norbert Schnog
Leonard Silberman
William C. Snyder
Richard M. Sol
Janet Stachelek
Patricia Porter Struna
A. Walter Stubner
William C. Summers
Robert M. Teseny
Nancy C. Thomas
Robert B. Toffler
Robert Traurig
Behrouz Vafa
Dr. & Mrs. E.L. Ward
Sue Watson
Martin Williams

Memorials

Deceased medical alumni and friends may be
memorialized by a gift at any time to the
School of Medicine Alumni Fund endowment in
the name and class of the person so honored.
The next-of-kin of a deceased medical alumnus/a
is advised about the In Memoriam Program by a
mailing from New Haven some weeks after the
School of Medicine receives notification of the
death. The letter of information includes a copy of
the Testament of Remembrance, in which the
names of all persons so memorialized are listed
in the medical section by class, thus establishing
a lasting memorial. Donors receive a personally
penned note of appreciation from the In
Memoriam Program directors. Your inquiries and
interest are welcome.

Yale University
Office of the Alumni Fund-Memorials
P.O. Box 1890
New Haven, CT 06508-1890
(203) 432-5853

Deceased alumni and friends
so honored in 1994-1995 were:
John C. Mendillo ’30
John T.B. Carmody ’32
Roy N. Barnett ’38
Eugene M. deHostos ’42
Michael A. Puzak ’42
Raymond J. Zagranski ’42

In Memoriam Program
the Rev. James R. Blanning

Director
the Rev. William E. Bliss

Director

EPH
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Fund

From the chairman of the Public
Health Alumni/ae Fund

From the dean
for public health

This is a time for tremendous enthu¬
siasm and optimism for EPH
alumni/ae. We have a new chairman
and dean in Michael H. Merson, M.D.,
and a new commitment from Yale
University to invest in our programs
and facilities. At no time in the
recent past has America’s awareness
of the importance of public health
been greater. Simultaneously, we
have seen a significant increase in
support to the Public Health
Alumni/ae Fund.
Last year, total giving increased
by 40 percent to $69,000. The
percent of participation increased
from 30 to 37 percent. The total
number of donors—860—repre¬
sented an increase of 23 percent. As
always, this support goes towards
needs-based and academic scholar¬
ships for our students.

When I arrived here last spring,
one of my first priorities was to
initiate ongoing communication
with alumni/ae. I have solicited
and received candid, invaluable
advice and counsel from all over
the country, as well as from the
alumni/ae organization leadership.
I want to take this opportunity to
thank everyone for their respon¬
siveness.
At the same time, it is truly
heartening to see the response to
our need for increased financial
support, which is having a direct
and immediate impact on the
quality of our entire academic
program.
Exciting things are happening
here, from a surge in applications
and an increase in class size, to the
announcement of plans for a new
student center, to the development
of a new degree track in health
care management. We are
expanding our efforts in urban
health. AIDS, emerging diseases,
environmental health and
outcomes research. We are on the
map at Yale as never before.
Nationally, the expectations
and demands on our profession are
growing exponentially, with many
opportunities being created as a
result. Your support to our school
will help us influence this new era
in public health, and I look
forward to your continued advice
and help. Thank you very much.

Symbolically, these increased
numbers send a positive message to
the School of Medicine, the Univer¬
sity and potential donors that EPH
alumni/ae want to make a difference,
and that we are behind public health
at Yale. It has a ripple effect that
helps attract additional support.
I want to thank everyone who
gave last year, and especially
express my appreciation to the class
agents, who continue to support the
school by being personally
generous, and by extending them¬
selves among their peers to ask for
gifts on our behalf.
Eric W. Mood, M.P.H. ’43
Chairman
Public Health Alumni/ae Fund

Michael H. Merson, M.D.
Dean for Public Health

Yale medicine
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EPH

The names and data
included on the
following pages
reflect contributions
made and endowment
income accumulated
between July 1.1994,
and June 30,1995.
The class members
recognized made a
gift to the fund during
that period. Endow¬
ment income is not
reflected in the class
participation percent.
If we have inadver¬
tently omitted your
name, please accept
our apologies and
contact Mr. William
K. Jenkins in care of
this magazine so that
we may correct this
omission.

1941

1947

1951

Gift: $195
Participation: 50%

Gift: $363
Participation: 21%

Margaret H. Hyde Moore
Roslyn L. MacNish

Anne E. Fulton
Lillian L. Konick
Jean M. Pinder
Cecil G. Sheps
Oscar Sussman
Samuel Zibit

Norton G. Chaucer
Homer P. Hopkin Jr.
Robert L. Johnson

1942
Gift: $750
Participation: 100%
Agent:
Eric W. Mood
Henry F. Canby
Leonard Parente
Charles D. Spangler

1943
Gift: $817
Participation: 44%
Agent:
Eric W. Mood
Richard F. Clapp
Carolyn S. Koffler
Eric W. Mood
Miriam H. Rohde

1930

1944
Gift: $642
Participation: 83%
Agent:
Eric W. Mood

1948
Gift: $1,005
Participation: 61%
Agent:
Samuel S. Herman
John B. Dibeler
Joseph H. Gerber
Samuel S. Herman
Barbara L. Holman
Richard E. Johnson
Beatrice H. Kaasch
Dorothea S. LaBelle
Hiram Sibley

1949
Gift: $1,500
Participation: 56%
Agent:
Edgar L. Geibel

1937

1945

Eleanor C. Connolly
Edgar L. Geibel
Eleanor P. Kostant
Christine R. Owre
William B. Parsons
Elizabeth D. Robinton
Ernest M. Sable
Mary T. Springer
Kathryn K. Venning

Gift: $100
Participation: 50%

Gift: $440
Participation: 77%

1950

Howard West

Roslyn R. Bilford
Naomi Barer Golden
Joe B. Graber
Lois M. Jund
Naomi H. Kalajan
Lawrence E. Shulman
Hazel M. Whitesel

1934
Gift: $1,109
Participation: 100%
Iwao M. Moriyama

1938
Gift: $125
Participation: 100%
Willard H. Boynton
Andrew S. Wong

Paul E. Gagnon
Jean F. Heston
Gloria C. Lempke
Jane Y. Parker
Einar H. Raysor

1946
Gift: $100
Participation: 14%
D. Patricia Nelson
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Fund

Gift: $126
Participation: 50%

Gift: $25
Participation: 100%
Ruth E. Grout

Alumni/ae

Gift: $374
Participation: 42%
Agent:
Eric W. Mood
Dorothy Reese Bloomfield
Ida M. Bucher
Jerome M. Glassman
Dorothy R. Granoff
Eugene K. Harris
Frances K. Reynolds

1952
Gift: $485
Participation: 52%
Agent:
Yolande F. Lyon
Mary M. Del Piero
Howard Dunphy
Joanna A. Henry
Malcolm C. Hope
Charles H. Lawrance
Helen Kardys Loria
Yolande F. Lyon
Hannah E. MacHenry
Richard B. Ogrean

1953
Gift: $440
Participation: 54%
Abraham Cutcher
Cecilia F. Di Cicco
Barbara J. Lee
John Maclver
Milton H. Sisselman
Donald N. Zehl

1954
Gift: $145
Participation: 57%
Agent:
Eric W. Mood
Jo Ann G. Graves
Alvin Hamburg
William A. Markey
Ruth M. Taber

1955
Gift: $350
Participation: 66%
Agent:
Frances R. Ogasawara
Amy L. Cawley
Evelyn S. Farnsworth
Sarah M. Ferguson
Morris London
Mary McC. Mogan

Frances R. Ogasawara
Gerald Rosenblatt
Daniel E. Ross

1956
Gift: $810
Participation: 68%
Agent:
David D. Boyd
Dorothy C. Blumer
David D. Boyd
Marvin H. Burton
Lois Blatchford Fuller
Kathleen H. Howe
John E. Ives
Paul I. Kaufman
John F. Mullett
Julia R. Nole
Mary K. Ochiai
George R. Walker

1957
Gift: $1,075
Participation: 53%
Agent:
Edward R. DeLouise
Anne M. Anzola
Lee de Cady Jr.
William A. Clermont
Edward R. DeLouise
Sheldon S. King
Shirley T. Steidel
Paul W. Stemlof
Patricia A. Viscosi

1958
Gift: $1,150
Participation: 45%
Agent:
Joseph A. Scorpion
Eduardo Anzola
Josephine Blanchett
Helen H. Davenport
Normand E. Girard
Patricia P. Grimaila
Philip B. Hallen
Edward H. Noroian
Joseph A. Scorpion
Irene N. Sweeny
Robert K. Wood

Winter 1996

1959
Gift: $645
Participation: 55%
Agent:
Dorothy M. Wilson
Kay Richards Broschart
Joshua I. Cohen
William L. Kissick
Marvin A. Lavenhar
Hugh J. Maher
Feme G. Moore
Lee J. Podolin
John S. Pullman
Ellwyn D. Spiker
Mattie Lee D. Wade

1960
Gift: $550
Participation: 44%
Kathryn L. D’Amico
Wouter Ekker
Maxine Geeslin
Rose A. Iannotta
John J. Kwasnowski
Salvatore Miano
R. John C. Pearson
Hannah Clark Russell

1961
Gift: $435
Participation: 71%
Agent:
Joseph T. Prekup
Gordon R. Beem
Martin Donabedian
Alfred E. Fletcher
Yoh O. Lee
Helen M. O’Connell
Margaret P. Parker
Joseph T. Prekup
Angela M. Russo
William R. Slivka
Harold W. Wicks

1962
Gift: $250
Participation: 22%
Thomas A. Blumenthal
Thomas R. Mayhugh

1963
Gift: $965
Participation: 53%

Yale medicine

Hamp Coley
Raul R. Cuadrado
Stephen F. Davie
David Dolins
C. DuVe Florey
Edward M. Kenney
Jean M. Maynard
Samuel B. Webb Jr.

Birch H. Milliken
Nancy Alfred Persily
Gary J. Robinson

1967
Gift: $1,320
Participation: 42%
Agent:
James M. Malloy

1964
Gift: $960
Participation: 50%
Bartley H. Calder
James J. Culhane
Katherine M. Detre
Martin Hirsch
Carter L. Marshall
Neal L. Maslan
Estelle Siker
Monroe W. Spero
Claudewell S. Thomas

Caroline Fong-Cheng
Ann Gomez
Dennis J. Magid
Patricia D. Mail
James M. Malloy
Joseph A. Mangiafico
Charles J. Petrillo
Nancy R. Phillips
Bruce J. Steinhardt
Irma Wi liner
Robert L. Woodward
Peter T. Wotton

1965

1968

Gift: $2,245
Participation: 59%

Gift: $1,945
Participation: 60%
Agent:
Francis J. Greaney

Pei W. Chang
Joel M. Cohen
Robert M. Edwards
Edgar W. Francisco III
Monte N. Frazier
James F. Jekel
Michael E. Kove
Peter J. Levin
Charlotte Miller
Mary K. Muiphy
Francia M. Pagano
Elliot A. Segal
Viola J. Spinelli
Alice J. Turek
Sarah L. Turner
David S. Weiner

1966
Gift: $555
Participation: 41%
Agent:
Allen Cohen
Robert C. Anderson
Richard W. Benfer
Allen Cohen
Anne B. Collart
Richard H. Ferraro
Jennifer L. Kelsey
Robert C. Lowrie Jr.

Sonia M. Colon
Joseph L. Dorsey
Elizabeth A. Schwartz
Elliot
Robert R. Everett
L. Carol Femow
Carl R. Fischer
Michael J. Geaney Jr.
Francis J. Greaney
William D. Harkins
Chester H. Johnson
Susan F. Klein
R. Elizabeth Leif
Margaret J. Lindsay
Jean C. MacCorison
Robert F. Morisse
John M. Patton
Richard L. Petrelli
Kenneth W. Price
Cornell Scott
Doreen P. Sharabati
Martha F. Steel
Doris Storms
Elizabeth C. Wright

1969
Gift: $1,450
Participation: 50%

Susan S. Addiss
Janet A. Albrecht
Victor Crown
Marlin H. Dearden
Charles W. Felix
Sharon A. Garcia
Gerald R. Harpel
Sylvia N. Holtzberg
Charles C. Jeffrey
Samuel P. Korper
Suchitra Nimmannitya
Phyllis J. Pallett-Hehn
John N. Parker
Samuel D. Rowley
Marva Serotkin
Edward P. Tantorski
Wanda Vierthaler
Carolyn K. Wells
Chester W. Zamoch Jr.

Karen S. Cohen
Dale A. Culp
Chester L. Davis II
Wanda Hatmaker Decker
Harvey Fernbach
William P. Ferretti
Mohamed I. Johnson
William P. Koughan Jr.
Bernard G. Koval
Mark J. Magenheim
Joan L. Martinez
Nancy P. Mogielnicki
Wan Hin Ooi
Christine Pattee
Carol L. Paul
John M. Ryan
Anna C. Schildroth
Jane Silver
Robert E. Steele
Judith Whitcomb

1970
Gift: $3,135
Participation: 44%
Frederick G. Adams
Robert G. Alexander
Susan W. Balter
Katherine Benesch
Arthur A. Berarducci
Michael B. Bracken
Hamilton B. Brown Jr.
Shan Cretin
Ruth C. Edelson
Robert S. Gureasko
Penny Prior Hammerstrom
J. Kevin Kinsella
Shirley O. Labrum
Scott W. Lite
C. P. Noel McCarthy
Anthony M. Orlando
Saro Palmeri
David A. Pearson
William L. Pedersen
Nancy Norton Reitz
Joseph A. Zaccagnino

1971
Gift: $2,320
Participation: 50%
Agent:
John Bilildoiff
J. David Amundson
Evarists Berzins
John Bihldorff
Evelyn J. Bromet
Katrina H. Clark

1972
Gift: $1,750
Participation: 51%
Agent:
Dorothy J. Nicoll Lewis
David P. Barone
Michael L. Benjamin
Paul G. Bushnell
C. Gene Cayten
Catherine A. Connolly
John A. Drew
Susanne Harris
Russell E. Holmes
Selby C. Jacobs
Dorothy J. Nicoll Lewis
Steven H. Lipsius
Eugene A. Richardson
Jo Ann Silverstein
Joyce R. Waksman
Carolyn Webster-Stratton
Carol H. Simpson Yee

1973
Gift: $2,865
Participation: 55%
Agent:
Gary D. Sa.\
Emily M. Barclay
Eva Danielsson Cohen
Bernice E. Coleman
Marie L. Dargan
Ellen B. Doft
Etekamba E. Ekwo
Pamela H. Hartigan
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Schula Russell Hobbs
James L. Mason
Dennis P. May
Dwight N. McNeill
George A. Million
Charles D. Mross
Eugene C. Nelson
Marjorie E. Nelson
Eugene Robertson
Jacqueline M. Rosenthal
Gary D. Sax
Janet B. Schoenberg
Andrew E. Slaby
Alice S. Stark
Thomas J. Stranova
Irene Trowell-Harris
Carl J. Zack

Roger H. Bernier
Olga Brown-Vanderpool
Michael D. Davey
J. Breckenridge Eagle
Robin Gilleland
Elizabeth M. Helming
Richard F. McElligott
Evelyn B. Mostow
Edward J. Mullen
Thomas P. Pipicelli
Shirley M. Pripstein
Deborah Rose
Carol T. Schreiber
Donald R. Showalter
Abigail L. Smith
J. Lawrence Tanenbaum
Myrna M. Weissman
Bienvenido G. Yangco

1974
Gift: $1,177
Participation: 46%
Agent:
Thomas A. Benoit

Gregory Belok
Thomas A. Benoit
lan B. Berger

1975
Gift: $4,029
Participation: 47%
Agent:
Linda K. Broker

Christine P. Antaya
Mary P. Attanasio

Edith N. Baum
Ralph E. Binder
Linda K. Broker
Wendy C. Brown
Ann C. Cunningham
Linda K. Demlo
Jack A. Eiferman
Gerard R. Goulet
William J. Grego Jr.
Donna Brown Grossman
Anne H. Hall
Mary F. Johnson
Barbara R. Unterman Jones
James E. Knoben
Matthew A. Kurs
Marion M. Lee
Stuart L. Lefkowich
Sheldon M. Levy
John T. Lynch
Hillary Demby Malafronte
Laurence F. McMahon Jr.
Dennis W. Mesenhimer
Lois S. Michaels
Eileen M. O'Gara
Edward J. O’Neill
Edward V. Sargent
Rose M. Sessoms

Audrey Weiner Solomon
Nancy E. Stroup
Raymond C. Tang
John H. Tobin
Maura M. Tobin
Thomas J. Trudell
Franziska U. Ulrich
Vera B. Walline

1976
Gift: $2,380
Participation: 46%
Agent:
Elaine P. Anderson

Elaine P. Anderson
William F. Appicelli
Helen Y.Y. Chang
Mary P. Cowmeadow
Agueda N. Deans
Joanna M. Erikson
Paul H. Etkind
Robert H. Frazier
Berton D. Freedman
Wendy Com Friedman
Annette B. Garofalo
Karen A. Gordon

Robert T. Kauer
Janina Levy
Eric Malz
Robert C. Marquardt
Gino A. Nalli
Arthur J. Orloske
Ruth Fitch Quah
Robert R. Schwarz
Mary Jo R Shepard
Henry E. Sprance
Martha A. Teitelbaum
Marcia A. Testa Simonson
Gladys A. Williams
Thomas S. Wingardner Jr.

1977
Gift: $2,440
Participation: 41%

Jerry L. Ainsworth
Richard B. Burford Jr.
Patrick F. Carone
Steven R. Cohen
Bruce D. Cummings
Gerard J. Foley
Joanne Godley
Travis K. Hedrick
Susan J. Kennedy
Rhona Kantor Kershnar
Ronald F. LaPensee
Robert T. Lewis
Angela Manns
Polly W. Marvin
Rosanne B. McTyre
Sharon A. Mulgrew
James M. O’Connor
Kristin K. O'Connor
Veronica C. Oestreicher
Harris Pastides
Linda Mendelsohn Pottem
Arlene Reisman
Marilynn S. Robinson
Deborah Rose
Lynne E. Rosenwald
Abby Rothschild
Carroll Schilling
Susan M. Silverman
Gail M. Sullivan
Leon F. Vinci
Ellen J. Waldman
Paula Y. Yaney Gambill
John S. Zil

1978
Gift: $3,263
Participation: 54%
Agent:
Ann T. Freedman

Frances M. Steele, PHSP '66, Kathleen H. Howe, MPH '56, and Audrey P. Silvey, MPH '79, share a table
at the EPH luncheon during Alumni/ae Reunion Weekend last June.
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Vijaya V. Bapat
Kathleen M. Berman
William H. Blitz
Alan B. Bloch
Bradford A. Buxton

Winter 1996

Constance C. D’Atri
Robert J. Fensterheim
William C. Fischer
Ann T. Freedman
Janice R. Gold
Cynthia R. Gross
Olympia Hadjimichael
Nancy G. Hildreth
Stephen W. Hildreth
Jane E. Hill
David W. Houck
William A. Howard
Jean Crum Jones
Margaret Long Karis
Amy Schein Kondo
Rosalyn S. Liss
Christopher M. Maylahn
Robert K. McLellan
Marguerite Nelligan
Patricia L. Noeker
Peter F. O’Connor
David W. Osborne
Elizabeth L. Pantelick
Trudee C. Parenteau
Ellen J. Reifler
Ellen D. Rothberg
Karen C. Schneider
Michelle D. Schoenberger
Robert E. Schwartz
Roberta J. Shapiro
Patricia A. Shea
Alan J. Siniscalchi
Marie Stoeckel
Bernadette S. Vissani
R. Bradford Walker
Lucy E. Weiger

1979
Gift: $2,450
Participation: 51%
Agent:
Ralph Tartaglione Jr.

Virginia P. Bainbridge
Gertrud S. Berkowitz
Joann N. Bodurtha
Jonathan Brenn
Christopher M. Cannon
Elizabeth S. Carter
Ralph J. Cobum
Susan De Renzo
Terry Edelstein
Nurit Erger
Elizabeth Feuer
Lynn Fielden-Smith
Laura Meisler Finkelstein
Judith B. Gancher
Candice C. Haslegrave
Bruce H. Heckman
Shelley Heifer-Amira
Karen G. Hellenbrand
Lucinda H. Hogarty
Phillip S. Katz
Karen A. Kmetzo

Yale medicine

Paul A. Kowalski
Benjamin Krevsky
Renee S. Leary
Bennett M. Locke
Mary E. Lorenzi
Osvaldo Marrero
William McCune IV
Patricia J. Moore-Pastides
Laure C. Nichols
Helen O’Brien
S. Kwame Ofori-Kwakye
Betty J. Reid
Lisa Klar Rosenfeld
George B. Rowland
William E. Schweizer III
Audrey P. Silvey
Ralph Tartaglione Jr.
Elizabeth Tedder
Mary Jane A. Teta
Ilene B. Wachs
Jonas Zucker

1980
Gift: $2,238
Participation: 40%

Phillip R. Aaron
Frederick R. Aronson
Diane Denis Aye
Curtis S. Breslin
Antoinette M. Brooke
Richard L. Buck
Gary L. Busack
Martha G. Dale
Alfred E. Fasulo Jr.
Audrey L. Fetter
Barbara H. GrangerRussota
Ellen B. Greif
Irwin J. Halperin
James P. Harisiades
Virginia S. Humphrey
Helen E. Kelly
Michael J. Kremer
Yee-Lean Lee
Paul A. Locke
LeRoy F. Ludwig
Kristina M. Obom
Maldarelli
Linda L. Moraga
Steven Morrow
Jane Ungate O’Connor
Ann L. Prestipino
Christina P. Quinn
Christie M. Reed
Nancy Maguire Rhodes
Jeri A. Rose
Beth F. Schaier
Susan L. Schwartz
Kathleen F. Scribner
Lydia A. Selling
Marsha L. Silverman
Judith S. Stavisky
Tal Ben-Dashan Widdes

1981
Gift: $3,395
Participation: 38%
Agents:
Angelo J. Devita
Barbara Gaugler
Pennebaker

Jean Adnopoz
Christopher J. Bevan
Heidi Boerstler
Harold J. Burdo Jr.
Patricia J. Checko
Rollin C. Chew
Angelo J. Devita
Robert Fox
Peggy A. Gallup
Marie F. Gavula
Joan Urquhart Goodman
Roslyn Hamilton-McGraw
Gerlinde B. Kehlenbach
Cindy F. Kleiman
Thomas J. Krause
Charles R. Lawson
Katherine M. McCormack
William R. McLaughlin
Blackford Middleton
Marlee D. Mooney
Mary E. Papke
Ellen Gallagher Parsons
Frederick V. Peterson Jr.
Idalia Ramos-Sanchez
Kimberly J. Chauncey Shadur
Elizabeth N. Shapiro
Karin Swanson
Keith D. Tait
Nancy Schlesinger Weiss
Kathleen R. Yager
Nancy C. Yedlin
John A. Yopp

1982
Gift: $1,965
Participation: 35%
Agent:
Jean Milton Ellis

Kathryn S. Abemethy
Jamie L. Amaral
Gretchen D. Biemesderfer
Martha Livingston Bruce
Cynthia J. Cohen
Francis L. Crowley
Kathleen K. Devine
Paul Garbe
James L. Hadler
Denise Heinemann
George R. Hession Jr.
Karla A. Hitchcock
Nancy Pitt Hopkins
Catherine Sullivan Jaquith
Susan Eberle Levy
George J. Mandes
Louis O. Massari

Linda F. McCaig
William F. McKeon
David L. Mork
Thomas R. Owens
Mercedes H. Primer
Susan G. Rice
Christopher J. Rogers
Lisa E. Stone
Dennis E. Strand
Scott D. Stratton
Michele T. Visconti
Sandra Michaelson Warren
Alvin C. White
Theodore J. Witek Jr.

1983
Gift: $1,937
Participation: 26%
Agents:
Jeffrey Hughes
Marybeth McNerney

Barbara W. Abraham
Joseph A. Amatruda Jr.
Carolyn R. Anderman
Benjamin O. Chukwumah
Eileen Conlon
Linda K. Contreras
Mark L. Dembert
Lorraine DeNicola
Robert A. Duncan
James N. Gaito
Ellen M. Ginzler
Halesteen Graham
Virginia C. Hiland
Peter W. Lyden
Wendy L. McGill
Scott K. Mock
Barbra G. Rabson
Keith A. Radcliffe
Nano G. Rush
Julie A. Russem
Lynn St. Germaine Saphire
PaulM. Schur
Claudia Smith
Elizabeth C.H. Stevenson
Nancy K. Wright

1984
Gift: $1,805
Participation: 29%
Agent:
Leslie A. Balch

Cynthia A. Hymes-Bell
Catherine S. Jackson
Mehrdad Jalali
Georgia Jennings
Jacqueline A. KutcherHenchel
Marta E. Moret
Theresa M. O’Connor
Jessica L. Richer
Julie A. Russem
Stephen M. Schwartz
Phillip J. Screen
Dennis G. Shrauger
Robin Kupfer Spencer
Pamela Parise Suan
Roy M. Tembi
Marie A. Tobin

1985
Gift: $1,345
Participation: 31%
Agents:
Katherine S. Fitzpatrick
Joan M. Cleary’ Miron

Christine D. Berman
William P. Buick
Kathleen M. Craig
Marjorie M. Eichler
Grace P. Erickson
Katherine S. Fitzpatrick
Elizabeth Hale Frayne
Ming-Ann Hsu
Tatsuyuki Kakuma
Peter J. Kowalski
Julie M. Marshall
Emily M. McClure
P. Douglas McConatha
Rona J. Mogil
Mara Natkins
Beverly-Jane Perry
Adrian J. Pinsince
Eric Scalettar
James V. Soscia
Maureen Kane Steele
David Steffen
Ruth E. Swanton
Anne Harmon Sweeney
Shirley J. Tirrell-Peck
Samuel P. Wertheimer
Priscilla A. West
Nathan D. Wong
Terry Martin Zingman

1986
Deborah J. Arrindell
Gift: $1,670
John R. Beecher
Participation: 29%
Timothy J. Callahan
Agents:
Christopher Fenger
Indu B. Ahluwalia
Jean L. Freeman
Aric R. Wilt
Laura D. Gibowski
Carolyn H. Grantham-Millman
Indu B. Ahluwalia
Marcia Lipkind Hirsch
Judith A. Bell
Suzanne S. Horn
Marijane L. Carey
Sarah M. Horwitz
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A. Richard Dooley Jr.
Joe T. Easley
Lucy M. Evarts
Nancy E. Fithian
Robert B. Goetzinger Jr.
Stephen B. Gruber
Roxanne Kapikian-Panosi;in
Denise R. Lewis

Hilda Chaski Adams
Woan-Ru Chen
Marissa Petroni Coor
Margaret B. Corbae
Barbara L. DeCesare
Bridgid M. Garrison
John Ginnetti Jr.
Carol Guardiano

Ellen S. Bass
Elaine P. Berger
Weekon Choi
Sharon M. Christie
James J. Cullen
Sylvia Blackburn Farrell
Lydia J. Landis
Cary S. Lea

Elizabeth Harrison Hadley
Lisa A. Incalcaterra
Marcella Perez Jones
Clifton P. Lee
Lydia M. Lodynsky
Christine A. Lucas
Angela S. Mattie
Kathleen L. Moore
Joanne S. Mosca
Deena B. Myers
Steven R. Newton
David D. Peete
Marie V. Roberto
Nipon Sermpanich
William B. Shatz
Joy Misako St. Germain
Beth Ann Tutunjian
Sophie H. Tworkowski

1990
Gift: $1,055
Participation: 25%
Agent:
Jennifer Jennings Miller

David C. Lowy
Adrienne Marks
Bernadette M. Mosellie
Daphne M. Nielsen
Tracey M. Orloff
Joseph M. Pajor
Clare F. Pegues
Philip O. Renzullo
Norman C. Schipke
Katherine A. Schneider
Janet M. Sgro
Carrie Shepard
Eric Triffin
Tracey E. Virgin
Maureen Wescott
Lynn D. Wilson
Nancy Borstelman Winer

Priscilla A. Halloran
Sara A. Holdcroft
Richard A. Lavely
Catherine A. Leda
Mary A. Lillie
Peter J. Malloy
Deirdre McDonald
John C. McLaughlin
Barbara J. Moggio
Maureen Brady Moran
Joseph J. Napolitano
Mark J. Pereira
Anita A. Roth
Judith Natale Sabino
Robert A. Scholle
Mary C. Sherwin
Peter C. Tortora
Joel A. Wasserman

Mark W. Legnini
Paul A. Lindia
Saifuddin T. Mama
Susan S. Merrill
Elizabeth Q. Nacar
Mary E. Haesche Okero
Carrie A. Redlich
Sarah Hudson Scholle
Julie Shea-Hamlin
Lawrence V. Silvia
Carol A. Strycharz
Darlene Uten Zimmermann

1989
Gift: $1,345
Participation: 22%
Agent:
Joy Misako St. Germain

1987
Gift: $2,980
Participation: 24%
Agents:
Hilda Chaski Adams
Elizabeth A. Wennar
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1988
Gift: $1,080
Participation: 22%
Agent:
Joseph Della Plica

Judy Gardner Audette
John K. Cantelmo
Arthur R. Davenport
Marybeth Durkin
Jocelyn N. El-Sayed

Lorraine M. Almo
Ethan N. Arnold
Paurvi H. Bhatt
Phyllis F. Boynton
Michael A. Carrozza
Tina Chung
Nicholas A. Daniels
Jerilyn A. Deveau
Deborah L. Fulton-Kehoe
Donna M. Gruskay
John M. Lavin
Susan P. Lustig
Cheryl Fattibene
MacDonald
Rebecca J. Mark
Jennifer Jennings Miller
Janet A. Munroe
Angela B. Nimsgem
Deborah Stuart Price
Linda Rabeneck
Edward M. Rafalski
Charles W. Tornatore
Julie A. Utroska
Stacey H. Wills

1991
Gift: $1,745
Participation: 23%
Agent:
Patricia J. DeFelice

Seth R. Frank
Colleen M. Hennessy
Katie B. Horton
Timothy A. Jacobs
Kathryn S. Katz
Anne M. Lane
Thomas J. Lentz
Carla M. McGregor
Laura E. Mitchell
Janice S. Musen
Ellen C. Rankin
Louise P. Roumagoux
Stacy M. Susman
Mitchell S. Tepper
Charles W. Tornatore
Patreece T. Williams

1992
Gift:$645
Participation: 16%

Melissa P. Barby
Donald G. Cofrancesco
Suzanne F. Connaughton
Murat Dayanikili
Robert R. Liu
Nancy A. Malone
David M. Senior
Steave H. Su
William R. White

1993
Gift: $59
Participation: 9%

Chinaro M. Kennedy
Mark B. Russi
Philip A. Weber

1994
Gift: $585
Participation: 12%

Linda C. Degutis
Kathryn A. Galardi
Robert M. Johnson
Ann W. Joo
Gwendolyn A. Myers
Florence C. Ricciuti
Katherine A. Riester
La Margera Rivers
Jade M. Vu

Benjamin O. Adetola
Lisa A. Amerino
Jennifer B. Bonney
Pamela L. Carter-Nolan
Barbara A. Casey
Sandra S. Childress
Maureen P. Corry
Patricia J. DeFelice
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Alumni/ae

Affairs

Every year is a reunion year
Weekend program changes
to accommodate those
‘in-between alumni/ae

O

ne of the pleasant memories
I have of medical school at
Yale was the experience of
living in a dormitory and the friend¬
ships that developed among school¬
mates in each of the four years.
Because nearly all of the students—
not only those in the first-year
class—lived in dorm rooms at that
time, we got to know those a year or
two ahead of us quite well. They
helped teach us, complementing the
lessons and rotations that were a
formal part of our education, and
we in turn passed on our knowledge
to those a year or two our juniors.
At Alumni/ae Reunion
Weekend here each June, class¬
mates have traditionally become
reacquainted in five-year intervals,
for their 10th, 15th, 20th reunions
and so on through the years. The
weekend, a homecoming for those
who studied medicine at Yale, is
filled with social activities, dinners
and individual class seminars—in
addition to the medical and scien¬
tific presentations and larger meet¬
ings that unite us with our dean and
president.
Until now, alumni/ae from
classes not celebrating a five-year
reunion have been able to partic¬
ipate in the school’s formal reunion
program, but social amenities for
these in-between alumni/ae were
hard to find. That is changing. By
now, you should have received a
questionnaire we sent to you, along

Yale medicine

with an outline of activities that
will enhance your enjoyment of the
weekend even if your class year
does not happen to end with a 1
or a 6!
We welcome all alumni/ae to
join in the reunion this year. Please
mail the questionnaire back as
quickly as possible so that we can
better accommodate you. We look

forward to seeing you here in New
Haven on June 7 and 8 for another
outstanding program with Univer¬
sity President Richard C. Levin and
Dean Gerard N. Burrow, M.D. ’58.
Of special interest will be a presen¬
tation by Bruce L. McClennan,
M.D., the newly appointed
chairman of diagnostic radiology at
the medical school and chief of
diagnostic imaging at Yale-New
Haven Hospital. Dr. McClennan’s
program will celebrate the 100th
anniversary of the medical use of
the X-ray. A seminar by members of
the radiology department will high¬
light the scientific program.

TWO MAJOR PROJECTS

Two high-priority projects at the
school are the renovation of Edward
S. Harkness Memorial Hall and the
construction of a new teaching
center that will include state-ofthe-art student laboratories. Yale
remains at the top of its form for
excellence in teaching and research
in medicine. We must sustain that
position. Already we have heard of
students choosing other medical
schools because of their negative
perceptions of student facilities on
this campus. The problems with the
student residence are obvious; few

Dormitory windows at Edward S.
Harkness Memorial Hall have been
given a facelift with new paint since
this photograph was taken last spring.
The project is among renovations to the
dormitory and student affairs offices.

significant renovations have been
made since it was built in 1955.
Teaching facilities are also in
obvious need of upgrading. The
anatomy laboratory was built to
accommodate 100 students but now
serves 140. It is cramped, lighting is
poor, and ventilation inadequate.
Plans are in progress to provide a
new dissecting laboratory with
adjoining microscopic classrooms
for histology and pathology.
Computer facilities will keep Yale
current with advances in teaching
methods described in this issue of
Yale Medicine. Anew lecture hall
will provide a large amphitheater to
meet teaching demands.
Cutting-edge teaching facilities
and a vastly improved quality of
dormitory life will encourage the
best students to choose Yale. We
alumni/ae have the potential to
make a difference for the school by
helping to fund these two very
important and essential projects.
Arthur C. Crovatto, M.D. ’54
Director of Alumni Affairs
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Development

http://PleaseGive.ysm @ yale.edu/thanks/ *

I

f we could, the staff members of
the Development Office at Yale
School of Medicine would sit
down and meet every year with
every single one of our 4,125 living
alumni/ae. We would take each
person to lunch at Mory’s (Baker
soup, Yorkshire buck, bread
pudding), get to know his or her
special interests and specific
concerns regarding the school, and
learn to appreciate exactly what
inspires or impedes a generous
response to our ongoing need for
support. A customized tour of the
medical campus would follow,
leading to a private chat with the
dean and, perhaps, afternoon tea
with students and faculty.
The time and effort would be
well spent, because the decision to
make a donation to the school is a
very personal one. It is contingent
on unique factors that often change
from year to year, such as the
donor’s giving potential, tax situa¬
tion, and enthusiasm for a particular
person or program at the school.
Meeting face-to-face, the develop¬
ment officer would be able to
answer technical questions and
provide tailored solutions to meet
the individualized needs of the
alumnus, facilitating a donation that
maximizes both the donor's desires
and gift potential.
But that is not possible. We
have neither the staff nor the budget
power to realize that ideal. The
reality is that we rely on the mail,
the telephone, the fax machine,

* The title of this article is not a
real site.
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alumni/ae events and this publica¬
tion to communicate in effective
and meaningful ways with our
alumni/ae. We help the dean, class
agents and reunion gift chairmen
make contact. We try our best
within our means to be responsive
and efficient, recognizing that fund¬
raising is a never-ending process
that must involve alumni/ae on their
terms as much as possible, even
if arranging more than 4,000
personal visits to the school is an
impossible goal.
Or is it? If the pathology
chairman can digitize the depart¬
ment’s photo operation, and if a
laparoscopic surgeon at Yale can
guide a gall bladder procedure thou¬
sands of miles away, surely commu¬
nications with our alumni/ae are
destined for cyberspace. . ..
It’s the year 2001. Please put
on your headset. Welcome to outvirtual reality tour of the School of
Medicine campus. It’s a sunny April
morning. Walk down Congress
Avenue past the daffodils to the
corner of Howard Avenue and into
the new Student Laboratory Center.
Click here for a nostalgic tour
through the crowded old anatomy
lab, circa 1976. Jump through
hyper space to the Beaumont
Room and participate in a health
policy discussion with students
and faculty.
Click. Grand rounds in the
hospital. Click. Enter password and
access your donor file in Yale’s
computer and correct your e-mail
address. Click. Download Mory’s
recipe for Baker soup. End your
tour with an interactive request for
a donation from a virtual develop¬

ment officer who is ready to process
an electronic funds transfer direct
from your bank. Thank you very
much. Your charitable deduction
has been automatically registered
with the IRS.

Wait a minute. Not so fast. Is
this where philanthropy is headed at
Yale? Positively not.
We may not have the staff
power to meet with everyone in
person, but no amount of computer
power will lead us to conduct fund¬
raising campaigns in bits and bytes.
In the year 2001 and beyond, phil¬
anthropy will continue as a relation¬
ship built between individual
alumni/ae and real, not virtual,
people at the School of Medicine.
Some organizations, such as the
American Heart Association and the
Sierra Club have created fund¬
raising and membership sites on¬
line—essentially electronic
brochures. As we construct a World
Wide Web site for alumni/ae in the
near future, it will contain all sorts
of useful information about the
school that people can choose to
access, including items related to
fund-raising (for example, how to
transfer stock). The beauty of the
Internet lies in the fact that the
power to choose where to “surf’ is
in the hands of the user. Cyberspace
will not become a substitute
medium for reaching out to our
alumni/ae, which we will continue
to do as much as we can, individu¬
ally, in real time and space.
David Davison
Director of Individual Major Gifts
(david.davison@yale.edu)
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Letters

1995-96
Association of Yale
Alumni in Medicine
A worthy honor
To the editor:

It is a great pleasure to learn that
there is to be a professorship in the
Department of Neurology named
after our wonderful teacher. Dr.
Harry Zimmerman (Development,
Fall 1995). His lifetime work in
neuropathology and his worldwide
influence in teaching others by
starting the Albert Einstein Medical
School, as well as his work in the
Pacific during and after World War
II, make him a most worthy person
for the honor. A named professor¬
ship will keep his memory alive
indefinitely.
It is a long time since I was in
his classes at Yale, but I remember
thinking then that he was the best
teacher among many excellent
ones. He took a complicated
subject and made a common-sense,
structured outline on which to base
further knowledge. He stimulated
one’s curiosity and therefore the
desire to know more. Thanks to the
Yale System, we spent much time
experiencing laboratory evidence

Hail us by email
To contact Yale Medicine,
drop us a line in the
conventional sense or use our
electronic mail address. Send
letters to the editor, alumni/ae
news and other news items to
ymm@yale.edu, or to our
postal address: Yale Medicine,
P.O. Box 7612, New Haven,
CT 06519-0612. We look
forward to hearing from you.

Yale medicine

and following our idiosyncratic
ways of gaining knowledge from
books and other materials.
Dr. Zimmerman was also a
very friendly person, enthusiastic
about his work, and he cared to
know his students personally. His
goal in life was to make the world a
better place, which he did with his
own achievements and those of all
the people he inspired.

Edith M. Jurka, M.D. ’44
New York

Memories of a friend
To the editor:

An entry in my diary for May 9,
1945, reads. Party for farewell to
Clement. This was in Vittel, France,
where we were in various ways
celebrating V-J day.
By good fortune, a friend of
mine in Buffalo sent me a copy of
your recent issue (Liberating
Dachau, Spring 1995) to revive my
memories of that time and of David
Clement as well.
We were two classes apart at
Harvard Medical School and,
although I knew him then, we
became much better acquainted at
the Boston Children’s Hospital. He
was my resident there and when, in
1940,1 moved to the Buffalo Chil¬
dren’s, he was my attending man.
An excellent supervisor through¬
out. In Boston, we roomed across
the hall in the days when we
received only food and lodging for
our duties. It was, however,
possible to keep up-to-date on his
courtship.
Both of us joined the 23rd
General Hospital and eventually
got to Vittel. (My memory is that

Officers
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the large picture in your article was
most likely taken at Ft. Meade.
Md.) Our subsequent meetings
were infrequent since I drifted into
child psychiatry. Events moved
rapidly at the time he went to
Dachau and, although I was on the
list to go, it was 1951 before I
returned to Germany to help bring
current medical knowledge to

German physicians.
My respect for David was
always great and I was consistently
impressed with his commendable
work in New Haven. Thank you for
printing his fine report.
Henry H. Work, M.D.
Bethesda, Md.

Contribute
to the School
of Medicine’s
Future
and Invest
in Your Own
Yale University's
life income program
offers graduates of the
School of Medicine
the opportunity to

A

w\

■ Help ensure the
future of a great
institution
■ Receive quarterly
income payments
for life

ft

■ Increase your in¬
come from lowyielding stock
without incurring
capital gains taxes

:

■ Reduce federal
and state taxes
Please call or write to
see if you can use these
benefits to the mutual
advantage of you and
the School of Medicine.

Two young athletes play basketball in the work of sculptor Wayne O. Southwick, M.D., professor emeritus of orthopaedics and rehabilitation. The 10-foot
sculpture,

An American Dream,

Hope Building on Cedar Street.
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Yale University
School of Medicine
Office of Development
100 Church Street South
P.O. Box 7611
New Haven, CT 06519

greets pedestrians approaching the Jane Ellen

(203) 737-2489
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Continuing Medical
Education at Yale
March 22
Friday

Yale Visiting Lecture Series in Clinical Ophthalmology:
External Eye Disease—Cornea Update
Course Director: Peter Haffner, M.D.

A

Visiting Professor: Dan B. Jones, M.D.
Department of Ophthalmology, Baylor College of Medicine
Boardman Building, Room 307

April 27
Saturday

Internet as a Tool for Physicians:
Getting Started; How to Use
Course Director: Keith Ruskin, M.D.

B

Hands-on Experience
Location to be determined

May 17
Friday

Controversies in Shock and Resuscitation
Course Director: Stephen M. Cohn, M.D.

C

Focuses on optimal management of shock, limits of resuscitation,
benefits of MAST suites, need for air transport, and appropriateness
of urgent thoracotomy.
Brady Auditorium

May 17-19
Friday
-Sunday

May 22
Wednesday

Occlusive Cerebrovascular Disease and Brain Ischemia
Course Director: Pierre Fayad, M.D.

D

Designed for all physicians, particularly neurologists, neurosurgeons
and neuroradiologists interested in ischemic cerebrovascular disease.
Harkness Auditorium

Lyme Disease and Related Infections
Course Director: Robert Schoen, M.D.
Focusing on all aspects. Both clinical topics and scientific advances
will be reviewed.
Harkness Auditorium

For information, contact the Office of Postgraduate and Continuing Education,Yale University School
of Medicine, 333 Cedar Street, P.O. Box 208052, New Haven 06520-8052; Tel: (203) 785-4578
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The Lyme disease dream team

Medical suspense

At Yale, where the tick-borne malady
known as Lyme disease was first
identified in 1975, a unique conver¬
gence of expert researchers from
many disciplines promises solutions
to puzzles remaining behind this
sometimes-debilitating illness.

The Class of 1998 follows tradi¬
tion with an irreverent portrait of
the school, its administrators and
faculty in the Honeymoon in
Vagus (X). The second-year show,
a polished song-and-dance
extravaganza, keeps many on the
edge of their seat wondering
whether they’ll be the next target
of satire.
Page 32

Spotting deer ticks from space (p6)
Getting beyond the fear of Lyme disease
(p9) Steps to avoid Lyme disease (pi 1)

Brain trust
Harvey Cushing, M.D., the father
of American neurosurgery, kept
meticulous records of his cases
during four decades of pioneering
work. A new exhibit at the
Cushing/Whitney Medical
Library reveals details of the
early days of neurosurgery as
well as the grace and courage of
his patients.

Lowly worm, high stakes
A billion people around the world are
infected by hookworms, blood-feeding
parasites that drain children of their
healthy growth and vigor. Research at
Yale has produced the basis for a hook¬
worm vaccine and uncovered mole¬
cules with the potential to help heart
and cancer patients.
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our national ideals and positively guides our
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Discovery

and it is easy
to miss
the deer tick,

Ixodes scapularis.
At the nymphal stage, it is
little more than a black

riand Fish (2)

speck against flesh.
But inside this
tiny arthropod live
corkscrew-shaped
bacteria called
spirochetes, which
cause Lyme
disease in humans
and animals as the tick
takes its blood meal.
Identifying and unraveling
the mysteries of this disease is
a story that begins at Yale, where
two vaccines are in the final
stages of testing.

By Marc Wortman

Yale medicine

i

Charge

Lyme
brigade

of the

Since the day in 1975 when
mothers in Lyme, Conn.,
first brought cases of a
mysterious arthritis
afflicting children to the
attention of Yale scientists,
Lyme disease has proven
itself to be full of surprises.
While much is known about
the causes, prevention and
cure of Lyme disease,
thanks in large part to
research undertaken at Yale,
mysteries still surround the
tick-borne disease

Above: Members of the Lyme Disease
Consortium at Yale meet every two weeks
to share findings. The group draws from
many scientific and clinical disciplines,
including rheumatology, immunology,
epidemiology and public health, compar¬
ative medicine, pediatrics, pathology and
infectious diseases.
Right: A U.S. dime gives a sense of scale
to the deer tick in its three feeding
stages: larva, nymph and adult.
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f you were
searching for the ideal Lyme
disease researcher, the posting
might read something like this:
Help wanted: Lyme disease
investigator. Expertise should
include ease with satellite imaging
and immunofluorescent confocal
microscopy, as well as world-class
skills in gene cloning, vaccine
development and deer tick and
laboratory animal breeding; superb
knowledge needed in complex
medical fields, including
immunology, bacteriology,
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into the activities
of the bacterial cells that infect the
body and cause the disease.
Over the course of two
decades, the Yale School of Medi¬
cine has brought together more
than 20 advanced investigators and
clinicians with just such a set of
diverse skills, talents and expertise.
Together they form the Lyme
disease dream team, the largest and
arguably the finest concentration of
Lyme disease researchers
anywhere on Earth. Each brings
vastly different interests and skills
to the mix, yet all focus on one
aspect or another of Lyme disease
and work closely together in trying
to understand and halt the disease.
Formally established in 1991 as the
nation’s only National Institutes of
Health (NIH)-funded program of
its kind, the Lyme Disease Consor¬
tium, as this collaboration of
researchers is unofficially called,
has emerged as the foremost center
for Lyme disease research and
treatment in the world.
Consortium member and
program director Stephen W.
Barthold, D.V.M., Ph.D., a veteri¬
narian and professor of compara-
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Marc Wortman is a free-lance writer
in New Haven.

rheumatology,
epidemiology and public
health, pathology, comparative
medicine and infectious diseases;
experience essential in field collec¬
tion of pinhead-size deer ticks,
landscaping and demographics;
clinical skills should include diag¬
nosis and treatment of refractory
diseases, patience with inaccurate
diagnostic tools and resistance to
pressure to overtreat; background
in geology, entomology, natural
history, medical history and real
estate development helpful.
Finding such a universal
researcher, as comfortable and
talented in outer space and the
woods as in the laboratory and
clinic, would, of course, be impos¬
sible. But it is just such an incred¬
ibly broad range of medical, scien¬
tific and other skills that are
needed to tackle the nation’s most
common vector-borne disease.
Since Yale medical school
researchers first identified Lyme
disease 21 years ago, it has proven
itself to be diabolically tricky,
requiring broad public health
efforts such as study and control of
the carrier deer tick in its natural
woodlands habitat, as well as
exquisitely precise basic research

Right: Yale Professor Stephen E.
Malawista, M.D., right, and his
then-research fellow Allen C.
Steere, M.D., (now at Tufts
University) identified Lyme
disease in 1975, after mothers in
Lyme, Connecticut, insisted that
an infectious agent was respon¬
sible for the arthritic swelling of
their children's joints.
Below: A United States map
shows the areas of greatest
concentration of Lyme disease,
which has been reported in 47
states as well as Europe and Asia.

tive medicine, developed the
mouse model for Lyme disease
infection that most basic research
in the field now utilizes. He says,
“It’s a truly eclectic gathering of
scientists, with all sorts of
'ologists.’ We call ourselves the
"fragile alliance.’ For people in
research fields, the tendency is to
be independent and not come
together, but we need each other.”
The diverse, collaborating
talents in the consortium has
created a critical mass that has
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been able to generate an extraordi¬
nary number of individual and
collective accomplishments. This
began with the discovery of the
disease in 1975 by Stephen E.
Malawista, M.D., HS ’58-63,
professor of medicine, and his
then-research fellow, Allen C.
Steere, M.D., now at Tufts Univer¬
sity. Together with their
colleagues, they went on to
describe its natural history,
epidemiology, immunopathology,
and early diagnosis and treatment.

Other major achievements include
the Barthold mouse model; devel¬
opment of a promising human
vaccine, now in the final stages of
clinical trials; an animal vaccine,
also in trials; and the creation and
continuing refinement of diag¬
nostic tools essential in identifica¬
tion of the disease.
Yale researchers and clinicians
also have established the standard
treatment protocol now in use in
most clinics around the country.
Public health experts here have
mapped how the tick moves
geographically, enabling focused
public health efforts to combat the
disease that inevitably appears
with the tick’s arrival. And the
researchers have begun to apply
the knowledge gained through
study of Lyme disease to a host of
other related disorders, including
syphilis, arthritic conditions and
other vector-borne diseases, in the
hopes of finding new ways to
combat them.
As a group, consortium
members have authored more than
200 papers on Lyme disease and
related topics in just the past four
years. And in the competitive arena
of research funding, the Yale team
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is holding the high ground. Its
NIH program project grant was
renewed last fall, as was important
funding from the Mathers Founda¬
tion. The Arthritis Foundation
followed suit several months later
with support for new work by Dr.
Malawista and colleagues Ruth R.
Montgomery, Ph.D., and Linda K.
Bockenstedt, M.D.
While leading efforts to
prevent and cure Lyme disease,
Yale experts also have played a key
role in calming fears about the
ailment. A near panic followed the
discovery of Lyme disease, fueled
by news reports of a potentially
untreatable disease. Yale scientists
and physicians have endeavored to
inform the public that Lyme
disease is treatable in the majority
of cases.
Such efforts are part of a
broader campaign to educate the
medical profession and the public
about the disease. The School of
Medicine served as host for the
first convention on Lyme disease
in 1983, which has since grown
into a biennial international event
(to be held this June in San Fran¬
cisco), drawing more than 400
participants from around the
world. Yale is also home to a
continuing medical education
program that attracts several
hundred physicians to New
Haven each spring from around
the East Coast.
“It's a soup-to-nuts approach
here,” says Joseph E. Craft,
M.D., associate professor of
medicine and chief of the section
of rheumatology, who worked as
a research fellow on the team that
originally identified the disease.
Consortium members gather
every two weeks to discuss
progress, debate issues and
present their work and that of
others in the field. “The whole
history of Lyme disease has been
cross-disciplinary,” says Dr.
Craft. “It’s a way to solve prob¬
lems, and it has worked very well
in Lyme disease.” Adds Dr.
Malawista, “The collaboration is
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wonderful, it’s a pleasure, and
we’re making continual progress.”
While much about the treat¬
ment of the disease and the
lifestyle of its tick carrier is now
understood, Lyme disease remains
a significant health threat. Through
education and prevention
measures—along with some
poorly understood natural annual
fluctuations in the tick popula¬
tion—the number of reported cases
of the disease declined 30 percent
during 1995 in the Northeast.
Lyme disease remains the most
prevalent vector-borne disease in
the United States, with as many as
13,000 cases reported annually.
The highest number are in the
Northeast, Midwest and California,
but Lyme disease has been
reported in 47 states as well as
Europe and Asia.
In rare cases, the Lyme disease
agent seems to have an extraordi¬
nary ability to evade all therapies
aimed at it, sometimes with devas¬
tating results such as chronic joint
and nervous system impairment.
Also, reported cases of two other
bacterial diseases spread by the
deer tick, human granulocytic

The Lyme disease
agent seems to have
an extraordinary
ability to evade all
therapies aimed at
it, sometimes with
devastating results
such as chronic joint
and nervous system
impairment.

Stephen E. Malawista, M.D.: “This
was every rheumatologist's dream, to
have specific antigen to work with,
let alone the bacterial culprits, and to
be able to effect a definitive cure.”
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ehrlichiosis (HGE) and babesiosis,
shot up in the last year; in rare
instances, unlike Lyme disease,
those illnesses can be fatal. Yale
data indicate that these emerging
diseases may be widespread in
other animals already and will
likely infect humans in increasing
numbers. Preliminary studies
suggest that some Lyme disease

patients also may be infected with
these other agents, which may
explain inordinately severe and
persisting symptoms, says Dr.
Barthold. Fortunately, these
diseases are also highly treatable
when caught early.
The relatively small number of
cases reported annually and the
typical ease of treatment of Lyme

disease tell little about the serious¬
ness of the public health issue. Fear
of the disease has provoked
millions of people to alter their
behavior to avoid it. Families and
children who once roamed freely
in woods and fields frequently
avoid outdoor play altogether, or
swaddle themselves in uncomfort¬
able protective clothing in mid-

Spotting deer ticks from space
F
or entomologist and
epidemiologist Durland Fish,
Ph.D., one of the best ways to
fight Lyme disease is from outer
space. In an experimental project
combining the resources of
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, the U.S. Centers
for Disease Control and Pre¬
vention, and his own knowledge
about the lifestyle of the deer tick,
he has been using satellite
images to map out the areas in
Westchester, N.Y., and Fairfield,
Conn., counties that are most

likely to be infested. The images
allow him to distinguish forest
and non-forest areas, residential
communities, and even
residences with lawn, shade trees
and ornamental plants.
Nearly 70 percent of Lyme
disease cases are contracted in
patients’ own yards. “You can get
a tick bite walking out to the
swingset,” says Dr. Fish, research
scientist in epidemiology and
public health. “We know that
properties with shade trees and
ornamental shrubs that are near

woods are the areas where you’d
expect to find ticks.” Deer are
found in the woods and carry the
ticks. Deer forage on ornamental
plants, bringing ticks, which
reproduce at the rate of 3,000
eggs per female, to the
residences, and shade trees help
keep lawns moist, creating a
propitious environment for ticks.
“These are the high-risk
residential properties.”
Using satellite images, maps
and property listings, he has
been developing a database of
high-risk properties. With that
information, public health
measures, such as use of
insecticides, can be targeted for
the highest risk population. Those
living in high-risk properties can
also determine better what
preventive efforts to make,
including taking a Lyme disease
vaccine when it becomes avail¬
able. And those who live and work
outside the high-risk areas can
breathe easier. ■

Durland Fish, Ph.D.: “The tick is
definitely moving where it hasn’t
been before. Even if the existing tick
population were somehow held
constant, new areas get infested and
people are building homes in infested
areas.”
6
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summer and slather themselves
with DEET and insecticides that
may be harmful to children.
Although the total number of
cases remains relatively small,
Lyme disease has reached hyper¬
endemic proportions in certain
specific localities, such as the
town of Lyme, Conn., some areas
of Long Island and Westchester
County, N.Y., and Block Island,
off the coast of Rhode Island.
Incidence of the disease is
increasing rapidly in New York's
Hudson River Valley and parts of
Pennsylvania. People living and
working in those areas have found
their lives greatly altered by
arrival of the disease. "The joy of
living in the country,” says David
Bronson, a retired Episcopal priest
living on a large wooded property
in the Hudson Valley, “is being
outdoors.” He was treated and
cured at Yale for Lyme disease,
which caused arthritic swelling in
one leg, a common symptom in
later-stage Lyme disease. He was
never aware of the deer tick
responsible for infecting him. “I
can't live here without going out
on the property. You can’t cover
yourself entirely. I hear of many
cases around here. I don't know
how one can prevent it.”
Rev. Bronson’s infection
responded to antibiotic treatment,
as is typical. The disease is easily
identified and cured in the large
majority of cases, but for reasons
that Yale researchers are just now
beginning to understand, in rare
cases it may, despite treatment,
become chronic and debilitating
in some patients, potentially
causing permanent damage. Some¬
times, even identifying the source
of the patients' suffering can prove
as difficult as spotting the tiny
ticks that initially infected them
with the disease.

AN ELUSIVE TARGET

That should come as no surprise
because from the very start Lyme
disease has not been what it
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seemed to be.
Even before researchers had
identified Lyme disease, they real¬
ized it would be an elusive target.
In 1975, physicians in Lyme,
Conn., a bucolic community of
1,990 people just east of the mouth
of the Connecticut River, were
seeing an extraordinary cluster of
children in the area with arthritic
swelling of one large joint or
another that would come and go.
They diagnosed it as a form of
juvenile rheumatoid arthritis. Local
mothers disagreed, having seen so
many of their children suffering
from the ailment, and insisted that
only an infectious agent could
account for such a high concentra¬
tion of cases. A pair of investiga¬
tors from the School of Medicine’s
section of rheumatology were soon
on the case.
Drs. Steere and Malawista
quickly realized that “Lyme
disease,” as they came to call it,
was not merely a form of arthritis
but a complex, multisystem illness
that sometimes involved joints, the
heart and the nervous system.
Many of the mothers recalled
seeing an expanding red skin
lesion months before the symp¬
toms emerged. The Lyme sleuths
thought the lesion could have
resulted from a bite, and found a
similar lesion identified early in

Richard A. Flavell, Ph.D., and his
Yale colleagues developed a Lyme
disease vaccine now in the final
stages of clinical trials.

this century in Sweden, erythema
chronica migrans, caused by ticks
taking their blood meal. Enlisting
the aid of Connecticut game offi¬
cials (at weighing stations for deer
killed by hunters) and public health
entomologists collecting parasites
from field mice samples, Drs.
Malawista and Steere and their
colleagues found many more times
the number of deer ticks, Ixodes
scapularis (also called Ixodes
dammini), from animals on the
eastern side of the Connecticut
River as on the western side. Most
of the sick children and adults also
were on the eastern side of the
river, implicating the deer tick as
the probable culprit.
The researchers collected data
from patients who were either
treated or not treated with antibi¬
otics over the course of four
summers. It became clear to Drs.
Steere and Malawista that the skin
lesion disappeared faster with
antibiotics and that very few
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These images, produced by a scanning
electron miscroscope, show the head
and mouth parts of the deer tick (left),
which are buried in flesh as the tick
feeds (below left). Below: the bacterial
spirochete known as Borrelia burgdor¬

feri is the agent that carries Lyme
disease from tick to host.

patients developed further symp¬
toms; Lyme disease was a bacterial
illness. They then treated laterstage disease—Lyme meningitis—
with higher doses of antibiotics.
“Bingo,” says Dr. Malawista,
“patients who took seven months
to improve with anti-inflammatory
drugs were well in a week.”
“This was every rheumatolo¬
gist’s dream,” recalls Dr. Malaw¬
ista, “to have specific antigen to
work with, let alone the bacterial
culprits, and to be able to effect a
definitive cure.” It would take until
1982 before Willy Burgdorfer,
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Ph.D., and colleagues at the Rocky
Mountain Laboratory in Montana
identified the bacterial species
responsible for the disease, a
corkscrew-shaped spirochete now
bearing his name, Borrelia
burgdorferi. By 1980, Drs. Steere
and Malawista had shown that
antibiotics almost always cured the
disease when it was detected early.
Even later stages of the disease
usually proved to be curable with
larger dosages of antibiotics.
Since the discovery of Lyme
disease by Drs. Malawista and
Steere, the history of Lyme disease
has remained closely linked to
Yale. These days, the efforts have
become simultaneously more
focused and more diverse.
In the laboratory, researchers
are studying the molecular struc¬
ture of the Lyme disease
bacterium, to find ways to halt it
even before it enters and infects the
body. More details are emerging
about why certain individuals
prove susceptible to infection
while others resist the spirochete.

Elsewhere, field
workers are mapping
out current distribution
of the tick, to develop
means to keep it from
encountering potential
human hosts. That work
has made it clear that
§
very specific landscapes
a
are most likely to
|
harbor deer ticks.
=
Armed with that knowl¬
edge and epidemiolog¬
ical data, Yale
researchers have been working
with the U.S. Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention in Atlanta
to educate local populations and
eradicate ticks to slow spread of
the disease.
A leader in those efforts,
Durland Fish, Ph.D., an entomolo¬
gist and research scientist in the
Department of Epidemiology and
Public Health, finds that one
percent of the nation’s counties
account for 80 percent of all cases,
with the top 10 counties respon¬
sible for nearly half of all cases.
Westchester County, N.Y., typi¬
cally reports more cases of Lyme
disease than any other county in
the country, with between 1,000
and 2,000 cases annually. Based on
Dr. Fish’s field studies, in one area
his laboratory monitors in Westch¬
ester County, the deer tick popula¬
tion there can average as many as
two ticks per square yard. On the
other hand, large portions of the
country and most cities have no
deer ticks at all. “In order to reduce
the number of cases,” he says.
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Getting
beyond
the fear of
Lyme disease
T
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ambiguous, the majority proved
not to have the disease at all.
“People and especially
children,” says Dr. Schoen, “are
being done psychological harm
when they are diagnosed with a
chronic illness that’s not there.”
Misinformation about ways to
identify and cure Lyme disease
has also led some physicians to
prescribe in error lengthy courses
of antibiotic therapy. “Putting
people on antibiotics for years is
wrong. There is no evidence that
antibiotic therapy beyond four to
six weeks has any benefit and
there is an increased risk of
antibiotic-related side effects,”
says Dr. Schoen.
Dr. Schoen favors keeping
Lyme disease in perspective.
“It is wrong that Lyme disease is
a terrible scourge, and it’s also

Frank Poole

here are two Lyme disease
epidemics going on now: one
is the disease itself in certain
regions of the country, the other
is fear of the disease that infects
millions of people. Robert T.
Schoen, M.D., HS '79, clinical
professor of medicine and co¬
director with Stephen Malawista,
M.D., of the Yale Lyme Disease
Clinic, spends almost as much
time fighting the latter epidemic
as he does the former. “The fire is
increasing,” says Dr. Schoen,
“and then there is all this smoke
around it.”
With early detection, Lyme
disease is easily treated with a
course of antibiotics. Even laterstage Lyme disease with arthritic
or nervous system disorders
responds well to antibiotic
treatment. However, a small
minority of such patients may not
respond to treatment and
sometimes suffer permanent
neurologic or arthritic damage.
Fear of that, a desire to explain
symptoms that physicians have
not been able to diagnose and
imprecise tests for the disease
have helped lead to overdiagnosis
and mistreatment of patients. For
instance, Dr. Schoen studied 250
patients who came to his clinic
following failed treatment for
Lyme disease. Although in a small
number of cases the results were

Janine Evans, M.D., feels for
swelling while examining Marsha
Chrzanowski, a patient at the Yale
Lyme Disease Clinic. Inset: Dr.
Evans talks with colleague Robert
T. Schoen, M.D.

wrong that Lyme disease is
inconsequential and if you get
treated, no matter what the stage,
you always get better. The reality
is somewhere in between.” ■
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Scientists now
believe that Lyme
disease is not
new at all. DNA
sampling of
museum mice
specimens from
the 1890s shows
that Lyme disease
was already
infecting animals
even then.

“you have to focus on the areas
with the problems.” (See Spotting
deer ticks from space.)
Dr. Fish is attempting to do
just that by applying knowledge
about the lifestyle of both humans
and ticks. The emergence of Lyme
disease in people involves a natural
historical convergence among
features of the landscape, climate
and animal and tick biology, along
with changes in human lifestyle.
Deer ticks have three feeding
stages during their two-year life
cycle and may become infected as
larvae by feeding on their preferred
blood-meal host, the white-footed
mouse, or birds. At the nymphal
stage, the poppy seed-size tick
feeds again and may find its way
onto humans and dogs. At the final
stage before laying eggs, the tick
takes one more meal, on humans
and other large mammals, notably
the deer from which it derives its
common name. Feeding by
nymphs takes place during June
and July, which is the period when
most cases of early-stage Lyme
disease are spotted.
The emergence of Lyme
disease 21 years ago was no

sudden genetic mutation. In fact,
although rarely seen in human
populations until recent decades,
scientists now believe that Lyme
disease is not new at all. DNA
sampling of museum mice speci¬
mens from the 1890s shows that
Lyme disease was already
infecting animals even then. Long
before the illness was identified,
sailors on Long Island were
familiar with a mysterious ailment
that they called “Montauk knee,”
involving a swollen joint that
would come and go. Some scien¬
tists speculate that the ticks have
been around since the Ice Age,
living in the temperate zone at the
southern edge of the glacial
advance. These remain the areas
with the highest incidence of
the disease.
Deer ticks and humans
formerly lived apart and ignorant
of each other. As a result of refor¬
estation and decreased hunting in
the East, the animal population has
increased dramatically and now
ranges farther afield, carrying deer
ticks with them. At the same time,
humans moving into new residen¬
tial developments in wooded areas
and in former farmlands have inad¬
vertently entered into the feeding
cycle of the tick. “The more we
move into nature,” says Dr.
Malawista, “the more nature
moves into us.”
That process seems to be
picking up steam. "The tick is defi¬
nitely moving where it hasn’t been

This map, generated from satellite
images, shows a portion of Indiana;
dark sections indicating heavy
forestation are superimposed over
the road grid. Computer mapping
allows researchers to identify
endemic areas and track the spread
of Lyme disease. In Indiana, infected
deer ticks have been found in only
one small woodlot in the northwest
part of the state.
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before,” Dr. Fish says. “Even if the
existing tick population were
somehow held constant, new areas
get infested and people are
building homes in infested areas.”
Much of Dr. Fish’s work has
focused on determining the areas at
greatest risk for deer tick infesta¬
tion and thus exposure of humans
to Lyme disease. He eventually
hopes to develop means to halt the
spread of the ticks. His projects
include eradication efforts in
Indiana to prevent the deer tick and
Lyme disease spreading into areas
where they are not yet endemic.
“We intervene at the leading edge,”
he says.
Establishing just where that
leading edge actually is can be a
prickly question because many
people believe that they have Lyme
disease even when tests prove they
do not. (See Getting beyond the

fear of Lyme disease.) Since its
discovery, Lyme disease has
provoked a visceral reaction
around the nation, even in regions
of the country where none of the
known vectors has ever been
found. Perhaps it is the idea of a
hidden, vampiric creepy-crawly
that moves about in the under¬
brush, or perhaps it is desperation
for an explanation for previously
undiagnosed symptoms that leads
so many people to blame Lyme
disease for their ailments. The
condition even has a name:
pseudo-Lyme disease.
As a result of such fears and
misinformation, nearly 2 million
people undergo diagnostic tests for
Lyme disease each year. "People
erroneously assume that a
headache, muscle ache, fatigue and
other flu-like symptoms are caused
by Lyme disease,” says consortium

member Eugene D. Shapiro, M.D.,
professor of pediatrics and
epidemiology. “They go get tested.
The tests are not perfect, leading to
large numbers of false positives.
Then they get treated.” When treat¬
ment does not resolve the symp¬
toms, patients may resort to
unorthodox and potentially
harmful treatment, such as massive
intravenous dosages of antibiotics
that continue for months.
The complexity of such polit¬
ical and emotional issues reflects a
disease that has proven itself over
and over to be a master of decep¬
tion, even at the cellular level. For
instance, three years ago, Yale
researchers developed a possible
vaccine against Lyme disease. The
scientists were trying out a likely
candidate antigen, a protein found
on the surface of the Lyme spiro¬
chete. The hope was that by

Steps to avoid Lyme disease
■ If you live in wooded or coastal
areas in regions with high tick
infestation, check your own and
your children’s skin for ticks daily,
especially in May, June and July,
the months of high tick season. Be
sure not to overlook the scalp,
behind the knee, under the arms
and the crease between the thigh
and buttock.
■Wear light-colored clothing to
facilitate seeing and brushing
off ticks.
■Tuck pants into socks and shirts
into pants to prevent ticks from
reaching the skin. Walk in the
center of trails to avoid
overhanging grass and brush.
■Large quantities of insect
repellent on children may be
absorbed into their skin and may
produce neurologic poisoning. Use
repellents recommended
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specifically for children and only
when necessary.
■Children should avoid areas in
which pesticides have been
spread to control tick populations.
The benefits of using pesticides
to prevent ticks are outweighed
by the risks the pesticides pose
for children.
■Never burn a tick out. Use
tweezers to remove attached ticks,
grasping the tick as close to the
skin surface as possible and
pulling straight back with a slow
steady force. Avoid crushing the
tick’s body. There is no reason to
preserve the tick to test for the
Lyme disease bacteria, although
agricultural stations and local
health departments can tell you if
it is a deer tick.
■ If you suspect the tick was
attached for at least 36 hours,

observe the site of the bite for
development of the characteristic
skin rash, erythema chronica
migrans, usually a circular red
patch, or expanding “bull’s eye,”
that appears between three days
and one month after the bite.
Not all rashes at the site of a bite
are due to Lyme disease. Allergic
reactions to tick saliva are
common. Preventive antibiotic
treatment is not necessary, is
costly, and may cause side effects.
■If symptoms of later-stage Lyme
disease develop—arthritic swelling
of a joint, most often the knee, or
facial nerve palsy—have a test
done. If the test result is positive,
have a more precise test done.
Only if this test proves positive
should a course of anti-biotic
therapy begin. Expect some
symptoms to linger for up to three
months. No further antibiotic
treatment is necessary.
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Erol Fikrig, M.D.

FredS. Kantor, M.D.

I

Stephen E. Malawista, M.D.
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Stephen W. Barthold. D.V.M., Ph.D.

The protean
organism seems
able to change its
surface according
to its environment.
In effect, the bac¬
terium seems able
to disguise itself
once it leaves the
tick and enters the
host animal.

injecting a solution of it
into laboratory mice, the
animal’s own immune
system would then
produce antibodies able
to attack and kill the invading
spirochete when bacteria-bearing
ticks actually fed on the mice.
Developing the vaccine once
again brought together talents from
diverse medical areas to tackle the
complex task. In this case. Dr.
Barthold’s mouse model served as
the vehicle for testing different
vaccine compounds. Richard A.
Flavell, Ph.D., professor and chief
of immunobiology and a Howard
Hughes Medical Institute investi¬
gator; and Erol Fikrig, M.D., assis¬
tant professor of medicine in
rheumotology, provided the
biotechnical expertise needed for
testing and cloning possible
vaccine compounds. Entomologist
John Anderson, director of the
Connecticut Agricultural Experi¬
mental Station in New Haven,
supplied ticks for the researchers,
and a team of rheumatologists,
including Dr. Malawista; Fred S.
Kantor, M.D., H.S. ’59-60, the

Janine Evans, M.D.
12
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Robert T. Schoen, M.D.

Linda K. Bockenstedt, M.D.

Paul B. Beeson Professor of
Medicine; and Dr. Fikrig have
directed the trials on animals and
the current testing of the vaccines
on humans.
The Yale-developed vaccine,
which was licensed to pharmaceu¬
tical maker SmithKline Beecham,
seemed to work brilliantly as the
vaccinated mice resisted infection.
Then, says Dr. Flavell, “an
amazing thing happened.” The
vaccine not only immunized the
mice against infection, it had the
added benefit of eliminating the
spirochete from the midgut of the
feeding tick. “The vaccine,” says
Dr. Flavell, “was working in a
completely new way.” It is now
being tested on humans, with
results anticipated by the end of
this year.
“I’m optimistic,” Dr. Flavell
says. “You have to be cautious
about side effects, though, and you
can know that only after a very big
study.” The vaccines will most
likely be beneficial to people
living or working in areas infested
with deer ticks.
Given the vaccine’s power to
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protect mice, the researchers
wondered whether it might cure
mice or humans even after infec¬
tion, helping those already
afflicted by the disease. This
appeared an especially promising
avenue for treating those relatively
uncommon cases of the disease in
which the standard antibiotic treat¬
ment fails.
Unfortunately, the researchers
were quickly disappointed. Some¬
thing happens to the spirochete
once it enters the host animal,
making it resistant to the anti¬
bodies induced by the vaccine.
“We’re finding that this bacterium
is not what it seems,” says Dr.
Barthold. “It’s a kind of shell game
the organism uses to evade host
immunity.” The protean organism
seems able to change its surface
according to its environment. In
effect, the bacterium seems able to
disguise itself once it leaves the
tick and enters the host animal.
Just how it does that and how
to combat that line of defense
against the body’s immune system
remain a mystery. “Where are the
organisms hiding in people who

Ruth R. Montgomery, Ph.D.

resist treatment?” wonders Dr.
Malawista. “How a few organisms
in a few people can, through
twists and turns, avoid antibiotics
and the immune response is a
subject of intense interest.” "That’s
the black box,” adds Dr. Kantor.
“The vaccine won’t help those
who are infected already at all.”
However, researchers are begin¬
ning to discover answers to these
and many other elusive Lyme
disease puzzles.
Clinical trials for another
vaccine developed at the Univer¬
sity of Texas Health Center at San
Antonio are also under way at Yale
and other medical centers—under
the direction of Dr. Malawista and
Janine Evans, M.D., assistant
professor of medicine—with
results expected by the end of the
year as well.
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A tick’s dream home:
cool, humid and on the edge
U

nder what conditions are the
ticks that transmit Lyme
disease most likely to thrive?
Epidemiologist Mark L. Wilson,
D.Sc., is conducting field
experiments to answer that
question, in the hopes of
predicting where Ixodes
scapularis and the debilitating
disease it harbors are likely to
crop up next.
Dr. Wilson, associate
professor of epidemiology, has
taken two approaches to answer
the question. To get an overview
of tick survival, his research
team has worked with wildlife
officials in Connecticut and
Massachusetts for the past two
hunting seasons to count the
number of ticks on a sample of
deer at state game check
stations. As Dr. Wilson analyzes
that data in the coming months,
he will compare the numbers of
ticks found in each location to

such factors as land use,
vegetation, soil type and
altitude, as well as to the
incidence of Lyme disease.
Using a new class of
cartographic software and a
personal computer, Dr. Wilson
will produce a map of the two
states showing where ticks are
most abundant. The next step
will be to compare the spacial
pattern with that of the
environmental data to predict
likely new habitats for the
growing tick population in order
to target prevention and
education programs.
To understand the underlying
mechanisms that influence this
distribution, Dr. Wilson is
observing a half-dozen “tick
microhabitats’’ to study at close
range the environmental
influences on tick survival. In
two Connecticut locations—the
coastal city of Bridgeport and

Ixodes scapularis (also called Ixodes damminij is frequently found in

Mark L. Wilson, D.Sc.

Norfolk in the Litchfield Hills—
researchers have marked off
areas of several square feet in
three categories: open field,
forest and boundary terrain. In
each microclimate, electronic
probes measure temperature
and relative humidity. A laptop
computer, running on batteries
and protected by a waterproof
plastic enclosure, records the
measurements once every
minute around the clock.
In each microhabitat, Dr.
Wilson monitors the survival rate
of the tick population. He has
begun to correlate that data to
temperature and humidity
patterns, with the initial
conclusion that ticks do best
when there is high humidity and
relatively cool summer air
temperature. The boundary
terrain between forest and
open field supports the highest
concentrations of ticks, says
Dr. Wilson.
What will be the effect on
ticks of this year’s harsh winter
and its record-breaking snowfall?
Some might expect fewer ticks
during high tick season this May
through August. “In fact, it may
be just the opposite from the
tick’s point of view,” says Dr.
Wilson. “We may find that the
insulation of the snow helped
the ticks with higher humidity
and milder temperatures at
ground level. But we won’t be
able to draw any conclusions
just yet; we need many years of
data to prove that point.”
Michael Fitzsousa

boundary terrain where forest meets backyard, especially where there is
shade and ornamental shrubbery.
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Scientists are also
using discoveries about
the disease to help
explain a host of
related and even more
poorly understood
illnesses, ranging from
arthritis to syphilis.

Linda Bockenstedt, M.D., the
Harold W. Jockers Assistant
Professor of Internal Medicine, is
hard at work trying to understand
which components of the immune
system dictate the severity of
disease. Certain strains of labora¬
tory mice appear to be more resis¬
tant to severe disease because
they are better able to halt the
bacterium quickly, while it still is
in skin tissue. The immune systems
of other strains of mice appear to
be more effective at combatting
the bacterium after it has entered
the blood.
In some cases, the immune
system’s response to the invading
spirochete is exuberant yet ineffi¬
cient at killing the bacterium,
resulting in severe disease, while
in other cases, the infection is kept
at a low level and no disease is
apparent. The spirochete by itself
is not known to cause much tissue
damage, whereas the immune
cells’ responses to the spirochete
do. “If the immune system didn’t
respond,” says Dr. Bockenstedt,
“you wouldn’t have the disease.”
Her laboratory is systematically
isolating the different functional
aspects of the immune response to
Lyme disease. Explaining the

different levels of genetic suscepti¬
bility and immune responses to
infection in mice may help her and
her colleagues develop tools for
augmenting humans’ natural
immunity to eliminate infection
once it has been established.
“Understanding how the compo¬
nents of the immune system work
together to defend the host against
an infection,” she says, “gives us
great insight into how improper
orchestration of that response can
lead to chronic illnesses.”
Dr. Kantor is working on a
related project to discover whether
such a thing as an anti-tick immu¬
nity exists. Ticks, like other
insects, seem to have a decided
sense of taste: some animals are
less appetizing to them than others.
Researchers have observed that
some animals that have been
exposed many times to ticks do not
develop the disease, and the ticks
no longer feed on them at all. Some
humans and some animals clearly
offer a more savory meal than
others. “If we could make people
less appetizing,” ponders Dr.
Kantor, “would the tick fall off
before infecting them? Eventually,

we’d like to create something that
makes humans less appetizing to
bugs, like a human insecticide.”
In an unanticipated benefit
from their Lyme disease research,
scientists are also using discoveries
about the disease to help explain a
host of related and even more
poorly understood illnesses,
ranging from arthritis, syphilis and
other rheumatic and infectious
diseases to the growing number of
other tick-borne ailments that are
emerging. “If you can unravel
one,” says Dr. Barthold, “you start
understanding mechanisms of
similar diseases.”
For the researchers in the Yale
Lyme Disease Consortium, tack¬
ling the tick has been a lesson in
the mysterious power of nature.
“It’s the very essence of biology,”
says Dr. Kantor. “These are
phenomena that evolution has put
where they are.” Discovering ways
to curb and control the disease
have brought Dr. Kantor and his
colleagues special satisfaction.
"When that vaccine hits the street,”
he says, “I’ll enjoy having a vial
of it as a concrete expression of
our work.” YM

Linda K. Bockenstedt, M.D., is
studying the role of the immune
system in determining how severe a
case of Lyme disease will be.
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worm,

How the hookworm feeds: Ancy-

lostoma duodenale, top, and Necator
americanus, left, thrive by boring
through the mucosal lining of the
large intestine with sharp teeth and
siphoning off blood. A heavily
infected person harboring 1,000
worms will lose as much as a cup of
blood a day to the parasites. Right: a
cross-sectional view of an adult
worm attaching to the intestinal wall.
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Research

The hookworm, a half-inch in length and
millions of years old, has adapted itself
perfectly to rob children in the developing
world of their healthy growth and the vigor of
youth. Now Yale scientists are unlocking the
mysteries of this ancient parasite’s feeding,
survival and invasion mechanisms, and how its
molecular prowess might be harnessed to make
a hookworm vaccine and to treat human
illnesses including heart disease and cancer.

By Michael Fitzsousa

S

een through a microscope,
the hookworm is an eerie
creature. With its long,
tapered body, sharp teeth and an
air of prehistoric menace, the
adult worm suggests a micro¬
scopic Loch Ness monster, or
a mutation from the movie set
of Aliens.

At less than a half-inch in
length, a single worm can do
little damage to a child, dog
or farm animal. But
multiply that threat by 100
or 1,000 and the conse¬
quences become severe.
A thousand worms will
siphon off as much as a
cup of blood each day,
draining the host of
needed iron and protein.
Among children, this
anemia can result in severely
retarded physical growth, as
well as mental retardation and

profound lethargy. In a few cases,
hookworm infection has been
lethal to infants who are too small
to withstand the loss of blood.
More startling than the hook¬
worm’s ghastly appearance, or
the serious consequences of
infection, is the staggering extent
of its influence. Fully one-fifth of
the world’s population—1 billion
people—is infected with hook¬
worms, according to recent esti¬
mates by Yale investigators and
their colleagues in China. The
contrast between the public
health of Western nations and that
of the Third World is sharp in this
area: people in the United States
and Europe do not harbor this
intestinal parasite; many in Latin
America, India, China and other
developing nations do. What’s
more, once they are infected, they
have little chance of permanently
dispelling the worms. Infected

Michael Fitzsousa is publications editor in the School of Medicine Office of
Public Information.
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mothers may transmit hookworm
larvae to their newborn children
through breast milk, thereby
touching off a new round of
disease in the most vulnerable
population.
New research at Yale
promises to interrupt this cycle of
infection, illness and reinfection—
possibly quite dramatically. After
close to a century of near¬
dormancy, hookworm research has
been rejuvenated by the powerful
tools of molecular biology and
biotechnology.
The hookworm’s hosts—
humans and livestock, for the
most part—develop no natural
immunity to the parasite. Drugs
are effective in killing off adult
worms as they feed along the
lining of the small intestine, but
nothing prevents the cured patient
from becoming reinfected. Scien¬
tists have found that the hook¬
worm larvae survive for months in
muscle tissue, even after the
infected person has been treated
successfully. Even as adult
worms are eliminated, the larvae
remain behind to resume matura¬
tion when conditions are more
favorable. And in parts of the
world where existing medications
have been used heavily, new
strains of hookworm are begin¬
ning to resist treatment.
“It’s an intractable problem
that can’t be solved through
drugs,” says Peter J. Hotez, M.D.,
Ph.D., director of the Medical
Helminthology Laboratory at
Yale. (Helminthology is the study
of parasitic worms.) Human hook¬
worm disease, which is spread
though soil and feces, was virtu¬
ally eradicated in the United States
at the beginning of this century by
improvements in sanitation. But it
remains a problem in agricultural
communities without sanitary
systems and, especially, in
economies that still employ the
ancient practice of fertilizing crop
land with human waste.
Hookworm infection is the
leading cause of anemia in the
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world, says Dr. Hotez, associate
professor of pediatrics (infec¬
tious diseases) and epidemi¬
ology. The two prevailing
species—Ancylostoma duodenale and Necator americanus—
have a similar life cycle and
means of transmission. Eggs
deposited in the soil develop
into larvae, which are either
swallowed or attach to passing
humans and animals, and pene¬
trate the skin.
Once in the bloodstream,
the larvae pass through the heart
and into the lungs and airways,
where they are coughed up and
swallowed. When they reach the
small intestine, the larvae
mature into adult worms and
attach to the intestinal wall. The
adult worms feed and mate in
the gut; new eggs are excreted
back into the soil to begin the
cycle again. Adult worms live
an average of four to five years.
“The work of the Yale
Medical Helminthology Labo¬
ratory is enormously important,
for several reasons,” says Frank
F. Richards, M.D., professor of
medicine and director of the
Yale MacArthur Center for
Parasitology. "Hookworm is an
enormous source of disease in
China and in Asia in general,
but it’s not a disease that has
dramatic symptoms and it
doesn't attract a lot of attention.
The mental retardation and
the symptoms that occur,
occur slowly.”
For the billion people who
are hosts to this parasite, the
experience of America and
Europe offers few immediate
solutions. In the West, major
social changes were behind the
hookworm’s demise. “One
possibility would be to convert
the developing countries into
industrialized nations and put
up parking lots and shopping
malls,” says Dr. Hotez. “Since
that’s not going to happen in our
lifetime, we’ve decided to try to
genetically engineer a vaccine

A healthy
interest in
parasites
P

eter J. Hotez, M.D., Ph.D.,
decided early in life that he
wanted to study parasites.
He was 14 and working for
the Connecticut health
department as a summer
volunteer. In the dingy heat of a
state office building in Hartford, a
young Hotez succumbed to the
allure of tropical medicine. He
spent his days compiling
parasitology reports from around
the state and his spare time
reading about Walter Reed’s
pursuit of yellow fever, as well as
the malaria work of Ronald Ross
and Patrick Manson.
“While other kids were
dreaming of pitching for the
Yankees, I was dreaming about
being a parasitologist,” says Dr.
Hotez, whose interest in medicine
was nurtured by an uncle, Irving
Hyman Goldberg, M.D., ’53,
now a professor at Harvard
Medical School.
As an undergraduate at Yale,
Dr. Hotez began conducting
laboratory research into tropical
maladies, working on the protozoa
associated with African sleeping
sickness. He assisted in the
laboratories of Curtis L. Patton,
Ph.D., and Frank F. Richards, M.D.
Dr. Hotez returned to Yale as a
postdoctoral fellow in 1989, after
being recruited by Dr. Richards,
pediatrics infectious diseases
Chief George I. Miller, M.D., and
pediatrics Chairman Joseph B.
Warshaw, M.D.
Now 38 and an associate
professor of pediatrics and
epidemiology, Dr. Hotez has
already devoted two decades to
the study of parasites. After
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graduating from Yale Phi Beta
Kappa in 1980, he earned a Ph.D.
degree in biochemical parasitology
at Rockefeller University and a
medical degree at Cornell. He
completed his residency training in
pediatrics at Massachusetts
General Hospital.
"I decided as a graduate
student that I wanted to work on an
infectious organism that affected a
lot of people, and which few
scientists were working on,” he
says. “At the time I started, there
was no other lab in the United
States and really no other lab in the
world that was working on the
biochemistry and molecular biology
of hookworms." Dr. Hotez learned
that Gerhard Schad, Ph.D., of the
University of Pennsylvania was
investigating the biology of
hookworms. “With his help, I
brought some hookworms back
with me to Rockefeller University
and got started on what has
become a life-long quest."
Today, Dr. Hotez is leading an
international effort to prevent
hookworm infection, present in an
estimated 1 billion people, who live
mostly in Third World countries.
Although hookworm is of economic
concern to American farmers
because of its harmful effects on
cattle, sheep and other animals,
there is little financial incentive to

study it in humans in this country.
“We’re working on a disease
that has no tradition of government
funding. The biggest obstacle is
that it is a Third Word problem and
the economics are such that there
is not the kind of market that
encourages investment.”
In addition to his research and
teaching load, Dr. Hotez works
three months of the year on the
pediatric infectious disease service
at Yale-New Haven Hospital and
volunteers once a month in the
pediatric AIDS clinic. His hookworm
research is focused on developing
a vaccine that would especially
benefit infants, children and
women of child-bearing age—those
who are injured most by hookworm
infection. Dr. Hotez recently co¬
authored the third edition of
Parasitic Diseases, a widely used
textbook for medical students.
Despite the nobility of his
cause, or rather because of it, Dr.

Hotez spends part of each week
raising funds to support the
hookworm program. “The whole lab
is run on a shoestring, and I have
learned overtime, since coming
back to Yale several years ago, to
be entrepreneurial. I’m not
ashamed of it; it’s the only way I
can see to continue to work on
solutions to a medical problem
that’s essentially unfundable,” Dr.
Hotez says. But he adds; “If I
didn’t believe that we had the right
approach, that this was a way
for a small group of guys to have
a big impact on the world, I
wouldn’t bother.”
It’s a sentiment Dr. Hotez and
his colleagues encounter daily as
they enter and leave the lab. Taped
to the lab refrigerator is a yellowed
scrap of paper with a quotation
attributed to Horace Mann: “Be
ashamed to die until you have won
some victory for humanity.” ■

Peter J. Hotez, M.D., Ph.D., center, with members of the Yale Medical
Helminthology Laboratory, from left: Kathleen M. Donnelly, M.D., a postdoc¬
toral fellow in pediatrics; John M. Hawdon, Ph.D., associate research scientist
in pediatrics; Michael Cappello, instructor in pediatric infectious diseases;
Dr. Hotez; and Kashinath Ghosh, a post-doctoral associate in epidemiology
and public health.

Frank Poole

Top: Hookworm infection was an
immense problem in the American
South in the early part of the century,
so great that the present-day Rocke¬
feller Foundation (then the Rocke¬
feller Sanitary Commission) grew
from efforts to combat hookworms.
To reach maximum numbers, regular
free clinics were opened.
Bottom: The debilitating effects of
infection are most apparent over
time. The heavily infected 16-yearold, boy at right, still in the first
grade after 10 years in school,
weighed only 63 pounds, according
to a 1913 report of the Rockefeller
Sanitary Commission. The healthy
boy standing beside him is only 14.

against hookworm.”
Dr. Hotez and his colleagues at
Yale—John M. Hawdon, Ph.D.,
and Michael Cappello, M.D. —
have spent the past five years
looking for areas of vulnerability
in the life cycle of the hookworm,
primarily in the genus ancylostoma. Their work with collabora¬
tors in the United States, Britain,
Australia and China has pointed in
two promising directions.
One idea is to develop a
vaccine based on a protein that
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hookworm larvae produce as they
leave their dormant stage and
resume development in the host.
The other line of attack is to target
the worm’s ability to feed on blood
by destroying the anti-clotting
agent the worm releases as it bores
into the intestinal wall.
Among them, the three Yale
scientists have registered two
patents and licensed the tech¬
nology to Biomedisyn Corp., a
Connecticut biotechnology
company that Dr. Hotez hopes will
accelerate the research program.
One of the patents is based on
a discovery made by Drs. Hawdon
and Hotez that may lead to a
vaccine. Working with the Ancylostoma caninum species of worm,
they theorized and were able to
demonstrate that the hookworm
larvae release certain proteins
when they resume their develop¬
ment after a dormant stage in the
host. These Ancylostoma-secreted
proteins (ASPs) are good candi¬
dates for vaccines to stimulate anti¬
bodies against the worms.
“There’s no natural immunity
that people develop against hook¬
worms. But you may be able to
develop an immunity if you
present the immune system with

certain molecules,” says Dr.
Hawdon, an associate research
scientist in pediatrics. Adds Dr.
Hotez: “Our initial immunizations
in mice with ASP showed an
exciting vaccine effect. We hope
one day soon to extend these find¬
ings to humans.” Dr. Hawdon also
developed a polymerase chain
reaction (PCR) test to distinguish
between A. duodenale and N.
americanus, which require
different forms of treatment.
The PCR test is faster and more
reliable than previously available
techniques.
The second patent is based on
the hookworm’s anticoagulant
chemistry. Working in a fifth-floor
laboratory in the Laboratory for
Epidemiology and Public Health
on College Street, Dr. Cappello
isolated the protein that worms use
to prevent clotting. The 9-kilodalton molecule that Dr. Cappello
and colleagues named Ancylostoma caninum anticoagulant
peptide (AcAP) blocks the effects

of blood-clotting factor Xa and
allows the worm to extract a steady
flow of blood from the host.
Not only did the purification of
AcAP last year provide a new
approach to hookworm disease, but
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10,000 worms to go

W

hat’s the significance of
uncovering the
hookworm’s
anticoagulant abilities? “Mike
Cappello’s accomplishment in
isolating the AcAP molecule from
hookworms is nothing short of
spectacular,” says Peter J. Hotez,
M.D., Ph.D., director of the
Medical Helminthology Laboratory
at Yale. “He has solved a problem
that has eluded scientists for
almost a century—namely to
elucidate the mechanisms that
hookworms use to prevent blood
from clotting as they feed.”
The problem was first studied
by Leo Loeb, M.D., at the
University of Pennsylvania in the
early part of the century but was
not solved until 1993, when, after
two years of intense labor, Dr.
Cappello isolated the hookworm
molecule responsible for
anticoagulation. “This required
him to make an extract from
10,000 worms, a feat that will
probably never be duplicated,”
says Dr. Hotez.
Dr. Cappello’s recent paper in
the Proceedings of the National
Academy of Sciences is a
landmark in this field, Dr. Hotez
adds; Dr. Cappello has also
started to uncover the anticlotting
mechanisms of tsetse flies and
other blood-feeding insects. A
Georgetown-trained internist, Dr.
Cappello became interested in
tropical diseases as an under¬
graduate at Brown University in
the early 1980s and again later in
Washington, D.C., while studying
hepatitis among Peace Corps
volunteers. He came to Yale in
1991 as a clinical fellow in the
infectious diseases section of the
Department of Internal Medicine.
Last fall, Dr. Cappello received a
five-year Physician-Scientist Award
from the National Institutes of
Health, which will allow him to
pursue further the AcAP molecule
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as a therapeutic agent for cancer
and heart disease.
Dr. Cappello, an instructor in
pediatric infectious diseases,
feels an affinity for Dr. Leo Loeb,
who was the first to produce a
hookworm extract and show its
effect on blood clotting, according
to a 1904 paper that Dr. Cappello
found while searching the
literature. “What Leo Loeb knew
in 1904 is essentially what we
knew in 1980. The field really
hadn’t advanced appreciably in
70 years.” New technology in the
early 1980s enabled the study of

purified clotting factors, opening
new avenues of inquiry. Dr.
Cappello also located a 1913
paper by Dr. Loeb in the Journal of
the American Medical Association
that showed tumor inhibition in
mice injected with an extract of
leeches, another blood-feeding
organism. Dr. Cappello and
colleagues have demonstrated
the ability of AcAP to prevent
tumor metastasis in mice. “I feel
like his reincarnation at times,”
Dr. Cappello says of Dr. Loeb. “He
was really ahead of his time.” ■

Michael Cappello, M.D., used thousands of hookworms to make the extract
enabling identification of the hookworm molecule responsible for anti-coagulation.
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it revealed this tiny parasite to be
“a self-contained pharmaceutical
manufacturer” in two important
areas, according to Dr. Hotez.
The AcAP molecule could
help patients with cardiovascular
disease, for example. Factor Xa is
believed to play an important role
in the clotting that precipitates a
heart attack, and AcAP might be
useful in the treatment of rethrom¬
bosis, as an alternative to existing
anticoagulant drugs. Heart patients
undergoing angioplasty, a preven¬
tive procedure in which a small
balloon is used to clear narrowed
arteries, often experience a rapid
reclogging of the arteries. AcAP
might be used to prevent this
restenosis, says Dr. Hotez.
The AcAP molecule, recently
cloned and expressed by Drs.
Cappello and Hawdon, also shows
promise in the arena of cancer
treatment. Because clotting
enzymes have been closely linked

to tumor cells. Dr. Cappello set out
to determine whether AcAP might
prevent the spread of tumors. He
and Michael E. Bromberg, M.D.,
an associate research scientist in
hematology, found that the hook¬
worm protein protected a sample
of mice from tumor metastasis.
Drs. Cappello and Bromberg
treated the mice with one injection
of AcAP, then challenged them
with human melanoma cells.
“One treatment completely
protected the mice from lung
metastasis,” says Dr. Cappello,
who is now working in the labora¬
tory to understand the basis for this
protective mechanism.
These are welcome surprises.
Dr. Hotez hopes that spin-off
projects will generate revenue to
help fund vaccine trials in the
developing countries affected by
hookworm. Because the devel¬
oping world lacks wealthy
consumer markets, says Dr. Hotez,

In the lab, questions about
the course of human history
What light can knowledge of
hookworms possibly shed on the
migration of humans into the New
World thousands of years ago?
Quite a lot, says John M. Hawdon,
Ph.D., one of the world’s few
archaeoparasitologists.
Dr. Hawdon, associate
research scientist in pediatrics at
the Yale Medical Helminthology
Laboratory, is the developer of a
polymerase chain reaction (PCR)
test used to distinguish between
the two species of human-feeding
hookworms, Necator americanus
and Ancylostoma duodenale. PCR
is a genetic test that is much
more sensitive and rapid than
previous methods of identifying
the worm species.
Dr. Hawdon realized during a
conversation with his wife,
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archaeologist Susan A. Johnston,
Ph.D., that his test could provide
new evidence in the controversy
over which route—land or
sea—early settlers of the New
World used to reach the Americas
from Asia.
The presence of hookworm in
mummies unearthed in North and
South America has been used to
support the theory that these
early inhabitants must have come
to the New World in boats across
warm Pacific waters. These early
settlers could not have traveled
over land via the Bering land
bridge, according to this theory,
because tropical hookworms
would not have survived the cold
migration lasting several
generations.
Hookworm researchers have

it is difficult to convince drug
companies to invest money in
vaccine development costs that
they are unlikely to recoup through
sales. But because hookworm
disease is of economic concern to
farmers worldwide, and because of
increasing evidence of drug resis¬
tance, the $1 billion-a-year veteri¬
nary market may provide a finan¬
cial incentive for vaccine develop¬
ment. “It’s ironic, and it’s really
kind of tragic,” says Dr. Cappello,
instructor in pediatric infectious
diseases, “but it would be possible
through the revenue generated by
an animal vaccine to fund a
vaccine for humans.”
Dr. Hotez, whose research has
been supported by the National
Institutes of Health (NIH), the
March of Dimes, the Charles E.
Culpeper Foundation and the
American Heart Association,
makes a convincing argument that
hookworm research is a good

shown in recent years, however,
that Ancylostoma larvae remain
dormant, but alive, in tissue for
years. If these northern migrants
hugged the more temperate,
coastal regions as they crossed
into present-day Alaska and
continued south and east,
hookworm larvae could have
survived in a dormant state until
the summer months, when they
would likely resume development
and persist in small numbers.
Additional recent evidence from
China suggests that Ancylostoma
can be transmitted vertically, from
mother to child via breast milk,
further supporting this scenario,
according to Dr. Hawdon.
With help from collaborators
in Brazil, who are supplying
coprolites, or petrified stool
samples, from mummies between
3,000 and 7,000 years old, Dr.
Hawdon is using the PCR test to
determine which kind of worm the
mummies harbored. The other
species, Necator americanus, is
Spring 1996

investment. “Rather than go to the
sea or to a tropical rain forest,
we’re proposing that we look to
these parasites as sources of new
drugs,” he says. “The reason is that
the parasites have done all the
research and development for us.
The R&D is millions of years of
co-evolution with their human
hosts, and they have, in fact, finetuned these molecules to become
perfect agents to suppress inflam¬
mation, to suppress clotting and to
suppress immunity.”
His colleague, Michael
Cappello, echoes that belief:
“There’s the whole question of
'Why should we spend money on
these obscure parasites, which
have no bearing on people in this
country?’And the answer is, 'You
never really know where you’re
going to find something that could
be of tremendous clinical value for
First World diseases.’ This work is
a great example of that.”

Generations ago, another physician
with ties to Yale devoted himself to
finding a solution to the hookworm
problem in China. Edward Hume,
M.D., an 1897 graduate of Yale
College and early president of the
Yale-in-China program, spent most
of 1915 and 1916 conducting an
exhaustive survey of hookworm
infection along the Yangtze River
basin in central China, where
mulberry trees, sweet potatoes and
com are cultivated.
Dr. Hume found varying rates
of infection, from 6 percent in one
group of farmers, to 12 percent in
residents of the Hunan capital of
Changsha, to 100 percent in a
sample of miners in neighboring
Xiangshi Province. Scientific
survey was the essential first step
in Dr. Hume’s plan to fight hook¬
worm. “Nothing can educate either
the public or the health officer as

generally believed to have come to
the Americas across the Atlantic
with the African slave trade. If Dr.
Hawdon’s lab tests find
Ancylostoma to have existed here
first, that evidence would
support—but not prove—the
theory that the earliest migrants
came over the Bering land bridge.

“This would be another piece of
evidence against the boat theory,"
says Dr. Hawdon.
Dr. Hawdon and Dr. Johnston,
who teaches at the University of
Rhode Island, proposed their
hypothesis earlier this year in the
journal Parasitology Today and are
compiling data as Dr. Hawdon

CHANGING SOCIAL BEHAVIOR

conclusively as vital statistics,” he
wrote in the Journal of the Amer¬
ican Medical Association in 1917.
“At present, no one in China
knows what people die of or what
the death rate is.”
Dr. Hume, founder of the YaleChina teaching hospital in
Changsha that is known today as
Hunan Medical University,
proposed that educating miners,
farmers, health practitioners and
schoolchildren would be a good
start toward eradicating hook¬
worm. He believed that if people
knew how hookworm was trans¬
mitted from person to person,
infection rates would drop. Dr.
Hume did not suggest prohibiting
the use of “nightsoil,” as humanbased fertilizer is called in China,
because he doubted his arguments
would change centuries-old prac¬
tices followed by hundreds of
millions of farmers and peasants.
Instead, Dr. Hume hoped he could

conducts his tests in the EPH
laboratory on College Street. “The
simple presence of hookworm in
the Americas does not provide
proof of trans-Pacific contact,”
they wrote in their commentary,
“and given the general lack of
another category of evidence in
support of contact via this route,
we see it as premature to
suggest that it does." The tiny
hookworm may in fact alter the
way archaeologists view the
development and influences of
pre-Columbian cultures. ■

The PCR test developed by John M.
Hawdon, Ph.D., left, cuts in half the
time required to identify the species
of hookworm infecting a patient. Dr.
Hawdon is also using the test on
coprolites to shed more light on the
debate over the route early inhabi¬
tants of the Americas traveled
from Asia.
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Success will
mean “children
who are more
robust, more
energetic, better
able to learn
and to read,
and who have
improved cognitive
development”

convince the rural Chinese to
develop a treatment to destroy the
hookworm eggs present in nightsoil. His efforts were not success¬
ful over the long term, as presentday rates of infection attest.
According to Dr. Richards of
the Yale MacArthur Center, the
cultural landscape of rural China
was as much a reason for this
failure as the land use itself: “The
hardest thing to change in any
country is social behavior. If we
could change social behavior in our
own country, we’d have next to no
disease.” In China, as elsewhere,
the symptoms of hookworm
disease were generally not
dramatic enough to change agricul¬
tural practices that are thousands of
years old. Yet hookworm disease,
called “the germ of laziness” in the
American South of 75 years ago,
has had a profound effect on
humans around the globe. “It’s
difficult to see the disease,” says
Dr. Richards, “because it happens
so slowly.”
In November 1994, eight
decades after the Hume survey,
Peter Hotez traveled to China to
initiate a collaboration with the
Institute of Parasitic Diseases in
Shanghai (formerly the Insitut
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Pasteur of Shanghai and today the
largest institute of its kind in the
world). Again, the first step was a
survey, and this one, too, produced
some interesting numbers. Over a
four-year period that was
completed before the Yale collabo¬
ration, survey teams collected fecal
samples from nearly 1.5 million
individuals across China. “What
they found, which is absolutely
astonishing,” says Dr. Hotez, “is
that 17 percent of them were
infected with hookworm. When
you extrapolate from the popula¬
tion of China—estimated at 1.2
billion by the year 2000—that's
194 million cases of hookworm.”
The survey also indicates that 66
million women of child-bearing
age in China are infected and
poised to pass hookworm on to
their infants.
Working with the Institute for
Parasitic Diseases in China, the
Yale scientists are helping to
analyze the survey data in greater
detail and have taken an initial
stride toward testing the potential
of the ASP molecule as a vaccine.
In a preliminary trial in laboratory
animals last year, the researchers
found that administering the
protein stimulated an immune
response against hookworms. Just
like the vaccinated mice, the dogs
who received ASP were found to
have a reduced number of worms.
Although the small sample size
permits no definite conclusions,
Dr. Hotez and his colleagues found
another encouraging bit of
evidence about ASP: “It also seems
to sterilize the eggs produced by
the adult worms.”
More good news arrived at the
beginning of March, when the
National Institute of Allergies and
Infectious Diseases of the NIH
announced it would fund a $2.5
million, five-year program project
grant for a Tropical Medicine
Research Center at the Institute for
Parasitic Diseases in Shanghai, a
joint undertaking by the Yale
Medical Helminthology Labora¬
tory and the Academy of Natural

Sciences in Philadelphia. The grant
will support continued research in
China and more extensive ASP
vaccine trials. Meanwhile, Dr.
Hotez continues to assist in raising
capital for Biomedisyn, the Woodbridge, Conn., biotechnology firm
headed by Franklin Volvovitz that
has licensed the Yale technology.
Together, the Yale group and
Biomedisyn are pursuing addi¬
tional NIH funding under the Small
Business Innovative Research
Program. “Frank Volvovitz is one
of the few individuals in the
biotechnology industry who
expresses enthusiasm for devel¬
oping products in Asia and for
less developed countries,” says
Dr. Hotez.
If a vaccine is proven effective,
the Yale scientists’ next challenge
will be to surmount the logistical
problems of delivering it to 500
million or more people in rural
China. “The numbers are stag¬
gering,” says Michael Gottlieb,
Ph.D., the NIH program officer
who reviewed the Yale application
for Tropical Medicine Research
Center funding in Shanghai. “Some
provinces have 60 percent, 40
percent of the population infected.”
Dr. Hotez thinks the efforts of
a few researchers working in New
Haven ultimately will benefit
millions of children around the
world, although that victory may
be long in coming. Success will
mean “children who are more
robust, more energetic, better able
to learn and to read, and who have
improved cognitive development.”
Sadly, there are already cheap, safe
and effective vaccines for measles,
tetanus and pertussis, and yet these
are three of the top four killers of
children worldwide; simply devel¬
oping a vaccine will not protect
those at risk for hookworm disease
unless they are sure to receive it.
But Dr. Hotez, who has studied
parasites since he was 14, is in this
battle for the long term. “Even if I
had a vaccine tomorrow,” he says,
“I’d still have a lifetime of work
ahead of me.” ym
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voice
\or diversity
Forrester A. Lee, M.D., a transplant
cardiologist who graduated from the
School of Medicine in 1979, began his
duties as the first assistant dean for
multicultural affairs last fall. His goal?
To expand the traditional minorityaffairs mission to include all members
of the medical school community.

o better reflect and serve the diversity
of its student body, the School of
JL Medicine last fall established a new
Office of Multicultural Affairs and named
Forrester A. Lee Jr., M.D.. a 1979 alumnus
who is associate professor of medicine (cardi
ology) at Yale, to be the assistant dean for
multicultural affairs.
Dr. Lee possesses wide professional
experiences, first as an urban planner who
worked with community organizations in
Harlem in the late 1960s and early 1970s,
and, after entering the medical profession, as
medical director for the Yale Cardiopul¬
monary Transplant and Heart Failure
Program, a position held through last fall.
A native of Plainfield. N.J.. Dr. Lee
studied chemistry at Dartmouth College.
After graduating from Yale medical school,
he completed residency training in internal
medicine at Yale-New Haven Hospital
(YNHH), was chief resident, and served a
cardiology fellowship from 1983 to 1985.
In announcing this new initiative. Dean
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Gerard N. Burrow, M.D. '58,
comments: ‘‘The Yale School of
Medicine is absolutely committed
to increasing the diversity of the
faculty and student body. Dr. Lee is
the ideal individual to lead the new
office. He is a distinguished physi¬
cian and scholar who is committed
to the concept of multicultural
diversity and serves as a wonderful
role model.”
Dr. Lee has been a member of
the Yale faculty since 1985, and
was named associate professor in
1992. From 1984 to 1988, with a
Career Minority Faculty Develop¬
ment Award from the Robert Wood
Johnson Foundation, Dr. Lee
studied cardiac dysfunction events
of diastole and their disturbances
in heart disease.
Since 1986. he has been an
attending physician at YNHH and
the West Haven Campus of the VA
Connecticut Healthcare System.
Since 1988, Dr. Lee has served as
program director of cardiovascular
medicine, and since 1989 as
medical director of cardiac trans¬
plantation and heart failure for the
School of Medicine and YNHH.
Dr. Lee, the grandson of a
1913 Yale University graduate
who received a Ph.D. degree in
sociology, also heads a National
Institutes of Health-funded
summer program at Yale for
minority students interested in
biomedical careers.
The Office of Multicultural
Affairs is located on the first floor
of the Edward S. Harkness Memo¬
rial Hall. Working with Dr. Lee is a
new director of multicultural
affairs, Shafali Lai, a 1992 Univer¬
sity of Chicago graduate who has
taken graduate courses in Amer¬
ican studies at Yale. Together, they
will expand efforts of the Office
for Minority Affairs, established in
1989, that has been superseded by
the Office of Multicultural Affairs.
Helaine Patterson, director of
public information at the School of
Medicine, interviewed Dr. Lee in
early February. Excerpts from their
conversation follow.
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yale medicine:

let’s talk

ABOUT THE ISSUE OF MULTICULTURALISM, FIRST FROM
THE VIEWPOINT OF A FACULTY
MEMBER AND SCHOOL LEADER
AND THEN FROM THAT OF A
MEDICAL STUDENT.

Forrester lee: Multiculturalism means the existence of
diverse cultures, ethnicities and
races that are permitted to flourish
in the belief that the society as a
whole is strengthened by the
contributions of its many
constituencies. Our society’s multi¬
cultural roots have both strength¬
ened and divided our country.
When I was a student, I was more
focused on our failures and not our
successes. For 350 years or so, we
had failed at a basic level to recog¬
nize the humanity of African
Americans to include them among
those “who are created equal.” I
thought of multicultural problems
almost exclusively in racial terms.
The wide racial fault line was the
most obvious and most tragic divi¬
sion. I could not foresee then that
our society would broaden its
racial, ethnic and cultural fabric in
such diverse ways. The Immigra¬
tion Act of 1965 has fundamentally
changed our national demo¬
graphics. The legacy of civil rights
activism has given energy and
direction to new voices. The
society I entered as a physician in
1979 has now changed by virtually
every demographic measure. Is it
possible for this American society
to truly embrace so many different
cultural, racial, ethnic, religious
and class differences? This new
reality of difference and diversity
presents quite a challenge.
CAN YOU GIVE AN EXAMPLE OF
THE DIFFERENCES?

The medical school provides an
obvious example. The campus is
ethnically and racially more
diverse than 20 years ago. A
medical student is as likely to be
female as male. Ethnic and racial

minorities comprise 47 percent of
the Yale School of Medicine
(YSM) first-year class. Who would
have predicted this development
30 years ago? The medical school
is more diverse than Yale College
or any of the graduate and profes¬
sional schools, so it is not
surprising that we have been chal¬
lenged to respond to issues of
diversity. In the nation, immigra¬
tion has transformed the
complexion of communities,
particularly in the South and West.
There are other, perhaps less
obvious, differences. I think that
previously marginalized groups—
whether racial, ethnic, sexual or
otherwise—are more vested in
their minority status as a position
of strength and pride. The idea of
assimilation—the “melting pot”
myth—has been rejected by many.
In color and texture, in tempera¬
ment and attitude, our country has
become more complex. The ques¬
tion is whether the ideal of multiculturalism will prevail: that diver¬
sity can be a source of national
strength and not a caldron for strife
and turmoil.
Unfortunately, the societal
divisions are as deep today as they
were in the 1970s. The sharpness
of those divisions has been more
clearly articulated. Today there
seems less of a consensus or
commitment to what might
simply be called “justice.” We are
at risk of rejecting the idea that
diversity strengthens our national
ideals and positively guides our
national agenda.
ARE THERE POSITIVE
CHANGES, TOO?

The positive side is, of course, the
idea of multiculturalism. This
country takes pride in the multiple
facets of its national identity. Most
in society have some sense of the
struggle that it took to overcome
the odds as an immigrant, a
minority, an outsider from the
mainstream. None of the gains by
minorities came without some
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In color and texture,
in temperament and
attitude, our country
has become more
complex. The question
is whether the ideal
of multiculturalism
will prevail.

transformation of the larger society.
By and large, the mutual dynamics
of change have been positive.
Because of our diversity, we are
able to think more broadly about
issues in the context of shared prob¬
lems of a larger community. The
world has changed so dramatically
that we no longer feel secure in our
own community. We need to be
aware of national and worldwide
issues. It is the possibility of change
that interests me.
WE LIVE IN A GLOBAL
COMMUNITY, WITH A WIDE
RANGE OF PEOPLE WHO HAVE
IMMIGRATED TO THIS COUNTRY.
THE PEOPLE WHO ARE NOW
COMING TO THIS COUNTRY AND
MEDICAL SCHOOL ARE
DIFFERENT THAN THOSE WHO
CAME IN THE LATE
EARLY

1900S—THE

1800s

AND

MELTING

POT PERIOD. ARE PEOPLE
COMING BASICALLY FOR THE
SAME REASONS?

The immigrant groups definitely
are. It’s still the land of opportunity,
and most immigrant groups,
whether they come from Central
America, South America or Asia,
come to take advantage of the same
opportunities provided to earlier
immigrants. Whether poor or rela¬
tively well-off, unskilled or highly
trained, they come to participate in
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a resource-rich society. They come
with ideals; they come prepared to
work hard and sacrifice for the next
generation. Unlike the European
immigrants, they have different
skin colors and often different
cultural and national roots. I don’t
think they enter the country with
the idea that they will “melt.”
Indeed, they look around and see
that, in fact, there hasn’t been a lot
of melting in this society.
AT WHAT POINT DID THE
YALE SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
START DIVERSIFYING ITS
ENROLLMENT?

Going back to the 1970s, of course.

Forrester A. Lee, the School of Medi¬
cine's first assistant dean for multi¬
cultural affairs: “Multiculturalism is
not about tolerance of differences; it
is about celebration and affirmation
of diversity."

there was a sharp upswing in the
number of women, and, within a
decade or so, women achieved
numerical parity with men. There’s
been a dramatic diversification
along gender lines. Black student
enrollment also rose dramatically in
the early ’70s. By 1975, there were
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more entering African American
students in one class than in the
entire first half of this century.
Black student enrollment here and
in the nation has plateaued since
1975. In the last 10 years—actually
closer to five years—there has been
a major increase in Asian American
students, a phenomenon that prob¬
ably was not predictable by admis¬
sions officers in the mid-1980s.
Nationally, the number of black and
Hispanic medical school applicants
and matriculants has not changed
very much in the past 20 years.
Currently, Asian Americans have
had the greatest impact on campus
diversity. Ten years ago, less than 3
percent of the school enrollment
was Asian American. Now they
average approximately 20 percent
of entering classes at Yale and
similar institutions.

It's a challenge for any student
entering a professional career to merge
the demands of training
with the need to maintain a sense
of identity and integrity.

strength from its diversity or as a
balkanized community in which
spoken and unspoken disagree¬
ments create continuing, unre¬
solved tensions.
Not every student comes here
with an identity that is strongly
grounded in his or her race,
ethnicity, religion or sexual prefer¬
ence. For those who do, issues of
identity often yield to the seem¬
ingly paramount issue of becoming
a physician.

WHAT BECOME THE STUDENTS’
RECURRENT THEMES AND THEN

WHAT DO YOU MEAN?

THE CHALLENGING ISSUES?

There is an incredibly strong sense
of community at this medical
school. YSM has old traditions and
has created new traditions to rein¬
force bonds within the community.
Students have a strong sense that
they learn as much from each other
as from the faculty. Most students
would agree that the school’s
increasing diversity has further
enriched this tradition. But
concerns and issues exist. Among
minority students, a central theme
is how to negotiate one’s minority
status in a majority institution. That
is, how does a student preserve his
or her racial, ethnic or sexual iden¬
tity while participating in the
majority community. Some
majority students may feel threat¬
ened—perhaps unconsciously—by
the challenge to their status.
Minority students implicitly
demand equality of status, and
majority students are not always
comfortable in giving ground. The
response to this challenge will
decide whether we continue to exist
as a united community which draws
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For students who have worked hard
to gain admittance to medical
school, it is not surprising that they
come to view themselves first and
foremost as doctors or future
doctors. To some extent, they shed
their ethnic or racial affiliations.
But some students recognize that
they need to reinforce, solidify and
enlarge on their sense of self and
identity within their own ethnicity
so they can participate in the larger
community from a foundation of
strength, centered in whom they are
and not in what other students
expect them to be.
It’s a challenge for any student
entering a professional career to
merge the demands of training with
the need to maintain a sense of
identity and integrity. A student
wants to be able to say that “I am a
physician" and “I am black" or
“Asian American," and “this, in
fact, works positively for me.”
Minority students consistently
have to struggle and deal with prob¬
lems that they encounter in their
social, psychological and educa¬
tional development—problems that

are posed simply because the
students are different from the
majority society. The danger, I
think, for minority students is that
they can give up that struggle too
easily. As soon as students cross
the threshold of medical school,
their future is guaranteed in terms
of economic security and social
position. Students become
concerned less with their place in
life and role in society as they
become preoccupied with the
acquisition of medical knowledge
and skills. Some become contented.
After all, we are healers. But as we
patch and repair, we can become
desensitized to illness—not only
individual but societal.
HOW DO YOU VIEW THE ISSUES
AND CHALLENGES FACING, FOR
EXAMPLE, AFRICAN AMERICANS
AND ASIAN AMERICANS?

For black students, there is always
the task of harmonizing one’s indi¬
vidual goals with those of the
African American community.
There is the self-sustaining drive to
achieve, succeed and be recognized
for your talents. In addition,
medical practice typically brings
one in contact with problems of the
African American community.
Thus issues of racial identity and
community affiliation are always
present. Different students respond
in different ways. It’s probably too
early and, perhaps inappropriate, to
characterize the issues of Asian
American students. Like most
minority groups, they certainly face
issues of stereotyping. They are
relatively new to the medical
campus, at least in terms of their
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current numbers. Will they be chal¬
lenged to find a common ground
for individual and group expres¬
sion? The formation of the Asian
Americans in Yale Medicine
suggests that some will. Will they
seek strategic collaborations with
other minority students to create
new possibilities of change within
the school curriculum and the
profession? This seems likely. Will
their ethnic identities become
effaced by their newly acquired
self-image as a physician? I’m
not sure. It should be interesting
to watch.

including Asian Americans and
sexual minorities: the gay/
lesbian/bisexual community. The
new office was charged with
supporting any individual or group
of individuals who perceived their
position at the medical school as
being in the minority and unsup¬
ported by the institution.
LAST FALL, YOU ASSUMED
YOUR NEW POSITION AND
COMPLETED A SUCCESSFUL
MARTIN LUTHER KING JR.
DAY PROGRAM. WHAT
OTHER PROGRAMS ARE YOU
WORKING ON?

WILL ONE ROLE OF THE OFFICE
BE TO EXPAND TO SERVE ASIAN
AMERICANS?

Absolutely. When the Office for
Minority Affairs was formed in
1989, the office had a mission
statement concerning underrepre¬
sented minorities: African Ameri¬
cans, Hispanics and other histori¬
cally underrepresented minority
groups. The office provided support
services and attempted to provide a
means by which concerns were
articulated and changes could be
effected. The original office was
asked to recruit black students,
support their educational and social
progress, and develop programs
that would allow them to have a
sense of connection to the institu¬
tion and New Haven. As more
Asian American students enrolled,
they began to identify a need for a
similar effort. That led to a school¬
wide discussion which resulted in a
consensus to create a new office
recognizing the presence of diverse
minority groups.
The dean approved the creation
of the new Office of Multicultural
Affairs, and several fundamental
commitments were made: to
strengthen the original purposes of
the minority affairs office and re¬
affirm the school’s commitment to
underrepresented minorities. In
addition, the office would embrace
and support the interests of other
minority groups on campus,
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doorstep. Education and training in
this environment can broaden all of
our horizons and strengthen our
resolve to engage society’s prob¬
lems honestly. The institution and
the community must become part¬
ners in this process. I hope to foster
this also.

Broad programmatic areas will
occupy my time, and new projects
will be defined as we explore the
issues. Our office has to remain
dedicated to the task of expanding
the numbers of underrepresented
minorities at all levels in the
medical center: students, house
staff, faculty and administration.
We have begun the challenging
task of minority faculty develop¬
ment. The level of underrepre¬
sented minorities in our faculty has
not changed substantially in 10
years, currently less than 3 percent
of the faculty. What are the obsta¬
cles and how can they be over¬
come? Our office must respond to
these questions.
Since we exist to support all
minority students, we are presented
with the unique opportunity to
develop collaborations and coali¬
tions among students and faculty to
support changes to curriculum and,
more broadly, the entire process of
education and training. All students
should graduate from Yale with a
full appreciation of the diverse
society in which they will practice
and with competence to do so. We
have already begun identifying
ways to make this possible.
We live in New Haven where
the problems of the so-called
“underclass” are highly visible. At
the same time, Yale-New Haven
Hospital is a regional health
resource. Diversity is at our

For black students,
there is always
the task of
harmonizing one's
individual goals
with those of the
African American
community.

HOW DO YOU ENVISION YOUR¬
SELF HELPING STUDENTS?

Every student, whether a majority
or a minority student, has a right to
feel safe and secure. I don’t mean
physically safe; I mean secure in
the sense of self-worth, self-iden¬
tity and purpose. They must have
hope about the future and develop
goals and aspirations. For minority
students, that’s a real challenge
because they have the dual respon¬
sibility of developing and/or
strengthening their own identity
while, at the same time, pursuing a
medical education. The conven¬
tional wisdom says that white
students are given their identities at
birth. They don’t have to struggle
with a minority status, being
marginalized, stereotyped or irra¬
tionally denied.
But things are changing.
Majority students have to struggle
with the dilemma of being white in
an heterogeneous society that
increasingly rejects any claim to
assumed position and status by the
majority. This obviously can lead to
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unproductive backlash. Only dialog
between majority and minority
students can uncover more positive
responses.
This office can help all
students by encouraging individ¬
uals to expand their personal devel¬
opment, enlarge the capacity for
empathy, and facilitate interactions
w ith others. I hope that we can help
students see the importance of
their becoming competent health
care providers and healers in a
society that is quite diverse and
very complex.
WILL THIS OFFICE HAVE A ROLE
IN EPIDEMIOLOGY AND PUBLIC
HEALTH (EPH)?

Absolutely. Our office will be very
much involved with EPH, both the
students and its programs. I actu¬
ally see EPH as an important
opportunity for the school to be
more relevant to minority students
at Yale. A broad goal of this office
is to help this institution change in
a way that is responsive to and
effective in our multicultural
society. Our students are entering a
profession that engages society
very intimately. They also are
entering a society that is much
more complex and now more resis¬
tant to change compared to when I
was in school. EPH, a potentially
strong ally in re-engaging the
students' interests in the society,
can bring students and faculty
together in educational research
and health care delivery programs
that are responsive to society’s
core problems.
WHAT ARE SOME OF THE
OBSTACLES IN ACHIEVING
MULTICULTURALISM?

The most important obstacle is that
multiculturalism is often perceived
as another political correctness
exercise. It is not p.c., and those
who fail to see this do not under¬
stand how deeply resistant many
people are to the ideal of multicul¬
turalism. Multiculturalism is not
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about tolerance of differences; it is
about celebration and affirmation
of diversity, recognizing differ¬
ences among peoples, and, for our
society, healing the inflicted trauma
arising from those differences.
In some respects, multiculturalism
is an easy sell, like apple pie.
Most do not disagree with it as an
ideal, but few are able to bear the
weight of its daily practice. Others
do not overtly object, but they
express concerns.
One concern, when we talk
about diversity on campuses, is that
we will create a balkanized
campus, where a number of
minority interest groups operate in
separate spheres and do their own
thing, without any sense of engage¬
ment with or responsibility toward
the larger community. That is a

risk. However, when students come
together around racial or ethnic
identities, it is possible for them to
develop a sense of group strength,
loyalty and identity, and as a result,
step more securely into the larger
community. Then interactions and
relationships among groups can
develop that ultimately create a
sum that is greater than the parts.
There’s an opportunity for coali¬
tions of students and minority
groups to act on campus to do
creative things that benefit all
community members.
BUT TO DO IT IS
CHALLENGING?

To do it is extremely challenging.
One great challenge is simply to
give meaningful definition to multi-
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The most important
obstacle is that
multiculturalism is
often perceived as
another political
correctness exercise.

minority students. We continue by
making Yale a comfortable home
for those students and giving them
a sense of identity with the institu¬
tion and its purposes. When they
leave Yale, the institutional ties
should be strong and inviting.
Approximately 15 percent of
students who leave Yale return to
academic careers, but the number
of African American students who
actually stay in academics is
considerably smaller, and why
is that?
ARE THERE ANY IMPORTANT
POINTS FOR ALUMNl/AE TO
THINK ABOUT?

Dr. Lee, a transplant cardiologist who was educated and trained
at Yale, addresses Medical School Council in February in the
Beaumont Room.

culturalism in the context of
medical education and practice. To
some extent, this will inevitably
mean transformations within the
entire institution. Institutional
change is never easy.
WHAT ROLE WILL THIS OFFICE
HAVE WITH FACULTY?

There’s the simple objective that
we have to diversify the faculty in
order to reflect the diversity of our
society. More faculty will have to
become engaged in providing
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multicultural education and training
for students in the classroom and
their research activities.
Unfortunately, diversifying the
faculty is far more challenging than
diversifying the student body. We
will need better understanding of
the problems, better definition of
the obstacles, and almost certainly
commitment of institutional
resources.
Minority faculty development
must be approached with short- and
long-range perspectives. Clearly,
we start by attracting the best

It’s critical for alumni/ae to feel a
sense of responsibility for the
growth and maturation of this insti¬
tution as it moves into the 21st
century, and that their input in
helping the institution find its way
is important. For the minority
alumni/ae, it’s especially important
because minority students need to
see the potential of where their
academic and clinical training can
take them. Students can learn from
alumni/ae—from their mistakes,
successes and their general experi¬
ences. We certainly have minority
graduates who have been enor¬
mously successful as academicians
and practitioners. Their Yale expe¬
riences are part of the history of our
culture at Yale. If you don’t know
your history, you can't move
forward. Minority members of this
community must begin learning
about and telling their history. YM
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Above: Women in the second-year class sing praises in a
tribute to laboratory supervisor Romula Si Ian, to the tune

first act of the second-year show. Honeymoon in Vagus

of Waterloo: "Romula, you give women lockers on the
top! Romula, does your label-making never stop?”

Robert Gifford (played by Dan Coghlin) gets a nasty

Above right: Student Warren Kim readies a prop for the
(X), a spoof of campus life in which Associate Dean
surprise about the condition of the school finances.

i

Critical stage
Few are safe as Class of 1998
mounts its second-year show

A

mong the many rites of passage that secondyear medical students must complete at
Yale—boards, physical exams, venipunc¬
tures—perhaps none is more demanding and
anxiety-producing than the second-year show. This
year’s class showcased a production replete with
humor, witty lyrics and talented musicians, once
again proving that Yale medical students, men
included, can take off their Hippocratic jackets and
don a Thespian dress.
Before an audience of relatives, faculty and
fellow medical students, the two sold-out perfor¬
mances of Honeymoon in Vagus (X) took place in
late February in Mary S. Harkness Auditorium. The
plot revolved around a financial crisis that the
medical school unknowingly incurred by one of its
distinguished faculty members during a $20 million
gambling binge. In an effort to rescue the medical
school, the faculty rise to the occasion using their
uncanny ingenuity to raise money and eventually
pay off the debt, thus saving the school from an
ignoble fate.
Photographs by Corey Lowenstein
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Right: The men of the
second-year class (Angelo
Volandes, right, and Sits
Waikar among them) take
chorus-line approach to the
physical exam in a number
titled Yale Med Sex Ed, to
the tune of New York, New
York. (‘‘Startgetting nude”)

Right: The chorus launches
into the opening number, to
the tune of The. Muppet

Show Theme, and wastes
no time in belittling last
year's production by the
Class of 1997: “This isn't

Heart of Harkness,” they
sing, “this year we’ve done
it right!”

As is tradition, the cast hurled abuse on adminis¬
trators, beloved faculty and the students who put on
last year’s show. Among the many highlights: a
burlesque, all-male chorus line complete with bright
red dresses and stockings satirizing the selection of
physical exam partners, and a Home Shopping
Network-style talent show by the many faculty
members with “non-medical skills,” including Dr.
Stephen Edberg’s knack for aerobics and the
biochemistry faculty’s finesse with interpretive
dance. The show lampooned the tradition of the white
coat to the tune of the Love Boat theme, and painted
Dr. Thomas Duffy in broad strokes as the Modern
Doctor Medical (after Modern Major General).
The Class of 1998 had no shortage of gifted
singers with a beautiful rendition of West Side Story’s
Tonight, a nostalgic opening number sung to The
Muppet Show Theme, and a powerful a cappella
number titled Revelation. A versatile student
orchestra played Broadway musical classics and
jazzy interludes, and a mock-faculty chorus used an
old Paul Simon tune to teach pathology: Alice works
all day cleaning people's clothes! Carbon tetrachlo¬
ride wafting up her nose! I’m not just talking ill,
free radicals can kill! There must be 50 ways to lose
your liver.

Planning for the show began during the summer
following first year and consumed most of the free
time available to students. Nearly all of the 100
members in the class participated in Honeymoon in
Vagus (X). But alas, the lights and make-up are off,
the lyrics a luxurious daydream while studying for the
boards, and the show is but an ethereal memory as
third year looms ahead. To quote the finale: Let the

Above: Professor Pietro
DeCamilli, or the G-Protein
Guy (Christi Cava Here)
lectures during a cell biology
class, as a translator (Nirav
Shah, rear) tries to make sense
of it all. Translation also was
provided for Professor Roland
Baron, or the French Bone
Guy (Daniel Kamin).

wards begin, let the lectures end, the wards begin!
Angelo Volandes, Class of 1998
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A scientific treasure
Rarely seen images from the Cushing Brain Tumor Registry
document the first days of neurosurgeiy

H

arvey Williams Cushing, M.D., returned to Yale in
1933 after an 20-year tenure as Moseley Professor
of Surgery at the Peter Bent Brigham Hospital in
Boston. The charismatic and world-renowned neuro¬
logical surgeon, an 1891 graduate of Yale College
considered to be the father of American neurosurgery.

spent the final years of his life engaged both in the
publication of his definitive monograph. Meningiomas,
and courting his passion for acquiring medical-histor¬
ical texts and incunabula. His collection, along with
those of Drs. Arnold Klebs and John Fulton, created the
foundation for the present-day Historical Library of the
Harvey Cushing/John Hay Whitney Medical Library.
Dr. Cushing’s lesser-known legacy to Yale is the
Cushing Brain Tumor Registry, an astounding collec¬
tion of gross brain and tumor specimens, microscopic
specimens, hospital records and photographs encom¬
passing more than 2,000 neurosurgical case studies
from 1898 to 1936. The archive represents at once Dr.
Cushing's “complete works,” the genesis of modem
neurological surgery as a specialty, and a definitive
model for clinical research and correlation.
Medical student Christopher J. Wahl of the Class
of 1996 first saw the collection, which lay dormant in
storage for decades, during his first year at the School
of Medicine, and later chose it as his thesis topic. An
effort to refurbish the archive in its entirety is now
under way, supported by the section of neurosurgery
and its chief, Dennis D. Spencer, M.D., the Harvey and
Kate Cushing Professor of Surgery.
On view at the Sterling Hall of Medicine is an
exhibit of rarely seen materials from this remarkable

Above: A comparison of two skulls from the Cushing
archive shows the effect of acromegaly, a disorder
caused by excessive secretion of growth hormone.
Left: This clinical photograph of one of Dr. Cushing’s
patients illustrates the engorgement of the temporal
artery, caused by meningioma.
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Left: A young girl with ocular
motor palsy smiles after her
surgery, which removed a pitu¬
itary cyst. Below: Dr. Cushing,
leaning forward at left, performs
surgery in the operating theater
at Peter Bent Brigham Hospital
in Boston more than 60 years
ago. Dr. Cushing, an 1891 grad¬
uate of Yale College, returned to
New Haven in 1933.

collection. Out of Sight, Not Out of Mind: Renaissance
of the Cushing Brain Tumor Registry includes exquisite
black-and-white photographs of Dr. Cushing’s patients
that document the clinical aspects of illness while
providing an intimate portrait of the people who were,
with Dr. Cushing and his colleagues, pioneers in this
new branch of medicine. Also on display are Dr.
Cushing’s richly drawn anatomical sketches, corre¬
spondence bringing the collection to Yale from
Harvard, early neurosurgical instruments, and video of
Dr. Cushing in the operating theater.
The exhibit traces the beginnings of the collection
from Mary Donnelly’s “lost” pituitary specimen at the
Johns Hopkins Hospital to its formal organization and
the role of Drs. Percival Bailey and Louise Eisenhardt
in Boston, through its move to New Haven in 1934, and
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follows the archive into the depths of the student
dormitory in Edward S. Harkness Memorial Hall,
where it has remained a part of medical school lore
ever since. The accompanying text explores the histor¬
ical significance of the registry, its scientific and philo¬
sophical contributions, the scope of its restoration, and
the current state of the art in neurovascular and
epilepsy surgery.
As a result of the exhibit and related publicity,
former patients of Dr. Cushing—one of whom is 99
years old—and their families have contacted the
school. This new correspondence unexpectedly has
provided valuable new information about the lives, and
clinical progress, of the people treated by Dr. Harvey
Cushing. YM
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Medical, nursing
schools open
joint Office for
International Health
The schools of Medicine and
Nursing have established a new
office to assist faculty and students
who are interested in opportunities
in international health.
Michele Barry. M.D., HS 'll81, professor of medicine and co¬
director of the Tropical Medicine
and International Travelers Clinic,
has been named the first director of
the new Office for International
Health. Michael H. Merson, M.D.,
dean for public health, serves as
chair of the office’s advisory board.
"The world is becoming a
smaller place and, in medicine, we
are affected by new and emerging
diseases wherever they occur,”
says Gerard N. Burrow, M.D. ’58,
dean of the School of Medicine.
“The importance of international
health and the increasing interest
by both
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faculty and students has led to the
formation of this office. The joint
sponsorship by the schools of
Nursing and Medicine exemplifies
the health care team approach that
needs to occur more frequently. Dr.
Barry is eminently qualified
because she possesses the broad
view and common sense necessary
for success.”
The office will enhance
communication among depart¬
ments and schools by preparing
and maintaining a database of
international health activities, and
will serve as a clearinghouse for
information about opportunities
abroad for research and clinical
training. Overseas jobs will be
posted on a bulletin board, and the
office will organize a monthly
journal club and start a newsletter.
A database of all faculty involved
in international projects will be
compiled and placed on the
campus network.
Interest in international health
is extensive at Yale. According to a
recent survey, more than 300
faculty members and students take
part in educational, scholarly,
research and consulting activi¬
ties in more than 30 coun¬
tries on six continents.
“For students and
faculty alike, trav¬
eling to other coun¬
tries to work and
study enriches
their educational
and research
experiences,”
says Dr. Barry,
a specialist
in tropical
diseases.
“International
experiences also

give both faculty members and
students a larger perspective on
global health issues, so neither
medicine nor nursing is practiced
in a vacuum.
"Such experiences create
global citizenry and social respon¬
sibility, as well as an understanding
of practicing medicine, or
providing nursing care, in a
different culture,” she says, adding
that international experience will
help providers who work in areas
of the United States with growing
immigrant populations.
In New Haven, Dr. Barry had
organized a mobile program to
provide medical care to homeless
people in city soup kitchens. Now,
all second-year, internal medicine
residents rotate through this
program, learning how to practice
medicine in low-technology
settings similar to those they
encounter in less-developed coun¬
tries. The local program grew
out of Dr. Barry’s experiences as
co-director of the International
Health Program, which sends
physicians-in-training to clinical
and research sites throughout the
developing world.

Alcoholics show lower
relapse rate among
naltrexone users
Findings published in the March
issue of the American Medical
Association’s Archives of General
Psychiatry show a lower rate of
relapse among patients who had
used the medication naltrexone to
treat alcohol problems than among
non-users.
Stephanie S. O’Malley, Ph.D.,
associate professor of psychiatry,
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Dean moving to
advisory position

TO GIVE AWAY MONEY IS
AN EASY MATTER AND

Dr. Burrow rules out
a second term, will
become special advisor
to University president

IN ANY MAN’S POWER.
BUT TO DECIDE TO
WHOM TO GIVE IT, AND
HOW LARGE AND WHEN,

D

ean Gerard N. Burrow, M.D.
’58, has announced that he
will not seek a second term as
dean and will accept an appoint¬
ment as special advisor for health
affairs to Yale President Richard
C. Levin. Dr. Burrow will continue
to serve as dean until a successor
is identified in a process, now
underway.
“With a combination of regret
and satisfaction, I have decided
not to seek a second term as
dean of the School of Medicine,”
Dr. Burrow said in March. “I have
communicated this decision to
President Levin, and enthu¬
siastically accepted his request
that I serve as his Special Advisor
for Health Affairs. I have
suggested, and President Levin
has agreed, that he begin the
search process for a new dean
now, and that I will continue
to serve until my successor
is selected.”
President Levin commented,
“It is with great regret that I have
accepted Dean Burrow’s decision
not to seek a second term. He has
guided the School of Medicine
through a difficult time of
transition. Under his leadership,
science and education have
flourished despite threats of
reduced external support. We are
grateful for the wisdom and
experience that Dean Burrow has
brought to Yale, and we appreciate
his warmth, his sense of humor,
and his enthusiasm for medicine
and for Yale.”
As special advisor to the
president for health affairs, Dr.
Burrow will continue to serve Yale
as a spokesman on national
medical issues and as a fund¬
raiser for the school, President
Levin said. “His experience with
YALE MEDICINE

AND FOR WHAT PURPOSE
AND HOW, IS NEITHER IN

Dean GerardN. Burrow, M.D.

EVERY MAN’S POWER
NOR AN EASY MATTER.

Aristotle

the biotechnology and
pharmaceutical industries will be
of great help as the University
expands its role in biomedical
science and technology transfer.
We intend to work together to
develop stronger federal and
private support for medical
research and education, and
advocate for both the medical
school and for science in general
on the national scene.”
In announcing his decision,
Dean Burrow noted that he has
served a total of nearly nine years
as medical school dean at the
University of California at San
Diego and Yale.
The 14th dean of the Yale
School of Medicine, Dr. Burrow,
who specializes in endocrinology
and thyroid disease, leads an
internationally recognized medical
school committed to excellence in
teaching, research, clinical care
and community service.
A member of the Yale medical
faculty for 10 years, Dr. Burrow
returned as dean in July 1992,
from the University of California at
San Diego. In addition to his
leadership in American academic
medicine, Dr. Burrow also
possesses extensive experience
in the Canadian health care
system, having spent 11 years
in Toronto, where he was
physician-in-chief at Toronto
General Hospital and the Sir John
and Lady Eaton Professor and
chairman of the Department of
Medicine at the University of
Toronto from 1981 to 1987. ■
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and colleagues examined the
persistence of naltrexone’s effects
on drinking outcomes among alco¬
holics following discontinuation of
treatment; they also determined
whether coping skills therapy
improves long-term outcomes as
compared with supportive therapy.
While patients initially treated
with naltrexone experience lower
relapse rates and fewer alcoholrelated consequences soon after
discontinuing treatment. Dr.
O’Malley says that the advantage
of naltrexone vs. placebo appears
to diminish over a longer period of
time. “This study suggests that
continued treatment with nal¬
trexone beyond the current 12week periods may be beneficial for
some patients. Given that absti¬
nence during treatment is a strong
predictor of alcohol-related diag¬
noses at the end of the follow-up
period, those patients who have not
been able to attain a sustained
period of abstinence may be candi¬
dates for longer-term naltrexone
treatment.” Investigators are
now collecting data to answer
that question.
The study included 80 of 97
alcohol-dependent subjects who
were randomly chosen to receive
naltrexone or placebo and either
coping skills therapy or supportive
therapy for 12 weeks. They were
assessed over a six-month period.
The researchers found that the
effect of naltrexone therapy on
abstinence rates persisted only
through the first month of follow¬
up. Among subjects who received
placebo, coping skills therapy was
associated with decreased levels of
drinking in final months of the
follow-up. The percentage of
subjects who avoided relapse over
the entire follow-up period was
higher for naltrexone than for
placebo. Subjects who received
coping skills training had better
clinical outcomes than those who
received supportive therapy.
The study findings note that
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only one-third of the naltrexone
subjects had resumed drinking
with a full syndrome of alcohol
abuse or dependence after six
months compared to nearly twothirds of the placebo subjects.

In vitro procedure
offers new hope to
infertile couples
Thanks to a new in vitro fertiliza¬
tion procedure implemented by
physicians at the School of Medi¬
cine, Yale-New Haven Hospital
(YNHH) was home to the first
child bom in Connecticut using the
ICSI-MESA process. Intracytoplasmic sperm injection-microepididymal sperm aspiration (ICSIMESA) allows physicians to
harvest sperm from men who
normally would not ejaculate due
to a congenital absence of the vas
deferens, or the ejaculatory duct.
After the sperm harvesting process
is completed, the sperm is injected
directly into the woman's

harvested egg. It is the combina¬
tion of the two procedures that
makes this method unique.
Last summer, when Desire and
Mark Laderoute of Meriden,
Conn., became parents of a baby
girl, Yale became the first medical
center in the state to employ this
technique successfully. Ervin E.
Jones, M.D., associate professor of
obstetrics and gynecology at the
School of Medicine and chief of in
vitro services at YNHH, performed
the procedure. Stanton C. Honig,
M.D., a surgical urologist in New
Haven, is the member of Dr. Jones’
team who performed the MESA
procedure. Several other successful

Above: New Haven urologist
Stanton C. Honig, M.D.,
explains the ICSI-MESA
procedure performed by Yale
physician Ervin E. Jones,
M.D., left.
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pregnancies have also been
achieved with the ICSI-MESA
method at Yale.

Beta-carotene
study halted after
early findings
Findings that beta-carotene
supplements may not only fail to
prevent cancer but, in some cases,
may actually increase the risk of
the disease were the basis for the
discontinuation of a national study
conducted, in part, by the Yale
Cancer Center.
Funded by the National
Cancer Institute, the 10-year BetaCarotene and Retinol Efficacy
Trial (CARET) was designed to
determine whether supplements of
the anti-oxidant offered any
protective value among groups at
high risk for lung cancer. A review
of the data showed 28 percent
more lung cancers and 17 percent
more deaths were among those
taking beta-carotene and vitamin
A. The results, which were similar
to those of a 1994 study of male
smokers in Finland, led investiga¬
tors to bring an early end to
CARET.
The national trial included
18,314 smokers, former smokers
and asbestos-exposed workers,
many of them former shipyard
employees in southeastern
Connecticut. “Even though
asbestos exposure had been
stopped, thousands of workers
remain at high risk for lung
cancer,” says Mark Cullen, M.D.,
professor of medicine and public
health, and director of occupa¬
tional and environmental medicine
who was the principal investigator
for the Connecticut component of
the study. “The goal of our study
was to find a safe way to lower
that risk.”
CARET was premised on
strong evidence that people who
eat a lot of fruits and vegetables
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rich in beta-carotene and vitamin
A have much lower risks of lung
cancer than those who don’t.
Those beneficial effects, however,
apparently do not translate to
vitamin supplements. A
companion study of more than
22,000 U.S. male physicians
found that beta-carotene supple¬
ments had no significant effect—
positive or negative—on cancer or
heart disease in this population of
mostly nonsmokers.

Money-saving needle
biopsies employed to
detect breast cancer
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As much as $1 billion in health
care costs could be saved annually
in the United States by replacing
the standard surgical biopsy used
to diagnose breast cancer with a
less-costly needle biopsy tech¬
nique. This information was
presented in December at the 81st
Scientific Assembly and Annual
Meeting of the Radiological
Society of North America.
“As more women have
mammograms, more biopsies will
be required to determine if the
abnormalities seen are cancer,”
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says Carol H. Lee, M.D., associate
professor of diagnostic radiology
at the School of Medicine. “In fact,
most of the abnormal masses or
calcifications detected by
mammography turn out not to be
cancer. On average, we must
perform between three and four
biopsies to diagnose one cancer,”
says Dr. Lee, one of the authors
who presented the information.
An estimated one-third of the
U.S. health care budget for breast
cancer is spent on biopsies—the
great majority of them performed
using open surgical techniques. In
the needle technique, called stereo¬
taxic core biopsy (SCB), an X-rayguided needle is used to remove a
small core of tissue from the

breast. It typically costs one-half to
one-fourth the amount of open
surgical biopsy. It is also less
painful and disfiguring, requires
only local anesthesia, and has a
very short recovery time.
In the Yale study, an SCB was
performed on 405 breast lesions
from July 1992 through February
1995. The researchers determined
the costs of each diagnosis based
on the type and size of abnormality
seen on mammography. Savings
were calculated using Medicare
reimbursement data for 1995, Dr.
Lee says. Abnormalities were char¬
acterized as masses or calcifica¬
tions that were indeterminate,
suspicious or highly suspicious for
cancer. The overall average cost

savings per case was $590 with
SCB. According to Dr. Lee, the
greatest number of women were
spared open surgical biopsies
when the lesions were masses
rather than calcifications.
Overall, 221 women with
masses were saved open biopsy.
“The greatest savings were seen
with indeterminate masses. In this
group of 157 patients, SCB yielded
a definitive diagnosis in 91 percent
of cases and saved an average of
$694 per case,” explains Dr. Lee.
Of 151 women with calcifications
seen on mammography, 103 did
not require subsequent biopsy.
The lowest savings were for highly
suspicious calcifications. “Fortyfive percent of these patients were

Bound for Brazil
A

team of surgeons gathers on
the steps of Sterling Hall of
Medicine in March before leaving
for Manuas, Brazil, on a mission
to provide surgery gratis to this
remote corner of South America.
The surgical team was
assembled by Ronald C. Merrell,
M.D., chairman and Lampman
Professor of Surgery, wearing
hat, and was led by John A.
Persing, M.D., professor and
chief of the section of plastic and
reconstructive surgery, standing
to Dr. Merrell’s right. The group
performed more than 100
operations during the two-week
journey, under the auspices of
the Interplast chapter at Yale and
the Instituto de Medicina
Tropicale in Manuas.
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The Boyer Center
for Molecular
Medicine
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spared surgical biopsy,” says Dr.
Lee, “and, because of the differ¬
ence in cost between SCB and
open biopsy, there was still an
overall savings of $226 per case.”

Boyer Center
celebrates 5 years
of basic research
To celebrate the fifth anniversary
of Yale’s Boyer Center for Molec¬
ular Medicine, scientists and
physicians who conduct research
in the facility held a two-day
symposium in March on their
current research.
Robert H. Horvitz, Ph.D.,
professor of biology at the Massa¬
chusetts Institute of Technology,
presented the keynote address on
Genetic Control of Programmed
Cell Death. The spirit of the day,

however, was the synergy and
vitality bred by the Boyer Center
program and structure.
“The original concept of the
center—to group M.D.s and
Ph.D.s from different disciplines
along programmatic lines—
provides many opportunities for
scientists who are studying the
same issues from different
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perspectives to collaborate with
one another,” said Vincent T.
Marchesi, M.D., Ph.D., the Boyer
Center’s director and the Anthony
N. Brady Professor of Pathology,
Cell Biology and Biology. “This
diverse group of individual
researchers has, we believe,
created a fertile environment for
scientific discovery. There is also a
very practical element to bringing
together this concentration of
talent: By pooling physical
resources, such as laboratory
equipment and space and support
personnel, we reduce the cost for
supporting their work.”
Researchers on each of the
Boyer Center’s four floors concen¬
trate on a primary area of study,
including molecular neurobiology,
molecular genetics, molecular
oncology and development, and
molecular cardiobiology. They all
hold appointments at the School of
Medicine, and many also are affili¬
ated with the Howard Hughes
Medical Institute (HHMI). At the
symposium, they presented
current research on topics ranging
from molecular genetics to cell
proliferation.
Designed by architect Cesar
Pelli, the 70,600-square-foot,
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curvilinear building at 295
Congress Ave. was completed in
February 1991. The center’s
construction was made possible by
a $10 million gift from Herbert W.
Boyer, Ph.D., and his wife, Marigrace. Between 1963 and 1966,
Dr. Boyer was a postdoctoral
fellow at Yale, and in 1976 co¬
founded Genentech, Inc., a driving
force in the establishment of the
biotechnology industry.
In addition to the Boyers' gift,
major support was made possible
through benefactors, including the
HHMI which contributed $ 15
million toward construction costs
for the research space and has
appointed investigators in center
programs. The Lucille P. Markey
Charitable Trust contributed funds
to establish the oncology and
development program. Substantial
gifts also came from the Ira W.
DeCamp Foundation, the Walter J.
and Lille A. Berbecker Scholar¬
ship Fund, and the Kresge Founda¬
tion, whose gift was matched by
alumni/ae and friends of the
medical school.

New England
Journal editor
provides glimpse
of the future

I

t takes two to three weeks
to produce an issue of the
New England Journal of
Medicine and deliver it to
subscribers. With a personal
computer, a fast modem and a
telephone line, readers can
now take delivery in just seven
minutes, according to Editor-inChief Jerome P. Kassirer, M.D.
Dr. Kassirer visited the
School of Medicine in March to
discuss Tomorrow’s Journals:
In Ink or Bytes? at the annual
meeting of the Trustees and
Associates of the Harvey
Cushing/John Hay Whitney
Medical Library. The New
England Journal has been
available to subscribers
electronically through the
National Library of Medicine’s
MEDLINE service; in late
March, the 184-year-old
publication launched a World
Wide Web site on the Internet,
allowing millions to browse
portions of the journal
without charge.
Computer networks have
vastly increased the potential
of academic journals to
transmit information quickly,
inexpensively and, in some
cases, with the added value
made possible by the unique
properties of the computer,

Jerome P. Kassirer, M.D.

Dr. Kassirer says. For example,
without the space limitations
of the printed page,
researchers may include large
amounts of data in their
articles, available to the
reader with the click of a
mouse button. Electronic mail
and discussion forums enable
instant communication among
readers, authors and editors.
As electronic publishing
becomes more widespread,
how will the scholarly world
preserve the integrity of what’s
published? “Peer review is
as essential in this sphere
as elsewhere, to check
researchers’ tendency to fall
in love with their data and
interpretation before reviewers
tone it down,” says Dr.
Kassirer, professor of med¬
icine at Tufts University.
Editors have not yet taken
full advantage of the speed of
the digital edition of the New
England Journal, which is
posted simultaneously with
the release of its printed
counterpart. But that step is
coming, Dr. Kassirer says: “We
will save that [two to three
weeks in production] time as
soon as we have an important
paper that needs immediate
publication.” ■

Vincent Marches!, M.D., Ph.D.
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Morton Glickman appointed
associate dean for faculty affairs

M

Morton G. Glickman, M.D.

orton G. Glickman, M.D., a
radiologist, clinical scientist
and educator who has served on the
Yale School of Medicine faculty
since 1973, has been appointed to
the newly established position of
associate dean for faculty affairs.
In announcing the appoint¬
ment, Dean Gerard N. Burrow,
M.D. '58, said that “Dr. Glickman
has wide respect among the faculty,
which is very important in dealing
with faculty issues. In his role as

Women’s Health Program gets

J

anet B. Henrich, M.D., associate
professor of medicine and of
obstetrics and gynecology at Yale
and an attending physician at
Yale-New Haven Hospital, has
been named director of the
Women’s Health Program at Yale.
In her new position, she will
broaden the ongoing educational,
research and clinical activities that
focus on women’s health.
The comprehensive program
strives to improve the quality of
health care for women, foster
research in women’s health, better
integrate women’s health and
gender-related concepts into the
medical curriculum, and enhance
the education and training of
physicians in women’s
comprehensive care.
“The increasing scientific
information about the influence
of gender differences on health
and disease has expanded our
concept of women’s health.”
Dr. Henrich says. “Women’s health
issues, therefore, are a major
YALE MEDICINE

vice chair and acting chairman of
radiology, he has dealt extensively
with departmental issues of
appointment and promotion. This
extensive academic affairs experi¬
ence will serve the institution well
in his decanal role.”
Dr. Glickman, professor of
diagnostic radiology and surgery
(urology), will work with depart¬
ments on recruiting, appointing and
promoting faculty members. He
also will advise faculty members on
academic promotion matters, which
he says is especially important as
the medical school readjusts the
way it responds to new challenges
in the profession.

new leader

public health problem in the
United States.”
One of the most important
factors underlying the interest in
women’s health and teaching
women’s health in medical schools
is the increasing number of women
entering the health professions,
especially the discipline of
medicine, Dr. Henrich notes. Since
the beginning of this century, the
proportion of women physicians
has increased threefold, from six
to 17 percent. By the year 2010,
the proportion of women
physicians is projected to increase
to 30 percent. At Yale, the entering
enrollment for the past two years
has averaged 51 percent women.
Dr. Henrich, who received B.S.
and M.D. degrees in 1964 and
1968, respectively, at the
University of Michigan, has served
on the medical faculty and hospital
staff since 1982. Most recently,
she spent 18 months at the
National Institutes of Health (NIH)
in Bethesda, Md., where she

served as a special
assistant in the
Office of Research
on Women’s Health
and in the Center
for Population
Research. She
worked with the NIH
and other
Janet B. Henrich, M.D.
government
agencies to address
recent congressional
mandates on physician education
and training in women’s health and
helped develop the conceptual
framework and components of a
comprehensive medical school
curriculum on women's health.
The Women’s Health Program,
originally known as the Women’s
Health Initiative at Yale, was
founded in 1992 by Florence
Comite, M.D., associate professor
of medicine, obstetrics and
gynecology, and pediatrics, and
encompassed the triple mission of
clinical care, research and
education. ■
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During Dr. Glickman’s tenure
at the Yale School of Medicine, he
established the angiography
service, vascular radiology service
and, as it evolved, the interven¬
tional radiology service. He was a
pioneer of small vessel angiog¬
raphy, working first in the head and
then the chest, abdomen and
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extremities. His clinical research
has centered on developing means
of repairing anatomic abnormalities
that interfere with fertility in
women.
Among his Yale medical
school activities. Dr. Glickman
directed diagnostic radiology’s
medical studies program for
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Sterling Professor of Medicine
and Epidemiology, Yale University
Press, 1996.
The Psychology of Men:
Psychoanalytic Perspectives,
edited by Frederick M. Lane,
M.D. ’53, HS ’54-59, et al., Yale
University Press, 1996.
Follow-Up of Cancer: A Handbook
for Physicians, fourth edition by
David S. Fischer, M.D., clinical
professor of medicine,
Lippincott-Raven (Penn.) 1996.

What Every Woman Must Know
About Heart Disease: A Nononsense Approach to
Diagnosing, Treating, and
Preventing the No. 1 Killer of
Women by Siegfried J. Kra, M.D.,
associate clinical professor
of medicine, Warner Books
(N.Y.) 1996.

Empathy and the Practice of
Medicine, now in paperback,
edited by Howard M. Spiro, M.D.,
professor of medicine and
director of the Program for
Humanities in Medicine; Mary G.
McCrea Curnen, M.D., clinical
professor of epidemiology and
pediatrics; and the late Enia
Peschel, Ph.D., formerly co¬
director of the Program for
Humanities in Medicine and
assistant professor (adjunct) of
medicine, et al., Yale University
Press, 1996.

What Every Woman Needs to
Know About Menopause by Mary
Jane Minkin, M.D. '75, HS ’7579, associate clinical professor
of obstetrics and gynecology, et
al., Yale University Press, 1996.

Zenzele: A Letter for My
Daughter, by J. Nozipo Maraire,
a fourth-year neurosurgery
resident and EPH student,
M.P.H. Class of 1996, Crown
(N.Y.) 1996.

Multivariable Analysis: An
Introduction by Alvan R.
Feinstein, M.D., HS ’52-54,

Treating Eating Disorders, edited
by Joellen Werne, M.D. '70,
Jossey-Bass (Calif.) 1996.

Heart Healthy Cooking for All
Seasons by Marvin Moser, M.D.,
clinical professor of medicine, et
al., Pocket Books (N.Y.) 1996.
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medical students from 1980 to
1991. He also has served on the
Human Investigation Committee
and the Clinical Curriculum
Subcommittee.
Gary Kopf, M.D., professor of
cardiothoracic surgery and director
of pediatric cardiac surgery, was
named a Paul Harris Fellow by the
Rotary Foundation of Rotary Inter¬
national. The fellowship, awarded
in December, was presented in
appreciation of his donating profes¬
sional services and operating on
children with congenital heart
defects from places such as
Trinidad, Jamaica, Korea, Russia,
Africa and South America.
Siegfried J. Kra, M.D., associate
clinical professor of medicine, was
a guest lecturer in February for the
Smithsonian Associates program
entitled The Science of Aging in
Washington, D.C.
Ronald C. Merrell, M.D.,
chairman and the Lampman
Professor of Surgery, was keynote
speaker in January at the Bioethics
Network annual meeting in
Houston. His topic was Ethical
Issues in the Emergency Room:
Maintaining Professional Integrity.

Dr. Merrell also spoke in March on
Telemedicine: Its Application to
Clinical Practice and Education at

the Johnson Space Center in
Houston. He has been appointed to
the U.S. Medical Licensing Exami¬
nation Committee responsible for
design of computer-based case
simulations.
Leonard M. Milstone, M.D. ’70,
HS ’75-77, professor of derma¬
tology, was presented in June with
a Distinguished Service Award by
the Foundation for Ichthyosis and
Related Skin Types at its biannual
meeting in San Diego. Dr. Milstone
was recognized for contributions
during more than five years of
service as chairman of the founda¬
tion’s medical advisory board.
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Students honored for community service

T

D. Alison Buckser, a second-year
public health student from
Worcester, Mass., who has focused
on domestic violence, gender
discrimination and women’s health
issues. She has volunteered at a
women’s health clinic in the
community.
Jennifer F. Chiu, a second-year
medical student from Moraga,

Yale medicine

Corey Lowenstein

he School of Medicine has
honored 12 Yale students
with Community Service
Awards, recognizing their
outstanding volunteer service to
individuals and organizations in
New Haven.
Robert H. Gifford, M.D., HS
’66-67, associate dean for educa¬
tion and student affairs, presented
the awards to the students—eight
in the medical school, two in
public health, one in nursing and
one in the Physician Associate
Program—at the school’s annual
Martin Luther King Jr. Day obser¬
vance on Jan. 15.
“As physicians and health
care professionals to be, they are
beginning to grapple with societal
problems that affect our personal as
well as our national health,’’ Dr.
Gifford said at the ceremony.
“Their community work is as
important to our curriculum as
the study of anatomy.”
The outstanding students
were selected on the basis of their
exemplary leadership, commitment
and dedication to community ser¬
vice, and their volunteer projects.
They are:

Robert H. Gifford, M.D., associate dean for education and student affairs,
introduces the recipients of the 1996 Community Sen’ice Awards.

Calif., who assumed leadership
roles in Buddies Just for Kids,
which matches Yale students with
children who are inpatients at YaleNew Haven Hospital and outpa¬
tients, for friendship and support
during the children’s illnesses; and
in the Prenatal Care Project, where
students assist with prenatal care
for pregnant women. She serves as
the second-year medical class
representative to the Committee
Overseeing Volunteer Services
(COVS) at the school.
Tanya E. Froehlich, a second-year
medical student from Meadville,
Pa., who volunteers at Project
HOPE (Homeless Outreach
Program for Enrichment), in which
students help run health clinics
for homeless individuals in the

New Haven area. She helps coordi¬
nate the weekly clinics in the
adult homeless shelter and also
organizes the Homeless Healthcare
Lecture Series.
Rebecca Ann Froines, a graduate
nursing student from Somerville,
Mass., who has been an organizer
and volunteer at the health clinic at
the Downtown Soup Kitchen.
Steven C. Jacoby, a second-year
medical student from New York
City, who co-chairs the COVS and
helped lead the Hunger and Home¬
lessness Awareness Week Benefit
Auction. He volunteers with
Project HOPE and the Students
Teaching AIDS to Students
(STATS) program; last summer, he
volunteered with the 1995 Special
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Olympics World Games in
New Haven.

Left: Students look over items
offered for silent bidding.
Below: Robert H. Gifford. M.D.,

Michael A. Joseph, a second-year
public health student from
Brooklyn, N.Y., has contributed to
the lives of New Haven's young
adults through his participation in
the STATS program and through
the Health Professions Recruitment
Exposure Program (HPREP) as a
mentor and program leader.

associate dean for education
and student affairs, dons his
auctioneer's hat to start the
bidding at Auction '95: The

third annual Homelessness and
Hunger Benefit organized by
Yale medical students. The
November event raised more
than $10,000for local relief
organizations.

Lisa S. Lipschitz, a second-year
medical student from LaJolla,
Calif., who has co-chaired the
CO VS and also served as co-coor¬
dinator of the Hunger and Home¬
lessness Awareness Week Benefit
Auction and shift coordinator for
Project HOPE'S Columbus House
clinic. She also has worked with the
Prenatal Care Program and the
Adolescent Substance Abuse
Prevention (ASAP) program.

Harry Bishop

Michelle E. Parker, a second-year
medical student from Baltimore,
who serves as co-president of the
local Physicians for Social Respon¬
sibility chapter and has worked to
address issues of inner-city
violence. She helped organize a
conference on the epidemic of gun
violence, and created a poster
competition for local elementary
school students on the theme What
gun violence means to me.

Lysiane A. Ribeiro, a second-year
medical student from New York
City, who has served as a mentor to
New Haven young adults through
her leadership in the Student
National Medical Association, the
Minority High School Research
Apprentice Program and with the
STATS project.
Leah Shinbach, a first-year physi¬
cian associate student from Shandaken, N.Y., who has volunteered
on issues of poverty, inner-city
violence and race relations in New
Haven. She organized a city-wide
meeting with city administrators,
students and representatives from
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homeless shelters to discuss plans
for a project to remove guns from
street circulation.
Sujatha Singaracharlu, a secondyear medical student from Bloom¬
field Hills, Mich., who has served
as co-leader for the Adolescent
Substance Abuse Program, working
with elementary school children
and administrators. She also has
volunteered for Project HOPE at
Columbus House.
Ashley E. Wivel, a second-year
medical student from Kensington,
Md., who serves as a leader of the
Buddies Just for Kids and the
Anatomy Teaching Program (ATP).

In the ATP, Career High School
students come to the medical
school’s human anatomy laboratory
and receive instruction from
medical students and faculty.

Auction funds
distributed to
New Haven programs
Nearly 20 New Haven homeless
and hunger relief organizations
benefited from Auction ’95, a
student project which raised more
than $10,000.
Auction ’95, the third annual
Homelessness and Hunger Benefit
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organized by Yale students,
was held in November; funds
were distributed in February
to the following organizations:
Columbus House, the
Community Action Agency of
New Haven, Connecticut
Food Bank, Downtown
Evening Soup Kitchen, FISH,
the Hill Health Center, the
Innercity Community Coffee
House, the Immanual Baptist
Shelter, Life Haven, Loaves
and Lishes, New Haven Cares,
New Haven Home Recovery,
the New Haven Homeless
Resource Center, Rachel’s
Table, St. Luke’s Services,
St. Thomas More, Crossroads,
Douglas House and Project
HOPE.
The money raised will
be used to pay for food
and shelter, along with equip¬
ment and supplies including
stoves, refrigerators, supply
cabinets, thermometers, tables
and linens.
This year’s auction raised
$3,000 more than the previous
year, with bids for weekend
getaways at faculty members’
homes in Maine, sailing
excursions with the School of
Medicine dean, and evenings
of musical entertainment by
faculty and students.

NEXT issue:

Details of the renovation of
Edward S. Harkness
Hall, which will begin this
summer with an expanded
and redesigned food-service
area, a new health and exer¬
cise fitness center and
improvements to dormitory
rooms, beginning with
high-speed Internet connec¬
tions. Completion of the
first phase of renovation is
expected in December.

Yale Medicine

Student completes first Yale clerkship in Bombay

S

usan S. Wolfe was a third-year
student who wanted to
experience first-hand the practice of
medicine in a developing nation. She
fulfilled that longing this year as the
first Yale medical student to serve a
clinical clerkship in Bombay, India.
“I arranged to take a month off
from Yale and began exploring ideas
for a clerkship with Dr. Anyan.”
Walter R. Anyan Jr., M.D., HS ’66-68,
professor of pediatrics, and Prasad
Devarajan, M.D., assistant professor
of pediatrics, put Ms. Wolfe in touch
with colleagues in India, who
arranged two pediatric clerkships
in municipal and private hospitals
in Bombay. The colleagues in India
also were able to arrange a
residency at Bombay Hospital
for Ms. Wolfe’s husband, Bill
Greene, M.D., a resident at YaleNew Haven Hospital.
For the first week, Ms. Wolfe
worked at Sion Hospital, a
government-run facility where all
care and medicine is administered
free to patients in the city and
surrounding villages. She then
served a clerkship at Bombay
Hospital, where patients pay for
medical care, and spent several
days in the leprosy unit of a
dermatology clinic.
It was at Sion Hospital that Ms.
Wolfe learned the most about
treatment in the developing world.
“At the municipal hospital, treatment
is very rustic and done on an
outpatient basis,” she says. “They
see 2,000 or more people a day and
use physical exams for initial
diagnoses, then they send them
home. If a person returns without
any improvement, then tests are run
and they may be admitted to make a
more accurate diagnosis." During
this time, she witnessed treatment
for diseases such as leprosy,
malaria, tuberlosis and typhoid fever.
“The private hospital is run more
like a U.S. hospital, where diagnosis
is made after tests are run,”
observes Ms. Wolfe. “The municipal
hospital has antiquated lab equip¬

Susan Wolfe with a mother and child
she met while traveling in Jaipur in north¬
western India.

ment; syringes and gloves are
reused, and supplies are always in
demand. But, even with these dated
materials, the system actually works
quite well.”A severe problem Ms.
Wolfe noticed was the lack of public
health education, specifically about
AIDS. “Another big difference was
that patients still do not believe in
questioning physicians. There is no
give and take in the doctor-patient
relationship, as we have here.”
“Our department encourages
students to seize these
opportunities whenever they can,”
comments Dr. Anyan. “The
combination of learning pediatrics in
a fine medical center and working in
a novel geographic location has
provided many students with superb
clinical experiences during their
pediatric clerkships.”
After their month of clerkship
and residency was served, the
traveling couple trekked through
Nepal, visited Jaipur and saw Ms.
Wolfe’s mother, who lives in New
Dehli. Both Ms. Wolfe and Dr.
Greene look back on their trip as a
fascinating and rewarding
experience and hope to work in Third
World countries in their future.
Rosalind D’Eugenio
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Martin Luther King Jr. Day
Left: Roger Wilkins, the Clarence J. Robinson Professor of History
and American Culture at George Mason University, lectured on
Racial Strife: Can We Heal? as keynote speaker at the medical
school's Jan. 15 obsen’ance in honor of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
Above: Professor Wilkins, seated next to Forrester A. Lee, M.D.,
assistant dean for multicultural affairs, reviews his notes before
his speech.
Below: Children with the Daedream Ensemble from LincolnBassett Elementary School in New Haven sing at the commemora¬
tion ceremony.
Photographs by Corey Lowenstein

ALUMNI/AE

Morris A. Wessel, M.D. 43, HS
’48-51, was presented in September
with the first Distinguished Alumni
Award by the Yale Pediatric Alumni
Association. The award is given to a
Yale-trained or affiliated physician
for achievement in areas that extend
beyond the office, clinic and labora¬
tory, into the community.

Jack L. Strominger, M.D. ’48,
Higgins Professor of Biochemistry
and Molecular Biology at Harvard,
was one of six scientists presented
in September with Lasker Awards.
The scientists will share the basic
research award for solving a funda¬
mental problem in immunology:
how T cells recognize foreign
proteins in order to start the immune
system’s defense reaction.

Walter L. Herrmann, M.D., HS
’55, professor emeritus of obstet¬
rics/gynecology at University of
Geneva in Switzerland and past
chairman and professor of obstet¬
rics/gynecology at University of
Washington, Seattle, has retired and
lives opposite the North Wall of the
Eiger Peak in the Bernese Alps.
Leland E. Hilburg, M.D. ’54, of
Vallejo, Calif., retired in March
after 42 years in pediatrics, flight
medicine and occupational medi¬
cine with the closing of Mare Island
Naval Shipyard in Vallejo, Calif.
Harry C. Miller Jr., M.D. ’54,
retired in July as chairman of the
yale medicine

NEWS

Department of Urology at George
Washington University. He
writes: “They made me professor
emeritus, nice honor, gives me
free parking in D.C. forever!
Useful in finishing two books I’m
involved in. ‘Unemployment’
means time to travel and see all
five grandsons. Took two skiing
in December at our place in
Snowmass, Colo.” His wife, Kari,
retired in December from the real
estate business. “She was top
producer in November so it was a
good time to stop. Now we are
dangerous—no responsibilities
except two dogs—have car,
will travel.”
Joseph S. Pagano, M.D. ’57,
director of the University of
North Carolina (UNC) Lineberger
Comprehensive Cancer Center and
professor of medicine, microbi¬
ology and immunology at the UNC
School of Medicine, has been
named vice president and president¬
elect of the Association of American
Cancer Institutes.
Normand E. Girard, M.P.H. ’58,
has retired as president of
Somerville Hospital in Massachu¬
setts after 28 years. He is a fellow of
the American College of Hospital
Administrators and former
chairman of the Massachusetts
Hospital Association, Metropolitan
Boston Hospital Council. Mr. Girard
founded the Massachusetts Council
of Community Hospitals.

Members of the classes of 1994 and
1995 and guests attend a Boston
reception in February, one of a
series ofalumni/ae events being held
around the country.

Germain L. Boivin, M.D., HS ’6364, of Ottawa, Ontario retired in
June 1994 as medical advisor of
Health and Welfare of Canada.
Joseph F.J. Curi, M.D. ’64, of
Goshen, Conn., won a silver medal
in the “three-on-three” basketball
competition in the 1995
Connecticut Senior Olympics. He
participated in the 55 to 59 age cate¬
gory, the youngest level in the
competition.
Dennis G. Egnatz, M.D. ’67, was
named director of the corporate
medical program at Sara Lee Corp.
in Winston-Salem, N.C.

Victor W. Hurst III, M.D. ’62, HS
’62-65, ’68-69, has been appointed
chief of staff at Bay front Medical
Center in St. Petersburg, Fla.

Robert L, Marier, M.D. ’69,
director of University Hospital
since 1993, has been named acting
dean of the Louisiana State Univer51

sity School of Medicine, where he
had been chairman of the Depart¬
ment of Health Systems Research
and Public Health.

C. Norman Coleman, M.D. ’70, of
Weston, Mass., was named a fellow
of the American College of Radi¬

ology in September at the annual
meeting in Boston. Dr. Coleman, in
practice at the Harvard Joint Center
for Radiation Therapy, was selected
for his outstanding contributions to
the field of radiology.
Richard N.W. Wohns, M.D. ’77,
of Tacoma, Wash., has entered the
Executive MBA program, 13th
class, at the University of Wash¬
ington and is scheduled to graduate
in June 1997.

Doctor,; how can I
thank you?”

“

ow many times have you heard this question from
your patients? Your answer can lead to a way to
help the Yale School of Medicine. A gift from your
patient to the School honors you and guarantees
the continuation of our tradition of excellence in
teaching and patient care into the 2ist century.

“Yale School of Medicine was and remains
extremely important to me in the ongoing development

of

my busy practice. I am proud of my close relationship with the School,
even though I am geographically far from New Haven. My patients
regularly take an interest in my research and clinical activities, and I

Alicia I. Barela, M.D. ’81, staff
physician in obstetrics and gyne¬
cology at Santa Teresa Community
Hospital, the Permanente Medical
Group, was recently appointed
clinician-patient communications
consultant for the San Jose,
Calif., facility.
Marian T. Hannan, M.P.H. ’81,
Sc.D., was named second vice pres¬
ident of the National Association of
Rheumatology Health Profes¬
sionals at its annual scientific
meeting in October. In 1995, she
received a doctor of science degree
from Boston University.
Edwin Trevathan. M.D., M.P.H.,
HS ’82-84, has been named
director of the Comprehensive
Epilepsy Center at the University of
Kentucky College of Medicine.
Nathan D. Wong, M.P.H. ’85,
Ph.D. ’87, associate professor and
director of preventive cardiology at
the University of California, Irvine,
College of Medicine, has been
named a fellow of the American
College of Cardiology.

am more than happy to share with them my fondness
for Yale n order to stimulate their interest in the School’s mission."
Dudley Seth Danoff, M.D. '63, F.A.C.S.
Beverly Hills, California

I am a proud graduate of Yale
School Of Medicine and an active participant in the teaching

“My patients know that

program. They also know that one of the best ways to make me
happy is

to give to my alma mater.”
Mary ]ane Minkin, M.D. 75
New Haven, Connecticut

Brochures promoting the School are available for
display in your office, to generate the revenue
needed to continue our standard of excellence.
Free copies are available from:
Bonnie Sargent
Office of Development
Vale University School of Medicine
P.0. Box 7611
New Haven, Connecticut 06519-1714
Or call:

203.785.6760
3

Ira S. Meisels, M.D. ’90, has been
appointed a staff physician at
Memorial Hospital of Rhode Island
in the department of medicine
(nephrology) in Pawtucket. He is
also a clinical instructor of medi¬
cine at Brown University School
of Medicine.
Christopher Fey, M.D. 93, a resi¬
dent in radiology at Beth Israel
Hospital in Boston, was married
Sept. 9 to Sarah Wood Steams at St.
John’s Episcopal Church in Wash¬
ington, Conn. Mrs. Fey received a
master’s degree in graphic design
from Yale in 1993.
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OBITUARIES

IN

MEMORIAM

Alfred E. Bacon Jr., M.D. '49
January 4,1996

Walter A.L. Thompson
Walter A.L. Thompson, M.D., died
June 6 at Kent and Queen Anne’s
Hospital in Chestertown, Md. He
was 83.
Dr. Thompson graduated from
Yale School of Medicine in 1935.
Following an internship at Gallinger
Hospital, now D.C. General
Hospital in Washington, he
completed his residency at New
York Orthopaedic Hospital. During
his military service with the U.S.
Army Medical Corps, he was
assigned to Walter Reed Army
Medical Center, where he was chief
of orthopaedic service from 1946
to 1947.
From 1959 to 1977, he was
professor and chairman of the
department of orthopaedic surgery
at New York University Medical
Center, and was regarded by many
in his profession as a pioneer in
advanced surgery of the spine.
Dr. Thompson was a diplomate
of the American Board of Ortho¬
paedic Surgery and a member of
other orthopaedic associations.
He co-authored Peripheral Entrap¬
ment Neuropathies with Harvey R
Kopell, M.D., in 1963, and was a
collaborating author of Howorth’s
Textbook of Orthopedics in 1952.

Charles B. Cheney
Charles B. Cheney, M.D., died Jan.
20 at his home in North Branford,
Conn. He was 83.
Dr. Cheney received a B.A.
degree from Yale College in 1934
and graduated from the School of
Medicine in 1941. During World
War II, he served as an Army
officer, attaining the rank of major,
and received four medals and three
combat stars.
Yale medicine

From 1949 until his retirement
in 1993, Dr. Cheney had a private
practice in the New Haven area. He
was assistant associate chief of
obstetrics and gynecology at YaleNew Haven Hospital from 1971 to
1982, and taught at the medical
school from 1947 to 1980, when he
was appointed clinical professor of
obstetrics and gynecology.
Dr. Cheney served as former
president of the Connecticut Society
of the American Board of Obstetri¬
cians and Gynecologists and, from
1964 to 1976, on the Connecticut
Medical Examining Board.

Clement F. Batelli, M.D. ’28
January 27,1996

Grace E. Bergner, M.D..HS '44-45
October 2,1995

Edmund R. Blower, M.D. '37
1992

David Morse Bull, M.D. '62
December 21,1995

Charles B. Cheney, M.D. '41
January 20,1996

James R Dunn, M.D. '53
December 19,1995

Alfred S. Evans

William Fleeson, M.D. '42
November 13,1995

Alfred S. Evans, M.D., died of
complications due to cancer on Jan.
21 at his home in North Branford,
Conn. He was 78.
Dr. Evans received an M.D.
degree in 1943 from the University
of Buffalo and, in 1960, a M.P.H.
degree from the University of
Michigan. He served twice in the
Army, as a public health officer in
Japan at the end of World War II and
as chief of the hepatitis research
center at the 98th General Hospital
in Munich from 1950 to 1952.
In the late 1940s, Dr. Evans
began his studies of infectious
mononucleosis while on a fellow¬
ship at Yale and served as assistant
professor of preventive medicine
from 1950 to 1952. He was
chairman of the department of
preventive medicine and director of
the state Laboratory of Hygiene at
University of Wisconsin School
of Medicine. From 1952 to 1966,
while at the University of
Wisconsin, he demonstrated that
mononucleosis was transmitted
by kissing and dubbed it “the
kissing disease.”

Chesterfield G. Gunn Jr., M.D. '50
July 30,1995

Marla Y. Hooks, M.D., HS '85-89
July 9,1995

Kenneth R. Morgan, M.D. '42
December 11,1995

John S. Pullman, M.P.H. '59
December 17,1995

J. Richard Zahn, M.D. '38
January 1,1996
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He returned to Yale in 1966
as professor of epidemiology and
director of the World Health
Organization serum reference
bank. In 1988 he was named the
John Rodman Paul Professor of
Epidemiology and Public Health
Emeritus. Dr. Evans was
renowned for his work in infec¬
tious disease epidemiology, espe¬
cially in the fields of viruses as a
cause for cancer and infectious
mononucleosis.
His contributions included
establishing the infection quaran¬
tine programs for the Apollo space
missions. Dr. Evans also was a
consultant for Navy nuclear subma¬
rine programs, a consultant to the
surgeon general from 1975 to 1988
and a founder and former president
of the Society of Medical Consul¬
tants to the Armed Forces.
With his brother, he was co¬
owner of Falcon’s Flight Farms in
Litchfield, Conn. He was a life
member of the American Guernsey
Cattle Club.

Russell B. Scobie
Russell B. Scobie, M.D., of
Newburgh, N.Y., died of a severe
stroke on Feb. 21 at St. Luke’s
Hospital. He was 92.
Dr. Scobie, a retired 60-year
pediatric physician, was a 1929
graduate of Yale medical school. In
1936 he moved to Newburgh and
joined the staff at St. Luke’s
Hospital, where he eventually
became its chief of pediatrics. He
also was a civilian consultant at
West Point Military Academy and
past president of Yale Alumni in
Medicine. In 1991 he received the
highest awarded by the Association
of Yale Alumni, “The Yale Medal”
for outstanding service to Yale and
in 1995, he was awarded a
doctorate of humane letters by
Mount Saint Mary College.
He pioneered a study in the
1940s aimed at fighting tooth decay
and convinced Newburgh officials
to add fluoride to the public water
supply to help prevent cavities.
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1995-96
Association of Yale
Alumni in Medicine
Officers
Russell B. Scobie, M.D.

Lycurgus M. Davey, M.D. ’43
President

Nicholas M. Passarelli, M.D. ’59
while the neighboring city of
Kingston, the control group, did
not. Ten years later, 13- and 14year-olds in Newburgh were found
to have 50 percent fewer cavities.
Dr. Scobie’s study is still frequently
cited to demonstrate the benefits of
fluoridation.
With his wife, Katherine, who
died in 1992, Dr. Scobie spent
much of his life traveling the world
speaking about the benefits of
adding fluoride to public water.

Clement F. Batelli
Clement F. Batelli, M.D., died Jan.
27 at Harborside Health Center in
Clearwater, Fla. He was 94.
Dr. Batelli received an M.D.
degree in 1928 and a Dr.P.H. 1937,
both from Yale. After interning at
the Hospital of St. Raphael in New
Haven, he joined the New Haven
Health Department where he
worked for 37 years, beginning as a
school physician, becoming
director of the Bureau of Commu¬
nicable Diseases and Tuberculosis,
and serving as health officer before
retiring in 1966.
He developed a program for
tuberculin testing and X-ray
screening for New Haven high
school students and expanded this
program to surrounding communi¬
ties. The program continued for 30
years. Dr. Batelli also instituted a
diagnostic X-ray unit in the foyer of
the former New Haven City Hall
and expanded the X-ray screening
program to local industry.
Bom in Milan, Italy, he lived
most of his life in New Haven until
moving to Florida in 1992.
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AFFAIRS

A fond farewell
S

erving as director of alumni
affairs at the Yale School of
Medicine for the past six years has
been an honor, a privilege and a
challenge for me. In 1961, after I
left New Haven to start a practice in
York, Pa., my wife, Janet (a Yale
School of Nursing graduate), and I
returned to New Haven for our
reunions. We also visited many
friends in the city on the way back
and forth to our vacations on
Martha’s Vineyard. I have always
felt a part of the school.
When Nick Spinelli stepped
down as director, I called Dr.
Michael Kashgarian, a member of
the search committee, to recom¬
mend one of my classmates for the
job. In the course of our conversa¬
tion it was suggested that I send an
application. I did so and began
work for the school in 1990.
This summer I will pass the
baton. The time has come for me to
spend quality time with my family,
which endured both of my profes¬
sional careers.
When I left Pennsylvania, I
brought with me to Yale the experi¬
ence of years of private practice and
the perspectives and attitudes of
alumni/ae who were removed from
the academic atmosphere of New
Haven. It allowed me to represent
their interests and concerns to the
administration. I am particularly
pleased that, as director of alumni
affairs, I have been able to work
closely with our medical students
and to share my private-practice
and life experiences with them. I
have taught anatomy in the
dissecting laboratory to first-year
students throughout the academic
year, and have enjoyed my contact

Yale Medicine

with students as a member of the
Medical School Council, and
through attendance at meetings of
the Medical Student Council and
the Committee for the Well Being
of Students. I have taught our
students to be teachers themselves
by offering an anatomy course to
high school students from the New
Haven community.
The Yale System has great value
and is in most aspects the same as
when I was a student. It continues
as the underlying philosophy that
charges us to compete with
ourselves, not our peers. I teach and
I learn, and this connection has
enriched me. The pride I have taken
in being a graduate of the Yale
School of Medicine has grown
further during my tenure as director.
Our students continue to be among
the best and they will soon join us
as members of the Association of
Yale Alumni in Medicine.
In recent years, we have
strengthened the alumni/ae class
structure so that class secretaries
work closely with local classmates
to arrange reunion seminars and
social events. In addition, newslet¬
ters and journals from individual
classes are increasing and strength¬
ening the association.
The Yale School of Medicine is
again in transition. President
Richard Levin is leading the selec¬
tion process to choose a successor
to our dean, Gerard N. Burrow,
M.D. ’58, who has decided not to
seek a second term. The funding
available for research and income
from clinical practice are uncertain.
It is in times such as these that our
alumni/ae are asked to increase
their support of the School of Medi¬

cine, both programmatically and
financially. I encourage you all to
do this. Yale needs us now.
As I step down, I know that the
Association of Yale Alumni in
Medicine will grow in strength of
numbers and relevance to the
school. It has been a privilege to
help lead the AYAM, and I will
continue to dedicate my energies to
the future needs of the school. I
look forward to seeing you at
reunion in June.
Arthur C. Crovatto, M.D. ’54
Director of Alumni Affairs

New alumni/ae directory
Five years have passed since pub¬
lication of the last School of Medicine
Alumni Directory. An update of this
volume has been a high priority, and
next spring, another, more impressive
edition of the directory will debut. It
will include more than 12,000 medical
school, public health and physician
associate alumni/ae, as well former
house staff and post-doctoral fellows.
The Bernard C. Harris Publishing
Co. Inc. soon will begin mailing a
questionnaire to compile the data for
this project. Your cooperation will help
us publish an accurate, compre¬
hensive directory.
The publisher guarantees the
confidentiality of this database and
takes steps to safeguard against any
inappropriate use of it or the directory.
Nevertheless, if you prefer not to be
listed, and hence, not to be contacted
by Harris Publishing, please write to
us soon at: Office of Alumni Affairs,
Yale School of Medicine, P.0. Box
7613, New Haven, CT 06519-0613.
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REUNION

Friday, June 7
8 a.m. to 7 p.m. Registration
Sterling Hall of Medicine Rotunda
1 p.m. Class Reunion Program
Class of 1956, 40th Reunion
Hope Building, Room 203
2:30 p.m. Alumni Fund Class
Agents Meeting
Sterling Hall of Medicine
Steiner Room
3 p.m. Association of Yale Alumni
in Medicine Executive Committee Meeting
Sterling Hall of Medicine
Beaumont Room
4 p.m. Welcome to Reunion
Hope Building, Room 110

WEEKEND

367 Cedar St.
7:30 p.m. New Haven Ravens
baseball game Yale Field
8 p.m. Damn Yankees starring
Jerry Lewis
Shubert Theatre, College Street

Special presentation:
The X-ray: 100 Years of Progress
Bruce L. McClennan, M.D., chairman
and professor of diagnostic radiology
5 p.m. Dean’s Reception
Medical Historical Library
333 Cedar St.
6:15 p.m. Barbecue Buffet
Edward S. Harkness Hall

7-8

President Lycurgus M. Davey, M.D.
State of the School Address:
Dean Gerard N. Burrow, M.D.
Alumni in Medicine Distinguished
Service Award Presentation

Saturday, June 8

12:15 p.m. Sherry
Edward S. Harkness Hall
367 Cedar St.

7:30 a.m. to 7 p.m. Registration
Sterling Hall of Medicine Rotunda

12:30 p.m. Buffet luncheon
Edward S. Harkness Hall

7:30 a.m. Continental breakfast
Sterling Hall of Medicine
Beaumont Room

1 p.m. Golf, Yale Golf Course
Conrad Drive

9:45 a.m. Faculty seminars
Yale Radiology: The Future
Hope Building, Room 216
Introduction:

Bruce L. McClennan, M.D.
Greetings and remarks:
Lycurgus M. Davey. M.D. '43 March,
president of the Association of Yale
Alumni in Medicine
Dean Gerard N. Burrow, M.D. '58

JUNE

TOPICS AND participants:

Education: C. Carl Jaffe, M.D., professor
of diagnostic radiology and academic
director of the Center for Advanced
Instructional Media at Yale
Teleradiology and Telemedicine: Henry
"Chip" Swett, M.D., associate professor of
diagnostic radiology and clinical director
ofPACS and Teleradiology
The Next Dimension: Kevin W. Dickey,
M.D., assistant professor
of diagnostic radiology
11 a.m. Annual Meeting of the Association
of Yale Alumni in Medicine
Hope Building, Room 110
Welcome and Remarks: AYAM

2:45 p.m. Guided tours:
1. Yale Center for British Art
2. Historic New Haven/Eli Whitney,
Museum with new A.C. Gilbert Gallery
3. Yale-New Haven Medical Center:
Children's Hospital, Medical Library,
Magnetic Resonance Imaging Center,
Telemedicine Laboratory, Boyer Center
for Molecular Medicine
7:30 p.m. New Haven Ravens
baseball game Yale Field
For additional information contact:
Connie Q. Tolliver
Assistant to the Director
Office of Alumni Affairs
Yale University School of Medicine
P.O. Box 7613
New Haven, CT 06519-0613
Telephone 203-785-4674
Fax 203-785-4327

Special Presentation
Asssociation of Yale Alumni in Public Health
Spring Workshop and Annual Meeting - Friday, June 7
8 a.m. Joint Annual Meeting of
AYAPH and YUHAAA Board
9 a.m. Registration and coffee
Laboratory of Epidemiology and Public
Health (LEPH) lobby and patio,
60 College St.
9:45 a.m. Welcome
Travis K. Hendricks, M.P.H. '77,
president of the AYAPH, Winslow
Auditorium, 60 College St.
Announcement of the Distinguished
Alumni Award Recipient
10 a.m. - 1 p.m. The New Health Care:
Impact Across Sectors

9 a.m. Friday, June 7
Hope Building, Room 110

1 p.m. Luncheon and keynote address
Leaders, Followers and Roadkill:
HMO Challenge of the Year 2000
Michael H. Owens, M.D., M.P.H. '78,
vice president, Cigna Health Care
of California
For additional information contact:
Carolyn Millman, M.P.H. '84
Coordinator for Alumni/ae Affairs
Epidemiology and Public Health
Yale University School of Medicine
60 College St.
New Haven, CT 06510-0834
Tel 203-785-2827
Fax 203-785-7296

REMEDY: Developing World Medical
Aid and Yale School of Medicine
Moderator: William H. Rosenblatt,
M.D., assistant professor of anesthesi¬
ology and founder and president
of REMEDY
Participants: Harold Robles,
president and founder of the Albert
Schweitzer Institute for the Humani¬
ties: David G. Silverman, M.D.,
professor of anesthesiology and vice
president of REMEDY

DEVELOPMENT

Baby boomers: the new philanthropists?
Americans of all ages, all stations
in life, and all types of disposition
are forever forming associations.

A

Alexis de Tocqueville

re you or your spouse having a
birthday this year with 50
candles on the cake? How about
next year, or at least before 2014? If
so, then you are among 78 million
Americans in possibly the most
famous demographic cohort in the
history of the world.
Baby boomers, welcome to
the middle years. Among your new
responsibilities will be taking a
leadership role in philanthropy and
volunteerism, including active
participation in the alumni/ae asso¬
ciation of your alma mater, and
in meeting the fund-raising needs
of your old school. Are you
ready? Are you willing? Will you
be generous?
Detailed studies of giving
patterns of Americans have been
conducted for many years, with
certain basic information wellknown (see chart). Nearly half of
all donations goes to religious orga¬
nizations. About 10 percent, or
roughly $12 billion, goes to higher
education, which has shown
increased levels of giving (inflation
adjusted) in the 1990s. Alumni/ae
account for about one-quarter of the
money raised. Bequests and
deferred gifts, such as charitable
gift annuities, are increasing as a
percentage of all donations.
Most of America’s charitable
giving, as one might expect, still
comes from the age group that
controls the bulk of the wealth—the
parents and grandparents of baby
boomers. These two generous
YALE MEDICINE

generations grew up in the first half
of the century, in an era that bred
the habit of giving and a cultural
tradition of philanthropy. They
learned to be loyal to charities that
clearly demonstrated trustworthi¬
ness in the community. Govern¬
ment was not yet the dominant
player in funding social programs,
education or medical research.
Women had more time to serve as
volunteers; men typically made the
big gift decisions. The philan¬
thropist had a hero’s status in town.
That era is long gone. In the
global village of the 1990s, the big
stars are basketball players and
movie actors, not philanthropists.
Baby boomers suffer from informa¬
tion overload and donor fatigue.
Everyone’s mailbox and phone line
is inundated with pleas from worthy
causes, from AIDS to the ozone
layer. The Chronicle of Philan¬
thropy reports that “Americans
have become fed up with directmail appeals from charities.”
The end of old-style philan¬
thropy mirrors other key societal

trends, such as the steep nationwide
membership decline in civic and
fraternal organizations, as well as
voter turnout, down nearly 25
percent between 1960 and 1990.
Changing patterns of political
participation and civic engagement
are discussed at length in Bowling
Alone: America’s Declining Social
Capital, by Harvard history

professor Robert D. Putnam in the
Journal of Democracy (January

1995). While new mass-member¬
ship organizations such as the
American Association of Retired
Persons are growing. Professor
Putnam points out that “the only act
of membership consists of writing a
check for dues or perhaps occasion¬
ally reading a newsletter.” Organi¬
zations that were built on direct
participation are suffering. For
example, membership in the
Shriners is down 32 percent since
1979. The same trend is reported by
the PTA, Red Cross and Boy
Scouts, among other groups. His
point is that “more Americans are
bowling today than ever, but

1994 Charitable Contributions - Private
Total Giving: $129.88 billion
Uses {$ in billions)
Corporations

$6.11
Bequests
$8.77 -

Foundations
$9.91

Religion
$
Education
Human Services
Health
Arts & Humanities
Environment & Wildlife
Other

58.87
16.71
11.71
11.53
9.68
3.53
17.85

Source: AAFRC Trust for Philanthropy
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(45.3%)
(12.9%)
(9.0%)
(8.9%)
(7.5%)
(2.7%)
(13.7%)

bowling in organized leagues has
plummeted.” “Bowling alone”
means significantly less “social
interaction and ... civic conversa¬
tion over beer and pizza.”
There are complex reasons for
all of this isolation. Television is the
most obvious culprit, and now
computers are a growing factor.
Today we have online communi¬
ties, where faceless strangers with
common interests are socially inter¬
active on the Internet. Is this kind of
civic engagement a poor replace¬
ment for the old neighborhood front
porch and town green? Surveys
show that people are socializing
less than ever with their next-door
neighbors. Perhaps, through the
magic of cyberspace, the global
village is everyone’s neighborhood,
no matter what bedroom commu¬
nity they live in.
The Independent Sector, a
policy and research organization
that studies philanthropy and notfor-profit agencies, conducts a bien¬
nial survey on giving and volunteerism. It indicates that people
have less time to give to charity
work, a predictable consequence of
a hectic modem lifestyle. When
people volunteer less, the data
show, they give less.
According to an article in
American Demographics (July
1994), boomers “distrust authority,”
and have a “tentative attitude
toward established institutions,”
clearly a legacy of the 1960s. A
1995 survey by the U.S. Trust
Company of New York indicates
that affluent boomers have earned
their money, not inherited it, and
they are not confident about an
early or easy retirement.
Before they give money, skep¬
tical boomers want to see an organi¬
zation's financial report, not a warm
and fuzzy brochure. They want to
see short-term measurable results
from their donations. This is espe¬
cially true for working women who
now earn and control significant
dollars. Where the older generation
enjoyed a black tie dinner at the
Plaza Hotel, boomers like to put on
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their sweats for a bike-a-thon. With
precious little quality time to spend
at home, they like to involve their
young children in events.
As boomers move toward
prominent positions in their profes¬
sions and enter their peak earning
years, they will begin to gain
control of additional assets through
inheritance. Planned-giving vehi¬
cles, such as charitable remainder
trusts and charitable gift annuities,
will help baby boomers re-invest in
their alma maters, renewing a
connection that is based on shared
interests and concerns—an ideal
situation for charities that seek
long-term relationships with
alumni/ae and donors. Yale School
of Medicine needs support now, but
it must also take the long view, and
it must continue to offer concrete
reasons and flexible terms for baby-

boomer alumni/ae to stay active
and generous.
Unlike fund-raising and
biomedicine, demographics is an
exact science that can predict the
future. Precisely 25 years from now
the first wave of baby boomers will
be turning 75, the Class of 1971
will be celebrating its 50th reunion,
and the School will need to
continue the periodic updating of
the laboratories in the 30-year-old
Boyer Center for Molecular Medi¬
cine. Between now and the year
2021, there is no way to predict
which member of the Class of 1971
might win the Nobel Prize, or who
among that cohort will step forward
and make the crucial leadership gift
to Yale School of Medicine.
David Davison
Director, Individual Major Gifts
david.davison@yaie.edu

Looking ahead to 2021
“My loyalty to Yale is not a matter
of tradition alone, but a lasting
appreciation for how I was taught
medicine. That's why / made a
specific commitment to support
medical student research. Yale
School of Medicine was meaningful
to me on a personal and social
level. Most of all, it provided me
with a deeply satisfying career. For
me, these are values that make
philanthropy worthwhile. ”
Richard i. Moggio, M.D. ’71
Pound Ridge, N. Y.

U.S. News and World Report
recently ranked Yale among the
top three among researchoriented medical schools, along
with Harvard and Johns
Hopkins. More than bragging
rights, this means we know we
have to raise more funds from
alumni/ae if we are going to
stay competitive. Since 1992,
Yale School of Medicine has
raised $241 million toward a
$285 million five-year capital

campaign, including $80 million
from individuals. An intense
effort to obtain campaign gifts
from alumni/ae will mark the
last year of the campaign. Fortynine percent of Yale School of
Medicine alumni/ae participate
in fund-raising annually, an
excellent rate among peer
institutions.
This year and next, the
Classes of 1971 and 1972 will
celebrate their 25th reunions at
Yale School of Medicine. They
represent the demographic
leading edge of the baby boom
generation that attended
medical school. The donations
they make at this milestone
event will be a revealing
measure of things to come. If
the commitments of the reunion
gift chairs are any indication, the
future of giving will be positive:
Richard I. Moggio, M.D. ’71 of
Pound Ridge, N.Y., has made a
$100,000 commitment, and
M. Felix Freshwater, M.D. ’72 of
Coconut Grove, Fla., has made
a $125,000 challenge gift.
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LETTERS

Plenty of paranoia

and are poor defensive weapons in
most situations, especially given
the element of surprise. I have also
been close to the tragedy handguns
can cause, in the death of a friend
and disfigurement of another.
I'm also glad to see in the work
of Jerome and Dorothy Singer
some evidence for what I believe to
be the perfidious influence of tele¬
vision violence. Sometimes we
seem to forget that we do learn by
seeing, hearing and imitating.

To the editor:

The psychiatrist Jerrold Post
(.Political paranoia and the radical
right. Fall 1995) must surely

understand the pathology of para¬
noia, and yet he himself displays a
curious bit of paranoia when he
confines this disorder to the right.
According to Dr. Post, radical,
paranoid right-wingers are banded
together in a conspiracy against the
rest of us good guys.
While the well-meaning
doctor may be a perfectly compe¬
tent psychiatrist, I should like to
point out that he is a lousy histo¬
rian. Paranoid Hitler was a
socialist. Paranoid Stalin sent tens
of millions to their graves. Paranoid
Mao Tse-tung killed perhaps
hundreds of millions, and continues
to rattle China even after his death.
Paranoia ignores the bound¬
aries of political correctness.
John Barchilon, M.D. ’65
Sherman Oaks, Calif.

Jerrold Post replies:

In discussing the political paranoia
that characterizes the radical right,
there was no intent to imply that
paranoia is confined to the right.
There is indeed political paranoia
of the left as well, and the subject
of political paranoia could fill a
book—which it will. My forth¬
coming Political Paranoia: The
Psychopolitics of Hatred (Yale
University Press) analyzes both
Stalin and Hitler. Dr. Barchilon
does err in characterizing Hitler as
a leftist and socialist. While his
party was called the National
Socialist Party, Hitler was a fascist,
whose hate-mongering, right-wing
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Sarah H. Knutti, M.D.
Kennett Square, Pa.
via e-mail

rhetoric continues to inspire
the radical political right in the
United States.

A simple answer
To the editor:

I am the 82-year-old widow of
Ralph E. Knutti, M.D. ’28, a former
director of the National Heart Insti¬
tute. I am also a physician, almost a
Yale graduate (having been
accepted in 1935, but also having
elected to go to Johns Hopkins
instead because it was a bit farther
from the parental arm), and presi¬
dent of a computer-user group. I’m
also a former member of the
National Rifle Association.
I plan to send copies of
Answers to violence (Fall 1995) to
legislators, hoping that perhaps it
will instigate violence-prevention
efforts like those taken by the
medical school and the city of
New Haven.
I can see no excuse for hand¬
guns in the hands of the ordinary
citizen, even though I owned one
myself. They are useful only for
target practice or shooting people.

Touched by greatness
To the editor:

I read with pleasure the fine article
about the Yale 39th General
Hospital Unit and Dr. Max Taffel
by Karen Baar (A long, hard job in
the Pacific, Fall 1995). I was too
young to have participated, but in
reflection, wish I had been pail of
that grand effort.
Max Taffel was dear to the
hearts of countless surgical resi¬
dents who trained under him in
succeeding years. As a budding
neurosurgical resident, I felt espe¬
cially close to Dr. Taffel, because
he had been an active neurosurgeon
during the war, but was mystified
that he had gone back to mere
general surgery.
Wonderful stories about him
abounded in the late 1950s, and I
recall one such event when I was a
very junior surgical resident, fortu¬
nate enough to scrub with him
alone one late day. Dr. Taffel was
most meticulous, and loathe to
expose his patients to the clumsi-
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How to reach us
Yale Medicine welcomes news
and commentary. Please send
letters to the editor and news
items to Yale Medicine, P.O. Box
7612, New Haven, CT 065190612, or via electronic mail to
ymm@yale.edu, and include a
daytime telephone number.
Submissions may be edited for
length, style, and content.

ness of a junior resident. He was
known to moan and complain
throughout his cases, “Why, oh
why, do I always get these terrible
cases?” and to describe the really
good exposure as the “Black Hole
of Calcutta.”
I was a bit taller than Dr.
Taffel, and after he had passed a
ligature around the cystic artery in
this gallbladder case, he couldn't
easily reach within the incision,
and actually asked me to tie off the
cystic artery! I thought I had just
been reincarnated as William
Halstead and Harvey Cushing
combined, and floated on clouds
the rest of the day.
My exposure to Dr. Taffel was
a high point in my Yale training,
and I am forever grateful to him.
Bruce Trembly, M.D. ’56,
HS ’56-63
Chief of Neurosurgery

There were two male doctors
who chose to include, along with
other essential life tidbits, the
names of their respective male
partners. A few words in the back
of a magazine may seem fleeting
and insignificant in the face of the
challenges of becoming a physi¬
cian. But for many students, gay
or straight, such inclusions in a
Yale medical school publication
make medicine just a bit more
welcoming.
Daniel Sol Kamin, Class of ’98
New Haven
via e-mail

An omission
In the Winter 1996 issue.we published
the names of those alumni/ae and
friends who contributed to the Yale
Alumni Fund in Medicine during the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1995. The
names of three people were inadver¬
tently omitted from the lists, an over¬
sight for which we apologize. It is a
privilege for Yale University School
of Medicine to recognize them here.

Sterling Association
Benefactor ($50,000 and above)
Roland H. Ingram Jr., M.D. ’60
35th Reunion Gift Chairman
Associate ($1,000-4,999)
Alfredo L. Axtmayer, M.D. ’76
Ernest L. Sarason, M.D. ’39

VAMC, Togus, Maine
via e-mail
Right: The figure of the anatomical

Change in attitude
To the editor:

While being a source of embarrass¬
ment, it may be hard for us future
doctors not to read the reunion
reports and think (worry?) “Gosh,
will I really get there?” While
“there” is completely open to inter¬
pretation, I think each of us has at
least some elusive notion of what
that means. It is with this in mind
that I would like to call attention to
the 1985 10th reunion notes
(Reunion Reports, Fall 1995).

scholar Andreas Vesalius stands watch
over the Historical Library of the
Harvey Cushing/John Hay Whitney
Medical Library. Vesalius’ 1543
masterwork De fabricus corporis
humani/atwer/ scientific observation
over academic authority, encouraging
students who followed him to trust
their own eyes in addition to texts.
The 150-year-old bronze statue by
P.H. Mourey was purchased by John
Fulton and given to the library in
1945 along with a companion sculp¬
ture of the 16th-century French
surgeon Ambroise Pare.

Continuing Medical
Education at Yale
Ongoing

Pain Management Programs
Course Director: Lloyd Saberski, M.D.

A

Individually tailored tutorials for physicians in clinical pain management.
Center for Pain Management, 40 Temple St., New Haven

June 7
Friday

Postgraduate Seminar and Disputations of the Yale Orthopaedics Association
Course Director: Marc T. Galloway, M.D.

B

Annual Seminar
Harkness Auditorium

July 27
Saturday

Medical Problems in the Performing Arts
Course Director: Martin Sklaire, M.D.

C

Geared toward performing musicians, physicians and other health professionals,
as well as anyone interested in health issues related to musical performance.
Yale Summer School of Music!Norfolk Chamber Music Festival, Norfolk, Conn.

August 16
Friday

Annual Yale Sports Medicine Seminar
Course Director: Peter Jokl, M.D.

D

Provides physicians and other health care professionals, particularly primary care
providers, with a current approach to common problems.
Harkness Auditorium

Sept. 7-8
Saturday Sunday

Vascular Access: Issues and Innovations
Course Director: Melvin Rosenblatt, M.D.

E

Emphasizes advances in the technology and techniques of vascular access.
Mystic Hilton, Mystic, Conn.

Sept. 12 - 15
Thursday Sunday

20th Annual Yale Physician Associate Certification/
Recertification Preparatory Conference
Program Coordinator: Christiane Nockels, PA-C
Harkness Auditorium

For information, contact the Office of Postgraduate and Continuing Education,Yale University School
of Medicine, 333 Cedar Street, P.O. Box 208052, New Haven 06520-8052; Tel: (203) 785-4578
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Why not donate?
Most Americans believe in organ transplantation, yet only
half of those able to donate actually make that gift of life.
As a society, we can do better.

O

rgan transplantation was once
the stuff of science fiction,
even among physicians contem¬
plating the ethical questions and
formidable technical barriers
involved in removing an organ
from one human being and using
it to save the life of another.
Overcoming those challenges
has been an evolution. Objections
to transplantation have largely
fallen away as tremendous suc¬
cess in the field has extended the
lives and health of thousands of
patients with organ failure.
Almost every religion endorses
transplantation. Concerns about
favoritism and the potential for
commerce in organs were
addressed by the National Organ

Transplant Act of 1984, which
established a national system
for organ donation and distribu¬
tion, and which outlawed the sale
of organs.
Outstanding clinical success
has done the rest. In the course of
a dozen years, accelerating num¬
bers for patient and graft survival
have pushed transplantation from
the realm of the experimental to
that of accepted clinical therapy.
Most of us would want an
organ transplant if we needed one.
Yet only half of us who are in a
position to donate an organ actu¬
ally make that gift of life.
Our collective record would
be much higher if each of us took
a moment to think about organ

donation, put our decision in writ¬
ing, and discuss it with our family.
According to donor organizations,
that discussion with family
members is the critical part of
the equation.
When a family is asked for
consent to use the organs of a
dying person, the request often
comes at the most difficult time
for decision, clouded by grief and
trauma. But according to a 1993
survey by the New England
Organ Bank, 92 percent of people
would be likely to donate a family
member’s organs if they knew of
their loved one’s wishes.
So please consider clipping
the card below, completing it and
telling your family. Some in the
transplantation field think that if
every person were to say yes, the
organ shortage would disappear.
Indisputably, participation would
make a huge difference to more
than 46,000 Americans now
awaiting a transplant.
The editors

"
Signed by the donor and the following witnesses
in the presence of each other:

signature of donor

date signed

ORGAN

DONOR CARD
print or type name of donor

date of birth of donor

city and state

In the hope that I may help others. I hereby make this anatomical
gift, if medically acceptable, to take effect upon my death. The words
and marks below indicate my desires:
I give:

witness

a) □ any needed organs or parts
b) □ only the following organs or parts

witness

This is a legal document under the Uniform Anatomical Gift Act or
similar laws. For further information consult your physician or:

specify the organ(s) or part(s)

Yale-New Haven Transplant Center
Yale University School of Medicine
P.O. Box 208062
New Haven, CT 06520-8062
Tel: 203.785.4237

2* l
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for the purposes of transplantation, therapy, medical research or education:
c)

□ my body for anatomical study if needed

Limitations or special wishes, if any:

▲ fold and laminate
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Hand in hand
Organ transplantation has progressed from experimental
surgery to tried-and-true therapy in just over a decade,
as spectacular scientific and clinical advances continue to
boost survival rates. But while the public strongly embraces
transplantation, low rates of organ, donation show that many
people haven’t made the connection.
By Michael Fitzsousa
Photographs by Peter Casolino

L

ast August, James Gustafson felt like celebrating.
He gathered the makings of a party and drove into
New Haven from his home in Milford, Conn. At the
Yale Transplant Center, where he had received a new kid¬
ney and pancreas exactly a year before, the gregarious for¬
mer computer and insurance executive briefly took over
the transplant clinic waiting room.
For his surgeon, Milan-born Giacomo P. Basadonna,
M.D., Ph.D., and the clinic staff, Mr. Gustafson broke out
an Italian rum cake (with cherry juice replacing the rum),
Italian pastries, candies and silk roses. He passed out Ital-

Michael Fitzsousa is publications editor in the School of
Medicine’s Office of Public Information.
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Marc I. Lorber, M.D., pro¬
fessor of surgery and chief of
the section of organ trans¬
plantation, carries the kid¬
ney of a living donor to her
brother, who lies in the adja¬
cent operating room at YaleNew Haven Hospital. Within
an hour, the transplanted
kidney will be connected to
the recipient’s blood vessels
and bladder and will begin
to produce urine.

ian flags, presented Dr. Basadonna
with a plaque of recognition, and
draped a medal of honor on
transplant section chief Marc I.
Lorber, M.D.
Mr. Gustafson, 47, who is
healthy now nearly two years after
his transplant, had reason to cele¬
brate. Not only had the first year
gone relatively well, but Mr.
Gustafson counted himself lucky
to have received a healthy donor
kidney and pancreas after two and
a half years on the national waiting
list. The average wait for a kidney
in the United States was 728 days
at the end of 1993, the last year
for which that statistic is avail¬
able, according to the United Net¬
work for Organ Sharing (UNOS),
the Richmond, Va.-based agency
that matches organs and recipi¬
ents and keeps statistics from all
277 U.S. transplant centers.
At the end of March of this
year, more than 33,500 Ameri¬
cans waited for a kidney or kid¬
ney-pancreas transplant. The
UNOS waiting list for all solid
organs, including livers, hearts
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and lungs, reached a record 46,618
on March 31, compared to only
16,026 at the end of 1988. This
extraordinary growth over eight
years is largely due to the success
of transplantation: as it works bet¬
ter, demand increases.
But only slightly more than
8,000 people donated organs in this
country in 1994, the last year for
which statistics are available.
(Many donors provide more than
one organ. ) That discrepancy is
responsible for longer waits and

means that a quarter of those on the
heart list, for example, now die
while waiting for an organ to
become available.
In just over two decades, organ
transplantation has moved from the
realm of experimental surgery to
that of accepted clinical therapy. Its
viability increased dramatically
after November 1983, when the
anti-rejection drug cyclosporine
was introduced. Results improved
sharply throughout the 1980s,
thanks in large part to this wonder

Increasing demand for organs
Size of the organ transplant waiting list at end of year, by organ
1989

1991

1993

1995

16,294

19,352

24,973

31,045

Liver

827

1,676

2,997

5,691

Pancreas

320

600

183

285

0

0

923

1,234

1,320

2,267

2,834

3,468

240

154

202

208

94

670

1,240

1,923

19,095

24,719

33,352

43,854

ORGAN
Kidney

Kidney-Pancreas
Heart
Heart-Lung
Lung
TOTAL

Source: United Network for Organ Sharing
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Left: Transplant surgeon Giacomo
P. Basadonna, M.D., Ph.D., left,
talks with James Gustafson, a trans¬
plant recipient who received a kid¬
ney and pancreas in 1994. At his
one-year anniversary last August,
Mr. Gustafson threw a party for the
clinic staff.

drug, which inhibits the body’s nat¬
ural inclination to attack foreign
tissue. Patients with end-stage renal
disease and liver and heart failure
could begin to consider transplan¬
tation as more than a long shot.
Transplantation has suffered
from its own success. As the aver¬
age length of time for patient and
graft survival surged upward in the
mid- to late ’80s, physicians listed
their patients for transplantation in
far greater numbers and the wait¬
ing lists grew rapidly. Now, with a
half-dozen new immunosuppres¬
sive agents on or near the market,
transplantation is poised for even
greater success—and likely much
greater demand.
Where will those organs
come from?
To understand where they
originate now, consider the differ¬
ences between kidney, heart, liver
and lung transplantation. Except in
the case of kidneys, in which a liv¬
ing donor can give up a single kid¬
ney and survive quite well on the
one remaining kidney, organ dona¬
tion typically requires a death.
(This picture is beginning to
change slightly as researchers find
new ways to make use of a lobe of
the liver or lung, but the basic fact
remains: a person can’t give away
a heart, or most organs, and keep
on breathing.) Only in instances of
brain death, with the circulation
intact, can the organs of a deceased
person be used, because once the
blood stops flowing, the organs
quickly die as well. The victim of
an automobile accident or other
trauma often is in a position to pro¬
vide an organ because, while irre¬
versible brain death has occurred,
the organs remain perfused with
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blood as long as the patient’s body
is maintained by a respirator.
Unfortunately, less than half
of those people’s organs are
made available.
In many states, an organ donor
card is part of the application for a
driver’s license, and institutions
such as Yale devote staff to public
education campaigns to encourage
organ donation. But even when a
person decides he or she would
like to be a donor, that wish may
not be carried out if it hasn't been
discussed with family members,
whose consent must be obtained
for the organs to be harvested.
“Despite the fact that people
have accepted transplantation as
the therapy they seek when they
have organ failure,” says Dr. Lorber, chief of the section of organ
transplantation in the Department
of Surgery, “organ donation has
not kept up with demand. The con¬
sent rate from families is only 40
or 50 percent.”
“We’re getting very good at
transplantation,” he adds. “What
we’re lacking is an adequate sup¬
ply of donor organs for the thou¬
sands of people waiting for trans¬
plants.” If every family gave con¬
sent, he says, the organ shortage
would virtually disappear.
The better transplantation
becomes technically, the more dif¬
ficult it becomes to supply suffi¬
cient organs, says Myron Genel,
M.D., a pediatric endocrinologist
who is the School of Medicine’s
associate dean for government and
community affairs. As an aide to
then-U.S. Rep. A1 Gore in 1982
and 1983, Dr. Genel helped write
the National Organ Transplant
Act (NOTA), which unified the
country’s organ-donor efforts
under one national system and

encouraged donation.
“The paradox is that with all
these spectacular accomplishments
and achievements, it’s like running
on a treadmill, in a way. We’ve
only increased the demand,” says
Dr. Genel. “We’re doing better [at
supplying donor organs] than we
were 14 years ago, but the gap
between supply and demand hasn’t
closed. If anything, it’s increased.”

RAISING AWARENESS

Yale’s three organ donor coordina¬
tors are on the road constantly,
working toward that goal. Their
job combines public education—to
get people thinking about the issue
of organ donation well before the
question ever arises—with profes¬
sional education for health care
teams in hospitals throughout the
state, to increase the number of
organs made available. They speak
to approximately 70 groups a year
across southern and western Con¬
necticut to raise awareness. When
a potential donor is identified in
any of 14 hospitals in the region,
the Yale coordinators travel to dis¬
cuss donation with the family and

Right: John A. Elefteriades, M.D.,
chief of cardiothoracic surgery:
“We are exploring donors we would
not have accepted in earlier years,
using hearts that are weaker, from
donors who are older. ”
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Numbers of U.S. organ donors
1988

1989

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

Cadaveric

4,083

4,017

4,512

4,528

4,521

4,862

5,104

Living

1,825

1,914

2,125

2,419

2,572

2,898

3,010

Total

5,908

5,931

6,637

6,947

7,093

7,760

8,114

Source: United Network for Organ Sharing

Marc I. Lorber, M.D., chief of organ
transplantation: “Despite the fact
that people have accepted transplan¬
tation as the therapy they seek when
they have organ failure, organ dona¬
tion has not kept up with demand. ”

arrange for use of the organs when
consent is given, says coordinator
Jebbie Kanfer.
Ms. Kanfer and her colleagues
Michelle M. Panchak, R.N., and
Brenda Kasulen, C.C.R.N., are
contracted to represent the New
England Organ Bank, the not-forprofit agency that coordinates
organ procurement for most trans¬
plant centers in the six New Eng¬
land states. They do not direct
organs specifically to patients at
Yale-New Haven Hospital, since
the use of organs is determined by
a nationwide list maintained and
updated daily by UNOS, the
national organ sharing network.
Who ultimately gets an organ is
determined by a complex matching
system designed to ensure fairness
and impartiality, and that an organ
will be used by the patient who
most needs it.
Congress passed the transplant
act in 1984 to address concerns
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that wealthy and influential people
might receive preferential treat¬
ment, and that scarce organs were
not being distributed efficiently.
Among other provisions, the act
made it illegal to buy or sell
organs, and it led to UNOS receiv¬
ing federal contracts to devise a
system equitably matching avail¬
able organs with the most needy
recipients. When baseball legend
Mickey Mantle received a liver
days after being listed in June
1995, many cried foul, saying that
he had received preference because
of his fame. “There was a back¬
lash. We certainly experienced a
downturn in organ donation in the
several weeks following the pub¬
licity,” says Dr. Lorber. But he
adds: "The facts don't bear that
out. He came to the hospital
extremely ill, and met the criteria
for being listed. By all accounts, he
was transplanted appropriately for
his diagnosis.”
That situation points out one of
the major controversies in trans¬
plantation today, that in many
cases the sickest patients are the
ones who receive preference on the
waiting list for scarce organs.
"Many people ask, ‘Why trans¬
plant the patient who is going to do
least well?" But those are the
rules,” says George Tellides,
M.B.B.Ch., assistant professor of
cardiothoracic surgery. And while
it might appear logical to change
the preference weighting, adds Dr.
Genel, “in practice it's pretty hard
to deny someone who’s dying the
opportunity to live, to deny them
the heart or the liver.”
Because of the shortage, says
John A. Elefteriades, M.D. ’76, HS
’76-83, professor and chief of car¬
diothoracic surgery, “we are
exploring donors we would not

have accepted in earlier years,
using hearts that are weaker, from
donors who are older. Last night,”
he says on a morning in April, “we
transplanted a heart from a 62year-old man. We're definitely
expanding our criteria.”
Adds Tarik M. Ramahi, M.D.
'87, HS '87-90, director of the
heart failure and transplant cardiol¬
ogy program at Yale: “We would
love to see more donors. We have
20 patients on the transplant list
and we would like to see them
transplanted sooner rather than
later.” But he points out that trans¬
plantation is appropriate for just a
small percentage of patients with
heart failure, the term that
describes the slow weakening of
the heart and its inability to pump
blood adequately and on demand.
“In this country, about 2,500
people receive heart transplants
each year. There are between
3 million and 4 million people
with heart failure.”
Medical therapy has improved
significantly in recent years, less¬
ening demand. “But heart failure is
increasing in prevalence and inci¬
dence,” says Dr. Ramahi, assistant
professor of medicine. “It’s para¬
doxically a price to pay for other
advances in heart treatment.”
Patients who are surviving heart
attacks, arrhythmias and other ther¬
apeutic targets of the past several
decades are living long enough to
experience a failing heart.

THE FRONTIERS

While the list of those awaiting
transplants is growing, so, too, is
the possibility of other solutions to
the shortage of organs (See Along
the frontiers. Page 16). ImmunoContinued on Page 9
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Skin and bones
From Yale, transplant techniques that save life and limb

By Marc Wortman

der, M.D., HS ’71-74, now chair¬
man of orthopaedics and rehabilita¬
kin and bones are the body’s
tion at Yale and chief of service at
miracle workers: they are our
Yale-New Haven Hospital, was in
only organs able to regenerate
training as an orthopaedic surgeon
less than 25 years ago, a child with
themselves following damage from
bone cancer usually required ampu¬
trauma. But sometimes nature
needs help in healing those who
tation of the limb in order to save
are so severely injured or sick that
the life. Now, using bone transplant
their ability to regenerate these
techniques in conjunction with
organs is overwhelmed. New meth¬ advances in chemotherapy, Dr.
ods of skin, bone and bone marrow Friedlaender very often will be able
transplantation, some of them
to save the limb, and the child can
developed at Yale, take advantage
regain almost full use of it.
After removing the cancerous
of these natural healing processes
to help save countless lives
bone section, the surgeon will then
and limbs.
reconstruct the bone deficit using
living bone transplanted from a
Some of the Yale techniques
have emerged as a part of the stan¬ deceased person. The transplanted
bone allograft will generally come
dard treatment for seriously ill
patients at medical centers around from one in the national network of
the world, allowing for recovery and bone banks that Dr. Friedlaender
helped establish. Eventually, the
even cure to a degree previously
child’s own bone cells will replace
considered impossible. For
the donated tissue, which serves
instance, when Gary E. Friedlaen-

S

as a kind of template for bone
regeneration. “I see these children
go on to participate in a wide vari¬
ety of activities,” says Dr. Friedlaen¬
der. “They even engage in some
forms of athletics, like swimming,
horseback riding and bicycling.
It’s my most gratifying experience
in medicine.”
The bone transplant procedure,
pioneered by Dr. Friedlaender and
colleagues at Yale, is now in use
worldwide. More than 100 bone
replacement operations have been
performed at Yale, with about a
dozen femur and other large bone
transplants done each year.
Dr. Friedlaender and his col¬
leagues are now studying ways to
combine bone transplant tech¬
niques with advances in the under¬
standing of the biology of bone
regeneration to enhance the heal¬
ing process in a wide range of
areas, including fractures and
sports injuries such as ligament
and cartilage damage. While many
of these patients have been chil¬
dren and young adults, older
patients benefit as well. Yale
researchers have begun to mate
artificial joint replacement tech¬
nologies, used most often for
patients over age 55, with biologi¬
cal implants to improve the
success rate and prevent later
joint failure.
Bringing together the body’s
inherent strengths with advances
made at Yale in medical transplan¬
tation procedures has greatly
enhanced treatment for burn
patients as well. Severe burn
patients at Yale will receive trans¬
plants of skin that has been shaved
from the bodies of donors at the
time of death. “We remove a layer
that is 15-thousandths of an inch
thick,” says Charles B. Cuono,
M.D., Ph.D., HS ’76, professor of
plastic surgery and director of the
Yale Skin Bank.

Gary E. Friedlaender, M.D., chairman
of orthopaedics and rehabilitation,
pioneered a bone transplant procedure
that is employed to save the limbs of
children with bone cancer.

Donated skin is cryopreserved at ultra-low temperatures
at the skin bank, one of just a
few in the nation when Dr.
Cuono helped establish it in
1984. It remains the only skin
bank in New England, but is now
part of a growing computerlinked network of 30 such cen¬
ters around the world. The
donated skin is badly needed.
“We rarely have skin on hand for
more than a few months, and
the need far exceeds the supply.
People are dying for lack of it.”
says Dr. Cuono, who like Dr.
Friedlaender is past president
of the American Association of
Tissue Banks.
Without transplanted skin,
burn patients are critically suscepti¬
ble to infection, the leading cause
of death in severe burns. Unlike
bandages, transplanted skin offers
the same barrier function that the
patient’s own skin normally serves.
Donor skin also provides Dr. Cuono
with precious time to remove small
pieces of the patient’s own healthy
skin and grow it in the laboratory.
Within four weeks, from a shav¬
ing the size of a postage stamp, Dr.
Cuono’s laboratory can grow a
sheet the full 17 square feet need¬
ed to cover an average adult body.
When the sheet is large enough,
the patient’s newly cultured skin is
grafted in place, before his or her
immune system rejects the donat¬
ed skin.
Actually, only the top layer of
skin, the epidermis, can be grown
in the laboratory for transplanta¬
tion, while the inner layer, the der¬
mis, which does not regenerate,
must come from a donor. The body
will eventually target donated epi¬
dermal tissue for rejection, while
the dermis remains less reactive.
This split-level problem led Dr.
Cuono in 1986 to develop an inge¬
nious two-phase solution. Severely
burned patients receive donated
skin—both dermis and epidermis.
Once the patient’s own epidermis
has been regrown in sufficient
amounts in the laboratory, the
donated epidermis is removed via
an abrasion process and the
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Charles B. Cuono, M.D., Ph.D., pro¬
fessor of plastic surgery and director of
the Yale Skin Bank, has created an arti¬
ficial skin to help patients with severe
burns survive.

post-transplant complication. The
experimental treatment has so far
proven especially promising for
children and small adults. “The
challenge,” says bone marrow
transplant coordinator Christine
Frisbee, M.B.A., “is to eradicate
patient’s own epidermis is trans¬
disease permanently.”
planted. Eventually, the body
While lack of appropriate donor
resumes its own skin-growing abili¬
marrow continues to hinder treat¬
ties. “This is the only strategy that
ments, important advances have
will replace missing skin perma¬
made transplants more effective
nently,” says Dr. Cuono. The
than ever before and also useful
process, which Dr. Cuono has
against a broader range of dis¬
used to replace the skin of 50
eases. Dr. Rappeport, who pio¬
severe burn patients at Yale,
neered bone marrow transplants
is now in use elsewhere, with
for various genetic diseases,
more than 1,000 patients around
including Wiskott-Aldrich and
the world having successfully
Gaucher diseases, has been part
undergone the procedure.
of the effort to employ bone mar¬
While bone and skin trans¬
row transplants as a targeted treat¬
plants mark some of the frontiers
ment strategy. Transplants of
of clinical medicine, bone marrow
transplants have been used to treat healthy bone marrow are manipu¬
lated to provide an immune system
leukemia and other blood diseases
weapon that attacks the malignan¬
for more than a quarter century.
Joel M. Rappeport, M.D., professor cy in the recipient. Experimental
efforts are also under way to cor¬
of medicine and director of bone
rect genetic disease by taking dis¬
marrow transplantation, recently
eased bone marrow out, fixing the
had a visit from a patient he had
genetic disorder and then reinfus¬
treated in 1973. The woman
ing the healthy marrow.
received a bone marrow transplant
Oncologist Dennis L. Cooper,
for severe aplastic anemia, a fatal
blood disease. “She’s cured,” says M.D., HS ’79-82, associate profes¬
sor of medicine and surgery, is a
Dr. Rappeport. Each year, Dr.
Rappeport performs about 20 bone leader in the application of a rela¬
marrow transplants. “You feel terrif¬ tively new cancer-fighting technique
in which patients’ stem cells are
ic when it’s successful.”
Finding donor matches remains taken from the marrow and periph¬
eral blood and then purged of
a major challenge for bone marrow
transplants. “It’s an immunological malignant cells. After the patient is
treated with chemotherapy to
issue,” says Dr. Rappeport. “For
some people a matched sibling will destroy tumors, the cells are rein¬
fused, giving much greater hope of
be identified, while for others no
avoiding relapse down the road.
one can be identified in the entire
Around 80 stem cell transplants
world.” To get around the lack of a
take place each year at Yale, and
matched donor, physicians have
it is already the preferred treat¬
begun to collect placental cord
blood following births. That blood is ment for relapsed lymphomas and
breast cancer. ■
particularly rich in stem cells, the
cells from which all other cells
Marc Wortman is a free-lance writer
develop. Stem cells also cause
in New Haven.
less graft-versus-host disease, a
Summer 1996

Continued from Page 6

suppression has improved dramati¬
cally and continues to do so. Artifi¬
cial organs are again on the hori¬
zon, after disappointing results in
the 1980s. And xenotransplanta¬
tion, or the use of animal organs in
humans (for many observers the
only long-term solution to the
organ shortage), now seems within
reach after recent breakthroughs in
the genetic engineering of organs
across species.
Despite the organ shortage,
transplantation’s horizons are
bright. “When I was training 15
years ago,” says nephrologist Mar¬
garet J. Bia, M.D., professor of
medicine, “people questioned why
I was going into such a depressing
area of medicine. Graft and patient
survival after renal transplantation
were so poor compared to today.
Now you can’t keep up with all the
exciting advances. Every month
there’s something new. It’s really
one of the most exciting areas of
medicine one could be in.”
Improving further the long¬
term survivability of transplanted
organs, which are rejected over
time by the recipient’s immune
system, would lessen the demand
for organs for second and third
transplants. The introduction of
cyclosporine in 1983 greatly
improved the odds that a new
organ would be accepted by the

Survival Rates One-, two- and three-year graft and patient survival rates, by organ,
for transplants between Oct. 1, 1987, and Dec. 31, 1993
ORGANS

grafts

patients

graft

Kidney (cadaveric)

47,010

47,033

81%

Kidney (living)

13,881

13,881

91%

Liver

16,370

16,370

69%

3,084

3,084

12,421
1,936
360

Pancreas
Heart
Lung
Heart-Lung

patient

graft

patient

graft

93%

75%

90%

9%

87%

97%

87%

96%

84%

94%

79%

64%

75%

61%

72%

72%

90%

67%

87%

62%

83%

12,421

81%

82%

77%

78%

73%

74%

1,936

70%

72%

60%

63%

53%

56%

360

61%

61%

52%

53%

48%

49%

Source: United Network for Organ Sharing

body; three new drugs released this
year, as well as a half-dozen others
in clinical trials, have added signif¬
icantly to the options physicians
have in fine-tuning the recipient’s
immune response to a transplanted
organ. Complications arise when
the weakened immune system is
left vulnerable to infection by bac¬
teria, fungi or viruses. “The prob¬
lem is that the surgeon and patient
are constantly on this knife edge
between too little and too much
immunosuppression,” says Graeme
L. Hammond, M.D., professor of
cardiothoracic surgery.
Now a second generation of
immunosuppressant agents
promises to build significantly on
the success of cyclosporine. Drugs
like tacolimus (FK506), sirolimus
(rapamycin), OKT3, mycophenolate mofetil and mizorbine should
add to the medical armamentarium,
so that if one immunosuppression

John A. Eleftericides, M.D., uses a model of the heart to explain a procedure to
a patient considering surgery.

strategy does not work, new com¬
binations may extend the life of the
grafted organ. "The idea is to com¬
bine various drugs, thereby reduc¬
ing the dosages and also minimiz¬
ing each drug’s side effects,” says
Victor J. Navarro, M.D., assistant
professor of medicine. New under¬
standing of the mechanisms of
rejection may allow the develop¬
ment of monoclonal antibodies to
interfere with the rejection process,
as well as experimental approaches
including photopheresis, total lym¬
phoid irradiation and perhaps even
gene manipulation.
Two years ago, Yale’s trans¬
plant team began using a new tech¬
nique for infants and small chil¬
dren receiving liver transplants.
Because of a marked shortage of
donor livers small enough for the
youngest recipients, surgeons have
begun using a lobe or segment of
an adult liver, trimmed to the
appropriate size. “The results have
been quite good,” says Amy L.
Friedman, M.D., assistant profes¬
sor of surgery. Adds Frederick J.
Suchy, M.D., director of pediatric
gastroenterology and hepatology:
“In the future, it’s possible that
we’ll be doing living-related
transplants of this kind between
parents and young children with
liver failure.”
Mechanical assist devices
for the failing heart, already used
as a bridge to transplantation, are
being tested now in the United
States as permanent, artificial heart
replacements for some patients.
Hemodialysis has for decades
maintained patients with kidney
9

patient

failure; more recently, peritoneal
home dialysis has provided an
alternative that affords better qual¬
ity of life for many patients. And
for the first time, artificial technol¬
ogy for the failing liver is on the
horizon.
Regardless of advances in
technology, the success of organ
transplantation remains very much
in human hands, and many of
them. “It's not a private affair of a
patient and a physician. That pair¬
ing alone is not enough for a trans¬
plant to succeed,” says Ronald C.
Merrell. M.D., chairman and
Lampman Professor of Surgery.
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ASKING FOR ORGANS

The scene is a crowded, high
school gymnasium in a town in
Connecticut’s industrial Naugatuck
Valley. Brenda Kasulen, R.N., and
Michelle Panchak, R.N., two of
Yale’s three donor coordinators,
have come to talk to 600 students
about organ donation on this Fri¬
day morning in May. The attention
of their audience wanders, to put it
mildly, as they explain how organ
donation and transplantation work.

Myths about
organ donation
B

ecause organ donation occurs
after death, it can be an uncom¬
fortable topic for many people.
Those who hesitate to sign a donor
card or consent form when asked
may have anxieties about the
process. According to the three
Yale-based donor coordinators for
the New England Organ Bank,
the following concerns are the
most common ones expressed
by the public:
■ Fear that medical personnel
will not try as hard to save them if
they are carrying a donor card,
since organs may be needed. No
connection exists between med¬
ical care and organ donation.
Organ donation can only occur
after irreversible brain death,
which is declared independently
from any consideration related to
donation. Transplant medical staff
have no part to play in the medical
care of a potential donor.
■ Religious and cultural myths.
All major religions practiced in the
United States consider organ and
tissue donation to be an accept¬
able and desirable option for mem¬
bers of their congregations,
according to the New England
Organ Bank, which outlines the

and why it is important to discuss
being a donor with one’s family. If
a few of the young people take the
message to heart, it isn’t immedi¬
ately apparent.
Then Ms. Kasulen introduces
Susan (not her real name), a
woman in her 30s who received a
liver transplant at Yale-New Haven
Hospital about a year earlier. The
room falls silent. A few students
ask questions and nearly all are lis¬
tening now. Someone asks about
the Mickey Mantle case—was it
really fair? “The system isn’t per¬
fect, but it is fair,” says Ms. Pan¬
chak. “Susan got a life-saving liver

stances of 11 major religious orga¬
nizations in a fact sheet.
■ Financial concerns. All
charges associated with organ
donation are paid for by the organ
bank. Funeral and burial fees
remain the responsibility of the
family. No compensation is made
for organ donation since federal
law prohibits the buying and sell¬
ing of human organs.
* Fear that the donor’s body
will be disfigured. Organ recovery
is a sterile surgical procedure that
does not interfere with funeral
arrangements. No disfigurement
of the body occurs, and no exter¬
nal sign of the procedure is
noticeable.
■ Belief that only the wealthy
and powerful will benefit from the
donation. The National Organ
Transplant Act of 1984 estab¬
lished organ procurement net¬
works and an elaborate and
still-evolving system for ensuring
fairness.
■ Belief that transplants are
still experimental. Transplantation
is an accepted treatment of many
end-stage organ diseases even as
research continues to strengthen
the existing program and explore
new avenues.
Source: Jebbie Kanfer, Yale-based
donation coordinator, New England
Organ Bank.
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“Transplantation is an effort of an
entire community.”

V
;

surgery and director of the pancre¬
atic transplant program.
“They have to think about it as
a family,” says Ms. Panchak. “It has
to have been discussed before we
come in at 3 in the morning. If
organ donation has not been dis¬
cussed, the family is likely to err on
the side of caution and say no.”

LIFE FROM THE LIVING

Because of a marked shortage of donor livers small enough for the youngest
recipients, surgeons have begun using a lobe or segment of an adult liver,
trimmed to the appropriate size, says Amy L. Friedman, M.D., assistant profes¬
sor of surgery: “The results have been quite good. ”

transplant in 3 days.”
It’s a familiar situation. “We
can give them the facts, but when
the heart recipient opens her mouth
to speak, you can hear a pin drop,”
Ms. Panchak says. Ms. Kasulen
agrees: “Just someone standing up
and saying, ‘I had a heart trans¬
plant’ is more effective than me
talking for an hour.”
The New England Organ
Bank, for whom they work
under a contract with Yale, has
a simple formula for increasing
the number of donors. For peo¬
ple who want their organs to be
used after they die, the organ
bank has two pieces of advice:
Sign a donor card. Discuss your
decision with your family.
The second action is at least
as important as the first, says
Ms. Kanfer, because families
are usually not prepared for the
conversation that takes place
when their son, husband, wife
or daughter has been identified
as a potential donor. Under the
“required request” provision of
NOTA, hospital staff must ask
survivors to consider allowing
the organs to be used and, if
they say no, ask about their con¬
cerns. Often family members
are too upset to think about the
request and decline to discuss it.
Although a person is legally
dead once a declaration of brain

death has been made, that can be
hard to understand when the
patient’s chest is rising and falling
from the action of the respirator.
“Organ donation, ideally, is a deci¬
sion that should be made by people
when they’re healthy,” says Dr.
Basadonna, associate professor of

Of course, not all organ donors are
victims of injury making a final gift
of life. In the case of kidneys, sib¬
lings and parents often are able to
donate a single kidney to their rela¬
tive, depending on the results of tis¬
sue typing and their compatibility
with the recipient. Because of better
compatibility, the results of livingrelated-donor transplants have
exceeded those of cadaveric donors
as a rule. Cadaveric results began to
improve with cyclosporine a decade
ago and better tissue matching.
Continued on Page 14

An upward curve Numbers of U.S. transplants by organ and donor type
ORGAN

Donor Type 1988

1989

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

Kidney

Cadaveric
Living
Total

7,230
1,811
9,041

7,086
1,902
8,988

7,784
2,095
9,879

7,732
2,390
10,122

7,697
2,534
10,231

8,170
2,851
11,021

8,383
3,007
11,390

8,592
3,196
11,788

Liver

Cadaveric
Living
Total

1,713
0
1,713

2,199
2
2,201

2,676
14
2,690

2,932
22
2,954

3,031
33
3,064

3,412
36
3,448

3,592
60
3,652

3,881
44
3,925

Pancreas

Cadaveric
Living
Total

244
5
249

413
4
417

526
2
528

530
1
531

554
3
557

772
2
774

840
2
842

1,024
2
1,026

Heart

Cadaveric
Living
Total

1,669
7
1,676

1,696
9
1,705

2,096
12
2,108

2,121
4
2,125

2,170
1
2,171

2,295
2
2,297

2,337
3
2,339

2,359
0
2,359

Lung

Cadaveric
Living
Total

33
0
33

93
0
93

202
1
203

401
4
405

535
0
535

659
14
673

708
28
736

845
18
863

Heart/
Lung

Cadaveric
Living
Total

74
0
74

67
0
67

52
0
52

51
0
51

48
0
48

60
0
60

71
0
71

69
0
69

TOTAL

Cadaveric 10,963
Living
1,823
Total
12,786

11,554
1,917
13,471

13,336
2,124
15,460

13,767
2,421
16,188

14,035
2,571
16,606

15,368
2,905
18,265

15,931
3,101
19,032

16,770
3,260
20,030

Double kidney, double lung, and heart-lung transplants are counted as one transplant. All other multi-organ trans¬
plants are included in the total for each individual organ transplanted.
Source: United Network for Organ Sharing
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Two lives, one kidney, four hours
Photographs by Peter Casolino

7:30 a.m. A

Thursday morning at Yale-New Haven Hospital,

where two surgical teams have scrubbed for a living-related
kidney transplant procedure and are preparing the donor and
recipient. The patients—one healthy, one quite ill because of
renal failure—lie less than 100 feet apart in an operating suite
on the hospital’s third floor. As surgeons make the incision to
remove the donor’s kidney, the other team prepares the recipi¬
ent in the adjoining room.

10:20 a.m.

The donor team

is ready for the transplant to
begin. Drs. Friedman and

8:20 a.III. Amy L.

Choi—working with anesthe¬

Friedman,

siologist Gary Kanter, M.D.,

M.D., assistant professor of
surgery, and resident surgeon

and nurses Lucy Gomes, R.N.,

Kenneth Choi, M.D., (back to

and Gwen O'Connor, R.N.—

camera) make the initial inci¬

have prepared the donor’s kid¬

sion to remove the donor's kid¬

9:20 a.m.

ney. The procedure is harder on

nephrectomy proceeding well

With the donor

ney for removal by severing
all attachments except for the
renal artery and vein.

the donor than the recipient.

in the next room, surgeons

Dr. Friedman says, because of

begin the meticulous task of

the more difficult access
required for removal of the

exposing and preparing the

organ from its native position.

for connection to the new kid¬
ney. Marc I. Lorber, M.D., pro¬

geon ’s gloved hand—is

fessor of surgery and chief of

robustly healthy. Holding the
ureter with forceps. Dr. Fried¬

Recipients, in contrast, usually
retain both of their non-func¬

recipient’s iliac artery and vein

tioning kidneys in addition to
the new organ, which is trans¬

the section of organ transplan¬

planted into the pelvis.

dent surgeon Sean Roddy, M.D.
'92, deepens the incision

tation, holds a clamp as resi¬

10:30 a.m.

The donor’s kid¬

ney—visible just below the sur¬

man watches with medical stu¬
dent Jeff Tseng as a steady flow
of urine is produced.

through muscle with an electro¬
cautery device.
12
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11:15 a.m.

Drs. Lorber, right,

and Roddy begin suturing the
blood vessels to their new sites
of attachment in the retroperi-

10:50 a.ltl.

11:40 a.m.

The suturing

toneum. They then connect the

complete, Dr. Lorber removes
the clamps and watches as the

ureter to the patient’s bladder.

patient’s blood flows into the
new kidney. “This is always
the most dramatic moment. It’s

Dr. Friedman,

right, hands the donor’s kidney
to Dr. Lorber, who will bathe it

amazing to watch, ” he says.
Within seconds, the trans¬

in ice and a preservation solu¬

planted organ turns in color

tion and place it in a metal

from a cool gray to warm pink.
“No leaks, ” Dr. Lorber adds,
examining the sutured vessels.

basin for transport to the wait¬
ing recipient.

10:55 a.m.

Dr. Lorber carries

the kidney to the second oper¬
ating room, where the recipient
is monitored by Dr. Roddy,
anesthesiologist Langsheng
Weng, M.D., and nurses Mary
Ann Meyer, R.N., and Priscilla

A few moments later, the kid¬
ney begins producing its first
urine from the recipient,
cleansing the bloodstream
of toxins.

Greene, R.N.
YALE MEDICINE
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Continued from Page 11

Only recently have a few trans¬
plant centers, including Yale,
started to perform transplants from
living unrelated donors.
Better immunosuppression
makes living-unrelated kidney
transplantation feasible now,
unlike in 1954 when the first suc¬
cessful kidney transplant was per¬
formed in Boston between identi¬
cal twin brothers. But new issues

Reported Deaths on the Waiting List by Organ
Organ

1989

1991

1993

1995

Kidney

757

989

1,297

1,520
86

Kidney/Pancreas

0

0

60

23

38

3

4

Liver

284

437

562

804

Heart

770

Pancreas

518

779

764

Heart/Lung

77

45

51

28

Lung

38

139

252

342

Overall

1.677 2,382

2,918 3,448

these data are adjusted for multiple reporting of
deaths due to multiple registrations.
Source: United Network for Organ Sharing
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arise. Physicians say it is para¬
mount that the biologically unre¬
lated donor and recipient have an
emotional connection, such as that
between husband and wife, to rule
out the possibility of black-market
organ trading.
Also, recipients may have very
mixed feelings about accepting an
organ from a relative, spouse or
friend, and about the risk the donor
takes in providing that organ. “For
many people, it is difficult to con¬
sider asking someone to jeopardize
himself for them,” says Dr. Fried¬
man. “What I ask them is, ‘If the
shoe were on the other foot, would
you hesitate to give them a kid¬
ney?’ Almost always, they say they
wouldn’t hesitate. I say to them,
‘Then you have to consider being
the recipient.’ ”

EXTENDING LIFE

Heidi Krohner-Emond had thought
and talked about organ donation
before she died. An avid equestrian
and trainer, Ms. Krohner-Emond

was 24 when, in March 1990, she
was kicked in the head while work¬
ing with a horse in Litchfield
County, Conn. She was rushed by
helicopter to Waterbury Hospital,
where she survived for more than a
week. After brain death occurred,
her parents and husband were
asked to consider donation of
her organs.
“We had this in the back of our
minds,” says her father, E. Kenneth
Krohner of New Hartford, Conn.
“Heidi told me years ago if any¬
thing did happen to her, she would
like to donate her organs to help
someone else.” Her kidneys, liver
and heart were removed and trans¬
planted into patients waiting on the
UNOS list. Says her mother, Bar¬
bara Krohner, “We just knew it was
something she would want to do.
She loved animals and she was the
type of person who would want to
help another person.
“Our daughter had to die, but
to think that three other people are
living because of her, it’s wonder¬
ful,” says Mrs. Krohner. Donor
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Left: Giacomo P. Basadonna, M.D.,
Ph.D.: "Organ donation, ideally, is a

decision that should be made by peo¬
ple when they 're healthy. ”

organizations do not reveal the
names of donors and recipients
unless all parties agree, and even
then they discourage the practice
because of the difficulties that
can arise.
“Initially it satisfies their
curiosity, but in the long run it's a
bad move,” says Gail Eddy, R.N.,
transplant coordinator in the sec¬
tion of cardiothoracic surgery.
“The combination long-term can
be stressful because of an unoffi¬
cial kind of obligation on both
sides. It’s a double-edged sword.”
While they would like to know
who received Heidi’s organs, the
Krohners have not tried to find out.
(Some families do so by research¬
ing newspaper archives and public
records.) Nonetheless, Mr. Krohner
calls Yale every six months or so to
ask how the recipients are faring.
“At last update,” he says, “every¬
one was doing well.”

A NEW SYSTEM?

The system established by NOTA
in 1984 is well conceived and,
while not perfect, it is improving,
many say. “No one, from Thomas
Jefferson on down, said democracy
was efficient,” says Dr. Lorber. the
transplant section chief. “But this
really is an evolving system, with
clear oversight accomplished by
UNOS.” To help make the system
both more fair and more func¬
tional, Dr. Lorber and his Yale col¬
leagues serve on more than a dozen
boards and committees of UNOS
and the New England Organ Bank.
He would like to devise a way
to increase the number of families
who consent to organ donation
when the request is made. Like
most of his colleagues, he rejects
the notion of paying or otherwise
compensating families for dona¬
tions. But an idea that might work,

Yale medicine

he says, is to link one’s potential
future status on the transplant wait¬
ing list to the signing of a donor
card. “By agreeing to be an organ
donor, a person would be first in
line for a transplant, should they
ever need one,” he says. “That
would be a type of insurance that
doesn’t cost any money. After all,
we don't know in advance whether
we will someday need a transplant,
or whether we will someday
become a potential organ donor
when we die.”

Donor coordinator Brenda
Kasulen agrees that linking the
issues—receiving and giving—is
necessary. "When 1 talk to schools
or other groups, I say: ‘If you
needed a transplant, 99 percent of
you would want to be on the list.
But if the same group was in the
emergency room, and we asked
for your consent, only 50 percent
of you would say yes.’ ” She
pauses. "If you believe in trans¬
plantation, you have to believe in
organ donation.’ ” YM

Facts about organ donation
and transplantation
• It is possible to transplant
approximately 25 different organs
and tissues, including bone and
cartilage, bone marrow, cornea,
hearts, heart-lung, kidney, liver,
lung and pancreas.
■ Acceptable organ donors can
range in age from newborns to
senior citizens.
■ Donors are people in good
health who have died suddenly—
possibly through accidents—and
have been declared "brain dead."
In this condition, brain function has
permanently ceased, but
the heart and lungs continue to
function with the use of artificial
life supports.
■ An individual indicates his or
her wish to be a donor by signing
a Uniform Organ Donor Card.
However, medical personnel still
ask the next-of-kin for permission
to donate. Therefore, it is vital that
individuals who wish to be donors
inform their next-of-kin about their
decision so that their wishes may
be honored.
■ Every 18 minutes a new name
is added to the national transplant

waiting list maintained by the
United Network For Organ Sharing
(UNOS) in Richmond, Va.
■ As of Dec. 31,1994, more than
1,409 patients on the waiting list
were 17 years of age or younger.
■ Across the country, 69 organ
procurement organizations provide
services to the 277 transplant
centers nationwide.
■ Federal rules require each
state to have "Required Request"
legislation, which requires hospi¬
tals to maintain a protocol for ask¬
ing family members for permission
to donate a deceased relative's
organs and tissues.

Organs and their typical
preservation times
Heart
Liver
Kidney
Heart-Lung
Lung

4-6 hours
12 - 24 hours
48-72 hours
4-6 hours
4-6 hours

Source: United Network
for Organ Sharing
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RESEARCH

Right: Jordan S. Pober,

M.D., Ph.D., director
of the molecular cardiobiology program at
Yale’s Boyer Center for
Molecular Medicine:
hunting for clues about
the chronic rejection of
transplanted organs.

Along the
frontiers
A better understanding of the immune
system bodes well for future transplants;
so do advances in artificial and
genetically engineered organs

T

he future of organ transplantation lies on three
fronts: better immunosuppression to sustain
transplanted organs, new artificial devices to
replace or assist the failing organ, and the develop¬
ment of animal organs that may someday survive in
the human body. Researchers at Yale are making
strides in all three areas.

By Michael Fitzsousa
IMMUNOSUPPRESSION

When a transplanted organ is rejected by the recipi¬
ent’s immune system, this rejection can occur in three
ways. Hyperacute rejection begins within minutes if
certain antigens are present on the cell surfaces of the
transplanted organ, as is usually the case with organs
transplanted from other species such as pigs. Hypera¬
cute rejection, which reduces the foreign organ to
black, necrotic tissue within hours, is the result of an
antibody response to the organ’s surface proteins and
of the host’s complement system, in which comple¬
ment proteins are activated to destroy the cell mem¬
branes of the new organ.
Acute rejection occurs primarily as a cellular
process beginning at seven to 10 days after transplan¬
tation as the host’s immune system recognizes the new
organ as foreign and sends T cells to fight off what the
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body perceives as an infection. These acute rejection
episodes are the most common short-term threat to the
survival of an organ graft and have for decades been
managed with a combination of azathioprine, corticos¬
teroids and anti-T cell sera to weaken the immune sys¬
tem. The introduction of cyclosporine in 1983 gave
clinicians a powerful new tool which greatly improved
graft survival.
Chronic rejection, which takes place over the
course of months or even years, is responsible for the
late failure of the greatest number of organ grafts, says
Jordan S. Pober, M.D., Ph.D., director of the molecular
cardiobiology program at Yale’s Boyer Center for Mol¬
ecular Medicine. Over time, a narrowing of the arteries
deprives the organ of critical bloodflow and slowly
starves it of nutrients. While suggestive of the arte¬
riosclerosis responsible for heart disease and hyperten¬
sion, Dr. Pober says, “the process is much more rapid—
six months to several years—and doesn't seem to be
related to lipids in the bloodstream.”
Nearly all current immunosuppression therapy is
directed against acute rejection, says Dr. Pober: “Much
less is understood about the chronic rejection of trans¬
planted organs.” To narrow that gap, collaborative
research in the laboratories of Dr. Pober and Marc I.
Lorber, M.D., professor of surgery and chief of the

Yale medicine

section of organ transplantation, is focusing on the
chronic rejection problem. They are studying the single
layer of endothelial cells that line the blood vessels,
where the cell-mediated injury occurs. They are investi¬
gating the role of endothelial cells in launching inflam¬
mation and exploring how the immune system recog¬
nizes these cells.
The experimental model for these studies involves
putting human cells and tissues into the SCID mouse
(SCID stands for severe combined immunodeficiency).
"We hope with the SCID model to be able to devise
new therapies, including peptides, new drugs and mon¬
oclonal antibodies, or totally novel ones that are rele¬
vant for allotransplantation,” says Dr. Pober.
Boyer Center colleague Dario C. Altieri. M.D.,
associate professor of pathology, has probed to see
whether a mouse monoclonal antibody called 2E1 can
decrease the immune response without destroying its
components. Also using a SCID mouse model. Dr.
Altieri and collaborators reported in Nature this spring
that the antibody would protect all of the treated mice
from graft-versus-host disease. In effect, the antibody
froze the lymphocytes in a state of suspended anima¬
tion, without killing them. This promising finding has
encouraged Dr. Altieri to elucidate the mechanism of
action, with the hope that this research may lead to clin¬
ical solutions.
Pancreatic specialist Giacomo P. Basadonna, M.D..
Ph.D., is experimenting with another monoclonal anti¬
body to see how it prevents rejection of insulin-produc¬
ing islet cells. Collaborating with nephrologist David
M. Rothstein, M.D., assistant professor of medicine, he
found that with three injections, 75 percent of the mice
survived for at least 200 days. “Really,” says Dr.
Basadonna, “in a mouse, that is forever." The control
mice that did not receive the antibody rejected their
islet transplants within two weeks.
It is this type of selectivity—the ability to turn off
the immune system's rejection of an organ without
leaving the host vulnerable to infection and cancers—
that researchers pursue in the quest for tolerance. Toler¬
ance is the ideal state in which the body accepts the new
organ as its own.
“Unfortunately, we don't have a specific immune
system just for dealing with transplanted organs,” says
Dr. Pober, professor of pathology, immunobiology and
biology. “The good news is that, as in all of pharmacol¬
ogy, there are therapeutic windows. You don't have to
totally suppress the immune system in order to protect
the organ." Existing immunosuppression therapy leaves
in place that part of immune system which guards
against bacterial infection, he adds, "but it is not as suc¬
cessful for protecting organs from viruses.”
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Richard L. Edelson, M.D., chairman and professor of dermatology, developed
photopheresis more than a decade ago as a cancer treatment. The procedure
also may help transplant recipients by targeting the white blood cells involved in
graft rejection while leaving intact others that are needed for the body’s defense.

One promising strategy for
immunosuppression may be photo¬
pheresis, a procedure in which a
patient's blood is diverted to a
machine and back into the body.
During this journey, the blood
is exposed to ultraviolet light,
which appears to disable antigenpresenting cells and suppress the
immune response.
Photopheresis was pioneered a
decade ago by Richard L. Edelson,
M.D. '70, as a treatment for T cell
leukemia. Patients did extremely
well, but the mechanism of action
was not understood.
"What has been clear for a
long time now is that some kind
of vaccination was taking place,”
says Dr. Edelson, chairman and
professor of dermatology. Only
now, with other scientific discover¬
ies in place, he says, have Yale
researchers been able to elucidate
that mechanism.
The patient is given a dose of
psoralen and attached to a pheresis
machine, which draws blood, then
returns it to the person's circula¬
tory system. While out of the body,
the blood is exposed to ultraviolet
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light, which stimulates the psoralen
to bind to DNA and certain pro¬
teins and lipids.
"When you pass the diseasecausing T cells through photo¬
pheresis, the drug that is activated
causes those T cells to liberate pep¬
tides from their surfaces,” says Dr.
Edelson. “These peptides are then
absorbed by the normal antigenpresenting cells and when those
cells go back into the body, they
are able to serve as a vaccine
against equivalent peptides on their
surface.” The vaccine kills off only
the disease-causing cells identified
during pheresis, not all T cells. As
a result, he says, it may be quite
useful for targeting those lympho¬
cytes mobilized for rejection while
leaving intact the others needed for
the body’s defense.

ARTIFICIAL ORGANS

When Barney Clark died in 1983
after being sustained for 112 days
by the Jarvik 7 artificial heart,
much of the enthusiasm for devel¬
oping artificial organs passed with
him. Many believe it will be too

difficult to create a self-contained
artificial heart that successfully
replicates all the functions of
the human organ. But a device ini¬
tially conceived to help the failing
heart until a donor organ became
available has developed into a
potential long-term solution for
the failing heart.
Two versions of the left ven¬
tricular assist device (LVAD) have
been used for several years as a
bridge to transplant, for patients
not expected to survive their time
on the waiting list. The LVAD is a
pump that is implanted in the
abdomen and boosts the function
of the failing left ventricle, the site
of critical weakness in most cases
of congestive heart failure. Initial
versions of the pump were sup¬
ported by a desk-sized console unit
that severely limited the patient's
mobility. New versions of the
device are powered by a wearable
battery pack that allows the patient
to travel with little impediment.
Surgeons at Yale have im¬
planted 10 of the pumps, including
two of the new wearable version,
says John A. Elefteriades, M.D.
'76, HS '76-83, professor and chief
of cardiothoracic surgery. What’s
more, the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration has approved trials
of the LVAD at three U.S. centers
for use as a permanent replace¬
ment, rather than a bridge to trans¬
plant. If those trials are successful,
permanent LVAD implantation
may be available here soon.
“If I had the option of a
mechanical device, I would prefer
it to a transplant,” says Dr. Elefteri¬
ades, who is eager to see the clini¬
cal results over time. Whereas
transplant recipients take a daily
regimen of up to a dozen medica¬
tions, no immunosuppression is
required for the LVAD; the patients
take only a blood-thinning agent.
Yale already is one of 12 U.S.
centers performing a new proce¬
dure, the skeletal muscle wrap, that
uses the body’s own muscle to
strengthen a failing heart. Surgeons
remove a small piece of muscle
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from the patient’s back, fold it
around the weakened left ventricle,
and use a pacemaker to stimulate
the correct rhythm to augment the
heart’s pumping strength.
Like the muscle wrap, other
highly refined procedures per¬
formed here offer alternatives to
transplantation for patients with
heart failure, thereby reducing the
demand for available organs. Yale
specializes in the removal of
aneurysms, as well as valve
replacement and coronary artery
bypass for patients with severe
heart failure. “Up until a few years
ago, doctors were afraid to apply
these conventional techniques
to the sickest patients, because
the hearts were so weak,” says
Dr. Elefteriades. By exploring
the subtleties of these techniques,
he says, “we were able to dispel
that notion.”
For kidney patients, hemo¬
dialysis for decades has used a
machine to simulate the function of
the kidney by filtering toxins from
the blood mechanically. Newer
peritoneal dialysis equipment
allows patients who need dialysis
to receive it at home without tap¬
ping into a vein. A catheter is fitted
into the abdomen and dialysis fluid
is flowed into the peritoneal cavity.
Overnight, the peritoneum filters
out uric acid, creatinine and other
toxins, which are produced by the
body. Patients with liver failure
have not had the option of a
machine replacing normal func¬
tion, but they may soon, says Amy
L. Friedman, M.D., assistant pro¬
fessor of surgery, who specializes
in liver transplantation. Several
biotech companies are working on
devices, similar to dialysis
machines, that use live pig liver
cells to replace human liver
function.

“The good news is that, as in all of
pharmacology, there are therapeutic windows.
You don Y have to totally suppress the immune
system in order to protect the organ. ”
Jordan S. Pober
director of molecular cardiobiology

transplantation field.
But in the last few years, his
prediction appears less certain.
Recent discoveries about human
complement proteins and the sur¬
face antigens on pig cells have
been very promising, and the prob¬
lem of hyperacute rejection may
soon be solved. When that hap¬
pens, the advances in human trans¬
plantation may also be applied to
transplantation of animal organs.
Alexion Pharmaceuticals Inc.,
founded by a group of six Yale sci¬
entists in 1992 in New Haven, is
one of four companies worldwide
working on the problem of hypera¬
cute rejection and the development
of pig organs for transplantation.
Of the three companies developing
complement protein inhibitors,
Alexion is the only one working
simultaneously on two fronts of the
problem, says Leonard Bell,

A transgenic pig developed by Alex¬
ion Pharmaceuticals Inc., a New
Haven biotechnology firm founded in

XENOTRANSPLANTATION

1992 by six Yale scientists. Alexion is

Xenotransplantation is five years
away—and always will be. So said
Stanford heart surgeon Norman
Shumway, M.D., a giant in the

one of four companies worldwide
working on the problem of hypera¬
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cute rejection and the development of
pig organs for transplantation.

M.D. ’84, president of Alexion. Dr.
Bell left the Yale medical faculty in
1992 to establish the biotechnol¬
ogy firm.
Alexion scientists have identi¬
fied the surface antigen present in
pig cells that precipitates the com¬
plement system’s attack, and are
developing transgenic pigs that
lack this carbohydrate, alpha-GAL.
The company also is developing
pigs with the human complement
inhibitors CD59 and DAF.
“We’re taking a double-bar¬
reled approach,” says Dr. Bell, an
adjunct member of the cardiology
faculty. “It’s our feeling that nei¬
ther one will be enough to prevent
hyperacute rejection.”
For a solution to cellular rejec¬
tion between species, Graeme L.
Hammond, M.D., professor of cardiothoracic surgery, looked to
nature for a successful model of
disparate cells co-existing harmo¬
niously. He found one while
watching the birth of a colt several
years ago.
“The classic example of dis¬
parate tissue compatibility is preg¬
nancy,” says Dr. Hammond. “You
have 50 percent foreign protein—
or possibly 100 percent in the case
of in vitro fertilization—surviving
for nine months in the mother’s
body. But one millisecond after
the fetus is born, a skin graft from
the infant to the mother or vice
versa would reject in seven days.
Why is this?”
To pursue that question. Dr.
Hammond studied the “immunologically bald” trophoblast cells of
the placenta, which do not express
surface antigens, and began to look
for the mechanism responsible in
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these cells for turning off antigen
expression. With his colleagues at
Yale, he generated cDNA libraries
from trophoblast cells, then trans¬
fected the cDNAs into immunologically normal epithelial cells to
test whether the antigen-suppress¬
ing gene was expressed.
"Occasionally we would see
cells that wouldn't express the sur¬
face antigen,” he says. The pre¬
sumed reason? "Their genes were
not transcribing the messenger
RNA needed to produce that anti¬
gen. Whether this was because a
gene from trophoblast cells
blocked transcription remains

to be proven.”
The approach is speculative,
Dr. Hammond says, and he is very
cautious about drawing firm con¬
clusions from the data collected so
far. But if continuing research con¬
firms the existence of genes that
regulate this type of antigen
expression, that knowledge ulti¬
mately could be used to produce
transgenic pigs, with organs that
do not provoke cellular rejection.
“This is probably going to be
10 years off, unless we get very
lucky,” says Dr. Hammond.
"There's no doubt in my mind that
xenotransplantation is going to

The youngest recipients
C
hildren, as a group, do quite
well after transplantation—bet¬
ter than adults on average, says
Norman J. Siegel, M.D., HS ’6870, who established Connecticut’s
first pediatric nephrology program
in 1972 at Yale. “That’s because
they tolerate the medications bet¬
ter and they tolerate serious ill¬
nesses better,” he says. “Kids
have a remarkable resilience."
Many adults with end-stage
renal disease are not good candi¬
dates for transplants (and are
treated by dialysis instead). But
transplantation is nearly always
the treatment of choice for chil¬
dren, says Dr. Siegel, professor
and acting chairman of pediatrics.
Children need a working kidney to
have a better chance at normal
growth and therefore benefit great¬
ly by transplantation. “When they
do well,” he says, “they have
another 50 years ahead of them.”
However, children with renal
failure may need two or more kid¬
ney transplants over the course of
a lifetime, depending on how the
new organ is tolerated. The kidney
eventually is rejected in most
patients, but that process can take
as long as 20 years. By contrast,
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Norman J. Siegel, M.D.

children receiving liver transplants
often keep them for life, says Fred¬
erick J. Suchy, M.D., director of
pediatric gastroenterology and
hepatology. “The body seems to be
more tolerant of the liver.”
Tolerance—the body’s accep¬
tance of a transplant without sup¬
pression of the immune system—
is the final goal of transplant physi¬
cians and scientists trying to

come, but it's going to take a
lot of work.'’
Alfred Bothwell, Ph.D.,
whose work on CD59 is the basis
for much of the progress in defeat¬
ing the complement reaction,
also envisions transgenic organs
being available in the not-too-distant future.
"It's one of the very active
areas in biotechnology and it has
kind of exploded in the past three
or four years,” says Dr. Bothwell,
associate professor of immunobi¬
ology. “I’m very optimistic that in
10 years we will be doing xeno¬
transplantation.” YM

unlock that puzzle.
“There are occasional patients
who are off all the immunosup¬
pressive drugs and don’t reject the
liver,” says Dr. Suchy, professor of
pediatrics. “We don’t yet know how
that tolerance state comes about.
That would be the ultimate goal—
understanding the state of toler¬
ance and inducing it through med¬
ication, genetic manipulation or by
some other means.”
While organ disease is espe¬
cially troubling in children because
of their age, pediatric patients
have advantages specific to youth.
Graft and patient survival is higher
in children who weigh more than
10 kilograms than in adults, says
Dr. Siegel, and many younger
patients will benefit from current
and future advances in transplan¬
tation biology and clinical practice.
“The nice thing about pediatric
transplants is watching these kids
grow up,” Dr. Siegel adds. One of
his patients who received a kidney
transplant, as an adolescent, is
now a mother of four children,
including twins. Another is off to
Penn State as a freshman this fall,
while a third is a chef trained at
the Culinary Institute of America,
“it’s great to watch them grow up,
go to college, get married and do
all of the things young people do
as they become adults.” ■
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Dr Higgins examines Mrs. Eder in the recovery room.
The lung was a tight fit, but all of the early indications were positive.

A lung transplant,
the doctor and the patient
How a woman took a chance for new life

By James Tobin
The Detroit News
Photographs by Joe DeVera/Copyright 1995 The Detroit News

U

nder the surgical lights of a hospital many miles north of Detroit, Dr.
Robert Higgins slipped his fingers into the open chest cavity of the
brain-dead woman lying before him and gently freed her soft, pink lungs
from the space they had filled for 40 years.
For a moment they felt warm with life. Then Dr. Higgins bathed them
in cold chemicals and stowed them in ice in a blue picnic cooler.
Just after 4 a.m. he swung the cooler through the door of the heli¬
copter waiting outside and scrambled in after it. The aircraft rose into the
night sky and turned toward the distant glow of Detroit.
At that moment, Dr. Higgins’ patient, Mary Eder, lay waiting in Oper¬
ating Room 17 on the sixth floor of Henry Ford Hospital.
“I just want to breathe,” she told the nurses. “I want to wake up to see
your smiling faces. I don’t want to wake up to see God’s face.”
At 36, Dr. Higgins is Henry Ford’s youngest thoracic surgeon and
co-director of the hospital’s new lung transplant program.
He had not promised Mary Eder a new life. Just a chance at one.
Transplant miracles now seem so routine that patients all but count on
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Robert Higgins, M.D., graduated
from the Yale School of Medi¬
cine in 1985. He returned to
New Haven five years later as a
Winchester Scholar, after com¬
pleting his surgical residency at
the Hospitals of the
University Health Cen¬
ter of Pittsburgh. Dr.
Higgins spent a total
of three more years
at Yale, including two
as a fellow in cardiothoracic surgery. He
was introduced to cardiothoracic surgery by
William W.L. Glenn,
M.D., and learned much of his
technique from John A. Elefteriades, M.D. ’76, HS '76-83, the
section chief today.
In 1995, Dr. Higgins was
chosen to lead the cardiothoracic organ transplant program
at Henry Ford Hospital in
Detroit. Detroit News writer
James Tobin spent three
months following Dr. Higgins
before writing this article, which
documents one of the pro¬
gram’s early cases.
Reprinted with permission of

The Detroit News, June 4, 1995
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them, doctors say. Corneas restore
sight. Nine of 10 heart recipients
live for at least a year, many for 10
years or more.
But miracles never can be
taken for granted, especially in the
still-new business of transplanting
a lung, the body's most delicate
organ. Here—more perhaps than
in any other medical adventure—
the miracle workers confront
the irreducible uncertainties of
their calling.
Transplantation is a chance,
not a cure. A new organ can bring
new life, but it enters the body as a
stranger. Usually it restores, but
sometimes it destroys, starting a
disastrous cascade of events that
no one can predict or control.
“Are you good?” a lung trans¬
plant candidate asked Dr. Higgins
not long ago.
Yes, he answered, he
was good.
But later he added: “Even if
we’re good and we do our job well,
sometimes things go wrong and
people die.”
By the time Dr. Higgins
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reached Mary Eder’s side at 4:52
a.m., anesthesia had carried her
into a profound sleep.
For years, the feeling of a
suffocating weight on her emphy¬
sema-ridden lungs had kept the
Taylor resident from sleeping more
than two hours at a time. She lived
with an oxygen tube in her nose.
She was 60 years old,
divorced, with two grown children,
five grandchildren and a black
mutt named Casey. In a year, two
at most, she wouldn’t be able to
breathe at all.
Now Dr. Higgins rescrubbed
his thick hands and forearms and
pulled on fresh surgical gloves and
a mask. He spoke with Dr. Michael
Basha, the lung specialist who
co-directs the transplant program,
and with Dr. Norman Silverman,
Ford’s chief of thoracic surgery,
that night the assisting surgeon.
Nurses, anesthesiologists and
technicians waited. Dr. Higgins
stepped up to the table where
Mary’s form lay under a blue sheet.
His tools lay fanned nearby like a
deck of cards.

“Can we bring the lung up?”
he asked.

A SURGEON’S PREPARATION

In a way. Dr. Higgins’ preparation
for this moment began more than
30 years ago, on the night his
father died.
Handsome, with a great zest
for life, the first Robert Samuel
DeCosta Higgins was one of a
handful of black physicians serv¬
ing the segregated black commu¬
nity of Charleston, S.C.
On Jan. 16, 1964, as he was
driving home from a house call, a
drunk driver careened into his
Volkswagen. Late that night Dr.
Higgins discharged himself from
the hospital. At home he awakened
5-year-old Bobby, eldest of his
three sons, and held the boy on
his lap.
His son can remember the
ugly bruise around his father’s eye.
“Subdural bleed,” he
guesses today.
Dr. Higgins died three days
later. He was 31.
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Left: Exhausted members of the sur¬
gical team show the strain after the
grueling procedure. From right,
nurses Toni Cannon and Susan Lutz,
and Dr. Robert Higgins.

Patricia Higgins moved boxes
and boys back to her parents’ home
in Albany, N.Y. Airline clerk by
day, telephone operator by night,
she sent her sons through the
Albany Academy For Boys, an
elite military prep school.
She drove. She demanded.
She conveyed a message. The
boys’ father had lost his wonderful
chance; now they must make the
most of their own chances.
“My mom never really held
my father up as some mythical guy
that I should grow up to be like,”
Dr. Higgins remembers. “But the
stories she told, the kind of guy he
was, the way she missed him—I
always knew.”
Family photos display her
rewards. Her younger sons gradu¬
ating from college. Bobby as
Albany Academy’s first black
cadet major, head of the student
body; Bobby graduating from
Dartmouth College. Bobby gradu¬
ating from Yale Medical School.
At Yale the transplant passion
overwhelmed him. His life had
been about chances lost and won;
now he would offer a chance to his
patients. Not a miracle. A chance,
uncertain but sweet.
He was the first black chief
resident in surgery at the Univer¬
sity of Pittsburgh Medical Center, a
transplant leader. His superiors
grilled him hard—extra hard, it
sometimes seemed—and he won¬
dered why.
“I think people tested me to
see if I belonged there,” he recalls.
“They want to find out if you really
are up to the test.”
He was.
“Race has never been some¬
thing he viewed as an obstacle or
allowed anyone around him to
view as an obstacle,” said Dave
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Shula, Dr. Higgins’ college room¬
mate and close friend, now head
coach of the NFL’s Cincinnati Bengals. They played varsity football
together at Dartmouth.
“He’s not real big,” Shula
said. “He didn’t have a whole lot of
speed. But you knew you were in
for a strong collision when you ran
into him. He’s very competitive,
too. He wants to win.”
Dr. Higgins may not be big by
NFL standards, but at 5 feet 8
inches and 225 pounds, he fills
doorways at Ford Hospital, where
he came in 1993 to help launch the
lung transplant program.
Last summer he met Jackie
Brooks, a 56-year-old woman
close to death from an inherited
form of emphysema.
Dr. Higgins and his colleagues
told her of the risks. Because every
breath exposes transplanted lungs
to airborne germs and toxins, they
said, they are more vulnerable than
hearts to infection. Only 68 percent
of lung recipients live for a year.
But Brooks wanted her
chance, and on Oct. 20, 1993, Dr.
Higgins gave her the first lung ever
transplanted in Metro Detroit.
Now she takes long walks and
fishes. Her life is restored.
A chance, not a cure, Dr. Hig¬
gins had told her. Last December
he said the same thing to a
23-year-old woman who developed
incurable heart disease after having
a baby. While awaiting a heart
transplant, she died.
“It’s a tragedy,” Dr. Higgins
said. “Who knows if she would
have survived the transplant? But
at least she would have had a
chance. And that’s a shame not to
take advantage of the chances that
you have in life.”

LOOKING FOR A CHANCE

Mary Eder saw Jackie Brooks
on the TV news last fall and called
her that night. In January she
joined Ford’s list of lungtransplant candidates.
On March 29, at 10 p.m., the

phone rang in her Taylor home.
She heard Conrad Drost, the stocky
ex-Army sergeant who shepherds
Ford’s transplant recipients
through the program, say: “We
have a potential donor.”
An upstate woman had suf¬
fered a fatal brain injury; her fam¬
ily was donating her organs.
Donor and recipient must
share a blood type and be about the
same size. A big man’s lung could
no more fit in a small woman’s
chest than his feet could fit in her
shoes. If the lung is too small the
empty space fills with fluid, risking
infection. If the lung is too big, it
can be dangerously pinched.
Both Mary and the donor
had type O blood. Both were 5
feet 2 inches tall. The match
appeared perfect.
Now, at 5 a.m.. Dr. Higgins
peered into a red hole on Mary’s
left side. A ventilator pumped air
into her right lung, which would
remain in her chest. Like most
recipients, she needed only one
new lung.
Dr. Higgins snipped out the
angry-red left lung. Then he lifted
the pale-gray donor’s lung from its
chemical bath and fitted it gently
into Mary’s chest.
The human lung has a simple
job: It puts life-giving oxygen in
the blood and removes carbon
dioxide, a poisonous byproduct of
the body’s metabolism.
This is accomplished via
three fleshy pipes: the pulmonary
artery, the bronchus and the pul¬
monary vein.
Half seamstress, half plumber.
Dr. Higgins steadily stitched these
connections to form three new
pipes. Using a long steel
needle-holder and blue thread, his
right hand twirled deftly to make
each suture. It was like stitching
wet tissue to a noodle.
Then Dr. Higgins spoke to the
anesthesiologist standing by the
ventilator.
“OK,” he said, “you want
to give just a couple very gentle
breaths?”
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The anesthesiologist squeezed
a fabric bag. The moist surface of
the shapeless lung rippled.
“Gentle breaths,” Dr. Higgins
repeated. Dr. Basha watched over
his shoulder.
The ventilator whispered.
The lung rose, expanded. Corners
and edges sprouted, and two dis¬
tinct lobes.
With a small movement Dr.
Silverman undamped the pul¬
monary artery, releasing blood into
the lung. The gray-white surface
flushed pink.
Lifeless for more than an
hour, the lung again was a living
organ. It filled its cavity, even pro¬
truded a bit.
“It’s a little big,” Basha said.
“But it’ll all get in there.”
“We’re a little snug,” Dr.
Higgins agreed. “Jackie was
snug, too.”
“Almost textbook,” Basha
said. “You couldn't ask for it to go
much smoother.”
Moments later Dr. Higgins
began to close Mary's chest. Soon
after 6:30 a.m., he gave her arm
two soft pats.
“That’s it,” he said. “If she
wakes up breathing, it’s all right.”

Robert Higgins, M.D., watches the
transplanted lung of his patient,
Mary Eder,fill with air and turn
from gray to healthy red as blood
flows into it. Dr. Higgins, who heads
the lung transplant program at
Henry’ Ford Hospital in Detroit,
graduated from Yale School of Med¬
icine in 1985 and returned as a fel¬
low in cardiothoracic surgery> before
moving to Michigan in 1993.

CAUTIOUS JUBILATION

When things go well for a patient,
Conrad Drost, the nurse, calls Dr.
Higgins “Bob.” When they don't,
it’s “Dr. Higgins.” Today it was
all “Bob.”
The Ford transplant team, two
dozen in all. greeted Mary’s trans¬
plant with cautious jubilation.
Dr. Higgins was to fly to
Atlanta the next day, Friday, for the
wedding of a close friend. He
called his wife, Molly, a transplant
nurse, to say he would be delayed
one day but still make the wedding.
Then. Friday morning. Dr.
Higgins and Basha saw a cloud on
Mary’s chest X-ray.
Blood was barely creeping
through the lung.
Normally that means a rupture
in a surgical connection. Tests
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lung performed superbly.
Dr. Higgins caught a late
flight, missed the wedding, but
made the reception. Everyone
asked about the transplant.
Then someone was calling:
"Phone for Dr. Higgins?”
It was Basha. The lung was
working well, he said. But Mary’s
kidneys were failing. The dreaded
“cascade of events” had begun.
Phone calls went back and
forth all night. Mary's liver was
failing. Her lungs were flooding.
Her reeling blood chemistry was
making her bleed.
Early Sunday, as Dr. Higgins
hurried through the hotel lobby to
catch an airport shuttle, a clerk
called him to the phone.
He heard Conrad Drost say
simply: “Dr. Higgins.”
“Yeah,” he said. “I know,
Conrad.”
Mary had died.

showed the connections were fine;
the doctors were baffled. Without a
repair, the lung would die.
So Mary, still unconscious,
was wheeled back to O.R. 17.
Dr. Higgins reopened the inci¬
sion. The lung was a dark, danger¬
ous blue. But before his eyes, it
turned a healthy pink. Just by
opening Mary, he had restored
proper blood flow.
Jackie Brooks had flourished
with a “snug fit.” But for reasons
no calculation could have pre¬
dicted, Mary’s lung fit like a foot in
a too-small shoe.
To give it extra space. Dr.
Higgins carved two ribs from
Mary's chest. She rallied. All that
afternoon and into the next day, the

TRIUMPH TURNS TO TEARS

One day not long before he met
Mary Eder, Dr. Higgins had said:
"People say doctors are cold; they
don’t care. It’s a defense mecha¬
nism, I guess. If I internalized
every one of these cases, I would¬
n’t be doing this.”
But at home with his wife that
evening he nearly wept. She spoke
to him for a long time.
She told him what he
already knew. That not everyone
makes it. That he was building
something good.
First thing Monday, Jackie
Brooks appeared at his office. She
told him she felt humble. And
lucky. They talked about Mary.
“She asked us to give her a
chance,” Dr. Higgins said later.
"We did our best, and we gave her
a shot. It’s a heroic effort, I think.
It’s the best we can do.” ■
Since this article appeared on June 4,
1995, Dr. Higgins and his team have
performed 15 more lung transplants
and 25 heart transplants without a
death as of July 1.
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N T E R V I E W

Howard M. Spiro,

m.d.

The founder of the Program for Humanities in Medicine
frets about the state of health care but sees a bright future ahead.
His prescription for educating physicians, after four decades at Yale?
A little less organic chemistry, a little more art.

Photographs by Peter Casolino

“ When I hear that the environment
is bad and the food is bad and all
the other things I do, I keep saying
to myself, gee, 1 never saw as
many 80- and 90-year-old people
as l do now, so maybe we are
doing something right."
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oward M. Spiro, M.D.,
professor of medicine, has
spent 42 years of his acad¬
emic career as a faculty member at
Yale University School of Medi¬
cine. For many of those years, he
was a much-admired teacher of
gastroenterology, and in 1971 he
was honored with the Francis
Blake Award for Best Teacher by
his students as a testament of their
respect and appreciation.
Throughout his career. Dr. Spiro
has espoused the importance of
the doctor-patient relationship,
and has written three books
exploring the role that listening,
empathy and concern by physi¬
cians have on patients’ recoveries.
In 1983, together with the late
Enid R. Peschel, Ph.D., Dr. Spiro
initiated the Program for Humani¬
ties in Medicine, a series of lec¬
tures emphasizing the links
between the arts and humanities
and the practice of medicine. Dur¬
ing his current six-month sabbati¬
cal, Dr. Spiro is studying Spanish
and rewriting his book. Doctors,
Patients and Placebos, for rerelease next year by Yale Univer¬
sity Press.
Rosalind D'Eugenio, media
specialist for the medical school’s
Office of Public Information,
spoke with Dr. Spiro about his
thoughts on the state of the doctorpatient relationship, the impact of
technology on medicine, and on
aging gracefully. Their conversa¬
tion follows.

YALE MEDICINE: WHAT
INFLUENCED YOU TO ENTER
MEDICINE AND, SPECIFICALLY,
THE FIELD OF GASTROEN¬
TEROLOGY?
Howard spiro: I can answer
the second part easier than the
first. I like to talk, I like to eat.

And what field is better for some¬
one like that than gastroenterology
(GI), where you can make a living
talking about food?
Actually, I planned to be a
psychiatrist. I graduated from
medical school at age 23, and at
that time I said to myself, “If I
become a psychiatrist. I’ll wake up
at the old age of 40 and say, ‘What
have you done with your life?
You’ve done nothing but talk.’”
And so, candidly and quite
honestly, I decided that GI was a
field that appealed to me, a field
in which I could do anything from
being a psychiatrist to being a
physicist. And, in fact, over the
past 50 years, I have worked in
the biophysics lab at Harvard
and have done all kinds of differ¬
ent things.
As for medicine in general,
I can answer it only by saying
that my father, who is a lawyer,
has 13 doctors in his immediate
family. So I gather there was
some pressure on me, either from
my parents or other relatives,
to go into medicine.

Howard Spiro, founder of the Program for Humanities in Medicine, thinks
physicians need to hurry less and spend more time listening to their patients.

4s for a surplus of doctors, he sees no evidence. “When I hear patients com¬
plaining that the doctor’s visit lasted too long, or that their doctor wouldn't let
them leave the office because they wanted to talk, then I will agree that there
are too many doctors. ”
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mary care is the real way to go.
The trouble with primary care in
my view is not that it’s bad, but it’s
going to be done by the wrong peo¬
ple. Nurse practitioners are the
ideal ones to do primary care. They
haven't been contaminated by too
much science. They maybe under¬
stand a little bit more of sociology
and things like that. And they have
different goals instilled in them
early on than do doctors. Yale
medical school teaches a lot of
science and doesn’t teach a lot of
human understanding, at least it
hasn’t always.
IN 1994 YOU HAD A TRIPLE
BYPASS OPERATION. WHAT DID
YOU LEARN AS A PATIENT,
FROM THE OTHER END OF THE
STETHOSCOPE?

“The difference between old people and
young people is that old people see the
horizon, we can touch the horizon,
whereas young people don't recognize
that there is even a horizon out there. ”

“It’s clear that
managed care puts
the premium on
profit. It claims its
putting the premium
on cutting costs,
but I don’t see
that cost-cutting
going back to
medical care. ”
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BEING A CHAMPION OF THE
DOCTOR-PATIENT RELATIONship, did you ever have the
DESIRE TO BE A FAMILY OR
GENERAL PRACTITIONER?

Interesting question. I guess not,
because I put away a time capsule
in Newton, Mass., where I was
raised, when I was 12 or 13, and I
wrote in it what I wanted to be
when I grew up. When I opened
that capsule 25 or more years later,
I discovered what I'd written: I
wanted to be a teacher in a medical
school. That’s a true story. So, even
though I complain, and will con¬
tinue to complain, I realize that I
was lucky to fulfill whatever that
young boy's ambitions had been.
Now, whether it was his ambition
or his mother’s ambition, I don't
know. My mother wanted to be a
doctor and, of course, in those
days, it was almost impossible. I’m
sure she must have influenced me.
But academic life was something
that I’ve probably wanted from
the beginning.
Parenthetically, I hear that pri¬

I put together a book with Harvey
Mandell, then a Norwich, Conn.,
internist, called When Doctors Get
Sick, and I learned that a doctor
tends to make the mistake of trying
to make decisions on his or her
own. I tell the story of doctors who
check their own IVs but don’t do
everything else they’re supposed to
do. But I think I was a good
patient. I was grateful as a patient.
I didn’t complain, but I had noth¬
ing to complain about. I was
treated very nicely.
Marian Spiro, my wife, put a
big sign up saying No visitors, but
people kept coming in anyway, and
she said that I was entertaining
them when I didn’t know what I
was talking about, but that’s all
right. We’re married 45 years, and
my wife is my biggest critic as well
as, of course, my best friend. Dr.
Howard Levitin, who had had a
bypass a couple of years before,
was kind enough to come to the
house, talk with Marian and me,
and explain a lot of things from the
standpoint of the patient. That was
really very reassuring. I’ve done
that for other people since then and
it clearly is one of those things that
was very helpful.
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HOW DID THAT EPISODE
AFFECT YOUR LIFE?

My father is 98 and in good health,
given everything, despite having
been a lawyer, fat, a cigarsmoker—and having an egg for
breakfast every morning to this
day. So I anticipated that I would
probably live to be 80 or 85 or
something like that and I worried,
as all people and particularly doc¬
tors do, about the gradual decline
of mental and physical abilities.
Physical abilities don’t mean a
great deal to me. I’ve been lucky to
be relatively sedentary and enjoy
being sedentary. Surgery made me
realize, “Hey, I’m as mortal as
everybody else.” And, in that
sense, it gave me a notion of a
finite time. I’ve often said the dif¬
ference between old people and
young people is that old people see
the horizon, we can touch the hori¬
zon, whereas young people don’t
recognize that there is even a hori¬
zon out there.
I think that a sense of mortality
entered my life. That is a plus
rather than a minus, because the
last thing I want, since I enjoy
working and giving advice, is to be
sitting around doing absolutely
nothing. So, it changed my life in
that way. But I decided that I really
couldn't do everything my good
friends the doctors wanted me to
do. I’ve always walked a great deal
and I conscientiously walk a good
deal more now. I didn’t want to do
a cardiac rehabilitation program
because it seemed to me that was a
kind of desperate search for
immortality in the way that I really
didn’t want. I’m perfectly happy to
exercise, but I’d rather walk out¬
side, city or country—preferably
city—than do so on a treadmill.

of the major changes for me as I’ve
gotten older is I’m—I hate to
say—a much better doctor for old
people than I was 30 years ago.
Now, the young feel that they can
put themselves in the position of
the old, and I’ve written about
empathy, but there’s no substitute
for being there. For example, a
number of my older friends have
been told by their doctors, “Don’t
take any alcohol, it'll kill you.” I
usually tell them, look, a few
drinks a day is not going to kill
you, and if it does, it’s all right.
You have to make certain decisions
in life. And living forever isn’t nec¬
essarily a great thing.
HOW DO YOU THINK THE
CHANGES IN HEALTH CARE
WILL AFFECT THE DOCTORPATIENT RELATIONSHIP?

I think they already have. I don’t
know any doctors who take care of
patients who are enormously
happy with the changes that have
come about. When Medicare came
in 30-odd years ago, doctors com¬
plained, but they really understood
that all of a sudden old folks and
poor people had turned into paying
patients rather than objects of char¬
ity. In 1996, money seems to be the
top issue. It's clear that managed
care puts the premium on profit. It
claims it’s putting the premium on
cutting costs, but I don’t see that

cost-cutting going back to medical
care. The cost-cutting supports
these enormous salaries that we
read about in the newspaper and
hear about on the radio and TV. It
makes sense to try to cut down on
diagnostic studies, but the way to
do it is locally, to let the doctor
micromanage rather than have the
authorities micromanage.
I’m sad at what’s happened to
medical care over the past few
years. I think we'll end up with a
rational system after a collapse of
the current system. I compare it to
the savings and loan societies. So
much money is being taken out of
the medical care system, under the
guise of improving it, that I think
the whole thing’s going to collapse.
Doctors aren’t happy, patients
aren’t happy, people are writhing
under the importunities of man¬
aged care. At the same time, out¬
siders are making millions of dol¬
lars. I see the patient-doctor rela¬
tionship as threatened also by the
fact that doctors rely on images
and on the eye, rather than on the
ear and listening to the patients. In
that way, the age of technology has
really contributed to the weakening
of the doctor-patient relationship.
WITH SO MUCH MEDICAL
INFORMATION AVAILABLE
THROUGH THE MEDIA, AND
NOW ON THE INTERNET, DO
YOU THINK THAT DOCTORS

“As a doctor I can learn
a good deal from ‘lurk¬
ing'on chat lines and
seeing what people are
thinking. Doctors say
they don't have the time
to listen to everything
their patient says. Well,

PATIENT CAME TO YOU AND

in a few minutes, you
can see what 15 or 20

TOLD YOU THAT?

other people have writ¬

WHAT WOULD YOU DO IF A

I’d say look, you’re 72, it’s your
life, it’s perfectly reasonable. One
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ten about their own
anguish and problems. ”
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“Illness is what the patient feels, disease
is what the doctor sees or finds. And, in
that sense, I'm convinced that alternative
medicine practitioners help illness. ”

FACE A CHALLENGE FROM
WELL-INFORMED PATIENTS?
IF SO, IS THIS A GOOD THING
OR A BAD THING?

That’s a complicated question. I’m
pretty computerized. The humani¬
ties program has a home page on
the Internet that one of the medical
students set up for us. I'm trying to
put a journal online. I love the
computer. I’ve been using it for
information and e-mail for about a
year, and I’ve gone from a position
of enormous wonder and enthusi-

asm to feeling that you really need
a guide through the masses of
material. I have watched the vari¬
ous chat lines on Crohn’s disease,
since one of my fields is inflamma¬
tory bowel disease, and as a doctor
I can learn a good deal from “lurk¬
ing” on chat lines and seeing what
people are thinking. Doctors say
they don’t have the time to listen to
everything their patient says. Well,
in a few minutes, you can see what
15 or 20 other people have written
about their own anguish and prob¬
lems. From the standpoint of the

Dr. Spiro, introducing a humanities seminar speaker in the Beaumont Room.

physician, it’s very useful.
From the standpoint of the
patient who then talks to the
physician about things, I’m pre¬
pared to think that it’s equally use¬
ful. The important issue for
patients is to get all the information
they want, but don't expect the
doctor to act on all that informa¬
tion. I sometimes hear there’s too
many doctors. I don't understand
that at all. When I hear patients
complaining that the doctor’s visit
lasted too long, or that their doctor
wouldn't let them leave the office
because they wanted to talk, then
I will agree that there are too many
doctors.
People want some connection.
Doctors really need to recognize
that 80 percent—the figures go
back to the 1890s and they’re just
as good in the 1990s—of what
comes to a doctor’s office or to a
clinic has psychosocial, economic
origins. The sorrow that has no
vent in tears makes other organs
weep is one of my many favorite

sayings. And one of the reasons
I’m picking up Spanish, or trying
to, is that I see that patients who
can’t speak English often have
more tests performed on them.
Managed care doesn't give doctors
enough time to talk with the
patient. And that’s a big worry.
WHY DID YOU START THE
HUMANITIES IN MEDICINE
PROGRAM?
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Originally, I was an English major
in college. In fact, I was the only
non-science major to complete
Harvard Medical School my year,
in a class of 140-something.
In 1982-83,1 spent a sabbati¬
cal at The Center for Advanced
Study in Behavioral Sciences out
at Stanford, and I realized that
since I was stepping down as chief
of gastroenterology at that time, I
had a lot of extra time. Why not try
to put my mind where my mouth
was? I came back with a notion,
which I’ve never been able to do,
of setting up a program where a
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few doctors who had finished their
residencies could spend a year or
two looking at the humanities or
doing other kinds of things and
bring that to medical rounds, to the
patients, and to the medical stu¬
dents.
At the same time, I have the
dream of getting some people
who’ve finished their Ph.D.s and
are looking for jobs to look at med¬
icine without any particular goal
except to observe it and to think
about it. I don’t think that we can
paste humanities on top of some¬
thing else. The kids have so much
to learn in medical school. The res¬
idents are tired at the end of the
day. Late afternoon activities, such
as we have, are fine for older peo¬
ple, but not for the young. So, what
I really wanted to do was to bring
the humanities and medicine
closer together.
I’ve not been able to find any
financial support for that idea. Peo¬
ple say to me, “Howard, why
should I pay for doctors to enjoy
themselves?” The problem is that a
dose of humanities, a little bit more
understanding of life, I think,
would begin to cut down the num¬
ber of diagnostic studies that are
done, would make people recog¬
nize that if there’s one chance in
100 of some diagnostic test helping
the patient, there are 99 chances of
100 that what’s going on in other
areas will also affect the patient.
Then money would be saved. But
you have to prove that in some way
or other. Nobody seems to be inter¬
ested in that kind of endeavor. So, I
started the lecture series instead.
HAVE THE ATTITUDES OF
COLLEAGUES AND STUDENTS
TOWARD THE PROGRAM
CHANGED SINCE YOU
STARTED IT?

Some of my colleagues support the
program and more ignore it. But a
number of loyal faculty come. Our
audience is composed of first-year
medical students who love it, but
who then are too busy the next
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three years with doing well in med¬
ical school and getting a good
internship. Residents have totally
disappeared from participation.
Humanities doesn’t get you
any grades. It doesn’t get you any
credit. It doesn’t advance your
career. One of the ex-deans said,
“Howard, it’s a trendy kind of
thing to do.” And that’s been a little

ARE YOUR THOUGHTS ON
WHY AND HOW PEOPLE ARE
LIVING LONGER?

Demographers tell us that there are
more people than there ever were
before, not because medicine has
done such wonderful things for the
elderly (though I think it has—I’m
an example of somebody who

“I’ve known some wonderful students
who would have made excellent doctors
if they weren ’t stymied by organic
chemistry and physics. I would add
more studies of human nature, among
those, anthropology, sociology. I would
insist on a course in art. ”

disappointing for me, more than a
little. We get 75 to 100 people
coming to the lectures, but we’re
preaching to the choir, as the
phrase goes, to a large extent.
A paper published in The
Lancet, I think it was, said that
poetry helps doctors understand
patients. There was a paper pub¬
lished in another journal on art in
medicine. And there are a lot of
people out there who believe these
things, but there is a widespread
feeling that all these activities are
supernumerary and that the med¬
ical schools should go on without
them. My salary is paid by Yale,
my secretary’s salary is paid by
Yale, and that is the extent of sup¬
port, which of course, is a great
help. I’m happy to continue to
do this, but I’m 72 and the pres¬
sures for a 72-year-old to retire
are enormous.
THE OVER-80 AGE GROUP IS
ONE OF THE FASTEST GROWING
POPULATIONS TODAY. WHAT

would’ve been dead presumably if
I didn’t have the bypass) but
because young people, infants, live
longer and are saved from dying of
infectious diseases. When I hear
that the environment is bad and the
food is bad and all the other things
I do, I keep saying to myself, gee, I
never saw as many 80- and 90year-old people as I do now, so
maybe we are doing something
right. As I say, the cynics say, well,
that’s because there are more peo¬
ple in general to live to be 90.1
don’t have a good answer to that. I
do think that one of the areas that
we need to do much more with is
in the area of utilizing professors
over the age of 70. I’ve tried in the
humanities program and elsewhere
to mobilize some of the older peo¬
ple. They’re out there, willing to
do all kinds of things, but they’re
not asked to. I can’t explain why
we have so many elderly except
that medical care definitively is
better. But a compelling need is to
figure out what to do for and with
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them. There are all these people
around who would like to be con¬
tributing more than they are. but
our society hasn’t yet gotten over
its prejudice of people over 70.

icine. I prefer the term comple¬
mentary, where one method
doesn’t take over for the other.

WHAT IS YOUR OPINION OF

YOU DECIDE TO WRITE DOC¬

LET’S TALK ABOUT YOUR
BOOKS A LITTLE. WHY DID

ALTERNATIVE MEDICINE

TORS, PATIENTS AND PLACEBOS,

AND UNCONVENTIONAL

IN WHICH YOU ANALYZED

THERAPIES?

THE USE OF PLACEBOS IN
CLINICAL MEDICINE?

I have just finished rewriting my
book on placebos emphasizing
alternative medicine, and the
lessons are that the alternative
medicine practitioners spend 80
percent of their time talking to
patients about themselves, about
their families, about their lives;
that catharsis, as the ancient
Greeks knew, makes people feel
better. Alternative medicine has
lessons for doctors in that it shows
the value of the patient-physician
relationship. I’m not convinced
that there is any specific merit to
alternative medicine beyond that,
but that’s a lot.
IF THE PATIENT FEELS BETTER.
HE OR SHE MAY RESPOND
BETTER.

Exactly what I’m saying. I draw
the distinction as many people do
between illness and disease. Illness
is what the patient/ecA, disease is
what the doctor sees or finds. And,
in that sense, I’m convinced that
alternative medicine practitioners
help illness. I’ve already said that
80 percent of complaints that come
to a physician will be helped by
the passage of time, by the right
hand of fellowship or by various
kinds of medications. Faith—
whether it’s faith in a creator or
faith in a doctor and the personal
relationship—does make people
feel better. Hope helps. When I
was sick. I’m sure that the fact that
people were kind to me made me
feel better and more optimistic
about what was going on. Where I
draw the line is in feeling that
there’s some specific merit to one
particular form of alternative med¬
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‘7 think older
doctors are
wiser or more

What is empathy, and can it be
taught? And when I finished, I

said, “Gee, maybe I ought to make
it a paper.’’ So, I made it a paper
and it was turned down by one
journal, a big one that ordinarily
publishes my things. The editor
said to me, “I don’t think empathy
is part of medical practice.” So we
made it into a book. Empathy and
the Practice of Medicine. And the
latest book [to be published in
October by Yale University Press]
is called Facing Death: Where
Culture, Religion and Medicine
Meet. Of course, I’m happiest of

all with my textbook, now in its
fourth edition. Clinical Gastroen¬
terology. I wrote every word of the
first three editions!

conservative
WHAT DOES EMPATHY MEAN

than younger

TO YOU? ARE DOCTORS
EMPATHETIC?

doctors because
we ’ve lived and
we've suffered.
/ am an optimist,
but I've had
troubles along
the way. ”

Harvey Mandell and I had lunch
together on Fridays for 32 years;
that book evolved out of those
conversations. It was a kind of
summary of what I felt and what I
thought and it gave me a chance to
put things down on paper. I ana¬
lyzed many of the historical, psy¬
chological and legal aspects of
placebo use.
AFTER THAT BOOK YOU WROTE
TWO MORE.

I was asked by the Medical Stu¬
dent Council to give a talk on

To me, empathy means putting
yourself emotionally, more than
intellectually, in the place of some¬
one else. Being with someone else,
being another person almost. It
requires emotion. One of the
things I’ve argued against is the
idea that doctors shouldn't show
any feelings. We used to teach not
getting too close to patients. If you
do, a little bit of you will die with
them. But I am mystical enough
to believe that you can do some¬
thing, not cure cancer, but you can
lend support.
Older doctors are wiser or
more conservative than younger
doctors because we’ve lived and
we’ve suffered. I am an optimist,
but I’ve had troubles along the
way. We all have troubles in our
lives and the problems for young
doctors, and I was one, is that we
go from one triumph to another.
We go from the victory in high
school that gets us into college,
from the victory in college that
gets us into medical school, from
the victory in medical school that
gets us into an internship and so
forth until we think we’re the font
of all knowledge. I often say that
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doctors have a good amount of
spiritual arrogance. But living
brings sorrow, living brings experi¬
ence. And if you’re not defeated by
the sorrow, by the experiences,
then you have something that gives
you the opportunity to understand
other people, empathize with them
in a way that maybe is not quite as
easy when you’re younger.
Doctors see the sick elderly,
they don’t see the healthy elderly.
They don’t see the industrialists
who are still doing all kinds of
things, or my father who went to
his office until he was 90. Doctors
see the ones who have Alzheimer's
disease. They see the frail, the peo¬
ple who are beset by this, that or
the other kind of illness. I think
doctors are ageists. I stayed on at
Yale beyond 70 partly to fight the
battle against ageism, because it
seemed to me that the medical
school was the last bastion of bias
against the elderly.
WHY DO YOU THINK SO MANY
PHYSICIANS ARE WRITING
BOOKS THESE DAYS?

A Ph.D. dissertation, more than
one, will have to discuss the bur¬
geoning of medical writers in New
Haven. From Richard Selzer to
Sherwin Nuland to Bemie Siegel.
Siggy Kra, there are really quite a
large number of people who write
and the fact that three of them are
surgeons is fascinating. I don't
have enough distance from it to
understand it completely, but it is
clear that many of the doctors
who write are interested in more
than medicine.

“There are all these people around who
would like to be contributing more than they
are, but our society hasn’t yet gotten over its
prejudice of people over 70. ”

way that for someone who intends
to be a practicing physician, that
learning how mid-19th century
Europeans invented ways to get
sulphur and other kinds of things
makes any sense at all. They claim
organic chemistry is a test for peo¬
ple's ability to study enough to get
through medical school. I’ve
known some wonderful students
who would have made excellent
doctors if they weren't stymied by
organic chemistry and physics. I
would add more studies of human
nature, among those, anthropology,
sociology. I would insist on a
course in art. If medicine is as
visual as it is, a certain amount
of study of perception and art
would be extremely important
for a medical student. People
say, “Well, you don’t have math¬
ematics in there, so they can
understand statistics." Granted,
outcome studies and statistical
studies are the religion of 1996.
It seems to me that most doctors
are interested in patients, that
they began being interested in
patients, and that we should push
the personal kinds of studies
more than anything else.

myself back behind the veil of
ignorance, of starting out now,
because I can’t really think of
another field in which you are
given the opportunity to be so
helpful.
DO YOU SEE YOURSELF
RETIRING?

I don't want to retire, but there
comes a time when you know you
must stand aside. I'd like to
demonstrate that old physicians are
not entirely useless. I want to be
judged as myself and not as a
member of an age class. YM

WHAT WOULD YOU CHANGE
IN THE MEDICAL SCHOOL
CURRICULUM?

WHAT WOULD YOU SAY TO
PHYSICIANS NOW STARTING
THEIR CAREERS?

I feel strongly that the medical
schools should stop requiring
organic chemistry as a pre-requi¬
site. Nobody ever uses organic
chemistry in practice. The second
thing I’d do is make physics an
elective. I’m not convinced in any
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Everything will work out all
right. I'm serious. If I had the
opportunity to be 23 and go into
medicine, not knowing anything
that I currently know, I would be
enthusiastic about putting

Dr. Spiro as a marshal at University
Commencement exercises this May.
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Frank Poole

The beginning, again
By Mary Kathleen Figaro, M.D. ’96
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Fourth year brings countless opportunities for self¬
appraisal as student becomes physician. When it is over,
as before, another education begins in earnest.

O

n this Sunday afternoon in
February, I glide down the
wide empty boulevard of
New Haven’s Church Street in my
little black car, the stoplights
strung ahead for many blocks,
each of them a pinprick of colored
light. As I stop in front of the
Green. I marvel at how bright,
clean and quiet it is, devoid of the
weekday crowd. I notice an old
woman balancing a rumpled,
brown-paper bag and vigorously
throwing arcs of bread crumbs to a
multitude of pigeons. Sunlight
flashes over her, from between tall
buildings, like a rainbow at the
end of a summer shower. I cannot
see her face, but I think she’s smil¬
ing as she moves in small wobbly
circles and flings a gift to the
flurry of birds that surround her.
A few of them perch on her
shoulders.
This center city is beautiful, I
think, as I delight in the scene and
wonder why I have never been
walking in this park nor ever fed
the pigeons. But the light turns
green, and absently I shift into
first gear and concentrate on tim¬
ing the stoplights just right. I do
not think of the park again. Soon I
will be living in a new town. I’m
hoping it will be New York City.
At the beginning of my fourth
year of medical school, however,
my main task is to begin to take
primary responsibility for patients
and practice being a doctor in the
four-week rotation known as the
fourth-year sub-internship. If
third-year medical students are
learning to drive patient care from
the back seat, sub-interns are up
front as student-drivers—hands on
the wheel and feet on the brakes.
Of course, a supervising third-year
resident is right next to me, with
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his own set of controls. But this
preparation for residency next
year hands us much more respon¬
sibility than we’ve been given
before. Much of the remainder of
the year will be spent interviewing
for residency positions and decid¬
ing, once again, what part of the
country I will want to spend the
next few years.
The sub-internship, which I
share with an M.D.-Ph.D. student
named Dennis Hughes, is one
such familiar situation. I have
observed other sub-interns; I have
anticipated doing a sub-internship,
yet I cannot camouflage my initial
nervousness because of the
increased responsibility. When I
first began my neurology rotation
more than a year ago, I could
remember the most minute details
about my patients’ stories.
Today, as I stand on my first
Monday morning rounds, I have to
concentrate to remember the perti¬
nent facts. In a few minutes I will
be presenting the group of patients
I’ve been assigned over the week¬
end, as well as those passed on to
me by the last sub-intern. Standing
in the South Pavilion of Yale-New
Haven Hospital, I sort again
through notes, straining to read
my predecessor's handwriting on
the stack of index cards he left me.
How would life look. I won¬
der, if I could see the whole of it?
Would knowing the ending change
how I live now? If I could see the
end of the rotation, my well-orga¬
nized cards with all the informa¬
tion and the feeling of control,
would I be worried now? These
thoughts are interrupted by the
sound of a name that sounds
familiar. The team has begun dis¬
cussing my patient. I reach for one
of the cards.

Full circle
In September 1992, Mary Kath¬
leen Figaro began her education
as a physician at Yale School of
Medicine. Each summer since
then, Yale Medicine has published
her account of a medical stu¬
dent's first, second and third
years. In this issue, Dr. Figaro
shares her final observations on
the fourth year and the road
toward residency. On July 1, she
began her duties as a resident in
internal medicine at The New York
Hospital-Cornell Medical Center,
the start of her training as a
gastroenterologist.

Confessions of a First-year
Medical Student

ENDLESS INTERVIEWS

On a particularly cold, January day
with 14 inches of snow on the
ground, I return to New York City
for an interview. This visit to
Mount Sinai is my fourth of a
series of eight at various internal
medicine programs, most in the
Northeast. But it is the first I have
made during a blizzard. I rise while

door of the waiting room. Of 75
people invited to interview, only 13
are missing. Most arrived before
me, though I am on time. I see a
Yale classmate across the room and
recognize a few people I have seen
at previous interviews. After
defrosting my toes with my hands
and changing shoes, I begin to feel
more at ease and start to converse

The author and classmates congratulate each other on Match Day, when grad¬
uating medical students learn where they will be residents the following year.

it is dark and check the weather
outside my living room window. I
dress in a red wool crepe suit with
black skirt.
As I am walking from the sub¬
way on 103rd Street to the hospital
on 98th Street, a thought makes me
laugh: Will anyone be there? The
streets are quiet except for a few
New Yorkers flicking the top layers
of snow off the front steps of their
brownstones. But when I arrive, at
least 30 people turn towards the
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with the people around me.
Standard chat at interviews
avoids any comparison of medical
institutions from which the partici¬
pants come; one only discusses the
residency programs one has seen.
The chat can also include an evalu¬
ation of various programs and an
inevitable endorsement of the
speaker’s program with a dis¬
claimer about why he/she does not
want to remain there. The man I'm
talking to has come from a Johns

Hopkins interview last week and
we are all impressed. Most of us
have interviewed widely in New
York. We compare notes, laugh
nervously, compliment each
other’s suits. I am surrounded by a
sea of blue and black suits, punctu¬
ated by the occasional brown. I'll
be glad when this is over.
During the interview, the
physician mentions that in my rec¬
ommendations, people have said I
am “enthusiastic,” and this aspect
of my self is a point of discussion. I
hope that word means that I want
to be where I am placed, I say.
After the two interviews I am men¬
tally fatigued, analyzing every part
of the conversations. In this state of
mind, it is better to be with people
than alone on the commuter train
back to New Haven, watching a
bland, white landscape slip by. I
ask my classmate, Murad Alam,
who risked his life driving to the
interview, for a ride. As we ride
home, we agree that they should
place everyone at the interview
today on their Match list, just for
coming during the blizzard.
Making my own Match-list
choices proves a torturous task. I
consulted with my adviser, Asghar
Rastegar, M.D., for months before.
Since he went on sabatical in Sep¬
tember, I have found substitutes—
essentially anyone who will listen
as I rattle off facts and feelings
about the programs. Sifting
through the pile of written materi¬
als, discussing things with my
friend Obi Aghazu, who is going
through the same process, and
feverishly praying for God’s guid¬
ance, I arrive at a list of five pro¬
grams I think I could like. Then the
horror of being unmatched over¬
comes me; I think about putting the
three other programs on my list.
What if my first choice. The New
York Hospital-Cornell Medical
Center, does not want me? What if
even my safety decides not to put
me on their Match list? I resist my
terror until the night before Match
Day in March, when all of the
placements will be announced. As I
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review my chart, with its numerical
score for each school in 15 cate¬
gories, I berate myself for only
putting five schools on my list.
After a while I call Obi and we
commiserate. At least it will be
over tomorrow. In the morning, I
use a trembling hand to open the
white envelope with only my name
written on the outside. “Congratu¬
lations,” it says inside. “The New
York Hospital.” A wide smile cuts
across my face; for one moment,
though surrounded by all of my
classmates reacting to their match
results, I am alone in my delight.
Sighing a thanks to God I collapse
in my seat, still trembling.
A friend tells me I put both
hands above my head like a prize¬
fighter after reading the card, but I
do not remember. The place I
remain throughout the entire after¬
noon is beyond reach, in a daze,
marveling at God’s grace. Beyond
just matching, I am going to my
first choice. Granted, I know very
little about Cornell—this feels like
an arranged marriage, to a place I
visited twice in my life—but I have
a feeling I will like New York City
and Cornell.

STUDENT AND TEACHER

On Palm Sunday, I awake to a
beautiful sunny day and stretch out
long under a down comforter.
Easter season is thankfully after
the Match. I am glad to know
where I will be next year this time.
The phone interrupts my thoughts
and I answer quickly. My friend
Nicos Kessaris is at Tweed-New
Haven Airport, waiting for his
flight to Chicago. After our 15minute chat, I dress for church. The
phone interrupts, and it is Nicos
again. He missed his plane while
on the phone with me.
Ten minutes later, I rush to the
airport and take him along with me
to church. One of our very talented
members, J.P. Morgan, (no relation
to the banker!) decided to start a
children’s choir, combining the
voices of 3-year-olds and 15-year-
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olds. I am his assistant. The chil¬
dren are to perform today for Palm
Sunday, and we have been rehears¬
ing for weeks. Nicos and I herd
them like lambs into the sanctuary
with their palms held high and
rustling. Later during the service, I
guide them to the front of the sanc¬
tuary, and they squirm; one of the
little girls lifts up her skirt; the
teen-agers look variously bored

for him when he finally gets a liver
transplant, since I know he always
grimaces after the abdominal taps
that relieve the severe discomfort
of his swollen belly. My own dis¬
comfort is relieved, too. And
despite my negative feelings, I
have managed to behave appropri¬
ately towards him.
Another patient whom I will
call Mrs. Constantino, a 35-year-

The team grows quiet for a
moment as the sister passes; then we
continue, but more slowly.

and afraid. They gaze at me and at
J.P. as they sing to catch the occa¬
sional word on our lips. They do a
wonderful job, and the congrega¬
tion applauds. I beam at them
as I usher the little ones back to
their seats.

LEARNING FROM PATIENTS

The role of teacher and helper I
have assumed at church is similar
to the one I have assumed at the
hospital, where I witness a series of
endings, beginnings and second
chances among my patients. One
of my patients, a 35-year-old liver
transplant candidate whom I’ll call
Mr. Hayes, has been labeled a “dif¬
ficult” patient by both doctors and
nurses. Perhaps this is because he
makes racist jokes to the nurses, or
because he asks them to wake me
up at 3 a.m. for an abdominal tap
to remove his ascitic fluid, though
he knows I cannot do this proce¬
dure alone.
This man has provoked feel¬
ings of guilt, shame and unaccept¬
able aggressiveness in me. He
can’t seem to see beyond himself
and he has managed to make me
feel helpless. He ignores all my
efforts to teach him how to
improve his condition. I am happy

old woman with chronic myeloge¬
nous leukemia, may not receive
another chance. We cannot relieve
her swollen belly except to take out
her spleen, which has grown to
almost three times the normal size.
She says the swelling occurred
within the past six weeks, but it
must have started earlier. She was
probably too busy with her three
small children to notice and was
surprised when her sweatsuit did¬
n’t fit one day. She might have
thought of many reasons for this,
but not death, certainly; not the
many leukemic cells in her spleen
and bone marrow. With her pretty
blue eyes, she looks at me as if she
expects me to help her, and I do.
After examining her legs daily
to make sure she is not developing
a clot, I check her laboratory val¬
ues and write orders to correct the
electrolytes that are in disarray
because of the chemotherapy. I
rejoice when her lab values look
good each morning. It is an honor
to present her case to my team
members at a weekly conference,
and discuss the treatment regimen
for her disorder. I remain hopeful
that one of her sisters will have
compatible bone marrow, giving
her another chance at life. I resist
the urge to over-identify with her
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A turning point, on the
road from Esmeraldas

T

he final lessons of my four
years as a Yale medical stu¬
dent come in May, during a
trip to Ecuador arranged by Med¬
ical Ministries International
(MMI). This ecumenical Christian
organization based in Texas has
arranged for six of us to spend two
weeks helping deliver medical care
to an island community off the
coast of Ecuador.
Our group includes Barry Wu,
M.D., clinical instructor in medi¬
cine and my attending last year at
the Hospital of St. Raphael, as well
as my classmate David Lee and
his wife, Christine, a Yale graduate
student at the School of Manage¬
ment. The New Haven contingent
is rounded out by Jennifer Ceroni
and Elaine Sieh, two Yale nursing
students.
Five hours after boarding a
plane in Miami, we are in
Ecuador’s capital city of Quito,
where it is hot and oppressively
humid. At the airport, I recognize
the pale, thin figure of Sara Risser,
an American nurse who has spent
the past three decades in Ecuador,
supervising MMI’s relief efforts
here. Some of us have spoken to
her by telephone, and we all have
received her typed letters, with
requests for more medicines writ¬
ten in the margins.
Her words to us, as we cross
customs and wait in the steamy
darkness for the bus that will take
us to our hotel, strike a chord:
"The most important thing to
remember is to be flexible," she
says, emphasizing her speech with
a careful bob of the head.
The next morning, we fly to
Esmeraldas, where it is even hot¬
ter. We continue by bus to a
coastal town, where we board a
motorized, 30-seat canoe for the
20-minute trip to Muisne. It is get¬
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ting dark, but dinner is waiting
for us at the small church where
we are welcomed by the pastor
and villagers.
We stay at the Hotel Galapa¬
gos, a small, canary-yellow build¬
ing with maroon trim, framed this
morning by a bright blue sky. The
empty field across the street is
well-traveled by lean pigs, slender
mongrel dogs, bicycle taxis piloted
by lanky boys, and by children
walking to the school facing
Muisne Hospital. Each morning,
while walking to hospital clinic, I
smile at the schoolchildren wear¬
ing crisp white shirts and blue
pants or skirts. Their shoes are
amazingly clean, considering the
state of the field where they walk
and the refuse and crushed plastic
containers littering the sandy rick¬
shaw tracks. They smile at me
as I say “Hola" or "Buenos Dias,"
then gaze down at their feet or
look away.
Inside the clinic, their mothers
and younger brothers and sisters
come to the clinic and wait on line.
The older men of the town some¬
times join them. While everything
looks peaceful, my patients tell me
that bullies will take their place in
line and that they must come as
early as 3 a.m. to be assured a
spot at the front when the clinic
opens at 8 o’clock. Just after 6
one evening during my second
week, the last patient of the day
tells me she has been waiting
since 5:30 a.m.
Her problems are straightfor¬
ward; she has the symptoms of
pinworm infection. I treat her with
albendazole for parasite infection
and give ibuprofen for her
headaches. Then I notice she has
a fungal infection of the skin. She
mentions a vaginal itch as well. As
I fill out the prescriptions and

scribble a note to document the
visit, she waits patiently and silent¬
ly. I end with the customary “Ciao. ”
“Gracias," she replies, and shakes
my hand.
This evening, I am very tired.
Another patient today had asthma
but no medication, and no money.
We had run out of albuterol inhal¬
ers, and when I asked whether she
would like a prescription to take to
a local pharmacy, she gave me a
strange look and shook her head.
Her high cheek bones, so promi¬
nent on her thin dark face, sug¬
gested malnutrition. Helen, the
pharmacist, gave her vitamins and
iron tablets.
When I review the day and
record my notes on my small tape
recorder, I feel as if the work we
are doing is not enough. One of the
translators convinces me other¬
wise: The number of missionary
physicians here is increasing.
Efforts by public health workers to
curtail the burning of trash have
already improved air quality. I
make a note to bring more inhalers
for the next trip.
After church on our second
Sunday in Ecuador, some of us pile
onto a creaky, wood-framed bus to
visit a city official who is running
for re-election the following week. I
can only guess how he plans to
capitalize on our visit, but the
promise of shrimp, horseback rid¬
ing and swimming in a lake is
tempting enough to cause me to
make the canoe trip across from
the island of Muisne, then drive
“maybe one to two hours” (actually
three and a half) to the ranch.
With a half hour to go on the over¬
loaded bus, the passengers
crammed hip-to-hip inside and
spilling onto the roof, we get stuck
in three feet of mud deposited on
the unpaved road by heavy rain the
night before.
I don’t remember much more
of the trip, since from that moment
on I begin to realize I am not going
to be flexible enough on this
jungle road. As we step off the
bus, I whine and then I stop, then
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busy myself with an attempt to
keep any trace of mud from “ruin¬
ing" my canvas sneaker and
somehow succeed.
The driver and the Ecuadorian
men on our team gather large
weeds with machetes to create
traction under the nearly sub¬
merged wheels and are able to
push the bus free. When at last
we reboard, I am relieved. But
when we come to a muddy river
and must cross it by a shaky foot¬
bridge of bamboo poles tied
together with a few struts, I begin
to laugh. This is obviously an
adventure. I take out my camera,
cross quickly and remember my
last trip to the circus.
At the picnic I feel completely
trapped and am unable to enjoy
the well-prepared food. I am wor¬
ried about crossing the footbridge
again after dark. It is dusk as we
hurriedly make our way out, our
hosts surprised by what seems to
them a quick departure, after only
three hours. We ride back in the
same bus, only now a headlight is
missing, the brakes don’t seem to
be working well, and we keep veer¬
ing left, where the cliffs drop off
below. Moving at 5 miles per hour,
I feel a delirious calmness. I sing
songs to my fellow passengers:
He’s Sweet I Know, The Name of
Jesus is So Sweet, and Great is
Thy Faithfulness, and we all
cheer three hours later as we see
the lights of the shoreline and
contemplate the last leg home
by canoe.
Later that night, as I lay in my
bed and feel the slats creak
beneath my back, I think about
the songs on the bus, especially
the title “Great is Thy Faithful¬
ness.” The bus ride has been a
turning point, and perhaps I am
more resilient than I had thought.
I decide that I will return to this
place, or a place like it, to do what
I can for my brothers and sisters,
as a physician and as a Christian.

Mary Kathleen Figaro, M.D.
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and try to keep some distance
when she looks at me, hoping for
reassurance. At the end of the
rotation, I have a long conversa¬
tion with her. I tell her I am sorry
to leave and where I will be on
my next rotation. One of the last
things I say is, “I will pray for
you.” She smiles, thanks me,
and we shake hands. From her
and other very sick patients, I
learn not to abandon them when I
run out of things to do. I also
learn not to allow my own feel¬
ings to dominate my interaction
with patients.

Now, after her death, her
family is arriving to view the
body. “Wait until my brother
comes at 10 to see her,” a sister
says to our team. She moves
away meekly, a tear caught on her
cheek, and avoids our eyes as she
tells us, “You don’t know the pain
of losing your sister.” We had
been separated from the sister’s
grief by our white coats; now the
dead woman comes into focus as
a person, quite separate from her
medical history. The team grows
quiet for a moment as the sister
passes; then we continue, but
more slowly.

LESSONS FROM MY FATHER

Perhaps God
does not allow
us to know our
future because
we would
not strive,
knowing that
we could fail.

Two weeks before the Match,
we are standing on rounds in the
intensive care unit and in our
midst flows a stream of black
men and women of various ages
to pay their final respects to a
patient who died overnight. Her
death has been reported as all
other deaths have: very much
expected, almost anticipated, sim¬
ply a fact mentioned as we move
past the room. No one is surprised
that this woman, who drank alco¬
hol until her liver failed, has now
died a horrible, bleeding death.
We continued to give her blood
transfusions knowing that she
would die.

“There is no happiness in having
or in getting, but only in giving,”
wrote Henry Drummond in his
book The Greatest Thing in the
World. The book was given to me
as a graduation present by George
Barnes, M.D. ’47, who has been
my pen-pal since reading the first
installment of this series. Mr.
Drummond, a 19th-century mis¬
sionary, reminds me that God
does not see us as others see us,
or as we see ourselves.
I tried to teach these lessons
to the children in Vacation Bible
School at New Haven’s First Bap¬
tist Church last summer. The
teen-agers, most from inner-city
New Haven, were my students,
and they were the backbone of the
Bible-school choir I led. I often
think they don’t listen to me, but
J.P. says now that he directs them,
they often talk of me and mention
what I taught them about singing
or life. The lessons I attempt to
teach the children are the same
ones I must learn. Becoming a
complete person, always giving
100 percent, or rather doing my
best “as unto the Lord,” has
gradually become my goal, not
just a dream.
As I think of this goal I worry
that I will not have enough
strength, that I will get sick, feel
tired and be unable to cope or
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Jean, right, and Rosanna Figaro with their daughter at Commencement.

become cynical. But if I try, I
remember when I have been able
to do the things I dreamed of, and I
remember God.
My father, Jean D. Figaro, has
always been able to remind me of
this, through his example more
than with words. Since I have
known my father, he has been a
man of few words and somewhat
mysterious to me; he works alone
as laborer in a New Jersey pharma¬
ceutical plant. He comes home and
says very little. He and I both have
problems expressing our anger and
our love for one another. However,
his own personal metamorphosis
as an adult has given me courage
to face the future and to change.
He talks the most fluently about
his life on a snowy night as we
return from a conference in Hart¬
ford. One speaker spent a majority
of the evening telling of his per¬
sonal changes and reminding us
how we too can change.
My father is sitting next to me
in my car and 10 minutes have
passed since he last told me to be
careful or to drive more slowly.
Usually, this is the extent of our
communication when we are
obliged to spend such close, unin¬
terrupted time together. But as we
reminisce about the conference, he
begins to talk about his immigra¬
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tion with my mother, Rosanna, to
this country from Haiti when 1 was
only a small child, the hardships
they faced, and of their eventual
success. I have heard portions of
this, but never in this uninterrupted
stream. All throughout, he is point¬
ing out God’s help, his faith, my
mother’s prayers and their reliance
on God. He is staring out into the
darkness that surrounds us and
talks as if he is speaking more to
himself than to me.
1 am so proud of him but I can¬
not tell him that his life is a testi¬
mony to me. We do not talk in such
lofty terms. Now we are giving
each other advice. We listen as two
people joined by similar tempera¬
ment listen to hear what they
already know. My father and I
were cut from God’s similar cloth,
both in attitudes and physical
traits. Our separate languages and
childhood experiences in different
countries have left a gap between
us, however. We usually only
bridge this gap during arguments,
but today is different. And this
night, as we have become accus¬
tomed to doing, we hug and I give
him a kiss on the cheek.

A DOCTOR’S DOCTOR

On my last medical school clerk¬

ship, in infectious diseases, I still
feel rough and unfinished. Vincent
A. Andriole, M.D., the professor
of medicine who interviewed me
at Yale for residency, is my atten¬
ding. It is a particularly hectic
day when we have gotten five new
consults and the attending’s lists of
patients is a thick pile of cards.
I concentrate on Dr. Andriole
as an example by which to mature.
He has not eaten all day. He must
see the 10 sickest patients and has
been feeling a little dizzy. I watch
him as one would watch a prize¬
fighter, cheering him on silently
because I can see my future: how
committed I'll be, how I’ll know
everyone. He is my model as I
think about how I will be the one
to do favors for colleagues and
call the new generation outra¬
geously disrespectful, and be wise
and knowledgeable. Like him
today, I am tired. I have had a terri¬
ble cold and am slowly losing my
voice. The act of maturation not
only tires you and deepens your
voice, sometimes it makes you
more quiet.
Perhaps God does not allow us
to know our future because we
would not strive, knowing that we
could fail. I am surrounded by peo¬
ple I admire, and I allow their
competence to influence me,
replace my worries. Fourth year
was not as compact with activity
as third year was. All the rotations
except for the sub-internship are
elective, but the task of fourth year
seems to have been self-reflection.
From the essay that one writes for
residency applications, to the end¬
less answering of questions during
interviews, to the process of filling
out the Match list for residency,
fourth year is a series of self¬
appraisals. I am under the impres¬
sion that I could do great things. I
find this freeing to believe. If it
should be a lie, it would be a good
one to tell myself. Maybe the lie
will eventually become the truth.
This is the beginning again. I can
dare to dream, and to think not too
much about life’s eventualities. YM
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intensive
A mainstay of the Yale System of medical education for more
than 155 years, Yale's tradition of the student thesis is alive and well.

Left: A well-attended
annual tradition, Stu¬
dent Research Day
takes place each May
in the Jane Ellen Hope
Building and includes
a poster session, oral
presentations of five
outstanding theses,
and the Lee E. Farr,
M.D., Lecture.

Photographs by Peter Casolino

F

or more than 155 years, the thesis has been an integral part of
the Yale System of medical education. Since 1839, the School
of Medicine has required its medical students to conduct orig¬
inal research and to write a thesis, the oldest such requirement
among the nation’s 126 medical schools. Most students begin work
on their thesis research during their first and second years and con¬
tinue throughout their four or five years of medical school. Approxi¬
mately 20 percent of Yale medical students take a fifth year that they
devote entirely to research.
This May, more than 50 medical and public health students
described their research in posters and oral presentations. Patricia K.
Donahoe, M.D., the Marshall K. Bartlett Professor of Surgery at
Harvard Medical School, delivered the ninth annual Lee E. Farr,
M.D., Lecture, entitled Sex, Signed Transduction and Apoptosis:
Clinical Applications.

Five students made oral presentations. Abstracts of their
theses follow.

Yale medicine

Above: Lee E. Farr, M.D., a mem¬
ber of the medical school class of
1932 and a 1929 graduate of Yale
College, attends the 1996 lecture
with his wife, Miriam. This ninth
lecture was given by Patricia K.
Donahoe, M.D., the Marshall K.
Bartlett Professor of Surgery at
Harvard Medical School.
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ABSTRACTS

CHARACTERIZATION OF TWO
ENDOGENOUS TROPHIC FACTORS
INVOLVED IN REGENERATION OF
THE GOLDFISH OPTIC NERVE

Jason Matthew Schwalb
Faculty adviser: Susan Hockfield, Ph.D.
Discussant: Kenneth Wikler, Ph.D.

Unlike mammals, lower verte¬
brates are able to regenerate
injured pathways of the central
nervous system throughout life.
The factors responsible for initiat¬
ing this process are unknown. We
have shown that in dissociated cell
culture, goldfish retinal ganglion
cells regenerate their axons in
response to two factors derived
from goldfish optic nerve glia.
Axogenesis factor 1 (AF-1) is a
small, hydrophilic peptide (700900 daltons) that is inactivated by
treatment with proteinase K. but
heat-stable. A second factor, AF-2,
is a basic polypeptide of c. 12 kDa.

Dissociated retinal cells remain
viable in serum-free defined
media for at least a week, but
show little outgrowth. The addi¬
tion of AF-1 induced up to 25
percent of cells in culture to
extend processes > 75pm in
length by 6 days; AF-2 had a
lesser but highly significant
effect. Retrograde tracing studies
confirmed that neurite outgrowth
was from retinal ganglion cells
per se. The effects of AF-1 and
AF-2 were not secondary to
enhanced viability, since neither
overall cell survival nor the num¬
ber of retinal ganglion cells was
affected by the presence of these
factors. The activity of AF-1 and
AF-2 was not mimicked by several
defined factors tested over a broad
concentration range, e.g., NGF,
BDNF, NT-3, NT/5, CNTF, aFGF,
bFGF, taurine and retinoic acid.
The concentration of AF-1 is con¬
siderably higher in conditioned
medium than in optic nerve
homogenates, suggesting that it is
actively secreted; AF-2 has a simi¬
lar concentration intra- and extra-

An drea Jeffres of the Class of 1996
smiles as she reads the description
of a classmate's thesis findings. Her
own thesis was on Prenatal Ultra¬

sound Biometry Combined with
Umbilical and Middle Cerebral
Artery Doppler for Detection of
Interuterine Growth Restriction.

cellularly. Insofar as AF-1 andAF2 derive from cells of the optic
nerve and act upon retinal ganglion
cells, they are likely to be impor¬
tant in inducing optic nerve regen¬
eration in vivo.

ASTROCYTE GAP JUNCTIONS AND
THEIR CONTRIBUTION TO NONSYNAPTIC EPILEPTOGENESIS

Sunghoon Lee
Faculty' adviser: Anne Williamson, Ph.D.
Discussant: Nihal de Lanerolle, D. Phil.

This study investigates the possible
involvement of glial cells in
epilepsy. New and exciting evi¬
dence for inter-glial signaling by

Malabika De of the Class of 1997
tells a visitor to the Student
Research Day poster session
about her thesis, Functional Char¬

acterization of TGF-B Type II
Receptor Mutations.
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intercellular calcium waves led us
to investigate the role of gap junc¬
tion coupling between astrocytes.
Our hypothesis was that interastrocytic calcium waves propa¬
gating through gap junctions con¬
necting neighboring astrocytes
could influence the excitability of
regions distant from the original
sites of excitation.
We used a novel technique
called Fluorescence Recovery
after Photobleach (FRAP) to
examine functional dye coupling
in cultured astrocytes and deter¬
mined that rat astrocyte coupling
is region-specific. We then
hypothesized that comparable
region-specific astrocyte coupling
may be related to the regional
specificity of epileptogenic
thresholds observed clinically. We
tested this hypothesis using human
astrocytes cultured from five dif¬
ferent substrates associated with
intractable epilepsy. We found a
substrate-specific correlation in the
frequency of intercellular calcium
waves and the extent of dye cou¬
pling. Especially notable finding
was found in peri-tumoral cortex
which showed “hyperexcitability”
in intraoperative ECoG (in vivo), a
high frequency of intercellular cal¬
cium waves by calcium imaging,
and a high degree of dye coupling
by FRAP.
These findings in human astro¬
cytes led us further to hypothesize
a role for glial coupling as a possi¬
ble non-synaptic mechanism of
epileptogenesis and seizure propa¬
gation: a pathological enhance¬
ment of gap junction coupling may
allow for an enhancement of the
frequency inter-astrocytic signal¬
ing. Therefore, we studied the low
Ca++/high K+ model of nonsynaptic seizures using hippocam¬
pal slices from rats. In this model,
prolonged seizure-like events
occur spontaneously and propagate
through the tissue. We found that
the phenomenological characteris¬
tics and pharmacological parame¬
ters of these events support the
hypothesis that glial gap junction
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Jeffrey 1. Algazy, who received Yale medical and public health degrees in May,
has a civilized discourse with Naomi Botkin of the Class of 1998 about his
topic, The History and Epidemiology of Professional Courtesy in Medicine.

coupling may be important in
allowing the propagation of
this type of epileptic activity in
cortical structures.

RECONSIDERING TRUST
IN THE PHYSICIAN-PATIENT
RELATIONSHIP

Julie Anne Rothstein
Faculty adviser: Robert J. Levine, M.D.
Discussant: Nancy Angoff, M.D.

Since Hippocratic times, trust has
been considered a fundamental
aspect of the physician-patient
relationship. During recent years,
the trust between doctor and
patient has deteriorated. Many fac¬
tors have contributed to this devel¬
opment, including the cultural
environment, technology, and
changes in health care delivery.
One might say that despite the
importance of the notion of trust to
medicine, the actual meaning and
limits of trust are poorly defined.
Because of these factors, one

writer has claimed that in today's
world, trust between physician and
patient is an “incoherent” concept.
The purpose of this thesis is to re¬
examine trust within the physicianpatient relationship and determine
whether the notion of trust is an
ideal to be preserved, disposed of
as incoherent, or refined according
to realistic standards and expecta¬
tions at the end of the twenty-first
century.
To explore the applicability of
trust to the physician-patient rela¬
tionship. this thesis will examine
the notion of trust generally, con¬
sidering the many ways and levels
in which trust functions in our
everyday lives. Through this analy¬
sis, certain principles and aspects
of trust will emerge that will help
to clarify the concept. Also, factors
that allow trust to flourish will be
explored. A case study will be used
to show how the refined notion of
trust functions in the physicianpatient relationship.
Instead of holding onto a
romanticized and imprecise notion
of trust or dismissing the concept
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Wolffe Nadoolman of the Class of 1996 discusses his thesis, Successive Desensitization: Low-Pain Delivery of High
Doses of Capsaicin to the Human Tongue with Valerie Duffy, Ph.D. and adviser Linda Bartoshuk, Ph.D.

as incoherent, this thesis will show
that trust is a crucial and irre¬
ducible aspect of the physicianpatient relationship. In order for it
to function maximally in today’s
medical world, a clearer and more
realistic notion of trust should be
embraced. Recommendations for
enhancing the environment for
trust are provided.

we engineered Non-Obese Dia¬
betic (NOD) mice to produce
CGRP in beta cells by placing the
modified calcitonin gene under the
control of the rat insulin promoter.
CGRP inhibits the production of
cytokines by Thl cells which have
been implicated in the pathogene¬
sis of type I diabetes. Three trans¬
gene positive mouse lines were
obtained, two of which express
immunoreactive CGRP in beta
cells (NOD-CGRP mice). Isolated

TARGETING OF CALCITONIN
GENE RELATED PEPTIDE
EXPRESSION TO THE BETA
CELLS OF NON-OBESE
DIABETIC MICE PREVENTS
INSULIN-DEPENDENT DIABETES
MELLITUS

Armen Khachatryan
Faculty adviser: Agnes Vignery, Ph.D.
Discussant: Robert Sherwin, M.D.

To investigate whether the
immunosuppressive neuropeptide
calcitonin gene related peptide
(CGRP) was a potential candidate
for tissue-specific gene therapy.
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Dr. Nadoolman holds a piece of cap¬
saicin taffy he created for his
research.

islets from one of these two trans¬
gene positive founders produced
active CGRP while islets from
transgene negative mice did not.
The production of CGRP by beta
cells prevents IDDM in male, and
reduces its incidence by 63 percent
in female NOD mice. This
immunosuppressive effect of
CGRP is due to a local effect and
not a systemic effect of CGRP on
peripheral lymphoid organs as no
difference was detected between
NOD-CGRP and NOD mice
lymph node, spleen and thymus
cells by either fluorescence-acti¬
vated cell sorter analysis or prolif¬
erative response to stimulation by
antigen, alloantigen or anti-CD3.
CGRP partially prevented periinsulitis in NOD-CGRP mice
whose lymphoid cell composition
was similar to that of NOD mice,
further suggesting the local
immunoregulatory effect of
CGRP. These data suggest that
CGRP is a potential therapeutic
molecule to prevent or treat dia¬
betes and possibly other diseases
and conditions in which immune

Summer 1996

cells are involved. These data also
suggest that endogenous CGRP
concentrated in sensory nerve end¬
ings may regulate locally in
tissues the immune response,
further strengthening the impor¬
tance of the functional neuroimmune link.

REGULATION OF CREB, cAMP
RESPONSE ELEMENT BINDING
PROTEIN, BY MORPHINE AND
THE cAMP SYSTEM: IN VIVO
AND IN VITRO STUDIES

Katherine Laura Widnell
Faculty adviser:
Eric J. Nestler, M.D., Ph.D.
Discussant: David Russell, M.D.

Chronic morphine administration
has been shown to up-regulate
many components of the cAMP
signal transduction system in rat
locus coeruleus (LC), a brain
region implicated in physical
aspects of addiction. One of these
proteins, cAMP-dependent protein
kinase, was observed to be regu¬
lated at both the protein and mes¬
sage levels, raising the possibility

that morphine might regulate gene
expression in LC neurons. Consis¬
tent with this possibility, chronic
morphine was shown to up-regulate the transcription factor cAMPresponse element-binding protein
(CREB) in the LC, an effect not
seen in brain regions in which the
cAMP pathway is not regulated by
morphine. In order to characterize
CREB regulation more completely,
studies were performed in an LClike (CATH.a) cell line. Perturba¬
tions of the cAMP system by
forskolin and VIP were demon¬
strated to regulate CREB mRNA
and protein levels. In contrast, the
CREB-like protein, activating tran¬
scription factor-1 (ATF-1), is not
regulated by forskolin in CATH.a
cells. The observed down-regula¬
tion of CREB message by
forskolin in CATH.a cells appears
to be mediated by a decrease in the
rate of CREB transcription, and not
message stability. These types of
mechanistic studies that are possi¬
ble in vitro are difficult to perform
in vivo. However, in vivo studies
are needed to allow a relevant
assessment of the functional signif¬
icance of CREB regulation. For
this purpose, studies were per-

Joseph Skowron, an M.D.-Ph.D. student
in the Class of 1998, talks with another
member of the combined-degree pro¬
gram, Melissa T. Berhow, of the Class
of 1997. His topic was Characterization

of Human Brush Border Myosin-I.

formed in the nucleus accumbens
(NAc), wherein chronic morphine
has been shown to exert many of
the same effects as in the rat LC.
The NAc, which is implicated in
the reinforcing aspects of drug
addiction, is more readily adapted
to biochemical and molecular stud¬
ies than the LC due to its larger
size. In contrast to the LC, chronic
morphine administration resulted
in a decrease in CREB protein lev¬
els in the NAc. Results obtained
from CREB antisense studies sup¬
port the hypothesis that CREB
down-regulation may mediate
some, but not all, of the morphineinduced alterations in cAMPdependent signal transduction pro¬
teins in the NAc.

Pictured in front with Dean
Gerard N. Burrow, M.D., and
keynote speaker Patricia K.
Donahoe, M.D., are presen¬
ters of the five outstanding
theses from the Class of
1996, from left: Armen
Khachatryan, Jason M.
Schwalb, Katherine L. Wid¬
nell, Julie Rothstein and
Sunglioon Lee. Back row:
Robert H. Gifford, M.D.,
associate dean for education
and student affairs, and John
N. Forrest Jr., M.D, director
of the Office of Student
Research.
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Dean Gerard N. Burrow, M.D. ’58, was asked by the Class of 1996 to
speak at Commencement in May, after he announced he would not seek a
second term as dean. Following are his remarks to the graduates, who
arrived at the School of Medicine four years ago as Dr. Burrow was settling
into his duties. The dean’s comments are addressed to the class members
as though they were attending their 30th reunion in the year 2026.

The road ahead
The Class of 1996 enters the world of medicine with
its future assured. Just ask Dean Burrow.
Photographs by Harry Bishop

L

by Molly Zirkle, Shih-Yin Ho and the
rest of the Class of 1996, carries the

et me welcome you, the
Class of 1996, back to your
30th reunion. At the time of
your graduation, you probably did¬
n't think about 2026. Despite the 30
years since graduation, you haven't
aged at all! I am honored and
delighted to be invited back for
your reunion!
If we examine the history of
progress in civilization, it falls to
certain generations to shoulder the
burden of profound change. The
generation which fought World War
II was a generation that made a real
change. My generation, the “silent
generation,” made no ripples. Per¬
haps the Baby Boomers made rip¬
ples but no waves.
It fell to you, the Something X
Generation, to motivate a country
that, in 1996, seemed to have lost
its sense of ultimate purpose. When
you graduated, health care was
undergoing profound and chaotic
change with the incursion of man¬
aged care. Cost was being man¬
aged, not care of the patient! The
physician-patient relationship was
being expressed as the “medical
loss ratio”—that is to say: How lit¬

medical school banner to Harkness
Courtyard from Cedar Street.

tle could be done to a patient with¬
out harming him or her?

One hundred and two Yale medical stu¬
dents were awarded diplomas at Com¬
mencement at a May ceremony in the
Edward S. Harkness Hall Courtyard. The
Department of Epidemiolgy and Public
Health recognized 82 graduates, who
marched for the first time under their
own banner.
“It seems like yesterday that we gath¬
ered for that first white coat ceremony,”
Associate Dean Robert H. Gifford, M.D.,
HS ’66-67, said to graduates before they
received their diplomas. “So let’s get on
with it, because before you know it, you’ll
be on call.”

Above: Timothy Johnson, followed

Despite the excitement about
cost-containment, there were 47
million people without health insur¬
ance. Half of the children in the
inner city were not immunized.
Tuberculosis, a disease which
people thought would be eradi¬
cated, was on the increase and
increasingly resistant to drugs. The
list of new and emerging diseases
was growing.
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However, you, the Class of
1996, had the vision to see beyond
the chaos at the time into the future.
The advances in cellular and mole¬
cular biology were causing a revo¬
lution in clinical medicine. Com¬
puters were profoundly altering the
way people communicated. You
also demonstrated your interest in
what was important in medicine by
an intense commitment to commu¬
nity service. New Haven was a bet¬
ter place for your being there!
If you remember my com¬
mencement address, I recounted
that at my 9th-grade, junior high

school graduation, I won an award
from the “I Dare You Foundation”
in Kansas City. I thought it was
corny at the time: "I dare you to be
courteous.” However, the message
stayed with me.
Therefore, I dared you, the
Class of 1996, to become phy¬
sicians who believed the
physician-patient relationship
was paramount.
I dared you to be doctors for
whom the patient came first, not the
HMO.
I dared you to fight for a health
care system that provided access to
health care for all Americans, not
just some Americans.
A physician could not truly protect
the health of the individual without
protecting the health of the public.
I dared you to participate in the
political process, to become active
in the community to bring about

Above: Graduates recite the Yale Physician's Oath after receiving their
degrees from Dr. Burrow and James P. Comer, M.D., associate dean for stu¬
dent affairs. From left: John Choi, Anthony Ciabarra, Sarah Clever, Simon
Cornelissen and Rebecca Crichton.
Left: A schematic of the podium procession in hand, Oliver Bacon listens and
waits for his diploma.
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better government—a government
by the people and for the people,
not simply paid for by the people.
I dared you to look beyond the
borders of the United States and
help make the world a better place.
The world is a global village, and
we live in that village. And in this
context, the African expression
"The village is my family” is true.
I dared you to translate the
advances in cellular and molecular
biology into better clinical care.
I dared you to justify the Yale
System of medical education and
become a leader in whatever field
you entered.
Oh yes, there was one more: I
dared you to raise more money for
Yale Medical School than any pre¬
vious class. You took the dare and
responded magnificently!
President Chelsea Clinton
signed the Universal Health Care
Access Bill into law, a direct result
of the community action efforts of
your Something X Generation.
Realizing that optimal care
is cost-effective care, you have
insisted that patients receive
the best possible treatment, with
cost following—not leading—
the process.
With interactive television and
remote monitoring, you have been
able to provide better care with
“virtual” house calls. With this
technology you have been able to
deliver world-class medical care to
remote areas.
The emergence of the health
care team and the decrease in
paperwork with a single-payer sys¬
tem has allowed more time
for you to spend with the patient.
You were able to translate the
advances in basic science into
better clinical care.
In 2026, you have essentially
eliminated the two leading causes
of death in 1996—heart disease and
cancer. Although it was difficult,
you have developed a successful
vaccine for AIDS.
The complete sequencing of
the human genome in the year 2000
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David Kim leans forward to smell a
garland of flowers worn by class¬
mate Tony Pham. Both graduates
are first-year residents at Yale-New
Haven Hospital. Dr. Kim in radia¬
tion oncology and Dr. Pham in plas¬
tic surgery’. Behind them is Willis
Chou of the Class of 1997.

opened new vistas for the under¬
standing and prevention of disease.
To your credit, you have addressed
the tough ethical issues of how that
information is used. Insurance
companies and corporations cannot
use the information to deny the
individual insurance or a job. And
we have become much more effi¬
cient in behavior modification.
The identification of a
particular person at risk for the
development of a disease has
led to effective prevention in
many instances.
If the global village is to sur¬
vive. population control must
occur. If you remember, my Yale
colleague Paul Kennedy estimated
in 1995 that by your 30th reunion
the world population would
increase from 5.5 billion to 8.5 bil¬
lion; 95 percent of that growth was
expected to take place in develop¬
ing countries.
The irony was that the
pected population explosion was
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the result of Western health prac¬
tices and a decrease in the perina¬
tal mortality rate with immuniza¬
tion and antibiotics. This popula¬
tion in developing countries,
even in the 1990s. was encroach¬
ing upon jungles, wetlands, and
grazing regions as more and more
people exploited surrounding
natural resources.
In the 40 years prior to your
graduation, it had been estimated
that the world had lost 20 percent
of the cropland topsoil and 20 per¬
cent of the rain forests, and the
rate was increasing. Your genera¬
tion took this problem on and is
solving it by the realization that,
with an increase in the standard of
living, the need for large families
would decrease.
The advances in neuroscience
to which you contributed have
allowed us to prevent addiction
and eventually eliminate the
scourge of substance abuse. This,
coupled with effective gun control,
has led in 2026 to a marked
decrease in crime and violence.
The technology we had devel¬
oped in 1996 allowed us to delay
death almost indefinitely, but not to
prolong meaningful life. As the
incidence of heart disease and can¬
cer decreased, this became more of
a problem. Realizing that the
human body does wear out, you

Graduate Chidi Alozie. left, cele¬
brates commencement with brothers
Emeka, center, and Uche of New
York City. Dr. Alozie will take resi¬

concentrated on the goal of "living
long” but “dying young.” Your
efforts in neuroscience led to the
recognition and the ability to pre¬
vent Alzheimer’s disease and other
forms of dementia. People are able
to lead useful lives until close to
their final moments. Fortunately,
you have not solved the problem of
immortality! We still wear out,
albeit gracefully.
These advances in medical
progress might have seemed
astounding to someone in 1996.
But look at the advances that
occurred in the 30 years after I
graduated from Yale in 1958.
Small pox, a disease that deci¬
mated entire populations over the
centuries, was eradicated. The elu¬
cidation of the double helix by
Watson and Crick heralded the
gold rush of molecular biology.
And organ transplantation became
feasible because of the ability to
suppress the immune response.
Your generation truly has
made a wave! You have made the
world a better place. You have
restored a sense of purpose to a
nation that had lost its way. As
graduates of the medical school,
you have adhered to the Yale
Physician’s Oath you took in 1996:
The health and dignity of my
patients will be my first concern.

You are good role models for
the generation of physicians gradu¬
ating in 2026. To every woman and
man there comes a time, as the say¬
ing goes. You 55-year-olds are
approaching the time in life to heed
the words of Plato, which are
inscribed in Greek over the
entrance to the medical school:
“Those who carry torches will pass
them on to others.” Your torches
have burned brightly.
Part of the Hippocratic Oath
states, With purity and holiness will
I practice my art and pass my life.

You have done this well!
I am proud to have been
your dean.

dency training in obstetrics and
gynecology at the University of
Michigan at Arm Arbor.

Gerard N. Burrow, M.D. ’58
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Honorary degrees
The following honorary degrees were among
those conferred by Yale University on Com¬
mencement Day:

BENJAMIN SOLOMON CARSON, M.D.

You have combined creative scholar¬
ship, innovative contributions to neu¬
rosurgery, and brave responses to
medical and social problems. Since
graduating from Yale College, you
have pursued a career in academic
medicine, developing complex surgi¬
cal techniques that help save the lives
of the youngest and sickest patients.
Through your shining example of
community service, you are a role
model for African American youth.
You have embraced challenges: in the
operating room, in the lives of disad¬
vantaged children, and in your own
life. Your alma mater is proud to
award you the degree of Doctor of
Medical Sciences.
Dr. Carson, a 1973 graduate of
Yale College, is director of pediatric
neurosurgery at The Johns Hopkins
Medical Institutions.

EUNICE KENNEDY SHRIVER

You have opened our eyes to see what
people can do, rather than what they
cannot do. Your efforts began with the
mentally retarded but have extended
to all of us whom you have educated
about their—and our—collective abil¬
ities. Through your tireless work to
create the Special Olympics, first in
this country and then for the world,
you have taught us to value and
include more fully the mentally chal¬
lenged. You gave Yale and New
Haven a great occasion to celebrate
last summer as host for the 1995 Spe¬
cial Olympics World Games. Yale is
proud on this occasion to celebrate
you by bestowing the degree of Doc¬
tor of Humane Letters.
Mrs. Shriver, an international
advocate for individuals with intellec¬
tual disablities, is founder of the Inter¬
national Special Olympics, which held
the 1995 Special Olympics World
Summer Games in New Haven.
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Faculty awards
At the School of Medicine commence¬
ment, several awards were presented
to faculty members, including a new
award, the American Medical Women’s
Association Gender Equity Award, given
to faculty for promoting a gender-fair
environment for the education and
training of physicians and assuring
equal opportunities for women and
men to study and practice medicine.
The first recipients were Barbara Ward,
M.D., assistant professor of surgery
(surgical oncology), and Nancy Maizels,
Ph.D., associate professor of molecu¬
lar biophysics and biochemistry and of
genetics. Dr. Ward also received the
Leah M. Lowenstein Award, presented
by the Office for Women in Medicine to
the faculty member who most clearly
provides positive images of women in
promoting humane and egalitarian
medical education.
The Bohmfalk Prizes, established
in 1989 for outstanding teaching, were
presented to Frank J. Bia, M.D., profes¬
sor of medicine (infectious diseases)
and laboratory medicine, and Morris G.
Dillard, M.D., Ph.D., associate clinical
professor of medicine.
Richard J. Gusberg, M.D., profes¬
sor of surgery, received the Francis
Gilman Blake Award, established in
1952 for the senior class to recognize
the most outstanding teacher of the
medical sciences. Robert Hsin-Fan Li,
M.D., senior resident in the depart¬
ment of internal medicine, was pre¬
sented the Betsy Winters House
Staff Award for making the most
significant contribution to medical
students’ education.
The Dean’s Medical Education Farr
Prize, established in 1994 and named
for Lee E. Farr, M.D., a 1929 Yale Col¬
lege and 1932 Yale medical school
alumnus, was awarded to Emile L.
Boulpaep, M.D., professor of cellular
and molecular physiology, recognizing
his significant contributions to the edu¬
cation of medical students. The prize
recognizes individual excellence in
teaching and honors faculty who have
provided outstanding leadership in
medical education through the organi¬
zation, coordination and implementa¬
tion of highly successful courses
or clerkships.

Barbara Ward

Nancy Maizels

Frank J. Bia

Morris G. Dillard

Richard J. Gusberg

Emile L. Boulpaep
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Public health students
march under a new banner
Photographs by Harry Bishop

The new EPH coat of arms, designed
by Travis K. Hedrick, a 1977 M.P.H.
graduate and president of the Associ¬
ation of Yale Alumni in Public Health.

T

he ceremonial colors at the
Yale commencement were
brighter this May as Epidemiology
and Public Health (EPH) graduates
processed for the first time under a
banner bearing a coat of arms
designed especially for them.
"We are delighted that our
alumni/ae have presented us with
the idea for our coat of arms. It
reflects our history and signifies
the importance of public health at
Yale,” says EPH Dean Michael
Merson, M.D.
Travis K. Hedrick, a 1977
M.P.H. graduate who serves as
president of the Association of Yale
Alumni in Public Health and is
director of the Health Administra-

Corinna Culler, standing, listens to
remarks by EPH Dean Michael H.
Merson M.D. during Commencement.
Sitting near her, from left, are Eliza¬
beth Carey and Ann Chou.
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Left: Dean Michael H. Merson, M.D., raises a hand in
exclamation as he speaks to public health graduates.
Below: Ellen Jae Lee. right, who received an M.P.H. degree,
with her mother after the Commencement ceremony.

tion Program at Quinnipiac Col¬
lege, designed the coat of arms.
Mr. Hedrick possesses a keen
interest in the history of public
health and in the life of CharlesEdward Amory Winslow, a pio¬
neer in public health and medi¬
cine who in 1915 founded Yale’s
Department of Epidemiology
and Public Health. Mr. Hedrick
is working on a biography of C.E.A. Winslow, a project he
began with the late Arthur Viseltear of the public health faculty.
The upper portion of the
EPH arms, which is the same as
the School of Medicine, follows
the arms of Elihu Yale, the East
India merchant and benefactor
after whom Yale college is
named. The upper arms consist
of an ermine field, white with
small black stylized tails and the
red cross of St. Patrick, called a
saltire. The EPH arms’ lower
portion is based on Winslow
family arms, which features
seven gold lozenges on a red
diagonal band. The field is white,
and at the suggestion of the
EPH faculty, the new coat of
arms uses a blue background to
celebrate its incorporation into
the Yale community.

YALE MEDICINE

The academic program that
Winslow founded is accredited
nationally as a school of public
health. Winslow believed that
equally important with scientific
ideas about health and disease
was a commitment to equity and
social justice—that social ills
must be the first conquest in the
“battle of epidemic disease.” ■

Above: The Department of Epidemi¬
ology and Public Health recognized
82 graduates, including Rashi Soni,
left, and Katryn Leitmeyer, at its
Commencement ceremony outside
the Laboratory of Epidemiology and
Public Health. Seventy-two M.P.H.
degrees were awarded, along with
eight Ph.D. and two Dr. P.H. degrees.
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A renaissance
physician
Herbert Thoms, M.D. combined
artistic merit, excellence in medicine
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77//'.v 7949 portrait of Herbert Thoms,
M.Z)., Zzy Deane Keller was rededicated
this summer and now hangs in the peri¬
odicals room of the Cushing/Whitney
Medical Library’.

erbert Thoms, M.D., (18851972) was a Yale medical
graduate and professor who
had many interests and many tal¬
ents. An exhibit on view this sum¬
mer in the rotunda of the Harvey
Cushing/John Hay Whitney Med¬
ical Library celebrates his varied
works as an obstetrician, medical
historian, photographer, artist and
devoted Yale alumnus.
Bom in Waterbury, Conn.,
Herbert Thoms received his early
education at the Vermont Academy
and Waterbury High School. Like
many of his contemporaries in
medicine, he did not attend college
but entered the Yale Medical
School in 1906. (Yale did not
require a bachelor’s degree for
admission until 1910, the year the
Flexner report on American med¬
ical education was published.)
He received his Yale M.D.
degree in 1910. Following intern¬
ships at the Backus Hospital in
Norwich and Memorial Hospital in
New London, he served as an
assistant resident in the Sloane
Hospital for Women in New York
City. Then, deciding to specialize
in obstetrics, he spent a year at the
Johns Hopkins Hospital.
Dr. Thoms returned to New

Left: 150 York St., between Crown and
Chapel streets and since demolished,
was once the main medical school
building. An accomplished photogra¬
pher, Dr. Thoms made many photo¬
graphic studies of the edifice in addi¬
tion to this etching.
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Haven in 1915 and had an active
practice in obstetrics and faculty
appointments at the medical
school. In 1925, he was named an
associate clinical professor of
obstetrics and gynecology, and in
1927 he was appointed a member
of the full-time faculty. He became
chairman of obstetrics and gyne¬
cology in 1947, a position he held
until his retirement in 1953.
Dr. Thoms was highly re¬
garded as a clinician and a teacher.
During his academic career, he
made many important contribu¬
tions in his field, including studies
in pelvimetry and infertility and
the introduction of programs for
natural childbirth and infant rooming-in after delivery.
As a teacher. Dr. Thoms
espoused a humanistic approach to
medicine. Throughout his career,
he was a prolific author of books
and articles on the history of medi¬
cine. In addition to his clinical and
historical works. Dr. Thoms found
the time to become an accom¬
plished creator of works of art. He
used many media, but he is best
known for his drypoint etchings.
Much more could be said
about this remarkable multi¬
faceted Yale physician. He was a
fisherman and a sailor. He was a
delightful companion, with a keen
but quiet sense of humor, who
enjoyed the company of his many
friends. He was a man of wisdom,
understanding, imagination, cre¬
ativity and love of life.
Arthur Ebbert Jr., M.D.
Professor Emeritus of Medicine
Summer 1996

A Charitable
Annuity:
The YSM gift
that rates

In exchange for a gift of
$5,000 or more, the School of
Medicine can offer you, or you
and your spouse, a fixed annual
income for life.
Your age(s) and market
rates of interest determine
your income level.
Current sample rates:
Age(s)

Rate

One life

55
66
77

5.1%
6.1%
8.4%

Two lives

66/65
75/74
82/79

5.1%
6.1%
7.3%

Please allow us to tailor
a proposal to your
philanthropic

Above: Dr. Thoms'drypoint etch¬

and financial goals.

ing, left, shows the grand facade
of the New Haven Hospital. This
columned entrance, since
obscured by decades of growth at
the medical center, faces the
courtyard of the Clinic Building
(and can be seen in the back¬
ground of the photograph on
Page 5).

Left: Dr. Thoms' rendering of the

School of Medicine

Beaumont Homestead in

Office of Planned Giving

Lebanon, Conn. The artist was a
founding member in 1920 of the

P.O. Box 2038

Beaumont Medical Club, an asso¬
ciation of Connecticut medical
historians.
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Fax: 1-203-432-7901

SCOPE

Scientists closer
to treatment for
cocaine addiction
School of Medicine researchers
have found that activation of cer¬
tain receptors in the brain can sup¬
press the desire for cocaine among

animals with drug exposure.
David W. Self. Ph.D., assistant
professor of psychiatry, and Eric J.
Nestler, M.D. '83, Ph.D., HS '8387. the Elizabeth Mears and House
Jameson Professor of Psychiatry
and Pharmacology, headed the
study Opposite Modulation of
Cocaine-Seeking Behavior by Dland D2-like Dopamine Receptor

Day of celebration

An estimated 14,000 visitors attended Children's Day in May at New
Haven's Edgewood Park, where more than 200 volunteers staffed 90
booths and activities. The festival was presented by the Friends of
the Children’s Hospital at Yale-New Haven with a grant from the
New Haven Savings Bank and support from the Children’s Hospital,
the Department of Pediatrics, the hospital Auxiliary, the Lead Pro¬
gram at Yale, IBM and Subway.
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Agonists, which was published in
the March 15 issue of Science.

The researchers found that
the D1 dopamine receptor system
suppresses cocaine-seeking behav¬
ior in animals while the D2
dopamine receptor system triggers
that behavior. “Our work was
based on the increasing knowledge
of the molecular and cellular basis
of cocaine addiction.” says Dr.
Nestler. “This research illustrates
how a strong foundation of
basic neuroscience can facilitate
the development of new and
effective treatments for addictive
disorders.”
In the study, rats were allowed
to self-administer intravenous
cocaine for two hours; then saline
was substituted for two hours, dur¬
ing which time the self-administra¬
tion behavior progressively dimin¬
ished, a behavioral phenomenon
known as extinction.
The researchers found that
when D2 drugs were administered
to these animals as a cocaine
replacement, a dramatic increase in
drug-seeking behavior was
observed, while administration of
D1 -like drugs had no effect.
The researchers further tested
whether the D1 or D2 receptor
stimulators could block the effects
of cocaine-seeking behavior
elicited by cocaine itself. Their
findings showed that these ago¬
nists produce opposite effects,
and suggest that D1 medications
may be useful in treatment of
cocaine addiction.
“These findings help enable us
to develop effective medication
treatments for cocaine addiction
based on basic science,” says Alan
I. Leshner, Ph.D., director of the
National Institute on Drug Abuse,
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Yale debuts state-of-the-art
laparoscopic surgery center

T

he Department of Surgery
has opened a new facility to
deliver minimally invasive surgical
care to patients and train surgeons
from around the world in advanced
laparoscopic techniques.
The Yale Endo-Laparoscopic
Center, a joint project of the
School of Medicine and Yale-New
Haven Hospital, is a state-of-theart educational facility benefiting
both surgeons and patients,
according to Ronald C. Merrell,
M.D., chairman/chief of surgery
and the Lampman Professor of
Surgery. Located at 40 Temple St.
in New Haven, the center provides
care using new procedures that
minimize injury, cause less pain
and require shorter hospital stays
for patients.
Surgeons training at the cen¬
ter learn advanced techniques in
laparoscopic suturing, hernia
repair and gallbladder surgery,
among other procedures.
Laparoscopy allows surgeons to
operate through a dime-sized inci¬
sion, using long-handled instru¬
ments and a video camera to view
the area of operation. Laparoscop¬
ic surgery requires surgeons to
develop new skills, dexterity and
hand-eye coordination.
“As we train surgeons in new
procedures, we also will conduct
research and development on
laparoscopic topics to advance
this important aspect of surgery,”
says Director James C. Rosser Jr.,
M.D., assistant professor of
surgery, who joined the Yale med¬
ical faculty in 1994. “We have
developed ways to objectively eval¬
uate these skills that surgeons are
acquiring, and we use computers
to enhance training and the trans¬
fer of information.”
One of the center’s goals is to
establish standardized techniques
for all surgeons who perform
laparoscopic surgery and develop
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Left: Director James C.
Rosser Jr, M.D., cen¬
ter, guides television
news reporter Carolyn
Pennington through a
laparoscopic drill in
the Inanimate Laboratoiy during a tour of
the new Yale EndoLaparoscopic Center.

techniques for certifying surgeons
in this field.
The center has three main
educational components. The
Classroom of Tomorrow, with 20
multimedia computer stations,
provides a foundation for skill
development with the use of inter¬
active training programs on CDROM and individual tutorials with
the class instructors. Ten stations
in the adjoining Inanimate Labora¬
tory allow surgeons-in-training to
develop skill with laparoscopic
instruments, including the remotecontrolled robotic arm.
The third component, the Mul¬
timedia Patient Information
Library, provides detailed informa¬
tion to patients on the procedures
they are about to have. These
user-friendly computer tutorials
developed by Dr. Rosser are
designed for a variety of patients,
including non-readers and older
people with a high school educa¬
tion. When patients complete the
tutorial, they and their surgeon
receive a printout of the respons¬
es, ensuring informed consent. ■

Middle: Dr. Rosser, wearing
an instructor s headset in
the Classroom of Tomor¬
row, speaks to guests at the
center’s opening.
Above: Staff member Mary
Beth Thornton demon¬
strates a patient tutorial in
the Multimedia Patient
Information Library.
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which funded this study.
Dr. Self adds that this study
demonstrates an important dissoci¬
ation between D1 and D2 receptor
mediated processes in cocaine¬
seeking behavior.
The Yale researchers are cur¬
rently designing clinical trials to

test the ability of the D1 and D2
drugs in blocking cocaine cravings
in humans.
Other researchers participating
in this study included William J.
Barnhard. B.A., and David A.
Lehman, B.A., both formerly Yale
University undergraduates.

Four cities will adopt
violence program
The Child Development-Commu¬
nity Policing (CDCP) Program,
developed jointly by the New
Haven Department of Police Ser¬
vice and the Yale Child Study Cen-

Three decades of collaboration yield breakthrough on clotting

A

dvances in biomedical
research often come about
slowly, and two biochemists know
this only too well. During their
past 30 years of scientific collabo¬
ration, they have made significant
contributions to understanding
how blood clots.
In 1987, a team of Yale inves¬
tigators succeeded after 15 years
of effort in cloning the cDNA that
encodes human tissue factor,
which initiates blood clotting
when it comes in contact with a
protein circulating in the blood¬
stream, called factor VII. After a
blood vessel is injured, the tissue
factor-complex starts a cascade
of decomposing reactions that
lead to a blood clot. The cDNA
cloning project was led by William
H. Konigsberg, Ph.D., professor of
molecular biophysics and bio¬
chemistry and genetics. During
the past nine years, Dr. Konigs¬
berg and his colleagues have built
on that finding, and now have
crystallized this biological com¬
plex of tissue factor VII and also
solved its molecular structure.
The researchers mapped the mol¬
ecular structure of a biological
complex consisting of two pro¬
teins—tissue factor and factor
VII—that work in conjunction to
stop bleeding or cause thrombo¬
sis, the clotting in blood vessels
that provokes heart attacks and
stroke, the leading causes of
death in the United States.
The newly reported work
was conducted in collaboration
with Yale Nemerson, M.D., a for-
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William H. Konigsberg, Ph.D.

mer Yale medical faculty member
now at Mount Sinai Medical Cen¬
ter in New York, and several
researchers at F. HoffmanLaRoche Ltd. in Basel, Switzer¬
land, led by Dr. Daniel Kirchhofer.
“The crystal structure of this
complex, published recently in the
British scientific journal Nature,
should provide the basis for
designing drugs that will enable
blood coagulation to be controlled
at its source,” says Dr. Konigs¬
berg, a biochemist who has
served on the Yale medical faculty
since 1964. “This structure also
should greatly facilitate the
search for more effective ways to
treat and prevent coronary artery
disease and strokes, major caus¬
es of death in the Western world.”
Dr. Konigsberg and his col¬
leagues have been recognized for
solving “a long-standing puzzle” of

how blood clotting is triggered. In
a commentary on the research, J.
Fernando Bazan wrote in Nature,
“Much of that puzzle is solved by
the paper... which describes the
structure of the complex between
the two, and which bears more
generally on the assembly and
function of protein complexes in
blood clotting.”
Mr. Bazan, who is in the
department of molecular biology
at the DNAX Research institute in
Palo Alto, Calif., also noted that
the research’s “remarkable crys¬
tal structure” provides “the first
three-dimensional view of an acti¬
vated coagulation enzyme bound
to its membrane cofactor.”
Thirty years ago, Dr. Konigs¬
berg began his collaboration with
Dr. Nemerson, and in 1974, they
first purified bovine factor VII, a
plasma protein, in a process
which later allowed the team to
dissect the protein’s chemical
make-up. In 1977, Dr. Nemerson
joined the Mount Sinai faculty.
In 1981, Dr. Konigsberg and
Ronald R. Bach, Ph.D., at Yale
and Dr. Nemerson at Mt. Sinai
isolated and characterized bovine
tissue factor, a constituent of
many cells. Six years later, the
Yale/Mount Sinai team cloned
the gene for tissue factor and
expressed this protein in a
bacterial cell.
For more than three decades,
this research has been funded by
the National Heart, Lung and
Blood Institute in Bethesda, Md. ■
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ter, has selected four sites to repli¬
cate the highly successful pro¬
gram that addresses the needs of
children and families caught up in
urban violence.
The CDCP Program provides
training and support to police offi¬
cers and mental health profession¬
als to intervene effectively
in the lives of children and facili¬
tates access to mental health
services for family witnesses
of violence.
The selected cities are Buf¬
falo, N.Y.; Charlotte, N.C.;
Nashville, Tenn.; and Portland,
Ore. Representatives from each of
the sites will come to New Haven
for training to familiarize them
with the program model and to
begin a process of developing
similar programs in their own
communities. In addition to the
training conducted in New Haven,
the CDCP Program staff will pro¬
vide ongoing consultation and
technical assistance during the
next year to support developing
programs. Support comes from a
$300,000 grant from the U.S.
Department of Justice, Office
of Juvenile Justice and Delin¬
quency Prevention.
“The CDCP Program exem¬
plifies the benefits of collabora¬
tion between universities and
cities and between mental health
professionals, police and others
who are confronted by the issues
facing children and families in
urban America,” comments Don¬
ald J. Cohen, M.D. ’66, director
of the Yale Child Study Center.
This replication project
extends an innovative model of
collaborative work between
police and mental health profes¬
sionals to communities across the
country. “The CDCP Program
capitalizes on the unique opportu¬
nity for police and mental health
professionals to work together in
considering and affecting the wel¬
fare of children who are at great¬
est risk of becoming involved in
the cycle of violence,” says
Steven Marans, Ph.D., the Harris
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Assistant Professor of Child Psy¬
choanalysis and coordinator of the
CDCP Program.
Adds U.S. Rep. Rosa
DeLauro (D-Conn.), “This pro¬
gram has been a godsend for New
Haven area children who have
been exposed to violence.”

Community leader honored
with Elm Award

Cancer Center forms
new statewide network
The Yale Cancer Center will
establish a new oncology network
with eight Connecticut hospitals
to increase the number of patients
participating in clinical studies
and to speed the use of treatment
breakthroughs. Danbury Hospital
is the center’s first affiliate,
with seven other institutions
expected to join.
“The network will allow clin¬
ical trials to take place at hospitals
throughout the state, which means
new findings can be disseminated
as quickly as possible,” says Vin¬
cent T. DeVita Jr., M.D., HS ’66,
professor of medicine and director
of the Yale Cancer Center.
With this announcement. Dr.
DeVita said that by the coupling
of Yale’s research with the sphere
of influence of community affili¬
ates, advances in cancer care will
be more readily available to
patients in Connecticut.
The Yale Cancer Center cur¬
rently conducts 115 research stud¬
ies funded by $55 million in fed¬
eral and other grants. Now, nearly
2,500 patients are seen at the
center; with the network up and
running, closer to 10,000 people
will be able to participate in
oncology studies.
Each network affiliate will
conduct several clinical studies.
Along with trials on new anti-can¬
cer medications, the clinical
research will assess new combina¬
tions of drugs, new treatments and
changes in lifestyle that can help
prevent cancer.
Danbury Hospital and Yale

Courtland Seymour Wilson
Each spring, Yale University and the city
of New Haven present Elm and Ivy Awards,
honoring individuals and their efforts to
strengthen the relationship between the
University and the city. In previous years,
medical and public health students and
faculty members have been honored with
Ivy Awards. This year, Courtland Seymour
Wilson, a New Haven community leader
for more than 30 years, was among those
who received an Elm Award.
Mr. Wilson has been executive director
of the Hill Development Corp. since 1988.
He represented the Hill neighborhood’s
interests in discussions with the School of
Medicine and Yale-New Haven Hospital
that led to the successful completion of
the Yale Psychiatric Institute, Boyer Cen¬
ter for Molecular Medicine, Children’s
Hospital at Yale-New Haven and the new
Howard Avenue parking garage. He also
has been instrumental in planning for the
Route 34 Biotechnology Park and serves
on the Science Park Development Corp.
board of directors.
Yale medical graduates also may
recall Mr. Wilson as assistant to the
director of medical student affairs from
1962 to 1972.
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are already collaborating on
research into peripheral blood stem
cell transplantation, a promising
treatment for some patients with
breast cancer and lymphoma.

New center to treat
adult attention disorders
A new center has been established
by the Yale Department of Psychia¬
try at the School of Medicine to
address Attention Deficit Disorder
(ADD) in older adolescents and
adults who have never been treated
but may improve significantly with
medication.
The Yale Center for Attention
and Related Disorders in Adults is
the first center of its kind in south¬

ern New England to offer consulta¬
tion and treatment to adults with
attention problems. An estimated
70 to 80 percent of treatable adult
ADD cases are never diagnosed.
ADD symptoms include disorgani¬
zation, forgetfulness and difficulty
concentrating, completing tasks or
remaining alert.
"The opening of this center is
in response to frequent requests for
this form of assessment, and will
bring together professionals inter¬
ested in ADD,” says Donald M.
Quinlan, Ph.D., professor of psy¬
chiatry and psychology and direc¬
tor of the Yale center.
ADD increasingly has been
recognized in children and adoles¬
cents who have signs of average
or above-average abilities but
whose school performance is oth¬

erwise sporadic or consistently
poor. But many adults have
struggled through their school
years dealing with attention prob¬
lems before diagnosis of ADD
was available.
The center helps these older
adolescents and adults by means of
cognitive and diagnostic testing,
consultations with family mem¬
bers, and clinical interviews
reviewing work, school and per¬
sonal history. Treatment options
combine education, behavioral
therapy and medication.
Thomas E. Brown, Ph.D.,
professor of psychology and of cel¬
lular and molecular physiology, is
associate director of the center.
Malcolm B. Bowers Jr., M.D., HS
’65, professor of psychiatry, serves
as medical consultant.

Experts in anatomy
For the third consecutive year, 38 stu¬
dents from New Haven’s Career High
School have completed a year-long
human anatomy course in which they
come twice a month to the School of Med¬
icine’s anatomy laboratories. Here,
William B. Stewart, Ph.D., associate pro¬
GEORGETOWN

water poio

fessor of suigery (anatomy and experi¬
mental surgery), far left, stands with
graduates of the program and some of the
Yale medical students who teach and
mentor in the innovative program. The
high school students enrolled in this pro¬
gram continue to earn higher grades and
increase their interest in the sciences.
Ronald E. Merrell, M.D., chairman and
Lampman Professor of Surgery, center,
presented the certificates at the annual
May reception held in the Ebbert Lounge
in the Jane Ellen Hope Building.
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Yale projects highlighted at
pre-Olympic conference
Two Yale School of Medicine
scientists presented project findings
related to physical activity, optimum
performance and healthy living
at the 1996 International PreOlympic Scientific Congress in
early July in Dallas.
Ethan R. Nadel, Ph.D., profes¬
sor of epidemiology and physiology
at Yale and director of the John B.
Pierce Laboratory, outlined the
research and design behind Project
Daedalus, the 74-mile flight of a
human-powered aircraft over the
Aegean Sea. “This event was one of
the most impressive athletic events
attempted and attained in this his¬
tory of physical performance,” Dr.
Nadel said before the conference.
“The stamina required to exercise
for that long a time at such a high
intensity is like running a world
class marathon and then running a
second world class marathon imme¬
diately thereafter without stopping.”
Dr. Nadel’s lecture, The Limits
of Human Performance: Project
Daedalus, detailed the exceptional

demands placed on the athlete due to
the need for constant speed to keep
the plane aloft. He discussed the
limiting factors of performance,
such as maintaining cardiovascular
function amidst high internal and
external demands, and described the
challenges these factors posed and
how they were met.
Project Daedalus defined the
ideal athlete through laboratory tests
measuring oxygen requirements,
ability to use fuels, including glu¬
cose and water, and heat dissipating
capacity. Over two years, this testing
helped Dr. Nadel and his colleagues
develop a rehydration drink with the
proper amount of glucose and
sodium to keep the athlete optimally
fueled and hydrated.
Loretta A. DiPietro, Ph.D.,
assistant professor of epidemiology
and public health, was invited
to head a symposium on Physical
Activity, Exercise and Body

Yale medicine

Composition at the pre-Olympic
congress.
The scientific panel addressed a
wide range of topics dealing with
the affects of exercise and physical
activity on body composition. Based
on her Yale research and other stud¬
ies, Dr. DiPietro prepared an epi¬
demiological perspective of the rela¬
tionships between physical activity
and body weight.
“One third of the U.S. popula¬
tion is overweight and we are
not close to meeting the govern¬
ment’s Year 2000 Objectives with
regard to reducing the prevalence
of obesity and inactivity,” Dr.
DiPietro said.
The symposia combined data
collected from experimental studies
and compared and contrasted that
information with actual population
data. “To understand the relation¬
ship between sedentary behavior
and obesity at the population level,
we need to look at the big picture,”
said Dr. DiPietro. “National data
indicate that the prevalence of inac¬
tivity has actually decreased over
the last decade; however, a slight
increase in activity does not
compare to the increase in the
number of hours spent watching
television, playing video games or
using a computer.”
A majority of obesity and inac¬
tivity can be attributed to modernday technology. “Errands that
required some amount of physical
activity, such as walking in and out
of buildings or up and down stairs,
are now done at drive-through win¬
dows,” said Dr. DiPietro, assistant
fellow at the Pierce Laboratory.
“Some people don’t even walk to
get the paper anymore; they can
read it on their computer. And the
amount of time children spend
sitting in front of a TV or computer
is alarming.
“Even though leisure-time
activity is increasing slightly in
some of the population, overall
physical activity is decreasing,” she
said. “The implications for weight
control are obvious—the country is
getting fatter.” ■
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David J. Leffell, M.D. named
medical director of Yale Faculty Practice

D

avid J. Leffell, M.D..HS’8487, a nationally recognized
skin-cancer specialist and laser
surgeon with the School of Medi¬
cine, has been named medical
director of the Yale Faculty Prac¬
tice. The Faculty Practice, one of
the largest academic multispe¬
cialty practices in the nation, is the
group practice of the Yale School
of Medicine faculty, with 600
physicians representing some 100
specialty areas.
Joseph B. Warshaw, M.D.,
deputy dean for clinical affairs,
announced the appointment in
April, noting that Dr. Leffell
brings with him expertise in prac¬
tice management. “Dr. Leffell will
lead the practice in a rapidly
changing health care environment.
We are committed to providing the
highest quality of care and excel¬
lent service that our patients, refer¬
ring physicians and insurers have
come to expect from a premier
medical practice,” Dr. Warshaw
says. “Dr. Leffell brings the lead¬
ership skills and commitment to
clinical excellence that are so
important as we continue to posi¬
tion the Yale Faculty Practice in
the forefront of health care deliv¬
ery in the region and the nation.”
In his role, Dr. Leffell will
work closely with the clinical
leadership of the Yale School of
Medicine and Yale-New Haven
Hospital and with medical direc¬
tors of area corporations and managed-care companies to develop
strategies to deliver the highest
quality, cost-effective care.
Dr. Leffell, a board certified
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David J. Leffell M.D.

internist and dermatologist with
specialty training in dermatologic
surgery, will continue his active
practice in the treatment of skin
cancer and related disorders,
laser surgery, and his research col¬
laborations on the genetic basis of
skin cancer.
Raised in Montreal, Dr. Lef¬
fell received a B.S. degree in 1977
from Yale College and an M.D.
degree in 1981 from McGill Uni¬
versity. He completed residency
training in internal medicine at
Memorial-Sloan Kettering Cancer
Center (Cornell Cooperating Hos¬
pitals) and in dermatology at the
Yale University School of Medi¬
cine. Following fellowship train¬
ing in dermatologic surgery at the
University of Michigan, Dr.
Leffell established his clinical
practice in 1987 with the Yale
Faculty Practice.

Jonathan B. Borak, M.D., associ¬
ate clinical professor of medicine,
was presented the Meritorious Ser¬
vice Award by the American Col¬
lege of Occupational and Environ¬
mental Medicine (ACOEM) dur¬
ing the opening session of its
American Occupational Health
Conference in April in San Anto¬
nio. Dr. Borak developed the
ACOEM core curriculum in envi¬
ronmental medicine and has writ¬
ten position papers on environ¬
mental issues.
Lawrence S. Cohen. M.D., HS
’58-65, the Ebenezer K. Hunt Pro¬
fessor of Medicine, was inducted
into the British Cardiac Society on
May 8 in Glasgow, Scotland. The
society is comprised of a select
group of physicians and surgeons
devoted to the advancement of
knowledge of heart disease and
circulation to benefit the public.
Janies P. Comer, M.D., M.P.H.,
HS ’64-67, the Maurice Falk Pro¬
fessor in the Child Study Center
and in the Department of Psychia¬
try, delivered the first DeWitt Wallace-Reader’s Digest Distin¬
guished Lecture at the 78th annual
meeting of the American Educa¬
tional Research Association in
April in New York. Dr. Comer’s
lecture was entitled A Good Place
to Learn: School as a Caring
Community. Dr. Comer also has

been elected vice chairman of the
board of trustees of the Carnegie
Corporation of New York for a
one-year term.
Michael D. Ezekowitz,
M.B.Ch.B., Ph.D., professor of
medicine, participated in a debate
on Whether Elderly Patients With
Atrial Fibrillation Can Be Antico¬
agulated. The debate was part of
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the international symposium
Advances and Controversies in
Atrial Fibrillation held in June
during the 10th International Con¬
gress Cardiostim ’96 meeting in
Nice, France.
Charles A. Greer, Ph.D., associate
professor of surgery (neurosurgery)
and neurobiology, was elected pro¬
gram chair for the joint meeting of
the International Symposium on
Olfaction and Taste XII and the
Association for Chemoreception
Sciences XIX in July in San Diego.
Roberto J. Groszmann, M.D.,
professor of medicine at the School
of Medicine and chief of the diges¬
tive diseases section medical ser¬
vice at the West Haven campus of
VA Connecticut Healthcare System,
has been invited into the Fellow¬
ship of the Royal College of Physi¬
cians. Dr. Groszmann was admitted
at a special meeting of the college
on July 4 in London. His work has
focused on the regulation of
splanchnic hemodynamics.
Janet B. Henrich, M.D., director
of the Women’s Health Program at
Yale, co-chaired the fourth annual
Congress on Women’s Health,
held in June in Washington, D.C.
Dr. Henrich also is associate profes¬
sor of medicine and of obstetrics
and gynecology.
Michael Kashgarian, M.D. ’58,
HS ’59-63, professor of pathology
and biology, and editor of Yale
Medicine, was elected president
of the New Haven County Medical
Association at the society’s annual
meeting in May in North Haven.
Diane M. Komp, M.D., professor
of pediatrics, spoke during Easter
services at Liberty Presbyterian
Church in Columbus, Ohio. Dr.
Komp, who writes on the faith,
hope and spirituality of children
who are seriously ill, is the author
of the recent book Images of Grace.
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James R. Merikangas, M.D. ’69,
lecturer in psychiatry, was pre¬
sented the 1996 Exemplary Psychi¬
atrist Award from the National
Alliance for the Mentally Ill at the
American Psychiatric Association’s
annual meeting in May. The award
is given to psychiatrists who pro¬
vide outstanding care and support
to persons with severe mental ill¬
nesses, and who work with the fam¬
ily members to ensure the best pos¬
sible outcome to illness.

Michael H. Merson. M.D.,
dean for public health and chairman
of the Department of Epidemiology
and Public Health, received an hon¬
orary doctor of science degree from
his alma mater, Amherst College.
The degree was presented May 26
at commencement.
Norman J. Siegel, M.D., HS ’6870, professor of pediatrics and med¬
icine, was presented with a James
Colangelo Achievement Award in

Drs. Koop and Comite produce series of videos
Florence Comite, M.D ’76, a
Yale medical faculty member
since 1984, and C. Everett
Koop, M.D., former U.S. sur¬
geon general, have devel¬
oped a new series of patient
education videotapes that
complement the physicianpatient relationship and fea¬
ture consumer-focused med¬
ical information.
Dr. Koop serves as
medical director of this Time
Life Medical series, while Dr.
Comite, associate professor
of medicine, obstetrics and
gynecology, and pediatrics,
serves as the series’ deputy
Former U.S. Surgeon General C.
medical director.
Everett Koop, M.D., joined Yale fac¬
In preparing the series,
ulty members Florence Comite, M.D.,
Dr. Comite played an instru¬
left, and Janet B. Henrich, M.D., for
mental role in mobilizing
a program on women’s health in New
more than 1,000 leading
Haven in May. Dr. Comite is deputy
medical experts and 100
medical director under Dr. Koop for
medical organizations to help
the Time Life Medical series of
conceptualize, develop and
patient-education
videotapes. Dr.
integrate the program’s med¬
Henrich
is
the
new
director of the
ical content. More than 40
Women’s
Health
Program
at Yale.
Yale medical faculty mem¬
bers served as either princi¬
pal editors, on-camera physi¬
cian sources or reviewers. They provided medical expertise on subjects
ranging from cataracts and osteoporosis to skin cancer and infertility.
A number of the videotapes focus on women’s health, including
menopause. Other topics in the series include asthma in children, anorexia,
bulimia, depression and stroke. The videotapes have been available nation¬
ally since March in pharmacies.
In May, Dr. Koop visited Yale to celebrate women’s health at Yale and to
recognize Dr. Comite’s efforts both in founding the Women’s Health Pro¬
gram at Yale and in helping create the patient education videotape series.
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March by the National Kidney
Foundation of Connecticut. He
was honored for establishing the
first program in pediatric
nephrology in Connecticut in
1972. The Kidney Foundation
also recognized the Yale division
of pediatric nephrology for inno¬
vative clinical care application of
end-stage renal disease modali¬
ties in children, and for high qual¬
ity basic research and training.
Honored along with Dr. Siegel
were Karen M. Gaudio, M.D.,
associate professor of pediatrics;
Scott K. Van Why, M.D., HS
’74-77 assistant professor of
pediatrics (nephrology); and
Prasad Devarajan, M.D., assis¬
tant professor of pediatrics.

man Geschwind Memorial Lec¬
ture presented in May by the
Department of Neurology at Beth
Israel Hospital in Boston and The
Longwood Neurology Program.
Dr. Waxman’s topic was Molecu¬
lar Neurology of MS, Spinal Cord
Injury and White Matter Stroke:
A Little-Known Part of Norman
Geschwind’s Legacy.

Robert I. White Jr., M.D.,
professor of diagnostic radiology,
presented a keynote address on
vascular malformations at Japan’s
National Cardiovascular and
Interventional Radiology April
meeting in Aomori. This area of
Japan has a high incidence of
hereditary hemorrhagic telangiec¬
tasia, a rare genetic disorder for
which Yale is a center of excel¬
lence. Dr. White demonstrated
interventional radiology tech¬
niques for treating this disorder.

Stephen G. Waxman, M.D.,
Ph.D., professor and chairman of
neurology and professor of phar¬
macology, was the keynote
speaker at the third annual Nor¬

state taxes
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you can use these benefits to
the mutual advantage of you
and the School of Medicine.
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M.D. ’60, and M. Harahap, Marcel
Dekker Publisher (New York) 1996
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Dear Bruno by Alice Trillin, a volun¬
teer at The Hole In The Wall Gang
Camp affiliated with the Yale
School of Medicine, The New Press
(New York) 1996.
Sexual Harassment in the Work¬
place and Academia: Psychiatric
Issues, edited by Diane K. Shrier,
M.D. ’64, American Psychiatric
Press, Inc. (Washington) 1996.
A Primer of Gynecologic Oncology
by Robert C. Wallach, M.D. '60, IDI
Publications (Omaha) 1995.

Women's Sexual Health by Ruth
Steinberg, M.D., assistant clinical
professor of obstetrics and gynecc
ogy, and Linda Robinson, Penguin
(New York) 1996.
Treatment Planning for Psychother
apists by Richard B. Makover, M.D
assistant clinical professor of psy¬
chiatry, American Psychiatric Pres;
Inc. (Washington) 1996.
Transjugular Intrahepatic Portosys
temic Stent Shunts (TIPS), Harold
0. Conn, M.D. ’72, HS '51-56, wa;
the coordinating editor with J. Palmaz, J. Rosch and M. Rossle as
coeditors, Igaku Shoin Medical Pul
lishers (New York) 1996.
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Fiji welcomes
Yale medical student
M

ention Fiji and most people
think of an island paradise
in the South Pacific. For Lillian
Oshva, a fourth-year Yale med¬
ical student, it is the place where
she learned things about illness
and the practice of medicine that
she might never have encoun¬
tered at home.
Ms. Oshva studied obstetrics
and gynecology first-hand during
a six-week clerkship at the Colo¬
nial War Memorial Hospital in
Fiji’s capital city of Suva.
“I wanted to do my clerkship
abroad and Fiji intrigued me,”
says Ms. Oshva. While searching
the Internet for information, she
found a news item about an oph¬
thalmologist in Los Angeles who
goes to Fiji annually to perform
eye exams. “I got in contact
with him and he gave me some¬
one to speak with at the Fiji
Medical School.”
After getting permission
from the appropriate parties at
the Fiji Medical School, Ms.
Oshva arranged her clerkship
with Ervin Jones, M.D., associate
professor of obstetrics and gyne¬
cology at Yale.
Ms. Oshva, a New Jersey
native and Princeton graduate,
was in Fiji from January to
March 1995. She assisted with
nearly 20 cesarean sections and
observed treatment for advanced
stages of diseases that she rarely,
if ever, would have seen in a
more sophisticated medical envi¬
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ronment, including end-stage
cervical cancer, several
advanced ectopic pregnancies
and an ovarian cyst the size
of a watermelon.
Fiji is a nation of more than
800 islands, about 100 of them
inhabited. “There are doctors on
each island but access to inten¬
sive care units and more modern
equipment is only on the main
island so the more critical
patients have to get some type of
transportation,” she says.
Ms. Oshva found that many
Fijians avoid the hospital
because they associate it with
dying, and that many will not go
to a doctor until they have
unbearable pain. Therefore, the
hospitals treat many more
patients in highly advanced
stages of illness. “I saw one
woman who came to the hospital
suffering from an ectopic preg¬
nancy three days before it rup¬
tured. Fortunately, she survived.
As a student, it was very educa¬
tional to see the natural history of
a disease and observe how to
handle that type of situation.”
Ms. Oshva says that while
the hospital staff on the main
island were up-to-date in their
medical knowledge, medical
equipment and supplies were
severely limited. “There’s virtu¬
ally no epidural anesthesia and
they are desperately in need of an
ultrasound machine. They have
one machine for the whole

Lillian Oshva found health care teams
in Fiji up-to-date in their medical
knowledge but hampered by shortages
of equipment and supplies.

hospital.” During her clerkship,
Ms. Oshva was able to arrange,
through a personal contact
in military surplus, for a ship¬
ment of supplies that included
ventilators, beds, catheters,
electrocardio-machines, gloves
and syringes.
Ms. Oshva says that Fiji
makes its hospitals very accessi¬
ble to students and is especially
accustomed to British medical
students serving rotations
because the country is a former
British colony with similar health
care system.
“Fiji offered me a rare oppor¬
tunity to really get involved in
the lives of people and under¬
stand what it’s like to live in their
country,” says Ms. Oshva, who
will pursue a career in emer¬
gency medicine.
Rosalind D’Eugenio

More student news next page ►
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Carole Smarth, a fourth-year
medical student, was named one
of this year’s Bristol-Myers
Squibb Academic Medicine Fel¬
lows in January at its 11 th annual
symposium. Ms. Smarth was rec¬
ognized for her work testing the
efficiency of a new gene-transfer
method that employs a device
known as a gene gun. She found
promising results for the treat¬
ment of gliomas, or brain tumors,
which cause some 90,000 deaths
each year in the United States.
The Bristol-Myers Squibb pro¬
gram annually awards fellow¬
ships to gifted minority medical
students from across the country,
who are nominated by their med¬
ical school deans, and provides
them with grants to conduct bio¬
medical research.
Alison Buckser, a second-year
epidemiology and public health
student, organized Yale’s first
annual Seminar Series on Domes¬
tic Violence, held in April at the
school. Students from the Depart¬
ment of Epidemiology and Public
Health joined the Pew Urban
Health Initiative to sponsor the
three-day event, which featured
speakers from New Haven’s
Domestic Violence Training Pro¬
ject, and the Health and Devel¬
opment Policy Project in
Washington. The program
focused on the overall causes
of domestic violence and the
role that health care providers
play in addressing this issue.
Obinwanne Ugwonali and
Darcy N. Bryan were this
year's recipients of McGrawHill Awards, given in May in
recognition of their dedication
and hard work during their first
year of medical school.

Match Day
1996 residency placements for Yale medical students
Photographs by Frank Poole

The following list, which outlines
the results of the National Resi¬
dent Matching Program for Yale’s
medical school graduates, is pro¬
vided by the Office of Education
and Student Affairs.

ARIZONA
Mayo Graduate School of Medicine,
Scottsdale
Monica Escarzaga, general surgery

CALIFORNIA
California Pacific Medical Center,
San Francisco
Joan Frisoli, medicine

Harbor/UCLA Medical Center, Torrance
Roger Yang, emergency medicine

LAC-USC Medical Center Program
John Choi, surgery
Charles Liu, neurosurgery
Peter Quiros, ophthalmology

Naval Medical Center, San Diego
Matthew Poggi, general surgery
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Joan Frisoli, diagnostic radiology
David Lee, emergency medicine
Martin Rossip, emergency medicine
Emily Roth, pediatrics
Irene Wu, internal medicine

University of California, Los Angeles
Allan Chen, internal medicine
Sarah Poggi, ob/gyn

CONNECTICUT
Hospital of St. Raphael
Everett Hsu, internal medicine
Min Kim, medicine
Peter Quiros, medicine

Yale-New Haven Hospital
Simon Cornelissen, orthopaedics &
rehabilitation
Rebecca Crichton, ob/gyn
Amos Dare, surgery
Javier Davila, general surgery
Shih-Yin Ho, emergency medicine
Henry Hsia, plastic surgery
Andrea Jeffress, ob/gyn
Anwar Khan, internal medicine
David Kim, medicine, radiation
oncology
Barbara Klock, pediatrics
Judd Landsberg, internal medicine
Sunghoon Lee, neurosurgery, surgery
Marjorie Marenberg, internal medicine
Stephen Marshalko, internal medicine
Martin Mayse, internal medicine
Joe Pastrano, otolaryngology, surgery
Tony Pham, plastic surgery
Lynn Sullivan, internal medicine
Susan Truman, diagnostic radiology

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
George Washington University
Jeffrey Dembner, neurosurgery, surgery
On March 15, medical students
across the United States learned
simultaneously where they had

In recognition of his extracurricu¬
lar activity within the New Haven
community, A.J. Babineau, a
second-year student, was pre¬
sented this year’s CIBA-GEIGY
Award.

Stanford Health Services

been placed for residency train¬
ing. Above: Sue Moss of the regis¬

ILLINOIS
University of Chicago Hospital
Karyn Horowitz, internal medicine

KENTUCKY

trar's office distributes Match
Day announcements as students
line up outside the mailroom in

University of Kentucky Medical Center,
Lexington
Eric Steenlage, orthopaedics

Edward S. Harkness Hall.
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From left: Chidi Alozie, center, who will train
in obstetrics and gynecology at the University
of Michigan at Ann Arbor, celebrates with
Nnemdi Kamanu of the Class of 1999, left, and
another friend.

Right: Christopher Gilligan smiles at the news:
general surgery at The New York Hospital.

MARYLAND
Johns Hopkins Hospital
Oliver Bacon, internal medicine
Cynthia Holcroft, ob/gyn
Charles Limb, otolaryngology, surgery
Jason Schwalb, surgery
Krystn Wagner, internal medicine
Katherine Widnell, medicine

Johns Hopkins University
Min Kim, ophthalmology
Katherine Widnell, neurology

Sinai Hospital of Baltimore

Harvard Longwood Psychiatry
Rebecca MacLean, psychiatry

Lahey Hitchcock Medical Center,
Burlington
Raymond Kant, medicine
David Wang, urology

Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston
Alison Begleiter, medicine
Anthony Ciabarra, medicine
Raymond Kam, psychiatry
Farzad Mostashari, internal medicine
Robert Ostfeld, internal medicine
David Wang, surgery

Theodore Robnett, medicine
Delphine Hu, medicine

Beth Israel Hospital

Jay Schindler, neurosurgery

MISSOURI
Aaron Grand, plastic surgery
Mark Oswood, diagnostic radiology

Hospital for Special Surgery, New York

Boston Univ. Medical Research
Program

Timothy Johnson, orthopaedics

Nelson Charlie, medicine

The Mount Sinai Hospital
Richard Nahouraii, general surgery

Boston University School of Medicine
Jill Oxley, general surgery

The New York Hospital

Brigham & Women’s Hospital
Delphine Hu, anesthesiology

The Children’s Hospital, Boston
Robert H. Gifford, M.D., associate
dean for education and student
affairs, and registrar Cynthia
Andrien congratulate the students
with balloons and a cake.
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Mayo Graduate School of Medicine,
Rochester

Anthony Ciabarra, neurology

John Maypole, pediatrics

Alison Begleiter, neurology
Molly Zirkle, otolaryngology

MINNESOTA

Columbia University

Boston City Hospital

Harvard University

Murad Alam, medicine
Chidinma Alozie, ob/gyn

NEW YORK

Sepideh Bagheri, general surgery

Jane Mintum, pediatrics

University of Michigan Hospitals,
Ann Arbor

Barnes-Jewish Hospital, St. Louis
New England Medical Center, Boston

MASSACHUSETTS

MICHIGAN

Duane Bryan, internal medicine
M. Kathleen Figaro, internal medicine
Christopher Gilligan, general surgery
Timothy Johnson, surgery
Clara Lee, general surgery
Julie Rothstein, internal medicine
Lynne Strasfeld, internal medicine

New York Medical College, Valhalla
Joshua Rosenow, neurosurgery
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Armen Khachatryan

Katherine Widnell, who matched in

happily shares his place¬

medicine/neurology at The Johns

ment letter. He will train

Hopkins Hospital, chats with Mark

in orthopaedics at Uni¬

Oswood (and his son and wife), who

versity of Utah Affiliated

will be a resident in diagnostic radi¬

Hospitals. Above: He

ology at Barnes-Jewish Hospital in

joins two classmates also

St. Louis, Missouri.

placed in orthopaedics
residencies: Timothy
Kinkead, center, who is
bound for Duke, and
Christopher Wahl, who will
be at the Universiy of Wash¬
ington Affiliated Hospitals.

New York University Medical Center
Brian Rinker, plastic surgery

Presbyterian Hospital, New York
Jiyon Lee, surgery
Jeremy Miller, ob/gyn
Ioannis Platis, general surgery

St. Vincent’s Hospital, New York
Jason Penzer, general surgery

Stony Brook Teaching Hospitals
Ho Yoo, emergency medicine

NORTH CAROLINA
Duke University Medical Center, Durham
Michael Davidson, general surgery
Samantha Hendren, general surgery
Timothy Kinkead. orthopaedics

Hospital of the University
of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia
Jeffrey Algazy, internal medicine
Carl Henningson, internal medicine
Elizabeth Hsia, internal medicine
Theodore Robnett, radiation oncology

Thomas Jefferson University, Philadelphia
Richard Epstein, diagnostic radiology

Thomas Jefferson University/Wills
Eye Hospital, Philadelphia
Junhee Lee, ophthalmology

University Health Center, Pittsburgh
Abrahim Zafar, general surgery

TEXAS
Baylor College of Medicine, Houston
Timothy Peters, pediatrics

OHIO
Cleveland Clinic Foundation
Leigh Miyamoto, dermatology

Lackland AFB/Wilford Hall Medical
Center, San Antonio
Monica Medynski, diagnostic radiology

Richard Epstein, medicine

University of Texas-Dallas/Southwestern
Medical Center, Dallas
Lisa Wei, ophthalmology

UTAH
University of Utah Affiliated Hospitals,
Salt Lake City
Christine Brozowski.psychiatry
Armen Khachatryan, orthopaedics
Wolffe Nadoolman, pediatrics/primary

VERMONT
Medical Center Hospital of Vermont,
University of Vermont (Fletcher Allen
Health Care), Burlington
Dennis Hughes, pediatrics
Alicia Jacobs, family practice

WASHINGTON
Steven Dresang,/aw//v practice

David Krol, pediatrics

Abington Memorial Hospital, Abington

Lisa Wei, medicine

Swedish Medical Center, Seattle

University Hospitals of Cleveland

PENNSYLVANNIA

Presbyterian Hospital, Dallas

Duane Bryan gets a congratulatory
hug on learning he matched in internal
medicine at The New York Hospital.

University of Washington Affiliated
Hospitals, Seattle
Sarah Clever, internal medicine
Christopher Wahl, orthopaedics

Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia
Karanja Harvey, pediatrics

The Graduate Hospital, Philadelphia
Junhee Lee, medicine
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Some names appear twice because
the graduate is entering a one-year
program before beginning a specialty
residency.
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Dr. Boyer shares prize
for genetic innovation

Herbert W. Boyer, Ph.D.

G

enetic engineers Herbert W.
Boyer, Ph.D., postdoctoral
fellow ’63-66, and Stanley Cohen,
M.D., received the 1996 Femelson-MIT prize for their invention
of recombinant DNA technology
more than two decades ago.
Together, Drs. Boyer and
Cohen provided the cornerstone
for modem biological and medical
science by inventing a method of
cloning genetically engineered
molecules in foreign cells, accord¬
ing to the judges for the $500,000
prize, which is administered by
the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology.
“Their ingenuity has revolu¬
tionized the way all of us live,”
said MIT President Charles M.
Vest, calling the two men “the
fathers of the biotechnology indus¬
try” at an April ceremony in Wash¬
ington. “Their collaborative effort
—a bringing together of the talents
and findings of two laboratories in
the pursuit of a third solution—is
the stuff of true innovation.”
A $ 10 million gift from Dr.
Boyer and his wife, Marigrace, was
the major impetus for construction
of the Boyer Center for Molecular
Medicine at Yale, which celebrated
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its fifth year of operation in June.
Dr. Boyer spent three years as a fel¬
low in the laboratory of Edward A.
Adelberg, Ph.D., now professor
emeritus of genetics.
The two California investiga¬
tors met in 1972 in Hawaii, where
they both were presenting papers
at a meeting on bacterial plasmids.
Dr. Cohen at Stanford University
had developed a method for intro¬
ducing antibiotic-carrying plasmid
DNA into E. coli bacteria, and
was able to isolate specific genes
on the plasmids and clone them
individually.
Meanwhile at the University of
California at San Francisco, Dr.
Boyer was trying to understand
how cells were able to pick out,
from an entire strand of DNA, one
specific DNA sequence. A graduate
student in his lab found a new kind
of enzyme that seemed to cleave
the DNA in just the right place. At
the meeting in Hawaii, Dr. Boyer
described how these restriction
enzymes yielded DNA segments
with “cohesive ends” capable of
attachment to other pieces of DNA.
Their subsequent collaboration
resulted in three patents on basic
cloning methodology. By 1995,
350 licenses of the patents had
been granted, bringing gross royal¬
ties of $124 million to Stanford
and the University of California.
People around the world enjoy
the benefits of Drs. Boyer and
Cohen’s “cellular factories.” Heart
attack patients receive injections of
a clot-dissolving agent, people

with diabetes receive insulin, and
children with growth deficiencies
are treated with human growth hor¬
mone—all produced by genetically
engineered bacteria.
“We were looking to solve
a puzzle,” says Dr. Boyer, co¬
founder of the $ 1.7 billion biotech
company Genentech Inc. in San
Francisco. “I’m glad that quest to
‘find a better way’ is being recog¬
nized, and I hope it inspires others
to do the same.”

Dr. Kissick awarded Yale Medal
William L. Kissick,
M.D/57, M.P.H.
'59, Ph.D. ’61,
was awarded a
Yale Medal by the
Association of
Yale Alumni. This
medal, the high¬
est honor award¬
William L. Kissick,
ed for outstanding
service to the Uni¬
M.D., M.P.H., Ph.D.
versity, was pre¬
sented by President Richard C. Levin to
five individuals in April.
Dr. Kissick, a former alumni fellow
on the Yale Corporation and chair of the
Yale Alumni Fund from 1988 to 1990,
is professor of public health and pre¬
ventive medicine at the University of
Pennsylvania School of Medicine, pro¬
fessor of health policy and manage¬
ment at the School of Nursing and pro¬
fessor of health care systems at the
Wharton School.
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Robert W. Frelick, M.D., ’44, HS
'44-45, retired in January from the
Delaware Division of Public
Health. He continues as part-time
medical director of the South Jer¬
sey Regional Cancer Center, South
Jersey Health System.

magazine. Dr. Smith, professor
and chairman of the department of
internal medicine at Seton Hall
University School of Graduate
Medical Education, and professor
of medicine and professor of
preventive medicine/community
health at the University of
Medicine and Dentistry of New
Jersey, also was included in
the Castle, Connolly Guide to
the Best Doctors, New York
Metro Area.

James P. Noland Jr., M.D. 55,
HS '62, of the State University of
New York (SUNY) at Buffalo, was
awarded the Distinguished Service
Professorship for 1996 by the
SUNY Board of Trustees.
Harold J. Fallon Jr., M.D. 57,
dean and professor of medicine at
the University of Alabama School
of Medicine in Birmingham, is
chair-elect of the American Col¬
lege of Physicians (ACP) Board of
Regents. His term began in April
during the ACP's 77th annual ses¬
sion in San Francisco. Dr. Fallon
will become chair in March 1997.
Asa Barnes Jr., M.D. ’59, a retired
physician in Silver City, N.M.,
became involved with Resource
Exchange International (REI), a
humanitarian group that assists
developing nations by working
with decision-makers within those
countries. One part of the REI pro¬
gram recruits American physicians
to work a short time alongside their
counterparts in Vietnam. Dr.
Barnes and his wife, Jean, have
returned from their third medical
trip to Vietnam.
Leon G. Smith, M.D. ’56, HS '5962, director of medicine and chief
of infectious diseases at St.
Michael’s Medical Center in
Newark, N.J., has been chosen one
of the top five infectious diseases
specialists in New Jersey following
a statewide poll of physicians con¬
ducted by New Jersey Monthly
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Richard N. Collins, M.D. ’62, HS
'62-68, has been regional medical
officer at the American Embassy in
New Delhi for three years, after a
23-year career in internal medicine
in Connecticut. Dr. Collins
returned to Connecticut in July, and
took a salmon fishing trip to the
York River in Gaspe, Quebec, with
Arne S. Youngberg, M.D. '66, of
Cheshire, Conn. They netted fish
up to 20 pounds.
Neal L. Maslan. M.P.H. '64, was
acknowledged in The New CareerMakers, published by HarperCollins, which profiles North
America’s top 250 executive
recruiters.
Stuart T. Hauser, M.D. 66,
Ph.D., of Brookline, Mass., has
been appointed president of the
Judge Baher Children’s Center and
a member of its Board of Trustees.
Dr. Hauser was also elected presi¬
dent of the Society for Research on
Adolescence for a two-year term
ending in 1998.
David H. Shapiro, M.D., HS 6771, clinical professor of surgery at
the University of South Florida
School of Medicine (USF), was
founding president, in 1994-95,
of the Society of University Profes¬
sors at USF and founding secretary
in 1994 of the Tampa Bay
Surgical Society.

Joellen Werne, M.D. ’70, HS ’7172, has a private psychotherapy
practice in Palo Alto, Calif., and is
also clinical associate professor of
psychiatry at Stanford University
School of Medicine, Department
of Psychiatry and Behavioral
Sciences.
John A. Drew, M.P.H.
'72, president and
chief executive officer
of Athens Regional
Medical Center in
Georgia, was awarded
fellow status in the
American College of
Healthcare Executives
in March in Chicago.
Fellow status is the
highest level of
achievement in the
college. Members
John A. Drew, M.l
must demonstrate
their education, expe¬
rience and leadership in the health
care field over several years and
complete a significant project
on a subject related to health care
management.
Raymond L. Sphar Jr., M.D.,
M.P.H. '72, has retired as head of
research for the Department of Vet¬
erans Affairs in Washington, hav¬
ing previously served 28 years in
the Navy Medical Corps, including
numerous research assignments.
Maisie Tam, M.D.
’74, HS '75-78, a
dermatologist at the
Lahey-Hitchcock
Medical Center in
Burlington, Mass.,
was appointed in Feb¬
ruary to the Practicing
Physicians Advisory
Council by the U.S.
secretary of health and
human services. The
council advises the
secretary and the
administrator of the

Maisie Tam, M.D.
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Health Care Financing Administra¬
tion on proposed changes in
Medicare and Medicaid services
and regulations.
Thaddeus P. Dryja Jr.. M.D. ’76,
a researcher at the Massachusetts
Eye and Ear Infirmary, received a
Senior Scientific Investigators
Award in the amount of $55,000
from Research to Prevent Blind¬
ness Inc. Dr. Dryja was honored
for his role in the application of
molecular genetics technology to
the study of hereditary diseases of
the retina. He and his colleagues
have identified six genetic causes
of retinitis pigmentosa.
Steven M. Shoum, M.D. ’78,
was named director of a new pain
management center at South
Nassau Communities Hospital in
Oceanside, N.Y.

Robert V. Levine, M.P.H. ’80, for¬
merly vice president of Lenox Hill
Hospital in New York City, was
appointed president and chief
executive officer of Peninsula Hos¬
pital Center in Queens, an affiliate
of the Beth Israel Medical Center.
Christie M. Reed, M.D., M.P.H.
’80, received an M.D. degree in
May from Baylor College of
Medicine in Houston. Dr. Reed is
enrolled in the medicine and
pediatrics residency program at
the University of California,
San Diego.
Martin L. Yarmush, M.D. 84,
Ph.D., Helen Andrus Benedict Pro¬
fessor of Surgery and Bioengeering at Harvard Medical School,
was appointed director of The Cen¬
ter for Engineering in Medicine at
Massachusetts General Hospital.
Ina S. Cushman, PA. ’86, senior
physician assistant at Harvard Pil¬
grim Health Care’s Braintree Cen¬
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ter, received a 1995 Professional
Achievement Award for her work
in developing a wound care pro¬
gram designed to help patients care
for their post-operative wounds in
the most appropriate setting. A
$5,000 grant also was awarded to
her department. The award is co¬
sponsored by the American Acad¬
emy of Physician Assistants and
Pfizer Inc.

1996-97
Association of Yale
Alumni in Medicine
Officers
Lycurgus M. Davey, M.D. ’43
President

Nicholas M. Passarelli, M.D. ’59
Vice President

Michael A. Hunter, M.D. ’89,
HS ’89-93, has been appointed
principal investigator for Radiation
Therapy Oncology Group at
Virginia Mason Medical Center
in Seattle.

Gilbert F. Hogan, M.D. ’57
Secretary

Marie-Louise T. Johnson,
Ph.D., M.D. ’56
Past President

Executive Committee

Daniel J. Donofrio, PA. ’91, med¬
ical officer in the U.S. Air Force
Reserve at Patrick Air Force Base
near Cocoa Beach, Fla., completed
the Army Flight Surgeon Primary
Course, Phase 1, in March.
Sherrie A. Downing, PA. ’93, has
joined the staff at the Maine Coast
Physician Affiliates in Ellsworth as
a certified physician assistant.

Albert S. Atwood, M.D. ’45
Jean L. Bolognia, M.D. ’80
Joseph F.J. Curi, M.D. ’64
John W. Foster Jr., M.D. ’71
Peter N. Herbert, M.D. ’67
Jocelyn S. Malkin, M.D. ’51
Ellen B. Milstone, M.D. '69
Donald E. Moore,
M.D. ’81, M.P.H. ’81
Lynn W. Reiser, M.D. ’70
Arne S. Youngberg, M.D. ’66
Ex-officio

Gerard N. Burrow, M.D. ’58
Dean

Cathleen Greenberg London,
M.D. '95, of Portland, Ore., and
her husband, Wayne, had a son,
Benjamin Eliezer London,
on Dec. 2.

William K. Jenkins
Managing Director, Alumni Affairs

Daniel L. Arons, M.D. ’67
Chair, YSM Alumni Fund

Samuel D. Kushlan, M.D. ’35
YSM Bequest and Endowment

Representatives to the
Association of Yale Alumni
Alfredo L. Axtmayer. M.D. ’76
Harold D. Bornstein Jr., M.D. ’53
Frank R. Coughlin Jr., M.D. ’52
Martin E. Gordon, M.D. '46
Michael Kashgarian, M.D. ’58
Theoharis C. Theoharides,
M.D. ’83, Ph.D.
AYAM Representative,
Medical School Council
Dorothea R. Peck, M.D. ’43M
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OBITUARIES

David M. Bull
David M. Bull, M.D., died Dec. 31
at his home in Waitsfield, Vt.
After graduating from Yale
medical school in 1962, Dr. Bull
took internship, residency and fel¬
lowship training in gastroenterol¬
ogy at Harvard Medical Service at
Boston City Hospital; thereafter,
followed a series of medical fac¬
ulty appointments at State Univer¬
sity of New York at Buffalo, Ohio
State, Harvard and Wayne State
universities. In 1992, he retired as
professor of medicine and director
of the division of gastroenterology
at the University of Missouri
School of Medicine.
At his graduation from Yale,
Dr. Bull received the Miriam Kath¬
leen Dasey Award for academic
achievement and personal charac¬
teristics that give promise of ful¬
filling the ideal of the compassion¬
ate physician.
The David M. Bull Fund to
sponsor an annual lecture in his

honor has been established at
Harper Hospital in Detroit.

W. Keasley Welch
W. Keasley Welch. M.D., died of
respiratory failure Feb. 2 at
Brigham and Women’s Hospital.
He was 75.
Born in Bridgeport, Conn.,
Dr. Welch was a 1940 graduate of
the University of Pittsburgh and,
in 1943, received a medical degree
from Yale. While in residency
training in neurological surgery
at the Montreal Neurological
Institute from 1945 to 1950, he
was awarded a master's degree
from McGill University, where
he also served as an instructor in
neuropathology.
Dr. Welch was an associate
neurosurgeon at Henry Ford Hos¬
pital in Detroit from 1950 to 1952
and served in the U.S. Army Med¬
ical Corps from 1952 to 1954 at
Letterman Army Hospital at the

Students and faculty spend many hours in the Medical Historical Library.

Presidio in San Francisco.
In 1954, Dr. Welch became
chief of neurosurgery at the Uni¬
versity of Colorado, a position he
held until 1970, when he was
appointed the Franc D. Ingraham
Professor of Neurosurgery at Har¬
vard Medical School and neuro¬
surgeon-in-chief at Boston Chil¬
dren’s Hospital and Brigham and
Women's Hospital. He retired
from those positions in 1987.

John J. Egan
John J. Egan, M.D.. died of heart
failure at his Greenville, Del.,
home on Feb. 4. He was 71.
A native of Trenton, N.J., Dr.
Egan graduated from Williams
College in 1945. After serving in
the U.S. Navy, he earned an M.D.
degree in 1951 from Yale. In 1956,
he opened the first hematology
practice in Wilmington, Del. Dr.
Egan was a section chief of the
Blood Bank of Delaware from
1966 until he retired in 1988. He
also served as section chief of the
hematology department of the
Medical Center of Wilmington,
now Medical Center of Delaware,
and at St. Francis Hospital.

Rolla B. Hill

Peter Casolino

Rolla Bennett Hill Jr., M.D.,
died of cancer on Feb. 12 at a
retirement home in Philo, Calif.
He was 66.
Dr. Hill, a native of Baltimore,
graduated from the University of
Rochester, where he also received
a medical degree. He came to Yale
beginning with his residency in
1957 through a research fellow¬
ship in 1958, and then as a clinical
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instructor on the faculty from 1959
to 1961. He then joined the faculty
of the University of Colorado and,
in 1969, was recruited by the State
University of New York. He
retired in 1986.

Samuel C. May
Samuel C. May, M.D., of Man¬
chester, N.H., Cape Porpoise,
Maine, and Jensen Beach, Fla.,
died Feb. 21 in the Lahey-Hitchcock Clinic in Burlington, Mass.
He was 75.
Dr. May was bom in Syracuse,
N.Y., but was raised in Hamden,
Conn. He graduated in 1942 from
Harvard College and in 1945
received an M.D. degree from
Yale. After an internship at GraceNew Haven Hospital, he served in
the U.S. Army Air Corps during
World War II. After the war, he
completed a surgical residency at
University Hospital in Iowa City.
As senior surgeon at the Elliot
Hospital in New Hampshire for
more than 30 years. Dr. May also
held positions there as chief of
surgery, president of the medical
staff, director of the emergency
room, director of the trauma center
and vice president of medical
affairs. He was a member of the
hospital’s board of trustees and an
attending and consulting surgeon
at the Veterans Administration
Hospital in Manchester, N.H.
Following his retirement from
Elliot Hospital, he was a physician
surveyor for the Joint Commission
on Accreditation of Healthcare
Organizations.

Frederick G. Adams
Frederick G. Adams, D.D.S.,
M.P.H., died Feb. 25 at his Hart¬
ford, Conn., home from complica¬
tions of Lou Gehrig’s disease. He
was 64.
Dr. Adams was bom in
Columbus, Ohio, and graduated
from Ohio State University, from
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which he also received his dental
degree in 1960. The same year, he
went into general practice in Con¬
necticut. In 1970, he received a
master’s degree in public health
from Yale.
In 1969, the University of
Connecticut (UConn) at Storrs
named Dr. Adams its ombudsman
for race relations. During the
1970s, he held other positions at
UConn, including those of dean of
the School of Allied Health Ser¬
vice, which he helped develop, and
vice president for student affairs
and services. In 1987, he was
appointed health commissioner by
then-Connecticut Gov. William A.
O’Neill. Dr. Adams held that post
until 1991.
He also served as chairman of
the Connecticut Commission on
Human Rights and Opportunities,
as president of the Urban League
of Greater Hartford, and as direc¬
tor of the Hartford Foundation for
Public Giving.
The St. Francis Hospital and
Medical Center in Hartford
recently named its new health cen¬
ter at the Stowe Village housing
project after him.

Melvin B. Laubstein
Melvin B. Laubstein, M.D., died
on March 12 at his home in Woodbridge, Conn. He was 63.
Dr. Laubstein, a graduate of
Syracuse University, received his
medical degree from the State Uni¬
versity of New York at Syracuse.
He completed his internship and
residency at Grace-New Haven
Hospital from 1959 to 1963 and
served as a clinical instructor at the
Yale School of Medicine.
In 1963, he joined the staff of
Griffin Hospital in Derby, Conn.,
and retired in 1994. Dr. Laubstein
was past president of the Griffin
Hospital medical staff and had
served as president and medical
director of the Valley IPA for Sub¬
urban Health Plan. He also served
as a volunteer physician in Kenya.

Malvin F. White
Malvin F. White, M.D., D.M.D.,
died April 8 in Florida. He was 84.
Bom in Birmingham, Ala., Dr.
White graduated from the Univer¬
sity of Alabama and received a
D.M.D. degree cum laude from
Tufts College Dental School. In
1939, he received an M.D. degree
from Yale, where he was a Car¬
negie Fellow in oral pathology and
surgery and a maxillofacial sur¬
geon at Grace Hospital in New
Haven. He completed an intern¬
ship and residency in general and
plastic surgery at Kings County
Hospital in New York.
From 1942 to 1946, Dr. White
served in the U.S. Army as a cap¬
tain and colonel. His assignments
included a stint as plastic surgeon
in Yale’s 39th General Hospital
Unit. He was also awarded the bat¬
tle star in Sicily.
During his career. Dr. White
was assistant professor of surgery
at Tufts College Medical School
and associate clinical professor of
oral and facial surgery at Tufts
College Dental School. He was a
visiting surgeon at Boston City
Hospital, chief of plastic surgery at
St. Elizabeth’s Hospital in Boston,
associate surgeon at Beth Israel
Hospital, head of the Plastic Clinic
and instructor of plastic surgery at
Harvard Medical School, and asso¬
ciate surgeon at the New England
Center Hospital.

Donald H. Schultz
Donald Howland Schultz, M.D.,
died at his home in Kingston, N.Y.,
on May 26. He was 69.
At age 16, Dr. Schultz studied
at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
in Troy, N.Y., where he earned a
bachelor’s degree in chemical
engineering. In 1952, he received a
medical degree from Yale. He
completed psychiatric training
at Columbia University Presbyter¬
ian Hospital and his psychoana¬
lytic training at the New York
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Medical College Flower and Fifth
Avenue Hospitals in New York
City in 1953.
Dr. Schultz returned to
Kingston in 1954 to a private psy¬
chiatric practice and served as a
consultant to IBM Corp. During
his medical career, he was on the
staff of both the Benedictine and
Kingston hospitals and was presi¬
dent of the Ulster County Chapter

of the New York Medical Society.
In recent years. Dr. Schultz
had become active with the Yale
School of Medicine Office of
Alumni Affairs and was a member
of the executive committee of the
Association of Yale Alumni in
Medicine. At the time of his death.
Dr. Schultz was working at the
Ulster County Mental Health
Association.

IN

MEMORIAM

Frederick G. Adams, D.D.S., M.P.H. ’70
February 25, 1996

John J. Egan, M.D. '51
February 4, 1996

George Feldman, M.P.H. ’40
February 2, 1996

Rolla Bennett Hill Jr., M.D., HS ’57-58
Februaty 12, 1996

“Doctor; how can I

H

thank you?”

Ben D. Kiningham Jr., M.P.H. ’39
January 23, 1996

Sidney L. Lasell, M.D. '41

ow many times have you heard this question from
your patients? Your answer can lead to a way to
help the Yale School of Medicine. A gift from your
patient to the School honors you and guarantees
the continuation of our tradition of excellence in
teaching and patient care into the 21st century.

“Yale School of Medicine was and remains
extremely important to me in the ongoing development

Edward E. Hogan, M.D. ’36
January 21, 1996

of

my busy practice. I am proud of my close relationship with the School,

February 7, 1996

Samuel C. May, M.D. ’45
February 21, 1996

Herbert C. Miller, M.D. ’34, HS '34-38
March 21, 1996

Susan L. Rice, M.P.H. ’60
August 17, 1995

even though I am geographically far from New Haven. My patients
regularly take an interest in my research and clinical activities, and I
am more than happy

for Yale

to share with them my fondness

Russell B. Scobie, M.D. ’29
February 21, 1996

in order to stimulate their interest in the School’s mission.”
Dudley Seth Danoff, M.D. ’63, F.A.C.S.
Beverly Hills, California

Walter A.L. Thompson, M.D. ’35, HS ’37
June 6, 1995

I am a proud graduate of Yale
School Of Medicine and an active participant in the teaching

W. Keasley Welch, M.D. ’43

program. They also know that one of the best ways to make me

February 2, 1996

“My patients know that

happy is to give to my alma mater.”
Mary Jane Minkin, M.D. 75
New Haven, Connecticut

Brochures promoting the School are available for
display in your office, to generate the revenue
needed to continue our standard of excellence.
Free copies are available from:

Bonnie Sargent
Office of Development
Yale University School of Medicine
P.0. Box 7611
New Haven, Connecticut 06519-1714
Or call:

203.785.6760
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alumni/ae

A

AFFAIRS

A new face in the alumni/ae office

s the new managing director
of the Office of Alumni
Affairs, I am happy to have
the opportunity to communicate to
you news about our alumni/ae, the
School of Medicine, and the Associ¬
ation of Yale Alumni in Medicine
(AYAM) through this column in
Yale Medicine magazine.
First and foremost, I want to
thank my predecessor, Arthur C.
Crovatto. M.D. ’54, HS '54-61, for
helping me make the transition to
my new position a smooth and easy
one. At Alumni Reunion Weekend
this June, Dr. Crovatto was awarded
the Peter Parker Medal, which hon¬
ors and recognizes extraordinary
contributions to the School of Med¬
icine. (Complete reunion coverage
will appear in Fall 1996 Yale Medi¬
cine./ The medal is named after the
Rev. Peter Parker, a 19th-century
graduate of Yale College and the
medical and divinity schools, who
went to China in 1834 as a medical
missionary and was the founder of
the first Western hospital in China.
Dr. Crovatto’s work as
alumni/ae director has had a mis¬
sionary quality about it as well,
especially among Yale medical stu¬
dents, whom he came to know well
as an instructor of anatomy. From
the start, he sought to engage them
in the AYAM and he encouraged a
class structure for future alumni/ae
activities. He attended Student
Council meetings and served on the
Medical School Council. Dr.
Crovatto directed the student
phone-a-thon, which exposes stu¬
dents to the wonderful generosity of
our alumni/ae and shows medical
students how they can remain
involved with the school after grad-
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William K. Jenkins

uation, through charitable giving.
Dr. Crovatto has had a very positive
impact on the continued growth of
the AYAM.
My own career experience has
always been in the field of higher
education. Before coming to Yale
School of Medicine in 1993,1
worked for 12 years in undergradu¬
ate admissions at Mitchell College
and at Sacred Heart University.
While working with student appli¬
cants, I would often point out that
we were selecting not just the fresh¬
man class but also the future
alumni/ae of the institution. For the
three years I have been at the
School of Medicine, I have had the
opportunity to meet many
alumni/ae in my travels as a devel¬
opment officer. My meetings with
alumni/ae have always been infor¬
mative and have allowed me the
opportunity to learn about the tradi¬
tion and history that makes this
medical school so special.
I am pleased to be working with
the distinguished alumni/ae of Yale
School of Medicine. My role is to
plan and implement the most

relevent, enjoyable and useful
alumni/ae activities possible, and to
respond to your interests in plan¬
ning these events. I would like to
know from your perspective what is
working well and what we could
add to the Alumni Reunion Week¬
end program and to our regional
events and the University-wide
Association of Yale Alumni meet¬
ings each spring and fall.
In addition, I would like to
initiate some new programs and
activities to keep alumni/ae con¬
nected with the School of Medicine,
and to circulate the wealth of
knowledge and strong traditions
that our alumni/ae share with their
classmates, as well as within the
medical profession.
I am grateful that Lycurgus
“Bill" M. Davey, M.D. '43, HS '4352, is taking a hands-on, active role
as president of the association. It is
through the alumni/ae office, as
well as those elected to the execu¬
tive committee of the AYAM, that
your voices will be heard. Your
ideas and suggestions are encour¬
aged and welcomed. I look forward
to successfully meeting the chal¬
lenges ahead in my new position
and to making the acquaintence of
many of the School of Medicine
alumni/ae whom I have not yet had
the pleasure of meeting.
William K. Jenkins
Managing Director
Office of Alumni Affairs

Write to William Jenkins at the
Office of Alumni Affairs, P.O. Box
7613, New Haven, CT 06519, or via
e-mail at william.jenkins@yale.edu
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DEVELOPMENT

The Renewal of Harkness Hall
For those who lived, studied and made lifetime friends here

I

The square shoulders of Harkness Hall: no gargoyles but good food.

The Renewal of Harkness Hall is part
of Yale School of Medicine's $285
million capital campaign. With one
year remaining, 89 percent of the goal
has been met. Another $31 million in
gifts and pledges is needed.
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t has no slate roof, rotunda.
Gothic stone arch, or turrets. It
was not built during the Yale
building boom of the 1920s.
George Washington did not sleep
there, nor did any alumnus from
the Class of 1955 or earlier. How¬
ever, for the past four decades it
has served nobly as the medical
school dormitory and as the center
of student life. Many alumni/ae
met lifelong friends there; some
met lifetime companions.
It is Edward S. Harkness
Memorial Hall, and this year it is in
the first phase of a major overhaul
and renovation, inside and out.
The project will take approxi¬
mately five years to complete at a
cost of $5 million. The School of
Medicine has made a commitment
to the first phase of renovations
that are now under way and sched¬
uled for completion by early 1997.
But there is no assurance that all
phases of the renovation will pro¬
ceed as planned.
If the Renewal of Harkness
Hall is to come to fruition by the
turn of the century, a commitment
of funds is needed from external
sources. Corporations are not
likely to be interested. It is the peo¬
ple who ate there, and slept there,
and studied there who will have to
take on the challenge of the
Renewal of Harkness Hall.
Phase One of the renovations
includes a completely remodeled
and expanded food service and
seating area with extended hours of
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operation. Computer network
wiring is being installed in each of
the residential rooms to give stu¬
dents 24-hour, easy access to Med¬
line, the Internet and other elec¬
tronic information services. In
addition, the Class of 1958 is rais¬
ing funds for a new health and fit¬
ness exercise center. Future plans
call for new lounges and activity
rooms, residential room renova¬
tions, a refurbishing of the great
hall, and major infrastructure
improvements and upgrades.
The Renewal of Harkness Hall
is an important part of Yale Univer¬
sity’s $1.5 billion capital campaign
which has as its primary focus the
renovation and restoration of
Yale’s physical plant. The Yale
Campaign includes a goal of $285
million for the School of Medicine.
As of June 1996, we are 89 percent
of the way there, with $31 million
more needed and one year remain¬
ing in the campaign.
In the final year of... And For
Yale: The Yale Campaign, those

medical alumni/ae who are having
their reunions in 1997 will be
asked by classmates for a special
commitment to the school. The
Campaign for the Renewal of
Harkness Hall provides an excel¬

lent opportunity for alumni/ae to
make a gift that will directly and
tangibly improve community life
at the School of Medicine. With so
many buildings at Yale in line for
renovations, the School of Medi¬
cine must secure funding commit¬
ments in advance to ensure that
Harkness Hall—with its simple red
bricks and rectangular form—will
be a genuine, vibrant center for
student life.

When I think of Harkness, I remem¬
ber halcyon days and friendships
that have lasted for years. However,
when I see it up close today, I see it
through the eyes of a prospective
student. The fact is, the lack of a
modern student center and dorm can
hurt recruitment. A new and
improved Harkness will help the
school continue to attract the very
best students in the country.
Daniel L. Arons, M.D. ’67
Chairman

David Davison

Yale School of Medicine
Alumni Fund

Director, Individual Major Gifts

Write to David Davison at the
Office of Development,
100 Church Street South, Suite 211,
New Haven, Connecticut 06519,
or via e-mail at david.davison@

first-year class to lifetime friend¬

yale.edu

ships than almost anything else here

Harkness dormitory is the center of
student life. It does more to bond the

at Yale School of Medicine. Students
love living at Harkness during the
first year but are disappointed with

The Campaign for Renewal
Edward S. Harkness Memorial Hall

the facility. We need to make it a
true student center that senses their
social needs and fosters better

Goal $5 million
Named Gift Opportunities
Dining Hall
Great Hall
Health and Fitness Exercise Center
Main Floor Computer Resource Center
Activity Rooms (4)
Residence Floor Lounges (9)
Residential Rooms (188)

learning.
Robert H. Gifford, M.D., HS '66-67

$ 750,000
500,000
350,000
250,000
50,000 each
25,000 each
10,000 each

For more information on
The Campaign for the Renewal of Harkness Hall, contact:
Robert Feldman
Director of External Affairs
100 Church Street South, Suite 211
New Haven, Connecticut 06519
Tel: 203-737-2489 Fax: 203-785-3913
E-mail: robert.feldman@yale.edu

Yale medicine

Associate Dean for Education
and Student Affairs

I like living at Harkness because it’s
convenient and safe, which is very’
important. But, honestly, I wish it
had more to offer. We don't expect
luxury, but a student’s free time is a
precious thing, and most of us wish
the facilities were more modern.
Lysiane A. Ribeiro
Class of 1998
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LETTERS

Beijing calling
To the editor:

I recently read your commentary in
Yale Medicine with great interest
(Doctor and patient in cyberspace.

Winter 1996). I just wanted to make
two corrections regarding the “case
in China with a bizarre clinical his¬
tory,” by which I assume you are
referring to the well-known case of
Zhu Ling. First, the original Internet
inquiry was made not by the
patient’s physician, but by her
friends at Beijing University, who
were unconvinced by her physi¬
cians’ diagnosis of acute dissemi¬
nated encephalomyelitis.
The message, dated April 10,
1995, has achieved some fame in the

Excerpts from the original Beijing
message follow:
Hi,
This is Peking University in China, a place of
those dreams of freedom and democracy.
However, a young, 21-year-old student has
become very sick and is dying. The illness is
very rare. Though they have tried, doctors at
the best hospitals in Beijing cannot cure her;
many do not even know what illness it is. So
now we are asking the world—can somebody
help us?
The young woman—her name is Zhu Ling—
is a student in the chemistry department. On
Dec. 5,1994, Zhu Ling felt sick in her stom¬
ach. Three days later, her hair began to fall
out and within two days she was completely

How to reach us
Yale Medicine welcomes news
and commentary. Please send let¬
ters to the editor and news items
to Yale Medicine, P.O. Box 7612,
New Haven, CT 06519-0612, or
via electronic mail to

ymm@yale.edu, and include a
daytime telephone number. Sub¬
missions may be edited for length,
*tyle, and content.
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Internet community. As a result of
widespread input suggesting thal¬
lium poisoning as the correct diag¬
nosis, Zhu Ling’s parents brought
blood and urine samples to an inde¬
pendent testing agency, which con¬
firmed the diagnosis with urine thal¬
lium levels 50 times normal.
Second, the recovery has been
slow; the poisoning was very severe.
At least five months of Prussian blue
treatment were required before the
patient regained consciousness and
could be taken off the respirator. She
is still in the hospital, but has made
good progress and responds appro¬
priately to questions.
Phillip Cheng, Class of ’98
New Haven, via e-mail

bald. She entered the hospital, but the doc¬
tors could not find the reason for her illness.
However, after she was in the hospital for a
month, she began to feel better and her hair
grew back. Zhu Ling went back to school in
February, but in March her legs began to ache
severely, and she felt dizzy. She entered
XieHe (Harmony) Hospital—the most famous
hospital in China. On March 15, her symp¬
toms worsened. She began facial paralysis,
central muscle of eye’s paralysis, self-con¬
trolled respiration disappeared. So she was
put on a respirator.
The doctors now think that it might be
acute disseminated encephalomyelitis
(ADEM) or lupus erythematosus(LE), but the
data from [many] tests did not support this
conclusion.
Zhu Ling has not responded [to treat¬
ment]—she remains in a vegetative state,
sustained by life support.
If anyone has heard of patients with sim¬
ilar symptoms—or has any ideas as to what
this illness could be, please contact us. We
are Zhu Ling’s friends and we are desperate
to help her.
This is the first time that Chinese try to
find help from Internet. Please send back email to us at
caiqq@mccuxO. mech.pku.edu.cn

Thank you very much
Peking University
April 10,1995

Doctors and diversity
To the editor:

A brief note to commend you on the
quality of Yale Medicine. I remain
an avid reader through the years.
Congratulations to Dr. Forrester
A. Lee, the new assistant dean for
multicultural affairs. I am impressed
with the insightful institutional sen¬
sitivity to a very important ongoing
societal dynamic. His selection
seems highly appropriate after
reviewing his professional qualifica¬
tions and the text of his remarks in
this recent issue of Yale Medicine.
My 35-year tenure on active
duty in the U.S. Navy Medical
Corps was highlighted when I was
assigned as staff medical officer to
the Chief of Naval Operations,
Adm. E.R. Zumwalt (1970-1974).
His mandate was to bring the U.S.
Navy kicking and screaming into
the 20th century.
This task brought forth a truly
serious review of the status of race
relations, discriminatory practices
and gender issues. All of these were
approached head-on in spite of the
expected digging-in of heels in an
organization steeped in tradition. It
truly was an eye-opener for this
naive medical officer to see the heat
and furor that this directed review
produced for Admiral Zumwalt.
As you are aware, the Navy is a
microcosm of the real world, and I
can only report that moderate
progress on the societal issues have
been achieved in the last 25 years.
Again, keep up the good work
with your publication, and extend
all the best to Dr. Lee and his new
tasking.
William M. Narva, M.D. ’56
Rear Admiral, Medical
Corps, U.S. Navy (Ret.)
Washington, D.C.
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Continuing Medical

Education at Yale
Sept. 7-8
SaturdaySunday

Sept.
12-15
ThursdaySunday

Sept. 18
Wednesday

Oct. 30, 31
and Nov. 1
WednesdayFriday

Nov. 16
Saturday

Nov. 23-24
SaturdaySunday

Vascular Access: Issues & Innovations, Second Annual Meeting
Course
Topics
central
Mystic

Director: Melvin Rosenblatt, M.D.
will include hemodialysis access, the failing shunt, the occluded shunt,
venous catheter, and pediatric and economic issues.
Hilton, Mystic, Conn.

A

20th Annual Yale Physician Assistant Certification/
Recertification Preparatory Conference
Program Coordinator: Christiane Nockels, PA-C
Mary S. Harkness Auditorium, Sterling Hall of Medicine

B

Dual Diagnosis Dilemmas: Case Conferencing the Complex Client
Course Directors: Leslie Harmon, M.A.; Steve Martino, Ph.D.; Arthur Evans, Ph.D.
Issues regarding coordination of services and treatment planning
for the dually diagnosed, particularly in light of managed care.
Mary S. Harkness Auditorium, Sterling Hall of Medicine

C

Modern Neurosurgical Clinical Trials
Course Director: Dennis Spencer, M.D.
A workshop on design, conduct and analysis for neurosurgeons,
residents, and academic faculty.
Gaylord Hospital, Wallingford, Conn.

D

Autism and Pervasive Developmental Disorders: An Update
Course Directors: Fred R. Volkmar, M.D. and Ami Klin, Ph.D.
An overview of current knowledge appropriate for parents as well as
for teachers, psychologists, physicians, and other professionals who work
with children with autism and their families.
Mary S. Harkness Auditorium, Sterling Hall of Medicine

E

Biology and Clinical Relevance of the Somatostatin Receptor
Course Director: Irvin M. Modlin, M.D., Ph.D., FACS
Diagnosis and management of gastero-entero-pancreatic endocrine tumors
and the role of somatostatin analogs in oncological practice will be covered.
Jane Ellen Hope Building, Room 110

For information, contact the Office of Postgraduate and Continuing Education,Yale University School
of Medicine, 333 Cedar Street, P.O. Box 208052, New Haven 06520-8052; Tel: (203) 785-4578
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